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. . . Ae that lahoureth right for loVt of lAe

Shall finally attain / Sat, if in this

Thy faint heart fails, bring Me thy failure!

'^The Song Celestial

The Triple Stream’

THE NEW ‘ TRIVENI ’

The l.'ist volume of Triveni was commenced under happy

auspices, but like an ugly sum in arithmetic it went wrong

somewhere. Even as the impatient schoolboy rubs it out

and starts working a fresh sum, the Editor abandons the sixth

volume luilf-way and begins the seventh.

' The cover design for the new year is the handiwork of

Adivi Dapiraju, the gifted Andhra poet and painter. When
wjis born in IQ28

,
Bapiraju. designed the first cover

and acted as Associate liditor for a time. After si.v years,

this dear friend once again stamps Triveni with his genius.

Me calls up»a vision, of the Triveni of our dreams, the

goddess of ifie flowing dark tresses, floral crowned and

decorated with the makara (crocodile), the kurma (tortoise)

and the (lotus). These three are the (vehicles)

of the (ianga, Yamuna and Saraswati, the three streams which

symbolize the power, the love, and the wisdom of the Triveni.

The frontispiece is a reprod iction in colours of Ananda

Mohan’s painting in Moghul style, ‘ The Supreme Offering’.

It depicts the famous episode of the Emperor Babar offering

his life, in order that his dearly loved son Humayun may be

snatched from Death. Like the old court painters of .^gra

and Delhi, Ananda Mohan works out the minutest details with

infinite care, and produces a picture of ex(|uisite beauty and

grade.

Triveni starts again on its course. Being an incurable

optimist, the Edito^ hopes it will nevermore lose its way.

XHE GREATEST INDIANS

Mr. K. Iswara Dutt indulges in the ‘ pleasant pastime ’ of

’•>ming the eleven greatest living Indians. His list is almost
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TRIVENI

ideal, and likely to meet with the approval of thinking men
everywhere. But which amongst us is without personal

preferences } For instance, the Editor would not deem any

list satisfactory if it left out Sri Aurobindo and Sri
J. Krishna-

murti, who have not only ‘affccted the mind of their genera-

tion’ but promise: to change the trend of human thought and

aspiration for ages yet unborn. When 'rime takes its revenges,

these two may be remembered and their names cherished,

along with that of (landhiji, as the three greatest Indians of

the twentieth century. Mr. Iswara Dutt's list wotild improve

vastly by their inclusion, even at the risk of omitting two out

of the three votaries of science. .Similarly the great art

movement of totlay in India owes its inception and its success

to Doctors Anauda taxjinaraswamy and Abanindranath

Tagore. 'I'he jianie of olie of the poliiicians may give place

to that of either of these interpreters of Indian art.

'I'hese are suggestions t)flered in a spirit of Iriendline.ss

and not meant to detract from the value of \lr,*Dutt’s roll of

illustrious Indians, every orie of whom is entitled to our

respectful homage. Mr. Dutt's is a closeI>- rcasimed and

sprightly essay ; it ought to bring /is much pleasure to the

readers of Triveui as it did to tin* baliior himself. Modern
India is rich in its great men and women, .ind we can never

have too many of them.

THE CONGRESS

With the virtual withdrawal of civil dlsiAicdience as a

weapon for the winning of S'varaj, and the decision to contest

the elections to the A.ssembly, the Congress becomes a

constitutional body functioning under normal conditions.

The Government, on their .side, have raised the ban on all

Congress organisations, and Congressmen are therefore busy

.setting their house in order and taking «ij> the threads that

were snapped during the first week of January lOdli. 'I'o all

outward appearance, the Congre.ss has sufferetl a reverse. •

riie nosition se? m.s to be very much like what it was at

’ the Amritsar se.ssion of the Cougress in December 1919.

4



‘THE TRIPLE STREAM’

The White Paper replaces the Montford Reforms of that day.

Only a thin line then separated the Liberals and the Nationa-

lists, which became a wide gulf when the former allied them-

selves with JVlontagu to form provincial ministries and the

latter boycotted the legislatures^ Today too, the difference

between the Congressman and the non-Congress nationalist

is mainly one of temperament, h'or there is no talk of

wrecking the legislatures or of consistent and continuous

obstruction. Opposition to the White Paper and the

demand for the repeal of repressive laws an^ negative items,

and not enough to mark the Congress off from the other

parties. As the months pass, howe\er, differences in

• outlook are bound to be emphasised between those that

sacrificed their all in order to engage, in a perilous fight

with the Ciovenunent. and the rest who r]uietly walked

into' the legislatures and the cabinets while that fight was

at its grimmest.. Despite occasional set-backs, the Congress

is the one j?jlitical body with a nation-wide following. A
well disciplined [»halanx of selfless workers can offer battle

on the only front that seems available, and compel the

Government to respect tjie wishes of a Constituent Assembly.

Communal and parochial interests may seek to cloud the

issue, but tliC Congress retains the nation’s love as well as

the right to speak on the nation ; behalf.

BUILDING FROM WITHIN

There are thousands of Cong ess workers in every

province \«^ho arc unable to enthuse* themselves over the

councils. 'Fhey are in sympathy with the Congress, and may

help it in the coming elections. Put council work as such

has no appeal for them. They feel that the reasons for which

the Congress boycotted the legislatures in 1920 are still valid.

These Congressn>en formed the bulk of the ' no-changers ’ of

1924. Once the elections are over, they would like to devote

thf*ir entire energy to those iialiun-building activities that

have all along constituted their first love. Work in the coun-

cils can absorb but a fraction of the time and attention
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the Congress. The huge task of harnessing the enthusiasm

of youth and the wisdom of advancing years to constructive

ends will naturally fall to the Congress.

But alongside of such tangible outer activity, there mu.st

be a process of building from within for every Congress

worker. For over a decade, the flower of the nation have given

up wealth, comfort, and careers. Diwing a period of stress and

misfortune, even intellectual nourishment has been eschewed

as a luxury fit only for more peaceful time.s. A whole gene-

ration of 3 oung men and women has denied itself the culture

that sustains and uplifts. While their emotions have been

enriched, their intellect has been starved. We believe it was

this aspect of the nation’s .struggle that Dr. Hardiker had m
view when he pleaded for an opportunity for (jiiiet study and

recuperation. Art and literature, history and philosophy arc

the most prized possessions of a race, and continued neglect

of them will lead to impoverishment of the spirit. In.stitutions

like the Kashi Vidyapith, the Ciujarat Vidyablth, and the

Andhra jathecyti Kalasala ought to tiddress thtun-stilves to this

supreme duty of giving the workers a chance to come into

direct contact with the springs of national culture. .After a

period of study and meditation, they may go fo.'th to reorga-

nise the countless villages in the land as el'ficieni units ()f a

Swaraj India.

NORTH AND SOUTH

The Hindi proeharaks (jf S(nith Indi.i iuid a very eventful

tour in the North. Everywhere, they were welctmied most

warmly. Ruling Princes like 11. 11. The Alaharai'a (iaekwad,

and learned bodies like the Hindi Sahitya Saminclan, praised

their work as a viiluable contribution to a clo.ser tissociiition

between North and .South. His llighiK'.ss, in particular,

signifu’d hi.s desire !<< Iinw the best literntiire in the .South

Indian lang lages translated into Hindi. At .Sanliniketan, tin-

Poet admitted ihal Hindi had the largest claims to become
the national language -'f India. But he em[)hasised the need
or a more inten.sj’\'e cultivation of the different provincial
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‘THE TRIPLE STREAM’

literatures. The best work could be done only through the

mother-tongue of a writer, and therefore literary men all over

India shoulct employ that medium. According to him, it is

the duly of scholars in Hindi provinces to enrich their litera-

ture by translating the ma.steifpieces in the other Indian

languages. The Poet’s view ought to receive the wide.st

attention. *

Another batch of South Indians left Madras early in July,

not to tour North India, but to settle down at important

centres of Hindi learning and study Hindi in its purest form

for some years. As a complement to this process of emigra-

tion from the .South, groups of students from the Ilindi-

•speaking provinces should similarly settle down at Bangalore,

Madura, or Masulipatam to make a study of the South Indian

languages. .A decade of such cultural contact \yill break down

the barriers yf language and promote a keener appreciation

of the literature of each province.

THE ‘ RAMSAYANA '

The epic ol X’almiki is not merely the earliest poem in

classical Sanskrit : after«the lap.se of over twenl)’ centuries,

it continues to'be nearest the heart of every devout Hindu.

As the story of Kama, the hero orince through whom God
fullilled himself, and of Sita, his long-suffering consort, the

• liamayauah the joy and the solace of millions. For many

men and women in India, the reading of a few sar^as of the

Ramaynna is almost the first item of the day’s programme,

for It is great literature as well as great scripture.

'I'here arc many and conflicting te.vis ol the epic. Mr.

R. Narayanaswami Iyer, the learned and pious proprietor of the

Madras Law journal Press, has brought out a magnificent

edition at an incredibly cheap price (Rupees hour). With

the aid of a ban? of di.stinguished South Indian scholars

headed by Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. S. Kuppuswami Sastriar,

Innumerable copies of the epic, including old palm-leaf

manuscripts, have been collated. The best reading is incor-

porated in the te.Kt, and akernative readings are given in the •

7



TRIVENI

footnotes. Textual criticism, indices, and all the ‘scaffolding’

of scholarship add to the value of this edition. Mr. K. Ram
Mohan Sastri has painted some of the striking incidents.

His unusual mastery of tcchnicjue and sense of colour values

make the pictures dreams tof beauty. ‘ The Passing of

Dasaratha ‘ Bharala worshipping the Sandals’, and ‘ Agni
(the (rod of Fire) restoring .Sita to her Lord ’ are of outstand-

ing merit. 'I'he frontispiece, ‘ The coronation of Sri Rama
is somehow disappointing.

We commend this edition of the epic for the acceptance

of lovers of Indian culture.

8



My Brother

(A Poem)
%

By SllRI
J.

IvRISllNAMURTI

My Brother died ;

We were as two stars in a naked sky.

He was like me,

liurnt by the warm siin,

fn the land where are soft breezes,

Swaying palms,

i\nd cool rivers,

Where there are shadows numberless,

Bright coloured parrots and chattering birds;

#

VV^Iu!K* jjreen tree-tops

\>Ance‘'m tV.e brilluinl sun ;

Where tV.ere ;ire golden ‘sands

And blue-green seas*.
•

Where the world lives in the burden of the sun,

And the earth is baked dull brown ;

Where the green-sparkling rice fields

Are luscious in slimy waters,

And shining, brown, naked bodies

Are free in the dazzling light :

'I'he land

Of the mother suckling her babe by the roadside

Of the devout lover

Offering gay (lowers

;

Of the wayside shrine

;

Of intense silence

;

Of immense peace.

He died ;

I wept in loncline.sf.

B 9
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Where’er 1 went, I heard his voice

And his happ)- laughter.

I looked for his face

In every pa.sser-by,

And asked each if he had met with my brother

;

But none could give me comfort.

I worsliip[)e(l.

1 pniyetl.

Jiiit the jLfocIs were silcMit.

I couhJ Jio mon‘

;

f eoiild dream no more.

1 soui^ht him in all ihinjrs,

111 every elime.

I h(‘ardj:ht‘ whisperinjjf of many trc*es,

Calliiiff me to his abode.

And then,

In my search,

I beheld Thee,

(J Lord of my h(?art ;

In Thee alone

I saw the face of my brother.

In Thee alone,

O my eternal Lov(‘,

Do 1 behold the faces

Of all the livinif and all fhe dead.*

‘iToii: Thv Sung t,f' Life, by special pormission of The »tui* I’uhlishiutf Trust
Ommen, ilolluiid.

ei • t
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Mr.' Bendre and His Poetry

By Prof. V. K. (iokak, M.A.

• {The Jf\'rgtatxon Cnllcifi'j Poona)

(0

In trying to define the aims and methods of the criticism

of contemporaries, Leniaitre remarked :

‘ It is perhaps not well to begin by a criticism of

their fauUs . . . Such criticism as h^ads immediately

to general aisthetic considerations is interesting in itself,

but it tells us almost nothing concerning the books which

•are its ostensible objects and may even easily distort

them. The criticism which seeks to assign to new books

their |iiace *in the history of literature and to explain

their api>earance is often premature. 'I'hat which classic

fies them at once is very, arrogant and exposes itself to

sharp contradictions . , . But is it not just and neces-

s try to begin . . . with a sympathetic reading of

such books, in ^>rder to arrive at a definition of what

element they contain that is original and belongs strictly

to the writer ?'

Thus it is clear that the path of a critic of contemporary

poetry is strewn with thorns, though he may find ‘ Roses,

roses all the way \ Mr. D. R. Bendre, B.A., whose poetry is

the subject of this article, is one of those scalterers of roses,

the leading poets of renascent Karnatak. And if I set

out on this hnznrdous enterprise of writing a criti(|iie on his

poetry, it is with the epistolary command of the llditor of the

Triveni as my pilgrim’s staff and with a few remarks of some

of the eminent erWes of Karnatak as my pilgrim's scrip that I

venture to do so. And, by the way, I have been treading too

' often on these thorns to mind their presence at all.

The following remarks will explain why Mr. Bendre's

poetry has a genuine attraction for the TriveuL Mr. T. N..
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Srikantaiya of Mysore —a distinguished critic who is young

but austere, creative and critical,—observed while reviewing

Gari^ a collection of Mr. Bendre's poems :
‘ .Some of his

poems, at any rate, deserve a place in the literature of the

world.' And Masti Venkatesia Iyengar, one of the spiritual

begetters of modern Kannada literature, has recorded in the

Mysore Census Report of 19.'i2 (a rfch and strange place, by

the way, in which to excrci.se literary censorship !) :
‘ D. R.

Bendre’s poetry shows also a vivid imaginatittn and grace and

power of expres.sion characteristic of the best poetry.’ This

is well .said indeed. It enables me to do what otherwise I

.should have felt slightly uncomfortable in doing,—to indulge

in a long and nimbling account of Mr. Bendre and his poetry.

.‘\ word as to the methods cmplojcd in this article. 1

will pre.ss the grapes of my gra.sp so much and only so far a;:

makes them yield the hidden meaning of life which Lemaitre

would have us observe: ‘To define the anthor to describe

his “form,” to delineate his temperaitient -what the world

means to him and what he seeks in it by preferehc«*.' riierc

will only be so much of estimation and evaluation as lies

implicit in an appreciative interpretation. I'or Mr. Bendre is

a very near phenomenon to me. 1 have talked with him so

often and so long that I am at a loss to know what 1 .should

put down on paper and wh.at not to write. Times out of

number have we walked hand in hand, so much so that I caa'

never conceive of holding him at arm’s lenglli, of pushing

him about on the palm of my hand and feeling him with all

my fingers, of <‘xamining his lustre in ‘ mimile particulars ’

ami using that sort of jargon. 1 have been so con.stant a
listener to the poetry which he ch;inls with his magic utterance

that 1 li\e too mm-Ii in the heart of that light to note its

‘ form ’ and lineaments. I feel like a native of the tracts

round Mour.; htna. -a man who is to(j* familiar with the
lav;- and the buiiiirg fumes which the volcano ca.sts out at
every eruption, to plunge himself headlong down its crater
like the mad bu

.

philosophic Empedocles
And yet, after all, this is a stAtcreign advantage which I

12



MR. BENDRE AND HIS POETRY

possess over the other admirers of my subject. There are

'

certain pranks and whims of a poet which only his friends can

know. Thcfe are certain delicate whiffs of fancy, swift and

fine turns oC thought, which only a few kindred souls can

catch. These may help us to pyslulatc a more intimate rela-

tion between the impression wc form of the poet and the ex-

pression he moulds for us.*

Thus, for instance, the fact that Mr. Bendre is short of

stature and presents a rugged growth, as of some thistle deep-

rooted in the earth, and a rough exterior ; that his benign

expression indicates a serenity and majesty of thought stamped

over agonising feelings ; that his voice rises shrill and high

•like a lark in its flight when he forgets himself in talk : and

that his eyes arc deep wells of ancient wisdom : all this is as

much an emanation of his spirit as the poetry which is its

revelation.

When I approach, therefore, this part of my subject, I

will speak witli full-throated ease. And in doing so 1 will be

clarifying Bcndre's self to myself. I'or, when all is said and

done, it remains a fact that man knows nothing in the abso-

lute, not even himself, ^As for the other points dismissed

curtly by Lemaitre,— the faults of the poet, and the position

he is to occupy in literary history ; and general aesthetic

consideration and classification -why, we may have some-

thing of these too. h'or these arc but the finger posts that

lead us to the man himself. All criticism is a platform on

which to display the eternal Argument. It is a scaffolding so

cleverly devised as to trap the hare, to make it stay if only

for a moment. And all possible waylaying and ambuscade is

permissible provided it facilitates the ultimate arrangemcMil.

(2)

History is a. s*.range dame to be reckoned with. Many

reputations suffer when she is game.some : and many insignifi-

cant points gather .significance. Some months ago a distin-

guished critic prophesied in The Rooknian that, a hundred

years Vience, Veats’ poOms would survive and be read for

13
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' their essential beauty, while T. S. Eliot’s poems would be re-

membered mainly for their experimental interest. Granting

for the time being that the value of '1'. S. Plliot’s work lies

chiefly in its novelty, does not the statement mean that poetry

which is not very poetical wHl endure side by side with work

which is essential poetry ? And history is responsible for this

mi.sdemeanour. [''rom one point of view, history is a museum
wh(?re fossils and mummies are carefully prc.served. From
another standpoint, it is the time honoured theatre where the

eternal drama of human pa.ssion and aspiration is staged with

clever manipulation.

1 think that T. .S. Eliot’s poetry stands for an (,‘xpericnce,

not simply for an experiment. He is certainly not a mere

figure made by history. I would say the .same about Mr.

Rendre. 'I'he position he holds in Kannada hjtters today is

only a rough and ready indication of his integral achie.ve-

ments. Nor, on the other hand, is he a figure who has wat/e

the history of modern Kannada poetry.though h'e is undoubt-

edly an in its tremendous course. It seems to me that

no human being can history unless history conspires

with him and allows him to be caUed its maker. And its

makers arc like the adventurers of old who chtimed to be the

masters of a continent becau.se they were the first to behold

it. The following facts will make it possible for the reader to

.see that Mr. Ilendre was instrumental in determining th/*

course of the history of Kann.-ula |)oclry fora number of

years. His poelry owes .something at least of its reputation

to the lime and place of its appearance.

The Renais.sance was lingering like a ‘I’olardawn’ in

Karnatak simie twenty years ago. Muddana, the morning
star, had already beiiueathed his last scintillations. The
signs of a new lerment were perceptible as early as in the

eighteen-fifties with the work of some* missionaries and
learned pundits. Rut the testhetic crystalli.sation of this new
con.sciousiiess .lad not yet taken place on a grand scale

except wiih Muddana. And in poetry the attempts were too
sporadic to establish and popularise the inauguration of a new

14
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tradition. The .air was big with un.secn destinies ; but as yet

it was only an invisible influence that was stirring the educ.at-

ed minds.

The period 1885—1915 may, in one sense, be called the

period of preparation. The Epigraphia Kaniatica and the

kanicharile volumes were being published in Mysore. The

kavya kalanidhi series opened up the treasures of ancient

poetry to the Kannada public so that the works of a poet like

Muddana could be pnjduced with e.ase. 'fhe efforts of Kittel

and other missionaries were e(|ually great on Mangalore side,

considering the fact that the Kittel dictionary holds out, (‘ven

today, unexplored possibilities to every literary adventurer.

The Vidya Vardhaka Sanghix at Dharwar had already come

into its own with the V^ctgbhnshana as its literary mouthpiece.

'I'he Kannada schools had beem o|fcned in North Karnalak

as -early or as late as 1872. And enthusi.ists and scholars like

Toormari, Chennabasappa, Mul.abagal, Santa Kavi and

V. R. Katti were preparing the soil for the rich harvest that

was to follow)^. With tlie founding of the SahUya Parishatm

1914, the Renaissance had been rightfully enthroned. 'I'he

political and cultural consciousness of the Kannada public was

being worked' up by veterans like Alur V^enkatarao and

Mudavidu Krishnarao. And a n^ading public was being

gradually created by versatih‘ writers like B. Venkatachar,

-tiTalganath, and Kerur.

With thes(! remarks we may confine ourselves to the

poetical aspect of the new movement. Not much is known
about Hyderabad and the surrounding parts of Karnatak.

Perhaps much did not happen there at that lime. Strange and

anti(|uated—and in many ways insignificant—books were

pouring from Bellary and the other Ceded Districts. The
situation was slightly different in Mysore. 'Phere was the long

line of pundits Aiming at the eighteen essentials of the

epic and hammering at the hundred and one a/ankaras.

•Basavappa S.astri of Sakxmiala fame is the gifted representa-

tive of the School. A slight variation of the themes and

methods was practised b;^ S. G. Narasimhachar in his Ajan-

15
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rupa Charite and elsewhere but his career was cut short by

his premature death. A few of Prof. B. M. Srikantia’s transla-

tions of Eng'lish poems had been published in the Vidyada-

yinec but the volume called Englishu Gcetcgah{ had not yet

seen the liirht of da)'. And it^was only about the year 1920

that Mr. D. Giindappa published his Vasanla Kusumanjali

and ‘ Srinivasa'^ came out with his Buniaha,

Mangalore unfolds a similar tale. The famous monthly

called Suvasini (with Mr. B. Ramarao as one of its editors)

had jusi been stopped but Kairnada Kokilc imA Krishna Snkfi

were carrying on their work. Mr. Muliye 'r/mmapaya had

been producing Sobag'uia Jialll and other compositions which

reveal a Muddana-like altitude towards the new and the old.

Panje Mangesarao, (hivlnda Pai and AI. Kamat were

definitely of the new band and had been giving the public an

insight into the trend of the new movenumt.

Thus we find that the new pf)etry fbuijd itself mostly in

the condition of protoplasm by the y:t‘ar 1915/ The battle

had been won, however, within five years to come and the

departure itself became an opening for fUliers to follow. Then

it was that the public became enamoured of the ‘grooves of

change'.

But it is with the [ioetry of North Karnatak that we art?

immediate?!}' concerned. Much the same state of affairs was

prevalent th(?rein. The poets, all of who»n belonged more or,

less to the traditional school, may be grouped as follows,

corresponding to llun’r ap|)roach towards modernism : .Srini

vasarao Katti, Mulabagal, V. AI. 'latti, .Santa Ivavi and

Kavyauanda. Kerur, the liti?rary pione.er, and Kannada

Vafnana were the leading practitioners in tin? new line. But

in poetry, at any rate, their work was not massive and intense

enough to widen the public consciousness.

'Thus ’ll. is easily seen that Mr. Bendre stands in a line

with those workers who carried the n(‘w poetry in their hearts

till c'lbout th.e year 1920 and then struck out uni<|ue and recog-*

iiised paths to.* themselves. 'Phe new poetry obviously won
^ Sriman Muati VenkutuHu lyen^ur.
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a general hearing during the period 1915—22. And Mr.

Bendre effected the change in North Karnatak just as Prof.

B. M. Srikantia, ‘Srinivasa’, Mr. D. V. Gundappa and

Messrs. Panjp Mangesarao, Govinda Pai and M. \. Kaniat

did it in Mysore and Mangalore. Messrs. Khanolkar and

Betigeri were the only two participators in the task, since

Mr. R. S. Sali descended later into the arena.

We may now in(|uire into the nature of the repumtion

which Mr. Bendre's poetry has acejuired during the last tew

years.

The poets literally leave their souls on earth. They

could not otherwise be at home with the generations that

follow. And every soul left on earth preserves with it the

history of the mann(?r in which it was perpetuated in the

memory of mankind.

. 'fo track this history is itself a highly instructive and

amusing task. It* points out the strange and inexplicable by-

paths pursued by the • spirit of man and pe**chance by lu's

destiny. That Shakespeare hardly left a line of his imperish-

able dramatic |)Oetry in his own handwriting; that 'reninson

was revising his work with an amount of patience and care

which almo.st Icav’es us in doubt as regards the intrinsic worth

of some of the poetry itself ; that Purandaradasa anil othiirs

died chanting their hymns when w/y few would reduce them

writing: all these are strange facts that leave us wondering

at die dubious value of literary history and posthumous

reputation.

In this and in many other respects 1 think that Mr. Bendre

is a fatalist. A kind of philosophic indeterminism |>ermeates

his being. In the grand chase of the eternal procession that

he has opened up for himself, poetry is only a small rabbit

that'has scarcely received much attention at his hands. He
pats it now and then, sets it on its path and feeds it with

a few crumbs from h\s platonic banquets ; but that is

•all. He lives and talks poetry ; he writes it less often.

His imagination feeds on many unwritten novels, dramas and

epic poems. But he doe* not seem to have relished the task
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of putting pen |to -paper. A friend of mine, one of our

distinguished short story writers, was telling me the other day

that Bcndre is in the habit of talking short -stories, and

lamented that a dislinet type of ficlion, representing Bendre’s

analytic genius, should be lost to Kannaila literature. 1 would

say the same about his jcsthetic theories, poetry and what

not. Let me hope (though it is ta hope against hope!) that

this protest registered in print will at least make him realise

the injustice he is cloing to himself and others.

But in his tenderer moods Jiendre will give us an ex|)la-

nation though not a defence, lie will tell us that, however

wc may try to rough hew our ends, there is a divinity that

shapes them. ‘ Rest assured,’ he will sav, ‘
1 would have been

given the impetus and Imsure had 1 bmm ordained for the

work'; and will thus mak(; us wroth with heaven instead of

with himself. *Bu( bitterness has not war[)eil his being. Hr*

goes forth to meet his destiny as a friemd.* .

And yet it must b(i remarked that .no one has taken one's

poetry more seriously than Bendn* hims(*lf. Mvaven denied

him leisure at a tinui when he should hav(i been unfolding

‘the ro.se’s hope while yet unblown'. But he has taken a

magnificent njvenge and loadird e\(uy rift of- liis verse with

ore. Imaginative versions of whole st(iri(*s and inventions

are boiled down to a single simile or in(‘ta|)hor. One such

occurs in the poi;m called (itiitfa, Iloo (llower) is a philologi

cal romanct^ (ol the world of sound and s(‘ns(*) recorded with

the most unromantic hut also unllinching brevity. When a

poet who has thus cultivated the valin* of restraint allows his

imagination to wander at will, the r(*sult is supcM-b and can be

seen in poems like ‘'J'he Butterll}- ' and ‘ Moonlight'. The
poet seems to dip his pen in rainbow colours as he writes.

.Again, though it is true? that poetry is not a vocation, -an

exclusive gioove ol ( scape, with him as whh others, it is also

a fact that he. ha^ made every problem of bis being turn round
the centre C)l poetic creation. I Ic* lias prepared and built up,

—

peihafi.s from many soiirct*.*.. a.n ce.slhetic technifjue which he
applies to every problem in the v.orld. Thit sense of the
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"

soul’s pilgrimage, which he always carries with him, is itself

an object of icslhetic contemplation. All his philosophy is

bound up in these terms. I am afraid that, when the time

comes, he will claim (Irod as his lesthetic object and not as the

Almighty or as the Merciful. But he is also conscious of the

fact that the. four (juartcrs of life —the subjcclive and the

objective, the particular and the universal—will be merged

into one indivisible Whole,—when the time comes

!

His poetry is only a suggestive and half-revealing

summary of his personality. But in another sense he is one

of the most poetical of poets, since he extends my very

conception of the poet and his task. For others poetry is a

-sport with Amaryllis, a holiday excursion, a laborious toil, a

sacred obsession, an exclusive method of being in contact

.with the relincinents of the spirit.* But Mr. Bendre pitches

othefr problems of life to the same key to which he tunes his

poetry. All hisr re?sponses to the world and to the ultimate

Reality, his poetical gestures not excepted, at .? determined by

the vision which is summed up in the last lines of Moorii^ a

long poem; "Rasa is janaiia or birth; Virasa or the absence

i^{ \x. maraua or death; jnd saniarasa or perfect harmony

alone is life.
’ •

I once reciucstcd Bendre to flefine his attitude towards

life. He answered at once that he meant to live. It seems

^that he had pondered over it long since, lor in a playlet

written in his early days occurs the sentence :
‘ Fo be is the

goal.’ I'his reply represents a peculiar type of temperament.

To live IS all ; to dream, suffer, hope, storm the four stages

of consciousness, ransack the univimsc* for knowledge and

experience, and so to li\ e on till all be well and one, -is not

that a royal ambition ? The ‘ spirit-life '

itself is turned into

a ‘ gay romance ' and song naturally has its share in it.

This is how 'Mr. Bendre composes poetry. Shall I also

tell you how he publishes it ? It is highly amusing. His

• Karulina Vachamga/tt, the first of their type in Kannada, lay

for eleven years in manuscript. Gar/\ the only representative

collection of his poem^, came out in 1932, fourteen years
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after he had been known as a poet. And then, too, it was

his friends who prepared the press-copy and travelled with it

to Banjfalore ;
and his fellow workers paid the bill. But as

many poems and more remain buried in his manuscript,

waiting silently for their redemption. It is so cruel. But

looking to the man whom they ha\e chosen to be their

spokesman, f think it is inevitabh!. .

It was in 1917, in the Karnatak Social Clul), Voona, that

he made his debut as a poet. He gave a reading of thi*

Tuhirl (‘trumpet’) to the audience. In the sanu' year was

(V)mj)Osed his first long poem.

A studiMit of the Fergusson Collegia, he graduate*! in

191 S and left for Dharwar. That was tlu‘ year of the

.SW/Z/ytr Samniclan at Dliarwar. And he was tlnui introduced

to a considerabje gatheriifg of literary men as a poet by Mr.

V. B. Alur and his friends who had arranged for a reading of

Mr. Bendre's poems, lii 1918, too, was started l^rabhata^ a

journal originally intended to publish all of his pocmis. Hut,

for many reasons, only four poems of his figured in its

pages. He became a member of the editoriaJ board of (he.

Vagbhiishana in 1919 and turned oiit much significant work
in that capacity. And it was in I9'i(), as a teacher in the

X'ictori'i High School, Dharwar, that he divined and com
menced practising tin* idea which ripened, later on, into the

Lelcyara iiumpu and its activities.

I he n;sl is easily told. Mr. Hendre also took an acti\ <*

part in the, delib(M'ations which were rep*)nsiblt' for the

inaugurati*)!! ^A jaya Rarnalaka, the iirmnier monthly of the

pn: 'inc<\ I he was taken up in 1926 and became,
far nearly two \cars, the literary organ of Mr. Bendn^ and the

Gnmpn. 'V\ni/ay,r Kantatakti, again, was taken up in

and ser\(*d, till May I Oik}, the c'tspiralions Ix^th ol Karnatak
and of the (iuuipn. Recited by hini.seJf rind by his friends,

Bendre s poems h id alnuidy grown immensely popular. And
his reading of f/M Hanitidc at the Belgaum Literary Coiv
fen -a: was i, iiself a thing of genius, liarly in 1930, he
was elected as the president of the Poets’ Conference, Mysore.
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And the recitative tour which he subsequently had with*

Masti Venkatesa Iyengar endeared him and his work to the

people throughout the Mysore State.

'fhe position can be summed up as follows : Mr. Bendre

was the first to promote an intense study of ancient Kannada

literature among the young men of North Karnatak both by

precept and by practice. He was responsible for the celebra-

tion of many of the ntsavas like the Santakavi and Vidya-

ranya anniversaries. It was he who made the young poets of

Dharwar and elsewhere read out their poems to crowded

gatherings at the time of the xMahanavami f(\stival, even before

the Parishal thought of making the kaiyisammclun its adjunct.

JIc was the first of modern pocits to turn the Kannada country

and literature themselves into a theme for poetry. And it was

in his poems like the I'arnva Tapa^wi that the great national

awakening of 1919 found its most satisfying expression. For

these and many othfcr rea.sons it is that Mr. Bendre's poetry

has come to have the pre-eminence which we attribute to it

today, apart,* of course, from its intrinsic worth.

A clue to the nature of the poetical reputation which he

enjoys can be obtained in the poem in which he has made
‘ fame * famous;

—

keerti. He broods over it till its real mean-

ing grows luminous within him. Ir. the first part he dwells on

the chaotic course of history and develops a sort of historical

pessimism. Certain works survive and certain others, far

more precious, are lost and forgotten, apparently for no

reason. The wheels of chance alone seem to determine the

course of literary immortality. Mu.sings similar to this intro-

duce the poem. In the second part, the poet dwells on the

psychological aspect of the problem. Immortal literary

distinction is like the shadow that a cloud leaves on the

waters. It is like the handful of dust bestowed on the dead

by the living. It not the ‘ bubble reputation ' but the gift of

quickened response and love that .satisfies a thirsty soul. Joy
*nd sorrow are of no account in themselves. It is the com-

radeship in weal or woe that is of real consequence. To feel

TH£ wsmiil ^
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the presence of a human heart is all that the soul needs for

its sustenance.

The third pitrt carries this trend of thoirght into the

domain of mutuality, of insurgent and co-operative experi-

ence ;

t

‘ It is in the joy of sympathetic living,—of the appre

hension of others’ weal and -woe as one’s own and zficc

versa—that the real scope of personal experience lies.

'Uhis alone is life ; all else is vanity of vanities.’

‘ Even the music of the voice which accords with the

symphony of the tambourine and blends with it in

harmony, becomes an immortal song. 'I'his golden bliss

alone is the crown and glory of life, 'fhe renown of a
“ name ’’

is but fatal like the fall of a thunderbolt.’
‘ How can the harp of life feel satisfied if it smites on

all its chords for ite own listening, enwrap! in its own
harmonic!i ? The soul attains freedom only wlien the

Universal Soul is seen to permeate its ultcrance.’

‘Vain is the joy which is not reproduct i’c. And the

continuity of the progeny of joy is immortal indeed.

Oh ! Life ! Oh I maiden with the dark haiv starred by a
cluster of blossoming smiles ! You and you alone are the
queen of my faith I

’

‘Enough of the immortality of life piled on life. Dry
and fruitless is the lure of “ name and fame \'ain is

the vicarious immortality of parenthood. \ alhalla also
and heaven arc as nothing in my cy*^s. Let me live in

the living and it is seven heavens and more.'

( To be eonlinncd)
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The ^jsthetics of Gujarat

By Sri.matiii Madki Dksai

The rich cultural heritage of India can no longer be

preserved by mere academic speechc^s, involved spiriuuilism

and rhetoric. .Similarly, the defects of the present educatio-

nal system .should not be merely debated. 'I'hc time h;is

come when some of the younger generation are definitely

searching for cultural values in the social and civic life of

ancient India. They have begun to look to the past for its

Specific guidance for tin? pre.sent. ’ Scholarly; achievements

can lie jissured only by systematic studies of ancient literature

and history, in Sanskrit and the vernaculars, and of objects

of art.

I believe^ that <^!ie vernaculars of the different provinces

of Indi i have been, practically, left unnoticed for the guidance

1 am suggesting. The ‘ Ra.sa ’ literature in Brija, a book like

‘ Banglar Brita*’ by I3r. Abanindranath Tagore in Bengali, and

die manuscripts in Tamil and Teh ;u have been frequently

'cferred to. But they have not been, it .seems, practically

'ixamined and apiilied. If this is done, and some well-thought

co-ordination is accomplished, it would b easy to prove the

continuity of art traditions in the different provinces, and to

mark their distinctions as well as their unity. I'or the

influence on the different provinces of a\sthctic conceptions

taken from Sanskrit is natural, 'fhe influence would be

considered as their unifying factor. At the same time the

vernaculars suggest, as they should, provincial distinctions.

Both these elements could be observed in the Gujarati

poets. I select those of the two important periods in (iujarati

•literature, for e.xample, of the fourteenth to nearly the .seven-

teenth century, sind from the eighteenth to the nineteenth

century. Poets Bhalan Snd Nakar of the earlier centuries,
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poets Premanand and Viiji of the eighteenth century, and poet

Dayaram of the nineteenth have, all of them, revealed in their

poems the icsthetic inclinations and tendencies of Gujarat.

All these poets have cmpluisised the importance of art and

artists and art-craftsinen. Ilicir presence on all important

occasions, ceremonies and festivals was indispensable. The
conference of reputed artists and cniftsmen was a common
feature of popular assemblies. Poet Giridhar, for e.xample,

says : ‘The king had called architects, carpenters, blacksmiths

and painters from all corners of the world, to build his

audience hall, Sa/i/ui mandnp.'

Poets Preinanaiul, Virji, Nakar and poet Giridluir have

referred to the architecture of the ‘ Mandap ’ in their verses.

Poet Premanand says :
‘ rhere were hundreds of rooms

arranged oppo^site each oilier, and between them there were

long-covered pas.sages together with big courtyards tind doors

opening on the streets.’ I\)el Nakar, is, it seems, inclined to

note the decorations also. In describing the court festival,

the poet narrates that the whole city w:is decorated with the

jewelled ‘ lorantis ’ (festoons) over the doors, green leaves

and planttiin steins for brackets am^ pillars. Poets Giridhar

and Virji mention the construction of ‘ jalis
’

•(niches), steps^

brackets, pillars and roofs suggestive of old architecture. 'I'he

important thing is to know that they have also s|)oken of

their utility. Por they say that the arrangement of ‘jalis’

and ‘ chhajas ’ exercises a cooling effect on the eye. Poet

Giridhar mentions specifically the following varieties of

‘ mandap ’, namely, ‘ Rajti numdap ’
‘ .Sabhti mandap ’ and

‘ Ranga mandap’.

Poet Giridhar describes also mural ptiintings and decora-

tive designs on the walls, ceiling, pillars and roofs. He says :

‘ On the walls and on the ceilings of the manda/> were pjiinted

images of gods and goddes.ses and the ten incarnations, the

portraits of till the ruling kings as well as the ‘ navagraha ’

—

the planetary Jind solar .-,ystem--like the corridor paintings

at Ajanta. The roofs of the mandap were painted, he stiys, in

some coloured floral and decorative figure designs. Further,
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the poet observes that the paintings on the niches, pillars and

doors were as bright as real jewels.

Poet Giridhar has, it would appear, a more critical

perception far art. He emphasises, moreover, the (existence

of art in the home, ft would be^ out of place here to (pioti!

lengthy descriptions. Hut they are worth careful study. 1

shall cite some of them. In one of his descriptions of the art-

crafts he says tliat Kamavati, a character in his poems, had

embroidered in *kasida’ stitches one big rug or carpel in

eighty-four patterns with eighty four varieties of colour, fhe

design of its border was chiefly comi)Osed of creepers and

flowers. Us medallion contained patterns of figures in differ-

ent poses. For high craftsmanship the poet says that its

charming colour combinations, various designs and neat and

\yeill arranged stitches of the carpel surprised ^the spectators.

They’ mistook, he says, the carpet for a real painting.

It should bo observed that these poets were preoccupied

\yith colour. Poet Premanand, for instance, remarks that the

|)illars of the ‘ mandap ' were covered with various richly

coloured black, yellow and white cloth like, he adds, the

* saries ' of the South. I le also suggests the neccessity for

colour harmony in architecture. He speaks of (he light green

of the steps, the threshold and doors in red, while walls d(‘co

rated with gold arabesijue, and the decorative peacocks, blue

•nd green, on the lintel of the doors.

On auspicious occasions and ceremonies like the marriage

and thread ceremonies, and the anointing ceremony in the

worship of Krishna, the poets describe the colours of dresses

and ‘ saries ’ of women. They discuss the black ‘ kanchuki
’

with saffron tassels, red and green ‘ saries * with golden

stripes, and saffron bodices. For the ‘ Holi ’ festival, geiu‘-

rally, pinkish and yellowish ‘saries* were used, Mied

chundadies ' were •particularly worn for ‘ siibhsakun ' as an

auspicious token,

• Similarly, the different kinds of ornaments were, poet

Dayaram ,says. worn for different occasions. Generally, the

poet says that rich jewellBd bangles, jewelled earrings, nose
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rings, and necklaces of diamonds were used by the rich women
for mjirriage ceremonies. On the occasion of ordinary festi-

vals they used to pul on ornaments of gold. In describing the

Krishna and (]o|)i dance he refers to ornaments-like ‘ zanzer
’

(bells) on the fe<‘,t, ‘ kalimekjila ’ (girdle) with tiny ‘ ghugh-

ries’, ‘vank’, ‘makut’ and ‘ mal’. Further, the.se poets

suggest that along with diamonds and rubie.s, other rich glass

pieces in blue, green or .saffron colours were .set in the bangles

or necklaces, as a variety and as a colour harmony for the

gold.

From these c.\tracls we can visiwilise the artistic environ-

ment of (hijarat, the environment which instinctively .set the

standard for the poems. 'I'hc art crafts in the home, the

high culture of women, their sense for colour, for the beauty

of natur(% stjn.se of form, 'the legitimate place of art and artists

in the houses tilike of the rich and the poor, in the folk a.nd

court fesliv.'ils, arc all suggestive of a five: art (uivironment.

They lived the cultural life of India ; they were in an environ-

ment directly alive with art. Art was neither a subject for

academic dogmas, for intellectual display and ostentation,

nor the di.stinctive monopoly of Ji class or caste.
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The Evaluation of the Individual

By M. Venk.\t.\ran(:aiya, MA.
{Render in Polifics. The Andhra University)

( 1 )

The problem of the evaluation of the individual is one

of the most complicated and perplexinjr of the problems

awaiting solution in the India of the present day. Its con-

.sideration is all the more necessary in view of the newer

political and social conceptions that are now entering the

field of public life in this country. Indian society -has for

long been a society of classes, castes, creeils and commu-
nities. During, the past one century the whole of the social

reform movement was directed to the discovery of the true

value of the.indivi<lual, irrespective of the caste, the commu-

nity or creed to which he belonged. But there is unfortu-

nately at present a reaction against this movement, a reaction

In consequence of which the individual is again becoming

completely and wholly identified with (he so-called caste or

community (o which by accident ' e happens to belong. The
political change through which the country is |)assing has

given an increasing momentum to this tendency and it looks

as if we are bringing into existcncA. another stereotyped

society against which the belter l)'pe of mind has, since the

days of Ram Mohan Roy, been carrying on a fearless and

trucele’ss war.

It may appear at the outset that there is nothing new in

this reaction. It is only a continution of the ancient tradition

which has not lost its grip over us and which is now scekin<r

to obtain an aW-embvaclng hold. It is not merely the tradition

,
of India but also of most other countries. Hut the tragedy of

it lies in our thinking that we are fighting -and lighting

successfully also - against it while, as a matter of fact, we are
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really perpetuating it. This is the pity of the self-delusion

into which the moderns are falling.

The problem at issue is: ‘ is it .safe to proceed to deter-

mine the value of the individual, his whole worth or his

worth for any particular function or purpose, by reference to

any one (juality in him ?
’

'I'he cla.ssical idea was that it was

not only safe but that it was also the only po.ssible and

desirable course. Fhe division of people into castes as

understood in our Sniril/s proceeded on this I)asis. It does

not matter verj’ much whether birth (janma) or profession

(kanna) formed the basis of this division. The implication

was that if one knew the ciLste to which an individual be-

longed one could know (he whole of (hat individual's wor(h.

for any and every purpose in life, public, or private. Nothing

cl.se needed to be considered in this connection. .A.ssuming

for a moment that birth was the criterion of caste, it may be

.said that it was regarded as conse(pien,ily providing a

criterion for judging the individual's inherent al)iliiie.s, his

talents, his tastes and aptitudes, the kind of (raining he ought

to receive, the vocation he should pursue, the persons with

whom he .should have social intercourse, and the plact; he

was to occupy as a citizen in the body politic. Tht;re was

only one standard of value for judging everything about

the individual. Even if it is assumed that it was not

birth but profession that formed the basis of caste, the

result from the standpoint tinder consideration was not

different. It meant that everything about the individual

could be determined by reference to only one aspect in his

life, namely, his vocation or profession, broadly speaking,

within the fold of the ancient Indian society the question of

religious creed or belief was not of much significance in this

connection, as all followed more or less the same faith. The
only deciding consideration was ctLste.

This was not perhaps the peculiarity of India alone. It

was the case with the ancient Cxreeks. the Romans and the

peoples of medieval luirope. Birth as a member of the

Eupatridae or the Batriciate or the feudal nobility decided in
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the case of each individual his total worth—what occupation

he should follow, whom he should marry, what relations he

should have -with others and what political rights and obli-

gations he should have.

The classical idea may therefore be regarded as a totali-

tarian and a monistic idea. It derived all characteristics

belonging to an individual from one principle or one feature

in him. If in that one respect he showed a defect it was

inferred that he had an all-round defect ; and if in that he

showed a merit it was similarly inferred that he had an all-

round merit.

Islam brought along with it into India a new creed

but not a new principle for judging the value of the

individual. In place of birth it substituted creed as (he

standard of life. He who prayed whh his face turiu^d Howards

Mqccxi was for all purposes a more valuable individual than

he who turned towards the east and offered his prayers to the

Sun-God. Its idea was that there is only one true faith and

that man btxiomes entirely and completely changed if he

adopts it. He then becomes ‘fit for ruling kingdoms, for

commanding armies, for acquiring and managing landed pro

perty, for carrying on trade and for doing every other sort of

work. Instead of saying, ‘ Know ye a man’s birth, and you

will know everything else about him it said, ‘ Know thou a

man's creed and you will know everything else about him ;

nothing else matters.’ One principle is as tyrannical as the

other, b'or no creed has a monopoly of spiritual truth ; in

every creed tliere are numberless superstitions ; and no creed

is capable of completely transforming a man and making a

saint out of a sinner. Arc there not rogues, criminals, plun-

derers, debased men and women among the followers of every

creed } Docs any creed profess to dispense with the need

for a penal code even in respect of its own followers ? What
is true of Islam is equally true of every other proselytizing

• religion—for instance, Christianity—especially when persecu-

tion is an article of faith. It is because of this that all those

who value man as man regard the introduction of religious
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tolerance as one of the greatest landmc'irks in the march of

human progress. It is a step in recognising that the value of

an individual for all purposes is not to be based on only one

feature of his life, however dignified be the name you give

to it. 0^6

'

It may be argued by some whether the substitution of

creed for birth as the criterion is not in itself a great achieve-

ment. 'I'hcrc is not much to be said in favour of this view

from our present stand()oint. In a senisc it is as ea.sy to

defend birth as a criterion of value as creed, if one looks at

either from a transcendental standpoint. For, when in

ancient India man was judged according to his birth, it carried

a certain number of implications along with it. In its idea!

form it gave facilities for a particular sort of bringing up,

education, training, a standard of life, outlook .and so on : so

that an individual belonging to any caste was in a .sense a

member of it not merely in virtue of his birth in il but ecjually

in virtue of his being brought up in a particular manner, with

a view to enable him to discharge his duties and responsibili-

ties towards the larger community of which his caste was a

part. Birth meant not a mere label which a man put on him-

self but the prospect of a p.-irticular kind of growth and its

fulfilment. If caste is to be judged it mu.st be judged in this

spirit. It .stood not merely for superiority due to birth but

for superiority resulting from particular kinds of growth

accompanying birth. Cisie degenerated when the latter

principle was ignored.

There is not much more to be said in favour of creed.

If creed is merely the putting of one label in place of

an e.xisting one, it does not by itself- -any more tluin caste

or birth—form a better standard for judging the indivi-

dual’s worth. It is only the assumption that there vs a
true conversion, -and not the sprinkling of the baptismal

waters—that there is a scrupulous training wn the articles

of faith and a strict adherence to the rules of conduct,

imposed by the faith,— it is only these a.ssumplions that

constitute the basis of the doctrine that the value of the
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individual is to be determined solely by reference to his

creed. But in the larjre majority of cases these assumptions

have no real’ foundation. Otherwise there would have rcijjned

perfect peace. on earth and goodwill among men. For there

is no creed which do(*-s not a(]vocate peace and goodwill.

The truth, however, is that the implications entertained when

one is said to follow a particular creed are of the same, trans-

cendental category as those associated with training and

bringing up in tlie case of caste. In most cases the creed

is as much a name as caste, and it is not conse(|uently a

more pcrfecA standard for the evalualitm of the individual.

It is not, however, the object of this paper to discuss the

relative merits of caste and creed as criteria of value. 'I'he

object is to lay bare the al»surdity of applying a single stand-

;ijd for discovering the real worth or ‘ worths
'

'of the

indivMual. In this respect the new forms of social and

political organisiKion now obtaining dominance in many of

the countries and labelled as b'ascism and Communism are to

be regarded As thoroughly reactionary and as taking us back

to barbarism. Under Communism as taught and practi.sed in

Ru.ssia, the worth of an individual for all purpose's is judged

solely by his capacity and willingness to do manual work.

Manual labour is the one standard v . all values. Other kinds

of work or attainments have no meaning or significance.

Kvci: though it may be plausibly argued that this is a

natural outcome of (he pre Communistic age, when idlc-

ness under the high sounding name of leisure was the

standard of value, it only explains the orijrin of the Com-

munistic view and is irrelevant in estiinatinjjj the truth in

Communism. In Italy it is the membership of a corporation

of employers or employ<;es to which admission is strictly

restricted, that has become the basis of value. If one is

({ualilied to be a fnember of a corporation he is (jualihed

to be a citizen, to enjoy political privileges, to exercise

freedom of thought and expression, and do anything and

everything else.

In those countries Itke England where Capitalism still
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rules, the situ.ation is not very much different. There it i.s

property which con.siitiite.s the basi.s of value. Property is

identified with industry (which is one of the constituent ele-

ments in value) even though there are many idle rich ; it is

identified with itifelligence and capacity (which are some of

the other constituent elements in value), though many pro-

pertied people are dullards ami many among the poor are

e.Ktraordiiiarily intelligent. It is regarded as a .satisfactory

standard for measuring the ability of a person to become a

legislator, a diplomat, or a cabinet minister. ‘ Know a man’s

property, and you can know everything cdse about him.’

(2)

When \vc speak of the worth of the individual it is always

‘worttr' with reference to a particular situation. 'I'here is

nolhinif like j^eneral worth. It i.s therefore fallacious to judjje

the individiiars capacity to do a particular kind of work, or for

occupying a particular position in society or the State or the

economic order, by his capacity for doiivjf some 'other kind of

work or by reason of some* one characteristic of his. The

sort of intellijjeiice, ability and talents re(|uircd for work in

one field is different from the sort of intelliifence etc., re(|uired

for work in another field. The competency, /.c., the worth of

an individual is never a tfoneral worth but is a totality—even

a mechanical totality—made up of particular worths. No one

is ^ood in general ; no one has value for all ihinjjs. A
succc.ssful general is not n(*ce.s.sarily a successful states-

man ; and if he is successful as a statesman also, it is

not the r<\sult of his being siicces.sful as a general. A great

captain of industry need not necessarily be an ecjually

capable administrator of a University. A scientist and an

inventor need not neces.sarily be an efticient man of business.

For each one of these functions a particular kind of worth is

rec|uircd. It is true that an individual may possess abilities of

diffen.nt kinds- and it is the theme of this paper that we must

recognise this truth -and it is not right to conclude that one

who is a succe.ss in one field cannot be a success in another,
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or one who is a failure in one field will be equally a failure

in every other field. Unfortunately, however, man is a

lazy and ease-loving creature. He is also proud and inten-

sely vain. Xhe result is that, unwilling jus he is to tjike

trouble to think, he mistakes abHity in one sphere for cjjual

ability in other spheres. Those who enjoy the privilege of

choosing people for various stations in life arc too lazy to dis-

criminate between reputation obtiiined in one sphere of life

and fitne.ss of the same individual for occupying .'mother

station. We have, therefore, many .sr|uare men in round holes

jind vice versa. Similarly (hose who have obtained reputation

in one sphere tire so vain that they think tluit they have a

fight to occupy prominent places elsewhere and th.'it they are

competent for it.

All this is the nusult of our failhre to analyse tltL*' total

worth of the individujil into its constituents—negative tis well

as positive. This in its turn is due to our continuing to

jidhere to the worn-out totjilitarian principle .according to

which one feature of man is taken as the only feature worth

consideration, whatever be the angle from which the individual

is looked at and examined.

I'he revolt affainst caste anci class differences which has

been going on in our country in recent years is a protest

again.st this totalitarian view. Reformers did not s.ay that an

individual was uninfluenced by the caste or class to which he

belonged ; but they stated that no indiv' dual derives all his

characteri.stics from his class or ciuste. He has in him

elenients of worth - capacity to feel, to understand, to Jict,

to organise—independently of, and irrespective of, his

class. A man’s fitne.ss to receive cduc.ation, for instance,

should not be Judged by the ca.ste in which he happens to be

born. Those who .'ire born in the so-cjilled ‘ lower cjistes
’

have as much inn.itc intelligence and capacity to profit by

education as those in the higher castes. You should not judge

<he cjipacity of !i man to enjoy the ordinary jimenities of life—
access to sources of w.ater-supply, to markets, to court-

houses, to places of anfusement, to festivals, etc.,—by the
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caste to which he belongs. .Similar ought to be the attitude

to be a<lopted as regards the other capacities of the individual.

This was truly a national awakening. Hut it was, alas 1

too short, b'or in its wake there has come a reaction which

is producing effects that are bound to prove fatal. Once more

the attempt is being made- and the attempt is con.sidered

most laudable by those that have the power to shape our for-

tunes—to judge the individual \)y reference to one particular

aspect of his life. What is now known as ‘ communalism ’ is

only another name for it. It is an application of a false

standard of value. It is trying to stereotype a new kind of

rigid system in place of the old which we thought was crumb-

ling to pieces.

1 am to be a ciiizen and as such 1 have to bear my portion

of civic duti<!.s and share my portion of civic. privilcg(;s. My
weight as a citizen ought not to be arlifKa'aHy determined by

a standard alien to the civic sph<*re. 'I'he test to be ai)plied

to discover the e.xtent to which 1 de.serve to be recognised as

a citizen ought to have nothing to do with the religious com-

munity to which 1 b<!long. Hecaus*^ 1 look to Benares and not

to Mecca, I ought not to be made to cast Jiiv political lot in a

constituency the members of which share nothing in common
with me. 1 must have the privilege to obtain my political

.salvation in the company of individuafs—be they Muslim.s,

Chri.stian.s, Brahmins or non-Brahmins who share my poli-

tictil views. It is. however, considerations c>f community and

creed that are now dominating the whole outlook on life in

our . ountry, depressing the individual in everything that he

has to do.

'Fhis is all the more regrettable at a time when caste and

community have cea.seil to be of any signilicance in themselves.

Caste has cea.sed to have ;iny meaning. It is now only a name.

It does not stand for any particular tenets or mode of life or

outlook And after all, the individual is not responsible for

hi.s « 'ste and in most ca.ses for the religious community to

which he belongs. While .saying thc'it birth or religion should

not stand in the way of individual progress, we ;ire as a matter
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of fact making it stand in the way of that progress by still trying

to find out to what caste or religion a man belongs before

determining the position which he deserves to occupy in our

political, social cind economic system. It is the result of the

misconception that the value of m^in is exhausted by one aspect

alone of his life.

The individual is a plurality of worths and values. He has

worth as a householder, as a bread winner, as the follower of

a creed, as a citizen, as an artist, as a philosopher, as a

scientist, as a club-goer, as a dice player, etc., etc. Even a

whole catalogue of all th(! capacities in which he has worth

does not exhaust the elements of individuality in him.

There is something over and above all these, something

which cannot be measured or discovered by any objec

tivc standard. When the individuaf is so com,plex. tferiving

each 'element in his complexity from a large variety and

multiplicity of sources—heredity, (Mivironment, associations,

education, etc.,—why set up the view that you can deduce

everything about him by looking at only one of these ele-

ments, and that perhaps the least significant? Clarity of

thought is what is most re(|iured at tin? present day and it is

the duty of the rrue philosopher to climb down to the world

of facts and realities and be of help n bringing light and hope

to the individual win), aftcT all, is the ultimate unit in all life.
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Usha

(A Pi*^y)

By Mash \^!:nk\ti:sa Ivkncak, M.A.

(Transl'iitoil from KAY.VAi>A by K. Sainpalgiri Uao, M.\.)

Charinters

:

Sur Kkisifna

Amki ddha:—Sri Krishna’s lirandson.

Naraha

Rvkmim, Satvauiiama and ( )Tfii;Rs :—Sri Krishna's

Ouoens and their companions.

Banasl'ra

UsDA :—Banasura’s daujjhter

CiIITIUJ.LKHA) tt 1 1 -A ' \

I vv\ wvTi \

maids in attendance.

Mayira :
—^The bridegroom proposed by Banasura for

his daughter.

Mamm :—Usha s atteridani.

Servants, guards etc.

ScKNi: •—A Portion of Bana’s Palace.

(Kilter Narada)

Nakada •—() Lord who on thy breast

Still dost wear the sign

Of mercy and of love

Unending and benign ;

Whose all abundant kindnc.ss

Ni^ver yet can tire

in yielding to thy servants

All their heart s desire ;

C) thou who.se holy presence
Gods and their kings adore,

Who art both life afld thought
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In all the worlds and more ;

O my lord (iod appear
In the minds of all

That lives and moves, as doth

The moon on heaven’s wall

;

And on our thinsly souls,

In this life’s dubious night.

Of your eternal bliss

Shed the immortal light

;

And fill our lives with joy

To con(|ucr suffering,

In token of your love

And mercy, God, our king.

(Enter Bana—Mayura is with him)

Bana :—How do you do, Narada r

Narada : —How do you do, Baneswara.? .You seem to

be upset. What is the matter r

Bana :—My' daughter Usha defies me. I brought her up

like a pet parrot and this is how she returns my tenderne.ss.

N.vrada :—What did you ask her to do ?

Bana :—I asked her to marry Mayura and she refuses.

Narada :—Well, if she doesn’t like it, why compel her,

Baneswara ? Show her portraits of young men of noble birth,

and let her marry whom she will.

Bana :—I do not wish to do that. W’ho knovrs whom
she will choose }

N.tRAiu :—^'Fherc is one way in whicii you can avoid that

risk. But you will not agree to it.

Bana •.

—

^Let us hear it.

Narad\:—There is Sri Kri.shna's grandson, Aniruddha.

Do you know what a handsome youth he is .?

Bana :—Why, don’t you know Krishna sent word to me
asking that Usha he given to Aniruddha. 1 replied that it

was altogether out of the question.

Narada :—Baneswara, your grandfather * was such a
' devotee of Vishnu and yet you treat Krishna as an enemy. I

do not know what to make of this.

^ Prahlada.
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Bana :—Well, if you please, Narada, I am also a devotee

of Vishnu, but not of Krishna. 'I'he fellow is too arrogant.

Narada -Have we not all agreed that he is Vi.shnu in

human form ?

Bana :—Your saying so^will not make him so.

NAKAJfcv:—What would you have.? He has the conch of

Vkshnu. He has the discus of Vishnu. And he has such

wonderful power. . . .

Bana:—No more, Narada. Every one has a conch and

every one blows on it. 1 too have a discus. Without my
leave not a living thing can enter the precincts of this city.

You speak of Krishna’s wonderful power. Is he the only one

who has it For his two arms I can at need assume a

thousand. If he is Vishnu, so am 1.

NAliADA • As you please then. But Krishna will surely

take your daughter in marriage l(» Aniruddha.

Bana :— 1 shall immediately marry away Hsha. VV^hat

will he do then ^ Well, I must be going. Good-bye.

Narada :—Good bye. I shall look up the others and go

too. (E.xit Bana and Mayura).

This fellow is hopelessly obstinate. Krishna wishes to

win him over. I too have often reminded him of I’rahlada

and have besought his grace towards Bana and he has .said

‘all in good time’. When is this ‘good time’.? When will

Bana’s good fortune bear fruit .? Aniruddha has .seen all the

fairest girls in the land and wants to marry only Usha.

Baneswara’s discus is no bar to him as he can travel in the

world of dreams, but if he manifests himself he will be made
captive here. (Looks at the back of the stage). Here is

Chitralekha. (Addressing her) Good day, Chitralekha. How
is every one ?

CiHTRAi.KKU.i :—By your ble.ssings, all are well.

N.aKAPA : - Are you going to Usha.^ Baneswara was here

just now, very angry with her about something.

C i.nRAi.LKUA : -He is trying to get her to marry Mayura.

'

She does not agree. Every day there is a wrangle over it.

There must have been one today.
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Narada :

—

I said something to Baneswara about this.

But he would not listen. Come, tell me everything. Why is

Usha unwilling to marry Mayura ?

CiirrRAi.i:KiiA There seems to be some reason, but she

will not tell. For the last four months. . . .

(Narada and Chitralekha go out talking)

(Curtain rises : Usha’s apartment—Usha is sitting

holding a Veena)

UsiiA (Speaking to herself) O my love who came and

married me in tny dream : be always real to me ! May my
heart never doubt your reality ! When need arises 1 shall call

on you. Come then as you have promised. 'I'his is all my
prayer. My Lord, my Love (joining her hands in salutation)

no more of hesitation. ('Faking her Veena and pfaj'ing a

tune) I shall sing a cheerful tune (she sings).

Come, () beloved of my heart,

My love, my souFs ilelight,

ALis for my cheerfulness !

* Well, 1 shall sing this same

song.

Conn; O beloved of my heart,

My love, my souFs delig\t.

Like a lone dove on a rock,

Beside a str(‘am whose waters run

'Fhin and straggling as to movk
A better time, this heart )’oii won
Cries again ajul j et again

I'or ihee : wilt let it cry in vain ?

l-o, yon tree beside, tbe riW,

Whose branches by their llowers’ weight

Have bent adown and down until

They touch the water ; and the flight

Of bees that of the flowers' Juice

Take what they will and as they choose.
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Thou whose love is as the sea

Deep and spacious, wilt relent

And come to me and save me yet ; .

Wilt come and save and not forget.

(Chitralckha from outside)

CuiTRALKKiiA I—Usha
!

(after a moment) Usha ! Are

you in ?

Usha :—Yes, come in, Chitra.

(Enter Chitralckha)

Chitkalkkiia Why arc you so sad ? What has your

father said ?

Usha :—I must agree tomorrow to marry Mayura. If I

do not agree, I shall suffer cruel punishment.

Cii'iTRAi.KKHA :—You'arc ail only child and motherless.

You must be either married or punished. And why are you

so obstinate

Usha Do you also ask } If you don’t understand, who

will ? Did not Mayura wish to marry you ? And did you agree ?

Chitrai.kkha :—No, but that was because the king has

always intended that he should marrj’ you.

Usha:

—

Was that the rctason VYas it not because you

do not like him ?

Chitrai.kkha ;—(Laughing) .No. If I must speak the

truth, it Wits because I am already married ! What will you do
tomorrow ?

(Enter Lcelavati. She tugs at Chitra and teases her)

Leki.a : -Would you escape me } .Now 1 have caught you.

Chitrai.kkha :—Sh—Enough of this play.

Usha :—What is this, Leela }

Leki.a :—Chitra was drawing something in the garden. 1

went there and wished to see what she was drawing. She
avoided me and i-cin here.

Us.'iA -(Wearily) Chitra ! Time passes heavily with me.

Sit here and continue that drawing and 1 shall watch you.

Ci.iTRALEKiiA -Eor some days now, I have had no skill

in drawing.
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UsiiA :—That was because you were alone. Sit down

here with me and finish what you were drawing in the garden.

Lekl/\ :
—‘She hid (he drawing when she .saw me.

Chitralekiia :—.Stop (his chattering, silly.

UsiiA :—Don’t mind her, Clylra. Well if you will not

draw, sing something •, 1 shall listen. Sit down. (I’lacing the

Veena before Chitrulekha). You sing a -song. Leela will sing

one after you.

CniTRAr.EKiiA : —What song shall I .sing.?

UsuA :—Sing one of your own songs.

CiiiTRALEKiiA :—Very well (sings).

Like a parrot in a cage
My soul within this body dwells.

And in dej(;ction thinks aftd longs

For freedom in the woods and dells

Which once it knew of paradise.

And fears it longs for them in vain :

When, O my dream, you come to me
In mercy and unloose the chain

That holds me captive’, and O jo>',

H.'ind in hand thou leadcst me
From wood to*wood in Paradise.

(iod's trusted messenger who comes
To free me when sleep seaLs m>’ eyes,

O dream, my <lream.

The child in cra<lle lies asleep ;

'Phe mother in the llu.sh of love

And happy smiles, be.side him stands ;

Aiul joyous fact; bends from above ;

And with fingers soft as flowers.

And with softer lips, caresses.

1'he love light of her eyes enwraps
ITie little life beneath and blesses.

E’en so ^ou come (o me, my dream ;

In slumber deep you come to me
And take me in your arms and kiss.

And warm my heart and give my soul

A forefciste here of heavenly bliss.

Come dream, my dretun.
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For thou art truth orreater than any
Truth that man has thought or seen ;

'I'he knowledge that I get from thee

No school or system that has been
(.)r that may be can know or teach

;

Of all the lives tbat I have lived

'riiou art fruit and, dream, thou art

'File crown of all 1 ever beli(!vcd.

Still be with me, O my dream,
Ciod\s messenger lo lead my soul

I hrough life's deep mazes unafraid

Unto my haven and my goal,

His holy feet, O dream.

(By this time Usha sighs, shows signs of fatigue. Leela

vati secretly takes a |)ictur(t from Chitralekha’s lap without

Chitralekha noticing it.) •

CiHTRArj:KiiA
; (Showingconcern for Usha’s fatigue) Why

Usha ? What ails you } Tell me, love, what is it ?

UsiiA :—As I heard your song, Chilra, some thought

came to me and upset me. 1 feel (juite well now. Chitra,

how beautifully you sing !
•

CiinKALKKiiA :—I may sing beanlifiilly, but what good is

it if it upsets you ?

Lkiu.a :—O, but that is whai happens when some
people sing.

UsiiA :
- I.eela, now you sing a song.

Ij:i;i.a : If even Chitra’s song upset you, what may
not happen if 1 sing ?

CiiiTKAi.KkiiA : “Sing the song about ‘ Jasmine and

Chaiiipaka,’ Lcela. It is beautiful. Xarada taught that song

to Leela, Usha. It is a song from Dwaraka and your father

does not like it. But it is very beautiful.

UsiiA ;—Do sing it, Leela.

A :

—

''"hat if your father hears } 1 shall sing another

song written by Chitra.

(Sings a song)

() glowing eastern sky,

Had our lover come last night
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O beauteous eastern sky ?

The joy upon your face I see

Of love fulfilled, the ecstacy,

O g^lowingr eastern sky ;

'Fhis joyousness so bright and clear

ft seems to say ‘ He jvas here
*

O beauteous eastern sky ;

Had our lover come o’ernight

() glowing eastern sky?

O Jasmine bloom,
Had our lover corner last night

O jasmine bloom ?

I.ast evening you were close and (juiet

But now of happiness what riot

() jasmine bloom :

Your joyous sweetness fills all space • •

And ‘ He was here ’ methinks it sajA'

O jasmine bloom :

Had*(jur lover come last night

O jasmine bloom ?

0 lover mine,

Why comest thou not to me
My lover mine :

Night after night with door ajiir

1 watch for thee to come, atch far

Into the night, my love ;

You go and meet the eastern sky,

To bud relent but not to me,

My lover mine :

Will you never come to me
My lover mine ?

Usu.\ :—Chitra—you sang of a dream—some dream.

Now what kind of dream is it ?

CmTRALhKiiA . -Mine is a dream like any one else's.

UsHA :—What* did you sec in the dream ?

Chitralekiia ;—What does one see in a dream but a

•dream ?

UsHA :—If one sees such a dream what should one care

for reality ?
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Lekla :—(With the drawing she has taken from Chitra

in her hand) I have got hold of something interesting. Who
wants it ?

UsiiA :—What is it ?

Leeia;—

Y

ou should agree to give it to me ; then I

shall show it.

CiiiTRALEKiiA I—(Peeling in her laj)) Alas, I am undone !

—^I'hief ! You steal whatever you ean lay hands on } Give it

back.

Leei.a:—Tell me whose pirturc it is and f shall give it.

Giutkai.ekii A It is your lover's.

Leei.a : - Why shouhl ivv/ draw ;;/r Iovct's pirlure } It

must be your lover's.

Chitkai.ekiia

:

-Very well, so it is. Give it to me.

Us/iA :—Let me see/what picture is it

.'

Leke.v :--See. (Shows it).

UsHA :—Oh I (Swoons).

CiiiTRALEKiiA I—Oh ! What have you done, Leela .' Cio

and bring Malini. Run. (Leelaviiti goes. Chitralekha fans

Usha). How is this ? (whispers) She seems to be with child I

UsiiA : (Recovering) Chitra—who is it ?

Chitralekha :—Whoever it is, why should it make yr)u

swoon

:

Usha I shall tell you |jresenlly. VvW me first whose

picture it is.

CntTKAi-EKHA .* It is the pictiin* of some one whom I sav/

in my dream.

Usha : Saw him in your dream r Do you see him now }

CiiiTKAi.i KHA \o. If I saw him why should 1 draw his

picture? He showed himself once and disappeared. I have

drawn his picture, to fix him in my mind.

Usha :- Can he b.e real whom one sees in a dream ?

Ci/iTRALEKHA —Whatever we svo. is fe.Tl. The person

was real to me that day. I am seeking to make him real

today.

Usha:—Who is he:

Chitralekha My love who came to me and then
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deserted me. I know no more. But why were you so

sh ocked ?

UsKA Chilra, I have fear lest you know my .secret.

Well, if you know, what is the harm ? In whom shall 1 confide,

if not in you But is it po.ssible that a man who appears in

one person’s dream can appear in the dream of another also

Cuitrai-KKIIa: -Did this man appear in your dream also.?

U.siiA :—Listim, Chitra. Now four months ajjo, he

appeared one nijrht in my dream. I jjave him my heart. 1

woke up and was grieved that I had become .awake. I wonder-

ed what merit I had done to enjoy the good fortune of hiiving

that dream. He appeared the ne.xt night. Do you remember

you asked me one day why 1 was so cheerful 1'hat was the

second day of his appearance. Hoping that he would come

ajfain I went to bed early on the thivd day. He came; Chilra,

and in dream we were wedded in the Gandhat-va way. Some-

times I think it wfis mere dream. But then it is not unreal.

His words and behaviour have been so clearly Impressed on

me that I cannot dismiss it as mere fancy.

Cn'TKAi.EK.v ;— The speech ‘and action of a dream are

always clearly impressed. That is the way of our mind

UsitA :—What if he .sang verse, Chitra .'
I jun not a

writer of verse.

CiUTRAi.KKUA :—What ver.se did nc sing ?

UsiiA : I feel so shy to repeal what he .said. But I don’t

mind telling you. He .sang about me :

My being longed and ached

To see your pure bright face,

As might the child to sec

The moon in brightest phase ;

And like a bee awing
'ro,mecl its flower-Vove,

I have flown from far

To be beside thee now.

These were his words. I never had a thought of compo-

sing verses about myself and singing them.
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CiTTTRALEKiiA I—Of what country is he prince ?

UsiiA :—He did not tell me. He has not appeared

during the last fifteen days. If I wish, he will come. But it

seems, in my life-time I can so call on him only thrice. So

I do not wish to do it unless there is need. And now,

Chitra, what shall I do if father asks me to marry Mayura I

should say I am married but he will be angrier still.

CmTKAi.KKiiA :—Usha, now you yourself tell me what I

hesitated to ask. Leave alone your father’s being angry if you

tell him you are married. In the first place he will not

believe it. But do y<ni know your present condition ? The
good name of the Royal House is at staki^.

UsiiA :—Fear not, Chitra. I am sure I am married, and

if need arises I shall show my lover to my father. He has

agreed 'to sh<)w hlmscdf if I desire it. But he says that my
calling on him thus bodes ill to my i)eopl(‘. He says also

that then his power to move al)Out in the dream world will

be lost to him. Why should I be the cause of taking away

from him the divine power that he now enjoys .' It is enough

for me that he has accepted my love.

CiJiTKAi.EKUA :—He has not told you who he is.

CsffA :—I asked him but he only said that he was related

to persons whom my father disliked, and that I should know
everything in good time.

CjiiTKAJ.EKifA : Usha, rare is your fortune. You see, I

saw him just one night and yet I felt that vision was the fulfil-

ment of my life. I can draw his likeness in a picture. 1

draw It and consider myself most blessed. And so I am.

And you, my dear, you own him. He com(\s when you call.

He takes form when y(ju wish. Creal is your good fortune.

Believe me, there can be nothing greater. I .saw him once in

my dream atid do ncjt desire any other thing. How can you

marry Mayura after having owned him ?

LhKi.A ; (Fhiteringj The king is coming.
t .hriTk\!.KKfiA :—The king! Why did you call the king *

Leela :—I called Malini and was returning. "I he king

met me on the way and asked mte where 1 had gone. I
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told him. M.'iyiira also was there. Both of them are coming.

(Mayiira and Baiiasura enter. Malini comes behind. Usha
and Chitra stand up. The Veena and th(; picture are left on

the floor in confusion).

Ji.WA : —What is this that Lcela tells me } What picture

was it and why did you swoon ?

Mayi’ka : -(Picking up the picture and holding it up)

This must be the picture.

BaxA :—(Looking at it) Is this th(‘ one.^ (No oik? speaks)

Why are you silent.? (To Leela) Look here, you girl, come
h(?re. Is this the picture .?

(I.eelavati looks at Usha)

Usha :—Yes.

Bana: -Whose picture is it.' Speak. (Usha is silent,

.'f'o Chitra) You who drew it, tell me who it is^
“ *

• ‘CiHTRAi KKiiA : -I do uot know.

Bana : -(Turning to Usha) Who is he :

Usha : — He is my lover, but who he is I do not know.

Bax.v—HIow line I iny house has come to a pretty pass.

(To Ch tralekha) You drew a picture without knowing who it

is } You are a pi oper companion to this witless girl who loves

him without knowing who he is. Uslia, hear ni)' last offer to

you. Marry Mayura and live. Reb'se and. . . .

Usha :— I havi? married my lover. I cannot marry

Mayura.

Baxa ; -You married.? Without my leave Who then is

this man ?

Usiw: -I shall call him and let you know who he is.

J^ANA :—How can he come here without my leave ?

Usha :--I le can. lie comes as a dream and becomes

real.

Bana -O wretch—what falsehood you can utter ! Are

you indeed my daughter—or was your mother faithless .?

—

You deserve to be killed for your wantonness.

(Unsheathes the sword)

Malint :—Alas ! How can you raise your hand against

your daughter.? And* do you not see she is with child?
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(She comes between Banasura and Usha. Mayura grasps the

hand of Banasura).

B.\xa ;—With child ! 1 Lxs she brought that disgrace on

my house ? Abus ! That 1 begot such a vile creature

!

Wretch ! Renegade ! ,

UsiiA I have don<^ nothing to be ashamed of.

Bana :—-Then show me this husband of yours.

UsiiA :—I can show him. But first give me word that

you will do no harm to him.

Bana :—Do no harm to him ! l*'or what he has done to

me, I will kill him.

UsiiA :—If you must kill, kill me. I shall not call him,

just to be killed by you.

B.axa :—Have you got him hero concealed }

Usha N.o. He will come when wanted.

Bana ;—This is nonsense. It will be well if you produce

him immediately. Otherwise, despair of life.
“

CiiiTKAi.KKiiA ; -Usha -what fitter occasion c:in there be.'

Call for him.

Baxa :—You are in the know of this. It is you who

have spoilt her. You should be [»imished first, ((iocs to

strike Chitralckha)

Usha:

—

Alas! What .shall I do.' (Coming between

Banasura and Chitralckha)—(J Lord ! appear, show your-

self. 1 cannot bear to see Chiir.i conn? to h;irm. (After a

moment of silence .\niruddha appears between Bana and

Usha. U.sha is about to fall in a swoon. Aniruddha holds

her).

.)i)HA :—.Salutations, O King! Is it heroic to hurt

women .'

Bana :—Who arc you, vile fellow ?

Amki dhiia ;— 1 .am Aniruddha, grandson of Sri Kri.shna.

B.\na : —You are a thief and arc wortfiy grandson to a

thief. But why did you stej) into this den of lions and get

caught.^ Do you think you will e.scape, fool.’ 1 .shall end

your life.

ANikL’Hr>HA :—Do so. But first 'let us wake up your
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daughter from her swoon. (Makes Usha wake and take a

seat and fans her.)

Bana :

—

This is good ; very good. Mayura, keep this

rascal here.
.
1 shall send servants. Bind his hands with

chains and make him prisoner.
^

Mavl'RA :—But you must not take his life. It is my busi

ness to fight with him and kill him. ( I'o himself) What, is he

really more handsome than I .' (Looking at his face in the

mirror)

(Exit Bana)

U.siia;—(To Aniriiddha) My Lord—So you are .still

here } And it is true that you have come .'
I feared it

was only a dream as usual.

AxiKi'DDnA : -Dream and reality are alike real to you.

Ar(‘ you better } *
^

'

• Usha:—yes. Where is father.' I hope he did not hurt

you.

Amki noiiA :—\o, nor will, ((iuards come and stand at

the doors).

Usii.A What is this

(ii akmn: --'Fhe king has ordered that no one should be

allowed to leave this place, madam.

Usha:—What shall we do now.'

AMKroDiiA : Nothing. 'Fhe king merely desires that we

should not be separated.

Usn.\ ;—What about Chitraickha

Amkijodha :— 1 have asked of my grandfather that none

here should suffer.

UsiiA : -O, I am so happy. My Lord, this is Chitraickha.

(Chitralekha stands to one side bashfully). W'hy
!

}'uu know
her already I

Anircddii

A

: -1 low do you know ."

Usha:— It is by looking at the picture drawn by Chitra

that I fainted. Leela, what an innocent babe you are : W hy

did you tell the king of the picture ."

Lkki.a :—He asked me why you fainted. How should 1

know it was the picture of brother-in-law ? I said * picture
’
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and then hesitated. But he would not leave me. Then I

thought it wouldn’t matter and told him.

Aniruddiia :—Had Chitra drawn my picture ?

CiiiTRALKKirA .*—(Asidc) Why are they saying all this }

How is this ? He is not so fair as he appeared in the dream.

(Goes apart and stands looking through the window).

UsiiA ; Yes. 'I'liat is how I knew you had seen her.

Their songs and that picture made me feel that they knew

my secret and wanted to test me. Anyhow, l^eela has caused

a great ado today.

Lkf.la ;—Ado indeed ! It was I who had married ;

it was I who drew the picture ; and it was I who fainted. All

this was myself. Being such a clever girl, IJsha, why did you

not tell us that it was brother-in-law’s picture before you

fainted*? See, I have befen responsible to get him here and I

deserve a good word. But what do I get instead } A great

ado } I shall never make a mistaki! again. . Fhe ne.xt time I

see a picture, I shall conclude it is Chitralekha’s lover and all

will be well.

AMRt’DDiiA :—And the liext picture after that will bo your

lover.

Lkki.a :—Girls who write poems and paint [lictures

may be satisfied with lovers in pictures. But 1 and girls like

me need real ones.

Chitkai.kkiia : Ibnv talkative you are. Locla. Behave

yourself before strangers.

Lkki.a ; is a slraiiger, Chiira, and what is it I

have done." You ought to show our brother the courle.sies

due from a sister in law. But ytm are standing speechless

like a doll. Shall not I at least offer these civilities to our

si.ster’s husband Come in, brcither, and sit in more comfort.

(Moves towards the inner room taking hold of I j.sha's hand).

A.n'iri'ddiia : —Yes, I am coming. .My grandfather should

know of wliat has oecurre<l. You, sisters, go in. I shall offer

a prayer and join yj)u prtrsenlly.
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(Chitralekha, Usha and Leelavati go in. Aniruddha

offers a prayer)
t

0 (irandsire, listen to my prayer.

It is your vow to save those who belong to you and call on

you for help. •

1 your grandson, and this my beloved wife,

We need you, sire. Pray come and help.

You arc everywhere and sec! everything

;

You melt the hardest heart and bend those who are mighty.

Make my beloved’s father forgive what she has done ;

And for Prahlada s sake give good to this family.

Porgive the trouble I have caused in my ignorance,

And save me and her who is mine.

(He goes in)

(Curtain drops)
,

• (Servants enter from either side)

Fir.st Skrvant :—Hi, here : l.s the guard all right ? The

king wished rt to be looked to.

Sei oM) Sl•:RV.\^T : -Is no one to be sent to relieve the

guard } We have been here four days.

Fir.s r .SKRV.tNT ;

—
'i Tiiit day as soon as the king went out,

the guards of the city gate came and .said that Krishna's dis-

cus had come before the city and thai it was difficult to keep

it off. We had to take out our king's discus and keep it

before the other. .As we learnt that Krishna was soon

coming himself, we tnade ready for battle. .And amidst this

bustle, we forgot all about you.

Second Serv.-wt :—Has Krishna come .'

First Serv.vxt :—He came this morning with a small

army. Our people fought but were beaten. Haneswara and

Krishna have stood up to light each other.

Second Serv.xV i ;—Who is winning :

First Sekv.\nt ;—Banesw’ara has taken on his thou.sand

•arms. Who is then to oppose him } Krishna does not how-

ever care for that. His discus alone can con<pier tho three

worlds. The result has to be seen.
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Second Servant :—If somebody relieves me, 1 could go

and see the fight.

Fik.st Servant :—Well, I shall send some one.

(The two go in di/ferent ilirections)

(The curtain rises. Tin; front of Usha’.s residence.

U.sha and Chilralckha are .seen.)

UsiiA :—Chitra, what is the news ?

Chitrai.kkiia ; - It seems that Sri Krishna and your father

are fighting. The result has to be seen.

UsiiA :— 1 cannot wish complete victory to either. Lord

Krishna has to forgive the faults of my father and save him.

If father would use some patience all would be well.

Ciiitkai.ekha ;—Wish good to both.
• • •

(Scrviint

Servant :—(iood madam. Krishna won. It seems tin*

king's discus was broken and Krishna cut off all his arms.

The Yadavas are entering the city.

l.’SHA :—Alas ! What shall we do now : I shall send ni)-

husband to beg of Sri Krishna to spare the life of my father.

(Goe.s inside. Bustle outside. .Sri Krishna, Banasura, Xarada

and others enter.)

Sri KKl.^J^^^\ Ikmeswara, though \ oii havtr always treat

ed me as an enemy, I have nothing bill lovt^ to you. You

are very dear ttj me. desc'eiulant cif Ihahlada. ^'ou too in

your heart mu.st ha.v(' (jiily love for nu\ but in loyalt)' to your

race you have had if) be unfriendly. .Now that my grandson

loves your daughter we have a new reason iov (ritMidship.

Narada was the firsi if) tell .Aniruddha about l/sh.i. The first

night the boy saw soim; one el.se and came sway, but the

next night he .‘^aw l.sha. When lie .sai<l Ii<! would marry

her I gladly agreed ll you now ap|jrove, \ve shall solemni.se

formally the marriage that the young couple have already

concluded

'.MisWAK \ : .As jou please.

Sr? Kkj.sijn.a ;— I know it is not <)ut of mere courtesy you
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say this. Come, let us go. We have to be very grateful to

Narada Maharshi for this our friendship.

Naraija -Krishna, I am afraid of your gratitude. You

(’lit off the arms of the bride’s father on the day of the

marriage. What may gratefulness from such a person mean

to the man who only brought about the marriage.'

Sri Krishna;—Y(ni know what it may mean .' (Seeing

Chitra) —Who is this young lady :

Bana :—It is Chitral(*kha, my daughter’s companion.

Narada :—And your devotee, Krishna. Chitra, come

and make salutations to our Lord.

CiiiTRAi.KKii A :—Salutations to tlic revered one. (Bends

low in reverence)

Sri Krishna :—May you prosper, my daughter. Where

are Usha and Aniniddha
:

('I hey enter)
,

UsHA :—(Seeing her father) 01 father, how are you?

(seeing his arms*are all right) I was afraid what had happened

to. you.

Bana :—Have no Icar, child. Fhe loss of those arms is

no matter. I have nu-rcly slipped* ofl a burden. Do obidsance

to your grandfather, and to Narada Maharshi.

Usha :— I shall do your bidding. (Stands beside her

husband.)

Sri Krishna :—.Aniniddha, your /oyish prank has caused

all this trouble. Make your Iiumbh* salutations to your father-

in-law ind Narada Maharshi.

Amri'ddha : .\s you command. (.Ai.Iruddha and Usha

do obeisanci* to the elders)

Bana : - I’he priests have been asked to make prepara-

tions for the marriage. Let us go there.

Sri Krishna :—V'cry widl. Rukmini, Satyabhama and

everybody else have come expecting the marriage. If you send

word to the camp they will also be present for the ceremony.

Bana :
—^'Fhis will be. done. ('I'hey all go in).

• Usha :—('I'o Aniruddha) You too go in, love ; 1 shall

come in a moment. (He al.so leaves. Usha takes hold of

Chitralekha) I have a request to make to you, Chitra.
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Ciiitralekha;—You are very formal, Usha.

UsuA .-—Leave that aside. Now this is my reque.st. You

also agree to marry Aniruddha. I shall ask him to jtgree.

CiiiTRiVLEKiiA :—Usha, please say no more about it
;
my

marriage is over. My lover married me in a dream and dis-

appeared. 1 cannot marry again. lie happy with Aniruddha.

I shall be happy in seeing your happinc.ss.

Usha Is that the final word ?

CinTRAi.v.KiiA ; - Quite.

UsiJA As you please then.

CuiTRAi.EKiiA :—(To horselQ Did Usha mean this offer or

make it merely out of civility r (Seeing Narada near by, h)«)ks

ashamed.)

Nakapa Are you discontented. Chitralekha

Cn'iTRAi.EKHA 1—No—revcrcd sire.

Narapa :—Supposing you are, 1 would say give tip ilis

content. The supreme Lord calls each person to Ilis service

in a different way. The invitation may come to you differ-

ently.

CiUTRAl.KKHA :— I am waiting. Rut when the. invitation

comes, how shall 1 know it is the real one I his was :in invi

tation just now.

Narapa ;—The ear knows when the strings are in tune.

The mind will know when the prrtper invitation comes. This

call to you was not ttne to accept. I'hat is wh)’ your mind

turned away from it. I'he rule is : ketrp the heart pure ; tite

call will come in proper time ; and when it comes you will

know.

(Sri Krishna and Baneswara enter in front «jf the curtain)

vSri Kkistt.NA :— I his alliance that has taken place todaj

.

has confirmed our friendship. VYe couhl not be nearer.

Ba.na :— riiuugh my grandfather w.is your <h;votcc, I

looked upon you :ts my enemy all the.se days. I am happy

that you have forgiven this. What I say is not merely

wisdom le:irnt by defeat. Nor is it merely due to the desire"

that my child should be happy in your house. I pnty on my

own account that I should be counted as your own.
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Sri Krishna :—Good sir, I have never stood aloof from

him who desired my friendship. Make sure only of your love

to me. Of love on my part have no doubt.

Bana :—I am grateful. (He goes).

(Enter Satjubhama)

Satvabhama ;—The bride and bridegroom are seated.

Instead of wasting your time here, you might as well come

and see them.

Sri Krishna :—Nobody came and told us.

Sa rvAiuiAMA :— I lave I not come now }

Sri Krishna :—Look at it, Narada. She told us just now

and so I should have gone already there. 'I'liis is married

bliss and reason !

SA rvAiiiiAMA : -Who doubts tlrat it is bliss and- reason?

Not you! Come, come, and do not waste time. (All go.

Satyabhama asi<]e to Krishna) Come and see the fun. 11 we

had delayed ten days, we should have had the decking with

rtowefs^ instead of marriage.

Sri Krishn \ : -defined women like you have to be

meticulous in these mailers. Usha is a Rakshasa girl. What

does it mailer ?
*

SatvAiiHAMA : Now Krishna, what do you think? We
call these people Rakshasas, do not e ? They call us just

ihe same. Thai woman they call Malini said in my hearing

that we talked like Rakshasa women.

.Sri Kkishn \ : —Did she refer to you oi to others also ?

Sa i\ ARii AMA Tncmgh of that, come. If I am a Rakshasa

woman, won’t you be a Rakshasa ?

.SrI Krishna ; Anyhow we are entering into alliances

with Rakshasas.

.Satvaiihama : -If you have a large family you cannot

afford to distinguish between Suras and Asuras. Your

descendants have to go elsewhere for girls. And then you

^also don’t make any distinction between person and person.

Any one who approaches you as friend you treat as friend.

* A beautiful ceremony performeil ituring the fourth month of progiuincy.
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Sri Krishna:—

T

rue. (They go in)

(Curtain rises. Sri Krishna, Narada, Banasura and

others enter the marriage pavilion and take their seats. Usha

and Aniruddha make prostrations to elders.)

Bana :—Isn't the funcuon over } (As Usha bows her

head and makes salutation) Live long and happy as wedded

wife. Your mother did not live to sec this. If the musicians

have come, let them show some of their skill before Sri

Krishna.

Lkkla ;—The musicians have all hidden themselves

owing to Narada’s presence.

Bana You sing a song then. (I'o Sri Krishna) If

you hear her sing, sire, you will arrange for her wedding also.

Sri Krishn a : ---That is not iliHicult. riiere are many

youtlis ‘imoiig. us.

Lkkla (Sing.s)

Come, (.) sister, come with me
To where the jasmine and tubenjst*

Bloom by Jumna’s hither shore.

And where the slow breeztf wafts their fragraiic(i

As from heaven's o|)en door.

Cenne, sweet sister, come with me
T(j where on Jumna’s spacious sands

'I'he mo(jn’s clear light has come to play,

When' all our friirnds have g«)m* to si'ek

.And find .Sri Krishna if tln-y may.

C(jme, my sisteir, come with me
To wh(^r(;, cemcealed behiml the trees

liy Jumna s stream, our Krishna plays

His flute to rob the hearts of those

Who hear and leave them in a maze.

Come, () .sister, lanne with me
W^e Uvo shall go *') Jumna's .sands

And drink the strains of Krishna's song
\nd with ti.e moonlight we shall swoon.
.\ay, sister, we are here too long.

Come, () sister, cenne with me.
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Srt Krishna :—Why, this is a sonj^ from my part of the

country. How did it come here ?

Hana :--Y<)ii romiuered our kin<{dom today. You
had coiKjuered (jur jxrople's hearts earlier still. Once before

when f heard this sonjLf I became anj/ry, but now I hear it,

it pleases me.

Sri Krishna : fro Chitralekha) Well, my daughter,

come to Dwanika with your sister, and find your Krishna

there. (Chitralekha is looking at Xarada)

Naraha Have you felt the call, Chitrah‘kha ?

CiiriRAii-Ki lA : Is it th(* call: O 1 1 am so ha\)py.

ITsiia : - What is it. Chitra

\ar\oa :
- .She too will come to Dwaraka.

Ski Krishna Yes. Chitralc'kha and L(.‘clavati should

(;ome. Usha must liavi* her rri«-uids*wiih her.
^

•

Hana : CiTtainlw as it pleases you. Xow, will the ladies

sing the benedi<?tion ?

(.Mari'i<‘d women conic* and perform

(iomc! bless the Lorct who is th«‘ life

! hat liN e*s in water, earth iind sk\'

:

Come bless him who is men'v's self

\nd Loid of all (Mc^rnally :

Comc‘ bless thc^ Lord who i- com|)aci
Of Heing, ['ruth and cMidless Bliss :

Sing I It* is firm upon his throne

And all ihal is is ever His.’

Come bless the* Lord.
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The March into the Night

Hy Noi.ixf Kaxta («lita

Endless, endless hibovirs the way

;

Its meanderings sijom always to come back near to the same

old familiar spot.

We have travelled through long ages and countless lives,

Through immemorial vistas of 'rime, as though through all

the length of Eternity

—

And yet see we not the same oKl sim jogging up and down

Between its .same old pri.son bars ?

The .lone luminaries afar -that appear so cIo.se to the very hirart

of the (ireat .Mjstery,

'rwinkle and blink as inconsciently as ever;

The cold and barren lace of the moon stares as bland and

stupid as its wont :

The same old shadtnv still lingers at our feet ami entangles

them ine.vorably

:

And the eternal \ ipm* remains C(»ile(l fast iiipj the darkness

of our entrails

'I'he march (if aeons has brought us none tht; neartT t(j la'ghi

or Deliverance.

Ah, Soul, we have indeed progressed int(j obscurity,

Into a deeper and tleeper gloom have we entered

Yet who is this intrepid v(»)ager that has (hired the other

Unknown, the neth(;r profundititrs

It is thou, (J my .Soul, it is the Eight itself, the beacon from

above

!

For whith(;r else could jjrogre.ss lie :

Towards Eight ;ind more la'ght

But the .Soul is .\1I-Eighi and needs no illumination;

It is Darkne.is tha< yearns lor the Eight

And so the .Soul has de.scended in answer

Into the gloom
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The gloom stretches interminable,

The abyss seems fathomless,

—

Only to the spirit that ventures with its own lantern :

But my Soul is never alone—the Mother of Light upbears
it—

A cataract of limitless blaze swirfs behind

And presses it forw>••'^ and through the gloom
Thiit will roll out and melt.

Sooner perhaps than one may bedieve, —
The Soul and gloom and all

—

Right <111 the other side

into the free and infinite and she<‘r translucenco.



The Late Dr. Rangachariar

By K. CiiANnkAM KMAKW, iM.A., ().L.

When tin* history (»f Madras ri^rordi'd, lli**r(‘ is a

name whirh will appear lowerini^ above*, llu* r<*si with its sure

hold on our laslinij impressions. It is tin* name of Mh<‘

Doctor’, d here is somethinj^ in ilif appellation which of

itself demands mir unalloyed i^o-aiitude. I hat is tlu' pre

eminent reason why Dr. Ran|L;*achariar will be tner r(*m(‘in

bered. W'e know the doctor's is llu* most ini|)ortanl pia/

fes.si(jn, not CAen e\('(*piini^ the law\(‘r s. whi»'h is (*(|uall\

.Ifstinjjuished. But the bi*iter the kind c»f prolessiou o'u*

belonjLfs to. the more desirabhi it is that one shotdd be i)etier

of its kind. One honourable (‘alliiiLf <h>es not dilVer much

from another in its ser\ic<* to s<i('iei\ : bin the do(Mc)r*.v need^-

must be the most servic(*al)li‘. And Dr. KauL;’. chariar m*\er

struck anyone but that he e\isi(‘d for oilnrr^. e\ <*r tlili|.»ent in

his succour to the sulTerin^. ev(‘r i.ilanniiiiL;- lor iheir health and

welfare.

Years back when, in this cii\ (d distaiuM's. no oiIii*r

doctor could b‘* induc(Ml lo rt'-sjiond to ur;^ent call.-: with

innate pnimptiludt* and ceh*ril\-. Dr. BanL;'achariar was the

first to Hn" Io his patients side, no maii<*r how poor ,ind iiii

known, wlKitlier in the h<?art fifi/u* eii\ or f)ii its IriiiL^cs. Il

eschewbiL^ ‘-ver)- other thouj^du in tin* •’•)urrni ration upon hi--

work of sa\ in^r li\(‘s would im|n !!;i du* d»»ci(ir wlih the marf

of an amu-I. he was iiid**<*d an an^u*!. lake scn*iice. he

.seerneil ff» eoiMjiKT tin* forcr.s of nature in his sii-aflla.st aim

ol help and pro^^oo-w ro Ijum.inily. I In* l ii*iinnidoiis sp(*ed ol

his car tin* sdent w</rkintr nt his mind in an .itmo.s[)he«e

chiirirt'd with tite keiniesi e,\pe(‘iaiion ol ih(* c»;n.se«|uences o|

life an'l d^*ai|j. the inter lack <»l ('oniinunicativc'iiess on his*

part, wlien faced with a orave situation, all dr^noled his intense

devotion to his work, and hi.s work f»nly. .\e\c*r coitid it he
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fHE LATE Dr, RANGACHARIAR

laid at his door that he posed for being profound or was hasty

to escape strain and strenuous labour. If he showed himself

(juick and overcoming all personal inconveniences in the

discharge of his duties during the day, he was even more

ready to help the diseased an^ the dying in. the gloomier

hours of the night, denying himself both the necessary rest

and sleep. Naturally, h1s was the one name that spread from

mouth to mouth with the great increase in his practice and

the still greater increase of his share in relieving the misery

of the world. He seemed to seize life with a superhuman

energy, harnessing every bit of it to a higher purpose.

|He reckoned, not without practiciil wisdom at any rate, that

tp die in the comfort of an undisturbed conscience is as

assuring as that of ii secure fortune or a safe investment.

. .-v But, strangely enough, he seemed not to r^cogmfse "God.

in anV lorm.
,
Perhaps he considered it even ‘ impertinent to

interpose a religions sentiment, when the call of action was

imminent. Rjither the ceaseless occupation of a life of

ungrudging 'J:ervice deprived him of the reflective calm to

engender the ‘ gentle flame of ’devotion ’ in his heart. The
very disproportionate supply of human woes might have

so much benumbed his feelings as to take away all sense of

devotion to an .^11-Merciful Being. He conveyed the feeling

to the last, that he was not captivated by any religions spirit

in the faithful discharge of his duty.

Still unlike the rest of us, he evolved a higher destiny for

himself. The spur to his action was not the incentive of lesser

men. It is clear he was not actuated by a mere pas.sion to

reach the^ pinnacle of professional glor>\ Else he would not

have cK'osen an individual line of his own in everything he

did, from the manner and method of his treatment to the

spirit and sacrifice he brought to bear on his work, no

matter how risky and subject to criticism sometimes

such a deviation from the generality inclined him. The

‘moment he learnt of an increasing demand on his labours,

he was not loath to relegate every other claim on him

to a subordinate place in his attentions. He never stopped
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TRIVENI

for gain nor spared himself for profit. He neither considered

it fiiir to impose on others his uncommon intellect nor felt it

proper thjit others should be curious to know the springs of

his action. He was ever alive to his great powers and was

confident to the very core of his being. He shaped his life

and carried his thoughts in unison with the distinguished

career he c;irved out. No doctor ever achieved greater

reputation with le.ss obtrusion of his self or with more calcu-

lated neglect of all arts to win popularity and recognition.

He allowed others to share the keen sense of rivarly and

success. He had an absolute indifference to the wealth he

amas.scd and a disregard for all profe.ssions and fu.ss thatj

combine to aid the accumulation of importance in social cir‘

cles. His manner was generally abrupt and reticent. It was

,
1/Qgfffhiately born of a feeling that wasting talk and go.s.sip.

during work would lure away the mind from realising the full

responsibility of the task before it. He did net welcome idle

pleasure or conviviality, and if he happened to .sail for a distant

land, he preferred to leave the station without iitiorming even

his closest friends when e.xactly he would move away, lest

their warm demonstrations should embarrass him.
I

It is but natural that such a brilliant man with a conspi-

cuous title to admiration should have excited jealousy in his

colleagues when he was in the (lovernment's employment.

True, he was not much disposed to co-operate with others in

his work, with that superior brain of which he w;us justly

conscious. True also, that ordinary minds, when brought

into contact with hi.s, felt (he depre.ssion of inferiority comple.x.

It was patent, his mind ha<l a f)recision that ama/ed his

co-adjutors. They could not keep pace with the (;ver invigo

rating resourcefulne.ss of his brain. It was assuringly collec

ted even in the vortex of complication. It was always seif

sufficient, never self-deceptive. It never took in anything for

granted nor gave up everything that was offered as u.seles.s.

Throughout, this sane altitude to think for himself stood him'

in good stead. His early distinction as a sure hand at every

form of surgery
;

his incrcixsing reputation in the mofus.sil for
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THE LATE Dr. RANGACHARIAR

his creditable handling of the most difficult major operations ;

his unparalleled skill in maternity cases
;
his splendid courage

in running a»private nursing home of his own after resigning

his connection with the General Hospital,—all speak volumes

of his ability to rise to unapproachable eminence in the

profession. To find him working like a machine with-

out interval in the Nursing Home from the break of day

till the sun had actually crossed the meridian, with nothing

to wet his throat save a cup of buttermilk occasionally,

convinced us of his stiimina to sustain him in the varied

and taxing work he performed. Notice him in a critical

.situation brought almost face to face with Death trying to cast

ffic noose round his patient’s neck, his lips compressed in

thoughtful silence, his gait rapid and decisive, his intolerance

rampant at the anxiety expressed* by the patient's relcSfves,

his looks demanding room for his movement in the sick-room

and freedom from prying eyes round the sick-bed, his whole

manner indicating extreme control of irritability. One might

even consider him almost at his wit’s end to save the ebbing

life. His powers would then rise e(iual to the occtision. He
employed all his acquired skill and experience in finding out

a way for ensuring h(?pe. At his suggestion his assistants

would fly and fetch the necessary instruments. There would

be no noise or commotion, but only briskne.ss adequately

joined to alertness. There would be no lack of clarity

of thought, no rashness exposing want of foresight, none

of the incorrigible fads from which specialists suffer, not

a word or sign of slackening effort, nothing but intense

functioning of the mind to the last, with all the sincerity of

purpose and optimism at his command. Doctors there have

been and are, prized for their powers of efticient diagnosis ;

but none who could more readily and unostentatiously devise

remedies without Causing any the lea.st anxiety in the patient

about the dire malady or its faml course. I'here have been

many experienced men in the profession with a claim to

recognition for their infinite Ciipacity to take pains ; but none

more prone to combine, so happily, whatever the latest
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TRIVENI

scientific thought taught him with the knowledge gained by

personal observation of two decades and more.

But to look upon him as purely an automaton is to

forget the fine traits which shaped him into a worthy speci-

men of our race. Beneath the great doctor were visible

traces of a spotless character. To adhere to intellectual

honesty and independence without fear of losing popularity

is no easy thing in any profession, much less in the medical.

A busy practitioner, if he desires to become prosperous, can

hardly afford to erase, rightly or wrongly, the impression

on his patients that medicines alone would work the desired

change. It assures him an abiding clientele and a name for

drawing upon an inc.xhaustible memory for medicines, which

How fast from his pen as he writes the prescription. Dr.

Rangachariar was never influenced by any such thought to

prove his indispensability by a prescription. He was careful

in his e.\amination of a c<ise, cautious in hi$, administration

of the (piantity of doses, and cared not for the patient's

favour or ill-will, provided he was himself sure of the natun-

of the disease and the treatment it required. .Sometimes he

was so frank its to pronounce the person, .seeking consultmion

with him, free from any actual com{jlaint. He would even

repeatedly instil into the mind of his indefatigable client the

utter uselessness of medicines when a timely regulation of

his diet or c.\ercisc could do the needful and restore him to

normal health. Unlike a distinguished contemporary, he

trusted more to his own intellect than to faith. If he failed in

his honest endeavours, he never resigned himself to a higher

power. He .seemed to devote no more thought to the

interaction and play of Destiny in such matters than his

Rolls Royce did as it noiselessly sped through the thorough

fares of men. He suffered little from philosophic tendencies

that counsel complete surrender of effort under the

omnipotence of I'ate. But if his mind was not yielding to the

wider interests of public life like that of the late Dr. Nanjunda

Rao of Mylapore, it worked within the chosen confines with a

rare dedication and wholesome detachment. He was mure
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fHE LATE t)R. RANGACHARIAR

inclined to satisfy his own conscience than seek satisfaction

of the vast multitude of his patients. His judgment only was

his friend, his’ reason alone his philosopher, his optimism his

chief guide. Once, in the oppressive suspense in which

people found themselves regarding the condition of a patient,

a bold lady thought it not improper to acquaint the doctor of

the considerable worry of the relatives of the patient and

asked him whether another doctor’s help at such a juncture

would not be desirable in arriving at a decision about the

nature of the illness. He was heard to remark afterwards as

he left the house ‘ she thinks she can beard the lion in its

own den ’. Such was his attitude to any attempt to interfere

with him. He was strong in his resolution and braved the

stoutest opposition if he had to. He could put up with any

scandal and rumour about him. He never looked affected or

{ippCcTred to tjike notice of their existence. More than once,

vile jealou.sy engineered the most objectionable form of

rumour against him. It was said in the year 1926 that he had

died at Ooty and his body was to be removed by train to

Madras. The information spread like wild fire and many

were the enquiries that reached him. He never probed into

the causes of or the psychologj' behind .such an outrageous

invention of a .story. He smiled gent) at such spurious

anecdotes, while enthusia.stically enjoying a game of bridge

at the Lawley Institute on the hills, with surprising ease and

unconcern.

This unconcern and detachment he evinced in every

phase of his life. His living a life untrammelled by conventions

and contritions of any kind elevated him from abject confor-

mity to public opinion. If he w;is generous in his impulses,

he sought no reason to justify his bounty. He never argued

nor tried to explain. He scarcely wavered in choosing his

own manner of appreciation of a good thing.

Few others sought less to earn undying plaudits or

proved more immune again.st the temptations and vanities of

a successful career. Unlike many others in the grip of

unprecedented success that wipes out all vestiges of delicacy,
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he was loath to dwell upon his achievements or indulge

in listening to others’ narration of them to his face. If ever he

was overcome by feelings of confusion and conflict, it was

only when his beneficiaries tried to evince their admiration

for him in a fitting manner. , He was deliberately gentle and

considerate to his numerous patients and never bargained for

the amounts he should receive from them as his fees. What-

ever was paid was accepted by him with jio more feeling than

one of placid satisfaction that he did his duty and they theirs

in return. But if ever one tried to reduce the amount of his

medical bill after asking repeatedly for it, he would not

hesitate to show his re.sentment in llu; sharpest manner

possible. ‘ You see, I am not going lo l)e dealt with like

that,’ he would utter, and as the jerky s«miences finished with

the closing those lips in derision, one felt that to have

incurred his displeasure was to have courted disgrace of the

worst ty'pe.

The picture would remain incomplete without mentioning

the lighter aspects of the man. Under cover of Ji somewhat

reserved nature, he hid ;i storehouse of ri«’h humour tind

pleasantry. In a facetious comptinjj compri.sed of his close

friends he could freely employ any amount of lively banter

and subtle joke. ‘ Wh:it agarrulotts man he is
1

' s:iid a friend

of his in high position, ‘you can lisl(*n to him for hours

without flagging.’ AIa)be he was not a ptilished conver-

.sationalist or a connoi.sseur of diverse arts, yet his culture had

just that measure of sobritdy and coinmonsense to enable him

to judge righti)’ of th*jse who di.spla)f;d them.

As a .safe physician and Ji rem;irk;ible surgeon he will be

placed high among tlit; best in the ranks of the mcdiciil pro-

fe.ssion. Whatever record leap to light, he shall never be criti

cised for mismanaging a cti.se that en«led fttltilly. He might

have occasionally given room for complaint regarding his in-

diliference to slight changes in the health of a person otherwkse

keeping a normtil '’ondition. He might htive appeared un-

sympathetic to a mind retjuiring constant attendance without

any justification whatever in his eye. He might have hurt
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THE LATE Dr. RANGACHARIAR

some with his somewhat sharp and truculent expressions if

they tried to assist him. But never was he less wary or

observant of the points of complaint than any of the most

patient or painstaking doctors. Why, he possessed a most

enviable mixture of the qualitie:^' that were best in others.

Most memorable indeed, or rather cherishable, than all the

rest of his traits, wsls his complete emancipation from vilifying

tendencies that beset others in the same field as himself, though,

if occasion forced it, he could show himself quite capable of

a crushing retort or retaliation.

His death has been mourned by high and low as having

struck the deepest blow at them. Many who have not known

him too closely or grasped the inner workings of the man,

feel they have lost in him a genuine friend and benefactor.

We wonder then, was it the dominating personality of fhe doc-

tor that influenced them ? Or was it his complete individuality

or his singular ‘disregard of the normal methods by which

doctors try to impress th«;ir patients Or was it something

sharply penetrating in his looks and soothingly resonant in

his in.spiring voice ? Or was it,' after all, the inexplicable

glamour clinging to him of his Rolls Royce and Moth-plane ?

Bot whatever reason, fie .stamped himself vividly on the

mind of the people of a vast preside'- ;y. He is indeed

imperishable, although the cruel flames have consumed his

great and good freightage. He lives: for he belongs to

that order of men who, like stars, shine for ever, reminding

life on earth of True Labour having ‘ its summit in heaven ’.
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Rabindranath’s Paintings

By G. yKNKATACHAlAM

India recognised the genius of Tagore, as a poet, only

after Europe put its seal of approval on his poetry ; and now
that Europe and America, through their connoisseurs and

critics, acclaim him as a painter of great distinction and rare

merit, India is slowly beginning to acknowledge his gifts in

that direction. When news first reached India that Tagore

was holding an exhibition of his works in one of the leading

salons in Paris and that artists and art-critics were applauding

his art,* and
^
when further it was told that art galleries in

Europe and the States were purchjislng his pictures at fabul-

ous prices, many wondered and thought It a huge joke. Hut,

as it proved later, Tagore held his exhibitions not only in

Paris but in other leading art centres in England, Germany,

and New York, and some of the foremost National .Art

Galleries in those countries victl with one another in posses

sing his paintings, and his succe.ss as'a painter was one of the

bigge.st surprises in the an history of mod(^rn times.

But when he recently held an exhibition in the city of

Bombay, his pictures literally puzzled and my.stificd the Indian

public. One noticed worried looks in the eyes of visitors, and

heard all .sorts of amusing comments. ‘ You call this art r',

snapped an outraged society lady, herself a widely travelled

woman and a writer, but of nervous temperament. ‘ We
don’t understand these pictures, fninkly we dont’, observed

many well-meaning friends and admirers of 'lagorc and his

poetry. ‘ This <irt i.s beyond us’, confes.scd a young girl

artist, and added cynically, ‘One must be 'born, I .suppo.se, in

Bengal to appreciate it.' Here and there one met a person

who showed interest in the pictures and discovered .some

artistic merits in them. If 'lagore’s paintings do not arou.se

any cnthu.sia.sm or adminition for his art, they at least .set
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RABINDRANATH’S PAINTINGS

people thinking about newer modes of artistic expression

than one is generally used to.

Tagore’s* works are not to be judged by the ordinary

accepted academic standards, for the simple reason that they

are not painted after any accepted style, school or tradition.

No rules of the art are applicable to them. They are just

creations of playful moods and unfettered joy, and so they

share the nature and significance of all original impulses.

Laws and rules do not give birth to art ; art creates its own

idioms and expressions. Thus there is really no criterion by

which original creative efforts like those of Tagore’s could be

judged. They must be appraised on their own intrinsic

worth, their inner vital quality.

Tagore was not trained in any academic school. Me
never studied the art of painting under any master, nor does

he cdnsciously copy or follow any style or technitjue. The

creative urge imhim plays with lines and colours which take

definite .shape and design under the spell of his genius. He
never .strives after any perfection of form or idea but just lets

his fancy or imagination create figures or portraits, .scenes or

symbols, effortlessly and without prejudice. They are like

ihe play-creations of .i Aild, .simple, spontaneous and beauti-

ful.

.Some are crude and unfinished ; some are delightfully

drawn with an eye for precision of line, balance and composi-

tion. Whatever may be their aisthetical meri's, there is no

doubt that everyone of them is intensely alive with a dynamic

vitality, like a piece of sculpture. 'I'here is grace, beauty,

movement and sitpplcncss in every line and cur\’e that he

draws. His art is really an inspired art ; and there is fresh-

ness and originality in all his single figure studies and group

compositions. The poetic and lyrical nature of his pictures

are obvious. As he says himself :
‘ My pictures are my

versification in lines. If by chance they are entitled to claim

recognition, it must be primarily for some rhythmic signifi-

cance of form which is ultimate, and not for any interpretation

of an idea or representation of a fact.’ Even the most un-
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finished picture of his has this ‘ rhythmic significance of form,’

and it is this that makes his art so interesting.

Tagore seldom bothers himself with the 'regular para-

phernalia of an artist : studio, easels, palette, brushes, pig-

ments, canvases, glues and {he rest. He paints as he likes

and on all kinds of papers, white or coloured, rough or

smooth, big or small, even on bits of newspapers. Some of

his striking pictures were done with the aid of a simple

fountain-pen or piece of cloth or his own thumb and fingers.

His portrait studios e.vecuted in this style are e.xceedingly

clever. His landscape sketches have a distinct atmosphere,

and he now and then paints them in colours. He has a-

partiality for ordiiuiry litjuid colours and it is amazing the rich

colourful effects he gets out of them. His d(‘Corative designs

are geriuinel)* original and some of them ultra-modern and

very intriguing.

He has indeed become a prolific painter.* He has done

several thousands within the hst four years, and when he get.s

the mood he paints dozens of them at a stretch and in a single

sitting. His energy is amazing and his enthusiasm is simply

contagious. An Indian artist who has observed closely

Tagore at work writes :
‘ As reganls the com|)osition of his

paintings, our Poet-Painter displays masterly skill. Once he

determines the subject of his picture, the outline and spjicing

come off spontaneously. There is not the slightest faltering

and indecision. 'I'he work progresses with a seriers of sweep-

ing movements and the balanced composition remtiins intact.

The lines are drawn with a sure hand and the spacing is so

accurate as is only possible from the most e.xperienced artists

with years of practice behind him.’

On the whole Rabindranath’s paintings have an origi-

nality, sincerity, truthfulne.ss and vital (juality to be ranked as

high as any of the modern masters. Dr. Ananda Coomara-

swamy’s pithy sttitemeni that Ttigore’s pictures are not

childish but child-like is about the .sanest criticism so far

offered on this new phtise of Tagore’s genius.
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Eleven Greatest Living Indians

By K. IswAi^v Dutt

Who arc the eleven greatest living Indians ? But why

eleven ? Because they usually form a team. Then, to repeat

my question, who are our eleven greatest.? The question

appears to be incredibly simple : yet it is immensely dihicult

to answer. lie alone knows the difficulty who addre.sses

himscU to the task of making a list. While it would be etisy

to mention, say, the greatest sbitesman, the greatest poet, the

greatest scientist, the greatest philosopher or the greatest

. representative in this or that sphere 'of human eqdeavour, it is

a tough and hazardous job to record the names of the eleven

greatest men, since it hardly admits of so facile a classification.

The primary difficulty centres round one’s very conception of

greatness.

Happily ‘his is not a matterto be settled by vote. It is

not a popularity competition. It will also be admitted that a

prominent man is entirely different from an eminent man and

that an eminent man is not neces.sarily—'md in many cases

emphatically not—a great man. If it is permissible to illu.s-

trate my point, Maulana Shaukat Ali is a prominent man, and

no more than that. Everyone would agree with Professor

Harold Laski when he says, ‘My friend Sir 'fej is a very

eminent man.’ I can’t say—^cit any rate I am not sure at this

stage—if he will figure in my list of the eleven greatest

Indians. Indisputably Gandhiji does. But what is a great

man ? One can more easily describe than define a great man.

I don't think anyone has done it better than Disraeli whom I

would like to quoth in this connection. Here is a .striking

passage from his wit and wisdom

;

‘ What is a great man ? Is it a Minister of State .? Is

it a victorious general ? A gentleman in the Windsor

uniform ? Is it a Field Marshal covered with stars ? Is it a
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prelate or Prince ? A King or an Emperor ? He may be
all these. Yet these, as we must all daily feel, are not

necessarily great men. A great man is one who affects

the mind of his generation.’

Here is surely a basis, and a sound basis, on which one

may proceed and indulge in the pleasant pastime of erecting

one’s own gallery of the greatest living Indians.

To set down the first name there is no difficulty, for there

is no doubt. He is so obvious. With apologies to Macaulay

the rhetorician, it may be claimed that the Everest is not more

decidedly the tallest of mountain peaks, the Mississipi is not

more decidedly the biggest of rivers, the Taj is not more

decidedly the most beautiful of marble mausoleums, than

Mahatma Gandhi is the greatest of living men. And when

one speaks o/ him one need not restrict oneself to India. He
has not only no eipial : he has no second. Of him it can he

said what was thus .said of Shakespeare by a contemporary

English writer

:

‘ He is the greatest, thing we have done. He is our
challenger in the lists of the world, and there is none to

cross swords with him. Like Sirius, he has a magnitude
of his own. Take him away from our heavens, conceive

him never to have been born, and the imaginative wealth

of life .shrinks to a lower plane, and we are left, in lago’s

phra.se,
“ a poor thing”.’

Notwithstanding his limitations and mistakes of policy

which had strange rcpercus.sions on the destinies of at least

two nations, his greatne.ss is s(i self-revealing that beside liitu

all other celebrities look dwarfed. He has convulsed the

world with his ideas on the one hand and the manife.stations

of his moral grandeur on the other ; he has made, as Gokhale

said, heroes out of common clay, and translated us, in

Mr. C. R. Reddy’s inimitable phrase, from oblivion into

history. He is, in one word, incomparable.

It is a relief that one can name the second of our greatest

men with equal confidence. There is something peculiarly

appropriate in proceeding from the man who is responsible
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more than any other for the great national awakening to the

one who has given that national awakening a voice, and a

voice too which greeted all cars, whether in the Hast or in the

West, with a melody almost divine. There will be general

agreement with Pandit Jawaharlal|,s opinion that ‘ Rabindra-

nath Tagore has given to our nationalism the outlook of

internationalism and has enriched it with art and music and

the magic of his words, so that it has become the full-blooded

emblem of India’s awakened spirit’. The Bard of Santiniketan

is, indeed, ‘ the laureate of humanity’.

Who comes next .Now is the real difficulty. In sheer

despair I give up all pretensions to assigning the order of

merit. While I think that the next four places in my list

should go to a group of intellectuals, I fail to see how anyone

can decide the rank between four such men as Buse an5 Ray,

Ramair and Radhakrishnan, who have by common consent

raised India’s stauis in the <‘stimation of the civilised world.

'I'he oldest of them, .Sir
J. C. Bose, who is now 75, has

ceascle.ssly striven, in his own words, ‘ to bring the science of

the Hast and of the West into closer affinity for the benefit of

humanity'. 'I'o what effect? lie has been recognised as the

greatest biologi.st, as the ‘ revealer of a new world ', and as

one in whom is seen ‘an invincible, perhaps immortal, ([uality

which has given a permanence to the Indian civilisation such

as no other nation has produced ’. And what more glowing

tribute can be po.ssilily paid than was done by the Literary

Editor of The Fortiiijrhtly Revieio who is reported to have said

that * in .Sir Jagadish the culture of thirty centuries has

blossomed into a scientific brain of an order which we cannot

duplicate in the West’?

As a chemist of eminence and a captain of industry, as a

teacher and patriot, and above all as one of the most striking

examples of ‘ plain living and high thinking ’, Sir P. C. Ray
has a secure place among the greatest living Indians. Bar-

ring Gandhiji, there is'perhaps none other than the veteran

Acharya of whom it can more appropriately be said that

‘ greatness never looked so simple ’. His ceaseless industry,
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his inexhaustible energy, his powers of organisation, his

patriotic fervour and humanitarian zeal, and his unending

battle against the unemployment of educated" youth and the

poverty of the people are a source of inspiration to his

countrymen.
^

To have won the Nobel Prize for science is no ordinary-

distinction, while to have won it on the right side of fifty is no

small sign of human greatness. It is India’s pride that .Sir

C. V. Raman occupies a place beside l{instein. He is the

author of a discovery which has changed the whole concep

tion of radiation jiroce.ss and already made his name a perma

nent possession of the world of science.

It is among the obvious liinilations of philosophy that in

assessing a philosopher's worth there is nothing specific in

which* one can point out as an outslanding contribulion. \'ct

it is easy to include .Sir S. Radiiakrishnan among our great(;st

living men. He is perhaps the linest e.xainple of intelloctii.il

refinement and philosophic wisdom and reveals a rare comhi

nation of what Matthew .-Vrnold terms ‘ swectne.ss tind light

As a scholar and thinkei* he has attained an inrernation;il

position, while in interpreting the West and the Etist to one

another he is playing the roh; oV a c.ultuntl and spiritual

ambassador. His gift for lucid exposition and moving

utterance is the envy- and sometimes the despair—of his

compeers. Few have his genius for condensing in a sentein e

‘ the secrets of a life ' or for .summing ii[> in an epigram tin;

secrets of the universe.

Five more names are rerpiired to complete my list. The

difficulty naturally increases as I proceed. Perhaps the

difficulty is a trifle less than I have just now feared it is, since

I have not so far mentioned him who. with the inevitable

exception of Mahatmaji, is the greatest nationtil worker we

have. A life-long .servant of the n.'ilion. one who hits stepped

into the breach at every crisis, ;i mtin of incorruptible patri

otism and unsullied honour, and a rare example of the

combination of undent tradition and modern temper. Pandit

Madan Mohan Malaviya is atnong the indi.spen.sables.
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Who next ? I personally think that the next place goes

to the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri whose rise is one of

the revelatioris of modern Indian history. As Gokhale’s

successor and Gandhi’s friend, as India’s servant and states

man, and as the Empire’s orator j^nd ambassador, Mr. Sastri

has made history. All over the world he has been received

as a ‘ humaniUirian agent who combines the breadth of a

statesman with the depth of a scholar, and the fervour of an

evangelist ’ and is jis much respected for his character as

admired for his calibre. There is no exaggeration in the

claim of The Nation and Athenaeum that he is ‘ a representa-

tive of all that is best in Indian national aspirations—Gandhi's

ecjual in unehallengeal)le purity of motive, and immeasurably

his superior in practical wi.sdom’.

It is almost with a sen.se of inevitability th«it one turns

from the Rt. Jlon. \’. .S. Srinivasa .Sastri to the Rt. Hon.

Sir Tej Bahadur .Sapni. It is true that he is criticised

(as Gladstone was said to be admired) ‘ by all kinds

of incompatible people on all kinds of incompatible grounds’,

but there is no denying his greatness. As a lawyer he

is di.stinguished, while as a constitutional lawyer he has

few equals and ikj superiors : as a politician he .strenuously

upheld the cau.se of the nation, both at home against com-

iTi'inal cliques and conspiracies, and ab'oad against alien

irtere.sis and diplomacies ; as a statesman he has won

Giokhtile's prestige ami \aliantly fought for the recognition

and attainment of the federal ideal : and as a man he is

‘ more than the sum of all that he said or did '. With the

exception />f I’andit Motilal, he is talle.st of the Kashmiri

Pandits who are. so to say, the ruling race in Northern India.

He has learning without pedantry, eloquence without decora-

tive frills, culture which is the product of a happy comming-

ling of Hindu tradition. We.stern education, and Islamic

influence. To the personal ascendancy he has established for

himself in Indian politics there can be no greater tribute than

that he never depended onpartie.s or groups for his authority to

speak in the name of India. People who talk of his political
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ambitions have the excuse of ignorance, for any day he would

be glad to leave the din and dust of politics for the unparal-

leled recreation provided by his books and collection of

pipes. His unique services to the motherland, his great gifts,

not the least of which is hi,s genius for hospitality, and that

indehnabie something in him which distinguishes his presence,

entitle him to figure in any list of India’s greatest living men.

I find there are still two more places to be filled for

which there is a scramble. I am, however, clear in my mind

that my list needs a feminine touch. I( is not out of chivalry

but out of a sense of fairness that 1 .salute Mrs. .Sarojini Naidu

its one of the greatest living Indians. .She is acknowledged

to be one of (he world’s greatest women. I’oet, patriot,

peacemaker, nurse—(the riorcnce Night ingalc of Pantakiifi)

—she has pltiyed ti role not less immenst? than it is interest

ing. She is a spell binder. Who that has an ear ‘lo the

rhythm of ti great melody, to the inoanta'iion of a noble

oratory ' fails to be charmed and thrilled by her .' She is one

of the sweete.st symbols of Indian greatness.

Now 1 am in the face of a crisis. 'I’here is room in my
list only for one more n.ime among the .several names that

press for consideration. Should the remaining place be

assigned to the handsome and refined young prophet, .Sjt.
J.

Krishnamurti who claims to h;ive ‘ attained ’ and calls upon

everyone el.se to attjiin likewi.se. without the <iid of priests or

of organised religion .' Or is it Sjt. .Atirobindo who illumined

the political firmament of Imlia with a Hood of incttndescencc

and is now ruminating on the mysteries of the Universe.^ If

not, is it then .Sir V. .S. .Sivaswamy .\iyer who is r$:puted and

respected as ' India s most accurate thinkirr’.'

Great :i.s they are, it Is none of them who lakes the

vacant place in my list. I feel I should give [ireference to one

who is :i mjin ol the future .and who h.is already established

his hold over, and cai ght the imagination of, the people of

India. Who is he other than Pandit Jnw.ahiirlal Nehru Son

of Pandit Moiilal of imperishable fame, Jawaharlal has ‘affec-

ted the mind of his generation ’ more than his father did and
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much more than the celebrities whom I have just mentioned.

He knows his mind ; he lives dangerously ; he ‘ dares and

never grudges the throe As Mr. Brailsford pithily put it,

‘ this man is a fighter ’. The militant follower of a mystic

lejider, Jawaharlal is, in Mr. I^ernays’s happy phrase, ‘ the

prophet of youth ’. He is, so they say, a potential Mussolini

or a Hitler.

Here is my galaxy then, consisting of Gandhi and Tagore,

Bose and Ray, Raman and Radhakrishnan, Malaviyaji, Sastri

and Sapru, Sarojini and jawaharlal, who compare favourably

with the eleven greate.st men of any nation in the world. All

•of them are of course not ef|ually great, and in the nature of

things can't be. Further, contemporary estimates can’t stand

the test of time. As each year^ passes the gretitness of

contemporary celebrities dwindles. Time. me»(ule.S!ny wipes

out, certainly some, perhaps many, of the names from my

impressive list. .'\ century hence, todiiy’s great men may

only be known (to students of research) as Mahatmaji’s

contemporaries. Sweet, indeed, are the revenges—or are

they the ravages r—of time.
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Joad on Radhakrishnan

By V. Sl’BRAIIMANVA fvKR, B.A.

{Refiml Registrar^ Mysore UniirrsUy)

No one that has given any thought to the supremely

interesting subject : Whither goes mankind ? can help pay-

ing a tribute of unqualified praise to Mr. C. E. M. joad for

his excellent book ‘ Counter Attack from the East It is one

of the most original attempts made, in recent times, at an

evaluation of the civilisations of the youthful West and of the

grey-headed East. What has called forth so thoughtful an

enquiry .is evidently the appearance of the series of remark-

able speeches and writings of Sir S. Radhakrishnan,. the

greatest of modern exponents and interpreters of ancieat

Indian thought. That Radhakrishnan combines in himself

extraordinary learning and intellectual acumen, besides

striking originality, is univensally acknowledged. In weighing

Radhakrishnan 's exposition in the balance Mr. Joad has

excelled all his predecessors in point* of fairness, acuteness

and independence. He is singuhirly free from the blinding

colour-complex which has so often vitiated the judgments of

most Western critics of the East, joad’s exceptional success,

in spite ofLeonard Woolf's ho.stile criticism, is not a little due (o

his e.stimates being based iip<»n the most impartial of .standanls,

the conclusion.s of .science. Had he only ch«isen, like Hr.

Gore, the view-point of the dogma of religion, he would

have given us nothing but a windbag of passion and vilification.

Mr. Joad does not seek to hide whatever appears to him to

be faulty in the culture of the Itast or of the West. His

determination to call a spade a spade reveals that his sole

objective is the search for truth. He is unlike Bishop Barnes,

the Gifford lecturer, wlio though a scientist of no mean order

missed the glaring fact, which Joad has seen, that the Hindu

^ ‘ Oonntor Attack from the East' by C.K.M. Joad. (Allen and Unwin, Ijondon.;
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ideal is less disgraced by the spirit of proselytisation than

most religions, by the anomaly of proving their superiority by

‘ roasting, racking, disembowelling 'I'his book, whose

refined humour is not its least interesting feature, is therefore

one that no serious minded thiijker can afford to ignore.

In the extensive literature that Kadhakrishnan has already

produced, which joad has so patiently and carefully .studied, it

is not merely this Indian thinker's wonderful mastery of langu-

age, literature and thought of the West that Mr. Joad admires,

but also the .shrewdness with which he percieves the

weaknesses of the West as well as of the East. Radhakrishnan

warns the world against a continued pursuit of the doubtful

and false ideals in both, without di.scrimination. He is there-

fore said to have made a ‘ counter attack from the East
’

on the West. .Now. Joad examines this attack in the book

under review.

I'lirning first to the characteristics of Western culture

Mr. Joad himself sums them up in the words

:

‘ In general the spirit of the West is hostile to

religion. ... It repudiates what the Victorians

cjtlled their morals as a preliminary to the adoption of a

frankly avowed Hedonism . .
.

(there is in it) a

fundamental scepticism .-us to the reality of those values

which havt! been traditionally rega Jed as the ends of

human action. . . . The result is that nowhere in the

We.stern world today is there any accepted view as to

what men ought to believe, how they ought to act or

what things they ought to admire. ... In a word
the ideals of good life in the West are so “self-stultilying

"

as to produce ,'1 positive sense «)f “deep dissali.sfaction
"

or mental “ depression

For this ‘disease’ of the We.st, which is beginning to

infect the Ea.st also. Radhakrishnan prescribes the remedy of

Eastern religion, in more concentrated and powerful doses of

it than htis been administered till now. But Joad, after a

most thoroughgoing investigation of the Eastern pres-

cription, comes to the conclusion that there is nothing new in

it. A rose would smell as sweet called by any other name.
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What the West calls scientific or worldly wisdom, the East

denominates spiritual or religious. He says :

‘ I'hus Radhakrishnan invokes the religibus insight of

the East to give a spiritual background to the recom-
mendations of worldly wisdom of the West. Taking the

intimation of the aesthetic e.xperience, he interprets in the

light of religious experience, which transcends our vision,

and of his spiritual theory of the universe which outstrips

our thought . . . Radhakri.shnan confirms, in a
word, by the light of the spirit the practical ethic which
we in the West have hammered by the experimental

method of science' (The italics are mine)

Next, turning to the East, both the authors agree that the

East is ‘ decadent ’, that ‘ there is (in it) a lack of vitality and a

spiritual flagging, that it is drifting, and that it is clinging to

the sheirof roJigion. It is in danger of being swamped by

vigorous tides of the West.’ ‘ Each (East tind West) lacks

somethingthatis essential: each hcis .something to give. . . .

The Etist has some virtue which has conferred on it a certain

‘ longevity ’ while those civili.sations which devoted their

energies to politics, patriotism and aggrandisement have des-

troyed themselves. 'I'he members of the East have their own

ideals of ‘ good life ’ which tetich tliem ‘ how to employ

leisure', ' how to sit and listen ’ and ‘to meditate in solitude',

while the Westerns are often ill at ease and ever on the hunt

for ways of spending time.

In the course of his examinati(jn of the Eastern recipe,

Joad has gone so deep into the subject ;is few other critics

have till now done. Jotid tipproaches it from the agnostic tir

non-religiou.s—not tinti-religious standpoint, while. Kadha-

krishnan stands by religion jus Jotid himself admits. There

seems to be such ti wide gidf between them in their view-points

that the only common ground seems to be that of Hedonism,

ue., of happiness in life before death of the body, though

Radhakrishnan seeks htippiness in the next world tilso as it

man of religion. But inasmuch as the criticism covers an

extensive ground, it is not po.ssiblc here to do more than

glance at a few salient features of their respective views.
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Joad appears to be labouring under the misapprehension

that, in the East, religion is philosophy, though religion is

certainly recognised as a step to it. He does not appear to

discriminate between the philosophy of religion (or religious

philosophy) and philosophy in ge^neral philosophy of life

as a whole. The aim of the former, as he himself indicates,

is to seek the satisfaelimi of ‘ losing the self or the soul in

something greater ’—and of the latter is to seek that unity of

knowledge or ultimate truth that explains the universe as a

whole, which Joad dismisses with the light-hearted obser-

vation :
‘ How is this oneness to be achieved ? An unregene-

rate child of my age and civilisation, I do not know. Nor in

the last resort can Radhakrishnan tell me. ’ If joad were

serious here, a whole book of the size of his ‘ Counter Attack’

could have been written by him on" it. Radhakrishn&n’s aim

appears throughout to be to present Eastern thought in the

form in which the largest number in the West and also the

Westernised East could understand and interest themselves.

Religion is what appeals to the immense majority. And

intuitive or ‘ .esthetic ’ experience and mystic ecstasy are the

.strongest citadels, erected on the highest peaks of religion,

where fully protecting* himself Radhakri.shnan delivers his

attacks. Radhakri.shnan, the man of religion, is evidently

applauded by a great majority, who value religion as the

deare.st possession in life. Yet he does not seem to have

carried conviction to scientific minds of the tyoe of Mr. Joad

.and Mr. Woolf. Philosophy proper would have been, I admit,

more effective than the philosophy of religion in such cases.

But Indian philosophy proper is still ‘ caviare to the general’, as

Joad himself would admit (Page 167). Radhakrishnan could

not have recourse to it intismuch as the Western mind

is not as yet rationally prepared for it, though a few could cer-

tainly grasp it. Indian philosophy could show Joad not only

how most of his criticisms have already been rationally met,

but also whether India could offer anything of real value to

the world, the like of which the sciences and philosophies of

the West have not as yet revealed. To grasp it an intellect or
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a reason (Buddhf) disciplined to that pitch of concentration

that is characterised as ‘ one-pointedness ’ {ekagratd) and of a

sharpness keener than the edge of ‘ a razor ’ {kshurika-dhard)

is needed, which the general Western, and I may also add the

general Eastern, mind so deep in the distractions of the world,

finds it hard yet to attain. And even the few superior

iHfcl/eetso\ the West are so obsessed with their colour or race

prejudices that they would have probably scoffed at Radha-
krishnan had he displayed some of these unfamiliar wares of

philosophy. I do not refer to miracles but solely to scientifi-

cally verifiable or rationally proved achievements.

To give a few illustrations. Nearly 2000 years ago'

Indian i)hilosophy declared that only he who has the intellect

{Jinddhi) to grasp the meaning of what is termed ‘ causal

relation ' can«rcalisc the highest philosophical truths. And in

that philosophy—not theology—‘cause’ is a fiction from the

standpoint of pure truth, though a fact in the Inerely practical

world. How many in the West are prepared to admit it, in

spite of their advanced knowledge of science Just now, a

few are making guesses at it. And some of them not being

well grounded in it, are off their moorings in making hasty

jumps to ‘ free-will ' which is as much a delusion as ‘ deter

minism ’.

Again, much older is the di.stinction between ‘ monism
'

and • non-dualism '. And yet Eunjpe and America have not

the least ide;i <jf the difference between these two conc<;pts,

which are as far apart from each other as night from day.

I he want of this knowledge has led Joad into a maze of argu-

ments about ‘ unity ' and ' multiplicity ’.

.\or have l*.iirop<; and Americ.'i yet sounded the depths
of the mciiiiing ol I ruth and Rea.son, though .so often they

talk of this being real or rational and that not real or rational,

as though all men wcjuld a.s.scnt to the verdict of a ‘ private
’

judgment, unrecognised by the ‘ public ’, wheretus India has

the unir|ue distinctiem ol having attempted a dejinite elucida-

tion of the.se jjiatters.

I his I.-, not all. I he West, while it has carried the
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analysis of the material world to a most amazing depth and

accuracy, has not gone beyond the a.b.c. of the mental world

in its study. ’What has it to say of the psychological—not

the physiological—rvalue of sleep, the commonest of psychic

phenomena? The realists of the West, qualified or non-

qualified, brandish ‘ givenness ’ as an invulnerable argument.

But what about the ‘ givenness ’ experienced in dreams ? Have

they yet even so much as thought of it ? What is meant by the

‘ given ’ ?

The West has yet to realise the full implications of the

negation of the causal relation, and the negation of duality of

existences. How could the West, without understanding

these, comprehend the full significance of Maya or the

rationale of Karma and rebirth ? Unless the West has a

definite meaning for its ‘ truth ’ and ‘ reason Jtow can they

see the truth of Radhakrishnan’s observation that Pluralism

is nothing but a. vestige of ancestral religion and dogma still

lingering in the blood and clogging its free flow ? The philo-

sophy of such truths has therefore to be kept in reserve till

Europe and America grow older. When Bertrand Russells

and Whitehe.ids, Max Planks and Einstiens, Jeanses and

Eddingtons, Woolfs and*joads feel like all true scientists that

even a most insignificant speck of dust trodden under feet

might reveal truths of the highest value, and when they with

such superior intellect in them make up their mind to seek

truths be it hidden in the proud palaces of the West or in the

ragged cottages of the East, in other words, when the scientific

spirit takes a murk stronger hold on them than at present

and makes them heroes {Dhira), as the Hindu philosophers

say, in the pursuit of Truth at any cost, then will they be

Jible to see what of value there is still left in ‘ deciulent
’

India. Till then men like Radhakrishnan must make u.se only

of the highest concept of the philosophy of religion in

interpreting the East to the West.

In this philosophy of religion (or religious philosophy)

Radhakrishnan makes intuition the pivot of his thought. But

Joad is perfectly justified in refusing to subscribe to the whole
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of Radhakrishnan’s view of intuition. But the latter who has

entrenched himself behind it, has nut been so much as shaken,

much less overthrown, by his Western critic. As Radha-

krishnan has pointed out, ‘ intuition ’ and ‘ intellect ’ are not

independent and separate,, faculties of the mind. Their

activities are inter-dependent. But as .Sankara so repeatedly

and so clearly points out, intuition unchecked by intellect is

of no value in pure philosophy, though intuition uncontrolled

by intellect is of supreme value in religion. In India’s pure

philosophy, reason or intellect reigns supreme, not scriptural

or sacred or semi-sacred Authority. .And in mysticism in-

tuition is supreme. But re^ison or intellect always implied

intuition, which is never ignored. Hence when thus co-

ordinated the intellect is called in Indian philosophy Buddhi.

And whenever the intellect ignores intuition, it leads to what

i.s known as barren verbal wrangling.

In regard to intuition not subordinated to intellect, let

me quote a very recent thinker, Mr. Jastrow. In his ‘ Effective!

Thinking,’ he says: ‘The temptjition to make of it (intuition)

a marvel or a mystery is often present. If we yield to it,

we do not strengthen but impair our thinking powers. With
transcendent sources of knowledge we have no concern.

Those who believe in inspired doctrines do so. By loyalty to

a faith, they may attribute such inspiration to prophets, seers or

saints. Because of the prevalence of that tradition, there has

been a wide dissemination of the belief in superntitural know
ledge, in prediction of the future, revelation by way of dreams,

second sight, premonitions.’ But Indian philosophy never

divorces ‘ intuition ' from intellect, nor does it subordinate the

latter to the former.

Next, the term ‘ spirit ’ has a positive meaning in religion.

Radhakrishnan is again left unshaken by Joad in spite of his

repudiation of * spirituality ’. But certainly in philosophy its

‘ woolliness
, as Mr. Joad contends, i.s niu.st evident. Unless

Croces, Gentiles and the religious Kadhakrishnans rise above

their mysticism and state dehnitcly and c.\actly what ‘ spirit

is, ‘ spirit cannot htive a place in philosophy. If it only weans
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< mind ’ or ‘ psyche why do they want another word ? Nor

do I know what Hegel or Radhakrishnan, who use the con-

cepts or terms*current in the West, mean by the ‘ Absolute ’ ?

Is it a concept ? If it be non-conceptual, what does the intui-

tion of the Absolute convey? ^ow do we know that the

Absolute exists if this Absolute be different from an aesthetic

feeling ? Here, does the word ‘ exist

'

convey any meaning

or is it a meaningless term? And what does nuaning'

mean ? I presume that if Joad had confined himself to philo-

sophy^ he would probably have more effectively met Radha-

krishnan. What the Idealism of the West has failed to answer

hi the (jiiestion : Is the ‘ spirit ’ or the Absolute merely a

hypothesis or an actual entity ? If actual, the West has given

no means of verifying it.

Another important point for consideration in* Joad’s

criticism is his final standard for judging civilisations, that of

Hedonism or happiness in life. He says, in the concluding

chapter

:

The only thing that can give permanent satisfaction

is the employment of our highest faculties at maximum
intensity. . . . The doctrine of effort and activity

that I have sketched is pre-emineatly the doctrine of the

intelligent Hedonist. It alone, on the balance-sheet of

life, can give a credit of pleasure over boredom. Throw
yourself body and soul into your work, lose yourself in

an interest. . . . lift yourself up out of the selfish

little pit of vanity and desire which is the self, by giving

yourself to something greater than the self, and on look-

ing back you will find that you have been happy . . .

devotion to impersonal ends offers the only escape from
a fatal self-absorption.'

This is no doubt, to a great extent, true. But how do we
know that this happiness is, or will be, permanent ? When
owing to any cause my faculties are impaired, or when I have

not the faculty to enjoy music or when I see that pain and

death surround me, and when there are others whose faculties

are not so far developed, are there no other means of making

myself or others happy ? If, according to Joad's biologists,
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death should be a merging of the individual in the ‘ greater

the universe, why should this ‘ losing ’ or ‘ merging ’ cause

fear and why should we seek to save others from death as we
do? How am I to ‘lose’ or ‘forget’ myself in something

greater and yet experience what is called ‘satisfaction’?

What does satisfaction mean on the disappearance of the

self? Or again, is there no higher standard than that of

happiness ? Is deep sleep a happy or an unhappy state ? If

happy, what are the things in which our highest faculties are

employed then ? If unhappy, what is it that makes us happy ?

And if neutral, why do all mankind, hay. even animals, seek

sleep or feel unhappy if they be deprived of sleep ?

It is true, as Joad observes, that Radhakrfshnan is not

without detractors. But the attacks on him only raise him to

more cdnspiGuous heights... There are millions, nay hundred.s

of millions in India, who know not the difference between

Philosophy and Theology, including Scholasticism find Mysti-

cism, and who have not even dreamt of Science. To such

‘ quacks ', to use Woolfs language, who so often appear in

leading journals, philosophy based on science is always like

sour grapes. Their glory lies in their ‘ Sadhanik ’ (mystic .')

experiences leading to ‘ incandescent intuitions ’. We bow

to them from as great a distance as we are permitted to stand

at and say, ‘ May they rejoice in their anti-rational and anii

scientific achievements '.

As my object is not to expound Indian PhUosophy here, 1

shall content myself with observing that the fact that Radha-

krishnan's exposition of Indian thought has evoked such

valuable criticism from intellectual (not merely emotional or

religious) men is a matter for the most sincere congratulation.

If the passion it has roused for the pursuit of truth in men of

the type of Joad should continue, and should they be determi-

ned to reach tlic^fw/, there is every h«jpe that they will attain

to the truth of all the truths of religions and sciences, the

truth of philosophy {Satyasya satyam), and that through reason

or intellect {Buddhi).

Both Mr. Joad and Sir S. Radhakrishnan have by their
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brilliant, informing and invaluable publications on the philo-

sophy of Religion, really rendered priceless service to the

cause of truth,’ and the thinking world cannot be too grateful

to them. They can never give too much of such thoughts to

the world. Not that they have .said the hist word on such

supremely serious subjects, but certainly they have provoked

most serious thought in a manner that is really remarkable.
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AN INDIAN ACADEMY

To
The Editor, Triveni^ Madras.

Dear Sir,

I read with great interest the article entitled ‘ Why not

an Indian Academy ?
’

by Dr. P. Guha-Thakurta in the July-

Aug^st 1933 number of your esteemed paper which was sub-

sequently reproduced in T/te Hindustan Times of Delhi. Oh
perusing the article, I thought that it would attract the

attention of the big literary men of the country who could

come forwajd with theif opinion and remarks in this matter.

But, so far as I am aware, I do not remember any one pay-

ing any heed to the propo.sal excepting Mr. I. A. Chapman
who wrote from some Indian State and which was published

in The Hindustan Times. Hence I was very much pleased

when I saw in the Nov.-December (1933) issue of your journal

a discussion on the subject by Mr. S. H. Sarma of Madras. I

was gratified to think that at least one individual of the South

had bestowed a thought over it and I am contributing the.se

lines to your paper in the belief that the flame of discussion

already started should be kept alive.

It is really very strange that one should be clamouring

for an Indian Academy and nobody will take notice of it. Ur.

(luha-Thakurta was perfectly riglit when he said that it was a

misfortune that one had to plead for something one ought to

have. The nece.ssity for such an institution cannot, lo my

mind, be over-emphasised. Judging from the literary output

of Bengal alone, such a ‘ supreme intellectual tribunal ’
i.s a

necessity to give stimulus to the struggling young literary

artists of that province who are really himi.shed for want of

recognition and funds. But co-ordination between provinces

is a greater nece.ssity, as we do not know whether there is any

great intellectual achievement in the Tamil, Andhra or

Maharashtra countries in their own language. TTius language

is a great barrier between the provinces, almost insurmoun

table in its nature. Hence I think that branches of the

Academy should be established in each province which should
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be co-ordinated by a central office at Delhi or Calcutta.

Each province should maintain its own language and collect

.specimens of excellent productions for the year. 1'he.se will

be .sent to the central office from all parl.s of India and the

Great Ten of the central office will appraise their value and

apportion their merits. The central office must necessarily

be run in English in the absence of a common language for the

whole of India. The central office should assign the hall-mark

of recognition to certain really meritorious works and arrange

for their translation, if they consider that it can claim universal

approbation. I am told that, in England, the Royal Academy

sits in judgment overall paintings received through the length

and breadth of the country and the painters who receive re-

cognition at the hands of the Royl Academy flourish, both in

reputation and in money.

As long as we cannot have 'a separate .'\cademy for

science or philosophy, we .should bring together all great

.scientists or philosophers of our country within the fold of the

Academy and should not, therefore, include only bclles-letires

men.

Before I conclude, I would like once more to .stress the

necessity for the establishment of such an institution in out

country in the interests of the culture and civilisation wc

hoa.st of, and of whichi we are natural inheritors, being the

present-day citizens of the world at large. I invite the grea'

literary men, scientists, philosophers and other numerou}

readers of your journal to come forward with their suggestion:

and help in the building-up of the Indian Academy which i;

still in the dreamland of Dr. Guha-l'hakurta.

189, Durgabari Lane
Meerut Cantt.

27th May 1934

Yours I'ruly,

.Akani Nath Roy.
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[
M'c shall be glad to rfv/cio books in all Indian languages

and in English, French, and German. Books for revieto

should reach the office at least SIX WEEKS in advance of
the day ofpublication of the faurnal.\

ENGLISH

India and fava (Greater India Society Bulletin No. 5).

Part I (History), By Or. Bijan Raj Chatterjee ; Part II (Inscrip-

tions), By Drs. Bijan Raj Chatterjee and Nirnnjan Prasad
Chakniviirti. Calcutta.

'rite (irjja.ter India Society, Calcutta, has to be congra
tulatcd on the publication of this useful bulletin relating .to the

history of India tind Java. The first part is ti revi.sed edition

of an earlier work entitled Indian Culture in fava and
Sumatra (1927), ably prepared by Dr. Bijan Chatterjee.who is

an authority on subjects relating to Indonesia. In this part,

the author has ‘ availed hinujelf of his knowledge of the Dutch
sources to revise tind bring up-to-date the subject matter of

the first edition ’. .And in this Profi- N. j. Kroin'.s authorita-

tive work, the IIindoefavaanschc Gcschicdcnis, hits been parti

cularly irsefiil to him. In this edition we have three new
chapters, viz., (I) 1‘all of the last Hindu kingdom of Java,

(2) The Mahabhiirata and the Wtiyang in Javti, and (3) Tantri.stn

in Cambodia, .Sumatra and Java. Phe second part is new
and consist.s of .Sanskrit inscriptions from Jtiva, Sum.itra and

Borneo, ‘ lands of originally alien tongues Jind peoples but

afterwards completely transfused by contact with the superior

culture ot India ’. I hesc inscriptions were collected by Dr.

B. R. Chatterjee and litive been edited and translated in this

part by Dr. P. Chaknivarti, Assistant Hpigraphist to the

Government of Indi.'i. While a majority of the.se inscriptions

come from Java (West Java, Central Java and Etistern Java)

some hail from Borneo, the Malay Peninsula and Sumatra.

Ancient Java po.s.se.sscd no history even as ancient India

did not. As Dr. Vogel remarks, ‘ there is no account what-

ever of ilio.se mercantile and mi.s.sionary relations between

India and Java which have left such histing traces in the, culture
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of that island. In the whole {^gantic literature of ancient

India, both Sanskrit and Pali, there is but a single mention

of Java, which occurs in the fourth canto of the Rama-

yana. The epigraphioal records, which to a certain extent

must supply the want of historiography, do not throw any

light on the early relations bertveen India and the Archi-

pelago, with the exception of a few copperplate charters of

the Chola Dyna.sty Since Dr. Vogel wrote there has been

much research done on the subject, and the results of this as

well as the earlier researches, though fruitful on the side of

art and architecture, have much to tell us on the side of

history also, as they have helped considerably to reconstruct

the ‘ Hindu-Buddhist period of javane.se history ’ in the

following manner stated herein briefly :

—

Ptolemy (150 A.D.) calls Java ‘ Jabadieu ’ or the island

of barley. The earliest epigraphic. records known lye from

Borneo which have been a.ssigned to the fourth dfentury A. D.

They' are in. Sanskrit language while the script closely

resembles the Pallavu Granthti script of South India and of

the earliest epigraphy of Champa and Kambuja. The next

scries of inscriptions, also in the Pallava Grantha script, are

from West Java and have been assigned to 450 A. D. They
refer to King Purnavarman of 1'aruma-nagara, an ancient city

that has been located near Batavia. The visit of the Chinese

pilgrim Fa- Hien to Java* driven by .storm, was in about 413

A. D., when the island knew very little of the Buddha's law.

Indeed the introduction of Buddhism here was not earlier

than 423 A.D., when a Kashmir prince. Gunavarman, took

upon himself the glorious ta.sk of preaching that religion here.

Later on he went to China. For three centuries since then

we get no inscriptions, but Chinese annals however do the

duty of history, for they tell us of a kingdom called Lan-ga-su

in N. W. Java and of another called Kaling-t in Central Java,

while W. Java is almost forgotten. The first dated record
however is found in Central Java, and comes from Janggal.
It is a Saiva record dated Saka 654 (732 A. 1).), speaking of

sage Agastya’s home in South India and is written in Pallava
Grantha script while its language is ornate Sanskrit. In the
next dated record discovered at Dinaya and bearing the date
Saka^2 (760 A. D.) w'e find the local Kavi script while the lang-
uage is still Sanskrit. Kavi gradually replaced the Pallava
Grantha in Java. This record shows also that the cult of
Agastya was prevalent in Java. In the last quarter of the eighth
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century A. D. the maritime kingdom of Srivijaya in Sumatra,
whose rulers were the glorious Sailendras who followed
Mahayana Buddhism, held sway over Central Jiiva. The ins

criptions of these Sailendras both in Cenlral Java and in

Sumatra are written in a North Indian script which is closely

akin to the Pala inscriptfons of Nalanda. Srivijaya was
noted about this time its a famous seat of learning and as a
centre of commerce, while the relations between the Palas of

Magadha and the Sailendnts were happy and cordial. The
wonderful stupa of Rorobudur and other lovely temples and
sculptures of this period in Central Java testify to the high

artistic taste of these Sailendras.

From an inscription dated 785 .Saka (863 A. D.) writteil

in Kavi, we get to know that Hindu princes who were;

devotees of sage Agastya won back Central Java from its

Mahayaoist overlords. The descendants of Agastya are sai«l

in this record to have settled in the isle. Of these Hiiulii

kings of the restoration period we get to kni>w of two, Daksha,

who probably built the Prambanatn group bf temples, and
Wawa. The latter was ruling over East Java and was adminis-

tering Central Java with the aid of a governor. With the eiul

of Wawa’s reign we hear very little of Central Java.

Mpoo Sindok, a minister of Wawa, established a power
ful kingdom in East Java and a dyflasty of his own. The
famous Erlangga (1035 A. D.) was the son of a princess ol

this dynasty. He was a patron of Kavi literature. It was in

his time that the Mahabharata and the Kamayana were rende

red into Kavi verse. .Soon after his death the kingdom got

divided into parts, one of which, the principality of Kediri,

had famous rulers such as Varshajaya, Kamesvarn aiul

Jayabaya (1100-1155 A. D.) under whose patronage the Kavi

works such as Sumannsantaka, Krishnayana, Smara-dahana,

Harivamsa, Bharata-yuddha etc., were compo.sed and uniler

whose vigilance trade flourished, Javanese bosits plying

between Mtidagascar f)n the west and the Chinese coast on the

east. In the first part of the 13th century Ken Arok con(|uc-

red Kediri, made himself the mtister of Singasari and creating

a kingdom of that name made it the most powerful state in

Java. This happened in 1220 A.D. Krtanagara, (1268 ^12

A.D.) the fourth in descent from him, was ambitious and

attempted a contiuest of Borneo, Bali and Sumatra, but w;is

killed in battle by the chief of Kediri. Vijaya, the son-in
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law of Krtanagara, founded in 1294 A.D., the kingdom of

Majapahit. His daughter, Jayavishnuvardhani, who succeed-

ed him began-the conquest of the Archipelago in 1343 A. D.,

while her son Hyam Wuruk, who came to the throne in 1350

A. H. expanded the kingdom of Majapahit considerably.

From two Kavi chronicles, the Nagarkrtagama and the

Pararatou, the former of which wtis composed in the court of

Hyam Wuruk himself, we learn that the kingdom of Maja-

pahit extended to New (luinea on the cast ami to the Philip-

pine islands on the north, while Srivijaya, Kedah, Singapore,

etc., were included in the li.st of dependencies. As for

religion and art of this period we get to know that both

Buddhism and Hinduism were patronised by the king and that

’Javanese art, ‘ best studied in the temple of Panataran, was

coming more and more under Polynesian influence

After Hyam Wuruk. the kingdom decayed and aprinccss

of Champa, wife of Kriavijaya, one of the last nflers of Maja-

pahit; favoured Islam (1448 A. D.) with the result that

Sumatra, Java and the Malay peninsula were being gradually

brought over to Islam. While tradition ,attributes the fall of

the kingdom to Vijaya \’, who died fighting the Muslims in

1478 A. I)., recent research would seem to suggest that ‘ it

was a Hindu prince. Ranavijaya of Kediri. who dealt the

(loath blow to Majapahit in 1478 A. I).
' and in 1.513 A. D.

we find the Hindu king*of Java seeking Portuguese alliance.

The work under review is .a valuable c »niribution on the

subject of the history of India and Java, whicli no student of

the subject can do without. 'I'he authors have done their

respective tiusks very ably and in a manner that does credit

to their scholarship and wide le.arning.

T. N. R.\M.\t lI.\X11R.A.N

Indian Women and Art in Life .—By Kanaiyalal H. V’akil,

B.A., LL.B. (D. B. Taraporewala .Sons Co.. Bombay.
Price, Rs. 2.)

This is, in the main, a reproduction of Mr. Vakil’s

address on Indian art delivered at the Bombay session of
the All-India Women’s Conference some years ago. Mr,
Vakil is an enthusiastic advocate of certtiin phases of present-

ly
Indian art, particularly as it obtains in Bombay and

Western India, He contends that the art movement in India
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has, for too long, been the concern of ‘ exclusive coteries ’ of

worshippers who fail to see the intimate connection between
art and the daily life of the nation. According to him,

attention ought to be diverted from the archaic and the anti(|ue

in Indian art, to the actual work of the rising artists in every

province. And they must ‘be freed from the trammels of

convention. Art should pervade every department of the

nation's life as it once did,—beautify our homes and surround-

ings, our fashions in dress, and our festive gatherings. In all

this, the women of India can play a great part. ‘ The
women of India, if they so determine, can assist substantially

art in India towards its reconstructive, or rather progressively

positive, phase of vitality and growth. They can stop its

provincial and ego centric decadence and raise it to its legiti-

mate sUitus, not less international than interprovincial.’ 'I'he

book is beautifully got uj) and illustrated with examples «)f

Inditin jjaintiug, sculpture, tind dance.

Mr. Vakil's antipathy to Mr. Iv H. 1 lavell and his disciples

in Bengal amounts almost to tin obsession. Like King
Charles’s head, it turns up on every page and detracts from

the value of an otherwise e.xcellent book.

K. R.

.SA.X.SKRir,

Manaiiityodaya. ~.\ primer on Mhunmsa by N.'irayana

Bhatta. Text in Dcvanagari, with English rranslation,

Introduction and .Notes: By Dr. C. Kunhan Raja and Mr.

.S. .S. .Suryanara)ana .Sasiri, .M..\.. B..Sc., Readers in .Sanskrit

and Philosophy. .\ladra.s University. (I'lie Theosophic.al

Publi.shing House, .Adyar. Price, Indian Edition Rs. 5; P'oreign

Edition Rs. 6).

The Manameyodtiya is an excellent m:mual on the theory

of knowledge .and ontology «jf the Bh.atla .School of Mimamsa.
Though there are many sm.all works treating of the Mhitamsr,,

there are very few which succinctly .and dearly set forth the

philosophy of the Mimmnsa system ; and for this one has to

go to the elaborate .and dillicult works like the Sloka Vartikn

of Kumiirilci tind the Tarka-pada of Sasfra-dipika or to the

works on Advait.a, on the principle thjit the Advaitins mainly

follow Kumaril.a in this respect, ‘ Vyavahare li/uittanayah'

.

It is very praiseworthy of the Editors to have made this work
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available for the non-Sanskrit-knowing students of Indian

Philosophy.

The work consists of two parts, the first dealing with the

means of valid knowledge written by Narayana Rhatta, well-

known Malabar poet and philosopher of about the latter half

of the 16th century, and the second dealing with the cate-

gories written by a scholar of the same name. The treatment

of the subject is in the classic style of stating the principles in

brief karikas., then expounding them, discu.s.sing and refuting

the views of other schools in prose comments. The different

topics are comprehensively dealt with in lucid language

without any of the cumbersome elaboration of the scholasti-

eism of the 16th and subsequent centuries.

The English translation of the work is accurate and

reliable, and the language simple and llowing. The translation

is conveniently printed at the bottom of each page Cor easy

reference. The value of this critical edition is greatly

enhanced by the detailed table of contents, comparative table

of Pramanas and categories, lists of doctrinal differences,

glo.s.sary of words, and brief notes Jit the end which further

elucidate the more difficult and obscure points. It is surpris-

ing to find such a model edition as this should have, like the

one in the 'rrivandrum .Sanskrit Series, omitted to give an

index of the karikas occurring in the text. The karikas in

the pre.sent text are not even numbered !

.\. .Saxkakax, Ph.D.

77/c lihamaii of Pai/tas/>aii-Chatiissiifri.--^6\tcA with

an English Translation by Mr. .S. S. Suryanarayana .Sastri,

M.A., B. Sc tind Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, M.A., D. Phil., Readers
in Philosophy .'ind .Sanskrit. Madras University. With a I'ore-

word by Sir .S. Radhakrishnan. (Theosophical Publishing

House, Adyar).

The Bhamati of Vachaspati is the reputed and learned

commentary of the verstatilc philosopher, X’achaspati-misra

on the Sariraka Bhashya of Sri Sankara and represents the

basic work of one of the three schools that arose as lollowers

of Sri .Sankara’s Advaiia, vir:., the Bhamati Brasiliana. The
present text of the Bhamati Chalussiitri forms the most
important portion of the work that is ordinarily .studic*d by all

traditional students of Advaiia and it is now presented for
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the first time to the non-Sanskrit-knowing students of Indian
Philosophy with an English Translation, Introduction and
Notes.

The text adopted here is the same as that of the Sri-

rangam edition, but the editors have also utilised two other

manuscripts of the Adyar 'Library and have adopted some
readings from them, wherever they were found preferable e.g.,

on p. 49 where pravartante is preferred to the singular

pravartatey which is the reading in all printed editions.

Though the adoption of this reading violates the elementary

principle of sentence-construction rvs., that a pronoun that

is the subject of a sentence must have for its antecedent only

the subject of the previous sentence and not the object, yet

there is justification for the reading in that it makes the mean-
ing clearer and is in greater consonance with what follows.

The Editors have had the benefit of suggestions and cri

ticism from Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. .S. Kiippu.swami .Sastri.

but on p. 122, the reading of an important (|Uf-fation from the

Nyaja .Sutra * liudhi siddham hi tad asal
'

properly identilied

by the learned Professor is wrongly read bj’ the Editors with a

negative particle tis in the printed books, even though the

emendation has the support of the Kaipaiaru and is war
ranted also by the conte.xt. The Editors in their e.vpianalory

notes at the end discuss the merits ,of the two readings but

have exercised their discretion wrongly in preferring tin; had

reading, resorting indiscriminately to the law of par.simon\-.

unmindful of the demands of the context.

However the text as pre.sente<l here is genuine, liic

translation has been made with the utmost care and is true to

the original. Considering the difficulties of the Ji/tantah \aK{y

it must be said that the translators have made an achievement

worthy of any scholar. Tin; even more scholarly part of the

work is to be found in the l(‘arned Introduction and the

brilliant Notes at the end (»f the wcjrk. In the former arc

clftfirly set forth the distinctive timets of the Vachaspati

School, V'achaspati's indebtednc.ss to Mandana and his differ-

ences with other commentators, p;irticularly Padmapada, the

author of the I'andiapadika. I liere an; Jilso occasional

comparisons with the views <il Western philosophers which

will be ol great iniei'est to the modern student. It may be

noted in passing that the liditors' critici.sm of the doctrine

of Jivanmukli as illogical i.s not convincing, though in this
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matter, it may be mentioned, they have the support of a great

dialectician of Advaila, Gouda Brahtnananda Sarasavati. In

the scholarly Motes are elucidated historical, textual and

doctrinal points which could not be made clear in a mere trans-

lation. ie.g., see notes 22, 27, 31, 51, 54, 65, 119, 132, 137, 138,

e/c.). These notes are (juite essential or we may even say

that they are much more necessary and useful than a mere

translation for the proper understanding of philosophical

treatises bristling with technicalities which are likely to lead

astray the scholar of limited or one-sided knowledge. As

examples, may be cited Prakaranlara (p. 297) and Nioyga

or Apui’va (p. 303). 'I'he notes are very copious and full,

revealing the superior scholarship of the Editors and their

great attention, can? and eagerness to make the work as well

understood as po.ssible.

The printing and get-up of ih*? book are excellent. The

learned Editors have, by this publication, rendered distin-

guished service to Indian phihjsophical studies and have

earned the gratwide of all students of Indian l^hilosophy.

A. S.\XK.\KAN, M.A., Ph.D.

TELUtiU

Andhra Riiu Samkaram .—By G. V'. Subrahmanyam,

B. A. (Andhrapatrika Office, Madras. Price ,-\s. 8.)

It is for love of the beautiful that I have translated

Kaiid:i.sa’s poem, not from pride of schohi.ship'. says the

aut'-.or. But .scholarship in .Sanskrit ami Telugu is as much
in evidence here as Ibvt? of beaut)'. His style is a happy
blend of the .Sanskrit samasa and .sweet 'I’elugu idiom.

'I'he RiluSamhara is believed to be the earliest of

Kalida.sa’s*poems : in it are .seen the first sprouiings of that

love of Nature which flowered into perfection in his later

works. Mr. Subrahmanyam calls attention to this develop-
ment and proves it by tipt (piotations. Translation of a poet
like Kalida.sa is indeed more difficult than original production
in Telugu, as the reader is excc.ssively critical at every turn,

and inclined to disparage the efforts of a mere modern.
Mr. Subrahmanyam has done his work with considerable skill.

He de.serves the encomiums showered on him by the Press,
and by Mr. K. Nageswara Rao in his Introduction.
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We wish the author a brilliant literary career, for he has

begun well.

K. R.

Hampi Kshctramu .— By Kodali Venkata Subba Rao, B.A.

and K. Sivayogananda Rao. (K. Sivjiramakrishna Rao,

Andhrapatrika Oflice Madras. Price As. 10.)

This great work of the late lamented .Subba Rao (along

with his uncle Sivayogananda Rao) represents the flowering

of his genius and patriotism. That ‘ style is the man ’
is

amply illustrated throughout these poems. The rough
exterior of Subba Rao tempered by his innate charm ancj

affection attracted his friends while he lived; so too does his

poetry now. The poet standing on the ruins of Hampi, and
recalling in a picturesc|uc and thrilling manner the departed

glories ’of the city, gives' us a vivid glimpse into the past.

There is life and energy in every line, and surpassing wealth

of imagination. Thought and l.'inguage are/sb well poised,

that the poet may be deemed to have set at rest the conflict

of theories about form and substance in poetry. Historic

personages like Vidyaranya, Rama Raya and I'irumala are

portrayed in a unique manner ; Subba Rao does not hesitate

to describe Tirumala Raya as a coward while historians

generally prefer to be .silent.

'Nirankusah Kavayak ’ (‘ Poets are unshackled
') was the;

reply given to me once by Subba Rao when 1 pointed out to

him the use of certain words and of incorrect prosody. liven

in these poems we find colloquhil expressions, but they

enhance the beauty of the whole, and in every instance they

have a special significance, justifying the above reply.

In.scrutable are the w.'iys of fiod. Just at a time when

Subba Rao was winning recognition as a poet of rart promi.se,

he was snatched awaj’. It was left to his friend and colleague

Mr. Viswanatha .Satyanarayana, M.A. to collect the poems and

give the poet a chance of eternal life.

C. J.
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MARATHI

Arvacheeti Marathi Vangmay Sevak

:

G. D. Khanolkar.

—

(Bombay, Price Rs. 2-4.)

Mr. Khanolkar’s handliouk on modern Marathi writers

fulfils a long-standing need of A good reference book of

modern Marathi authors, and the very fact that it h£is at once

been recognised £is a st£ind£ird book on the subject must

spcfik of this volume a gre£it deal. An alph.'ibctical inde.\ of

the n£imes of the more prominent writers is an useful jiddi-

tion.

Vihangam : Editor, Y. M. Ph:it£ik, Congress Nagar,

Nagpur.—(Monthly. Rs. 3 a yejir.)

Vihangam is £i bright young thing in Maharashtra's grow-

ing and popuhir JouriKdistic ventures. It is a very good
miscellany of light and serious Miihithi litenituj’e and most

young writers hjive found their w£iy into this jouriuil. The
controversy rCAirding pjiyment to writers is interesting iind

one would like to know how Mtdiarashtni’s writers and

publishers £ire going to solve it. 'I'he Journtd, one is told, is

a new venture and the first of its kind in the Centnd Pro-

vinces. But Mr. Ph£it£ik must try to improve the e.\terior of

his m£igazine and give up using the rather unnecesstiry :ind

meaningless dis[>lay of iypes and ink in his pages. For one
thing, such .i proce.ss hurls the eye of the reader, anti ;irti.sti-

cally it is absurd. .\'or must Mr. Phattik encourage the

piii]lic:ition of third-rate iimaieurish sketches in pen and ink

and ihe display of cheap cinema illustrations which, one is

afraiil, definitely spoil the general get-uii of a good publi-

cation.

R. L. R.\l-

KANNADA

Mata^ati Matin Itara Kathcgahi .—By .Xnanda’.
(Ikingtilore, Rs. 0 12-0).

Phis is a fine collection of five short stories written by
‘ Aniinda one of our distinguished short .story writers. It is

ticcomptinied by a brillitint foreword from ‘ Sriniva.sa the
godfather of the short story’ ;ind of many other things in

JOinntidji. There is tilso :i panegyTtcal lyric by Mr. D. R.
Bendre forestalling the text.
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‘ Ananda’s’ short stories have always a minuteness and
perfection of technique, a chiselled grace and chastity of

language, an even and enchanting flow of narrative which it

is hard to find anjTvhcre else. There is a lyrical .sweetness

inherent in the theme and the treatment, which renews the

beauty of many of his stories every time.

Technically considered, all the five stories are stories of

incident. This is not to say that they belong to a smaller

category. .A story of character is not better than a story of

incident simply because it is a story of character. There is

much more of characterisation in Shakespeare’s romantic

comedies of incident than in Ben jonson’s ‘ eccentric ’ come-
dies of character. The thing to be gnisped is the life that tlw;

starting-point of incident or character yields to the writer.

And there is immense life in each of these stories. It .'ilmo.st

spread^, its mantle over the techni(|ue itself.

•

The stories are beautiful because of this mantle .of life

which they wear with grace. They have al/.u misled certain

critics of their technifiue on this account. ‘ 'Phe (lirl I

Murdered ' and ‘ Life ' are not stories of character. Phe

Baswi^ the courtesan and the other characters are only type.s

made to live for the mom<.‘nt in order to display the essfuiiial

glamour which the situations had for the writer. This is dom*

so well that the types are aimfjst individualised ; and we arc

also made to look b<*vond the incident and tin? characters to

the society which is full (»f problems similar to those* dc'picicd

in the stories. In *A letter from his wif(? \ s\ni[)atlie(ic

humour and subtle irony are made tf) enliven the charmii’i^

situation. 'I'lujugh ‘ Phe enchantress’ is intensely and pn?

dominantly lyrical in its psychological details, it would nut

have been a short story but for the final hint that the l.idy uf

his dream was the heroine of a fine painting. ‘ Phe Horse-

man in the sky ’
is a fine adaptation of a famou-s- American

short story with the same title.

‘ Ananda’ has an artist's vision of life ; he has also the

artist s gift of e.xpression.

V. K. c;f»K.AK
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THK KKONTISIMKCK BV Mk. A. \i CMl lMlTAI ILLI «TKATKS

THK K()LL*)\VIX<j‘ (^l ATIUlX:
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Nor vhrnCPj likr Wolfr irilhj oilhj /hfring

:

And out of ?7, ll’iarf along ffw

I know not whitiwr, willtj-nillg blowing.

Khayyam





. . . that lahouftk right for loo§ ofii§

Shalt finally attain / Sut» if in this

Thy faint hsart fails, bring Ms thy failurs /

— Song Cslsstial

‘East and West in Religion’

By T. R. VENKATARA^fA Sastri, C.I.E.

The volume before us is a collection of addresses by our

illustrious countryman, Dr. Sir S. Radhakrishnan.^ All except

the last were delivered to Western audiences and yet they

are as full of lessons for the East as for the West. They

touch on a variety of topics. They are in the free flowing

style which we have learnt to associate with the author’s

written and extempore discourses to popular audiences. No
.student interested in the study of reljgion and its many phases

in the East and in the West should miss or overlbok it.

'fhe flrst> topic is companitive religion. Comparative

religion is a proTitable study. It is not however for all. It is

not for the ardent devotee of any one religion. It may

interest scientific minds that view religion from outside as a

sociological phenomenon. It may even interest deeply religi-

ous minds of a certain type. It cannot interest those to whom
the final truth is given*by their own religion and there can

be nothing gained by a study of the various forms in which

the religious mind has expressed itself in different parts of the

world. That there may be many approaches to truth and

that what may be missed in one might have found expression

in another will not be allowed by those who rest on final and

infallible revelations, to which nothing can be added and from

which nothing can be taken away.

Those who can allow the value of comparative religion

in the interests of religion itself must be able to say to

themselves

:

‘ Truth is one. Truth is infinite and has many
facets. Not all of it can be seen in all its bearings by
any one of woman born. The age and clime in which a

Ijtd I^n'don^
tV«i{ in Bdigiam * by 8. KadhsbrishnM, (G«orf;e Alim rad Unwin
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person is bom, the country and community to which he
belongs and his own inner equipment and calibre set

limits to the facets of truth that he can see. Even the
mystics who claim to see the Truth, whole and entire,

show a variety in their vision. Humility and wisdom
alike enforce a due sense of our limitations in the
perception of truth.’

This sense and the tolerance of temper which it enforces

towards those who differ are not easy to persons who are

deeply attached to their own religion as the final expression

of religious truth. The thoroughly organised, aggressive,

propagandising monotheistic religions have little room for

tolerance. 'I'hey were, in the not very distant past, so anxious

to save the souls of men from the hell fires of the next world

that they saw nothing wrong in flaying them alive in this. But

even in these days when ‘our spiritual good manners’^ have

been vastly improved, the intolerance is carefully kept out of

sight but is not wholly absent. The aggressive propaganda

of the past has yielded place to what is described as the

sharing of the good message with others less fortunately

circumstanced. Occasionally, very occasionally, is impatience

allowed to be seen. The desire to u]>lift the heathen is still

there. In their minds it is all giving and no receiving. They

have everything to teach and nothing to learn.

Two recent experiences brought it clearly to my mind.

In the International I'ellowship there was a suggestion, by an

Indian Christian secretary, of a ‘ federation of religions.’

However imperfectly expre.ssed, the i<lea was clear that the

higher minds of .all religions should unite .and put forth their

combined effort in working for definite ends. The as.sertion

of equality involved in the suggestion and the implication of

mutual influence immediately roused opposition. At another

concourse of friends, a mi.ssionary a.s.serted that there w.as .an

idea that .dl religions at bottom were one .and had a common

source, but to his mind, speaking wholly impartially, it seem-

ed impossible to sustain it. (It reminded me of the mild

ironical satire of KuHJ-lsh in making the dancing m.aster .say
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that it was natural that each man should think highly of his

own vidya^ but was he in that category when he claimed for

dancing a premier place among arts ?) But with great

urbanity he stopped all controversy by adding that so it

seemed to him and it was not hi| desire to discuss or raise a

controversy.

It is possible to maintain that East and West are different

in their ways. It is possible to show parallelisms in matters

of religion in East and West and maintain that, despite

apparent differences, they are essentially alike and under

stress of similar circumstances have produced similar concep-

tions and solutions. It is possible nevertheless to contrast

them. Religion in the East largely is the cultivation of inner

life. Religion in the West is connected with life in the com-

munity, with churches and congregations. Neither statement

is intended tq be taken as literally and wholly true. But in a

rough manner T>f speaking it is intended to express the idea

that the East and the West lay more stress on the individual

and the social aspect’ of religion. For some time, and more

vividly since I read this volume, it is increasingly borne in

upon me that

andham tamah pravisanti

ye vidyam upasate

Tato bhuya iva te tamo

ya u vidyayam ratah

Anyadcvahur vidyaya

(a) nyadahur avidyaya

Iti Susruma dhiratiam

. Ye nastad vichachakshire

Vidyam chavidyam cha

yastad vcdobhayam saha

Avidyaya Mrityum tirtwa

Vidyayamritam asuutc.

‘ Blind darkness enter they that do homage to Avidya.
Kven greater darkness enter they that are attached to Vidya.
From I idya one result flows and from Avidya another. So
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we hear from the wise who expounded it to us. Whoso
knows Vidya and Avidya together, he crosses death by

Avidya and wins the immortal by Vidya'

Vidya is knowledge, the inner realisation of the truth,

Avidya is, by contrast, activity. Vidya belongs to the world

of the inner spirit. Avidya belongs to the world of action,

life in the community. Without Vidya, action lacks informing

purpose, and is ill-dircctcd and ineffective. Vidya without

c'lction is worse. Action uninspired by true aim may yet

achieve something if not very much. Knowledge of true aim

can achieve nothing without action under its guidance.

Ignorance may have its excuses. Knowledge has responsi-

bility and no excuse for its deficiencies in the ordering of life.

Knowledge and action yoked together will win the highest.

Apart, tUey fail of effect.

You close your eyes and try to realise wJtat the ideal

means to you. You open your eyes and look at the world

around. You do not find it the embodiment of your dream.

You speak to the stranger and ask him for his dreams. He
explains. You tell yourself that dreamer’s world must be a

poor thing at the best, at any rate far inferior to your own.

You go into his world and find it is hot so bud ; in fact it is

better in some, in many, respects. The world of the active

social worker is not perfect but the world of the pure idealist

is even less perfect. VV^ith more active endeavour in the one

case and with greater insigitt in the other, far greater results

may be reached.

It is po.ssible to have an e.xcess of a good (]uality or

rather it is possible to mi.s'apply a good principle. It is possi-

ble to have too much patience, too much tolerance. A little

impatience, a little intolerance, not with men but with abuses,

may be useful. If steady unremitting effort to remove them is

impatience and intolerance, much impatience and intolerance

is required. In the nanui of tolerance we have left ignorance

alone. We have left superstition alone; we have left squalor

and misery and uncleanness alone ; we have made no effort to

eradicate them. We have avoided dis.semination of correct ideas
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as a possible source of disturbance to the internal and external

peace of men and society. We quote in defence ‘ Na buddhi-

bhedatn janayet
' etc. It was not always thus that we thought.

We carried our message and our light even into other countries

,

not indeed on the point of the .bayonet, but in the full faith

that it is inherent in the quality of light that it should sooner

or later attract all human minds towards itself. Intolerance

has to be avoided, but is there no escape from ‘ the doubt-

ful result that all sorts of foreign cults and superstitious

beliefs are to be found within the pale of our religion ’ ?

‘ Doubtful result ’ is a mild description of the chaos we allow

without any effort to check it. That some of our best

men .should not only not put their religious household in

order but, in what they conceive, to be defence of true

Hinduism, be driven to maintain that a lar^e section of

the Hindu population is not Hindu at all in religion, is the

measure of our*toleration and acquiescence in this doubtful

result.

We have become suspicious of reason. We must not

think, we must not reason. We must simply obey. All the

thinking has been done long ago and crystallised into texts.

'I'he wisdom of the ages^s there. We must only interpret and

obey them. And the orthodox custodians of the science and

art of exegesis .should in each generation find confirmation for

their practices and prejudices, however they might vary from

generation to generation. You need fresh thought and

intense effort to realise it.

That which distinguishes man from the brute is his capa-

city
‘

to look before and after and pine for what is not.’ It

is not pining and languishing and dying, but pining and

therefore working for and creating what is not, that the poet

has in mind. The Tapa^, intense creative effort, is in the old

stories described as generating heat invading the three worlds

and disturbing even the gods out of their repose.

Throughout the book there are striking thoughts striking-

ly expressed. They do not deal merely with religious topics

in the abstract
;
they deal with topics of everyday life and
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with present day problems, and with facts and results of deep

varied human experience.

Dr. S. Radhakrishnan is a master in the art of presenting

even familiar facts in such striking language that they acquire

a new significance and po<ver of moving the human mind.

The mind of the Hindu community has to be moved, and the

faith that moves mountains and overcomes all obstacles has

to be generated. Thinkers of the author’s type have a part

in the creation of this new faith. There is ample evidence

in the recent utterances and activities of Dr. Sir S. Radha-

krishnan that he is not oblivious of his duty in this respect.
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Nature-Sketch

An orange warmth of after-sunset floods

The darkening hills, and then the twilight-swoon

Comes gathering in with eve’s unnumbered buds

Dimly-pulsating to the blossomed moon.

The after-silence of the last lone bird

Which twitters a pale drop of note and stops

The whole night long, is like a depth of word

Which from some lonely poet’s being drops

Into an after-life of hush complete.

Or like a burning star of sound which comes

Out of the aeons like a twinkled beat

Drowned in thd -depths of dark milleniums.

Out of the silvern dark the ocean rolls :

Its billows to my visioned soul respond

1 low like a giant rhythm-roll of souls

Met at a festival of dianiond.

There is a brooding silence in the air

Welled from the winged Farness on whose rim

Dawn-colours all invisibly prepare

Bright pinioned majesties of seraphim.

One cloud moves slowly yonder like a blotch

Of silver-edged gloom which seeks and seeks.

Here from my plot of etirth I sit -ind watch

The night, the motherhood of glows and streaks.

How mighty is the universe ;—the sky,

The cloud, the star, the wtiter atid the night

!

But mightier than each of these am I

Who do contain in me both dark and light.

H. ClIATTOPADIIY.WA
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Agony

’ Tis agony

To hear a clock

Dripping out hours

Into Eternity,

Remorselessly

Killing Youth’s flowers

!

I am so young

And yet Time’s cold

And iron tongue

Tells me I shall be old . .

If every shriek

Killed in my brain

Abroad was hurled

Upon the world,

All men, aghast, would seek

The secret of my p&in . . .

Man is no flower.

Simply to live.

Die in an hour.

Hut a weak fugitive . . .

’ Tis agony

To hear a clock

Dripping out hours

Into Eternity,

Remorselessly

Killing Youth’s flowers . . .

Sankara Krisfina Chettur
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A Decade of Indian Politics

By M. Chalapathi Rau, M.A., B.L.
•

Edwin Samuel Monts^u laboured like a mountain and

produced the Montford reforms. He, like everybody else,

knew that Diarchy died the day it was bom, though the post

mortem examination was carried on for nearly ten years, till

Coroner Simon delivered the verdict that death was due to

natural causes. But between them Chelmsford who was all

Vague and blue about the reforms, and Montagu who had the

manners of a Hebrew conjurer, rallied and organised the

Moderates, who in their turn discarded Morley and adopted

Montagu as their latest hero. Lord Reading wilii hi^ shrewd-

ness touched, these Moderate leaders of public opinion and

turned them into shapes of statesmen ; they crowded into the

Councils and became Ministers, Executive Councillors, and

members of minor commissions. The Congress, however,

stuck to Gandhi and his experiments with truth ; and it was

not until C. R. Das made a bold bid for power and divided

the Congress at Gaya that the Swarajists entered the legis-

latures. The death of C. R. Das in the summer of 1925 was

a first- rate national tragedy, for he had charmed his country-

men by his dash and animation, his soulful idealism, and his

ruthless self-sacrifices. His patriotism was highly poetic and

heroic, and his brilliant record its leader is yet unbeaten.

It was left for Motilal Nehru to dominate the best part of

the decade. He was a prince among politicians ; and though

he hud not the almost coercive charm and power of Das, he

had a charm of his own and political astuteness of a high

order. He had wrought a remarkable revolution in his life,

exchanging the luxury of epicureanism for the luxury of stoic

suffering. It was he that had helped Das in driving out

Gandhi into the wilderness, and it was he that dragged

him out again. He had qualities which contradicted one

another. He could be amiable and autocratic, charming
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and ferocious, could win over a wavering ally or kick out a

recalcitrant follower with equal ease. He was at times bad

tempered and Byronic, unable to brook opposition, and like

most other leaders of the people, democratic in opinion but

aristocratic by temperament. His affection for his family was

proverbial
;
he had varied ttistes ; he loved pomp and

hospitality ; his pride was princely. It was as Leader of

the Opposition in the Assembly that he shone at his brightest.

He united brilliant social gifts with an iridescent intellect.

The rare and delicate dignity, the elaborately enacted

cynicism, the restraint and elegance and resistless logic, the

power of illustrating argument with piclures(|ue anecdotes or

adorning it with brilliant epigrams, all captivated men with

the least belief in that mockery of a legislature and secured

for that* bastard constitutionalism its fullest trial. 'Hint he

w£is not more effectual did not matter to hi.m or to his

countrymen ; he invested the Assembly with' his own pomp
and majesty and imparted a touch of dnima to the dullest of

debates. Nor did he lack in striking altitudes; he made

history by moving the National Demand in 1924, a heroic

gesture which could have been heroically answered. But Sir

Malcolm Hailey, the clever and elcA|ucnt Home Member,

preferred to parry and quibble ; and the glorious opportunity

of gaining the confidence of the people s representatives was

lost for ever.

Pandit Motilal Nehru showed generalship for the first

time in the history of the Congrc.ss. The Simon Commission

boycott and the All-Parties Conference were engineered with

conspicuous skill and success. Under the most thrilling

circumstances he made the A.ss«;mbly fling the Commi.ssion

in the face of Parliament. He co-operated admirtibly with

Sapru and Jinnah who felt their self-respect had been outraged,

for Birkenhead had ignored them, not as the Buddhists

ignore God but as the biting dog ignores the fleas on its

back. The Nehru Report drawn up by the All Parties

Conference was an unparalleled succe.s.s. It outlined a con.sti-

tution, appeiiiing in its .simplicity and comprehensivene.s.s.
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It proved by figures that the Muslims had nothing to

fear from general electorates in the Punjab and Bengal. For

the first time -the problem of the Princes was dealt with

frankly and courageously. Nehru and his associates drew

up a report which was, unlike other reports, readable

;

that was why educated men could grasp and understand,

remember and discuss it. It was a model report
; the

analysis of things masterly ; the statistics relevant and to

the point ; and it was, iis far as the people were concern-

ed, a better seller than the Simon Report. Nehru became

a slogan, his report a nation’s poster ; and for a time

there was a country-wide unity. But soon there were dis-

sensions and a reaction against the dominance of Nehru.

The situation seethed with fatal incongruities. One saw the

curious spectacle of Mr. Satyamurl*i, the stcntou of the Con-

gre.ss,‘ loudly welcoming the Report one moment and as loudly

repudiating it the next. Mr. jinnah preferred to be wagged

by his party and was indifferent from the beginning. Mahomed
Ali with his streak of mysticism, and Shaukat Ali who talked

as if he were the heavy-weight champion of politics, were

vehemently against it. The Viceroy’s attitude was somnolent

and exa.sperating. There was nothing left for the Congress

Init to drift towards vigorous agitation and even direct action;

ii deliverc<l its ultimatum at Calcutta, and entered the battle-

field at Lahore. Motilal Nehru had to give up his consti-

tutionalism after a desperate trial. He h;id seen the Govern-

ment .sanction rcpre.ssive legislation in the teeth of the bitterest

opposition, unwanted commissions and committees tour the

country at the behest of the Secretary of State and at great

cost to the tax-payer, the opinion of the Assembly flouted again

and again and its resolutions treated with utter disdain. He
had moved the National Demand with moderation but with-

out success. He had met the Government half-way without

any response. He was disillusioned and could not stand

against the combined disillusionment of his followers. He
had now to choose more dangerous but more reliable

weapons. He could not have lagged behind his followers a
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moment longer, and it was evident that India loves All-Parties

conferences as little as England loves Coalitions.

History held out the prospect of something more

heroic than mere reforms, and Coatman becomes as readable

as Rushbrook Williams. It was rather fashionable at one

time, even for Congressmen, to praise the shilly-shallying

somnambulist statesmanship of Lord Irwin. They must all be

wiser now. Lord Irwin had no doubt the episcopal earnest-

ness of the model curate, but it was neither powerful nor con-

vincing enough ; and it is not high moral grandeur to spill

milk and then have the courage to cry over it . If he had

not the pomposity of Curzon nor the coldness of Reading, he

neither showed the thorough mastery of the one nor the un-

bending will of the other. He time and again vacilhited when

he ought to, have decided and acted ; and, given the same

conviction and purpose, Reading would have more succe.ss-

fully conducted the peace negotiations. We are also impelled

to think that India and Indian nationalism have gained more

from first-class brains like Curzon who gave life to a soulless

administration, or Reading who imparted vigour and toughne.s.s

to the bureaucracy, than the moral geniuses like Ripon who

gave a bit of municipal reform or Irwjn who gave the parson

touch to the politician’s business. The virtues which distin-

guished Irwin from other Viceroys were that he added

sermons to his ordinances, avoided unneces.sary ceremony,

and allowed himself to be fascinated by the stninge personality

of Mahatma Gandhi ; but India will always mournfully associate

his Viceroyalty with what Mr. Guedella would call ‘the Rain

of Law.’

Congressmen refu.sed to ‘render unto Caesar the things

that are Cae.sar’s.’ They attacked the salt tax, the least

sinister of ttixes, but the most hara.ssing to the sentiment of

the people. Irwin consented to piny the part of a minor

Nero. 'I'he Congress was broken up. The Press was gJigged.

The public were asked not to picket. Men were afraid of

talking politics together, of wearing khaddar caps, of sulking

about shops. A docile Assembly approved all that the
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Viceroy decreed. Mr. Robert Bernays who ‘approached

India without any previous convictions’ and who, catching

the fever of the moment, wrote that Motilal Nehru was

‘ extremely handsome, .almost beautiful, with his long white

beard’ and that the ‘Hindu M^hasabha is a revolutionary

youth movement from Madras,’ watched lathi charges from the

lawns of the Bombay Gymkhana club, drinking cocktails.

We are much indebted to him for his contemporary record

that the lathi was ‘a bamboo stick, thick enough to inflict

serious injuries’: the description is as good as a deflnition.

The Congress has been prepared for jails and gun-shots

but not for this cold-blooded wood, which wounded without

killing. The situation was Hogarthian. There were comic

interludes. Some magistrates constituted themselves the

Mussolinis of their districts and tried to suppress even

caps. Provincial Ciovernments imitated the ineptitude of the

Central Government. I’he national agitation wavered bet-

ween climax and anticlimax. Lord Irwin sat fiddling when-

ever he was not issuing ordinances. Petty officers

distinguished themselves by their excesses behind the backs

of protective Home Members. Repression reigned in the

guise of law and ordev. Martial law re.iched its limits in

.Sholapur. At Borsad women were said to have been forcibly

disper'^ed, seized by their hair and kicked by boots. The

country was bubbling and in high spirits. But the situation

was called a stalemate and there were hurried negotiations.

The ‘ half-naked fakir ’ and the unostentatious Christian

gentleman entered into one of the most ambiguous and prag-

matic of pacts. Sarojini Devi, the Madame de Stael of the

Congress, who had given up her glamorous poetry for gorge-

ous patriotic prose, described them as ‘ the two Mahatmas.’

The heroic suffering of an year was nullifled, and Irwin went

home with the reputation of a statesmen. The death of

Motilal Nehru on the eve of the Pact was a disaster to Britain

and India
; for he would have gone to the second Round

Table Conference and helped it to come to sensible and last-

ing conclusions. Gandhi as usual behaved like the Pope of
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politics and issued his powerful encycjifials. The conference

was a tragic waste of time and energy ; and it was for the

Congress the biggest tactical blunder when the country was

precipitated into civil disobedience for the second time.

The White Paper hi^ been torn to pieces ; it only

remains to burn it ;
but it sums up the achievements of the

Round ’Fable Conferences. We must here celebrate for a

while the remarkiiblc astutene.ss of Sir 'F. B. Sapru. He
showed, at a critical time, something of the poli^^l sagacity

of Cavour, though it wfis unfortunate that he did not posse.ss

Cavour’s phenomenal craft or courage. All the delegates,

the pink and cream of modcratism, the politicians with pre-

fixes and suffixes, went to London and flopped about like

Gullivers in Brobdingnag, but none of them had a mind of

his own* The one politician who had thought out the whole

problem saw himself and the other delegates in the roles of

Alexander Hamilton and his fellow federdlists. The flies

all walked into Sapru’s parlour. It was a threefold trap.

Sapru and his a.ssociates wanted provincial autonomy and

some kind of responsibility at the centre ; the Princes,

still smarting under the Butler Report, .saw a chance of getting

rid of the tyranny of political iigents bn one hand and agita-

tors on the other ; the British Government was prepared to

concede a certain (juantum of responsibility at the centre with

the Princes as bulwarks of Imperialism. 'Fhat was the patho-

logy of the process, apart from the ethics of it. Mr.

Vijayaraghavachari and Mr. Jinnah have opposed the idea of

Federation from the beginning, but they were voices in the

wilderness and could not stand against the almost carnal

obsession for Constitutions with ‘ unrealised preambles ’ and

mammoth schedules. Mr. Sastri gave up the conviction of a

life-time and meekly surrendered. Under the strong wing of

the Empire, they thought, they could experiment and concoct

a mixture. None of them could have ignored all the impli-

cations of such a scheme, a federation between autonomies

to be created by statute and autocracies hedged in by treaties,

with a heritage of legalism, formalism, and conservatism.
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The first Round,^^ble Conference was like the grand

premiere of a musical comedy ; the second was a costly show;

the third was a benefit performance. Ramsay MacDonald

lent the services of his platitudinous gestures and sugary

sentiment. Winston Churchill, s^ill ‘ on the waiting list of

England’s Mussolinis,’ has described the proceedings with his

deadly wit ; though, luckily for all, his bombastic impertin-

ences have, bored an audience which does not appreciate

rhetoric th^^cintillates but does not persuade and convince.

Mr. Jinnah, Uie most baronial of our politicians, promised to

blow up the whole show, but he had chosen the role of a

prophet, and except for suggesting the classic grace and pomp
of George Arliss, he did nothing. And retired pro-consuls

like Craddock pranced about and grew fussy. The whole

scheme so far is a mule with ‘no pride of ancestry«nd ho hope

of posterity J)ul if it becomes an accomplished fact we shall

have to celebrate for ages the wi.sdom and folly of Hoare,

Sapru, and Bikanir. Its most brilliant advocates used the now
hackneyed annas simile ; they say it gives us twelve annas out

of the rupee of responsibility and the chance to fight for the

remaining four annas ; which all looks suspiciously like the

* half a loaf ’ philosophy in another form. What mu.st be

clear to all is that the Native States will be the pocket

boroughs and the communal electorates the rotten boroughs

which will return a surplus of reactionaries, so that it will be

well-nigh impossible even to move this Car of Juggernaut.

The Viceroys and the Governors, at least in theory, will be

autocrats without the benevolence of the Tudors or the

magnificence of the Moghuls. There will be conflicts between

industrial Provinces and agricultural Provinces, Hindu Pro-

vinces and Moslem Provinces. The United Slates of India

will pull against each other like the States of the Balkan

Peninsula
; and a Balkanized India will be a source of satis-

faction to many. It will be divided against itself ; it will

invite interference. The one possible answer to these charges

is that there is no easier way out of the impasse, with a

reactionary party in power and a Congress beaten to the
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knees, and above all our geography which reminds us we are

a sub-continent, not a country, our history which reads like

a wearisome doggerel, and the vast and baiHing anachronism

of the Princes.

The constitution of tjie Chamber of Princes was one of

the most historic and significant events in the history of the

Empire as well as the world
;
for the first time autocrats and

demi-autocrats amounting to a big crowd had an organisation

and a House of their own and could meet and discuss

together. It focussed attention on the age-old demand for a

share of the Customs and a tribunal to decide justiceablc

disputes between the Princes and the paramount power, a

demand for the minimum of equity but against the trend of

constitutional practice as crystallized in the acts of para-

mountdy exercised by the Government. Sir Leslie Scott

overloaded his plea with all the available powder, but the

Butler Report blew up their hopes. Nor could they accejtt

the faultless logic of the Nehru Report that the future govern

ment of India will succeed to the paramountcy when the

country will have attained Dominion Status. They would be

only too willing to join in any scheme if they are allowed a

voice in the affairs of call-India, but they are not prepared to

give all-India a voice in their affairs. Viceroys from Curzon

to Willingdon have flattered them in the choicest language as

links in a chain, as partners in a great task, as pillars in a

great edifice. They have, however, their own fears, their

doubts, and their forebodings. There is an open unrest even

among them. The history of the present is too hazy, loo

slow, too unsettled, and it is yet too early to say whether the

future of the Princes will be one-tenth as long as their past.

It is desirable to iissess the political philosophy of sonic

of the parties. ‘ Like other idealisms patriotism varies from

noble devotion to moral lunacy,’ says Dean Inge
;
and all the

variations are to be found in our country. Some frankly do

not believe in having such an encumbrance as a philosophy

;

they believe in the potency of the purse as long as there is

money in it, and parties crop up on the eve of elections and
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reforms, leaders are hired, and fictitious followings created at

a moment's notice. The communalists, whether organised

or disorganised, are always a powerful factor, and make use

of thundering mouthpieces, though there is more rhyme than

reason in their politics and they <;hange their colours oftener

than a chameleon. There are the landowners, the millowners,

and other influential commercial communities, European and

Indian, who have been no less vocal in an era of eloquent

noises; they have planned their policy in the belief that

economics and not politics will always decide Britain's deal-

ings with India ; and they know too well that there is nothing

so formidable as a vested interest pretending to be an

intellectual conviction or principle.

Apart from these shifting interests and parties that rise

and die like mushrooms, we have the Liberals and other

Moderates on one side, and the Congress on the other.

'I'he Liberal leaders are charming statesmen. They parley

with the Government one moment and with the Congress the

next. They have chalked out a programme of perpetual vacil-

lation and made an ideal of worm-eaten policies. Politics is

the art of the possible, said Lord Morley, one of their apostles

;

and the world without the British Empire is to them simply

impossible. Like Lord Halifiix of the time of Charles II,

they are boastful of their trimming, and we have the vile

antithesis of a set of people living in a state of civilized

slavery talking like free men. They enlighten iiobody by their

periodical discourses on the present discontents. This is a

lime when every party in the State must account for its

existence and taking all that the Liberals have said and done,

it is unfortunate that this is a time when the Liberals, as

Liberals, have no business to exist. Their politictil philosophy

is summed up in the wise words of Sapru :
‘ I fight as a

subject of King George, for a place in his houselold, and I

will not be content with a place in his stables,' a lordly

ambition recently answered with a place in the Privy Council,

which may be kindly described !is the curio-room of the British

Empire.
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Unfortunately for the country, there are a considerable

number of people who are driven to embrace Communism
a little prematurely and get entangled in co'hspiracy cases,

while others have recourse to the courage of despair and, like

Homer’s heroes, seem to, prefer unnatural deaths. The
Congress, on the other hand, sets up high ideals, passes brave

resolutions, and wages a dilly-dallying war. The Civil Dis-

obedience movement would have been wholly heroic if some

lukewarm leaders had not been dragged into it like Don
Quixotes to tilt at windmills. But everything has been over-

shadowed by the spirituality of Mahatma Gandhi, his cndle.ss

patience and energy, and the intense incandescence of his spiri-

tual suffering. He mirrors in his personality the utter distor-

tion of all sorrow, the agony of crucifixion which transfigured

the Son of Man into the Son of God. With his rise, leaders

like Tilak became minor figures in the country’s fight for

freedom, and the past a prelude to his gigantic experiments;

and as the situation grew intenser his personality sparkled the

more intensely, and he caught the imagination of a highly

intuitive people as the man of the times, keen-sighted,

humorous, fanatical, a lawyer and a mystic, iis frank us u

child, and as inscrutable .as a .sphin.^. He, more than any

Round Table Conferences or earthejuakes, has drawn world-

wide attention and sympathy for the Indian problem ; raised

such an apparently harmless act :is boycott to the dignity of a

weapon of warfare, and even s[)read the belief that if the

British were to withdraw tomorrow all the virgins and rupees

would be quite safe. There is no more pride in aping

English manners and accent. The bureaucracy, once suffer

ing from a severe superiority complex, now feels almost

boorish. Patriots are not pompous but humble. He has

created a new technitjue for dealing with superior powers

while throwing the blame on them
; and, more than anything

else, he h:is made suffering fashionable as surely its Bernard

Shaw has made self-conceit fashionable. The Congress has

been endowed with a measure of his own fervour and noble

endeavour. That is w-hy Congressmen cannot think of a
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better gfuide or philosopher. His spiritual grandeur over-

whelms them. ITiey remember only too well that it was

Gandhi who rescued a farce and rewrote it into a Passion Play

of tremendous power and pathos.

Gandhi is retiring but he hiu bles.sed Council-entry. It

is ominous for the Congress as well as the Government. The

entire people are suffering from nausea at the sight of a

Congress burdened with too many cares and anxieties, and a

Government stupid and souiic.ss to the core. The most

ignorant of them know that it is eiLsier for a rich man to enter

the gates of heaven than for an Indian to become a citizen in

'the Dominions ; they know that they are Indianizing the Army

and other Services at the pace of a snail. The country is

dangerously at the cross-roads of socialism and capitalism,

con.stitutionalism and anarchy, reaction and progress^. Socia-

lism is inescapable sooner or later for a country like India,

and the ponderx)us fact remains that we must plan or perish.

There is no more trust in the British Labour Party, which

when it had power acted as though it had read and mis-

understood Morley on Compromise. Everyone, including

the diehard, knows that the discontent is divine and simmering,

and that there is too nnich law and too little order ; but with

the Congress blotted out for a while the Government could

be sympathetic or sinister at will. It is but natural that youth

should cry to youth and blood answer blood, but the bright

youtig people of England develop a righteous indignation

against oppression of every kind, while they seem to be

ignorant of even the existence of India. It is clear that the

country must fall back on its own resources. The Congress

hcis decided to repeat itself. We can understand this decision

either as a revival of spontaneous affection for Council work

or as a tactical move to fight on the only available front;

though the sight of khadi-clad patriots puffing out their police-

beaten chests and crowding into the legislatures might induce

elegant speakers of the type of Mr. Jinnah to go on strike.

Verj' few people, however, seem to think of the dangers that

had overwhelmed men of better calibre. This time Gandhi
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and the Congress consent to have a grip over the Swarajist

section and keep it inspired and obedient to the inner voice

of the people. It is safer to consider possible developments.

At their best the Swarajist councillors cannot do better than

what Das did in Bengal
;
they might also hold a watching

brief for detenus or secure butter-milk for C class prisoners ;

they might safely utter sentiments which would be considered

seditious outside the Councils. One other po.ssible way of

adding momentum to their force is to adopt unadulterated

Parncllism, obstructing and opposing every step, using every

weapon of insolence and invective
;
but this in a powerless

Parliament is not doing much. 'I'hey might even accept office’

and wreck the bureaucracy from within. It is a vicious

circle, vicious enough to demoralise the best of incorruptibles.

Those who watched the' Swarajists last time can easily

recollect how some mouths watered for ministerships ; how
men like Tambe had the courage of their ponvictions and

became Executive Councillors ; how others in Madras tried

to be minister-makers and made a mess of things. Some of

the more youthful of them defied party commands and attended

the ‘ socials ’ given by the wives of Members of the Govern-

ment. Those questions will crop up«^again. The best that

they could do is to revive the Nehru Report or the best part

of it, instead of wiisting time over All Parties Conferences

and Constituent Assemblies.

We need not speak only as Congre.ssmen or non-

Congressmen ;
or believe that patriotism is the monopoly of

the Congress and sanity the monopoly of the Moderates.

There are a large number of intellectual men, young and old,

who have been mere pawns in the game, who have suffered

directly in the spirit and indirectly in the flesh, and are now

looking for a real leader and a real party. Jawaharlal Nehru

speaks for them when he says :
‘ Our religion is one of the

kitchen, of what to touch and whiit not to touch, of baths and

top-knots, of all manner of marks, and fsists and ceremonies

that have lost all meaning ; our very gods are manufactured

in the factories of England or Japan.' He is a leader after the
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country’s heart, excitable, sententious, dogmatic. He is as

intellectual as Tilak, as sincere and downright as Gandhi, as

cold-blooded ^nd logical as his father, with his own individual

outlook and temper. Ready in action, vehement in speech,

he represents, more than Gandhi, the youth and other popular

elements in the country ; and his mere existence is enough

to inflame public opinion and endanger the safety of the

Government. He is perhaps too heroic for the present day

lumbering doggerel history. But as long as he is alive, he

stands as a portent of illimitable power. There has been no

such effective leader since the death of the great Desabandhu

Das. But the leaders who stampeded the country into civil

chaos are now panic-stricken and propose to stampede it

into the councils. That the Congre.ss should do this might

seem a cowardly act. If the Congre.ss cannot* do ‘anything

else, it might at least take effective steps to kill this hydra-

heiided monstrosity, this patchwork constitution of a mob of

Princes and motley Provinces, with self-government on the

circumference and safeguards at the centre. If the Congress

is not able to shape the circumstances even that much, it

would be pitiable in the eyes of the public. It must be hoped

that this time at le.'ist'the Congress will not be led by the

nose, and that a combination of circumstances and the emer-

gence of a real leader will drive the old gang into the wilder-

nc.ss, so that at this time of unparalleled disillusionment

nothing will stand between the people and their real repre-

sentatives.

It will be interesting to see whether Bhulabhai Desai will

succeed where Pandit Motilal Nehru failed. There is one

hopeful factor : Desai will lead a compact host of tried

warriors while Nehru led a mongrel crowd of responsivists,

sanatanists, and lotus-eaters. The coming Assembly will not

be as spectacular as the Third Assembly which was a

splendid tournament of words, dominated by Nehru and

presided over by Patel, but the Swarajists should be able to

put up some solid opposition, if they will not indulge in

mere sword-play. The Government may be left to supple-
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meat its sinister dual policy of doling out repression with

one hand and reform with the other. It may or may not

change its heart, for the State is said to be ’a corporation

without a soul, and the cx-parte Government of Lord

Willingdon is one of the mo^t soulless of Governments. . Lord

Willingdon, it is clear, is not a namby-pamby statesman like

Lord Irwin. He has issued ordinances with wooden precision.

He has declared his sympathies with less than usual vagueness.

In his shrewdness and diplomacy, as in his appearance, he

resembles not a little Richelieu and other Cardinal statesmen

of the eighteenth century. He has for the moment succeeded

;

and Tfu Times of London has recently written: ‘ No one is"

better equipped to deal with this sort of situation, and it

would be a fitting climax to an Indian career of unprecedented

length J*nd variety that Lord Willingdon .should be the

Viceroy to start the new machine.’ But it must take at least

two years more to say whether Lord Willingdon will have

been the first of the new ‘ constitutional ’ Viceroys or only

the last of the Bourbons.
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The Man of Culture

By M. K. Chakravarti, M.A., B.L.
•

It has been finely said that culture is the residue of

knowledge which is left behind after most of the details have

been forgotten. The residual knowledge is superior to the

gross knowledge, in that it is tested by experience and

criticism, and mellowed by reflection. In this view culture

might seem to be almost a synonym of wisdom. Yet it is not

so; for wisdom is rather thp essential product of culture.

Figuratively speaking, culture is the rich solution from which

the tasteless, colourless, and odoui;lcss fluid of wisdom is

distilled by some mysterious process of intellectual chemistry.

The cultured man is therefore nearer our hearts than the wise

man ; we love the one but only revere the other.

The above is an attempt to describe culture, but not to

define it. From the very nature of the thing, culture is too

subtle and complex an- idea to be properly defined. We can

only suggest the rareness of its (juality by parallels. It may

sometimes strike us the subtle fragrance of a great

lady’s gown folded and stowed away in the wardrobe for

years, to be worn again at a grand reception. Or, to suggest

a more academic parallel, perhaps culture is like the faint

smell of faded rose-petals placed between the leaves of a

favourite school-book, which is accidentally reopened after

many years. Or, to take another illustration, culture is

perhaps like the subdued colours and the softened feel of a

costly Persian carpet or Kashmere shawl which has been

used fairly long by a nobleman of taste. Nothing like it is to

be found in the market even for thrice its price. Or perhaps

culture is like the music of an old violin, once the property

of an Italian or Polish artist, and now sold at a fancy price

at an artistic auction sale. Violins of a better make and

workmanship may perhaps be had in the market, louder,

richer and clearer in timbre ; but not another yielding equally
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mellowed tones. To take one last simile to complete the

gamut of the senses, a cultured man may sometimes remind

one of the flavour of the old wine of Burgundy or Portugal,

preserved in the ‘deep delved earth’ for the life-time of a

generation, at length to he served in honour of a distin-

guished guest. Like Shelley’s ‘ Skylark ’ we know not what

culture is, we can but suggest what things are most like it.

Culture is a rare thing ; a rich gift by a fairy godmother.

Thrice blessed is he on whom it is bestowed. Such a man will

radiate joy, not necessarily for every one ; but certainly for

the ‘sympathetic’ few.

‘We are the heirs of all the ages in the foremost flies of

time ’ says Tennyson. But the cultured man is not one who
laboriously prepares an intellectual inventory of this great

inheritance. * That is the work of the dull historian or scholar

of the race—^the careful steward of the royal household
; not

of the prince royal, the heir to the throne. -The truly cultur-

ed man is he who moves about with the easy grace and

unconscious pride of owning the whole palace. There is

something indcflnable in his countenance and manners, even

in his dress and movement, which clearly marks him off from

all others. We somehow feel the presence of royalty in his

person, although we cannot explain why.

We can see the luminosity of intellectual culture in every

kind of master-craftsman; and it glows the warmer and

brighter, the higher and more reflned his medium of work,

until we see it glow like a live-coal in a dark room in the

spiritually cultured man, every part of whose being has, as it

were, caught fire and become incandescent. Yet in every

case it is inward radiance and not outward reflection. The

opacity of the flesh is no bar to it, for it easily glows through

a man’s face. If we have the eye to see it, we shall see this

glow of intellectual culture more or less in the face of the

master-builder, the master-artisan or the master-goldsmith, as

well as in the master-musician, painter, and scholar ;
in fact,

of every person who has passed a certain stage in the struggle

of the mind with matter.
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It is not necessary that this translucency of spirit should

appear simultaneously in all the faculties of our mind and

^ill. Sometimes it is confined to the one faculty which

has been sufficiently exercised, e.g., a man’s sense of humour

love of truth ;
sense of the beautiful

; sense of the pathos of

life; sense of values. It is rarely that the whole mass of

man’s mind is aglow with the light of culture.

The cultured man is so much like, yet so different from,

others. It is this elusive quality of mind that makes him so

interesting. He is not necessarily a towering personality

like a mountain peak, at which we cannot look without our

hats falling off. No, he is in many cases just an ordinary

person like most of us. He is like one of those gods who had

come to the Swayamvara of Damayanti, and looked for all the

world like Nala. It required the observation of Damayanti

to note the subtle difference between a man and a god, m.,

that a god castsmo shadow. Even so the cultured man seems

to cast no shadow. His least little acts seem to be gems of a

finer ‘water’ than the ordinary. His way of looking at

things is just a little different from ours. Not that he takes a

high line in every matter, which is a dangerous habit of mind

breeding prigs and pedants. The man of true culture knows

the boundary line between the material and the spiritual and

has no temptation to confuse the two. He is prepared to

‘ render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s and unto God what is

God’.s.’ He sacrifices at all the shrines of life with offerings

appropriate to each, because he has a correct valuation of the

deities. He is in no danger of Ciisting pearls before swine.

The lines apply to him :

‘ A little more, and how much it is,

And a little less, what worlds away !’

We can see the distinctiveness of his tastes in little

things ’. the colour and cut of his clothes ; the look of his

bound volumes
;
the shade of the stucco or paper on the

walls of his drawing-room and library. There seems to be

a tone of distinction about everything belonging to the truly
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cultured man. Not that he is more expensive than others.

But there is a touch, as of a fairy-hand, that makes things

possess new charm. There is no gaudiness
;
no gushing

; no

parade
; no self-advertisement, crude or subtle. On the other

hand, there is sobriety, moderation, reticence, modesty and a

dignified reserve in his word, action and taste.

There is similar distinction in his choice of furniture iind

house-decoration ; both in shape, colour, and quality. There

is an aroma of natural superiority about him and every thing

associated with him
;
yet he is in no sense a ‘ superior ’ person.

The lay-out of his garden, the selection of flowers and

fruits, also furnish illustration of this distinction of taste.

His garden may not be richer or larger than his neighbour’s

;

but it is in a subtle way superior. The reason is that his taste

has sonTe originality ; while his rich neighbour only got his

bigger garden laid out on the lines recommended by gar-

dening experts. Similar distinction of taste is displayed in the

selection of paintings, prints, and drawings for the walls and

mantel-pieces of his house. The untrained eye may not find

any special beauty in them, but they have a charm for the art-

critic and connoisseur.

The same difference and distinction will be observed in

his library. You can know his tastes at a glance over the

book-shelves. He has not collected books haphazardly;

not by the sets and .series strung together by the publi.shers,

but each book according to his own judgment and predilec-

tion. You may miss in his collection many of the ‘Hundred

best books of the world ’ as selected by Lord Avebury or

somebody else, but he will not be the least ashamed of the

omission. I le may not go into explanation, but if necessary

he can give convincing and consistent reasons for the

presence or absence of any great book in his collection.

The cultured scholar’s library is not a mere mass of

books lumped together to .satisfy a future desire to study

;

nor like the Lady’s Library described by Addison, intended to

get a name for culture, refinement or ta.ste. If you ask your

cultured friend on what principles he has collected his books
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he will perhaps say, ‘Oh, it is a matter of hobby!’ But if

you are attentive you will observe a method in the apparent

madness, a consistent personal taste stringing the books

together like the flowers of a multi-coloured garland.

Whether the books were obtaiped consciously or uncon-

sciously, they all agree with what he loves. It is almost

impossible therefore that any of his books will be found with

uncut pages. He will only receive as friend an author he

knows thoroughly, and put a book on his shelf when he has

read it and found its worth. Charles Lamb had such a collec-

tion, and Leigh Hunt possessed such a library, poor men both

but cultured.

It is not necessary for a man of culture to be a jack of all

trades, whether he is or is not master of one. The man whose

tastes have been developed in one direction htu by that very

fact become .qualified to appreciate, at least enjoy, whatever

is good and beautiful in another direction. The cultured man

need not actually be a musician but will show genuine appre-

ciation of good music, and will hold his own opinion about

various styles of music which is worthy of the consideration

even of a trained musician. Like the intelligent onlooker of

a game, he may see farther and clearer than the artist him-

self. Every art and profession has its horizon, beyond which

the ordinary artist cannot see. The cultured man is he who

can bring together the flowers of various seasons and horizons

in one place, and assess their comparative values.

There is nothing showy about the truly cultured man.

You will never catch him making an exaggerated claim to

Jinything. On the other hand, he is rather shy and prefers

to understate his case. But if you can draw him out sympa-

thetically, he will genially yield to the topic or humour

of the moment and then you can see the range, fpiality,

richness, and variety of his mental stock. He does not

carry his best points on his shirt sleeve. Rather the finest

fancy work of his mind becomes visible when he has suffi-

ciently unrolled his mental robe, like a specially made
Benares Sari that does not bear its best on the borders,
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but in the very centre of the fabric. And how wonderful that

best is, only the sympathetic critic can judge.

The best scholarship is a product of great 'culture. It is

wide and deep
;
accurate but not technical

;
massive and yet

lightly carried. It is broad at the base like a mountain peak,

and diminishes upwards in order to rise above the clouds.

The pyramid is its type, not the mill chimney. The true

scholar need not be encyclopaedic or carry a whole library in

his mind
;
but he is not at the same time a catalogue or an

index volume, so to say, to his library and no more.

Cultured scholarship does not care for intellectual

gymnastics, unnecessary hair-splitting, or what may be called

‘ ilea-hunting ’ in the old wardrobe of the authors. That is the

work of perverted ingenuity and book-worm assiduity; but

the true*‘scholar will forego his bed and dinner and burn

many midnight candles on the keen scent of some quarry of

a recondite allusion or elusive quotation. He will have no

rest until he hjis run the game to earth. I knew of a scholar

who had read the whole of American topical literature of the

19th century to teach Holmes’ Autocrat of the Breakfast Table

to his senior students. The man who refuses to do this is n

poor hunter in the forest of scholarship, however eminent he

may otherwise be.

There is an expansiveness and restfulness about the

cultured man. This is not to be confused with the good

humour that follows a good breakfast. His mind has ample

elbowroom to sit back and be at ease. He is not bound in

the strait-jacket of narrow etiquette and formality. The triui

gentlemanliness of his mind raises him much above the

‘ gentleman ’ of the copy-book. He is no slave of rules laid

down by others, but sets up new standards in the high walks

of life. He is a law unto himself, for he is growing in the

tnie line of evolution. His life is an organic whole, and not

a many-coloured patch-work. He is not a ‘ tailor-made ’ mjin

in any sense.

Culture implies reiinement of sensibility. However great

the cultured man’s .self-restraint and tolerance may be,
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he is strangely affected by the coarse and the vulgar.

Hogarth’s painting of the musician outrs^ed by a passing

street-band is a pictorial representation of the cultured artistic

temperament. Bankim Chandra Chatterjee’s leaving a ‘ Kavi

Sammelan’ or Poets’ symposit^m, with his pocket hand-

kerchief tightly clasped to his nose, during the recital of

some rankly piquant verses, is still remembered by Bengal as

evidence of a finely cultured sensibility. The truly cultured

man is a brave man who will not stop to smell a gutter, either

from a false sense of decorum or under the pretence of

catholicity of taste. He knows that poison and filth can

never be good for anybody, catholic or otherwise.

There are many marks by which we shall know the man

of true culture. One of these is contained in the beautiful

Sanskrit proverb :
•

* Saiyam hruyat priyam bruyat,

Na bruyat Saiyamapriyam*

‘Say what is true; say what is plei'isant; but do not tell an

unpleasant truth.’ Yet blunt and even painful things have

to be told sometimes in the interest of truth and honesty.

But we must be carefirl that we do not tell the unpleasant

truth at the cost of others, whom we either dislike or wish to

hurt in a pique of anger and revenge. Even the moralist

may not indulge in this kind of truthfulnes.s at the cost of

others. R. L. Stevenson, that unique moralist who never

hurt to teach, says that there is such a thing as ‘ inverted

pleasure ’ in condemning with fervour things that we, perhaps

unconsciously, desire or covet or grudge another ’s enjoying.

Here is a great temptation for the moralist. Emerson said

that no performance is worth the loss of geniality. Even

truth is no excuse for giving avoidable pain to others. This

is the finer side of Ahimsa. It is said of Sultan Nasiruddm

of Delhi, a famous Persian poet, that he used to correct

his verses at the suggestion of his friends to whom he read

them. It was done just to please them, for the royal poet

restored his original words afterwards, as he knew that they
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were the right words. This is perhaps an extreme instance

of cultured suavity ; but the tendency is unmistakable.

The mind of the truly cultured scholar i§ a storehouse

of beautiful thoughts, images and sentiments. If he happens

to possess a good memory Ije will be able to quote the poets

by the hour. Even if his memory is weak, you will hear him

quote beautiful scraps and fragments round which his thought

and experience have gathered, and his fancy loves to play like

the March wind round the flowers. These have ail been

curiously unified in his mind, forming wonderful patterns to

which his independent thought supplies the embroidered

framework. The jewel of a thought culled from the classics’

will sometimes be found beautifully set against the golden

background of his own thought, in the very best manner of

the artistic jeweller. The subtle aroma of a sandal-wood

jewel casket is all about his thoughts. Whatever the subject

of conversation may be, he will be able to illu.<trate his obser-

vation by quotations from the great poets and thinkers of

the world. If he has an original mind, he will derive

illustrations from his own observation, experience, and

reflection. If he is so minded he will tell you a rattling fine

story, which you have not heard beforb or heard told so well.

There are no air-tight compartments in his mind ; his thought

easily passes from one subject to another ; from literature to

philosophy, and from philosophy to practical experience. He

will not say, ‘ Let us now change the topic’, for if he wants

he can imperceptibly lead the conversation from cabbages to

kings and vice versa.

Such a person naturally gathers a circle of sympathetic

and appreciative admirers and critics around him. He

unconsciously becomes the focus of a cultu re'll group.

But culture is from its nature a late-flowering plant of the

garden of life. It is a middle-age virtue, and sorts with iron-

tawny hair better than with a jet-black head. The passions

of youth have now become largely tamed
;
the fire of life

bums low, and throws quaint patterns of light and shadow on

the surrounding walls. This is the time of taking stock of the
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past and forecasting the future, in other words, of preparing

a balance-sheet of life's losses and gains. Meditation

steals into the mind, and fancy plays with us and shows us

curious faces in the glowing embers. It is the hour of

musing.

You cannot hope to see the fresh beauty of spring in the

cultured man
;
that you may perhaps find in the young poet.

But your cultured friend has all the beauty of the autumn

season. There is in him the restfulness and repose of the

farmer after the labours of tilling and sowing
;
and the

peaceful contemplation of the ripening crops. He thinks

•more of the coming harvest than of the preceding toil, and

even when his mind reverts to it, it is in thankfulness rather

than regret. He sings with Browning’s Rabbi Ben Ezra,

‘ Grow old along with me : The best’ is yet to be,’ '

The season of his life has changed from the roasting and

seething days of .summer to the cool evenings of autumn with

their beautiful sunsets. The paths of life are now free from

the dirt and mire of clammy desire. There is a deeper green

in the leaves and a brighter gold in the fields. The poet has

rightly called it the season of ‘mellow fruitfulness’. The

cultured trees of his raind are bent with the weight of the

mellowing fruits. There is a golden quality in the sunlight

that imparts a new charm to whatever it touches, and is more

tender than in summer. The temperature has become

enjoyable and one sometimes feels in the morning and evening

just the exhilarating sensation of a nip in the air, a gentle

admonition of the coming winter as it were. The twittering

swallows of thought have begun to gather in the mind.

The idealism of youth has been sobered and moderated

by experience of the world. The intellect, so much tied to

the service of the heart, has been emancipated and has begun

to function independently. The man has begun to think,

probably for the first time in his life.

Perchance he has forgotten the best part of what he had

read with so much labour and thought for thirty years. But

he finds that the river of thought and experience has left in
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him a deposit of fine silt, the fittest mould for the growth of

the flowers of culture. There is a subtle change even in his

face, the muscles of which have at last set ih a permanent

expression of serenity, nay beauty. In brief, physically and

mentally the man is at last attuned to the music of life.

Love, that all-eng^ossing passion of youth and its con-

comitant, and lust of conquest, have moderated, perhaps

become transmuted to a higher value. The love that was

originally centered in one person has now spread over a

whole family ;
unselfishness hits become an unconscious

habit by daily practice
;

charity has begun to soften the

rigour of the sense of justice. The uncompromising fighter

for principles has at last become an indulgent friend of the

frail human being. This is the natural course of the evolution

of cultuFe, hut like a law of nature it takes orders from

nobody. It will come, if ever it comes, in its own good time

;

we can only wait for it prayerfully.

Tagore has expressed this beautifully

:

‘ None of you shall ever make the flowers open.
However much you exert yourselves and apply artificial

stimulus to the stems, you never can make the buds
blossom.’
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The Unknown Lover

{A Storf^

By Prof. N. S. Phadke, M.A.

{The Bajaram CoUeget Kolhapur)

Menaka started.

There was a knock at the door.

She hastened to wipe her tears, and to thrust in her

pocket the letter that had made her so miserable.

Then picking up one of the books that lay in a neglected

heap on the table, and holding it as if she had beeA reading

it, she summoned a cheerful voice to ask, ‘ Who’s that?’

‘ It’s me—Lcela.’

‘ Come in.’

Leela entered in a flutter, and instantly started her

rebuke. ‘ What do you mean by thus staying away ? Every-

body else is there. Everything is ready. Even the camera

is set. They are all regretting and wondering at your

absence. At last they sent me to fetch you. Come ’

‘ Please don’t ’ pleaded Menaka.

‘Don’t be silly. We’ll soon take our degrees, and

sciitter away—perhcips never to meet again. Didn’t we

intend this photograph as a sort of parting function ? VV^hat

charm can it have without you—the cleverest girl in our class,

and the pride of everybody ? Come now ’

She 'brushed the book from Menaka’s hand, and made a

smile even more convincing than her urgent words. She

expected Menaka to smile in return, and get up.

But Menaka neither moved nor smiled. She only

whispered, ‘ You’ll have to excuse me, Leela. I can't )oin the

photograph ’

‘ But why ? ’ with great surprise.

Leela gazed at her friend, and thought there were trace.s
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of tears on her beautiful cheeks. She moved forward, and

framing Menaka’s lovely face with her hands, asked, ‘ You
were crying ?

’

* Who ? What an idea

’

Menaka laughed feebly.

But Leela was not to bf deceived. She persisted, ‘ Tell

me the truth.’

‘ But I’m really all right.’

‘ You aren’t, I know. Swear on my heart, and tell me.

Weren’t you crying when I knocked ?
’

Menaka had then to confess the truth with a nod.

‘ What's wrong ? ’ asked Leela.

‘ It’s no use telling.’ Menaka bit her lip.

‘ Even me ?’ Leela drew her close to her bosom.

Menaka made no reply. Only her eye-lashes flickered

under thh weight of tears.

Leela mopped her eyes with her own handkerchief.

‘ Please, let me know what’s troubling yoy. Won’t you ?

Are you angry with me ?
’

‘ Don’t be a fool.’

‘ Then tell me.’

‘ Nothing much. Only I’ve to decide not to appear for

the examination. I won’t fill up my form. And that’s why I

can’t join the photograph.’

‘ What do you mean ’ with utter surprise.

* * * *

Leela was hugely surprised, and in addition to it she

became deeply perple.\ed when Menaka refused to divulge

the cause of her deci.sion not to go up for the examination.

She made a hundred wild guesses but to no purpose. She

simply couldn’t understand it. Menaka was the best scholar

in the class. It was therefore impossible that she was not

well prepared for the examination. Nor was Menaka a

daughter of rich parents who could aiTord to treat the exami-

nation as a luxury to enjoy at leisure. On the contrary, it

was imperative for her to take the degree this year. An

orphan brought up on charity, Menaka had careered through

the school and the college on the strength of the scholarships
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she won. And during the last two years, when she had given

herself the benefit of hostel life, she had worked extra hard

giving tuitions to earn enough for the hostel expenses. She

had nobody in this wide world except an elder sister. It was

obvious, therefore, that Menaka must be impatient to grab

the graduation degree, and step into independent life. In

fact she had always said so.

Why had she then decided not to fill up the form ?

Leela couldn’t see. And though she tried all her wiles,

she couldn’t induce Menaka to tell her secret.

' At last on the third day Leela used the most infallible

feminine trick. With tears in the eyes, and a sob in the

throat, she said to Menaka, ‘ All right, don’t tell me. Why
should you if you don’t care for me!’ •

•

On which Menaka put her arms round her neck. ‘ Sh

!

You mustn’t taHc such non-sense.’

Leela inwardly chuckled to find her trick working. But

she showed no sign of her delight. On the contrary, she put

a greater tremor in her voice as she said, ‘ I will talk non-

sense. I know you haven’t an atom of love for me. I love

you so. But I'm a foot to do so when you don’t care for my
feelings

’

Mere she had to stop. For Menaka put her hand on her

lips, saying, ‘ O how could you ever say this
’

Leela waited for Menaka to withdraw her hand. Then

she asked, ‘Tell me then. Why have you decided not to

appear for the exam.?
’

‘ All right. I’ll tell you. But you must make a promise.’

‘ Let’s know.’

‘ You mustn’t give out to anybody what I’ll tell you.’

‘ O, trust me.’

Menaka took a letter from the drawer, and handed it to

Leela. ‘ From my sister. Read it.’

It was a sad letter, containing the news of a sudden

calamity on Menaka’s sister. The poor woman’s husband,

who was a common schoolmaster in a small district town, lay
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seriously ill. It was a case of cancer, and doctors advised

immediate operation. This meant huge expenses, and

Menaka’s sister had not a penny to spare. She wrote :

‘I must ask for your help, though I know it’s a shame
to do so. Being your plder sister I should have helped

you all along. But I’m not fortunate enough to be able

to fulfil that duty. We’re already in debt upto the

neck, having had to run a home for a big family on a

miserable income. This operation is the only thing that

can save my husband. And it can’t be done unless I get

ready hundred and fifty rupees at the least. So I’ve no
recourse left but to beg for your iissistance. Please send

me as much as you can
’

Leela finished the letter, and looked at Menaka.
‘ Now Igok at this sihid Menaka, giving her a Bank Book.

Leela stared. There were Rs. 63-6-9 standing to

Menaka’s account.

Menaka asked, * Do you now understand why I decided

not to fill up the examination form ?

'

‘You’re a great girl, Menaka’ clapping her on the

shoulder.

‘ O, no. I’m simply doing my plain duty.’

‘ Well, I don’t know. You were terribly impatient to get

through this examination. Your la.st fence to clear, you

always said. Didn’t you ? The hour had arrived when your

long labour would be rewarded. But now. . .
.’

‘ But isn’t this too a fine reward to be able to help my

sister.^’, Menaka exclaimed, and made a captivating smile.

It was a false smile, Leela knew.
* * * *

'

Leela kept thinking of poor, unlucky Menaka, and that

made her restless. Nothing interested her. Friends were

boring, and books positively hateful. At last in the evening

she decided to try a chat with her cousin, Manohar, and left

the hostel.

Manohar was a bank clerk, and lived in bachelor rooms

in one of the suburbs of Bombay. A very likeable fellow,
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his friends described him. Leela thoroughly agreed with this

view. Manohar was a convincing proof, she always told

people, that ybu could always keep smiling inspite of the

pinch of poverty. Whenever she ran out of her cheerfulness,

she would run down to him for a |resh stock.

She found him in his rooms thumbing the pages of a few

illustrated catalogues of musical instruments.

She laughed. ‘ Shall I compliment you on the profound

literature in your hands ?

'

Manohar waved the catalogues at her. ‘ These are really

very profound books, Leela. Too deep for me to fathom.

For every company shouts at me that its products are the best

and the cheapest in the market, so that having looked into all

these amusing books I’ve lost my head, and can’t decide which

company to trust. Don’t you pity me ?
’ •

*

‘ But why solicit pity ? Do you really seriously intend a

purchase ?
’

*

.

‘ Yes. I’ve so often dreamt of sitting on a window

sill on a moon-lit night, and playing on a mandolin ! Our

Bank is giving me tomorrow a small bonus long overdue. So

I thought
’

‘ I can’t admire your spendthrift plans. You rather ought

to save money and think of getting married. When will you

bring a wife for yourself ?’

Manohar was in a jesting mood. ‘ Believe me, a mandolin

is far better to have than a wife. Would never quarrel.

Would always entertain. And, when you want to be alone,

would lie mute in its box as a wife never will
’

‘ Shut up. I can’t listen to such blasphemy of my sex
!’

' But isn't there sound logic in it
?'

‘ Well, I don’t know. Tell me, when do you intend

purchasing the mandolin ?
’

‘ Tomorrow. I’ll get my bonus in the afternoon. And
the moment 1 get it I’ll be off to the musical stores. You
must come again tomorrow evening. We’ll celebrate the

arrival of the mandolin with a coffee party.’
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‘ Does that mean you’ll send me back without my usual

coffee cup now ?’

‘ Ah, what a dreadful charge. Don’t you 'worry. You’ll

get your coffee all right, greedy woman.’

Leela burst into laughter, and got up to assist him in

getting things ready for the coffee.

Her cheerfulness waned a little, however, as they both

sat at the coffee. Thoughts of Menaka came back to her,

and, with a pang, she wondered if it was right for her to be

thus happy when her friend Menaka was probably brooding

over her own sorrow.

Manohar noticed a shadow cross her face. ‘What’s

worrying you ?’

‘ Something very sad is about to happen,’ muttered Lccla

as if to tferself.

‘ Yes ?’

‘ Very sad. You'll also curse it if you know.’

‘ Tell me.’

Leela hesitated for a moment. ‘ You know my friend

Menaka ’

‘ Well, what about her ?’

‘ The finest girl in our class. “She would surely have

obtained a first class in the e.\am
’

‘ Why “ would have ?
” ’

‘ Yes, it’s now a case of ‘ would have been.’ She can’t

appear for the exam.
’

Manohar appeared (juite shocked. Setting aside lii.s

coffee he asked, ‘ But why ? Is she ill ?’

‘ No. It’s rather like this. Listen.’ And inspite of the

promise she had miade to Menaka, Leela narrated everything

to Manohar.
* * * *

Manohar succeeded in concealing his own feelings as

Leela spoke to him of Menaka’s misfortune. But when she

was gone, he crumpled in a chair with a heavy heart, and lay

there like a stricken child, how long he did not notice. Night

fell, and the street-lamps dutifully blazed outside. But he did
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not get up to switch on the light in his room. Nor did he

think of going out to the hotel for his supper, though the

usual hour came, and passed.

He kept thinking of Menaka. For, though while listen-

ing to Leela he had pretended ‘js though Menaka meant to

him nothing beyond the mere name of his cousin’s friend, in

his heart of hearts he had kept telling himself, ‘This is

about Menaka—^the girl whom you adore and love !

’

So, as he lay in the chair after Leela’s departure, he

frantically searched for a way to help his beloved girl. And
as he did so, his mind again and again conjured up the

memories of his various meetings with her.

Funny acquaintance it had been, both in its beginning

and development.

He had first noticed her in the Bank. She* had an

account there, and since Manohar did duty at the ‘ Savings ’

window, she had to deal with him whenever she visited the

Bank. Manohar had e.\perienced a thrill of sympathy and

admiration the very first time he had seen her. She was not

extra beautiful. But she was pretty, prim, and precise ; and

her face glowed with intelligence, and her big dark eyes held

a delicious frankness in them. She walked with such grace-

ful, firm .steps that you knew from them that she was a self-

made woman. She walked like a queen, thought Manohar.

There was a certain amount of poetic glan.our round the

figure of this young, brave
,
wide-eyed maiden, earning her

own living, and keeping a small account of her own at the

hank 1

Who was she, he had always wondered, and never hoped

to know.

But he had unexpectedly known it one day.

For she had come to the bank on that day with Leela.

She was obviously Leela’s friend, he had guessed ; tind then

he had lost no time in asking Leela a hundred things about

the ‘ glamorous girl,’ without seeming curious.

And whatever he had learnt from Leela had made him
even more fond of Menaka. He had then begun exchanging
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a word or two with her whenever she came to the bank.

And his mind would linger on whatever replies she made.

And then a queer thing had happened one day.

He had been to the Pathe for the Matinee show. He
was a bit late, and as the attendant guided him with a torch-

light through a row of chairs he took the first vacant seat

against which he stumbled in the darkness.

When the interval came, and the lights went up, he found

himself sitting next to Menaka !
‘ Good Lord ’ he thought,

as he noticed that she was alone.

He greeted her, and thought she smiled one of her

sweetest smiles. Feeling encouraged he asked, * Won’t you

like to come out a little ?
’

She nodded her dissent.

‘ Blit retilly let’s go ’, he urged, ‘You get such fine drinks

at the Soda-fountain here.’

‘ I don’t need a drink.’

‘ But what harm if you have one ? You mustn’t say no.

Come***.’

‘ How dare you be so free with me when we don’t know

each other much } ’ with a positive frown.

‘ True,’ he smiled, ‘ We don’t know each other much.

But how can we ever, if you don't let ourselves ?’

‘I don’t see why I should.’

‘ If you do, there is every chance of your liking me, and

my liberties.’

At this Menaka had got up from her seat, and left the

theatre in a huff.

She knew that Manohar, who had taken liberties with

her, was Leela’s cousin. But she had thought it prudent

not to talk to her of the incident.

She had come to the bank a few days after this, and

Manohar had taken a daring step. After having made the

necessary entries in her pass book he had returned it to

her, with a letter, enclosed.

He had written

;

‘ 1 love you, and I can’t see any crime in expressing
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my love. Why should you get annoyed with me ? If you
don’t retura my love, you have every right and freedom
to tell me so. But why this show of offence and
annoyance? You can’t treat me as sinner for simply
telling you what I feel for you ! Please do believe me.
I bear to you a great love, and no amount of reproof can
ever check it

’

Mcnaka had torn the letter to pieces, and returned them

in an envelope along with her pass book the next time she

had called at the bank.

It was not only Manohar in whose memory these inci-

dents lingered. Menaka, too, often remembered them.

And every time that she thought of Manohar and tried to

explain to herself his behaviour, she' would have, to •conclude

with the stereotyped utterance ‘ Strange !
’ And the fun of it all

wiis that though she outwardly showed a strong disapproval

of Manohar’s advances, she could never decide if she was not

inwardly immensely pleased with him.

With the result that she always kept thinking of the

young man inspite of herself.

She thought of him now as she went to the bank to draw

.ill her money to send to her sister. And that made her

considerably nervous. Her visits to the bank used to make

her nervous since the day she had returned the pieces of his

letter. Her reason advised her to be stern and haughty to

Manohar, but it cut her heart sorely to jissuine a stiff coldness

towards this ever-smiling, honey-worded young man. She

.'ilmost hated going to the bank.

But this would be her last visit, she told herself.

She went to the ‘ Savings ’ window as usual.

What wonder ! Manohar was not there ! There was

another clerk, doing duty in his place.

‘ This is good in a way,’ she thought.

But she couldn’t help asking the new man, ‘ Where’s the

usual gentleman ?*'-er 1 mean
’

‘ He is on leave.’
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' Has he gone out of Bombay she heard herself asking,

and wondered why she asked the anxious question when she

professed not to care for ‘ the usual gentleman.*’

She filled up and signed the necessary form, and handed

it over along with her pass book across the window, saying,

‘ I want to close down my account. My balance is sixty-three

rupees, and some odd annas and pies. Is that right Let

me have the whole amount.'

The clerk looked into the piiss book, and then cast a

very strange glance at Mcnaka. He then proceeded to con-

sult two or three big ledgers, looked again with curious,

unbelieving eyes first at her and then at her book, and at last'

seemed to suppress a smile, why Menaka could not guess.

‘ What’s your balance you said ’ he asked.

‘ Sixty-three rupees and
’

‘ O, never
’

Menaka felt a stab in her heart. With a tremulous voice

she asked, ‘ Why ? There isn’t even that much }
’

‘ No. Lots more.’

‘What?’
‘ Yes. One hundred and .sixty three rupees and

’

‘ Oh ! Impossible.’ r

‘That’s the truth. Only yesterday one hundred rupees

have been deposited to your account.’

‘ Strange. I never paid them.'

‘ Somebody else seems to have.’

‘ But who ? I must know his name. Tell me.’

‘ Sorry, but I can’t. There’s no signature on record.’

' But how did the bank accept the money without asking

for the man’s signature ? Tch ! Curious ways you bank people

seem to have.’

‘ You may call them curious. But there they are. And

you can’t help them. We make no end of inquiries if you

come and ask for money from us. But if you come to pay

money we quietly receive it without asking a single question.

Funny. But that’s our rule.’

‘ Hang your rules,’ thought Menaka. She flung a
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challenging glance at the clerk. ‘ Look here. I don’t know
about your rules. I only know that I must get to know the

man who made^the payment to my account.’

The clerk shrugged his shoulders. ‘ That can never be

done.’

‘ I’ll see the manager.’

‘ You may see the Prime-Minister of England if you like.

But it would be no good.’

Menaka fumed and fretted at her helplessness. She

even thought of drawing only sixty-three rupees from the bank,

and let the inexplicable hundred remain to rust. But would it

riot be wiser, she asked herself, to take advantage of the

windfall ? She would then be able to help her sister with a

bigger amount than she intended to send, and also to pay her

own examination fee.s. She wavered* for a moment 'between

two impulses;—the impulse to satisfy her sense of dignity by

throwing aside the anonymous gift, and the impulse to warmly

clutch the hand of a friendly fate.

The latter impulse proved the stronger in the end.

What harm was there, she argued, if she accepted the help

that had come her way unasked ? True, the friend who helped

was today unknown. But he would be found out sooner or

later. And then she could repay his debt.

She therefore drew one hundred and sixty rupees,

sent one hundred to her sister, and also filled up her exami-

nation form.

When she met Leela in the evening, she couldn’t help

telling her everything. Leela was so overjoyed at the news

that her dear friend was going up for the examination, that

she never troubled herself with guessing who the secret friend

of Menaka could be.

* • • *

A fortnight later Leela called on Manohar.
‘ Very nice of you indeed, showing up after a whole

fortnight
! One would think you were lost into the blue !

’

Leela made a winning smile. ‘ But don’t tell me I’ve

forfeited my claim on the usual coffee cup for that rea.son.
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Where’s your mandolin by the bye ? Let’s have a look at

you strumming its strings.’

Manohar shrugged his shoulders, and threw up his hands.

‘ No mandolin, Madam. Didn’t buy any.’

‘ You don’t mean it ! You were awfully bent on buying

one.’

‘ Yes. But I got sober later on, and realised the folly of

wasting money over a mandolin.’

A very strange guess flashed across Leela’s mind. She

got up, and, moving to his table, picked up his diary.

Manohar protested. ‘What’s the idea? If ladies peer

into men’s diaries, they do so at their own grave risk, don’t

you know !

’

Leela waved her hand. * Ah, 1 know everything all

right. I*mu6t find out where your bonus has gone.’

She fluttered the pages of the diary until she found the

date she wanted to look up. One look at the entries on that

page was enough. She had made the right guess.

Turning to Manohar with a radiant smile she clapped

his hand with great warmth. ‘So ym helped Menaka? You

did the sweetest thing. But don’t you think I must be angr}-

with you ? You loved her all these> days, and never let me

have a hint of it ! I’ll never forgive you !

’

* * «

It was not long before Leela revealed to Menaka the

identity of her secret friend. On learning it Menaka deeply

regretted the way she had behaved with Manohar. She had

never been able to understand exactly the nature of her feel-

ings towards him. But now she felt certain that in her heart

of hearts she had always loved the young man. Even her

stiffness and coldness had been, she now thought, but a part

of a lover’s technique.

On the evening when the examination was over, she went

with Leela to Manohar’s rooms.

He welcomed them with his usual cheerfulness, and

asked, ‘ What about your papers ? Good ?
’

Leela nodded. ’Yes, fairly good. Menaka has come
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specially to thank you for your secret help, which alone made

it possible for her to sit for the examination.’

Manohar looked embarrassed. But he smiled. ' O, I

see.’

Menaka looked at him. ‘I^can of course never repay

your debt fully. But I’ll at least pay back the tangible part

of it. I’ve decided to do extra tuitions, now that I would be

free, and I hope to pay back ’

Manohar cut in, ' O, no, no, no. 1 can’t take back the

money.’
‘ That’d be too cruel on me,’ Menaka entreated, ‘ You

must let me return your money. I’ll feel humiliated if you

don’t’

Manohar gazed iit her with a hint of smile. There was

mischief in his eyes as he said, ‘All right, i’ll 'take the

money on ope condition.’

Menaka wa$ too simple-minded to scent mischief. She

said, ‘ All right I agree to your condition, whatever it is.

Tell me.’

Manohar smiled at her. ‘ I must have not only the

money, but .also your hand along with it.’

This was too sudden. Menaka felt smothered by the

rush of a strange embarrassment. Her cheeks (lushed. She

hung down her head.

Leela shot a significant ghance at Manohar. ‘ O, you are_

the limit, my dear cousin ! Actually proposing to my friend

in my presence ! There never was a more shameless young

man !

'

That made everybody laugh.
•* * *

Within a few d<ays’ time Leela found Manohar’s rooms

decorated with a wonderful wife, and also a beautiful new

msuidolin

!



Sarat Chandra Chatterjee

By Abani Nath Roy
«

The advent of Sarat Chandra Chatteijee in the field of

Bengali literature was rather unexpected. In the nineteenth

century, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee was the undisputed

monarch in the realm of Bengali literature. Bankim
Chandra was a very learned man and wrote, besides novels,

many religious discourses and essays. His place in Bengali

literature as the pioneer of fiction is still very high. But his

novels suffered from a religious or moral bias. He followed,

in the treatment of his .novels, the long loved dictum of

punishing sih and applauding virtue. The inevitable .result

was that his characters did not develop on human lines. The

reason is not far to seek. He had to satisfy orthodox society

which was always watchful that no wrong ideal entered into

society through literature. This was something like the

tradition of eighteenth century Classicism in English

literature.

Close upon Bankim came Rabihdranath Tagore, tic

composed innumerable poems and wrote songs, essays, novels,

and short stories. He brought lyricism into Bengiili poetry;

his poems breathed a fre.shness, an elegance and beauty

which were hitherto unknown in Bengali literature. Tagore

is admittedly a greater poet than a novelist, though as a

writer of short stories he has hardly an equal. To

Sarat Chandra Chtitterjee, however, Bengali literature owes

the beginnings of the realistic novel. It was left to Sarat

Chandra to humanise Bengali fiction or, in other words, to

introduce such characters into Action as are more human

and real than idealistic. Several years before he began

writing, Sarat Chandra had left Bengal and was employed in

the Rangoon Secretariat. He had outwardly no touch with

Bengali literature. People in Bengal did not know him. Hn

had written a short story in the annual number of the
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KurUalin magazine in the name of his elder sister Anila Devi

and obtained the first prize. But when all of a sudden, he
wrote the story, ‘The Child of Hindu,’ in the monthly

magazine Jamuna, the reading public were surprised. There

were many who took it to be a composition of Rabindranath

under a pen-name. But the instalments of the story continu-

ed and Rabindranath denied its authorship. ‘ The Child of

Bindu ’ was followed by ‘ Charitraheen,’ half of which was

published in Jamuna but not completed. The writings had

the stamp of a man of real power who wielded his pen with

great facility. The people had, however, no opportunity of

‘knowing anything about the development of Sarat Chandra’s

art ;
he took everybody by storm. The output was mature

and the standpoint definite.

‘ The Child of Bindu ’ deals with the lovet ofr a barren

woman for her sister’s son and her desire to bring the boy up

as her own, and the various complications that this desire led

to in a joint Hindu family. The theme was not a bit new, but

the treatment of the relations of the woman with her hussband’s

elder brother, his wife, and other members of the family is

very original and fine. An out-and-out native of the soil,

.Saiat Chandra chose s\ theme which was essentially Bengali

in outlook.

In ‘ Charitraheen ’ (‘ Characterless ’) Sarat Chandra treated

the theme of love from an entirely new angle, showing

supreme indifference to conventional morality, and the effect

of this book on the Bengali public was shocking. The novel

deals with a love-episode between an educated young man of

middle-class family and a maid servant in a boarding house

where the young man used to live. No other Bengali writer

had up till then dared portray the character of a ‘ low-class
’

woman from this standpoint. Bankim Chandra in his famous

novel, ‘ Krishnakanta’s Will,’ had dealt with the love of a

handsome Zamindar youth for a beautiful widow, but the

story ends in the murder of the woman in vindication of

conventional morality. But in Sarat Chandraji’s story there

was no suggestion of punishment or obloquy to the lovers
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concerned. At once there was a hue and cry from all

quarters. The magazine which was publishing the novel

serially, stopped publishing it as soon as some of its sub-

scribers intimated their desire to discontinue subscription if

the novel continued to appear.

But Sarat Chandra was not to be daunted. He continued

to write. In his ne.\t novel ‘ Devadas,’ a youth is found

to be led astray by the failure of his early love, taking to wine

and women. Parbati, the object of the love of Devadas, did

not forget him even after she had been married to another

man. Such affairs exist in real life, but their portrayal in

literature was forbidden until Sarat Chandra broke this law,'

It was impo.s.sibIe to find fault with his work simply on account

of his attitude of all-pervading sympathy with the fallen, all

social victims or rebels.
' People read his books for his style,

if for nothing else.

His novel ‘ Pallisamaj ’ (Village Society) attracted a great

deal of notice. It gave a true and vivid account of life in the

villages, with its petty jealousies and ignorance, superstitions

and sillinesses. The grc.'it artist Sarat Chandra spun a love-

drama around two beautiful souls against the background of

village cruelty. Ramesh, the hero, wOiS a bachelor, but Rama,

the heroine, was a widow, although she had almost no

memory of the man to whom she was married. But Hindu

society has no solution for this apparent maladjustment, for

widow-remarriage is not the general custom. The impulses

of .sex are allowed to go underground and thrive on people’s

sufferance. .Sarat Chandra attacked the fabric of this mori-

bund Hindu society and attacked powerfully. This want of a

solution for the Ranie.sh-Rama affair and its consequent loss

to society of normal, orderly life, rich in every sense of

human progress, moved all readers of the book to thinking.

It was claimed to be one of the best productions in Bengali

literature and, naturally, ran into many editions like most of

his other works.

But Sarat Chandra is at his best in his masterpiece,

‘Sreekanta.’ Many consider it to be his autobiography, but
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it is a peculiar combination of biography and fiction. I heard

him remark on one occasion that the writing of this book did

not tire him. 'On the contrary, whenever he felt tired and spent

up, he found pleasure in writing one or two chapters of this

book. It was just like the valve of a running engine, designed

to let in fresh air and fresh light. Yhe book is really marvellous

and it would be difficult to give its complete picture within a

narrow compass. I hear that it has been translated into French

and selling in the streets of Paris. I do not know if it has

been translated into any other language of the Continent.

The book is written in the first person. Four volumes

of the book have already appeared, but the story has not

ended or, in other words, the career of Sreckanta has not

attained a finality. From this, it seems probable that the

author will take it up when he finds himself in a reminiscent

mood agaiq. VVe have so far got in the book three love-

episodes, vie. ‘that of Rajlakshmi, Abhaya, and Kamalata, all

exquisitely beautiful in delicacy, tenderness and depth. AU
are the accounts of girls whom society regards as fallen or un-

desirable, whom society has given no status. Abhaya is rather

a bold type for Hindu society ; ill-treated by her husband,

she left him and went to live with one Rohini who loved her

but to whom she was not given in marriage. It is needless

to say that no society will sub.scribe to such anti-social ideas,

for it aohors its own dismemberment. But the truth must be

told that men have so long laid great stress on society and its

moral laws iilone and neglected the natural promptings of the

human heart. The result has been, as might have been

anticipated, that men were thrown under the wheels of a

cruel and insensate society and powdered to dust.

Sarat Chandra belongs to the same society but deals with

its maladjustments with <1 sympathy and pathos that is hard to

surpass, and though it cannot be said that the regeneration of

a new sodal order is an jiccomplishcd fact in Bengal, it

is apparent that the seeds thereof have already been sown

by Sarat Chandra and their ripening and Iructification are

only a question of time.
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Sarat Chandra is also noted for his easy and fluid modes
of expression. His all-embracing sympathy for men and

dumb animals, even in their weaknesses, overwhelms the

reader. After Sarat Chandra, it is difficult to mention the

name of any other novelist of the same order and range of

interest. Sarat Chandra writes with great restraint, under-

standingand caution, and transforms his subject matter into art.

His imitators, if they can be called so, have, on the other hand,

failed to translate their subject matter into art. Sarat Chan-

dra shows signs of drift towards barren intelicctualism in

his later compositions, of which ‘.Sesh Prashna’ (The Last

Question) and ‘ Bipradash ’ are the best illustrations. But he

still holds a sway over the Bengali public, not for his intellect

but for his breadth of mind and humanism. He is far and

away the finest Bengali novelist of the modern generation;

indeed, he is our first realist.
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The Message of Omar Khayyam'

By Prof. T. ViRAmi.^i)RUi)U, M.A,

{The Otnnania University^ Hyderabad)

Om.'ir the great Persian poet has often been misread and

misinterpreted by his readers. As a poet he is excessively

fond of wine, woman and song, and for that reason he has

been condemned by people with a religious and moral bias as

ail Epicurean and Free-thinker. The verse given below is

often quoted as being typical of his outlook on life :

Here with a Loaf of bread heneaih the bough,

A Flf'isk of Wine, a lic»ok of Verse—and 'I'hou

Beside me singing in the Wilderness

—

And Wilderness is Paradise enow.

These critics argue that, though his songs are very interesting,

their spirit is demoralizing and is sure to exercise a most un-

wholesome influence upon immature minds, and the great

popularity of the RuSaiya/^ is proved by the fact that ‘ Omar
jiLst now is a cult, and seems to be the only religion of many.’

This criticism of the learned and orthodox can be supported

from any stanzas taken at random from the collection.

Acc.ording to Omar a whole empire can be sacrificed for a

delicious cup of wine !

One draught of wine is belter than the Empire of Kawus,*

And is better than the I'hrone of Ktd)ad and the Empire of Tus.

' Omar Khayyam of Naishpiir iii Khoraasan livod in the Inttor half of the tlth
IVntiiry A.I). ami died in 1123. In this oBSiiy all questions rulnting to his bio-
jjnipliy, tho text of tho Knbniynt and the translations, and tho inHucnco of otluM--

wis« of VtMlic scholars and Buddhist philosophers on the Persian Poet, wliich had
en'i'ugcd the attention of distinguislicd Orientalists for a long time, are omitted.
Thu extracts given are generally from Fitfsgvrald’s poetical translation which is

PpP'dur, especially with students of English literature. Quotations from
Whiiiiiuhrs famous edition and Heron—Allen’s literal translation are also adopted
Wherever necessary.

® Quatrains.

’’Heron-Alien’s Tr.
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That he does not hesitate to wound the feelings of his orthodox

brethren who are scrupulous about their religious rites and

ceremonies can be proved from the following

:

What time Is this for devotions ? Be silent, O Saki,

Let be the traditions, tfad drink to the dregs, O Saki.*

Ilow much more u'ilt thou chide, absurd divine.

Because 1 drink or am a libertine ?

Keep all thy tedious beads and pious show !

Leave me my jolly mistress and my wine !*

The poet's enthusiasm for wine is so great that he is nut

satisfied with its companionship during his life. Their tissociu-

tion should not be forgotten even after his death :

When I am deitd wash me with wine,
*

•Say my funeral service with pure wine ;•

If you want to know where he is on the resurrection-day, seek

him ‘ in the earth of the tavern threshold !
’ There is no

wonder that verses such as these have shocked the religions

sense of many of his readers who conclude that this is but the

reflection of a life of weakness and sin. Some have even

styled him ‘ an Oriental Falstaff re/idy for any adventure,

braggadacio and sack.’ It cannot also be denied that Omar

has a large class of admirers who put an allegorical inter-

pretation on his sayings and see in them deep philosophy and

wisdom. Thus like Vemana of Telugu literature he hits the

misfortune of being considered a wise sage by some and a

reckless libertine by others. His critic has however to keep

two things in mind. All the songs now associated with hi.s

name may not have been his.* Secondly the ’ songs are

expressions of his lyrical moods and one. might be disappoint-

ed if one always looked for consistency or .strict logical

^ Heron-AUon*s Tr.

•Whinfleia.

* Heron-Allen.

** The number of QuatriiinB seems to inorease in proportion to the moderiinefls

of the Ms.'

P. XT. Quatrains of Omar Khayyem—Whinfield.
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sequence iii them. But that hi^ words are not always to be
literally taken, the lines cited below give a warning to us :

To drain a gallon beaker I design,

Yoii, two gresit beakers, brimmed with richest wine

;

Old faith and reason thrii^e will I divorce,

'Ilien take to wife the daughter of the Vino.^

The ideal placed before humanity by Omar is that, since

life i.s very short, we must make the best of it. Be happy

while you are here, and enjoy life, for

It is but a day we sitjoum here below.*

In another place he asks

Of all who go, did ever one return ?•

This kind of exhortation that we mu.st enjoy life Reartily is

opposed to that of many poets whose message has been that

the soul is mohe precious than the clayey substance, our

body, and that our pleasures on earth arc insignificant as

compared with those in store for us in heaven. Our faith in

the Great Beyond is the one thing which elevates man from

the level of the bea.st and so we have to .sacrifice our worldly

joys for the ethereal bK.ss we get after death. After all, it is

as clear as daylight that the Infinite is greater than the Finite.

But Omar believes that since the future is uncertain and the

past is of no use, the only way left to us is to enjoy the

present. He would say,

Nor earthly cash for heavenly iTcdii sell.*

This view is a contrast to that of poets like Browning who
thinks that men are fools when they tire ‘ greedy for (piick

returns of profit.’ He is angry with those who say

But time escapes,

—

Live now or never 1

for his sincere belief is that ‘ Man has Forever.’ Among human

*Whinflol(|.

*&>Whinfleld.

*Wlunileld.
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being's some have loved the pleasures of the body for their

own sake and some have discovered in them a means to an

end, that which gives full scope for the development of the

soul. There are no doubt many who can put up with any

kind of misery now, because they are hoping for Tomorrow.

There are also those who, however great or rich they may be,

are not satisfied with what they have, but are asking for

more. They expect they will be happy when they get that

more, and once it is realised, they are unhappy because they

have not got more. I'here is really no limit to man’s ambi-

tions and hopes. As an English poet has put it, ‘ Man
never is but always to be ble.st.’ The Persian poet pleads for

another point of view regarding life. He exclaims,

Unborn Tomorrow, and dead Yesterday,

* nWhy fret about them if Today be sweet!

That this advice is not after all useless can be verified with

reference to life. Our troubles in life are generally of two

kinds : memory of past affliction, or fear of future suffering.

Supposing a man is celebrating the marritige of his son,

—

marriage is the happiest occasion in the life of a family-

while everbody is cheerful, all on a sudden the parents of the

bridegroom become gloomy and are plunged in .sorrow. The

memory of a son who died years ago is enough to make them

depressed during the whole fea.st ; or should a thought—

m

prophecy made by some good or bad astrologer—cro.ss their

mind, they become quite unhappy anticipating some future

misery, notwithstanding the merriment they are surrounded

by. Omar declares emphatically that the only way to be

happy is to think of the pre.sent moment. He s?y.s people

often talk of his achievements in science, for, did he not

reform the calendar ? Yes, he did prepare the calendar but

he took care to omit two days : the day yet to come and the

day that is gone \ Those that look for Tomorrow may come

to grief, since that Tomorrow may never come, or, by the

time it comes,
1 may be

Myself with Yesterday’s Sev’n Thousand Yean I
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Man is after all mortal and our ideals or attainments cannot
prevent us from succumbing to the Inevitable. For instance,

we love some people and are deeply attached to them. So far

as we are concerned, our love is a reality, it is an indissoluble

tie. But it eventually proves to be a mirage, for, after a

brief stay, * One by one our friends creep silently to Rest.’

That it is the lot of the great as well jvs of the small is

certain, because kings and potentates who can control the

destinies of millions cannot control their own! Note

Ilow Sultan after Sultan with his Pomp

.
Al)()de his Ilnur or two, and went his way.

That nature does not make any distinction between the

prince and the beggar is clear, for, what is the fate of royal

palaces which were once the glory of their mon.'wchs ?

They say the Lion and the TJzard keep

The Courts where Jamshyd gloried and drank deep.

However great the human being may be, once his term is

over, he passes into the Limbo of Oblivion. He is only ‘ one

of the Pawns on the Chess-Board ’ and will soon be thrown

into the ‘ Box of Non-ljxistence !
'• Stories are told of people

in ancient times who buried their jewels and their treasure

underneath the earth. It was (|uite safe in the earth and

could be picked up again when there was need. But the

cjise of the human being is entirely different, and ‘ once

buried, we arc not dug up again.’ Nature tells the same tale,

ihctugh we do not benefit by the lesson. See how.

The tulips th.nt .-iro withered, will never lilooin tiK.'iin :*

The sum total of the poet’s wisdom is this

:

One thing is certain, that Life flies;

( )ne thing is cerUiin, and the Rest is Lies

;

This granted, what should we human beings do ?

Drink wine and fling not life to the winds ;

lleron-AUen's Tr.
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Forget the past, worry not about the future, live in the pre-

sent, love life, and all will be well.

It is possible to argue that this attitude td life tinged with

pessimism is only a kind oi medieval superstition not worthy

of men of light and learnit\g. The problem of human destiny

has been discussed by eminent philosophers and sages in

every epoch and they have tried to give illumination to man-

kind otherwise groping in the dark. Omar’s opinion is that

metaphysics and science are of no use to any one in this

matter. He says he visited ‘Doctor and Saint’ but to no

purpose. It is true he studied much and under eminent

scholars and either discussed this subject with them or heard

it discussed by them. VVe are also told that his own Guru was

one of the most remarkable men of his time. He was himself

well-vers'etl'in many branches of knowledge. Unfortunately

he was not any the wiser for it. It is true he ‘ heard great

Argument about it and about,’ but the result Wcas this

:

But evermore

Came out \>y the same Door as in 1 went.

After travelling laboriously for several days, you feel you arc

not an inch farther than the place at w’hich you started ! Thus,

notwithstanding our intellectual discussions, the (|ucstion

remains ever the same. Life is a mystery. With the help of

our science or logic we may c.xplain away several things of

the Universe, their causes and effects, but in our unsophi.sti-

cated moments, the heart js exactly in the same condition :ts

before. It loses itself in wonder at the mysterious nature of

God’s acts and the puzzle remains the .same at all times. For

instance, this eternal (|ue.stion has three parts :

The Why—'I'he Whence—The Whither:

Why have I come into this world ? Where have I come

from ? Where shall 1 go to after my death ? Are there not

people in the world who some time or other in their hyes

pass through this experience ? A person with a contempk'itiye

turn of mind when he is alone—away not only from the dm
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and bustle, but also temporarily cut off from the interests of

life—is likely to fall into such a mood and the chain of ideas

finally leads him to this question. He will be convinced in

the end that Providence is inscrutable and all our knowledge

and philosophy is helpless in the face of the Divine Mystery.

Thus the problem,

llie pur|iose of this coming, and g<.)ing, and being, '

is a puzzle. Khayyam cries out in despair

1 know the queslions but hoar no replies.*

Sages no doubt there are, but are they in any way better

than we ? They also must die, nor can their wisdom e.xempt

them from death. True, many of these learned men have

preached great things. But they share the same fate as

others, for,
’ —

-

Their Mouths are slopt with Dust.

Take his own case. For a long time ‘ he stitched the Tents

of Science,’* but at last.

The shears of Fate have cut the tent-ropes of his life.

It might be pointed out that the fact of their death is no

argument against their wisdom and eminence. Setting aside

for a moment the idea of their death which is not in their

power, are they during their life better than average human

heing.s ? Dr. Johnson narrates the story of a great philosopher

who by his scholarship and character e.\tortcd the admiration

of all. His knowledge and saintly appearance were such that

Prince Rasselas took him for the happiest man on earth.

One who is not swayed by passion or who is not moved by

sorrow, is he not the greatest man But this very same

philosopher was found later in a semi dark room weeping

and sobbing over the death of his only daughter ! Ra.s.sela.s

was shocked but Johnson’s explanation is interesting

:

They (Teachers of morality) discourse like

angels, but they live like men.

^lleron-AUen’sTr. •Whinftvlil.

*Khayyam«Ton1i-muker
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Thus no man has succeeded in his contention against nature.

The knot of human death and destiny is still unravelled. All

that the great poet knows about himself and the world is

this

:

From earth I Ciime, and like the wind 1 go

Confession of ignorance is the beginning of wisdom, and in

Omar Khayyam the reader finds one of the wise men of the

world.

Omar Khayyam’s view of life seems to have been based

on what may be called Fatalism. It is not po.ssible for any one

to find a suitable explanation fur most of the things thaj:

happen in the world. There is a I'ate presiding over our

lives and it is unwise to protest against its decree. You may
doubt the propriety of .many events in life, you may be

surprised at' the misery of several pious people and the

triumph of wicked creatures in the world. You may pray and

pray but the matter has all been settled tilready and you

must accept the Inevitable. This belief in Pre-de.stination i.s

likely to be challenged by many people of the present day.

The controversy between Free-will and Destiny is acute and

we cannot easily come to any decision. Khayyam’s opinion

is that we must bow to Destiny. It hfis been written on the

tablet already, our success or failure. The Hindus call it

Lalata Likhitam (Writing on the forehead). Our prayers

‘ cannot cancel half a line ’ nor can ‘ all our tears Wcish out a

word of it.’ In our helpless condition we sometimes appeal

to the heavens above but the poet says that the sky

Ri;lls ini]M)tenlly on as* 'I hou or I.

He asks us to remember the ca.se of the Ball which* does not

consider ‘ Ayes and Noes ’ but goes right or left according

as the player strikes it. But has the Ball any voice in it ?

And 11b (h:il lo.sK’d 'I'heo down into the Field,

/A knows alioiu it all—He knows— He knows!

In other words we are not the persons to say who ought to

be rewarded and who not. The whole thing is wrapped up

^Whiniicia.
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in mystery and there is only one Being that knows the

of everything. People of modern times cannot easily recon-

cile themselves -to the idea of meekly submitting to Fate but

how ctin we explain the case of pious and God-fearing people

often plunged in suffering ? So far as their careers in this life

are concerned, none of their acts deserves this kind of

mortification. Romeo and Juliet arc a young couple full

of love, and love is a divine <iuality. 'I'heir motives are

pure and their love is ethereal. Their characters are so

sweet that, had they lived on, their conjugal relations

would have been ideal and they would have showered bliss

on all those that chanced to see them. But they were

cut off from tasting that melody which was so richly offered

to them. When we ponder over these ({uestions, we can

come to one of two conclusions. Either there :6"1jo law of

moral order. in the Universe and thus we are utterly helple.ss

with regard to byr worldly happiness, or, man here reaps the

conse<|uences of his past actions, foolish or w’ickcd acts

performed in a previous birth. (The Hindu Doctrine of

Karma.) The literary critic of Shakespeare is .satisfied with

the idea that Shakespeare is an arti.st and that his aim is to

give pictures of life. •.Such curious events we meet with in

life, and Shakespeare shows his remarkable psychology by

giving them their proper place in his drama. The pious

devotee would believe in (lod’s justice and His mercy and

would not be so heterodox as to i)ue.slion the right or wrong

of these occurrences. He is convinced that God is es.sential-

ly merciful and that He is ever rtsady to show his generosity

to mankind. But Omar on the other hand, is worried by a

doubt, a very important one, in this connection. II God in

his abundance of mercy created Man tind placed him in Eden,

why did he ‘ devi.se the snake ’
? This problem—the origin of

sin—is a very difficult one. You create a weak creature and

place him in circum.stances where he is likely to be victimised

hy Evil, and still .say he is a sinner ! 'I'he question thus is :

‘Who is responsible for our sins?’ The Persian poet’s opinion

is that all these are foolish and impertinent questions. He is
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full of irony whenever he refers to these questions and doubts.

He says, ‘ God knew on the Day of Creation that I should

drink wine ; if 1 do not drink wine God’s knowledge would

be ignorance. ’1 He knew it, which means that I have obtain-

ed His permission. If he thought it bad, he ought to have

taken care to prevent it! Ihus he points out how foolish we
are in arguing against sinners. Here is a very interesting

question :

What man here liehiw has not sinned, canst thou say ?

And how could he have lived, had he not done sin, canst thou say ?

So if 1 do wrong and thou punishest me wnmgly.

What difference between I’hee and me, canst thou say ?*

In a modern Telugu Social Drama,^ the hero is an interesting

fellow. He leads a dissipfited life and is a rog^e, but he has a

relieving sdltSe of humour. When one of his friends threaten-

ed him with condign punishment at the hands of the Almighty

for all his immoralities here, his reply was this. On the

Judgment Day, he would put this (|uestion straight to his

Master :
‘ Did you create me as your dependent or an

independent of you ? If I am your dependent, j'ou are to

blame for my .sins ; if I am independent, it is beyond your

jurisdiction, my case!’ Khayyam’s advice is this :
‘ Do not

raise these foolish cjuestions. Have faith in Him and all will

be well.’

One very interesting section of the Rubaiyat is the group

of verses in which the Episode of the Pots is given. Tluj

poet says that he one day went into the market-place and

stood in the Potter’s workshop when he overheard a very

amusing but highly instructive discussion going on among (he

‘ Clay Population.’ While the Potter was pounding or thump-

ing his clay, one of the Pots murmured, ‘ Gently, Brother,

gently, pray!’ Another remarked :
‘ The potter look me

from the common Earth only to stamp me back to common

Earth again.’ Immediately another member of this confer-

^ Heron-Alli;n*8 Tr.

^Whinflelrl.

^Kanyamdkam by G. V. Appa Kao.
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ence rose up and contradicted the previous speaker by
pointing out,

'Why, ne’er a peevish Hoy,

Would break the Bowl from which he drank in joy.

Having created an object which *was the result of his fancy,

would he be so foolish as to destroy it soon after ? Another

speaker was worried because

They sneer at me for leaning all awry.

What can be the reason for ‘ my ungainly make }
’ ‘ Uid the

Hand then of the Potter shake at that time } ’ A somewhat

elderly member of this great fraternity stated that it was a

mistake to attribute their differences—in size, shape etc .—to

any evil motives on the part of their Master. No.doubt some

talk df a ‘ strict testing ’ but

He is a good Fellow, and ’twill all be well.

While this sort of conversation was going on in all .seriousness

among the Earthen Lot regarding their origin and growth and

end, one very ingenious member, with a view to set at rest

this .silly controversy, struck at the root of the matter by

impatiently crying out

Who h the Potter, pray, and who the Pot?

The meaning of this allegorical episode seems to be this.

The Potter is the .Supreme Creator and the Pots are the

various cljLs.ses of human beings. The (|uestions raised by

the several pots at their conference represent sevenil points

of view regarding human life in relation to its Creator. For

instance, we are occasionally puzzled by this (picstion : Is

man’s life and career on earth of any value to the Supreme

Being, for he comes out of du.st and goes back to dust?

When we prize a thing highly and want it to endure for

ever, we take care to select the best material, spend our best

attention on it, shield it as much as possible from destruction,

and if, in spite of all vigilance, it should be lost, our sorrow

would be deep and long-lasting. If God cared for man, He
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would have made him more happy and would have given him

a longer period of existence. Evil, misery, and death would

not be, in that cose, so powerful as they are now. It is just

like this. In some parts of our country, at the time of a

certain festival,^ the people construct an effigy and decorate

it nicely during the day, but when night comes, every

member of the community—man, woman and child—will

throw a stone at it and reduce it to ashes, almost in the

twinkling of an eye. To men who hold that human life

is not precious in the eyes of God, a reply is given in

the following way. Even a foolish child will not, after

making a little toy to please its fancy, shatter it to the

ground in rage. If God did not attach iiny importance to the

human being, why should he create him at all It is ridi-

culous thilPi'n a freak you should invent some new thing and

dash it to pieces immediately after. Only .a lunatic or

eccentric fellow is capable of such sudden fits of temper. The

Creator of the Universe, whose wisdom and judgment are

perfect, is not likely to have such an attitude to human life.

For Omar Khayyam this (juestion is always a riddle. He
reveals his helple.ssness when he asks

For love of whtJin did he make them—for hale

of whom did he lireak them ?*

Again there is a third (jucstion : Why should there be an

ugly pot ‘leaning all awry.^’ If (iod is kind to all creatures—

He is our father and mother— , why should some of us he

good and some bad, some lovely and others awkward, some

strong and some weak r C:in it be that these differences exist

because of His desire to test our abilities and work'? A strict

teacher judges .students according to their work and distri-

butes rewards and punishments in proportion to their intelli-

gence and industry or want of it. But to compare the All-

Merciful Father to a strict teacher is a bad comparison.

The teacher—the bad teacher—may be anything, but the

father divides his love equally among all his children.

‘Holi. • Ueroii'AlIen’a Tr.
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Sometimes when the father’s estate is to be distributed

among the sons, the weaker boy gets a double share for

the reason thdt he is incapable. So (iod’s mercy is

intended for sinners and they are safe ! Thus there are

several points of view regarding njan and his position in the

world, but the great mystic tells us how foolish we are in

raising these questions when we miss the fundamental ques-

tion : Potter and Pot, who are they ? Creator and Created,

are they two distinct entities which are always separate ? Are

they not two phases of the same Force ? 'rite Poet says that

there is one thing which can never be clearly explained.

Who makes-Who l)uys-\VTio sells-Who is the Pot

We little minds treat things in a little way. We distinguish

between Seer and Seen, (iiver and Taker and so -Cc^-th. To
I he great poet that looks from on high,

Thou art both the real thing seen and the spectator.

Omar says you distinguish between Thee and Me but he

exposes its hollowness by advising you to recognise

I'he Me within I'hee Blind !

We also talk of pious pet)ple and sinners, and of heaven and

hell and of a Fate writing something on the tablet. To the

Advaitic philosopher that Omar Khayyam was.

ral>let and Pen, ami heaven and hell, are within thyself.*

Animate and Inanimate are our distinctions. But to the

niystie, Fotter and Pot are made of one substance. The Pot

points out, ‘IVeat me, brother, well ; I am of the same stuff

as you are.^ The essence of the poet's wisilom is contained

in this :

My Heart said to me :
* I have a longing fi»r inspired kni»wledge.

‘'Peach me if thou an able.'

1 said the Alif. My heart said :
‘ Say no more.

‘If one is in the house, one letter is enough.’*

' Horon-Allen's Tr.
* Horon-ALlVon'B Tt.

Heron-Allen’a Tr.
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Our religious men generally miss this, and they are immersed

in doctrines, creeds, forms and rules ;
but he would say

() Fools ! the R(md is neither here nor there.*-

We are all eager to attain salvation but Khayyam’s advice to

us is (juite simple :

A hundred Kii’bas eqiuil not one heart,

Seek not the Ka’ha, rather seek a heart!*

There is only one thing which lifts man to the level of the

divine, love of humanity, and we have Khayyam’s assurance

for it

:

And never injure one nor yet abuse,

I guarantee you heaven, anfl now si»me wine!*

By lovin2*^is fellow creatures, the human being will make

others happy and will enjoy happiness himself. 'Fhat this is

superior to every other kind of piety or religion is revealed

in the poet’s exhortation to mankind

:

Yea, drink find even rob, Imt, oh ! be kind !*

Sympathy for man and belief in the Supreme lieing are the

only things that lead man to Meaven,'and the poet’s prayer is

this

:

What matter faith, unfaith, obedience, sin?

'i’hoiCrt all we need, the rest is vanity.*

In the Hindu li/iajjava/am^ the sl(;ry of Sri Krishna and the

Gopis is exactly similar to this point of view. The milkmaids

were (juite innocent. 'Hiey were not learned. They were

engaged in no iapas (severe penance). (Ireat f^indits and

sages recited the l^ciilas, performed religious sacrifices, went

through austere discipline, meditated and meditated. 'Ihey

could not meet Krishna and He was not accessible to them.

If one wanted to find Him, one had to go to the cottages of

the shepherd lasses where He could be seen playing in

^ Iforon-AJJon’ii Tr, ^Whinflolcl.

•WhinHold. *\Vhinflold.

Whinflold.
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sand in front of their houses, or stealing away their clothes or

singing or dancing with them. Scholarship is not knowledge.

Real knowledge is Love.

In conclusion, it may be .said that Omar’s poetry is not so

Epicurean in its philosophy as superficial ob.scrvers often make
it out to be. The wine, woman, and song which he so

warmly praises stand really for three important factors in life

on which the happine.ss of man depends. One is that Nature

or Providence has placed innumerable good things before us,

and we are expected to be happy ‘ by sharing the joys of

living.’ Love of life is the one thing a human being is essen-

tially in need of. Without it he will fall into despair and

create a hell into which he throws not only him.sclf but all

those that surround him. The second factor in human life is

Love. Woman is the embodiment of love an?I* she has

inspired most of the great poets of the world. To these two

things must be ’added the pleasures of song, culture and art.

It must be remembered that Omar was a great lover of beauty

in nature, in man, and in culture. The question whether he

is a philosopher can be answered in this way. He is as much

a philosopher as any poet can be. He is not a philosopher

in the sense that any particular school of thought or

system of conduct or code of principles was founded or

preached by him consistently or logically He was a

lyrist and poet, but one who took interest in human life

and gave expression to his doubts and longings and dealt

poetically with ({uestions relating to the Ultimate Reality.

That he wtis a most cultured man and that he reached the

summits of .scientific knowledge at the time needs no saying.'

That he is one of the greatest lyrists of the world is also

admitted. How far he was fond of wine in actual life is a

question on which opinion is divided. That In? is .sincere in

his utterance is true, for, he never llatlers the public or the

scholars by (quoting their authority; on the other hand, he

deliberately outrages their feelings. If he is pe.ssimi.stic occa-

sionally, it is because a human being is liable to such moods,

'f 12-13—Umar Khayyam—Otto Kothfield.
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He only voices forth the vague fears and melancholy thoughts

that take possession of the human heart now and then. In

his poetry we find a wonderfully poetical and epigrammatic

expression given to the Eternal Doubts about human life and

destiny which find an echo in every heart but which most

people cannot, or will not, express. His songs make a direct

appeal to the heart and his message to humanity is this

:

Your stay is brief: make the best of life : be content

:

accept things as they are : rebel not against Fate : learn

the les.son of Love: never misread One for Two and you
are blest.
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Ohitrasalas: Ancient Indian

Art Galleries

By C. SivARAMAMURTiiv, B.A. (Hons.)

Introductory

Indian art i.s chariicterised by .spontaneity
; the

beauty lavished and the dexterity of workmanship displayed

on comparatively insignificant articles of u.se—articles of

luxury are quite u different matter—are sufticient proof of

the veracity of the statement. The fantastic curves that

shape the quaint parrots on the bo’rders of clothes of wear

or on vessels of use, the swans that adorn the tops of lamps

or the peacocks that hold the pan in different parts of their

body, the metal fishes that sway to and fro on their fragile

scales, and the <jueerly shaped tortoise that holds the conch of

the Lord are all creations of the genuine art-brain of India.

Indian art, though posse.ssing all the charm of a woman
and all her grace and, gaiety, has never been seen huddling

in a harem—1 mean a single and separated compartment or,

as we style it today, a watertight division—unlike the sinew-

loving masculine Western art that confines itself to galleries

and aciidemies. There has been no artificial taste in India.

All that it pos.se.ssos i.s natural. Art has been part of her life.

The lubhramavilasas of Indian women are an example. Even

the tilaka applied to the forehead speaks of the artistic taste of

its wearers—the ardhachandraiilaka that Sri Harsha praises

the kaslurUHaka of Sri Krishna that Lilasuka sings of.

A nation with its women drawing flowing patterns in line

and colour over ever)' po.ssible surface in their homes for

mere pleasure, and because of decorative instinct, cannot be

asked to show any reservoir of art—any special school of art.

It is not individualistic in India but general, not confined

hut universal. And the universality and all-pervasiveness of
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aesthetic beauty and appreciation in India accounts for the

dearth of galleries and museums as separate and isolated

institutions; but as parts of a larger whole' we have them

in plenty. Just as the Divine Spirit which is immanent
is more manifest in some places than in others, we have the

Chitrasalas and other Kautnkagrihas jis more profusely deco-

rated and picturesque parts of mansions and houses decorated

all over in a general way. It is also to be noted in this

connection that our temples, as storehouses of picture and

sculpture, served to educate the m.-isses in the appreciation

of beauty and a knowledge of anecdote in such an

unequivocal way that the full purpo.se of the Chitrasala wtis

realised in these sacred precincts.

But on this account it cannot be held that Chitrasalas as

separate iftntitutions were totally absent. The pink of perfec-

tion of the artists’ craft was preserved by the king in special

art galleries in the royal palace, the public art-houses and

such other institutions. The grandees and other enlightened

citizens of the kingdom took pleasure in collecting art trea-

sures to decorate their private Chilragaras. Even as late as

the 16th century we have the Chitrasala of Akbar in Fatehpur

Sikri, where he used to receive his guests, mentioned in the

Hirasaubhagya. >

Tvi’Ks ok CinTk.\SAi,As

Thus we have three distinct types of Chilragaras, tho.se

of the royal palace, the public art-galleries and the private

ones. Of the Chilragaras of the palace it should he

noted that there were separate ones for the harem" and

very often every individual (jueen and princess possessed

^ /^stOTl^^Rii XIX. 1.

Akbar receives the Jain monk Ilirasuri in his Citra-

sala.

wnPttsr Ml. . .
Tilakamanjari, p. 24.
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her own picture chamber which generally happened to be
her sleeping apartment also. We come across three

references to such a Sayana Chitrasala in the Tilakamanjari?

Auspiciousness being important in India, people believed in

Stiprabhata by getting up in the morning with beautiful

pictures around them to meet their eyes as soon as they woke
to the sound of the lute. It is this mark of auspiciousness

that accounts for picture decorations of bathing apartments'*

which on that account formed minor Chitrasalas of the

jalamandapafi

Of the third type of Chilragriha—the private one—the

imest, perhaps, was the one to be seen in the house of the

Panyaugana (courtesan). Of the wealth and refinement of

the courtesan of ancient India, the .Mricchakatika is perhaps

one of the very best books that present a moit graphic

picture. The mansions of the hetaira, of which there is a

beautiful descrfption in the PadatadiUxka^ are adorned by so

4.

5.

#r«wi%Jrr

ibid.p. 238.

. . . .

.

• im. p. 246.

im. p. 266.

tf- Nalacampu, p. Si.

Uuyal citrasalus in the palace arc mentioned as situated

in the Raksasa or Nairrta dik according to the Maya-

mata.

II

Mayamata Chap. 29 si. 58.

5T^r^5rRTcif^(iraf«n: ii

Kaghuvaiiisa, XVI, 16.

Tilakamanjari, p. 8&

cf- qn5!T ^ «4RiP<*iiPqtw^ II

Mayamata Ch, 29 si lOL
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many Chiirasalafi and, as the Dhurtavitasamvada informs us,

painting seems to have been practised very much in the

Vesyagrikas to the extent of influencing those that frequented

them.'' How far the art of painting was helpful to the hetaira

is best understood by us ^vhen we read the Mricchakatika

wherein is presented the activity of vUaSy dhurtas and

cketis—experts in bringing together the harlots and libidinous

nagarakas—loitering about the stately mansion of the vara-

vilasini, Vasantasena, with pictures of both (of vesyas and

vesyakamukas) in bright and gay colours." But the motive for

practising this pleasing art of painting as well as others of the

fine-art group, music, dancing etc. is, :is (jianapiillta siiys to

his friend, condemning the conduct of harlots, not for their

own pleasure (yiuoda), bgt merely to wheedle into their snare

weak-minded victims by an exhibition of their special capabili-

ties in the arts.*'

Tvpks ok Pictures in Ciutrasalas

Nothing special need be said about the theme for a

picture. The Vishnudliarnioitara, and following it the Siipa-

ratna, states that subjects from the three worlds form suitable

Padata(litaka(Caturbhani}p, 12.

^5rir i

DhurtavitasamvadafCaturbhanl) p. 27.

8- ..

Mricchakatika, Act IV.

9. 5Wifirthr*tr sr 3 I

^ 3 II

Kuttiolmata, fil. 307.
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picture themes." Thus it would be nothing too difficult for us

to guess what would be found in a Chitrasal^. But there is a
specific injunction in the Vishnudharmottara that only certain

pictures—those representing sringara, hasya and santa—
ought to be kept in private houses and the king’s residence.

“

Pictures representing all other rasas are confined to Deva~

vesmas, temples and the like, and the audience chamber of the

royal palace. In every other place we have pictures of all

types. So it goes without saying that private Ckitrasalas and

the Ckitrasalas of the royal harem have only a limited scope.

But the public galleries ought to have possessed all sorts of

pictures. Of course, there appears to have been a special

10.

11 .

Citrasutra of V^isnudhanhottarara.

^ II
Silparatna.

q#iT JT I

SRTI: II

^ <isi % i

^ ||

?Ri ?Tir ^ I

Visnudharmottara.

Though scenes of battle and bloodshed were for-

bidden in private houses \vc have evidences of these

having been painted in public art galleries, public halls,

temples and the like. As an example can be cited the

famous and majestic Tripiirantakamurti painted on the

walls of the inner shrine of Jlrhadisvara in Tanjore.

Ilaricandra suggests pictures of battlemen in the lines.

^ ^rai^lft^RRi-

Jivandharacampu p. 28.
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attachment to Mangalyalekhya and we should have had

more of them than any other.

Now to go more into details, we have life histories—im-

portant incidents in one’s life—painted to adorn the Chitrasala

and we have an instance of^it in the Uttaramtnacharita^ that

bases itself in this particular instance on the sloka of the

Raghuvamsa for this idea.'^ Scenes from Damayanti’s life are

painted similarly in Kundinapura.'^ Though not in the Chitra-

sala, we have a similar painting of life incidents in the pictures

of Parasurama executed on the Vimana of Indra.*® In the

Gathasaptasati of Hala we have a sloka telling us of incidents

from Rama’s life painted in private Chitrasalas (on the walls

12.*

13 .

14.

I.?.

Uttarar^acarita, Act I.

eng ftegig i

ararPr gtspig^ II

Raghuvamsa,

e esr i

fJRrr ^ ii

Naisaclha, X, 35^

! nng e irnerg.

—1% sn*r 5i| ^ ;
nnraift—

^?«iRenPT r^?snra|f%*n^

fvieidH I (9(T??piT fgfeig.) traieftat •

Then comes an exhaustive list of choice pictures depict-

ing the important incidents in Parasurama's life.

B&Iaram&yana, Act IV.
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of private houses) serving a very useful purpose.'o We are

told in the Kathasaritsagara that Vasavadatta consoles

herself by looking at pictures of Rama's life painted on the

walls.”

Of ordinary group pictures—especially of the queens and

princesses with their attendants—we have an instance in the

Medavikagnimitrdy^ and also in the ViddhasalabhanjikaP But

these and similar ones are more frequently found in the

Chitrasalds of the harem.

General Sringara pictures that are to be found in any

Chitrasala^ be it public, private, or royal, are described at

length in the Naishadhiyacharita wherein Sri Harsha states

the love of sages and their amours with celestial damsels as

the subjects of exquisite pictures adorning the Chitrasala of

f

G^thasaptasati, 1. 35.

17. ?t?r ^ Jif^ i

#iT ii

K. S. S. Lamb 111 I'aranga II. 17.

18. >T5|T

*i«q»ranira«RRi(=^) at 3bi

Malavikagnimitra, Act 1

fSftspRiT dfe: I iiTi ^
3?#^:, HPmft i

Tnrr—^ i

Viddhasalabhanjika, Act 1.
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the imperial palace of Nala.“ This description of Sringara

Chitras is, as we have noted already, in accordance with the

dictum of the Vishmidharfmltara. Pictures of Kamadeva

were kept in bedrooms and were painted in other places too,“

and there being no restriction and the theme being a popular

one, it might have been a popular picture of the Chitrasala.

At any rate, it should have been the principal picture of the

minor Chitrasala of the harem going by the name of Sayana-

chitrasala.

Bana gives us some idea of the pictures kept in public

galleries. Demigods like Nagas, Suras, Asuras, Yakshas,

Kinnaras, Ciandharvas and so forth appear to have been

prominently represented in picture.- Designs of lovely

creepers and such other decorative foliage in divers hues

20.

21 .

22.

Naisadha, XVIII. 20, 21, 20.

5r qizifh?:

Kadambari, p. 536.

^ I
Harsacarita, p. 148.

IM- p- 148.

snai??^ 5Rft

r7f?7|i^r f5r?r!fr; 5Er«^fr?mrflRJT-

Srugaradhaiiadasataka, si. S,k

I

Kadatnbari, p. 99.
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seem to have added to the collections of the picture house.®

Subjects of the three worlds as comprising picture themes

are specifically stated by him.®*

Subjects of a general nature seem to have had their own
place in the Ckitrasala. Gay scenes like jalakrida, panagostki,

rasalila and the like cannot be considered too impossible as

themes when we have Padmagupta specially talking of hunting

scenes as adorning the walls of the picture gallery.® In the

Sahridayananda too there is a mention made by Krishna-

nnnda to paintings of hunters.®**

Apart from these, animal and bird studies appear to have

been a distinct feature in the art houses as is evidenced by the

Raghuvamsd^ the Viknimankadcvacharita^ and the Kadam-

bari and elephants were favourite subjects with the artists.

Thk Structirk of the Chitrasala

Before we consider the structure of the Chitrasala

according to the Narada-silpa and try to make head or tail

2.f. ft P. 241.

Navasahasankacarita, II. 1.

2<). !

Sahrdayananda, IX. 31.

27.
I

T: II

RaghuvaiiiKa, XVI. 16.

28. =gw><fcliq«l: 44*1.

1

f^trrftfSRrraig <1*1155*1*51 11

Vikrain-inkadevacarila. IV. 30.

KAdambari, p. 241,

I
P-
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out of the cumbrous and corrupt text which fortunately is

preserved for us at least in that form, we shall try to

see what idea of a picture house we can get through re-

ferences to it in Sanskrit literature. The very earliest

reference to the Chitrasala is perhaps in the Ramayana. The
picturesque and gorgeous description of the mighty city Lanka

with its towers and temples, mansions and palaces, gardens

and bowers, gateways and ramparts, fortresses and citadels,

pools and ponds, lakelets and lotuses—in all, one of the

very best of exquisite poetic composition and fancy in the

vast realm of Sanskrit literature, and it would not be too

much to say in the world’s literature too—enumerates the

Chitrasala amongst other pleasure-houses of the imperial

palace and Pushpaka of Ravana.-'X’ But unfortunately we are

not given*anything about the structure of the picture house in

particular.

So then, we turn to other avenues for information. Bana

describes the Chitrasala as built in the style of a Vimana^ quite

in conformity with the text of the Narada-silpa that gives the

building as ornamented by a small goptira in the front and

having sikhara-kalasas etc., thus satisfying the lakshana of a

vimana. The world vithi^ used by Phavabhuti is the exact

word for gallery and is striking and suggestive of the long

and spacious nature of the picture hall. We have it stated in

30.

31.

32.

Sundarakanrla, Sarga VI, 36-37-38.

Kadambari, p. 99.

—*fT4 !

|
Utterarimacarita, Act l.
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the UUararamacharita that the Chitrasala has windows.”

Surely light and pure air are the two essentials for any living

creature and the lack of these in any building would rank it

with a dungeon
;
and a dearth of windows in a chamber of

joy and beauty would be quite unworthy of its grace. The
Udayasundarikatha tells us that the Chitrasala has big massy

pillars to support it.'“ From the Ratmvali we gather that the

torana or the ornamental doorway and the valabhi, the top-

most part of the building, are all worked and decorated in

ivory;®* that Dautavalabhika\s with pictures on

ivory is information given by the Tilakainanjari*' The Vrisha-

bhanuja talks of the angana or verandah of the Chitrasala

as being ornamented.*^ Thus putting all this together we

have the idea of a Chitrasala., a long and spacious building

built in the Vhuana style with big massive pillars shpporting

it, windows for ventilation, the main entrance ornamented

33.
I

Uttararamacarita. Act I.

Sita is fatigued after looking at all the pictures in the

citrasala and j,s advised by Rama to take rest near the

windows of the picture-house and enjoy fresh air.

•id.
i

Udayasundarikatha, p, 133.

tag

l
Ratnavali, Act III.

36. fa-

q«IT*lfPT’?Fn I
Tilakamatijari, p. 7

.

37. iRT N4WiiIVn.w'm<!*f4tqi

I
Vrsabhanuja, Act IV.

'Alamkurvatyi* might mean both ‘adorning the place by

her presence’ and 'adorning the place by means of

Rangoli etc’.
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with ivoty work, with its top all worked in painted ivory and

with a big verandah about the hall.

We shall now see what the gives. us.“ In

the heart of the city or in a building situated where four main

roads meet, opposite a temple or royal palace, to the east of

rich mansions or in the centre of the king’s highway, is to be

erected the Chitrasala. A suitable spot of five, six, seven,

eight or sometimes ten and even twelve sutreu should be

selected for the Chitrasala of either the king or the people.

It may be built in the shape of Mandala (drum) or might be

circular. It should have, besides one main entrance, some

other doorways. The verandah about it should be double-

aiW J'C^SI'bK

% gr<i^sin«il^rJl^Rg fefaniTRnswgTOM-

m5j?si?n: JTRRR^ <wr

ifRRRfS 5ilffe^5Rqragr|%^IRR5cJ*rm

qTwfhTR^ 9rf^ g»TOg^ijlrfgt?itJPF»c4fzfig4-

5iT55i^ ^ ^ ^ *rfr«fr#ci%

gRi^l'renw

g^bnit tpHIg^R^rg^

«r*iRR »N»itR'

Narada Silpa, Patha 66, Citrasalalaksanakathana-
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sized and there should be a smaller hall, a scjuare terrace

at its door with a flight of steps leading up to the upper

storey, with a ’main centre-hall and side-halls. It might

be clubshaped or shaped after a drinking hall, and should

possess sixteen, twenty or thirty-two pillars, with a

staircase ending near a doorway leading to the centre-hall

with a large seat thereabouts. It should have an artificial

clubshaped special hall towards the east. It should further

possess windows and be ornamented by a highly pictures<iue

canopy ; should have many square terraces about its entrances,

many smaller halls, many seats (for seating visitors) and stairs

sideways leading up. It should further be beautified by an

ornamented roofing and ceiling and have Sikhara-kalasas at

the top (in the form of a Vimand).
,
In its upper hall, in an

inner spot or near the main door, a big mirror is to b’e placed

and highly pleasing artificial chandeliers should illumine the

hall. The main building should be ornamented by a small

Go/iura and in the hall should be kept different pleasing

jiatterns of pictures of such Demigods as Devas, Gandharvas,

Kinnaras and so forth, and also pictures of mighty men that

made a mark in different fields of action, all worked in proper

proportions and coloui'ed variously and luminously with

jewels all in gold. Thus spake Hhagavan Narada.

This in main is the cumbrous description of a Chitrasala

that we get from the Naratia-silfia. The main features to be

noticed here are the sidesteps and a main flight of stairs all

leading up to a centre hall wherein the picture-gallery is

arranged. There are some sidehalls and other minor halls.

Apart from the main entrance we have some doorways and a

lot of s(juares opposite. 'I’he main building has a gopura

and Sikhara-kalasas. It rests on sixteen, twenty, or thirty-

two pillars and has fairly large verandahs about it. The

main hall is beautified with a big mirror placed in the inner

recess directly opposite the main entrance or near the main

door itself. Numbers of chandeliers light up the chamber
and comfort is afforded the visitors by an arrangement of the

Vitardi or the seats. The Chitrasala may be of various shapes,
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Danda, Prapa, Mandala, Mandalika and so on. This is in

fact the whole of the cumbrous details in a nutshell. It is left

to the reader to compare the information on the Chitrasala

given in the Narada-silpa with that got from general literature.

The verandah, steps, entrance, hall, windows, pillars are all

there. The only thing is we have a more elabonate des-

cription in the silpa text.

Gkxkrai. Remarks

It is now time enough for us to consider some general

points of interest. 'I'he TUakamanjan tells us that the

Chitrasala was generally highly perfumed to spread an aroma

about the chamber and to add to the; joyous atmosphere.^'

From the KarpuramaHpxri we know that the picture galleries

(those oT the palace) were opened in tlie evenings.^? 'I'he

commentarj' gives us (hat Ahhisarikas and the hetaira—this is

suggested by the word adi in Abhisarikadi tiiere at

dusk, the latter perhaps to exhibit the movement of their

agile limbs in dance before the king.*' From a ver.se in the

Natachampu of Trivikrama wc gath«!r that inhabitants of

cities with an aesthetic taste resorted to Chi/rasa/as in the

39.

Tilakamanjarf, p. .3 (.

wssr I

II .

o o

Wqu ^gggif^nqiR ll

Karpuramahjari, p. 37.

41.
I % I

etc.*
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company of their women in the Sarc^ season.*^ From this it

appears that autumn was part of the year chosen for spending

time gaily in witnessing pictures in art galleries in India.

So far we have been talking of stationary art galleries.

We have now to consider another type of the same, but peri-

pathetic. The Nalachampu talks *of travelling art galleries.'**

This was perhaps to exhibit the best works of the artists of

one country in another, thus to keep up a constant inter-

course and mutual exchange of ideas. The itinerant nature

of buildings like the Chitrasalas is warranted by other writings

talking of moving houses and we have Rajasekhara speaking

of a travelling bed-chamber.^ Any way the idea of a moving

Chitrasala in ancient India can be nothing so strange to us

when we are accustomed to the notion of travelling libraries
t

in our modern life.
*

In conclusion it must be stated, however, that the Chitra-

sala wjis only the building where art was concentrated, so to

say. It does not mean that other apartments and buildings

were bereft of pictures and decoration. The Gadyachihla-

42. qjiji; |

UiaKR. II

Nalacampu, p. 40.

Cf. « I

Kathasaritsagara, Lanibaka 9, Taranga 5, i>ls. 33, 34.

f^«i^i<Ai*z^: 511^

Nalacampu, p. 19.=i.

44. wtrfh; wftg 1

^ ^sracfl

JtfrumiTTt

Hfh mwift I

Viddhasalabhanjika, Act 1.
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inani mentions Saraswati’s picture as adorning the library

hall^ and the Vidyamandapa as filled with pictures of Yama-

loka'^ the Kadambari talks of pictures of the SttUkagrihaf^’

and we have other apartments all filled with pictures.

The Natyasastra of Bharata, the Abhilashitarlhachintamani

and the Sivatattvaratnakara speak of the Natyasala as pro-

fusely decorated with pictures.** The chapter on chitra in the

45.

46.

47..

48.

Gadyacintamani, p. 35.

Ihid. p. 34.

Kadambari, p. 136.

ftfIsHig qftqBig i

ffiTTS StRRiliTfg 11

II

03 firf8 qisrlqo i

Natyasastra Chap. II, Sis. 88, 89, 90.

Explaining Abhinavagupta adds this comment.

scTR^fT qi orgiRfiad itid i

or q«tqqrJiPr>iftq'’TOq>RW i

?wi qRgaqrqdgtTn n

8# «qsiq>T?iqni. i

^ oN<iq«4>i(4ia'H n

33Iff|q^PR I
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Abhilashitarthachintamani finds a place in that book, as a

section dealing with an essential beautifying factor of the

Natyasala. The case is the same even in the SivaiaUvara-

tnakara which bases itself on the text of the Abhilashitarthor

ehintamam. After all it cannot be denied that India was

saturated with art and it would be idle to contend that the

very existence of a Chitrasala accounts for the restriction of

art to it. It was more particularly to be found in the

Chitragara and generally found in a lesser degree everywhere

else. Anyway the value of the Chitragriha as a Vinodas-

lhana was fully recognised by our ancients and it was given

its own place in the life of an aesthetic citizen, Nagaraka.

PWPl ^ I

5nJnwwrg?f5(R ||

Abhilasitarthacintamani and Sivatattvaratnakara.
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Yaksha Gana
By V. Ragiiavan, B.A. (Hons.)

To the vast indigenous theatre of India, the contribution

of South Canara is the ‘Yaksha Gana,’ the Kannada cognate

of the ‘Kathakali’ of Malabar, the ‘Yaksha Gana’, the street-

play, and the ‘ Bhagavata-mela-nataka ’ of Tamilnad and

Andhra
; and outside, of the ‘ Lalita ’ of Maharashtra, the

‘ Bhavai ’ of Gujarat and the ‘ Yatra ’ of Bengal. The origin

of these various provincial theatres of the people is not very

clear. As we see them now, so far as the South Indian forms

at least are concerned, they are completely cast in the mould

and technique of the Sanskrit Natya and Sangittisiistra.

The Sanskrit drama was performed, as can be seen from

Bharata’s Natya Sastra^ in an operatic manner with the added

effects of music, dance, and gesture-representation. This can

be seen also from a fortunate survival of the fourth act of

Kalidasa’s Vikramorvasiya in certain recensions, which shows

us the way in which classic Sanskrit dramas were handled by

the artistes of the theatre when they were actually performed.

In later times there arose a vast Sanskrit operatic dramatic

literature in all parts of India which the Sanskrit dramaturgist

would class among the ‘ Uparupakas.' In Mithila there was a

crop of such dramas in Sanskrit in one act, and with songs in

Prakrit all through. One such piece is the Parijatha-harami

-ttotaka of Poet Umapati who flouri-shed under a king of Tirhtu

who ruled between A.D. 1304 and 1.324.* The construction

of this drama resembles that of the South Indian vernacular

musical plays of ‘ Yaksha (iana ’ or ‘ Nataka ' in Tamil,

Telugu, and Kannada. The Kashmerian Sanskrit poet

Damodaragupta of a very much earlier age, the ninth century,

speaks in his work Kutlanimata of a type of drama and of its

actors which corre.spond closely to conditions available in

*ThiB play ha!) been edited with English translation and notes by Sir

Orierson in the Journal of the Bihar and &iua Beieareh SoeiHy, Vol. Ill (1017), Part I-
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South India.i Very much later, similar Sanskrit musical plays

were produced during the reign of the Telugu and the

Mahratta rulersr at Tanjore and these plays are preserved in

the Tanjore Mss. library. This Sanskrit literature of musical

plays is here referred to because the popular Tamil, Telugu,

and Kanarese drama called ‘ Yaksha (iana ’ or ‘ Nataka ’ is

mostly of the same nature.

The Yaksha Gana can be taken to be the common
name of an old type of traditional, popular vernacular drama
of .South India, a name common to the three linguistic areas

of Tamil, Telugu, and Kannada and absent only in Malayalam.

In subsequent times the namt? Yaksha Gana gave place to

the two names ‘ Nataka ’ and ‘ Vilasa,’ in Tamilnad and

.\ndhra, but it continued in .Soulh ,Canara. In the Madras

and 'I'anjore Mss. libraries there are many Tamil aftd Telugu

Yaksha Ganas, though none of them can be dated beyond

the eighteenth* century. Of its history in South Canara

li. 1’. Rice says :
‘ A class of books very largely in demand

consists of stories from the epics and puranas in a hciu literary

form which sprang up in the eighteenth century and is called

Yaksha Gana. It is a sort of dramatic composition suitable

for recitation before *rustie audiences by professional and

amateur actors.'- The Yaksha Ciana seems to be named

.after the form of music employed in it which is said to be

originally called ‘ Yaksha Ciana.' What this particular kind of

music is 1 have nut been able to know, though I asked

Kan.'irese scholars and critics of music about it. I was in-

formed that ‘ Yak.sha Gana' is the older type of music and

that in course of time later song forms like ‘ Kirtana ' as in

the Tamil ‘ Natakas ’ came to be introduced. 'I'hough the

name Yaksha Gana is Sanskrit, it is almost absent in the

vast Sanskrit literature on * Natya ’ and ‘ Sangita.’ I here is

!i single reference to it in an important Sanskrit music

ircjitise of Tanjore, the Sangita Sudha of Govinda Dikshita

^ Kuilnnimnta^ Vvrse 8(.)0. Seo nlsu Tanutiukhii Kiiina Siiriiia'd (\iramentnry,

SHO whore ho apoakii of the Oujiirathi Hhavaii/a.

^ Kanaroflo Litorature, Horitago of India Serios. (Pago 100)
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written about A. D. 1628, which says that an earlier treatise

attributed to Anjaneya has taken into account the type of music

sung by the Yakshas (yakshaugha gitam api gana sailim).

The Tamil Natya literature having numberless odd names

does not mention the word Yaksha Gana, though the Tamil

lexicons say that Yakshas are semi-divine beings like Gand-

harvas and that they are players on the ‘ veena.' It is throwing

wide open the floodgates of guess and imagination, if we
suppose from this that the Yaksha Gana developed from

minstrelsy songs sung to the accompaniment of the ‘ veenas.’

As far as the Andhra is concerned, I am informed by

Brahmasri Veturi Prabhakara Sastri, Tclugu Pandit in the

Madras Mss. Library, that round about Guntur there exists a

community of people called ‘ Yakshas ’ or ‘ Zakkulu ’ devoted

to the art^ of music and dance, and it is suggested that this

drama came to be ctillcd after the caste of the people playing

it. The Pandit also says that the Yaksha (iana might have

developed out of court panegj-rics or the glorifying of the

deity of the local temple and that the folk-songs ‘ Ela ’,

‘ Jhola,’ (the Tamil ‘ Lali ’ or ‘ Oonjal ’
i.c., the swing-song)

‘ Dhavala,’ ‘ Sobhana,’ ‘ Suval ’ (the paddy-hu.sker’s song)

etc., must have been utilised for th^i Yaksha Gana. On
examination I found a Ms. Tamil Yaksha Gana also to

contain ‘ Sobhana ’ songs. But most available specimens of

Tamil and Tclugu Yaksha Gana and ‘Nataka’ alike

contain only uncharacterised and unnamed songs called

generally ‘ darus ’ in various ‘ ragas ’ and ‘ talas.’ Therefore

there is no perceptible difference between an Ynksha Gana

and a * iVataka,’ both of which are composed in the same

style, in ‘ padas ’ (songs) in various ‘ ragas ’ and ‘ talas,’ in

‘ padyas ’ (verses) in various metres, and in ‘ vachana
’

(prose), often short in nature. iMr. Prabhakara Sastri gave

me also the only reference to the Yaksha Gana in Telugu

works on Poetics. The Appakaviyam written about three

hundred years ago says that the ‘ Ragada ’ metre, when cut

at different stops at the end, fits in with different ‘ gatis ’ find

' talas ’ and that this is utilised for the songs in the Yaksha
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Gana. The ‘Ragada’ (Kanarese: ‘Ragale’) is a huge and
long metre having numerous feet from which is derived the

popular usage* of ‘ Ragalai ’ as a word meaning ‘ tumult.’

This ‘ Ragada ’ is an old type of musical composition met
with under the name Rahadi in the Sangita Ralnakara of

Sarngadeva (A. D. 1210-1247.) where it is described as a
multi-footed composition suited to ‘ Veera rasa.’ Similarly

the previously-mentioned songs ‘ Ela,’ ‘ Dhavala ’ etc., are

also traceable in earlier Sanskrit music treatises.

There is a strange correspondence to this South Indian

name of Yaksha Gana in Nepal where the vernacular

drama of a similar nature is called by a very similar name,

the ‘ Gandharva Gana.’* There is a Nepalese vernacular

operatic dramatic literature in Nepa| from the time of King

Jagajjyotir-malla of Ncpjil (A.D. 1617—33.) wHo himself

pioneered in the creation of this literature.

11

The Yaksha Gana belongs to South Canara in the

Kannada area, where other forms of Natya like Nautch must

lia\e nourished in other places. For it is the Karnataka

roiintry that has named our South Indian music and dance as

• Karnatic.’ In South Canara, the Yaksha (.iana is one of

ihe two most widespread popular dramatic entertainments,

ihe other being the puppet-play, called as in Tamil by the

name ‘ Bommalattam.' I'he vernacular name of the Yaksha

(iana is ‘ Bayal Attam,’ open-air play, a name which

corresponds to the 'Famil ‘ Terukkoottu ’ and the Telugu

V'eethinataka ’ both of which mean street-play. 7'he

N'aksha Gana troupes are attached to particular shrines,

even as at the villages of Oottukkadu tVc., in I'anjore district,

where the ‘ Bhagavata ' troupes play only at the temples.-

As at the Andhra Kuchipudi and at the above-said Tamil

*880 Parvatiya Udynram Davral’s Sanskrit riitrodnctinn to the Senares

Kflitinn of Vararuohi’s Prakrit liramniar, iPapo v) where he mentions as instances

of vornaciilar dramatic literaitiirc tho Yatra of Hongal, the tiandharva Gann of

^'epal and the Danee of Haritiehandra etc., of Kurmachala.

*Seo Kattanimata, verso tiUO; Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana, I. iv. 2d—32 and
Triveni, Vol. V. No. 4., my article on Theatre Architecture—ii.
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villages, the actors of Yaksha Gana in South Canara are

also called ‘ Bhagavatars ’ and a set and a performance by

them is called a ‘ Mela.’ Unlike the Tamil ‘ Bhagavatars ’ re-

ferred to, the Yaksha Gana players of South Canara travel

from place to place and people even pray to their gods in

times of distress that they will order an Yaksha Gana per-

formance as offering. Last year two sets of South Canara

Yaksha Gana players, the ‘ South Canara Yaksha Gana

Dramatic Company’ and the ‘Sri Perudur Anantapadmanabha

Swami Dasavataram Company,’ visited Madras and this

account of mine of Yaksha Gana is mainly based on the

performances they gave in Madras.

HI

The fhemes of all the dramas of Yaksha Gana are fights

and warfare, stories of ‘ veera ’ and ‘ r:iudra ’ rasas from our

puranic legends. In ‘ Girija Kalyana,’ Parvati s wedding, the

love-incident forms but the central event in a long drama

beginning with the destruction of Daksha's sacrifice by

the terrific Veerabhadra and ending with the boy-War-God

Kumara annihilating demon Taraka and his hordes. ‘ V’ali-

nigraha,’ 'Oraupadi-pratapa,' ‘ Bhishma-Vijaya,’ ‘Virata-parva’

or ‘ Keechaka-vadha,’ ‘ Karna-Arjuna-yuddha,’ ‘ Atikaya

vadha,’ are some of the other plays, all of which are stories of

fight and war. In this respect the ‘Yaksha Gana’ differs

from the Tamil and Telugu varieties which do not specialise

in fights, but resembles the Kathakali of Malabar—which

is also ‘ Tandavic ’ in the main. 'I'he actors roar and do

robust dances in weird co.stumes. The drums are beaten

loudly and ‘ veera ’ and ‘ raudra ’ rasas are portrayed most

successfully. The make-up of the Rak.sha.sas and other wild

characters is in keeping with this atmosphere. In the play

called ‘ Draupadi-pratapa,' it is a very effective, powerful and

wonderful scene which forms the climax of the drama at its

end. Chandi and Kali appear in terrific attire, roar, and

upon a background of war-beats on a drum in the orche.stra

at the back, they wheel round in a hand-to-hand fight, h
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shows how well the rasas could be evoked without all the
realistic trappings of scenery etc., of the modern stage.

Similarly, in the ‘ Girija Kalyana,’ the scene in which Siva
gets angry, roars, strikes the earth and creates the terrible

Veerabadra to destroy Daksha’s sacrifice, is a thrilling show.

But ‘ Lasya ’ is not absent in Yaksha Gana, for a theme has

to be of varied interest. There is ‘ Lasya ’ in ‘ Bhishma-

Vijaya ’ where the princesses bathe, and the ‘ Rukmangada ’

has some fine playing of ‘ Sringara ’ or love between King
Rukmangada and Mohini. But the prevailing atmosphere is

the ‘ Arabhati Vritti,’ the forceful manner. Even a play like

‘ Rukmangada,’ whose rasa is the quietistic ‘ Santa,’ is played

in such a manner as to contain mostly fights, and this is done

by the introduction of the conquest expeditions (‘ Digrvijaya’)

of the crown prince, who defeats various kings, Asuras and

God Yama. The clown has great liberty and he is responsible

for too much'tf.i' tempore comic speech appearing often. In

the themes that are mainly puranic, occasional inventions

occur and the ‘ Draupadi-pratapa ' is a fine specimen of an

imaginative creation spun out of a puranic nucleus. On the

whole, they play about fifty dramas : the whole of the

‘ Kumayana ’ and the ‘ Mahabharata ’ done episode by

episode, as also other plays.

IV

Surely, the Yaksha Gana make-up is as epic as its

theme. It is decidedly more graceful, richer and more closely

related to the ornamentation found in our sculpture than the

Kathakali make up. The chief male characters, the hero

and his son, or the king and his minister or prince, have a fine

‘ Makuta,’ and together with other characters belonging to

the sublime type called ‘ Maha-purusha ’ and ‘ Dhirodatta,’

have a uniform kind of exalted make-up with ‘ Bhujakirti,'

‘ Katakaj’ ‘ Virakaccha etc.’ (Fig. 1) The head-dress of the

wild characters, the ‘ Dhiroddhatas,’ is of a different type, an

arch-like head-dress which is prepared then and there on

each occasion. (Figfs. 2 and 3). The ‘ Prati Nayaka ’ or the
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villain, Rakshasas, Asuras and God Yania appear in the most

weird dress of the Yaksha Gana. Their ‘Makuta’ is bigger

and is of wood studded with glass and somewhat resembles

some of the Kathakali head-gears. King Salva in ‘ Bhishma-

vijaya,’ Mahishasura and Yama in ‘ Rukmangada,’ and Ravana

in ‘ Atikayavadha ’ appear in this dress. (Fig. 4). The

face is masked
;
the lip hangs low and red ; there are two

carnivorous teeth; the nose is enlarged with some white

matter; and long locks of hair hanging behind complete this

male weird dress. There is a corresponding female weird

dress; Chandi and Kiili in 'Draupadi-pratapa,’ and Surpanakha

in ‘ Atikayavadha ’ appear in it. (Fig. 5). Lion’s teeth,

blood-red artificial tongue drawn-out and dangling, huge

breasts and lengthy locks of hair at the back characterise this

female wftird make-up. All the actors wear trousers to

enable them to dance and over them a ‘ saree ’
is tied in the

form of a ‘ Kaccha ’ with girdle ornainent.s. 'I'he faces of

kings and princes have a rosy paint ; king Bali appears with

a green face, Yama with a black one, and Krishna

and Vishnu, blue. Hunters appear in some plays like the

‘Rukmangada’ and the ‘ Bhishma-vijaya ’ and they tie to

their bodies some amount of green twigs to suggest that they

are forest people ; they first make a bontire and dance round

it before their action begins. All royal characters have a bow

and arrow in their hands : V'ishnu and Krishna bring a

‘chakra’ (disc), and Narada a bunch of peacock feathers.

The costume of Narada has been modernised, and along with

it that of the women characters also to a very large lixieni.

In the midst of old picturesiiue make-up, the heroine now

appears discordantly dressed up in modern make-up imitative

of coquettish society women appearing on the modern stage.

The old female make-up was full of old jewellery with

‘ Makuta ’ or ‘ Kirita ' etc. resembling female figures in our

sculpture. The make-up includes masks also. In ‘ Girija

Kalyana,’ Daksha appears iifter Vecrabhadra’s onslaught with

a mask of a .sheep’s head. I am told that Jatayu, the great

eagle appearing in the ‘ Kamayana ’
is similarly made up with
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an eagle-mask and huge feathers. Much of their elaborate

make-up which they use in the performances in their own
plays, the players did not bring to Madras. I'he colour

scheme of the dress cannot be realised by seeing the photo-

graphs reproduced here. I'he dresses are mostly in red

colour, dull as well as deep, wiA a lot of dazzling lace all

over.

V

The traditional .Sanskrit play and its vernacular represen-

tatives begin with some preliminary benedictory music and

dance called in Sanskrit ‘purva ranga.' .As detailed by

Bharata, not only its more variegated variety called the

‘ Chitra-purva-ranga ’ but also its more simple form called

‘ Suddha-purva-ranga ' was very elaborate. It is well known

that the Kathakali of Malabar has its own ‘ pur\'a-ranga,’ the

‘ Todayam,’ ' Ptirappadu,’ ‘ Melappadam ’ etc. A traditional

Yak.sha (iana starts something like a Tamil ‘Terukkoottu.’

There is first the worship of God Vighnesvara, the remover of

obstacles, within the green room itself, with a song on this

God. The ‘ Karpura Nirajana ’ shown to the God is then

‘ taken ’ by the actors, the chorist and the drummers. After

this ' Ganapati Prarthana,’ the Chorist Bhagavatar. along w’ith

the player on the ‘ mridanga.’ comes to the open space

outside that enclo.sed for the green room. He takes his stand

at the back end of the .space and sings the praise of God

.Siibrahmanya, brother of (ianapati. The next item is the

entrance of two boys in typical male co.stume : they dance

while certain ‘ vandana ’ slokas or benedictory verses from

Sanskrit fiymns are recited. Then two female characters

appear and do some graceful dance (‘Lasya'), first from w’ithin

the curtain and then outside. They retire and the Bhagavatar

(the musician) gives us the ‘ Kathapeethika,’ the prologue

to the coming .story corresponding to the Sanskrit ‘sthapana

which mentions the drama, opens it and introduces the first

characters. The play then begins. Each actor enters

dancing, exchanges a few words with a musician, who now
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and then talks with the actors and makes comments and asks

every new character who he is
;
and the actors thus announce

themselves, and whenever a new character entered a scene

having other personalities, the habit was, in the days when
there was no electric or gtis light and the play was phiyed on

the paddy field or the street corner with two men standing at

the two front ends with a blazing fire brand (‘ Tivatti
') in

their hands, that the old character on the scene came to one

end, caught hold of the hand of the light-keeper, directed the

light to the newly entering character, acted the action of

one who looked at and turning to the audience showed his

awareness of the new arrival. But now, the actors come to

one end and identify the new arrivals in the same manner,

though the gas light ha.s removed the man with the firebrand.

\'l

The Yaksha Gana mu.st have originally been a faithful

form of Bharata's theatre in respect of ‘ Abhinaya.’ As was

to be seen till recently in Tamil street-plays, ‘Abhinaya’ or

‘ Nritya ' must have been present to a large e.xtent in the

Yaksha Gana. But now, it htus become considerably

reduced, chiefly on account of the intvoduction of speech in

an elaborate manner. It is in this respect that it differs from

the Kuthakali of .Malabar and resembles the Tamil variety.

In the Tamil play, the whole theme is in the form of .song.'^

and verses both of which are sung. There are occasional

prose lines which the chorus-like * Kattiyakkaran ' speaks,

conveying information to the audience about what follows

next and giving similar links. In a way the Yaksha Gana

as it has developed now, has approached the modern drama

in having a lot of prose dialogue which the actors themselves

speak. When the actors stop the speech, the musical theme

is sung, and while it is sung the ancitml practice mu.st have

been to render every word of it through ‘Abhinaya’ a-s in

Kathakali and Nautch. Still, there are places in the

Yaksha Gana even today which are full of ‘ Abhinaya. In

‘ Bhishma-vijaya,’ King Salva, and in ‘ Atikayavadha,’ Havana
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enter with elaborate dance, perform ablution, wear holy ashes

and worship ‘ Sivalinga’—all in ‘ Abhinaya.’ Similarly Amba,
Ambika, and Ambalika, the three princesses in ‘ Bhishma-

vijaya,’ do bathing in Ganges in ‘ Abhinaya.’ In other places

also where there are, unlike the two cases above-mentioned,

speeches by cactors, there is some amount of ‘ Abhinaya ’ of

the hand. Many actors give suitable ‘ hastas ’ or ‘ mudras ’

for the ideas occurring in their speech. 1 could note the

‘ sikhara ’ hand, the ‘ katakamukha ’, the ‘ pataka ’, the ‘ suchi,’

ctc.i occurring often. The entry of Salva, Havana etc., and the

dumb ‘Abhinaya’ in those instances remind us of KathaLali

and give us a glimpse into an earlier stage of the Yaksha

Gana when it was rich in ‘ Abhinaya.’ If there is no

speech, ‘ Abhinaya ’ will be complete as in the mute

Kathakali, but the introduction of speech broifght in a

steady loss of ' Abhinaya.’ In an older stage, the actors

must have done’ ‘..Abhinaya’ while the songs were being sung

by the Chorist.

Vll

'riiough the dance with ge.sture (‘ \ritya’ or ‘.Abhinaya’)

is not e.xtensively present in Yaksha Ciana today, the drama

is remarkable for its pure dance of ‘Nritta.’ This ‘ Nritta,’

though not as elaborate and varied as the ‘ Tirmanas ’ and

‘ Adavujalis ’ in the .Vautch. is yet of a verj’ attractive variety.

Yaksha G;ina is full of this dance, and is worth study at

least for this. Next to the make-up. the best p-'.rt of the

Yak.sha Gana is this ‘ .\ritta.’ .All actors are expected to

dance, first within the curliiin before they enter, then while

entering, and thirdly while the song is sung. The dance

within the curtain temponirily held by two persons, is very

elaborate especially in the case of the entry of the anti-hero,

Havana and others. Kven very old characters, as for instance,

the old Brahmin appearing in the ‘ Bhishma-vijaya,' have to

swing their bodies to the rhythm of the songs. .All actors

have ‘ Gajjai ’ or small bells on their feet for this purpose.

I heir hands turn and give graceful curves. When the mood
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is heightened or an actor enters in anger, or one is about to

fight, the diince is very vigorous. Wonderful agility of the

body is exhibited in these dances which contain many jumps.

In some of them could be frequently seen reverses of the leg-

poses of the ‘ Karanas ’ of Bharata called ' Dcindaka Rechita,'

‘ Krantaka ’ and ‘ Dolapada ’ as preserved in the Chidambaram

sculptures. The dunces do not interrupt the emotion but only

serve to set off the performance. Sometimes two or three

characters on the stage do it together in fine harmony. This

‘ Nritta ’ is done in three stages : When a song is sung, the

dance first proceeds in a slow measure : then the ‘ tala ’ is

quickened and we have quick and speedy dance ; and liistly

there is very fast and vigorous dance to the accompaniment

of pure ‘ tala ’ and often to the accompaniment of the drum

called
‘ Chendai ’ only. Great de-xlerity is exhibited on the

‘Chendai ' drum which almost all actors know how to play on.

The fights on the stage are done in exactly the same

idealistic manner as envisaged by Bharata’s system of an

idealistic stage (‘ Natya Dharmi ’). The two characters engag-

ed in fight first exchange hot words, then decide to settle the

issue and there is at once the beginning of the fight which is

done by a kind of dance in which the two cro.ss each other

performing ‘ iMandala,’ ‘ (lomutrika ’ and other pugilistic

movements. 'I'he dance ends with a fight with the bow, in

which the actors ‘ act ’ the .shooting of arrows by producing a

sound on their bow-sticks. In the • Draiipadi-pratapa ' is to

be seen ii hand to-hand fight and it is in these places of the

idealised fight-actions and fight- d.'inces of the Yaksha Gana

that one must try to realise the ‘ Nyaya,’ the ‘ .Sattvati ’ and

‘ Arabhati ’ Vriltis of Bharata seen otherwise only in a text-

book. One who wants to reconstruct old ‘

'I'andava,’ its

hundred and eight ‘ Karanas’ and thirty-two ‘ Angaharas,’ can

derive much help by a minute observation of the.se dances in

fighting in the Yaksha Gana and the Kathakali and from

the ‘ Nritta ’ of the Nautch. The fighting scenes of the

Kathakali and the Yaksha Gana deserve special attention,

for in Chap. IV. Bharata says, before describing the ‘ Karanas,
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that they are to be used in ‘ Nritta’ (as we have in the Nautch)
and in scenes of fight, that is, the idealised fight-movements

on the stage. {Natya Sastra, IV: 55). In the ‘ Rukmangada ’

a very wonderful dance is done by one of the kings fighting

with the prince
;
he throws himself on both his knees and in

unimaginable speed whirls round in circles.

There is yet another kind of dance introduced into the

Yaksha Gana. In the ‘ Rukmangada ’ there is a scene where

a Gandharva comes to a tank for water-sport with two damsels.

Before they bathe, the three along with a clown play for some

time and here we see a display of the folk-dance called ‘ Kol

Attam,’ called ‘ Samya ’ in Sanskrit, in which persons dance

with small sticks in their hands which they beat to accompany

the rhythm of their feet. This dancq was done first in a circle

and then in pairs.

VIII

The play has an accompanying songster (‘ Bhagavatar ’)

who sings keeping time with a ‘ Jalara’ (‘Kuzhittalam,’) There

is one ‘.Sruti’ in.strument or drone, one ‘Mridangam’ player,

and one big drum called ‘Chendai' which is beat during scenes

of exchanges of angry words, fights, hurried entrance and the

travel of characters through long distances. Sometimes

the ‘ Ku/hittala ' is displaced by the gong I'cat by a small

thick stick (‘ Sikhandi.') It is .said that in village perfor-

mances the good songster is the chief attraction, and the

other important aspect of the orchestra behind the Yaksha

(iana is the very dillicull playing on the ‘ Chendai ’ drum

of which many actors are masters. The musicians stand at

the back as in Kathakali anil Nautch. 'rhough the drama

is called Yaksha Gana and though it is said that it is

charactcri.sed by a type of music .so called, other varieties of

‘Kirthana’ type have crept in in sub.seipient times. Ihe

music, il theme is in song and ver.se. These arc .sung by the

musician and the actors’ speeches c.\plain elaborately the

contents of the song. That is, the substance of the speech is

already given in the song. Sometimes, a line sung explains
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the action, saying who enters and what the actor does.

Sometimes, the actors who are not generally expected to

sing, sing stray snatches of the song along with the musician.

IX

As observed previously, the Yaksha Gana differs from

Kathakali in its substitution of speech for dumb ‘ Abhinaya.’

It hits also been noticed that the substance of the speeches is

already sung in a succinct manner in the song by the musician

and that the actors then deliver the speeches. I'he diction

of the Yaksha Gana speech is exalted, strewn as it is copi-

ously with good Sanskrit idioms and occasionally ornamented

by gem-like Sanskrit quotations. A high moral tone is set

;

fine truths and classic philosophic ideas make the Yaksha

Gana a true form of liberal education, bringing to all the

illiterate the essence of the wisdom of the Rishis. The open-

ing scene of ‘ Rukmangada ’ is a dis(]uisiti.ofi on devotion

and spirituality given by the king and on the duties of a

virtuous monarch given by his minister. Philosophy and

ethics are not the only subjects expounded ; worldly wisdom

of a varied nature is as effectively inculcivted. The
‘ Draupadi-pratapa ’ closes with a grand sum-up by Lord Si\ a

himself of the mysteries of man’s action, agency, and ego, of

how it is God who is the real Worker, and how self-impor-

tant man is but a tool in His hands. In this respect, next to

the heroic (‘ Veera ’) it is the spiritual Rasa (‘ Santa ’) that

predominates the Yaksha Gana. 'I'he ‘ Atikayavadha ’
is

an example of a war-theme converted into a spiritual play.

X .

Among the players in the Sri Periidur Company, almost

all are good in dancing. But, Mr. Cianapati Prabhu (Pig. 1)

who plays the title roles in all the performances is the best

among them. He is a fine dancer and I am told that this

veteran is the best in all .South Canara. When he plays the

.sublime hero types like Rukmangada, his movements are very

graceful
;

his lilts of the neck, the ‘ Griva Rechakas,’ and the
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movements of the chest and the hands are very fine and he
depicts the emotions wonderfully in his eyes. 1 marked his

effective facial ' expression in many places and he easily im-

presses his superior art upon us. Next to him, comes
Kittappa who plays Krishna in ‘ Bhishma-vijaya ’ and minister

and crown prince in ‘ Rukmangada.’ The ‘Raudra’ rasa’s

greatest exponent is Kushtappa (Figs 4 and 5). His appear-

ance is always to be eagerly expected showing as it does the

large.st amount of dumb ‘ Abhinaya.’ When he enters, he

inspires awe not only with his dress but also with his long-

drawn eerie roar, heard as if from a distance, and with his

right hand lifted up in (juivcring accompaniment to the eerie

sounds of his throat. Among the youngsters, Ramakrishna

Prabhu docs the most vigorous danc,e next to Kittappa; and

Annayya and others are all adepts in dance, wild' as well as

delicate. Among those who played female roles, Seenappa

deserves mention as one suited well to the parts of masculine

woman and the forceful type of the ‘ Praudha ’ and ' Uddhata

Nayika.’ These artistes’ devotion to their art is admirable,

though the remuneration they get out of this art is almost

nothing compared to what they can easily earn by abandon-

ing their traditional art-for the money-making walks of modern

life. Their ardent love for their art must be an example to

all modern artistes. The elaborate make-ii;i which takes a

long lime to go through d<K*s not tire them ; the neglect of a

modernised society does not dishearten them.

I'he Yaksha (iana is certainly of interest and value not

onl> to the theoretical researcher trying to understand the

various forms of indigenous Indian dance and drama but also

to the practical reconstructor who is trying to rebuild out of

the many survivals the glory that was ‘ Bharata Natya.’

Dramatic renais.s'ance in India today will not be truly Indian if

it is only going to create an imitation in India of European

theatre ; an organic and truly Indian theatre has to be raised,

and in this task, the theoretical Sanskrit literature on ‘ Natya,'

dance and drama, the example of Sanskrit dramatists like

Kiilidasci and Siidrakn, and the many vernacular survivals in
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the various provinces in the shape of dances and dance-dramas,

have got to play a great part. Drama, says Bharata {Nafya

Sasita, XXIV, 71—72), is of two kinds, natural or realistic

and ideal or imaginative. Ail modem and western drama is

of the former type ; all ancient Sanskrit drama and other

provincial varieties of old Indian drama belong to the latter

class. The latter is not to be brushed aside by stale catch-

words of criticism—conventional, musical, operatic etc. Indian

drama is a presentation of a fine unification of ‘Bhava,’^

‘ Raga,’ and ‘ Tala,’ of an emotional theme conveyed with all

the aids of music and rhythm and of action or ‘ Abhinaya ’ set

like blossoms on the swings and curves of the music and

dance. It must be preserved from modern contamination

and slander.
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. . . h§ that labomth right for loPt of fiig

Shall finally attain I Sat, if in this

Thg faint hsart fails, bring Ms thy failure /

"^The Song Celestial

‘The Triple Stream

DIVIDED ALLEGIANCE

In the Art Gallery of the Jaganmohan Palace, Mysore,

there is a famous water-colour, ‘ Mad jvfter the Veena,' by

Mr. K. Venkatappa. It represents the artist himself, as being

torn between his loyalty to music and to painting. At one

stage, his madness for the Vccna is so great that, in sheer

despair, he veils the bust of his great teacher in painting. Dr.

Abanindranath Tagore. The curse of divided allegiance was

never more strikingly portrayed, t or fourteen months, the

Editor tried to shut out the Triveni from his vission and to

devote his attention to the Jatheeya Kalasala, which was dear

beyond words. It was difficult to adjust the rival claims of

education and journalism. At times, the Triveni tore off the

veil, and flashed forth anger from her ruby-red eyes. In trying

to .serve two institutions, each of which required utter con-

secration, the Editor caused harm and loss to both. Towards

the middle of January last, the call of the Triveni became

insistent, and with considerable pain he resigned the Princi-

pal-ship. Thus it happens that these Notes are being written

from the ‘Triveni’ Office in Madras, and not within sight of

the spacious lawns of the Kalasala, carpetted emerald green

and filled with ‘ the peace which passeth understanding.'

‘ WHERE FLOWERR DO NOT FADE'

During that brief tenure of office he was privileged to

take part in a function which marked the commencement of a

new epoch in Telugu literature. The Poets Lakshmikantam

and Venkateswara Rao dedicated their first long poem to their

Guru, Venkata Kavi, the forerunner of the literary renaissance

in Andhra. Seven hundred years ago, the poet Ketana

‘ SOth Febnwty, 1886
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offered homage to Tikkana, the poet of the Telugu ‘ Maba-

bharata,’ by the dedication of the ‘Dasakumara Charitra.’

Amidst scenes of truly Oriental charm, with* music and the

lighting of camphor, the authors of ‘ Soundara-Nandam ’ laid

their precious offering at tl^e feet of the poet of the ‘ Buddha-

Charitra.’

Nanda, a brother of the Lord Buddha, joins the Buddhist

Sangha as a ‘ Bhikku ’ under circumstances of intense pathos.

Nanda and his wife Sundari are perfect aesthetes living in a

world of dreams, ‘of eternal spring, where leaves do not

fall and the flowers do not fade.’ The Lord points the way

to a higher love which comprehends the entire universe,

and is not rendered painful by the fear of separation. In a

style which recalls the chiselled grace and sweetness of the

‘ Prabhavati Pradyumnam ’ of Surana, and the ‘ Vijaya Viliisam
’

of Venkana, Lakshmikantam and Venkateswara Rao have

created this modern classic, achieving perfect poise between

thought and language, form and content. To one like the

present writer who has day after day, and month after month,

listened to the ineffably melodious chanting of the verses by

Venkateswara Rao, the ‘ Soundara Nandam ’ represents the

high-water mark of Telugu poetry in the present century.

Among the poets of the Renaissance certain figures stand out

prominently : Krishna Sastri, author of ‘ Krishna Paksham
'

and ‘ Urvasi ’

;
Viswanatha Satyanarayana with his ‘ Nartana-

sala ’ and ‘ Andhra Prasasti’ ; and the poets of the ‘Soundara

Nandam ’ which is the fulfilment of the rich promise held out

years ago in their ‘ Tholakari.’

INDIAN ART IN LONDON

We invite the attention of our readers to the valuable

Note on ‘ Indian Art in London.' Mr. Oswald Couldrey,

formerly Principal of the Rajahmundry College, nursed the

artistic genius of the late lamented Damerla Rama Rao, and

inspired students like Adivi Bapiraju with a love of Indian Art.

He is justifiably annoyed with the Regional Committee for

Madras for failing to secure a larger and more representative
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ejection of pictures from South India. Some works of

Ananda Mohan Sastri, Ram Mohan Sastri, and Kesava Rao

—

all among those that ‘ blossomed at Masulipatam’—^were exhi-

bited, but most of these found their way into the Exhibition

rooms without the aid of the local committee. Though, for

some years, the Oriental Art section of the Kalasala has been

in abeyance, the Art Gallery of water-colours by former

teachers and students remains ; and some of these could have

been loaned, as well as others from the Rama Rao Art

Gallery at Rajahmundry. Individual artists scattered all over

South India ought to organise themselves and make such

studied neglect impo.ssible in future. Art is not the preserve

of an officialised clique, and the expanding art-consciousness

in South India should not get stifled for want of adequate

opportunity for self-expression.

INDIA SAYS ‘NO'

It is a progressive decline from Independence to the sub-

stance thereof, then to Dominion Status with safeguards, and

finally to Diarchy at the centre and veiled autocracy in the

provinces. Was it for this that generations of Indian publi-

cists, from Dadabhai Naoroji to Rangaswami Iyengar, gave

their precious lives ? The National Congress has ‘ rejected
’

the J. I*. C. Report and the Bill based on it. The Assembly

has, in effect, confirmed the decision of the Congress. Every-

day the view is gathering strength that the dropping of the

Bill at this stage will not adversely affect the political desti-

nies of India ; that India need not submit to the fetters forged

for her in. the shape of unending reservations in favour of the

agents of British ImpcriiUism, and a corresponding denial of

power to the advocates of Indian nationalism. Wise states-

manship could have reconciled these conflicting claims,

but the divisions in our own camp have robbed us

of the strength to make an effective demand for the

reality of power. Whether ‘ rejection ’ implies abstention

from the new legislatures, and refusal to accept office as

Ministers, is yet in doubt. But there is no vital contradiction
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in rejecting the Reforms and yet accepting office under them.

If a continuous fight has to be kept up on all fronts, it is

perfectly open to the Congress and other progressive groups

to seize the limited power that is so grudgingly conceded,

and retain the right to press for the powers withheld.

After all, these terms ‘ rejection ’ and ‘ acceptance under

protest ’ merely indicate the temper of different sets of

politicians, and may not correspond to differences in the

actual course of action pursued by them. If, as seems

likely, Mr. Jinnah and Mr. Rajendra Prasad are able to arrive

at an amicable settlement of the communal problem on the

basis of joint electorates, the first great step forward will have

been taken on the road to freedom. Then it will be time

enough for an All-Parties Conference, and a Constituent

Assembly entitled to speak on behalf of the entire nation and

to demand a treaty between England and India, in place of

this dole of Reforms which withholds inltnijleiy more than it

concedes.

THE ' TWENTIETH CENTURY'

When Mr. Iswara Dutt published his brilliant sketches of

South Indian worthies and Fumes—the Rt. Mon.

V. S. Srinivasa .Sastri complimented the young writer by

saying that, after reading the book, he had become ‘ hopeful

of the literary future of India.’ Today the sight of th(j firsi

few numbers of the 'Twentieth Century makes us hopeful

about the future of Indian journalism. Starting as a free-

lance, and serving on daily newspapers like Swnrajya^ 'The

Hindu and 'The Leader^ Mr. Dutt has at long hist found his

true vocation in journalism of a more enduring type. Choice

in its get-up, varied and brilliant in its literary fare, and

pervaded by an atmosphere of cultured leisure, the 'Twentieth

Century is not only an ornament to Indian journalism, but

also its loftie.st expression. Its roll of contributors is perhaps

the most distinguished in India. The 'Twentieth Century is.

in addition, influentially supported and run on excellent

business lines. Mr. Dutt is an old and valued friend of the
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Editor of Triveni, and between them is the bond of common

endeavour which neither time nor circumstance can ever

weaken. Triveni welcomes this baby-brother, born so near

the real ‘ Triveni ’ of Allahabad. And is it not the most

wonderful baby that ever was, or can be ?

WE ‘ TYAGARAJA ’ PORTRAIT

Mr. V. Raghavan sends us the following Note on the

correct identification of the Tanjore picture published in

Triveni during 1932

:

As I'rontispicce to the 1932 July-Aug. number of the

Triveni (Vol. V. No. 1) appeared a portrait identified as that

of Tyagaraja, the immortal .South Indian musician-composer.

The owner of the portrait, Mr. C. Jinarajadasa, wrote in a

Note on that portrait that he was informed by the person from

whom he got it that it was a portrait of the Tanjore school,

and that the name of the personality as Tyagaraja ‘was

suggested later, though tenlatively' In Madras, music enthu-

siasts ardently received this as a new portrait of the immortal

musician and it got circulated as a contemporary portrait

of Tyagaraja. In the Nov.-Dcc. issue of the same journal

for the same year (Vol. V. No. 3), the portrait was discussed

and its identification as 'J'yagaraja was doubted. It was put

forward by a writer (p. 281) that the subject was a typical Linga-

yat Saivaite Rhagavatar and that the portrait was not of the

Tanjore School but it was ‘typical of ihe Mysore School.’

This portrait does belong to the Tanjore school and it does
not represent any Lingayat Rhagavatar. Rut it is not Tyaga-
raja’s portrait. It is a portrait of a well-known and much
revered contemporary of Tyagaraja, Sri Gopala Rhagavatar of

Varahur, a village in the Tanjore I)t.

Gopala Rhagavatar was not a musician as Tyagaraja wJis.

He was a Bhakla and a performer of the traditionnr‘ Bhajana’
with singing and dancing, as the Tambur on his shoulder and
the bells on his feet show. Gopalasvamin or Gopala Bhag^-
vatar was besides a gifted exponent of the ‘ Bhagavata-
purana,’ the Veda of the ‘ Bhakti-marga.’ It is now about
sixty years since Gopala Bhagavatar passed away. He
belonged to the ‘ Sishya-parampara ’ of the famous saint-
composer, Narayana Tirtha YaU, the author of the ' Krishna
Lila Tarangini.’ During his life-time, Gopala Bhagavatar heard
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that the Tanjore court had a portrait of their first Guru,
Narayana Tirtha ; he went to the court and brought a copy
of his guru’s portrait ; and along with Nafayana Tirtha's

second portrait, one of Gopala Bhagavatar also was prepared.

Those two original portraits of Narayana Tirtha and Gopala
Bhagavatar are now in the ‘Puja-griha’ of the grandson of

Gopala Bhs^avatar, Mr. Bharata Sastry, Ayurvedic physidan,

Triplicane. It was through Mr. Bharata Sastry’s brother,

Mr. Lakshmana Sastry of the Madras Govt. Oriental MSS
Library, that Mr. Vetury Prabhakara Sastry of the same
Library published with a Note those two portraits of Narayana
Tirtha and Gopala Bhagavatar in the Madras Telugu
Monthly Bhamti in 1925 (part 6, facing p. 16). If one turns

to the Bharati for 1925 or visits Mr. Bharata Sastry’s house
in Triplicane, he can see for himself that what was published

in the Triveni as a portrait of Tyagaraja is really a portrait of

Varahur Gopala Bhagavatar.

Gopala Bhagavatar is a well-known name in all places in

South India where the traditional ' Bhajana ’ is still going on.

Many ‘ Bhajana- maths ’ must have had his portrait and there

must have been more than one portrait of his. That published

in the Triveni is one of those other portraits of Gopala
Bhagavatar. The Triveni portrait shows the Bhagavatar

slightly younger with a recently shaven face, whereas the

original in Mr. Bharata Sastry’s house which was reproduced

in the Bharati has an older face with a beard. There is yet

another portrait of (lopala Bhagavatar in Mr. Bharata Sastry 's

possession, in which is painted the same person at a ripe old

age, sitting and doing ‘ Japa ’ with a red silk ro.sary in his

hand. I am also told by Mr. Bharata .Sastry that the Zamindar

of Udayarpalayam has in his mansion a big portrait of Ciopala

Bhagavatiir which the Zamindars of that house worship.

VVe have made the pilgrimage recommended by Mr.

Raghavan, and- we are convinced that he is right. But the

picture published in Triveni will always be valued as a rare

gem of Indian Art, of the Tanjore School.
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The Case for Rejection

By B. Pattabiii Sitaramayya

(Membevt Working Committee of the Congress)

' Sow ko sat

Adha gaya not

Thus dethum

Thus dilalhum

Thus ki bath

Chodo niiya
' —Urdu Proyerb.

So much has been said in the past few months since the

White Paper and its corollary, the J.
P. C. Report, have been

published that it seems almost a superfluous task to attempt

a detailed presentation of the case for rejection, at this

late hour in the day, to your readers. Yet the task set to the

writer must be done. Enjrlish people, traders and statesmen

alike, have not failed to perceive our difiliculty in India.

They do nor waste time in arguing that white is black or

black is white, but they baldly and boldly point out that

‘ ail white and no black ’ makes the reforms a dangerous

innovation. But dangerous to whom .? is the question that

we ask. Dangerous certainly to the interests of the English-

men in India. But they join issue with us and they say,

repeating the age-long cant to which we are accustomed,
that India is not a country but a continent and that there are

numerous races and religions always at war with one
another in this woe begone land of ours. Here it is really

that they and we differ, and differ fundamentally too. Here
also is the key to the situation in which the dual meaning
of the phrase ‘ safeguards in Indian interests ’ was accept-

ed as part of the Gandhi-Irwin pact in 1931 by the high
contracting parties. It is a wise saying of Oliver Wendell
Holmes that, where two opponents differ on fundamentals,
it is fruitless to argue a point further. For, the more
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they argue the farther away they travel from each other.

Our contention is that India, even if she were a minor and

a ward, has attained man’s estate and must assume charge

of affairs exclusively. But the English people argue that such

transfer is dangerous alike to their interests as well {is ours.

Accordingly, in every change they propose to make at this

moment, they have made a plan for continuing their guardian-

ship for at least another century. If we can establish by a

reference to the details of the Report that this is so, then we
need not feel any doubt about rejecting the Report or the Bill

altogether. What exactly rejection means hiis also become a

contentious point. But wc need not lose time in debating it,

for, political situations change from day to dtiy and the un-

certainties of the future .so often talked of in every branch of

life are particularly noticeable in the domiiin of politics.

At Lahore in 1029 we had demanded complete Independ

ence, and when at Karachi we interpreted complete Independ-

ence as the ‘ substance of Independence,’ wc showed to the

world that we were not merely academic in our view, but that

we had a lively sense of the real and the practical. What,

however, iloes the ‘ substiince of Independence ’ mean }

Every ryot knows that he enjoys independeiice on his own

farm. That does not mean thjit he does not depend upt.'ii

wrater that flows from a public chanm:l, or that he nee«l not

buy seeds and manures from outside, or that he should not

engage hibour other than that of the members of his family,

or that he could be compelled not to borrow .short term

or long term money for agricultural purposes. .\II these

conditions are e<iUcilly applicable to the Indian people, when

they claim Independence £ind deserve to enjoy the substance

thereof. For a long time to come, commodities nmy have

to be imported from abroad and the services of experts en-

gaged wherever they must be. Ye;i, money itself may have to

be borrowed from those that can .spare it, here or elsewhere,

for national purpo.ses. But to .Stiy that we cannot a.sk for an

account nf the moneys borrow'ed in our ntimc and at our

credit by those who claim to be trustees to our estate, <o
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demand that all our officers and public servants should be

answerable to the trustee for a good long time, to claim that

England shall have (preferential) rights in respect of trade

and commerce in India, is really not to admit us to a position

of equality,—let alone Independence—but to write us down

^nce and for ever as subjects if not as serfs. How else can

be explained the safeguards and reservations that occur in

such abundance throughout the pages of these reports } The

great war, it was claimed, w;is fought for establishing the

principle of self-determination for small and weak nationa-

lities. But today we have the spectacle of a great country

—

not merely a great nationality—which had assisted in winning

the war and was called upon cis a measure of reward to sign

the treaty of Versailles, and was made an original member of

the League of Nations as well as an integral member of the

Commonwealth of the British Empire, being called upon to

accepl a constitution which is imposed upon it from outside,

and is coupled with trade agreements in the formation of which

she really has not had a responsible part at any time. Self-

determination is really determination of one’s own constitu-

n’on by oneself. Australia did so determine hers and Ireland

has done likewise, joint determination comes next, which

was ostensibly the method sought to be adopted by the

members of the Round Table Conferences. I hat too has

goni‘ by the board, for the joint memorandum of the Indian

delegation has been (juictly consigned to the waste paper

basket. There remains the third method, which is neither

‘self-determination’ nor ‘joint determination' but 'other

determination,’ by which the constitution of a country is

settled by people other than its own. India has a right to

complain not merely that she has been denied self-determina-

tion, but that even joint deliberation, which I.ord Irwin and
Ramsay MacDonald have visualised in the matter of the

Indian constitution, has been deliberately ignored.

Moreover when Gandhi wtus persuaded to join the

second Round Table Conference and the Congress agreed to

send him to London, the purpose that was held in view at the
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time was that he should negotiate the fundamentals of a treaty

between England and India and not the details of a constitu-

tion to be granted by England to India. Even today the

position remains unchanged, for the need of the hour is not a

constitution hammered out in England for India, but a clear

understanding of the fundamentals and the conditions on

which the constitution is erected. If there is unanimity on

the former, there will be no difficulty in shaping the latter.

So long as the one is not considered, there can be no succe.ss

relating to the other. It is a different matter whether India

has developed the power to demand such a treaty; a

treaty must be made in any case, and if she has not the

power to demand, she must wait. In either case the time is

not opportune for the formulation of a constitution, and a

constitution forced on the country would be—could only be

—rejected, as it is either too late or loo early.

Another attribute of a satisfactory constitution has been

aptly described by no less a personality than Lord Irwin, who

said that the constitution of a country should be like the bark

of a tree capable of expanding with the growth of the trunk,

and not like the habiliments of a person which must be

changed by the tailor every time he gains or loses in bulk.

This is a virtual translation of the statement that Indians must

have the power of altering their constitution from time to

time. Two instances of such power occur in the Montford

Reforms. It was given to the legislative councils of the pro-

vinces to admit women to the rights of the franchise anil of

candidature, with the result that the women of India were,

admitted to the rights of franchise and of election in one

bound, and they scored a victory in this country with such

infinite ease as could not be dreamt of by their sisters in Eng-

land, who had to organise a whole suffnigette movement with

all its well known stunts of women throwing themselves across

the path of race horses in the Derby and suspending them-

selves by chains from the balconies of the Houses of Parlia-

ment in the midst of their sittings. Another automatic

facility that was provided in the Montford Reforms was
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that the President of the Assembly and of the councils

should be nominated for a period of four years and that

thereafter the posts thrown open to election. ITiat has been

done, and even the President of the Council of State has

become an elected President recently. When we speak of

an elastic constitution, we mean that either a provision should

be contained in the legislation which might be implemented

at a later period, or the constituent powers .should be so

arranged that the Indian legislature itself should be competent

to add to its rights from time to time, at its own risk and

peril, 'rhe J.
P. C. Report does not make provision for either

kind of .self-adjustment, and this is another reason—and really

the supreme reason—for the rejection of any reform based

upon such a report.

Now let us traver.se the harder ground of po'sitive re-

commendations from step to step, in the descending or the

ascending ordef, instead of making vague generalisations of an

academic character. The Gandhi- Irwin agreement laid down

that the future constitution of India should be built upon the

three beams of Federation, Central Responsibility and Safe-

guards in the interests of India, and that the financial

commitments of the Government of India should be subject

t(' an investigation by an impartiiU tribunal representing the

British Government and the Indian Congress. Now this

.solemn agreement had been signed virtually by both parties

and therefore is binding equally upon both. Whatever may
be said about the renewal of civil disobedience and the lapses

on the part of Government in renewing the ordinances, what-

ever may be said about salt-concessions and their alternate

refusal and renewal of them by Government from time to

time, there can be no ({uestion that this portion of the agree-

ment relating to the beams of the Indian constitution should be
considered inviolable. We are, however, told that federation is

a remote contingency based upon the accession of the Princes
at their own pleasure, to the extent of 50;<. in the strength or
50*/o in representation to the Assembly. But in fact it was the
Princes themselves that had to bargain for federation on
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condition that it should be based upon the grant of central

responsibility. Leave this for a moment and consider

whether there is a certainty of federation being introduced at

any time, for we are told that there should be a formal

petition asking fur it and that the two Houses of Parliament

should pass resolutions supporting it. We know e.\actly the

position of Parliament and the internecine fights that are

going on between the parties that compose it. Whether

these fights between the Baldwins and the Churchills are real

fights or mock-fights, the fact remains that the introduction of

the federation is itself a contingency not only of a remote but

also of a doubtful character.

Nor is the hope of federation of any avail unless central

responsibility is a fact. The (jnestion then is whether we are

having arty central responsibility. What sort of central re.s-

ponsibility is this with which we are dealing here ? Again,

we are dealing really with a reproduction of the comic side

of the constitution drama. Here again we have our oI«l

friend—Diarchy, h'irst the Army, External Affairs, and the

Ecclesiastical Department are to be wholly reserved subjects.

The rest are suppo.sed to be transferred. If federation is

conditioned by central responsibility, central rcspon.sibility

itself is conditioned by .safeguards which, it was admitted,

must be in the interests of India. Therefore one should h.-ive

only expected to have a barbed wire fencing placed behind

the hedges that limit your compound from that of >oiir

neighbour. Instead we have the whole floor covered with it

all over the hou.se. If it were so, you would have nc dwelling

accommodation whatever. While the transferred subjects

constitute our dwelling rooms in the edifice of .‘^waraj, the

safeguards constitute the British thicket and hawthorn

scattered all over.

Take any transferred subject,—of course the words

‘ re.served ’ and ‘ tran.sfcrrcd ’ are .scrupulously avoided in the

J. P. C. Report lest it 'should be said that Diarchy is being

re-enacted. In the domain of finance, the Financri Minister is

to be assisted, which is a euphemism for ‘ dominated, b> «t
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linancial adviser who is the intermediary between the

Minister and the Governor-General, and whose advice would

really be in the* nature of a mandate. The Minister selected

would therefore necessarily be of the type of farman bardars

that we are meeting with today in the provincial govern-

ments. Then again there is the Niinister of Transport, who is

to be controlled by a statutory board which is appointed

by the Governor-Cieneral in his discretion and created by

Parliament and not by the authority of the Indian legislature.

It is all well and good to spe.ak of the benefits of British

rule being visualised in po.st.s and telegraphs and railways.

But railways would not carry, posts would not convey, and

telegraphs will not communicate men or messages which are

not acceptable to the statutor)' byard. During the civil

disobedience movement we had experienced thfese three

contingencies. The statutory board would really mountguard

not only over the finance but also over the politics of the trans-

ferred departments. There remains the Commerce Minister

jammed in between a cannon to the right and a cannon to

the left and a cannon to the front, volleying and thundering.

He cannot accept a tjiriff measure lest it should injure the

interests of the United Kingdom. He should hear any repre-

.^entation from England upon any preferential duty, and should

not lev)' a tax upon imported goods which might lower

the price of indigenous goods below those of the United

Kingdom. No measure such as the coastal shipping measure

of Haji can be permitted to be introduced into the central

legislature unless the Governor-General htis given his prior

consent. It is open to any citizen to challenge the validity

of any legislative measure before the highest courts of India,

and it is laid down that no re.sirictive regulations relating

to capital or directorate on foreign companies in India

should be applicable to the British companies in India,

past, present, or future. The more we examine the chapter
dealing with the commercial safeguards, the more we feel

that our future is absolutely at the mercy of British
traders. The commercial magnates of the United Kitig-
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dom have a free hand in exploring and exploiting the wealth

of India, and they are entitled to subsidies and bounties,

despite their abundant wealth and experience, in equal mea-

sure with the struggling Indian companies, and finally

reciprocity is talked of. What kind of reciprocity is it ? It

seems that if any disabilitic.s are imposed upon Indian traders

in the United Kingdom from which British traders, whether

companies or individuals, arc exempt in India, the exemption

enjoyed by the latter would, pro tanto, cease to have effect.

It is unnecessary to labour the point further. These are not

safeguards but deductions from powers that are supposed to

be tran.sferred. In fact they are not transferred but reserved,

and it would be more honest to say that commerce also is to

rank as a reserved sybject along with the three already

described. We do not have under the new Reforms even the

fiscal autonomy which we have been enjoying hitherto.- While

upto now Government have been undoing soiAe of the fiscal

measures passed by the legislature, chiefly those relating to

te.xtiles, by counter-moves on the part of the executive, here-

after they will be under no such restraints.

On the top of these we have the Governor-(jeneraI with

the Reserve Bank on one side and the Services on the other,

absolutely immune from all popular influences, let alone

conlrol by popular power. The (iovernor-Gencral is first a

dual personality, and with the words ‘ in his di.scretion
’

following his title he becomes the mouthpiece of His Master’s

Voice in England. The Report throughout is doited with

this expre.ssion which indicates the spikeheads with vvhich the

constitution is studded. This is not all. 'I'he Bill now b»;fore

Parliament has introduced a new phrase— ‘ the Governor-

General in his judgment.’ How the ‘ di.scretion ’ differs from

the ‘judgment ’ we know not, nor are the two differently con-

trolled by the Secretary of State, for it is distinctly laid down

that both in regard to the exercise of his ‘ discretion ’ or Ins

‘ judgment ’ he is subject to the general control as well as the

particular instructions of the Secretary of State. But even

more surprising and stunning is the provision that t c
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Governor-General need not act within the four corners of the

Statute or the Instrument of Instructions. Says Section

13—(2) :
‘ The -validity of anything done by the Governor-

General shall not be called in <}uestion on the ground that it

was done otherwise than in accordance with the Instrument of

Instructions.’ Then again, the Governor-General’s ordinances

remain as ever before. He can of course veto bills passed by

the legislature and can vote supplies rejected by it. The Ser-

vices owe their allegiance to his authority, as they owe their

position and preferment to his patronage. It is all very well

to speak of Crown conventions and parliamentary precedents,

but they become a mockery in India and an insult to the

Indian nation when all the attributes of real self-government,

of which they are the natural traits, aje nowhere. In England

His Majesty the King may have these and a thousand other

prerogatives, hut they are there in name and not in reality.

We have sedn. how the vetoing powers of provincial

Governors have been in the past pressed into sen’ice in the

very first year of the Montford Reforms, when in Madras the

Russelkonda Saw Mills were saved by the bureaucracy from
the wrath of the legislature. Crown conventions are only
conventions when the Crown itself is the social head of a
democracy as in England. But they become inescapable
invasions of popular rights when the Crown exercises a
personal and absolute rule as in India.

We have spoken of the Governor-General being buttres-
sed by the Services on the one side and the Reserve Bank on
the other. It is laid down that the Indian Civil Service and the
Indian Police Service must continue to be recruited in England
as heretofore and their privileges and prerogatives should be
continued unimpaired. What are these privileges Jind prero-
gatives? The Ministers have no hand in transferring or post-
ing any member of the Imperial Services, and instead the
Governor-General and the Governors are the sole authorities
in this behalf. The emoluments of the All India Services can-
not be interfered with in any way, and for as long as they serve
they must continue to enjoy privileges of pay and pension and
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promotion as if no change had taken place in the Indian Cons-

titution. An examination of the existing privileges, the conti-

nuance of which is guaranteed to the All India and Provincial

Services (as set forth in the appendix to the White Paper which

is practically applicable to the J.
P. C. Report), would reveal how

the All India Services have been made the real masters in the

country and how the Ministers are utterly powerless to deal

with them in any manner whatever. Indeed their salaries,

pensions, and payments on appeal are made wholly non-

votable, and it is not possible even to keep vacant any All

India post for more than three months. Nor can we add to

the cadre any post which may adversely affect any officer, nor

can we even appoint a specialist if it is thought that such an

appointment will affect the interests of the .All India Services

prejudicially.

We have dealt with the safeguards at length because they

abridge the so-called central responsibility . upon which the

wheel of federation revolves. We may wind up the story

with a recital of what Sir John .Simon and his Committee had

recommended regarding the .Army. The Army in India, they

.said, should be divided into an Imperial section maintained by

England and an Indian s<‘ction which is a charge on India.

But all this has gone; not that it is large in itself, but that even

the little coniem|)lated by .Sir John has vanished. Such is Ihe

central responsibility that has bc«*n constituted in the J.P.C.

Report, and upon these boggy foundations of clay and slush

and mud, is to be built at a future date the edifice of federa-

tion, with the brick and stone of the Princes and the mortar

cement of the People of India. One wonders how these can

be cemented. Let us study the aspects of the constitutional

architecture for a moment.

The (iovernor-Oeneral is in the first place supported by the

authority created by the phrase, ‘ In his own discretion.’ 1 ben

a Reserve Bank is carved out for him which is to be at his

beck and call ; and whereas hitherto the legislature htis had

something to do with the discussions relating to currency and

exchange problems, now both these are taken away from the
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purview of the popular Assembly, and made the exclusive con-

cern of the Reserve Bank manned by the Government’s men.

The Reserve Bank’s directorate is to be composed of sixteen

Directors of whom only eight are to be elected, while out of

the remaining eight, four are to be officials and four nominated

non-officials. Thus a half of the difectoraie is to be nominated.

Here again it will be argued that the procedure adopted is

only in conformity with the procedure in vogue in all civilised

countries. It may be so. But is not the constitution and are

not the powers of the Reserve Bank unlike those obtaining in

such self-governing coiintries. ? Here the Reserve Bank will

virtually be influenced and managed by the European

exchange banks in India, and the Governor-General himself

has the sole power to appoint four of its Directors. The

shareholders with five shares have the right of voting.

The White Paper at least had laid down that the constituent

powers would, authorise the Indian legislature to alter the

structure of the Reserve Bank. But the J.P.C. Report has

laid it down that neither the structure nor the functions of the

Bank can be altered by the Indian legislature. In the aggre-

gate then you have an Army that is at the bidding of the

Governor-General, and a Resserve Bank that answers the call

of the European financial interests, as the rural credit section

has all but vanished e.\cept in name We need not spend

much time upon discussing the position and the powers of the

central legislature when central responsibility itself has really

been resolved into Diarchy answerable to the Secretarj- of

State. The question of the voting strength of the popular
power of the legislature need not bother us at all. It may be
presumed that they are so designed as to subserve the
interests of the reserved departments ; and when the .Army,

consuming nearly a third of the central revenue, is reserved
the Governor-General must necessarily have an official bloc,
maybe under a different name, to answer his purposes. The
old nominated bloc is replaced by the Princes bloc todat-. and
the old dodge of playing one group against another is made
possible by the device of indirect election which is introduced
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into the central legislature,—the several groups of represen-

tatives always acting one against another and all acting upto

the behests of the Governor-General. We shall not weary

the readers with the detailed discussion of the numbers with

which the legislatures are constituted. The extension of

franchise has thus been neutralised by the method of indirect

election and the Princes’ bloc. Thus is India saved for the

British bureaucracy and for British commerce for at least a

century to come. And when we find that the Reforms will

cost India a huge sum of between ten and twenty crores of

rupees, we can only e.xclaim : ‘The game is not worth the

candle
!

’

'I'here is a complaint regarding the absence of reference

to ‘ Dominion Status.’ No .sensible draftsman would associate

such arbitrary powers of the Governor-General with Dominion

Status, in being or in action. What should be really regretted

in this behalf is not that there is no reference in the Bill to

Dominion Status, but that those powers which India virtually

enjoyed as a ‘ Dominion ' have been expressly taken away by

specific provisions in the Bill. Let us refer to some in

passing. Hitherto, it was a moot <piesliun whether the legis-

lature can summon a member like Sarat Chandra Bose before

the bar of the House ; now the power is s[)ecifically taken

away. Hitherto, a .Sarat Chandra Bose could contest a seat

from behind the bars of the prison : hereafter anyone under-

going a sentence cannot even be a candidate, lake the

shipping rights. When Haji’s Bill was introduced, the matter

was referred to the Law officers of the Crown by Government

as to whether such a mea.sure could be introduced, and they

opined in favour of Haji, following the analogy of the r)omi-

nions. Now the power is altogether taken away. Thirdly, let

us take currency. It is the undoubted and undisputed right

of every country to fix the monetary value of its own currency.

But in India the legislature is deprived of such powers.

Fourthly, the right ol imposing restrictions on the formation

of foreign companies is another such indefeasible right which

has been taken away by the Bill, and which is referred to at
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length elsewhere. Then there is the question of railway rates;

railways are a transferred subject under a Minister, but railway

rates cannot be altered or determined by the legislature.

Fifthly, the disqualifications arising from election offences of a

candidate for the legislature, as hitherto in existence, may

be abated by order of the Governor-General, but this existing

power is taken away in the new Bill. In effect then, these

safeguards are really deprivations of powers,—not kept in

reserve to be exercised by the Governor-General as against

Ministers, but powers of which the Governor-General is

himself deprived. In the domain of the judicial administra-

tion, the existing powers of the I ligh Courts are altogether

retrenched. Section 107 of the Government of India Act

invests the High Courts with general powers of supervision

over all the subordinate tribunals, including thte Special

Tribunals and Criminal Law .Amendment Act Courts, The

words ‘ powers pf supervision ’ are altered into ‘ powers of

administrative supervision,’ so that the judicial powers are

converted into merely administrative powers. Again the

High Courts have now an effective voice in the appointment

of District Judges, though in reality it is the Government

that makes them. This is taken away from the High

Courts. The Chief Justiceship is thrown open to Civilian

Judges. Finally, there is a clause which says that no

reserved subject can be transferred in relation to the Fede-

ral States unle.ss the .State concerned gives its consent.

.An impartial study of the .Statutory Report would not be

complete without a word being said regarding the provinces.

Here the Governors are levelled up to the position of

the Ciovernor-Cieneral for purposes of ordinance-making, side

by side with the tran.sfer of all provincial subjects to popular

Ministers. Of course there are deductions at the bottom

—

deductions from the transfer; and there arc concessions at

the top—concessions to autocracy. Hereafter the (iovernors

will have equal authority with the Governor-lieneral, directly

enacting ordinances ; and the (.iovernors’ powers of appoint-

ing Ministers are to be regulated, not by those uplifting
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traditions associated with parliamentary government and
cabinet formations, but in accordance with the policy of form-

ing groups in place of parties and recognising communities in

place of policies. A subtle suggestion is made in the
J.

P. C.

Report that the Governors do select the Ministers not from

the majority party, but /'rom groups
; and it will not be

possible when Ministers are so selected to table a motion

of censure on them, for each group would be anxious to

keep its own man in office, and will be told that by the

motion that particular group is sought to be penalised. This

means the end of all corporate responsibility among the

Ministers. In addition to this, the Governor is support-

ed by a super-secretary who plays the part of a mentor

or monitor to the class of Ministers, having free access

to their* deliberations, conveying them all faithfully to

his master, the (iovernor. The Ministers are thus para-

lysed, forj* on the slightest hint of the Ministers leaning

towards the popular will, the Governor can bring his steam

hammer of veto and crush the legishiture in one thud. This

however is a potential power, but it is directly put down that

Police rules are to be excluded from the purview of the

Minister concerned, and so is the C. I. D. The Inspector-

General of Police is made the super-minister for Law and

Order actually, and if we may lift the veil from the mystery of

this arrangement, we shall see in ail its nakedness the Diarchy

of old, so far as Law and Order is concerned. Mr. Montagu

started the idea of framing an Instrument of Instructions, but

it was to be a departmental affair with no statutory authority

behind it. The J.
P. C. Report has made an improvement

upon the Montford Report and made the Instrument of

Instructions statutory. It will require the action of Parlia-

ment to abate the authority of this Instrument by a jot or

tittle, and this constitution has been declared by Sir Samuel

Hoare as intended to .serve India for a generation. We may

take it that it is meant to serve India for a century. The more

we study the Report, the more we are compelled to admire the

ingenuity of the British statesmen. It is said that the Orien-
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tals are a subtle people, but none can beat these English

merchants in the science and art of bargaining. It is difficult

to write with patience upon a report such as this. It is a

direct affront to a whole nation which has its birthrights.

There are those who say that half aloaf is better than no bread,

but what are we to say to those who pliice in your hands a

stone in place of a slice of bread ! No amount of mastication

and insalivation can sweeten this petrified stuff, and every-

one in India knows that it has to be rejected without reser-

vations of any character. It is our right to get the sixteen

annas in the rupee or our hundred per cent. But as the

debtor in the Urdu proverb (|uoted at the beginning says, the

Englishman also says that, out of the hundred, only sixty is

payable, and of this, half is gone by rebate. ‘ Out of the

balance of thirty, I pay you ten and shall cause another ten to

be paid; and as for the remaining ten—what of it, give it up,

master!’ ‘
.
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The Last Act

Nothing matters any more :

On the tired face of pain

I have bravely shut the door,

I who cannot love again.

Have my hopes been all denied }

Are my dreams unsatisfied ?

Have I then for years and years

Loved and longed for you in vain i

Like a tomb I He apart,

—

ft is truly very strange

How this restless human heart

Could have undergone this change/

Nothing makes me restless now:

On my calm unruffled brow

You can touch trancjiiillity

Of a highborn mountain range.

Nothing matters more to me
Who am dead to joy and grief

;

Like an uncomplaining tree

Widowed utterly of leaf,

Beggared of all bloom, I stand

Empty heart and empty hand. . .

Winter-whiteness creeps across

Me whose Spring was very brief.

Wrillen at Vikarahad,

25th Sept. 1931

H. Chattopadiiyaya



Masumatti

(A Stor^)

By MaSTI VeSKATESA IVENCiAR

(Translated from Kannada by Xavariitna lUinu Kao)

[My grandfather was Mr. Courtenay's Judicial clerk—or

* Jodi shawl Sheristcdur,’ as we call that ol'Acial, substituting

words we know for unfamiliar ones. Quite recently, while

rummaging among old daftars in my house to sort out

useless papers for destruction, I happened upon a file of

documents relating to my grandfather’*s days, and found among
them part of a diary kept by Mr. Courtenay. I had seen Mr.

Courtenay, tind have dim recollections of a gift or two of

sweetmeats from him. He was a good and kindly man. I

opened his diary at random, and glanced over a few pages.

What I saw there made me read the whole ol it. I did so

forthwith, for it was short and I could finish it at a sitting. It

interested me, and I give it in the hope it may interest you.]

There is a beautiful story current among Hindus, .\fter

slaying Ravana, Sri Rama, it is said, meant to go to Lanka

to place Vibhishana on the throne, but at the gate of the con-

(luered city he saw a lovely .sapphire, which awakened in him

such strong desire that his mind mi.sgave him as to the

temptations that awaited within. This made him forbear to

enter, and send Lakshmana instead, to attend to the business

of installation.

This country is as Lanka to us—but. alas I we are not as

Rama. It is as though the call, ‘ Give up all and follow me
has been really the lure of wealth, for, from the very outset,

our intercourse with this country has led to the gradual

transfer of its substance to us. We never see a beautiful

object here, but we wish to take it home.

This is what set me thinking of this. My sister Emily

and her husband have come on a visit and are spending a few
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days with me. John Farquhar loves this land—I know none

other of our people who loves it so well. He knows the

people, their speech, and their ways. He knows all that is

best in this hoary civilisation ; he understands and loves the

sculptured perfection of th^se temples. To name him is to

recall his services in interpretinjj this country to ours,—in

giving to our people an idea of the beauty of this age-long

culture, and the wonderful way in which it endures and

permeates the everyday lives of tliis people. He has visited

all places where there is anything to see,—ancient temples

and monasteries, remains of palaces and royal dynasties; and

everywhere he has sought and seen old pictures, antique

statues, ancient works of art. His heart has gone out to all

he .saw, and whoso reads his glowing pages must understand

and appreciate, even as he did. I’he people of India must

feel grateful to him ; and in all he has done, limily has been

with him and has learnt to love this country.

Farquhar has got together a fairly large number of

pictures and statues from wherever he could beg or buy them,

and it is his hope to form a museum of his own when his

collection is complete. On their way to me, they visited the

Ajanta caves, and Farquhar could talk of nothing else ; but

Emily was so silent that 1 asked her why. .She was quite

delighted, she said
;
yet there was a thing that made her sad.

What thing } I asked.

‘ Oh, hardly a thiiiir,' she said, ‘ :i mere thought, perhaps

no more than a fancy. 1 .said to myself— the.se excellent men

who painted—couldn’t they have painted on paper or canvas.?

For so, we could have bought the pictures, at whatever price,

and called them ours, and taken them homo. Whatever made

them paint on rocks to awaken but mock our wishes?’

I smiled, for whtit limily .said .seemed quite natuntl and

proper, coming as it did from a laudable enthusiasm for

Indian art. To desire the beautiful is, I suppose, human

nature.

The talk came round to the temples and places of histori-

cal interest in my division.
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‘ I have heard there’s a place called Masumatti in your

division,’ said Faniuhar, ‘ and I am told there’s a man there

that has some splendid old pictures. (He proceeded to give

the man’s name and other details.) I should like to get a

picture or two from him if 1 can. Do you think you can

help me ?
’ *

I consented, fur I was only too glad to help in anything

which could make the world see the true greatness of this

country. And so we went to M^tsumatti yesterday.

Masumatti is now a mere hamlet—it has decayed as

far as the village can decay without becoming bechirakh

(lightle.ss), the word by which these people denote the night

desolation of an uninhabited village. Besides the few

straggling houses in the outskirts, there are but four or

five in the village itself. The inhabitants are all cultivators.

When I had gone there a few days earlier, 1 had met an old

man sunning himself on the verandah of his house. I asked

him why the village had come to this pass. I don't know

how it happens—but these people, even the humblest, have a

grasp of basic truths, and there is philosophy in their ordinary

talk. Their peasants have the manners of princes, and there

is a deep inward peace in their everyday lives. Well, when 1

asked the old man why his village was decayed,

‘ All towns have to decay,' he answered.

‘ Rut,' said 1,
‘ there arc some that grow :

'

‘ They grow in growing time, a id that over, they decay.’

‘ Had your town (“ver a growing time .'

' 1 asked. It was

a foolish (|ue.stion, but I wanted to get the old man to talk of

his village. 1 le smiled as he made, answer :

‘ Can age come unless youth have gone before ?

'

.And then he went on to say that this crumbling village

had been the far famed Ma/iis/niiati-nas^ara of the Puranas

where Kartavirya .Arjuna had once reigned in his glory, and

where hundreds of royal hou.scs had succeeded him and

flourished and fallen in their turn : till finally it had been

overwhelmed fighting against Mussalman invaders and dwind-

led into a hamlet. It had continued on its downward way till,
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as 1 could see, there were but four houses left. It seemed
strange to identify this all but bechirakh village with the

Mahishmati of ancient story, but the old man had no doubt

whatever on the subject. He showed me a stone mantap

where Arjuna of the thousand arms had been wont to take

his exercise. He showed me likewise the pond where the

hero used to perform his daily ablutions, and the temple

where he rendered daily worship. He told me of a mantap

where Ravana had been held prisoner, and made to dance for

the amusement of the Mahishmati people, as a great glittering

ten-headed monster. The captive had at first refused to per-

form, but Arjuna had struck him so, that he started up in rage

and pain striking ten dents, with his ten heads, into the stone

ceiling of the prison. The dents—the old man said—could be

seen to this day. That is the way with these people. No
village is too small or insignificant to be worthy of association

with gods and heroes, and the days are not past when divine

beings trod the earth. I'his old man wa.s only talking as is

usual with him and his .sort ; but, no doubt, this village had

been a mighty town in its day. Look at the mantap^ for

instance, which had been the many-armed hero’s gymnasium,

and at the multi-pillared prison of the Rakshasa. They were

low-roofed to be sure ; but what immen.se .stones, what soli-

dity and cleannes.s of build I Thi.s .surely was the work of no

feeble men. The pond, which had been /\rjuna’s bathing

place, was a hundred and fifty yards sijuarc, with broad steps

of dressed stone, so well planed and so truly jointed that

the thou.sands of years which had desolated countries and

destroyed dynasties had wrought hardly a change in the

structure. This was without a doubt the work of builders

who had gloried in their skill, and known the joy of creating

beautiful structures. There is yet a little water in that pond,

and it laps the foot of the .same tier of steps all round, so

justly have they been built, and so little has time touched

them. And then that temple. To eyes accustomed to the

exquisite lines of Greek art, and the massive majesty of our

own architecture, there is at first a disappointing sense of some-
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thing crude and inconsequential in Indian building and sculp-

ture ;
but take a temple as a whole, and the effect is far from

unsatisfying. This temple I am speaking of is of the usual

type—carefully built and finished ; the slabs and stones fitted

with workman-like neatness and precision. It is still in a fair

state of preservation. There is an image in the temple, but

no worship has taken place for years.

And in the village itself, there are long lines of crumbling

foundations of what must have been palatial bouses, laid out

in streets, in the goodly order of a well-planned town. My
old friend pointed out what had been the Urahmana street

;

another row of ruins had been the jeweller’s street, and

so on

Now, mere emptine.ss and silence ; even the imagination

can hardly people that wilderness of crumbling walL4.

When yester«lay 1 made enquiries about the pictures my
brother-in-law wished to see, 1 found that my old friend was
the owner of them. We sent for him. He came out, and

saluting us with old world courtesy, begged us to enter. This

man had a lofty graciousness which seemed to spring from an

innate nobility of soul.

‘ Are you Mr. Krishnayya:' asked Farquhar.

‘Yes, sir.’

‘ 1 have some business with you : that’s why we ctime.'

‘
1 am at your service.’

‘
1 have heard that you have some beautiful old pictures.

1 have come to see them if I may.'

‘ I haven’t many, but such as I have you are w'elcome to

see. Fray come in and be seated.’

We took our seats in the //^rca/vt-hall. The old

gentleman went in and brought a few pictures. They were

painted with very ordinary colours on indifferent canvas made
by laying some wa.\y paste on ch)th. The lines were flowing

and graceful. Some pictures looked as though parts had
been erased and re-drawn, while others remtiined as they had

come from the inspired mind of the artist. His touch must
have been wonderfully light and sure. One of them was a
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picture of Gopalakrishna. A look at it sufficed to tell you

how real Gopalakrishna must have been to the artist.

What words can express the beauty of the pose, the

daintiness of the fingers which held the flute to the wooing

lips, the infinite tenderne.ss of the eyes! The body was

gracefully poised on one foot, so that the garland hung a little

aslant on the bosom. All this is eiusy to describe, but who
can describe the atmosphere of rapt and silent absorption—as

though all sound, all sense, all nature, had been merged and

lost in an infinite harmony,—the listening stillness of the trees,

the various pose of cow and calf surprised and spell-bound in

the act of grazing or gambol, the ecstatic groups of gods and

rishis and gopikas} This man, surely, saw his God as he

painted Him ! Emily juid Farquhar were in raptures.

‘ Whose work is this ?’

‘ My grjindfather’s.’

‘ He had genius!’

‘ My family has not produced such another.’

‘Did he paint other pictures?'

‘Oh, he painted a good many; but they were most of

them like this one, pictures of Gopalakrishna. He delighted

in making pictures of the god. Well, he painted, and painted

and this is what remains of it all.'

The old man went in and brought out a daftar which we

found to contain a number of pictures of the god, differing

but little from one another. Some were almost replicas of

one another, while others differed only in general effect.

There were sixteen of them altogether.

‘ He made them—and he put each by s.idly, as not ([uite

the Vision that had been vouchsafed to him. Then he began

another. Finally he had this,—the one you have already seen.’

Farquhar looked up with interest.

‘ Did he .say he was .satisfied that this picture expressed

his vision ?’ he a.sked.

‘ No. A few daj's later, he started painting another.

I heard that, before he put his hand to it, he was for ten or

twelve days wrapped up in worship and meditation. It was a
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strange life, sir, my grandfather’s. At the end of that time

he started up from meditation crying, “ My God is come !” and

bade his wife bring cocoanuts, and flowers, and fruit for wor-

ship. Then he sat down to paint. The day was far stepped

into the afternoon, and he was stilj at his picture. Later, his

elder brother who had finished his daily worship, came and

sat silently near him. All the children—and my grandmother

who being big with my father was not allowed to remain

fasting—had long since finished their meal. My grandfather

and his brother were the only people who hadn’t dined. It

was almost evening, and my grandfather continued working

at his picture. Then came a cry that the marauders were

upon us. The gates were closed, and the whole town

swarmed to the ramparts. My grandfather was a man of

great courage. He rose up saying, “ Perhaps it is not God’s

pleasure that this picture .should be finished today ”, and

with a lingering look at it, he seized his bow and tjuiver, and

went out. Our women, it seems, begged my grandfather to

dine before going out; but he only laughed and said that the

meal might wait, but the fight would not, and so went out.

His brother also said, “ Never mind, he’ll be coming back

presently”, and waited for him. I have heard that my grand-

father so far yielded to the importunities of the women as to

eat one of the plantains used for worship, and that was all.

The raiders were in great force, and we were but few; the

wiser part would have been to bribe them to leave us alone,

to which thev wouKl have been nothing loath, and some there

were that counselled this cour.se: but my grandfather was a

man of spirit, and with a few men of like heart, he ran up and

down the ramparts seeking to organise defence. Some
robber marked him, and shot him down with a matchlock.

Presently help came to us from our men who hastened back

from their fields to defend their home, and we beat off the

marauders. When it was .all over, they brought my grand-

father home. The bullet had entered his breast, and there

was no more than a faint spark of life when they brought him
in. They say he opened his eyes once and said, ‘‘ Oh, yes, I’ll
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come back presently, for I must finish my picture”, and his

spirit passed. I think his mind had gone back to his leaving

the picture to go to the fight. My granduncle, who was so

much the elder that he had been a father to my grandfather,

beat his breast and cried, “ Oh my boy, Oh my boy, could I

not gfive you a mouthful of food before sending you to your

death!” and he was broken-hearted. To make a sad story

short, they cremated him and performed his obseijuies, but my
granduncle was never the .s:imc man tigain. He spent most

of his time at the door as though in e.xpectation of .somebody;

and as he oldened, he took to muttering strange things such

as, ” No, he won’t come”, ‘‘ Who knows what was in his

mind.?”, “Oh, but ho will
!’’ and so he too passed away.’

The old man ceased, and we respected his silence.

After a while, Fanjuhar said in a low voice :

‘ Where’s the picture he painted that day ?
’

‘ It is inside.’

‘ Won’t you kindly show it to us .?

’

‘ 1 have heard my elders .say it should not be shown.’

‘Why?’
‘ It is unfini.shed, and there may be faults in it. People

might say it is not a go(jd piece of work, and that would vex

a workman. It might lower the artist in the estimation of

people.’

‘ .My dear sir, y*»ur arti.st was a hero and a genius, and

has nothing to fear from detnictors,—ami we are not detrae

tors. Do let us see the pictun?.’

‘ Very well then, so be it. 1 doubt whether I .should

have shown it if you ha<l come by yrnirselves, but 1 cannot

disoblige a lady, and she is eager to see. 'I'hcre w.as yet

another retison—ti very fanciful reason it may seem to you

—

why my granduncle was unwilling to let this picture be seen.

His brother’s la.st words had been that he would come again

and finish the picture, and my gmnduncle believed he would

do so.’

‘ Did your grandfather say he would come back ?
’

‘ Well, so at least they understood him. And it grew
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into a feeling in our house that our grandfather would be
reborn in our midst to complete his picture. We did

not wish to show it to others till he had come back and
completed it. When my father was born, it is said my grand-

uncle anxiously watched him for evidences of his father’s

genius, as a token that he had come again in his son to take

up the unfinished work. But no. When I came, he looked

for them in me. But again, no. He said, “ My brother was

a boy of his word ; he is sure to come some day
; take good

care of the picture ”, and so he died. My father showed it

once to our guru, and now I show it again as something in

the lady’s face makes me feel I might show it to her.’

He went inside the house again and brought two pictures

of which he placed one before us.

1 was spell-bound by the picture. There was hiagic in

each line,—and I despair to convey it in words. It was as

though the artist had caught and fixed the air, all tremulous

and undulating with the music of the flute. Though the

details were as in the other pictures we had seen, there was
yet some indefinable difference which made it instinct with

life and unearthly beauty. Emily gazed on it in breathless

rapture.

‘ Is this the unfinished picture?’ she asked at last.

‘ No. This other
—

’ and he spread out the second picture

before us.

‘ My God !

' said Emily with a ga. p.

We looked at it in silence for a while. It was a supreme
picture.

‘ What did the artist intend painting below this cow, I

wonder.?’ said Ean|uhar when he found his voice. There
was a faint wavy line or two as of an outline commenced and
broken off.

‘ I don’t know. It was just as he was about to fill the

canvas there that the alarm came, and he went out to die.'

I looked again, and it seemed to me that the artist had
meant to put in another cow there ; but one couldn't be sure.
Emily was still regarding the picture in silence. I asked the
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old man if no one had hazarded a guess as to what the artist’s

intention might have been.

‘ITtere is my daughter’s little boy,’ said the old man;
‘ he said something. Nobody else could make anything of it.’

' Sir,’ said Farquhar, ‘ if you could sell me that picture,

I would tiike it home witli me and make your grandfather’s

name famous in my country. Will you give it to me?’

‘Sir, how can I? My granduncle forbade us even to

show it!’

‘It is not for my own use or pleasure that I ask it,—it is

to secure to your grandfather the recognition thiat is his due.

It is for the glory of your village and your country.’

‘ But what if he returns sis he promised ?’

‘Who? Your grsindfsuher? Venerable sir, can you for

a momeht believe it? Just think I

’

‘ Whcit matters our thinking?' rejoined the old man. ‘ He
knows best who promised. It is clearly our duty to keep the

picture here waiting for him—and that wsis the wish of our

elders also. The rest is as (lod wills.’

Fanjuhar merely .said, ‘ .Ml right, but plcsi.se think about

it again. We aren’t in a hurry. We shall come sigsiin, in

four or five days, and shall be ver)' pleased to hear your deci-

sion.’

Emily did not seem to have heard this talk. She

suddenly looked up from the picture.

‘ .Shall I tell you wliat was in the artist’s mind to paint

here.?’

‘Do,’ 1 said.

‘It seems to me.’ .said Emily, with a flush on her cheeks,

‘ it seems to me there .should have been here a calf on its

eager way to the mother’s milk, held in mid-career, and

fed with the Divine melody. Whoso is fed with milk—even

mother’s milk—hungers again ; but the nectar from the flute

fills for evermore. Look, how all things in the picture show

that the melody has just begun. The other picture is con-

ventional ;
this one has seized the moment when the music

began.’
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' Then what my grandchild said was true !’ exclaimed the

old man.
‘ What did he say ?' we cried,

‘ He said, “ Look how the Lord has even now conceived

a thought, and raised the flute to his lips to give it expres-

sion. See how the first notes have enchanted the air, and look

at this calf surprised on its way to the mother, and fed with

music sweeter than milk!” That was what the boy said.

And that is what Madam here says now.’

We marvelled at the boy’s justness of perception; for

really, the air seemed thrilling with music, and there was

dawning inspiration on the brow of the Divine flutist.

Farquhar said

;

‘ Bring up this boy of yours to be .a painter,—believe me
he will make a great one. Tell us when we come a^ain four

days hence whether you will give us the picture.'

Emily said* nothing. Presently we rose to go, and the

old gentleman saw us off with the usual parting gift of betel

leaves and nut.

But we have no thought now of going there again for

the picture. We still want it as keenly as ever ; and it is

also possible the old man may not resist the temptation of a

high price,—but we shall not go, and this is why.

On our Avay back, Emily .sat for a while on the stone

steps of Kartavirya’s pond. Farcjuhar fetched out our tiffin

btisket and we had tea.

‘ What a beautiful pond !
' said Emily.

‘ Beautiful enough,’ I replied, ‘ but there isn't much
water in it now; and look, some follow has prised off a few

stones over there, to build an ugly little house with, very

probably.’

‘ Oh brother,’ she said, ‘ does it not occur to you that we
are doing very much the .same kind of thing? There isn't

much water in the pond, it is true : but the pond itself is here

nevertheless
;
and if only some one cared for it, and saw that

weeds did not spring up and loosen the joints, some day

—

perhaps years hence—when water came, the pond would be
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there to hold it. I can almost hear the tinkling anklets and

toe-rings of the generations of sweet joyous g^rls who must

have passed up and down these beautiful steps. They may
come again—^as water may come again—if but the pond conti-

nued whole and good ; but once pull out the stones, deface

and desecrate the pond, and lo ! it is but an ugly ditch which

all will shun, and which can only become noisome with the

return of water !

’

‘ Quite true, Emily, but what arc you driving at ?
’

‘What ? Do you ask ? Why, this : We take away this picture

because it is good, that statue because it is beautiful, and that

other thing because it is desirable, and then what remains to

this unfortunate country when she comes to herself, I should

like to know ? What shall we have done for her ?
’

‘ Buf don’t you see we take these things only to proclaim

the greatness of this country to the world, and not through

mere lust of possession ?
’

‘Much good will that kind of fame be to her! You tell

this man to make his little boy a painter, and you take away

his picture. Is that doing him a grcju lot of good ? ’

We got on our horses, and rode slowly homewards.

After we had gone some.lutlQ way Emily said to me:
‘ Have you heard," broths o/ a belief among the.se people

that sometimes the soul goes wandering forth from its body,

leaving it temporarily untenanted, but intending to return to

it. It may happen that, in the interval, some other spirit

usurps that body to the deprivation of its proper owner.’

I said I had he.'ird of such a belief.

‘ They call it /'//Z/f another's body. Now supposing a

soul leaves its body for a while purposing to return, if this

body should be hidden away or disfigured beyond recogni-

tion so that the soul returning cannot find or know it, how

forlornly that homeless soul must wander in space!
’

‘ True, but what a fancy !

’

‘ Brother, it seems to me that the lovely body they call

Bharata Mala (Mother India) is now in a trance, and that her

children are sealed weeping about her. But even now, her
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brow is flushing with the return of the soul. Shall we now
deface her frame, deprive her of the things she holds sacred

and beautiful, her necklace and rings and bracelets, with the

result that the returning soul cannot recognise its own

tenement? Is it not just as though we had rapt the body

away? The mother’s soul may return wishing to wipe her

children’s tears, but what if the body be not there? Shall we

orphan her children ? I don’t think we ought to do this
!’

And Emily’s eyes filled with tears. Farquhar looked

away ;
his thoughts had probably gone to little George, and

he pictured Emily in a trance and George waiting beside her.

VVe rode home in silence, and decided this morning that we

should not try to ac(iuire that picture.

This occurrence has confirmed to me another thought I

have had for some time. It may be that we can substitute our

civilisation for the one these people have lost, but this would

be really the usprpation by an alien soul of a body which is

waiting for the return of its own.
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The Indian Constitutional

Experiment
I

By M. Venkatarangaiva, M.A.,

(Kcadiir in PotUieg, Andhra Univeniiiy^ Waltair)

( 1)

India has become a laboratory for Enj^lishmen to make

constitutional experiments. They have developed a special

technique for this purpose. Every e.xperiment is being

preceded by an exhaustive enquiry by commissions and special

committees, by voluminous reports from the Government of

India and provincial governments, and by representations from

interested parties and groups. Piles of datxi are collected,

and with the help of e.xperts final conclusions are drawn from

them to form the basis of a fresh scheme of government.

But it is curious to find that in spite of these mountains of

labour a solution to the constitutional problem luis not been

discovered. Within a short period of twenty-live years two

constitutions w-ere framed for the country, tested, and finally

given up as hopelessly inadequate. Englishmen are now

engaged in framing a third constitution. The Minto Morley

Reforms were introduced in 1909 and extraordinary claims

were made for them, even though they were condemned by »he

politically-minded classes of India as unsuited to the require-

ments of the country. Their criticism was then brushed aside

—

as is being done now—as originating from political extremism.

But within eight years after the inauguration of these reforms.

Parliament itself had to come out with a new policy enunciat-

ed in the famous decliiration of August 1917 and pa.ss anew

Government of India Act in 1919. This Act was put into

effect with a blow of trumpets and the new machine of

Diarchy began its work. Its shortcomings became clear

within a very brief period of its existence, and a Statutoiy
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(Simon) Commission had to be appointed in 1927 and

entrusted with the work of making an exhaustive enquiry into

the whole subject of the form of government best suited for

the people of India. The conclusions of their report have

been examined and re-examined during a period of five years,

and their essence is to be found in the Report of the Joint

Parliamentary Committee, on the basis of which a new scheme

of government is shortly to be introduced.

There is nothing, however, to show that the latest

experiment is going to succeed any better or have a longer

lease of life than its predecessors. For it is the outcome of

a series of reports which start with the same hypothesis,

elaborate the same set of arguments, and arrive fundamentally

at the same conclusions as the reports that preceded the

legislation of 1909 and 1919. Everyone of the’se reports

contains a chapter on ‘ The Conditions of the Indian

Problem ’ which forms the starting point for constitution-

making. The analysis of the.se conditions made in 1907 is

not different from that contained in the Montagu-Chelmsford

Report of 1918, or the Simon Commission Report of 1930, or

the joint Parliamentary Committee Report of 1934. The

Montagu-Chelm.sforil Report, for instance, states thus ;
‘ Two

dominating conditions will be «juickly apparent to any one

who turns to the records and reports. One is that the

immense masses of the people are poor, ignorant and help-

less, far beyond the standards of I .urope ; and the other is

that there runs through Indian society a series of cleavages

of religion, race and caste- which constantly threaten its

solidarity, and of which any wise political scheme must take

serious heed.’ The Simon Commission has not a different

tale to tell after the lapse of twelve years. ‘ The immense
area and population of India, the diversities of race, creed and

caste, the existence of the Indian States, the predominance in

numbers of the rural population, the high percentage of

illiteracy, and the standing menace of the North-West frontier,

are all facts which no person, British or Indian, who has to

deal with the constitutional problem of India can possibly
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ignore.’ The Joint Parliamentary Committee echoes the

same idea :
‘ It is inhabited by many races and tribes, speak-

ing a dozen main languages and over twu«hundred minor

dialects, and often as distinct from one another in origin,

tradition and manner of life as are the nations of Europe.’

I'hese are the factors of the Indian situation that count with

Englishmen and nothing ei.se impresses them, llie under-

lying unity of India, and the growth of political consciousness

and of national aspirations do not appeal to them as being

really significant. It is their blindness to the new facts in the

situation that is really responsible for the failure of the cons-

titutional experiments that they have so far made. From
these failures one is forced to conclude that their analysis of

the relevant facts is wrong, that they have not made the right

approach *to the problem, and that they may not have even

the capacity to see the more importtiiu facts. Otherwise

there is no reason why the constitutional supersitructure which

they have been raising is found to re(|uire such freipent

remodelling.

Nothing like this has h.'tppened in those other parts of

the British Empire like Canada, Australia, South Africa and

Ireland where the ctmstitutional problem was similar in

character, so far as the relations between them and England

were concerned. Cana<la and .Australia are vaster in size

than India ; there is much diversilj' of rac<?. language and

religion in Canada :is well as in .South Africa. But the

Canadian Constitution is as «)ld as 1807. No need has arisen

to bring about a change in it. 'Hie .Australian Constitution

goes back to 19fX) and the .South African Constitution to 1910.

One conclusion that emerges from this brief .survey is

that, until the time is ri()e for the making of an Indian Con.sti-

tution in India itself in.stcad of in London —and the consti-

tutions of Canada, Australia, South /Africa and Ireland were

not made in London—the stjtge of experimentation will not

be over and stability cannot be introduced into any scheme of

government that may be framed. The problem in India at

present is entirely political. The question that requires an
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answer is, 'Who should have the ultimate political power ?’

Until an answer is found for this, the question of constitution-

making which concerns itself with the devising of a Scatis-

factory machinery for the exercise of political power cannot

be said to really arise.
,

(2)

Constitutional experiments became necessary in India

during this century because of the failure of those in

power to discharge their responsibilities properly. It is

this that has brought about an agitation for the transfer

of power into the hands of other people, who may be

reasonably expected to make a better use of it. The

English bureaucracy in India has been in undisputed con-

trol over the affairs of the country for at least a century.

No bureaucracy in the world had at any time the same

splendid opportunities for promoting the welfare of the masses.

Its sway was unquestioned
;
people had implicit faith in it.

There was no opposition to it till very recently. There was

no politically-minded class to contest with it for popular

favour. The century during which they enjoyed all this

unquestioned authority has been the mo.st progressive century

in the history of mankind. In their own home, England,

liberal ideius were exercising their utmost influence. Mechani-

cal inventions were being made use of to develop the material

prosperity of the nation. Hducati' 'i became widespread.

The standard of life was raised. The power-State became

transformed into the welfare-.State. This was the work of

Englishmen in England. What about thtir work in India?

The English bureaucracy of India who were the products of

English Public Schools and English Universities, and who
were imbued with the high traditions of English public life,

satisfied themselves merely with the preservation of order in

this country. Here is the picture of India drawn by the Joint

Parliamentary Committee : ‘ The great majority of the people

of India derive their living from the soil and practise for the

most part a traditional and self-sufficient agriculture. . . .
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The average standard of living is low and can scarcely be

compared even with that of the more backward countries of

Europe. Literacy is rare outside urban areas, and even in

these the number of literates bears but a small proportion

to the total population.’ No .stronger evidence is required

to point out the complete failure of the present holders of

power to avail themselves of the glorious opportunities they

had during all these years. This is at the root of ail contem-

porary political agitiition in India.

It is the common opinion held by most Englishmen that

the backwardness of the people is the result of the peculiar

geograpihical, social and economic conditions of the country

and not of the system of government, that no government can

control these condition/j, remove the defects in them and do

away wifh the backwardne.ss of the people. But this is a

wrong reading of the place of politics in the well-being of a

community. Progress is always the result, of a harmonious

working of political, economic and social factors in a country.

Each of them helps the others and is helped by them. None

by itself is self-sufficient. For the better ordering of society

and for the removal of social and economic ills, the Stale is

essential. It represents force and power without which the

opposing and conflicting elements in the community which

stand in the w.'iy of prf)gress cannot bect>me reconciled.

Historians are fond of praising the doctrine of neutrality

observed by certain governments—especially imperialistic

governments. But no doctrine has proved so harmful as this.

In most cases it is only a euphemism (or indiff(?rence and for

toleration of social abuses and for ;i h)ve of ea.se and comfort

on the part of those in authority. I'he .State has a positive

duty in promoting the country’s well-being. If countries in

the West and a country like japan in the East have attained

such a high level of progress, it is not becau.se all of them had

no social or economic drawbacks but becau.se governments

in them have been energetic in removing those drawbacks

and developing the countries in the right direction.

It is a matter for congratulation that the joint Parlia-
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mentary Committee has realised this. It points out that, ‘ In

the sphere of social administration, it is evident that a point

has been reached where further progress depends upon the

assumption by Indians of real responsibility for Indian social

conditions.’ Hut the Committee does not go far enough. It

has taken only a limited view of tfie retpirements of the situ-

ation. For, what is true of Indian social conditions is equally

true of Indian economic and Indian political conditions. Pro-

gress in every one of these fields—and not merely in the

social sphere—depends entirely on the assumption of real

responsibility by Indians themselves. All these are mutually

interdependent. To set up one authority to regulate social

conditions and another to regulate economic conditions and

a third to regulate political conditions is to make the govern-

mental .system weak and ineiilicient, introduce mutual conflict

among the different authorities and prevent their action from

producing right
.
results. The life of the community is an

organic unity. Different kinds of action are required to pro-

perly regulate it. (iovernmental action is one of them, and

unle.ss there is a unified government set up for this purpose

the very objects of regulation are sure to be defeated.

(a)

The central defect of th<? constitutional e.\periment out-

lined by the Joint Parliamentary Ctunmittee—and this it

shares with the previous experiments -lies essentially in this

attempt at the comparlmentalisation of government. It creates

an artificial division where what is retiuired is unity : and the

basis on which it has brought about the division is an irra-

tional one. It proceeds to set up two governments—one to

be the custodian of power and the other to be held respon-

sible for the promotion of social and economic welfare. I'he

custodians of the instruments of power—the army, the navy,

police, etc.—fire the (lovernors and the Governor-General,

assisted as of old by the civilian bureaucracy. The responsi-

bility for welfare is laid on the Ministers and legislatures in

the provinces and at the centre. There is no need to point
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out that government is an effective instrument for promoting

the well-being of the community, only to the extent to which

it possesses coercive authority and the presjtige which that

authority brings along with it. Thiit is the reason why where

voluntary organisations and persuasive appeals fail, govern-

ment succeeds. If those that :ire expected to undertake

measures for furthering the material and social welfare of the

community are denied this ultimate authority to coerce and

use the instrument of compulsion, there is no prospect

whatever of their obtaining success in their efforts. In the

past the bureaucracy posses.sed the power to coerce as well as

the responsibility for promoting welfare. Constitutional ex-

periments in India are being made only with a view to transfer

responsibility to Ministers while power is kept by the

bureaucrjfcy.

Another feature of these experiments is that, where there

is a conflict between the custodians of power and the promoters

of general welfare, it is the latter that have to yield to the

former. Power becomes the end and not the means for

bringing about progress. Moreover, conflicts arising bet-

ween these two authorities are not submitted for arbitration

by an impartial judicial tribunal, or by the electorate of the

land who are the parties that are really affected by the con-

flict, but are settled by the custodians of the coercive authority.

They have the controlling power over the actions of the minis-

ters of welfare and the latter .should so conduct themselves that

they never come into clash with the f«)rmer. It is in the light

of these general observations th.-it the Report of the joint

Parliamentary Committee has to be studied.

(4)

The Report is regarded as making a definite step in

advance of the present system of government for its advocacy

of ‘ provincial autonomy.’ The question that has to be

considered is the extent of the rexility of autonomy that it

recommends. There have been two conflicting views of pro-

vincial autonomy ever since the beginning of constitutional
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agitation in India on this subject— the view of the Pandits in

the service of the Government of India, and the view of the

leaders of Indian political thought. The freedom of the pro-

vincial government, in .a sphere of its own, from the control

of the central government of India, irrespective of the form of

provincial government, is the essential characteristic of

provincial autonomy from the point of view of the Pandits.

In the view of Indian political leaders, the technical freedom

from the control of the central government is not the essence

of provincial autonomy, but it is the exercise of power in the

provinces by a responsible ministry and an elected legislature.

The autonomy that the Indian leaders have in mind is not

autonomy to the Governor under which he becomes practically

a dictator, but the autonomy of the ministrj’. The Pandits do

not agree with this view. The (Muddiman) ReformS Enquiry

Committee of 1924 stated that, ‘ No particular form of constitu-

tion whether in tjie central government or in the provinces is

a necessary implication of the term. In their own spheres the

constitution of the central government and of the provincial

governments may be autocratic or democratic and the pro-

vincial governments may vary inter se as to their constitutions.'

Sir Frederick Whyte also states in his book on ‘India, A
Federation ’ thus :

‘ Most Indian controversialists employ

it to describe both the freedom of the provincial government

from external control by the Government of India and the

internal political condition of representative and responsible

government. 'I'he true meaning of the word lies in the former

interpretation.' The Report of the joint Parliamentary

Committee practically agrees with the Pandits when it draws

a distinction between ‘ provincial autonomy ' and the manner

of exercising it. It defines ‘provincial autonomy" as the

scheme ‘whereby each of the Governors’ provinces will possess

an executive and a legislature, having exclusive authority

within the province in a precisely defined sphere, broadly free

from control by the central government and legislature.

This we conceive to be the e.ssence of provincial autonomy,

though no doubt there is room for wide differences of opinion
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with regard to the manner in which that exclusive authority

is to be exercised.’ The Report describes the way in which

it should be exercised and an analysis of it makes it

clear that it should be exercised by the executive and legis-

lature subject to the ultimate control of the Governor. Real

power in the province is lodged with him and all other organs

of government are made subordinate to him. There has

always been a suspicion that this would be the kind of auto-

nomy that the provinces are likely to get and this has been

confirmed by the Report.

The real position of the Governor of a province is that

of a representative of the central government. He is there

to watch its interests, to receive instructions from it and to

carry them out. Therq cannot therefore be real autonomy

to the prbvince so long as he is the person on whom this

autonomy is conferred. The Report itself admits that, ‘ Where
the Governor is e.xercising his special power.-}, Is acting in his

discretion, he must be constitutionally responsible to some

authority, and that responsibility will be in the first instance

to the Governor-General acting in his discretion, and through

him to the Secretary of .State and ultimately to hirliament.’

No elaborate argument is needed to show that the

Governor will be the main spring of action and the real motor

force in driving the machinery of provincial g«>vernment in the

proposed constitution. The Report itself .says thus: ‘We
concur with everything which has been said by the .Statutory

Commission on the part which the Governors have playcil in

the working of the Reforms of 1919. and we do not think that

the part which they will play in the future will be an\' less

important or valuable.' There can be no real responsible

government in the provinces unle.ss the part played by the

Governor becomes less important and less valuable, but such

a change is not under contemplation. Critics have pointed

out the unreality of the so-called transfer of ‘Law and Order

to the Ministers, to their not having any control over

the Civil Services, to the possibility of their admini.strative

actions and legislative policies being vetoed by the Governor
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in the exercise of his special responsibilities, and the numerous

other direct and indirect ways in which he can take advantage

of the communal groupings in the legislature and manipulate

them with a view to keep his grip on the provincial govern-

ment as a whole. The Governor* will continue to be the

pivot of provincial administration in future as he was in the

past.

The Report proceeds to defend the controlling position

of the Governor on the specious plea that the vital importance

in India is that of a strong executive. This doctrine of a

* strong executive ’ as put forward by the Committee is a

dangerous one and re(iuires refutation. It i-s no doubt true

that in the evolution of modern democracy a stage has been

reached in most countries where it is found necessary to make

the executive less dependent on the legislature than was the

case in earlier times. Democracies originally started as pro-

tests ag.ainst the arbitrary rule of the executive and therefore

made the elected legislatures omnipotent. But experience

has shown that the executive should not be cjuite at the mercy

of parliaments, as that w'ould lead to cabinet instability and

inefficiency. As a matter of fact the Cabinet is now the con-

trolling factor in England, Parliament has become really

subordinate to it instead of being supreme over it. The
movement for constitutional reform in Prance, which desires

to give the Cabinet the power to dissolve the legislature,

has for its object the strengthen'iig of the executive.

Most of the post-war democratic constitutions of Europe

have made provision for strong executives independent of

legislatures. But the conclusion which the Report tries to

draw from movements like these is not warranted by facts.

For, in every one of these cases the executive that is

strengthened is an elected executive, an executive that

commands the confidence of the people at large or of the

legislatures themselves. It is not the strengthening of an

executive that derives its authority from outside the State.

There would be meaning in some constitutional machinery

being devised for strengthening the provincial cabinets but
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not for strengthening the Governor. Referring to the safe*

guards, the Report states that ‘ they represent on the contrary

(to quote a very imperfect but signiflcant analogs) a retention

of power as substantial, and as fully endorsed by the law,

as that vested by the Constitution of the United States in the

President as Commander-in-chief of the Army.’ But it forgets

that the President derives his authority from the people while

the Governor of a province is not elected by them. A strong

executive is absolutely necessary, but it is an executive that

commands the confidence of the people that requires to be

strengthened.

It is from this standpoint that one has to examine the

real significance of the abolition of Diarchy which is regarded

as one of the cardinal features of the Report. When we look

beneath t\ie surface, we will have to say that either Diarchy

has not been completely abolished, or, if it is aboli.shcd, it is in

favour of all authority being concentrated in the Governor as

was the case before 1919. The unity of provincial government

is not the result of the provincial cabinet being made solely

responsible for the whole field of administration. Has

Diarchy been really aboli.shed ? The essence of Diarchy is the

existence of two governments side by side, each controlling a

certain number of departments. In the new provincial cons-

titution the control over certain departments is vested in the

Governor and of other departments in the iMinisters. ‘Law

and Order,’ the ‘ Police,’ the ‘ Public .Services,’ the

‘ Department of Minorities,’ are re.servcd to the Governor.

The other departments are iran.sferred. This is the practical

effect of the limitations that have been imposed on the auth-

ority of Ministers in regard to matters relating to the Police

and of the special responsibilities conferred on the (iovernor.

The only difference between Diarchy in its old form and

Diarchy in its new form is that, in the exercise of his

powers in the reserved departments, the Governor will not in

future be fettered by an executive council. He is the sole

monarch of the situation, except for the possibility of the

influence that may be exercised over him by the super-
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secretary. The additional powers conferred on the Governor,

under which he can permanently place on the statute book

his own Acts ^and appropriate revenues to discharge his

special responsibilities and pass ordinances, amount to estab-

lishing in each province two go^vernments instead of one.

And this is the real meaning of Diarchy.

The only sense in which therefore Diarchy may be said

to have been abolished is that in future the real authority in

the province will be in the hands of the Governor. This is

the ultimate significance of the special responsibilities con-

ferred on him. These rcponsibilities have to be looked at as

standards by which the Governor is to judge whether the pro-

vincial government is carried on well or ill by the Ministers.

They give him a power of general review of the whole field

of administration. This is one of the ingenious discoveries in

the field of Indian constitutional experiment. These consti-

tute what may* be called the purposes of good government

as conceived by the J.P.C., and they may be used for criticising

the actions of the Ministers and the legislature, whatever be

the department to which they relate. Referring to the scope

of the Governor’s special respon.sibility for the prevention of

any grave menace to the peace or tranciuillity of the province,

the Report .says :
‘ Still less can we see any justification for

restricting the Governor’s action to the department of Law and

Order, by which we suppose the Police department. There

are many other branches of administrntion in which ill-advised

measures may give rise to a menace to the peace or tranquillity

of the province; and we can readily conceive circumstances

in connection with land-revenue or public health, to mention

no others, which might well have this effect.’ Even in regard

to public health. Ministers cannot have freedom of action. His

responsibility for the .safeguarding of the legitimate interests

of minorities is of the same indefinite character and gives him

any amount of scope for interference with Ministers' policies.

In this land where every community is made to feel that it is

a minority community, and where the list of such communities

has shown a tendency to expand, there will be nothing to
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prevent the Governor from taking every community under his

beneficent control. The word ‘ legitimate ’ again is so very

vague that it can be made to include a multitude of things.

What legislation is there which will not affect the majority

in one way and the minority in another.^ His special res-

ponsibility for the prevention of commercial discrimination is

vaguerstill. Even after drawinga distinction between adminis-

trative discrimination and legislative discrimination, between

bills which are discriminatory in fact and those which are .so

in form, the Report feels that the discretion to be left to the

Governor in this matter should not be restricted by any kind

of mere statutory prohibitions. In their indefiniteness and

the consequent all-comprehensiveness these ‘ special res-

ponsibilities ’ are like -the ‘ due process ’ clause in the

American Constitution. The net result of their presence in

the provincial system is the abolition of Hiarchy in favour of

a unitary government under the sole control of the Governor.

(5)

Within the short space of an ariicle it is not possible to

deal with the other aspects of the Report. Credit is given to

it for its recognition of the principle of •central responsibility.’

But here again it is the mere shadow of responsibilitj’ that is

granted to the .Ministers. Defence and liixtern.d Affairs arc Ji

reserved subject under the direct c(»ntrol of the Governor-

General and remain out.sitle the mini.sterial sphere. The

Report does not hold out any hopes of llic early Indianisation

of the army, and in its absence there is no prospect of the

transfer of these departments in anj' conceivable future into

the hands of Ministers. 'I'he .spi;cial responsibility of the

Governor-General for the safeguarding of the financial stability

and credit of the h'ederation, gives him complete and effective

control over the finances of the country tiiul consequently

over all the transferred departments. Every one is aware

of the dependence to which the trjinsfcrred departments

in the provinces were reduced to the reserved departments

in consequence of Finance having been made a reserved
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subject. The Reserve Bank is the custodian of India’s bank-

ing and currency system which the Ministers cannot touch.

Railway policy and rates are to be controlled by the Statu-

tory Railway Board over which the Ministers have no control.

The industrialisation of the country which all the well-

wishers of the land have been looking to, and which can be

carried out only through a policy of protection, has been made

impossible owing to the ‘ prevention of commercial discrimi-

nation ’ having been included among the special responsi-

bilities of the (lOvernor-General. This gives him an all-over-

riding authority on tarilT legislation. An impo.ssibIc task is

imposed on the Ministers whenever they wi.sh to alter the

tariff policy. 'I'licy should be able to prove that the altera-

tion will promote the economic interests of India and not

merely injure the interests of the United Kingdom. No
economist, however painstaking he may be in collecting and

analysing all’llje available data, can succeed in this. A policy

of protection is sure to injtire the interests of England ; there

is no guarantee that it will promote the interests of India.

The latter is only a prcjbability : the former is a matter of

certainty. In such a situation the Ministers cannot be said to

have any responsibility in industrial and commercial matters.

Even when a trade agreement with a third party is more

advantageous to India than a similar agreement with England,

the Report lays down that regard must be paid to the general

range of benefits secured by the partnership with England and

not merely to the uscfulne.ss of the partnership in relation to

the particular commodity under consideration at the moment.

Who will have the boldness to deny that India is not in

general benefited by her partnership with England—whatever

that partnership may mean ?

In the light of the recommendation for the separation of

Burma, one should be thankful to the Committee for not

recommending the separation of any other part of India and

placing it under the direct control of the Home Government.

The agitation set up for a province of Pakstan made up of the

Punjab, Sind, North-West Frontier, Baluchistan etc., to be
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Constituted into an entirely separate territory might have been

taken advantage of for such a purpose. As much support

could have been obtained for such a scheme; from a certain

section of Indians as for the other recommendations in

the Report. It is therefore a matter for gratitude that the

boundaries of India have 'been kept intact except for the

separation of Burma. An All-India Federation is one of the

promises held out by the Report, although it is not known
when it will be achieved.

(6)

There has been a good deal of comment on safeguards.

Properly understood, the essence of a constitution is the

safeguards it embodies. No one need be frightened by the

term. Written constitutions have come into vogue because

of the distrust entertained about the way in which political

power would be exercised. In every age and in all countries

the tendency has been for those in power to abuse their au-

thority, sometimes consciously and at other times unconscious-

ly. They have also a tendency to regard what is good for them

as being necessarily good for all. 'I'he provisions in a consti-

tution act as a check against such misuse of authority. The

incorporation of a list of fundamental rights, universal

franchise, separation of powers, judicial independence etc.,

have been traditionally regarded as some of the necessary

safeguards. What is however to be noted is that the actual

safeguards that are included in any particular constitution

depend on those parties and groups that obtain a hand in the

making of that constitution. In the making of the proposed

Indian Constitution the dominant hand is that of the British,

although they had a band of faithful allies in the Indian

Princes and the communalists. I'hc safeguards therefore that

it contains are stifeguards which the British have found neces-

sary to prevent any abuse of authority by the Indian

executives and the Indian legislatures, supplemented by a few

others in the interests of the Princes, the communalists, and

those sections of lndian.s who, like the Zamindars, have
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acquired certain vested interests. It is therefore wrong to

assume that the new constitution has no fundamental rights

included in it.
,
All these safeguards are the fundamental

rights which the makers of the constitution thought it essen-

tial to provide for. It may be that, from the point of view of

nationalist opinion in India, there 'is even greater need for

safeguards against the abuse of power by the British and very

little has been done to include them in the constitution.

This is the tragedy of the whole affair, though there is no

mystery about it. The struggle in India is between nationa-

lism and the ideals of general welfare on one side, and

communalism and vested interests on the other. For the

moment nationalism has suffered a severe defeat, and it is this

defeat that is registered and recorded in the Report of the

Joint Parliamentary Committee and the constituticm that it

has recommended.
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Indian Art in London
(A Note OH the Recent Exhihition)

By OswAiJ) CouLDRKY M.A., (Oxon)

I approached the India Society’s Exhibition of Modern

Indian Art from a particular angle, which would have been

that of many readers of Triveni. I was bitterly disappointed

;

but my disappointment shall be expressed as cheerfully ns

possible. If the e.\hibition gave as inadequate a notion of

modern Indian art generally as it did of that part of it of

which I happen to know something in detail, then modern

Indian aSrt generally is in a very flourishing condition indeed.

For the show as a whole was impressive ; much more so

than any of the same subject previously seen in London. It

was held in the new Burlington Galleries, where some of our

best exhibitions are regularly held ; was opened by the

Duchess of York about a fortnight before Christmas, and

remained open until nearly the eve of the festival. The

Galleries have two large rooms, two small cluunbers, and a

corridor. The first and smaller of the two large rooms was

wholely occupied by the Bombay pictures and sculptures,

about a hundred altogether. The corridor was hung with

architectural drawings and designs, likewise mostly from

Bombay. Most of the other pictures. Nos. 87 to 354, were

in the larger of the two main rooms, which is more than twice

the size of the other. One side and one end of the room and

a little more were covered by pictures described in the

catalogue as from ‘ Delhi, Funjab and the Central India

Provinces,’ and numbering about 150. About 100 pictures

from Bengal occupied the rest of the other long side of

the room and mo.st of the other end. On what was left of

this last, which was the corner about the door, were the

Madras pictures, numbering fifteen.

Even these poor fifteen so-called ‘ Madras ’ pictures
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were a pitifully scratch lot, and looked as if they had been

collected with difficulty to make some sort of a show that

might cover the artistic nakedness of our ‘ benighted ’ Presi-

dency. Six of the fifteen were by Mr. D. P. R. Chowdhury.

They were accomplished and rei^arkably versatile water-

colours. They may have been painted in Madras, but since

scores like them may be seen at any better-class English

provincial show of water-colours, they could hardly be

called racy of the soil. Nor could the rather similar ‘ Night

Scene ’ (No. 343) of Mr. K. G. Djistider. Mr. Syed Ahmed’s
‘ Fakir ’ was one of the two or three pictures in the whole

exhibition which I would most willingly have posse.ssed. Near

the classical Mogul, it had yet a freedom of its own, and was

wonderfully fresh and original both in. drawing and colour.

Hut though a little ho.st in itself, or shall we say a Hyderabad

contingent, it was contingent .after all and accidental, ex-

traneous aid and .undeserved. There remain Mr. Dcsouza’s

‘ After the Bath ’ and six pictures which from the names

appended seem to have been the work of real South

Indian painters. Three of these six were lent by the Indore

State

!

The three genuine South Indian pictures which the exhi-

bition owed to the entcrpri.se and ‘ valuable co-operation and

support’ (as the lion. Organizer calls it in the Foreword) of

the Madras Regional Committee de.serve to be mentioned

.separately, for their outstanding good fortune if not for their

outstanding merit. They were the ‘ F'light of Prithviraj’ by

M. Venkatanathnam ; ‘l)cvada.si’ by A. BalakrLshnan ; and
‘ Ravens ’ by K. M<adhava Menon. The first, an individual

and vital drawing in line, delicately tinted. 1 have somewhere

seen before, cither .awake or dreaming. Of the second I have

no very clear recollection, except th.at it had the distinction of

being sold. The third was like a Chinese picture and one of

the most accomplished .and impressive designs in the .show.

For its beauty and size it wtis probably also the cheapest (t5).

Most of the pictures seemed to be overpriced.

Of the three South Indian pictures lent by the Indore
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State ‘ Chandbibi of Ahmadnagar,’ by K. Venkatappa, might

have been a Mogulai miniature of the eighteenth century.

Before looking at the catalogue I took one of the others,

Mr. A. M. Shastri’s line drawing, ‘ Offering to the Sun God,’

to be a work of Adivi Bapirazu
;
and surely it belongs to the

same school. 'Fhe third Indore loan was Damerla Rama
Rao’s ‘ Emperor Bimbisara,’ a slight but accomplished study

in the manner of Ajanta, or rather of some of Lady Herring-

ham s pale reflections of it in water-colour.

Two other works of our ill-starred but ever-young Andhra
master (more baldly listed in the catalogue as ‘ D. Rama Rao,

the late,’ and even once as ‘ 1). R. Rao, the late,’) were exhi-

bited, but among those of the school that made him and not

with those (or rather where those should have been) of the

school that he made. One wjis ‘Water Carriers’ (46), obtained

I know not whence, for the catalogue was very grudging of

acknowledgments. It is a slight work and rather wanting

compression, but interesting as an experiment in the use of a

subdued and subtle system of lighting in combination with a

decisive linear style. The otherwas the ‘Krishna Lila,’ which

I lent myself, and which was well displayed in the middle of

the first room. For beauty of drawing and perfection of

colour and rhythm, there was probably nothing finer in the show.

What a splendid mural design might h:ive been based on it!

Strangely, a large ‘Mural Panel’ on the .same subject by Y.K.

Shukla (No. 72), wa.s hung almost immediately over it, and

was more widely noticed in the reviews, 1 think, than any other

picture. It was gayer though not lovelier in rhythm as in

colour and mood than Ram’s, but otherwise bore a distinct

resemblance to it. Whether this was due simply to accident

and the subject, or whether the painter had ever seen Ram’s

picture, I do not know. After my first sight of the show I met

this young painter at Mr. Gladstone Solomon’s, but os I did not

then know that he was the painter of the panel I could not

ask him, as I wish I had. He seemed to think Ram as a sort

of ancient, having joined the .school in ’27, or two years after

Ram’s early death. I understood that he is now studying in
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the Academy schools here, and for the moment inclines to

Impressionism.

But why in the name of all the gods of art was nothing

shown of the work of the Andhra school, which Rama Rao

founded in his native Rajahmundry, and which still holds

annual exhibitions there ? Why was there nothing of Varada

Venkataratnam’s, or Ch. Satyanarayana’s of Coconada, or Y.

Subba Rao’s, or of the talented ladies of the Damerla family ?

And what again of that other group of Adivi Bapirazu and his

fellows, who blossomed at Masulipatam } I have seen photo-

graphs enough of the work of all these painters to be sure

that twice as much wall as those fifteen so-called Madras

pictures occupied could have been easily filled with Andhra

work alone, and well up to the standard of the rest of the

room. And could not a loan have been obtained’ of Rama
Rao's own masterpieces from the Damerla House at Rajah-

mundry? At 'this distance I can only ask these questions

and express a grieved astonishment. I hope the Editor

of this magazine will be able to ventilate the matter further,

and to pass a vote of censure where it is due. For it

appears that Indian art and the South of India, as well as

the India Society and the London public, have been very

ill-served by somebody.

Return, Alpheus ! the dread voice is pasi

'rhal shrunk thy streams, and now my oat proceeds

to notice the rest of the exhibition with as much composure

and as little envy as the circum.stances admit. The Bombay
pictures in the first room made by far the most imposing

group at first sight, .'\part from skilful arrangement this was

largely the result of size efficiently mastered. The painters

had learnt to express themselves with assurance on a larger

scale than is usual in the other provinces, or has been usuiil

in India for many centuries. The flawless execution of such

ambitious works as Mr. R. G. Chimulkar’s ‘ Spirit of Art
’

(73) and ‘ Despair ’ (40), or of Mr. J. D. Gondhalekar’s

‘Illusion’ was very remarkable. But I felt more than once
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that the painter in the pride of his craft had sought size for its

own sake, that his design would have been more effective on

a smaller scale. Thus Mr. Gondhalekar’s ‘ Divided Devotion’

(12) would have been delightful at half the size, but now
seemed hardly powerful enough to carry its own weight.

But Mr. Shukla’s ‘ Mural Panel ’ above mentioned (72) looked

not at all too big for itself, nor indeed did the mural designs

generally, but only Mr. R. N. Parekh’s (78) was comparable

with Mr. Shukla’s in mastery of drawing and design.

In this room there were half a dozen pieces of excellent

sculpture. The most remarkable were Mr. R. P. Kamat’s

‘ Exile,’ rather like an Expulsion from Eden in a modernized

Rodinesque style, and Mr. K. C. Roy’s ‘ Harmony,’ perhaps

a couple of Siddhas, pot unlike the other, except that an

' Indian a*r,’ not without charm, had been added to it.

Among the Bengali pictures in the next room I fell

deeply in love with Mr. S. Ch. Sen’s ‘ Morniijg Flower ’ (279).

Indeed there was not a picture in the show that 1 so much

desired, but its price (ii 31) was far beyond me. It represent-

ed, I suppose, a Sudra woman gathering a wild flower, perhaps

for an offering or adornment. Like most of the Bengali

work it was quite small, and perhaps the style of it was bused

on the Mogul, but it had a fresh and sober truth and sweet

ness of colour that was all its own, and 1 never saw another

picture at all like it. If the English pre-Raphaelile painters

had painted small in water-colour ;is they should have done,

and if one of them had with atlequate knowledge and sym-

pathy painted an Indian subject, it might htive been something

like this. Apart from this picture, of the painter of which 1

know nothing and found perhaps one other work, I could see

nothing from Bengal that challenged the supremacy of the

group that first made the school famous, Dr. Abanindranath

Tagore and Messrs. Nanda Lai Bose and Asit K. Haidar and

jG. N. Tagore. Two line drawings by Mr. Haidar were

especially charming. Dr. Tagore’s ‘ Illustrations to the

Arabian Nights’ (235-266) were the most vital pictures in the

show, full of beauty and variety and artistic enterprise, of wit
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and poetry and impish fun. Why does not he or another

Indian painter illustrate for us the ‘ Adventures of the Ten

Princes,’ * or the ‘ Ocean of the Rivers of Story,’ * of which

the ‘ Arabian Nights’ are only a belated echo ?

But if these approved masters still bore away the palm, I

still saw in this section several examples of a type of picture

that was new to me and that appeared to have great possibi-

lities, although none of the examples shown appeared quite

to realise them. The type was larger than was usual on the

wall and generally represented a gathering of the folk in a

wide landscape setting treated rather crudely and childishly,

words of praise nowadays in art-criticism and associated with

what is called ‘ the innocence of the eye.’ ‘ The Bride’s

Departure’ by R. N. Chakrabartty (298) ;
‘ Market Place ’ by

Tarak Nath Basu (306); and ‘Bathing in the Ganges’ by

S. K. Mazumdar (298) were the principal examples. I saw a

smaller one, without the ruggedness which these affected, on

the wall near the Madras pictures, and liked it much better,

indeed I found it charming; I think it must have been

‘ Immersion of the Goddess Durga ’ by Susil Chandra Sen

(336), but I only now realise that, if so, it was apparently by

the painter of my favourite ‘ Morning Flower.’ The biggish,

anonymous ‘ Storm ' (269), rather like a Japanese print, was

very successful and interesting.

So much for the walls assigned to the Bengali school ; but

indeed a large proportion i>f the pictures on those labelled

‘ Delhi, Lucknow, and Central India Provinces ’ appeared from

the names attached to be by Bengali painters, and we saw that

the same thing happened in the Madras section. I suppose this

is because Bengal supplies India with art masters. I saw Mr.

Promode Chatterjee’s dignified ‘.Asoka’ (154; from Indore) thus

abroad. iMany of the Lucknow pictures rivalled those on the

Bengal wall in liveliness, while preserving an individuality of

their own. Moreover they were remarkably cheap, (from £1
to £5, mostly nearer £1), whereas most of the pictures in the

^ Datahmara^harilra.

* KatKt^-SaritSatara,
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show were overpriced. Consequently the Lucknow pictures

were almost all sold, and very few others. I tried to buy more

than one myself but was always too late. Remarkable were

Mr. Sharadendu’s ' Dhritarashtra ’ (186) and indeed his other

pictures, none like another ; Mr. Bishnudas Haidar’s ' Offer-

ing’ and ‘Shooting Star’ (which wiis more like a comet); and

Mr. Brij Mohan Nath Jiga’s delightfully conservative paintings

in lacquer (204 & 206).

On the same wall as some of these, but not from

Lucknow, ‘ India’s Great Politician ’ (R. G. Vijayavargi, 161)

had power but was (appropriately ?) inscrutable ; Roop
Kri.shna’s ‘ Mythic Dance ’ (159) was a vital design. Near

was a picture by Mr. M. A. R. Chughtai which was reproduced

in the July-August number of Triveni as a frontispiece (142,

‘ QaiandaCt* ’) and there were five other works from the same

sensitive hand. Hereabouts also were some ex(|uisite pictures

in the strictly traditional style by Ganga Baksh; of which one

at least fetched tlO, as few of the modern pictures did.

Among the Baroda pictures in the staircase room were three

others no less learned and accomplished, but in a rather less

delicate tradition ; the painter, Huzuri Ram, if I mistake not.

Another small room was devoted to works withcjiU

colour, etchings, lino-prints, line and wash drawings. Mr.

Mukul Dey’s clever etchings plca.sed me less than some of

his early works that I used to sec, but by this time I was

perhaps tired of appreciation. In the middle of the back wall

of this little room, like an idol in a sanctum, was a wash

drawing by the great Rabindranath, at which I gazed with

reverence but without understanding. It was called ‘ Deva-

tatma Himalaya,' and indeed in some way.s it sngge.sted a

ghost, ;ind in others a glacier.
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{HISTRIONIC ART)
%

By T. Ragiiavachari

The function of song, verse and speech on the stage is to

enhance the glory of the histrionic art and not to usurp its

place. Verbosity is not always a virtue, particularly so on

the stage. Capacity to produce the best effect with as few

words as possible is the mark of culture and also of true

histrionic talent. When I say so, I am keenly alive to the

psychology of the spectator and still ^ say that the function

of true histrionic art is to keep the words in the babkground,

and keep them there until absolutely necessary to trot them

out. A good 'pantomime, a glorious Kathakali, bear evidence

to this fact. A well-cultured and freedom loving mind loves

simplicity and directness. A small mind in fetters finds joy

in mere words, phrases and garish descriptions. A real actor

is more often than not handicapped by words and phrases.

As the great English Bard say.s it will be all ' words, words,’

and nothing but words. Verses and songs are even more

dangerous foes of the histrionic art. I am not one of those

who would have verses and songs chivvied out of a play.

Music has a place on the stage ; Mie same it has in life.

Otherwise music on the stage is unreal, artificial, and chokes

out the true art.

On the present day South Indian stage, words and music

have mercilessly elbowed out the histrionic art. It is a

veritable hurdle and sack race for the poor actor. He is

compelled to start with the weight of the grandiloquent words,

phrases and descriptions forged for him by the playwright.

The poor author cannot be blamed either. Indians lave words^

and the author is naturally filled with an ambition to display

his erudition and command of words and phrases. The actor

has to mouth them and spit them in the auditorium. To the
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distinguished assembly in the auditorium (Madras and
Bangalore especially), every neat little turning of a high sound-

ing word or phrase is art. Not one in a hundred considers

whether the language, the gesture, the facial play of the

actor correctly portray the bhava of the situation. It is

enough if the mouthing is clear and loud and accompanied

by any artificial pose. Take for instance the role of a

Shivaji, a Kabir, or a Ramadas. Shivaji is known to be a

Mahratta hero who triumphed over the Mahomedans and built

up a glorious empire. Our .audience is therefore satisfied if

the following conditions are fulfilled by the actor. He should

possess a good, well-built figure. He should display a long

nose. He should look daggers at one and all. He should

speak loud and in a commanding voice. He should walk

with a high step. He should sing verses with all the flourishes

of ragam, and the aforesaid verses should belittle the Mussal-

mans and describe musically patriotism, love of country, and

what our old heroes did. 'I'he subtle workings of Shivaji's

mind, his master)- over his emotions, his great charming

personality, his devotion to his mother and Guru are all

unimportant details, which the audience do not look for in an

actor. Take Kabir. He is supposed to be a Rama-bhakta.

ITierefore he should always sing of the glor)' of Kama, about

the hollowness of the world we live in and about the beauties

of the world above to which we mil)- or may not go. Kabir

should always walk in the path of heaven which is traditional-

ly full of thorns : and consccjuently he should step on the

stage gingerly and Avalk in a measured march like a machine.

Kabir’s faith in mundane life, his practical wisdom, his

furious onslaught against ca.stc and convention, his vigorous

preaching against hypocrisy, and his rapturous ecstatic

moods are foreign to the audience. If tin actor portrayed the

true, living, robust, humour-loving, casle-bretiking Ktibir, 1 am

afraid the audience would turn away in di.sgust and yearn for

the thorn-treading seeker of Rama in the skies. Oftentimes

I have been amused at my Sanatanist friends applauding Ktibir

who was a caste-breaker out and out.
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In other words, our Shivajis, our Kabirs, our Ramadases

and many of our favourite heroes and heroines are applauded

mainly because they can mouth the language in a loud and

clear manner, can sing verses and songs in time and out of

time, and sometimes because they can turn an ankle, shake

a finger or grin a smile, irrespective of the propriety of such

things.

Now take Ramadas. The audience expect him to be a

miniature Kabir. Tradition requires he should cover himself

up completely with namams (caste-marks) to denote that he

has covered himself up with piety. He should display a pro-

fuse growth of hair all over, to indicate that his very hair-roots

have grown godly and are shooting upwards, and he must sing

and dance. Mind, he .should sing abiuidantly and it would be

better if he could render some old pieces which the original

Ramadas is alleged to have bequeathed to the world. To all

this should be’a^ded (in the jail scene) a movement of tearing

one’s hair; a crazy disposition of one’s arms and legs;

and a vivid rolling of the eye which may denote the pain-

ful feeling caused by the insertion of a cork-screw into

it, as well as any other feeling. Then you have a Ramadas

who will be at once hailed by the audience as an ‘Abhi-

nava Ramadas’. The transformation of the matter-of-fact

Gopanna into a Ramadas, the gradual working out of

that change, docs not interest the audience. Xor do the

pangs of .sacrifice suffered by Ram.-das in surrendering his

hoy or surrendering his freedom. It is not easy to portray

the feelings of one who is ready to surrender his all and at

the same time is burdened with the ignorance of a belief more

in the efficacy of conventional worship, of a belief that God
could be angr>’ with human beings, and who like a child cries

for a vision of God in flesh and blood. Who would care to

look for such things in an actor! Ramadas was not a

perfected Bhakta. He was placed in the Bhakti Marga by

Kabir and was plodding onwards slowly, at times beset by

harrowing doubts The real Ramadas would be a stranger to

our audience.
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I have no hesitation in saying that words, verses, songs

and certain conventional antics make up the histrionic art of

the present day South Indian stage, whether it is Telug^,

Canaresc, or Tamil. Words and music have so far usurped

our stage that our plays are slowly but surely degenerating

into variety entertainments where the actors are bound to

sing any song or do anything, whenever there is a call from

the auditorium. It is pure fancy to call a present day South

Indian performance a ‘ Drama.’ The play is nothing but a

novel put into dialogue form and the production is nothing

but a Kalakshe/>a>n done by more than one Bhagavathar. It

is a great pity that even our educated people, some of them

reputed to be authorities on Art, are actually encouraging

such performances.
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Keralee-Nritham or Mohini Attam

By G. VENKAfACIIALAM

When Mata Hari, the Red Dancer and War Spy, was

questioned about her antecedents, she is reported to have

said that Malabar was her birthplace and she was trained as a

temple dancer in one of the subterranean shrines there.

This was, of course, a pure fabrication, but it will be

interesting to speculate why she concocted this story : whether

she was in the know of things or whether it was just a shrewd

guess.

Whatever may be the truth behind this, Mata Hari’s

intuition or artistic instinct did not play her false, for she must

have somehow felt—or did anybody tell her?—^that Malabar

was not only a land of magic and medicine but also of dance

arts.

This narrow strip of land between the ghats and the sea

is very intriguing indeed, especially to students of art and

anthropology. Here you find ({uaint customs, strange usuages

and singular social laws, differing from those of the rest of

India.

Women here, legally at any rate, enjoy greater freedom

than women of other provinces. The racial type is slightly

different from the neighbouring Tamils or the Karnatakas.

Its magic and modes of living have some resemblance to those

of the island races.

Here you meet the remnants of the oldest Jews, the most

ancient Christians, the earliest Arab settlers, and also some
of the oldest dance and dramatic arts of India. Though these

dance arts can be traced to one common source, they dis-

tinctly bear the stamp of its special genius.

Mohini Attam is a dance of that character. It is ‘ Bharata

Natyam ’ as evolved and perfected in Kerala, and though it

follows closely the science and art of Bharata, it has its own
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style and technique, its peculiar idioms and expressions,

coloured considerably by Kathakali and other allied arts of

Malabar.

This dance is usually performed by women, even as

Kathakali is usually performed by men only. That is the

traditional method, but it is possible to introduce the male

element in this dance, in the interpretation of stories like the

Geeta Govinda^ as it is possible to introduce women dancers

in Kathakali as Kag;ini Devi and Gopinath or Menaka and

Gopal Pillay have succe.ssfully done.

The origin of Keralee-Nritham is traced to a Prince of

Travancore who lived a hundred years back, but that is only

a popular belief. It is likely that (his art was greatly patro-

nised by that prince even as ‘ Kuravanchi Koothu ’ was

patroni.sed by the Tanjore king, Sarfoji, and that poets of

those periods composed songs for the d.inces under the royal

command. It was a fashion among certain prin'ces of ancient

India to appropriate the authorship of plays and poems

created by artists of their courts.

There are interesting similarities between the.se two

dances. They are both lasya type of dancers, both deal

mainly with love themes and are therefore of .sensuous

character. Mohini Altam is richer in its gesture voc:ibuIary

while Kuravanchi has more complex foot work and rhythmic

movements. Being of a Itnyii natunr tlury are extremely

graceful and <'ip|>cal more t(» the .sen.ses than to the .soul. It

is true that there are a bjt of repetitions both in ge.stures and

movements, but that is inevitable as the tirt is highly eonven

tionalised and tradition-bound as the dasi atlaw of South

India.

There is, however, this difference between the Tanjore

Nautch and the Malabar Mohini dance ; the dancer in the

latter sings the whole time as she dances, and the chori.st.s do

not lead but follow the dancer in singing. The musical

accompaniments arc about the same, and the ‘ Nattuvan’, or

the teacher of the dancer, does not ticcompany the arti.st.

The songs are mo.stly de.scriptive and are set to both
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classical and popular tunes. They generally describe the love

pangs of a maiden or the disappointment of a lover, the

agony of separation or the joy of union, and all these are

cleverly conveyed by suggestive facial expressions and signifi-

cant gestures.

Every emotion has its appropriate rhythm and move-

ment, and as the result of long training and practice, they arc

displayed with an ease and a mastery that is amazing. The
art, highly formalised as it is, is nevertheless full of freshness

and charm ; and, of course, the personality of the artist counts

much in such arts.

Mohini Attam is one of the forgotten arts in Kerala to-

day. It was practised by an appreciable number of women
even as late as the beginning of this century, but today it is

practically unknown and is seldom seen in its homeland.

There is no special caste, like the Devadasis, to preserve

the art or its ‘traditions. Even the few who have learnt it

from the old teachers are not eager to show their art and

fight shy of the public.

Thanks to the efforts of the Kerala Kalamandalam, one
of them has now come forward to dance before the public and
also to teach young aspirants. Kalyani Amma is not a pro-

fessional dancer, in the sense Devadasis are, and she is today

a keen and enthusiastic exponent of this art.

At the invitation of Rabindranath Tagore she went
recently to Santiniketan to train soine of the students there,

and her work wius greatly appreciated by the Poet and his

pupils. In fact, the leading dancer in the Tagore troupe,

Mr. Ghosh, was trained for sometime in the Kalamandalam
and since then another student from there, Mr. Sinha. had
also training in Kathakali. India's foremost dancers like

Menaka, Shrimati, Jamuna, Nandini, Uday Shankar, have all

sought inspiration in this direction, and such mutual appreci-

ation and understanding is one of the hopeful signs for the
future of dancing in this countr>'.

Of all the dance and dramatic arts of Kerala, such as

Kummi, Kaikottikali, Thullal, Chakiarkoothu, Kathakali,
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Mohini Attam has a better chance of being appreciated in

other parts of India and being learnt by a larger number of

dancers, and both the Kalamandalam and Kalyani Amma will

be only too happy to welcome students from all over India

and Ceylon and train them in a form of dance art that is pure-

ly Indian and assuredly classic.
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H. W. Massingham
By C. L. R. Sastri, B. Sc.

‘ Antonio Stradivari has an eye

Thai winces at false work and loves the true.*

Robert Browning

(1 )

It is diflicuit to believe that Massingham is no more

:

difficult even now, a decade after his death. It shows the

greatness, as well as the lovablencss, of the man. Such spirits

seem really to be immortal. Massingham was a live wire; he

had what I may call eternal freshness of youth. He was not

only a journalist amongst journalists : he was, also, a man

among men. . His soul was like a star and dwelt apart.

‘Thou wast not born for death, immortal bird!’—thus Keats

apostrophised the nightingale. We may well take a leaf from

the poet’s book and say, unreservedly, of such as Massingham

that they at least ought to be exempt from the calamities that

assail our more ordinary selves. Comparisons may be odious.

But 1 have no doubt that, in this ultra democratic age, it will

do us immense good if, now and then, we pause to ruminate

on the almost astronomical distance that separates us from

those rare spirits whom a benign Providence periodically sends

into our midst. The greatest of fallacies is that which informs

us that all men are born equal. 1 have no quarrel with it

except in the small (or large) detail of its being untrue to the

hard facts of life. All men, unfortunately, are no/ born equal

;

and since it is the prevailing state of affairs we shall do well

to salute such as are immeasurably above us—salute them as

reverently as in us lies. Massingham was such a man. May
he be saluted for ever

!

(2)

Massingham was, first and foremost, a journalist. I may
go so far even as to say that he was nothing else. He lived
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for journalism. He gave his all to it. It is a moot point

whether it would not have gone better with him, in the end,

if he had not so completely identified himself with that hardest

of task-mistresses. I sometimes think that it would have been

splendid, both for him and for us, if he could have had the

strength to cold shoulder the dame for long spells at a time.

I am appalled by the consideration of what extraordinary

talents are often placed at the service of journalism—talents

that are not always rewarded as they ought to be. Unless

the journalist in question takes to book-writing also, his

fame has little chance of surviving him, has little chance,

that is, of sailing unhurt along the stream of time : being, at

best, confined to his own generation. Journalism, as I have

already written, is a hard task- mistress: it takes all, or almost

all, from others, and gives very little in return. It is, there-

fore, a pity that some of the greatest intellects have given the

major part of their abilities to it ; to alter the words of the

poet slightly, they have given tip to journalism what was

meant for mankind.

(•^)

Massingham was not only a great journalist : he was a

great editor as well. .\ow, this distinction is not so idiotic as it

may, at first sight, appear. Every editor is a journalist : every

journalist, however, is not an editor—and, what is more, can

not become even if, like ilumpty Duinpty, he tries ‘with both

hands.' /\ grciit editor is a rare arc in k>'ris: this kind

Cometh not out but by (irayer ami ftisting. Massingham was

not only a great editor : he was the gre.alest editor of his time

:

a time, too, when there was no lack of great editors in k'ligland.

There were, for instance, C. P. Scott, j. L. (iarvin, A. (i-

Gardiner, and
J.

A. .Spender. Hut Massingham outshone all

of them, even as .Mount Ivverest out-di.stnnces its neighbouring

gicints, Kanchinganga and iVanga I’arbat and others. He was,

if I may .say so, the tallest poppy among those tall poppies.

Garvin, indeed, acknowledged as much in his obituary notice

of him. ‘

'I'he Sicilian expedition, is it or is it not, the fine.st
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thing you ever read in your life ?’—so the poet Gray asks

after reading again the Seventh Book of Thucydides. A
similar question may well be put in regard to Massingham’s

editorship. What I mean is brought out more clearly and

vividly by Mr. Shaw. He conclude^ his tribute to Massingham

in this fashion

:

‘ As I write these lines comes the news of the death

of our friend and contemporary, William Archer. The
two vacant places seem to make a prodigious gap in the

surviving front rank of late Victorian journalism. But

Archer, like myself, was a journalist only, inasmuch as

he wrote for the papers to boil his pot. Massingham was

the perfect ma.ster Journalist: the born editor without

whom such pot-boiling would have been for many of us a

much poorer and more sordid business. If he had left

behind him a single book, it would have spoilt the integrity

of his career and of his art. I hope I have made it clear

that this was his triumph, and not his shortcoming. I could

lay my hand more readily on ten contributors for his

successor than on one successor for his contributors. A
first-rate editor is a very rare bird, indeed : two or three

to a generation, in contrast to swarms of authors, is as

much as we get ; and Massingham was the first of that

very select bight.’

w
There is, indeed, no common ground of comparison bet-

ween him and the others : you caniiot. as the .saying is, add

four pounds of butter to four O’clock. When .Massingham

died, something went out of h'nglish journalism ; which some-

thing, I dare to say, has not yet been replaced. The gap is still

there: yawning like a chasm: Ma.ssingham was the nonpareil

of editors : no wonder his place continues to be vacant. It

may be true that there is nobody in this world who is, or

whose services are, indispensable. In one sense, no doubt, it

works out like that : the world goes on—or, rather, the work
of the world goes on—though individuals disappear like rain-

drops on a window-pane. But this, I think, is to take a

superficial view of things. The work may go on, but what
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about the quality of the work ? There is, certainly, a deterio-

ration there. Sensitive souls can feel it, though they may not

always be able to define it, to give it ‘ a local habitation and a

name.’ Mr. H. M. Tomlinson expresses it beautifully in his

book, Gifts of Fortune (|ieinemann). He is on the Chesil

Bank, when a telegram arrives intimating the news of

Conrad’s death. Mr. Tomlinson lets himself go in this wise

:

‘ Somehow life seems justified only by some proved
friends and the achievements of good men who are still

with us. Once we were so assured of the affluence and
spiritual vitality of mankind that the loss of a notable

figure did not seem to iefive us any the poorer. But to-

day, when it happens, we feel a distinct diminution of

our light. That has been dimmed of late years by lusty

barbarians, and we look now to the few manifestly

superior minds in our midst to keep our faith in humanity

sustained. The certainty that Joseph Conrad was some-
where in Kent was an assurance and a solace in years

that have not been easily borne.’

This is fine ; and it can be applied in its entirety to the

loss we have sustained by the death of Massingham in August

1924. The certainty that ‘ Massingham ’ was somewhere in

‘ London ’ was an assurance and a solace in years that have

not been easily borne.

(5)

Massingham is remembered chiefly by his editorship of

the Daily Chronicle and the Nation. I am not competent to

speak of the former. I can, however, thanks to ‘ whatever

gods there be, ’ speak of the latter. I have—or so I fancy

—

some knowledge of English Weeklies : among which I have

liked immensely only three : the Nation under Massingham

;

the Saturday Review and later, the Week-end Review—both

under the editorship of Mr. Gerald Barry
; and of these three

the Nation under Massingham was by far the best. It ‘ flamed
’

if I may say so, ‘ In the forehead of the morning sky. ’ A

great editor stamps, or imprints his personality, so to speak,
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upon his paper: it pervades the paper from the first pagre to

the last. Any journalist may, and can, ‘ edit ’ a paper : it is

only the born editor who can imbue it with his individual

flavour. In this sense we can say: ‘O, the NaHon\ Mr.

Massingham’s paper !
’

,
‘ O, the Manchester Guardian ! Mr. C.

P. Scott’s paper !
’ From this point of view, how many great

editors does England possess now ? I had better not give the

answer; there would be too many wigs on the green.

Massingham, indeed, was the Nation. In this connection,

I think I cannot do better than quote from Mr. H. M. Tomlin-

son again, who was his assistant during the last six years of

his editorship.

‘ It was a little distracting, at first, to meet a journalist

who was punctilious and inexo’rablc about .the very

commas. Massingham never relaxed while the paper

was being shaped. He could see a minor fault through

a month’s back numbers, and grieve over it. I have some
conscience myself in these matters, but I loathed it at

that time, especially in an editor. I thought they

were of no consecjuence. Massingham thought they

were. He would have been found recorrecting proofs if

the heavens had fallen, and, being shortsighted he would

have thrust the almost illegible documents at the

announcing angel, unaware, in his tension, that it was the

last day. No young poet ever searched his trial efforts

for what possibly might be of dubious import more
closely than my new editor scrutinized the evidence and
arguments of his paper, and the form in which they

were to be presented. . . . And what a possession for

lucky proprietors ! To say they owned the Nation as the

King might say he had won the Derby, or an American
millionaire the finest collection of Chinese porcelain in

the world! .... There was not in the world, I

used to imagine fondly, another review of quite the dis-

tinction and quality of the Nation ; and certiiinly there was
not one to equal it in its power to raise both furious

enmity and grateful approval.’

And so on. 1 have no space here to dilate upon his

actual work and upon his exquisite style. I have vrritten this
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article mainly by way of an affectionate memorial—albeit

belated. I got much from him : it is only right that I should

do something to repay, however inadequately, those manifold

services. May his name shine for ever as a sort of beacon-

light to guide the footsteps ^of aspiring journalists!
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Who is the Sinner?

(A St&ry)

(Translated from the ‘ Ananda Vikatan ’

—

Tamil—By
Srimathi K. Savitri Ammal)

Since the cruel waters had snatched away her man,

strong and in the prime of his life, Murugayi preferred to

remmn single. She couldn’t think of living with another.

For was there any other in the world to equal her Irula?

‘ Here, get me the ashes (sacred) Murugayi,’ he would call to

her before going out
;
who would say so and be a*ll that to

her now ? And indeed, how could she forget him who never

failed to take her to a fair or festival anywhere within fifty

miles ? Poor woman !

Irula had tremendous faith in the Lord Kailasnath, the

presiding deity of the village temple. For a long time he

had been childless. He worshipped and made many devout

sacrifices to the innumerable gods of his clan. But all in

vain. He then prayed and vowed to offer two wooden bars

of his own making, to Kailasnath, and lo ! within a year

Murugayi was the mother of a fine boy.

From the day the child was born Irula was a changed

man. He gave up drinking, never touched fish, beaf or any-

thing. He was content with the gruel and the plain meal

Murugayi cooked for him. His master too felt kindly towards

him on account of his simple honest ways. Thus all was well

and happy with Irula and Murugayi.

‘What if we be low in caste.? We are none the less the

children of God. If we be honest He would serve us well,’ he

preached, and to hear him .say it, the rest of the people in the
‘ cheri ’ blessed him and called him the ‘ saint.’

One day Irula was sitting with his boy on the bank of the

river, teaching him nursery rhymes. Suddenly there arose a
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hue and cry further up the bank that a Brahmin girl had fallen

into the river by accident. On hearing this, Irula ran over to

that place, and seeing none of the higher caste made for the

rescue of the drowning girl, threw in himself after her. But he

never came back again.

Murugayi was down with unutterable grief. She could

never recover from that blow. One thing, however, cheered

up a bit her broken heart. It was the sight of her darling

Vela. In his face she forgot something of the keenness of her

anguish. But. even this perhaps was too much for the gods.

For Vela was ill—very ill for the past three days, and the

mother, foodless and with streaming face, sat by his side.

* * *

It was a black qight. A few stars shone in the sky,

as if in bontempt at the inferiority of the world below. All

was silence in the ‘cheri.’ Not a leaf stirred. The frogs lay

in wait for the glow-worms while the snakes pursued the chase

after their prey.

Inside the hut of Irula the ‘saint’ a small earthen

lamp was burning. Murugayi who had lain down a bit in

sheer fatigue awoke all of a sudden, ran out and looked up

and around her a little e.xcitedly. Then she went in and with

fervottr applied the sacred ashes on the face and hands of the

sick child.

During the brief while she slept, Murugayi dreamt a very

vivid dream. After four years Irula came to see her for the

first time. He told her to look after Vela carefully. No

treatment was necessary, he said, and added if their boy was

to live she should take him to the temple and prostrate him

near the lialipeetam of Kailasnath and do the simple worship

of burning camphor in the sacred Pre-sence. He then stepped

over the child in order that his demand may be rendered

solemn.

At this Murugayi awoke. .She was at a loss to think what

she should do. ‘ God, temple,’ all belonged to those of the

higher caste. They—the untouchables—could never dream

of getting near the temple within short of a furlong’s distance.
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And any one who dared beyond the limits did so at the peril

of being tied to the tree and flayed alive in front of the house

of the big Mirasdar of the village. But, had not Irula come

after these four years on purpose to acquaint her with his

wish? What if they took off her skin? Nothing mattered if

only darling Vela could live !
‘ What’ll become of me if he

dies and me not doing anything to save him!’ she thought

wildly, and at last came to a conclusion.

It was about eight O’clock next moring. The priest,

coming out of the temple for the purpose of spitting out the

tobacco juice in his mouth, saw a Panchama woman with a

child clasped in her arms within ten yards of the doorsteps.

Lord ! how the sight struck him ! The worthy man got into a

violent rage and poured forth the vilest abuse he could find

in the sacred hearing of Kailasnath. ‘That man* they call

Gandhi,’ he cried in angry tones, ‘ hjus been responsible for

such audacity. I have got to wash myself now. Here,

Muthumari, go and inform the big Pannai' He gave the

order and went inside. The sanctity of the temple was

profaned! His mind was bu.sy with thoughts of the purifi-

cation ceremony, his own share in the income, and other

things.

Soon there gathered a large crowd in front of the temple.

Murugayi was sitting with the child on her lap. She was

confident there was justice in her cause. But the whip was

brought with all dispatch, and there stood the big Pannai

ready to give the order. Murugayi went through her sorrows,

the vivid dream she dreamt, and all in a way that would melt

the very stones to pity. She begged : she implored.

‘ The hussy has gone mad,' bawled the big Panmi. ‘ She

simply raves. Ramu, clo.se the door; else she will get inside.

Go, bring four men from the chcri'

A dog had been discovered inside the temple. It was

driven out and the door was shut. A man from the crowd
set the animal against Murugayi and another picked up a

stone and flung it at her.

'Is the wretched Pariah woman even lower than the
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dog? You may kill me ;
I don’t mind. But save the life of

my child,’ she sobbed.

Meanwhile the ‘ cheri ’ men had come and she would be

forcibly led from that place to receive her punishment. At

that moment the child gave one piercing shriek ‘ Atnma !

’

'God! they are killing my child, my Vela!’ screamed the

frantic woman. The little body shook convulsively twice,

and then all was still.

The mother placed her hand on the forehead of the

child. There came a sudden change over her. Her tears

had ceased, and she stood up with fierce, flashing eyes.

They shot out real sparks of Are. Like Mariamman she

flared up, an image of fury.

' Close your temple now. Lock your god up and keep

watch over him as you please. I don’t want him anymore.

I’ll follow my Vela,’ she cried and ran .away throwing the

corpse down. A dead silence fell on the crowd. The extre-

mity of sorrow softens the hardness of man. But, pride,

conceit and other evils take possession of him again.

The ;dead body was taken away by the ‘ cheri ’ men.

The whole ‘cheri’ mourned the death of the child. The

question as to who was responsible for it was being asked

secretly in the Brahmin (juarters. A search was made for

Murugayi. But nowhere could she be found. It w<as conclu-

ded she was very likely gone to the other world to plead her

cause before God. Indeed ! Who wa.s the miserable sinner

who bore the burden of Murugayi’s wrongs ?
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The Fallen Angel

(A Poem^

By Buddiiadev Basu

(Rendered from Bengali by Samar Sen)

The Sea of Youth with its foaming surges

lies before me,

the sands beside it far stretching,

and glittering like particles of burnt gold.

The radiant sky is above me,

and the sun with its first blush

has tinged the nigh forest.

That blush is but the flame of desire,

—

the slow unfolding of a virgin dream,

written across the sky in letters of glowing passion.

Before me lies the sea of Youth,

and I behold it with a lonely heart.

The Sea groans with pain intolerable.

Millions of hungry lips outstretching

towards the sky

try to obliterate in darkness

the new-born radiance,

—

to make helpless in sudden flood

the wayfarers on the earth’s pilgrimage.

The convulsed waves leave foam behind them ;

they hiss with venom in hopeless wrath.

The black, deep, dark waters

give rise to numberless evils within their secret womb

;

the winds blow wild across my heart’s temple,

and put out the candle-light of worship there.

In the garden silently withers away
the pure, white flower.
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I am a nightmare,

—

cruel and dry and ferocious,

and my throne is in the dark.

With boundless shame the Beautiful

goes away from me,

seeing the doors all closed

and the dark temple yard

;

I can feel him passing away

in the distant smell of spent flowers,

and Misery cries everywhere in emptiness.

Alas, my youth ! it is a curse to me

!

Yet there are rare moments,

when upon the surging waves descends

a soh and quiet and beautiful light.

In such moments the sky is cut

by the prism of time

into millions of coloured rays,

—

and the Golden Lotus blooms,

and all the world is breathless fur a while.

Stricken with wonder,

I perceive its fragrance to be a Revelation.

The wonder and the beauty of that Revelation,

which whispers, whispers

—

‘Thou art not a cruel beast, nor an insect

which counts for nothing

:

Thou art the Fiillen Angel !

’

The Fallen Angel !

!

• ••And suddenly I understand

why my eyes like two imprisoned birds

seek after the wide, blue depths of the heavens ;•

and why the winds murmur love in the forest,

and with their magic touch me into peace.

• ••I am the Fallen Angel !

—

And the sun shines, the dews drop,

and bare branches put flowers forth in ecstasy,
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tossed softly by winds from the south.

The moon burns inextinguishably beautiful,

and in shining stars darkness doth weep.

Silent I remain.

And in silence,

my sorrows like festive candles I dedicate

to the altar of the Temple of Joy.

In the divine palace of my body

I open the Senses like windows

into the endless stream of light.

How many days have passed by

since the golden dawn,

when once a frail Youtl) with a frail heart

started upon his life’s journey,— *

alone, weak, utterly helpless !

Long, long days have gone by,

and now I am weary,

while the wind blows around me
the scent of spent flowers.

Now I recall the times

when she used to come out in the fragrance-laden

twilight,

and whispered words of love ;

—

when, at her touch,

lightnings of joy would suddenly pierce

the darkness of my heartache.

And beauty

flashed in the blue depths of her eyes

the image of my true self,

—

and the great realisation came, aching, throbbing,

in moments and hours and days

:

I am as pure and white and bright

as the stainless Sun

!

Ah ! when my Beloved spoke,

her mortal words were transformed into eternal signiii-

cance,
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and the winds blew them into my heart,

touching it with aching sorrow,

—

and whispered, whispered

—

‘ Thou art the Fallen Angel !

’

And now I remain' silent and think :

Across this bed of mud
there must be somewhere a place for me
in the heart of the White Lotus.

I am the hymn of Dawn,

the breath of night, and the scent of purest

flowers

:

I am sacred in myriads of invisible shapes,

and laugh at the mean and base things of the

. world.

All the pains and miseries, the tears and heartaches

break forth in me in passionate songs ;

And in glimmering twilight,

1 am the High Priest at the altar

where Darkness meets Light in love :

I am the Fallen Angel

!
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‘Seek Ultimate Values’

By K. Ramakotiswara Rao>

I am grateful to the Reception Committee for inviting

me to preside over this session of the Andhra Students'

Conference. I have great hesitation in occupying the place

meant for my chief, Dr. Pattabhi Sitaramayya. But for the

uncertainty regarding the duration of the meetings of the

Working Committee of the Congress at Patna, you should

have welcomed a President older, wiser, and incomparably

more brilliant than myself. Even as it is, I have no manner

of doubt that this honour has come to me, not m my indi-

vidual capacity but as the present head of a great national

institution, the Andhra Jatheeya Kalasala, founded by Kopalle

Hanumantha Rao, the noblest Andhra of his generation. You

have indeed gone out of your way in choosing one who is

not officially connected with the Andhra University or any of

its affiliated colleges. But I am Editor of Triveni as well as

Principal of the Kalasala
;

and as your eminent Vice-

Chancellor is a member of the Advisory Board of Triveni, I

might claim, in a playful mood, that the entire University is

but a part of Triveni. My young friends ! Though I am not

old enough to utter words of profound wisdom garnered from

the experience of many decades, I am near enough to you in

age to appreciate your point of view and to share, in some

measure, your glowing idealism.

* lit *

On this and the succeeding days you will discuss several

problems affecting your lives as students and as citizens.

You belong to one of the youngest Universities in India.

Having successfully overcome the initial obstacles and emerg-

ing from the dust of many heated controversies, it is well on

PraBidential Addiesa delivered et the thirteenth Andhre Studente’ Confer-

ence, Viiisnacuam, on 14th December 1034.
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its way to splendid achievement. With the poet-prince of

Jeypore as its foremost patron, and a thinker of international

reputation as its Vice-Chancellor, it may confidently look

forward to a great future. But mine is not the Convocation

Address for the year, and I shall therefore pass on to

questions which relate not so much to the University, but

which vitally concern your outlook as young men and

women.

In an age of changing values, of the conflict of cultures

and the clash of ideals, the youth of every land must develop

a power of initiative and arrive at that synthesis which will

resolve those conflicts and harmonise those ideals. The very

immensity of the problems must call forth into active play the

latent powers of youth, sharpen their intellect, and enrich

their emo'tions. India, even more than the rest of the

post-war world, is at the cross-roads. Here and now she has

the opportunity offered her of facing and solving the problems

of man and the machine, the individual and the state, nationa-

lism and internationalism, realism and idealism, classicism

and romanticism. And if the youth of India can summon up

enough of the spirit of intellectual adventure, they will receive

the gift of far-seeing vision, and their contribution to the

thought of the world will be as notable as that of the ancient

Rishis. For, believe me, the age of the Rishis is not merely

in the far-off past. In our day India has given birth to seers

of the type of Sri Aurobindo, Rabindranath Tagore, Mahatma

Gandhi, Sir S. Kadhakrishnan, and
J.

Krishnamurtl. .Some

of these might seem to be at cross-purposes with the rest, but

ultimately their message is one,—unflinching devotion to

truth, and unerring pursuit of the vision splendid. You

may study the many facets of the truth as glimpsed by these

seers of modern India, and bring to bear upon that study

your own awakened powers of intellect and intuition. You

can neither refuse to perform this duty nor seek to evade it

If you do either, you do so at your ^eril. As the great

Kannada poet and scholar, Sriman Masti Venkatesa Iyengar,

puts it, India is in the position of Yudhishtira and his brothers.
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Each of them was required by the unseen Yaksha to answer

certain questions before being permitted to quench his thirst.

All but Yudhishtira evaded this duty and were condemned to

death. India today must like Yudhishtira answer the ((ues-

tions propounded by the Time-Spint, for then only may she

drink of the waters of Life.

Ii> this task, the spectre of arid utilitarianism that is now

stalking the land is our worst enemy. To look merely at

the surface of things and not seek to pierce behind the veil

of form; to test every new idea from the point of view of

immediate practicability and not that of ultimate value; to

judge men and matters as if objective success and not inward

growth were the highest good; is indicative of a narrow

vision and can but lead to a very low type of achievement. It

is because of this predominance of the merely utilitarian

point of view that our lives are becoming cramped and

mechanised, devoid of the spaciousness and beauty that lend

a meaning to life.

Another unfortunate feature of our fervered existence is

the fear of sentiment. From our earliest years we are taught

to be careful and circumspect, to take no risks, to be guided

at home and abroad by authority even in the smallest details

of everyday life. Any slight variation from the standard, any

exhibition of special aptitudes is looked upon with suspicion.

Children who are dreamy, and more than usually affectionate,

are deemed unfit for the rough and tumble of life. Every

effort is made to get them to conform to the established

standard. The poet, the actor, the musician, and the painter

in every child must be crushed out, so that there may be no

impediment to its becoming an efficient lawyer or business

man. It is forgotten that all sentiment is not necessarily

mawkish sentimentality, and that the love which ennobles and

uplifts is a divine gift that ought to be treasured. Some day,

indeed, this intense affection for father, mother, or playmate
may be transfigured into the love of all living beings. When
the prince Siddhartha chose Yasodhara from amongst all the

Sakya maidens, and lavished all the love of a noble nature on
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her, he was inevitably preparing for the great destiny, in

fulfilment of which he flooded the entire universe with his

beneficence and grace. Nothing great is ever achieved by

an overcareful calculation of chances. It is but a peurile

philosophy which fails to take note of the value of sentiment

and of the adventure that ilows from sentiment. And though

equanimity of spirit and cqui-vision are valuable, let us realise

that they are the results of the rich and varied experience of

youth. They will not come to those that fail to face the

battle of life. If, while young, you are not great enough to

dare, you will achieve not equanimity of spirit but spiritual

inertia.

In a country that is being rapidly flooded by cheap

machine-made goods,, ugly and unsesthetic, there is urgent

need fot^ a gospel of beauty. In our dress, our household

utensils and the many articles of daily use, in the music we

hear and the plays we witness, in our shrieking advertisements

and wall-posters, we have to fight the cult of ugliness. When
you look at a water-colour by Nandalal Bose, or a khadi

muslin from Chicacole, or a carpet from the Jatheeya Kala-

sala, you will find that every one of these possesses a quality

that transcends all limitations of time and space and monetary

value, for you are drinking in the essence of the creative gift

of the craftsman or the painter. In some mysterious way tltey

draw us nearer to Ciod, the supreme artist. Everj'time you

purchase anything, ask yourself not merely whether it is

useful, but whether in addition it is beautiful. Aim not at

mere efficiency, but at efficiency that is informed by culture.

One of the main objects of your conference is the organi-

sation of work in villages. Bring back to the village the

beauty of simple yet harmonious surroundings, of dance and

music, of the arts of the builder and the painter, and of the

thousand and one crafts that are India's precious heritage

through many millennia. The work that is being carried on

by the Poet at Santiniketan and Sriniketan is the prelude to

that now inaugurated by Mahatma Gandhi. The seven lakhs

of villages in the land must hum once again with life, with the
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joy of self-expression and of human endeavour for the

ennobling of human life.

I have noticed with pleasure, during the past few years,

an increasing interest in the study of Tclugu literature.

Veiy many of you, young men and women, are seeking to

express your inmost soul through verse, song or story.

Part of this work may be ephemeral or defective in form, but

you, young friends, are carrying forward in the present age

the great mission of enriching the literature of Andhra and

making it an expression of the highest thought and feeling of

the race. I belong to the generation of Rayaprolu Subbarao,

Abburi Ramakrishna Rao, Basavarajii Apparao, D. V. Krishna

Sastri, Pingali Lakshmikantam, Kaluri Venkateswara Rao,

Viswanatha Satyanarayana, Chinta Dikshitulu, Sivasankara

Sastri, Nfiyani Subbarao, Nanduri Subbarao, and Adivi

Bapiriiju. 1 am neither a poet nor a painter, but I claim

kinship with all of them. I am not so sure, however, that

they will admit any kinship with me. I have been on fairly

intimate terms with them, and I have had the privilege of

listening to them while they recited their poems or songs.

Andhra Desa ought to be proud of them, for by their achieve-

ment they have won for Telugu literature an abiding place in

the literature of All-India. You belong to the next genera-

tion
;
you have sat at their feet, some literally, others in the

spirit. I .am therefore longing to hear some of you recite at

this conference choice poems and songs of your creation. Thus

shall we link the generations, one with another, and establish

a fcllow.ship of the elect. As a lover of .\ndhra culture, I am
thankful to the University for instituting an Honours course

in Telugu language and literature, and for placing at its head

one who is not merely a schohar but a poet of distinction. I

refer to Mr. Lakshmikantam. I do hope that very soon an

effort will be made to impart instruction in the highest classes

through the medium of Telugu, and also to open a section of
fine arts.

1 have spoken at such length about idealism, art, and
poetry that you must be wondering whether I have any ready-
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made solution for the problem of problems, that of the

educated unemployed. Government service, the so-called

learned professions, industry and commerce, can absorb but

a fraction of the graduates turned out year after year by the

Universities. You will erelong find that learning and scholar-

ship are not the passports to lucrative employment which they

once were. The State or the University can do but little.

Fresh avenues of employment like the Army, the Navy, and

the Diplomatic and Consular services can be thrown open to

us only after the establishment of Swaraj. I do not know if

it is fair to expect highly educated young men and women in

search of wealth and distinction to settle down in villages,

curtail their personal wants, and help to build up the New
India of the future. But this is all that a nation, yet unfree,

can offer. And why should this cause disappointment?

Learning is certainly its own reward ; other rewards are

incidental. To those thtit have a burning faith in a return to

the life of the village, renderd purposeful by the urge of

service, this counsel will not appear fatuous. In the All India

Spinners Association and the All India Village Industries

Association, you have the nucleus of a mighty organisation

which will spread a network of village societies all over the

land. You can take your share of this glorious work.

Here I must utter a word of warning. Do not attach

much importance to the current notions of .success and failure.

I claim that 1 am a clo.se .student of the philosophy of failure

;

and I wish to repeat what I said some years ago when Trivcni

passed through a crisis in its career :
‘ Success consists in

unceasing pursuit of the Path ; and the only failure that th(^

idealist recognises is the failure to stand by Truth.’ Let me

close on that note.
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This is not Life

This is not Life, but something worse than Death

That r in your dear thoughts no more am bound,

That I were better buried underground

In some lone place where green grass hearkeneth

To desolated Love with bated breath :

For then, perhaps, at last, some peace were found

For lost love resting ’neath that green-grass mound
Deaf to the taunts Remembrance whispereth.

Death is no agony but softest sleep

Of non-remembrance without any dream

Which on the tired soul doth gently creep :

Hut ah ! what bitter torture would it be

For each man dead, to wake in death and see

How dead he is, how dear though he did seem !

Sankaka Krishna Ciiettik
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Reviews

\We shall be glad to review books in all Indian languages

and in English, French, and German. Books for review

should reach the office at least SIX WEEKS in advance of
the day ofpublication of the fournal.]

A Pageant of Asia

:

A Study of Three Civilizations, By
Kenneth Saunders, Litt. D. (Cambridge). (Price 21sh. Oxford
University Press.)

If the Orient is being dominated by western methods
and inventions, in return the Occident is slowly being per-

meated by the subtle influences of the liast. The attention

drawn to the literaturfe of India by Sir William Jones, in the

time of the East India Company, has resulted in opening the

doors of the East so that something of its light has poured
westwards. It was with a brilliant intuition that Schopen-

hauer, eighty years ago, prophesied that the teachings of the

Upanishads would permeate all western philosophic thought,

just as the teachings of the Christ permeated and finally

substituted the teachings of Greece and Rome.

For the last sixty years, one of the greatest influences in

this work has been the Theosophical Society, which drew the

attention of the cultured of Europe and America to the

me.ssage of Hinduism and Buddhism. This work received a

dramatic setting at the Parliament of Religions at Chicago,

when Swami Vivekananda in his picturesejue rubes and with

virile eloquence explained the teachings of the V’edanta.

Steadily an interest has been aroused in all things of India,

and not only among the cultured but also to some extent

among the uncultured. 'I'he United States, and now South

America, are being flooded with literature on ‘ Yoga.’ These

modern revelations on Y(»ga are always aimed at the western

temperament, which is desirous of seeing results in terms of

dollars and cents. It is, however, characteristic of the

misunderstanding of certain aspects of the East that the word

‘ fakir ’ is used in America (pronounced * faker ’) to mean a

fraud and humbug.

In a more restricted way, but not the less subtle, htis

been the interest among a few in the West in the subtle
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teachings of China and Japan. These countries have had

objects of Art of a size which could be transported to the

West, in a way that has scarcely been possible except with a

few of the great Art creations of India. The military growth

of Japan has of course been one element in drawing attention

to the Far East, but also not the l^s has been the spectacle

of the 400 millions of China slowly organising themselves to

be a nation on the western model, with armies, navies, and

aircraft.

This being the general situation in the cultural world as

between the West and the ILiist, many writers have taken up

the vast task of explaining the Ejist to the West. Numerous

are today the manuals on Ejistern religions and philosophy.

But it is rarely that an author of such fine attainments as

Dr. Saunders takes up the work. He has dwelt in India,

China and Japan, to inform himself directly of their cultures,

and evidently he knows both Chinese and Japanese, though

not seemingly Sanskrit. I lis work is a volume of 452 pages,

and is divided into three Sections : (1) India
: (2) China

; (3)

Japan. His aim is to make tus complete a cultural survey as

possible of these three Sections of the Orient, and to explain

their significance to European readers. 'I'he book is beauti-

fully illustrated with some of the finest specimens of art pro-

ductions of these countries. At the end of each Section

Dr. Saunders print.s extracts from typical writers so as to give

a general idea of the culture of the age which he has described.

In each Section the author surveys rapidly epoch by
epoch the various changes which took place in the field of

religious thought and artistic creation. His book, therefore,

is in many ways a miniature encyclopaedia of these particular

subjects. But it is just because of that the general reader will

probably find a certain difficulty in not being able to ‘see the

wood for the trees.’ If the book were not quite so full of

detail, perhaps one would not be so dazzled by the numbers
of embodiments of religious and artistic thought presented to

the gjize of the reader.

'I'o a reader in India, there is naturally little that is new
in the Section on India. If anything, this is the least satis-

factory part of the book. Dr. Saunders has a deep admira-
tion for the gospel of Buddhism, but on the whole he has not
been able to penetrate to the inner spirit of Hinduism, either
as represented in the Upanishads or in the various cults which
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embody Hinduism to the popular mind. But the Sections on
China and Japan are full of penetration and bring those two
countries very near to one’s imagination.

This work is a very valuable one, and should be in every
representative library. It is particularly useful for students,

and indeed it gives the impression that it has been specially

prepared for them according to the regular methods well

known to American University Courses. The book has such
a brilliant thesis and is so full of fascinating material that one
wishes that Dr. Saunders would write another smaller, and
eliminate the details concerning the developments of religion,

art and philosophy which are useful to the student but are apt

to confuse the general reader.

Were one inclined, or had the space necessary, one
could fill pages with quotations from the book, with brilliant

extracts from ancient writers which Dr. Saunders has gathered
together, and with his comments upon them.

C. Jl.N’.VK.^JADASA

Tiruparuttikunram and Hs Temples .—By T. N. Rama
chandran, M.A. (Bulletin of the Madras Government Museum.
Printed by the Superintendent, Government Pre.ss, Madras.
Price Rs. 11-4 as.)

In this fine volume, handsomely printed and profusely

illustrated, the author m.'ikes an exhaustive .study of the

temples at Tiruparuttikunram, identified with the ancient

Jina-Kanchi. adjoining CtJiijevcram. 'I’he work indeed is

much more than what its title promises, for, besides being a

study of the temples from the stand[)oints of archaeology iind

art, it forms a valiuible contribution to our knowledge ofjaina

cosmology, iconography, mythology, hagiology ete. 'Ihiis

not only scholars but all interested in India'.s past, and not

least the members «jf the gretu Jaina eommuniiy, to many of

whom even the names of these monuments of their religion

must be but little known, owe a deep debt of gratitude to Mr.

Ramachandran for this work. The monogniph bears abundant

evidence of patient research and painstaking labour. Ihe

descriptions of the temples with which the author is more

immediately concerned are so thorough that they could

scarcely be imprtjved upon, and it would be but just prai.se to

say that a more complete or better siccount of these venerable
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temples, which go back to Pallava and Chola times, could not

have been produced. Of very great interest are the lucid

descriptions of the numerous fresco paintings which though

but seldom of high artistic (luality nevertheless merit detailed

study and are moreover of great iconographic importance.

We would commend especially to students of art history Plate

XXII, No. 58, a dance scene, £is one comparable with the

highest achievements of the painters of Rajputana and of old

Bengal.

We congratulate Dr. Gravely, the Superintendent of the

Government Museum, Madras, on the high standard of

research and scholarship which we have come to associate

with the Bulletins of the Madras Museum, produced under his

able editorship, and specially on the addition to the series of

this fine piece of work by Mr. Ramachandran.
• Ajit GyosE

The Origin and Development of Religion in Vedic Litera-

ture.—By P. S. Deshmukh, M.A., 1). Phil. (Oxford University

Pre.ss, 1934. pp. xvi, 378. Rs. 15.)

We cordially welcome this interesting book of Dr.

De.shmukh on the origin and development of religion in

Vedic literature. I'his book represents the thesis prepared

by him for the degree of D. Phil, of the O.xford University

under the able guidance of the late Professor Macdonell and
this is sufl'icient to vouch for its accuracy and precision. In

the first of the four parts into which the work is divided, we find

various definitions of religion .set forth and discus.sed. The
author refers to (he definitions of Herder, D’.AIviella, Durkhein,

Marret, Jevons, Max Muller, Tylor, Frazer, Jastrow, Menzies,

Tiele, Jordan, l..add, (ialloway, Hopkins, Macdonell, Pratt, etc.

The author then formulates his own definitions of religion

—

that it is a social institution with some principles enjoining

certain beliefs, and maintaining certain rules of conduct based
on such principles. The belief is with reference to the exis-

tence of some power or powers beyond and a sense of

dependence on them. .An approach to the connotation of

the word religion may be made in the word dliarma.

Several theories hjive been put forward regarding the
origin of religion. The most noteworthy of such theories
—Fetishism of Brosses, Animism of Tylor, Ancestor

worship of Spenser, Totemism of Jevons, and M<^ic theory of
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Frazer. The relation of some of these theories to the Indo-

Europeans and Indo-Iranians and their religion is the subject

of the next part. The author states in unambiguous language

that, so far as Indo-Europeans are concerned, magic did not

exist before the evolution of religion and at no stage did magic

.influence Indo-European r(^ligion. He also states clearly that

the prayers that are found in the Rig Veda are not derived

from charms of any type and that the priests were never

magicians.

Through a process of philosophical induction the author

arrives at the conclusion that belief in God, His worship, His

qualities, etc., did exist in the Indo-European period. The
Indo-Europeans were influenced by supernatural phenomena
to a large extent, believed in them as beneficent to humanity
and began to worship and propitiate them. I'his propitiation

and worship assumed huge proportions when the Indian

briinch i?eparated from the common Indo luiro|)ean group,

and the result was the hymns of the Rig V'eda. Magic in its

full-fledged form developed only latcM* and this is represented

on Indian soil by the Atharva X’eda.

Regarding the original honn* of the Indo-luiropeans the

author, after referring to the iliec^ries of various scholars,

regards parts of Europe and pans of A.sia as llu' original

home. It is more probalile that iht* Indo luiropc^ans w(M‘e

autochthonous in [he. region extending from [he Punjab to

Persia, for in this nigion ah)ne is found tlu; (sirliesl of the

available remnants of lmlo-Eur(jp«*an cultun*.

Dealing next wiili tint religion of llic^ Indo-Euroiieans,

the author, mainly through the aid (if th(! science of philology,

infers the existence of Indo h’ur(ip('an Gods like /hrs (Ski.

Dyaus-pHar)^ Vavnua. Mother h'arlh, (iod (d riiimder, Sun,

Moon, Dawn, Stars, Day and .Niglit, //.vr'/z/s, iMre, Wind, etc.,

and makes elalxiraK* comments on thcMii. Almost ail tin

items <jf the religious beliefs (if the Indian today g(J back to

the Indo-European ptniod. Ancestor worship, fcti.sh worship

etc., are all traced to the Indo-European period.

In d(ialing with the Indo Iranian religion the author, «'ts

is natural, has to rely on a C(iinparisoii between the Rig

Veda and flie Avesta. Ihe Rig Veda is undoubtedly the

older of the two, and a comparison of the two reveals clearly

the state of Indo-Iranian religiciii. Ahura Mazda, Hvar, Mithra,

Baga, Apam Napat, Ariyaman, Veretraghna, Ilaoma, Ihrita,
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Vivanhvant, Yima, etc., are some of the Indo-Iranian Divini-

ties worthy of note and all of them have their parallels in the

older Vedic pantheon.

In 'the part dealinjr with Vedic relijjion we find the author

referring to the period to which Vedic literature is usually

attributed by Orienialisls like Mhx Muller, Macdonell, Keith

etc. (15(X) B. C.—1(KK) B. C.) He does not commit himself

to any view, but .seem.s inclined to fall in with the European

Orientalists and reject the views of 'I'ilak and Jacobi, who
base their data on astronomical calculations (4000 B. C.).

Arguing on similar lines the late Mr. B. V. Kamesvara Aiyar

has demonstrated that the .Satapatha Brahmana should have

been compo.sed about 2800 B. C., and his arguments have not

been given the publicity they deserve. 'I'he Boghaz-koi

inscription certainly takes back the date of Vedic literature to

a period long anterior to that assigned by Keith or Macdonell

or Max Muller.

The civilisation as embodied in the Rig V'eda is set

forth in detail. I'he \'edic («ods and the place held by each

in the V^edic panthe()n are well .set forth under the heads

—

Vedic (lods, .Atmospheric (jods. 'rcrrestrial (lods, and other

Gods. The work is on the whole a valuable contribution to

the study of \'edic religion and culture and we heartily

congratulate the author on his excellent thesis.

T. R. CiiiMAM.vxi, M.A., Ph.D.

I’ijnyana^ara - Origin of the City and the Empire.—By
N. V'enkata Ramana)ya, AI..A., I’h.I). (i’ublishcd by the

University of Madras ; Price Rs. 2 or 3 sh).

The book under review forms a brilliant addition to the

recent literature on Vijayanagara. Tin* author has dived
deep into the vexed problem of the origin of the City and of

the Empire of Vijayanagara and the results of his research are
now embodied in the present volume.

Scholars are divided in their opinion regarding the origin
of Vijayanagara, some holding it to be of Tclugu origin, while
others contend in favour of a Canarese origin. Veteran
scholars like Dr. S. Krishnaswaini Aiyangar have long been
contending that the city of Vijayanagara was founded by the
Hoysala ruler Ballala III, and the Kingdom of \ ijayanagara
by the five brothers, Hari Hara I, Bukka I, Kampa, Marapa
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and Muddapa, who were originally in the service of the

Hoysala kingf mentioned above. They state that he employed
them to defend his northern frontier and to stem the new
flood of the Bahamani invasions.

This theory has grained fresh support by the publication

of ‘ Beginnings of VijayanSgara History ’ by the Rev. Father
Heras. He goes a step further than his predece.ssors. He states

that ‘ Hari Hara I was enthroned at Vijayanagarn by the old

Hoysala monarch (Ballala III), a.s his'own Mahamandaleswara
in the north,’ and that ‘ Kampa was placed in that respon-

sible post (in the government of the fortified hill of Udayagiri

in the Nellore district) by the .same Vira Ballala (III).’

Though there were some scholars who opposed this

theory, no systematic study of the problem was made to stress

their point of view and to prove the truth of their contention

that Vijayanagara was of Tclugu origin, until the publication

of ‘ Kampili and Vijayanagara,’ some years back, by the

author of the work under review, which provoked much
criticism in the press. The present work is the outcome of

a further and more serious study of the same problem. In

this, the author has succe.s.sfully met all the criticisms levelled

against the theory of the Telugu origin of Vijayanagara and
has brought home the truth of his contention.

The supporters of the Canarese origin of Vijayanagara

mainly take their stand on the .statement of I'erishta, namely
‘ Bilal Dew built a .strong city upon the frontiers of his

dominions and called it after his son Bceja, to which the word

nuggur or city was added, so that it is now known by

the name of Beejanuggur.’ To itlentify ‘ Beejaniiggiir.'

mentioned in the aforesaid statement, with Vijayanagara

the capital of Harihara I and Bukka, and to confirm their

identification, they press into .service the fact, known from

inscriptions, of Bukka’s rule from Ho.sapattana (new city) in

the Hoysala Nadu or country and the e.xistence of a Hoysala

inscription at Hampi (Vijayanagara). Thus they postulate that

(1)
‘ Beejanuggur,' .said to have been built by ‘ Bilal Dew ’

according to Feri.shta is no other than Vijayanagara on the

Tungabhadra, the .seat of a mighty empire, (2) Hosapattana

(new city) is the same as V'’ijayanagara, or in other word.s,

Vijayanagara was also known as Hosapattana, because it wa.s

newly built by Ballala (HI), (3) the founders of the Vijaya-

nagara Empire—the five brothers—were employed by Ballala
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III to defend his northern frontier to stem the tide of the

Bahamani invasions. Hence, they contend that Vijayanagara

was of Canarese origin.

The author of the present volume has effectively replied

to all these contentions. First, he proves to the hilt, with the

aid of epigraphical evidence, thab the territory of Ballala III

never extended to the Bellary district and that the Hoysalas

lost their hold on that district long before the accession to the

throne of Ballala 111, even during the rule of his grandfather,

Some.swara (A.D. 1233—1292). Hence the contention that

Ballala III built the city of Vijayanagara can no longer be up-

held. The author admits the exi.stence of a Hoysala inscrip-

tion at Hampi and Bukka's rule from Ho.sapattana ; but he

points out that the inscription at Hampi belongs to Somes-

wara but not to Ballala III. In the light of the aforesaid facts,

the identification of Ho.sapattana with. Vijayanagara and the

theories built up on the strength of that identification fall to

the ground. It does not retjuire much thought to refute the

argument regarding the emplojanent of the five brothers by

Ballala III to defend his northern frontier and stem the tide

of the Bahamani invasion, for Ballala III died in A. D. 1342

;

the Bahamani kingdom came into existence only in 1347, five

years after the death of Ballala III. Even the rebellion of

Krishna Naik, in connection with which ‘Bilal Dew’ was

said to have built the city of ‘ Beejanuggur,’ w'as dated 1344

by Ferislita himself. I'hus, it appears ludicrous to state that

the five brothers were employed by Ballala III to defend his

northern frontier and stem the tide, of Bahamani invasions.

Besides fully refuting all the points advanced in support

of the theory of the Canarese origin, the author adduces some
tnore evidence.—internal, from inscriptions—in support of his

theory. He compares the admini.strative system of the early

Vijayanagani Kings with that of the Kakaiiyas of Warangal
and shows that some features were common to both systems.

The administrative divisions of ‘Sthala,’ ‘Rajya' and ‘Xayan-
kara ’ that w-ere in vogue in the V’ijaj’anagara Kingdom are
not at all met with either in the Seuna or Hoy.sala Kingdoms.
Besides this, the crest of the Vijayanagara Kings is more or
less akin to that of the Kakatiyas. Thus it is .shown that the
founders of Vijayanagara were either directly or indirectly
connected with the Telugu Kings of the Kakatiya dynasty of
Warangal and that Vijayanagara was of Telugu origin.

1 he author determines the extent and boundaries of the
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Hoysala Desa. He proves by tables that it denotes ‘ a tract of

country well within the boundaries of the present Mysore
state’ and identihes Hosapiittana with a village of the same
name, situated ‘on an island in the Hemavati river in the

Krishnarajapeta taluka of the Mysore district.’

The book is divided iAto two parts; the first deals with

the origin of the City and the other part with the origin of the

Empire. While trying to show that the Kingdom of Ballala ill

never extended into the Bcllary district, the author takes the

opportunity to give a more or less exhaustive account of his

military campaigns, which cover the period of his whole reign,

besides reviewing minutely the relations between the Hoysalas
and the Seunas of Devagiri from the time of Ballala 11. In the

same way, in the chapter on the early Vijayanagara Kings and

the 7'elugu country, the author reviews the political condition

of the Xelugu country, after the fall of the Kiikatiyius of

Warangal. Thus we get a cursory history of the Kingdoms
of Warangal, Kachakonda and Kondavidu for the first time in

English.

The five appendices at the end of the book enhance its

value. Specially noteworthy is the note on Doravadi. It is

particularly interesting for more than one reason. It was the

place of residence of Mummadi .Singayanayaka. Besides that,

Hampi is known from in.scriptions to have been included in

Doravadi-nadu. The author's successful location of both

Doravadi and Doravadi-nadu, deals a death blow to the

identification of Hosapattana with \'ijayanagara, more or less

the backbone of the theory of the Canarese origin.

Thus the whole book bciirs the impress of the author's

extensive and laborious stiuly and is of immcn.se interest.

Some points in the book rc<|uire further consideration.

These may be stated here. (Ij CM*. No. j of 1919- 20 and

the existence of Verna’s inscn'iitions at Tripuruniakam lea<l ii.s

to believe that the .Srisaila country was undirr Veniarcddi iit

first but not under Hari llara, as stated on page 9+
: (2)

Unless and until some fresh evidence is adduced. Harm's

statement, that Harihara was first a follower of Islam (P. -^h)-

cannot be ticcepted as gospel truth. (B) Caution is needed

when it is .said that (iengu Salar of Kalubarga, who burnt the

‘gopura' of Belur was a son of Bukka I- -the ardent di.scipic

of \^idyaranya and the protector of the four castes
; (4)

there

is no reliable evidence to show that Vinukonda was the first
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capital of Verna (P. 124); (5) the authorities cited for the

statement that Viniikonda-sima passed into the hands of

Bukka I some time before 1352 are V, R, III, K1 56 and 58

i.e., List of Ins. Ccd. Dts, which is not an authoritative work.

There are many inaccuracies in this list. The 'date given,

in the inscription cited from that Ivst, is Saka 1274, Paridhavi.

The cyclic year Paridhavi tallies with 12^14 Saka but not with

1274. Hence it can be contended that Vinukonda-sima was

under Verna, till some time after 1352 A.D. (6) The identifi-

cation ofthe author that Bukkaraya Vodayalu of the Gozalavidu

inscription (N. D. 1., II Kg., 7) of /\. I). 1314 is the .same as

Bukku, the grandfatht^r of flarihara 1, cannot be conclusively

accepted, until that inscription is clearly edited. (7) In our

opinion, the damaged in.scription (N.D. 1., II, Kr. 28), cited by

the author to .show that Prataparudra II lived until 1330 A.D.,

does not really belong to that king, inasmuch as the phrases

‘ Karnatakabavadiswa aripratapa .Sri Vi’rapratapa ’ oceur there-

in. In no inscription of Prataparudra, as far as we have

perused, are these terms found. ‘ Karnatakabavadi.swa

aripratapa’ must be a misreading. Perhaps it .should be
‘ Karnatakalubarigiswara pratapa,’ which was a title of the

Gajapatis of Orissa. Hence it may be one of their inscriptions.

(8) 'I'he statement that Anapota captured Warangal, Bhuva-

nagiri and Singapura from Kapaya Nayaka sometime before

1369 A. I), retiuircs further elucidation in view of the state-

ment made by the Muhammadan historians that .-Mlauddin

Ha.san Bahaman .Shah wrested Bhuvanagiri from Kapaya
Nayaka, some lime befure hi (.Sultan's) death in 1358.

(9) A.l). 1'16() is not the latest ite of Kapaya Nayaka, the

kingol Warangal (as statetl in ih table on page 174) but that

of Koppula K:ip:iya Nayakti.

The above poinis in no way diminish the value of the
work under review. We gladly recommend the book to

everyone interested in the history of \'ijayanagara.

M. .SoMAStKHAk.V Sar.m.\

Recent Essays and Writings-— jawaharlal Nehru ( The
Kitabistan, Allahabad, Price Re. 1-8-0).

‘ I am not a politician by choice ; forces stronger than
me have driven me to this field, and it may be that I have
yet to learn the ways of politicians,’ says Jawtiharlal Nehru
in one of these papers. Nor is the Pandit a writer by choice ;
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it may be also that he hits yet to learn the ways of writers
; but

forces stronger than him must have moved him to write with

such cold and piissionless brilliance. The Pandit is well-known
as the prophet of Indian youth, but it is rare to come upon
a prophet who can think out and argue so ably. It is because

he sticks to his relentless .logic that he sees no escape from
his own ruthless sacrifices. There is no pettiness or

vulgarity about his patriotism
;

it is broadbased on culture

as well as Communism
;
and he writes throughout with a

relish for history and political science. Communism and
Fascism are battling for supremacy, and Communism must
win sooner or later. He advocates a Constituent Assembly
because it will pass the lead to the masses. The Hindu
Mahasabha and other communal organisations must go, as far

as they are communal, anti-national and reactionary. He
accepts non-violence as a necessity as well as on principle

;

but non-violence to him is no infallible creed, and he would
prefer freedom with violence to subjection with non-violence.

He protests in vain against those little corners of Hell, called

prisons and penitentiaries. His tribute to Mr. M. N. Roy is

charming and generous. It is, however, clear that the Pandit

does not suft'er from too much charm. ‘ A Window in Prison
’

is typical of his scintillating satire. The British Empire, the

sundried bureaucrat. Sir Malcolm Hailey, or the prison

Superintendent, are victims of his mockery which is Vol-

tairean and sometimes vulturish. Whither India ? he asks, and
answers; ‘ To the great human goal of .social and economic
equality, to the ending of all c.\ploitation of nation by nation

and class by cla.ss, to national freedom within the framework
of an international co-operative socialist world federation.’

India suffers today from its mob of namby-pamby prophets.

But Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Mahatma Gandhi are the

most powerful publicists among our rarer prophets. Their

styles, like their personalities, are distinguished by sincerity

and power—Gandhi all pity and pathos and sclf-c.xploration,

Nehru all contempt and indignation and uncompromising
clarity of vision. Pandit jawaharlal writes like the voice of

tremendous world-forces, so clearly and inevitably, without

frizzles, without fancies. He is the most ardent of our

patriots ;
but he, it is clear, is no mere twentieth century

Plato or Oriental Karl Marx. He is so dignified, so purpose-

ful, so downright. He is nearer Lenin.

M. Chalapatiii Rau
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‘The Triple Stream’'

bitter and sweet

The New Year’s Day is the same for Andhra and

Karnataka. Some other provinces celebrate it a week later.

To give a foretaste of the sorrow and joy of the com-

ing year, the bitter margosa blossom is mixed with sugar,

and this strange dish is taken as the year begins. In the

evening, people gather in temple or grove to listen to a

recital of the calendar,—the personnel -of the cabinet of the

planets for the year, the prospects of the crops, the coming of

fire and flood, of monsoon and eclipse. For the individual as

well as the race, one year is very much like another. There

may be just a little variation in the proportions in which

pleasure and pain are mixed by Fate
;
but what matters really

is the determination to welcome the bitter with the sweet, to

bear in mind that ‘ Even this will pass away.’ To the readers

of Triveniy we send forth greetings for the New Year.

KRISHNAMURTI'S TALKS

In place of the bi-monthly Star Bulletin, the Star Publish-

ing Trust are issuing, in separate volumes, verbatim reports

of Krishnamurti’s talks in various countries. These provide

an easy and direct access to his teachings. From early boy-

hood, Krishnamurti was marked out for an exalted position ;

every effort was made to give him a superb training to

enable him to fulfil his destiny. In ever>' land, devout men
and women looked up to him with reverence. His light-

est word was recorded ; his movements were chronicled

with affectionate care; and, as he passed from country to

country, he was welcomed as the harbinger of a new era

* 4th April, 1986 (Telnga New Yew'e Dey).
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in the religious life of humanity. His sweetness, his utter

simplicity, charmed all.

But, in 1929, he surprised his friends by dissolving the

Order of the Star. He decided to forego the aid of religious

organisations and of admiring interpreters of his message.

Year after year, he speaks with increasing earnestness against

exploitation by spiritual authority ; he stresses the need for

living in the ‘ Eternal Now ’
; he pleads for the change from

unconsciousness to self-consciousness, from self-consciousness

to the liberation from all sense of the separate self. This

last, according to him, is the only natural, human state

;

having struggled with pain towards it, he asserts that others

can do likewise. His is the gospel of liberty in the realm

of the spirit. In trying to describe his experience, he invents

a technique and a nomenclature of his own ; but if the reader

has not had, a glimpse of the vision, all verbal descriptions

of it must remain defective. This again means that every

one must cut out his own path to Reality. Krishnamurti

comes into conflict with established religions, traditions and

formulas. He is a valiant fighter in the cause of spiritual

freedom,—a living symbol of the eternal search of man for

the God within himself.

UDAY SHANKAR IN MADRAS
Uday Shankar’s second visit to Madras has proved an

unqualified success. Appreciation of his dance compositions

of 1935 from the Pundits who criticised tho.se of 1933,

indicates a rapprochement between the artiste and the

votaries of Bharata Natya. His efforts to co-ordinate the

dance traditions of different parts of India, and weave them

into a marvel of beauty and grace, have won the admiration

of all art-lovers. With the joyous enthusiasm and abandon of

the born artist, he combines the patience of the researcher

;

and working on old and seemingly worn-out materials, he yet

transports his audience into a fairyland of colour and move-

ment. The vision of Uday Shankar as the dancing Siva and

as the Player on the P'lutc will dwell in our memory along-
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side of the noblest achievements of the artistic genius of India

in recent times,—^with the music of Seshanna’s Veena, with

the SaU of Nandalal Bose, and the Gitanjali of Tagore.

A LANDSCAPE PAINTER

An exhibition of paintings b^ a single artist—and all of

them landscapes—is something unusual. But it is a great

advantage to be able to study the technique of a landscape

painter from a hundred water-colours spread out in one room.

Wc then learn to appreciate the unic|ueness of his interpreta-

tion of Nature’s moods, of the play of light on sea and

mountain, flower and leaf. Mr. V. V. Bhagiradhi’s array of

landscapes at the Gokhale Hall, Madras, attracted quite a

large number of visitors hist week. He is a gifted painter,

with a definite contribution to modern Indian Art. His

intense absorption in his work, and the rapidity with which

he produces pictures of rare merit, are remarkable. From

the mountains and the waterfalls of Jeypore to the shrine of

the virgin Goddess of Cape Comorin, he has wandered in

search of beauty. His ‘ Bhongir Fort,’ ‘ Godavari near the

Papi Hills,’ and ‘ Near Hussain Sagar ’ (lent by Mr. S. V.

Ramamurty) received warm praise. There is a (|uality even

in his smallest pictures. Pre-eminently a lover of the rocks,

Mr. Bhagiradhi is akin to them in his rugged strength and

his steadfast light against adversity. We wish him all success.

THE ASSEMBLY
The disciplined strength of the Congress has made itself

felt at every stage of the discussion on the Budget, but so

long as the Governor-General has the power of ‘ restoration,’

the victories of the Congress cannot bring relief to the tax-

payer. When Congressmen sought the suffrage of the

electors, they never imagined that they could bring the Gov-

ernment down on its knees. All that they had ever hoped to

do was to expose the utter hollowness of the claim of the

Government that it governed the country’ with the willing

consent of the people, that in fact it knew the mind—and
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the needs—of the nation much better than a handful of dis-

contented politicians who filled the prisons just because they

found nothing better to do. Here is a Government that can

carry on despite defeat after defeat. Opposed to it is the

Congress which undoubtedly commands a majority in the

country. Interpellations, adjournment motions, severe criti-

cism of the policy and measures of the Government, sum up

the achievements of the Congress ; for, all opportunity for the

display of constructive statesmanship is cruelly denied to the

people’s representatives under the present constitution.

Whether, after the present session, the members of the

Assembly will tour their constituencies and lead a crusade

against the Government of India Bill remains to be seen.

Work in the Assembly is but supplementary to wider work in

the country. In organising the nation and educating it into a

knowledge of its just rights, the experience gathered during

the last few months on the fioor of the Assembly ought to

prove invaluable.

K. R.

TWO VETERAN SC//OLARS

The first two weeks of March 1935 saw the celebration

of two notable events in Madras. The first was the honour

done by Tamil-lovers to Mahamahopadhyaya Dakshinatya

Kalanidhi, Doctor V. Swaminatha Iyer on his Satabhishekani.

Very few scholars can attain to the eminence that Mahama
hopadhyaya Swaminatha Iyer occupies in Tamil. His services

to the Tamil language and literature are unique. For nearly

fifty years, he has devoted himself heart and soul to the publi.

cation of classical Tamil literature and of works on grammar.

His is the glory of having rescued a major part of the current

Tamil classics from neglect, oblivion and ruin. He has

furnished a tangible proof of the saying that the surest way to

overcome death is to devote oneself strenuously and uninter-

ruptedly to work. His early life and education and his position

as Tamil Pundit in the Government colleges at Kumbaconam

and at Madras have been helpful to him in his work. He
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wears lightly the rare honours conferred by the triple sources

of honour,—^the Government, the University and the public.

May he long continue unostentatiously in his noble task with

the energy and enthusiasm of youth !

The event of the second week was the farewell given to

Mahamahopadhyaya, Prof. S. Ku/^puswamy Sastri, M.A. on

the eve of his retirement from Government service. Like

Swaminatha Iyer, Professor Sastri has proved himself an

exceptionally good Acharya. Tamil and the other Indian

languages did- not find favour with the educational authorities

in the days of Swaminatha Iyer’s pundit.ship; and consequently

his scholarship had to find scope in editing works and in the

training of private pupils. Profes.sor Sastri, on the other hand,

found full scope for his scholarship (and for the ripe experi-

ence of teaching gained by controlling the Sanskrit* colleges

.at Mylapore and Tiruvadi) in organising and conducting the

honours school of Sanskrit at the Presidency College, Madras.

‘ Not only has he been a researcher himself, but even more

important than that, he has been a potent cause of research

in others.’ He had played a very useful part in the activities

of the academic bodies, particularly of the Madras, the Mysore,

the Andhra and the Annamalai Universities, in the building

up of the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library^ Madras,

in the Madras University Oriental Research Institute and in

the Tamil Lexicon. It is hoped that in the leisure of retired

life, his ripe wisdom will be devoted to maintaining with

augmented glory the reputation for Sanskrit research which

Madnis htis built up under his fostering care and guidance.

V. N.
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Dance Traditions of South India

By K. V. Ramachandkan, B.A.

I.

Something of the beauty of the early Hindu art survives

in the indigenous dance and drama,—in the ‘ Tcrukoothu ’

of the Tamils, the ‘Veethi Nataka’ of the Andhras, the

' Bayalatta ’ of the Kannadigas, in the dynamic attitudes of

‘ Kathakali,’ in the refined idiom of the nautch, in the curves

and contours of the ‘ Kuchipudi ’ dance. Transplanted in by-

gone ages in Siam, Cambodia and Java, these very arts

continue to ‘ astonish, enrapture, elevate ’ not only the peo-

ples of those far-off countries, but also many luiropean lovers

of beauty, thanks to whom the dances of these countries are

known to us far better than those of our own. It is not any

casual resemblance that these arts have in common, but an

identity in their basic technique of gesture se(|uences and

floor contacts, and those vital attitudes that sum up a series of

fleeting attitudes in one expressive movement—an identity so

close and continuous that to derive these diverse systems

from the classic dance of India, is to prove the obvious. A
brief review of some of the salient features of the South

Indian traditions indicating the points of contact with one

another and with the classical dance is all that is attempted

in the following pages.

(1)

The Yaksha Gana players of the Karnataka represent an

authentic school of Indian dance that deserves to be preserved

at all costs. Through a word and a step and a beat of the

drum, these artists create portraits of epic heroism and raise

visions of battles made beautiful through art. The gorgeous

costume, the towering ‘ kirita ’ that accentuates the toss head,

the mammoth girdle that suggests mountainous strength, the

rhythmic movements, steps and gyrations in which anger

incarnates itself, the sophisticated attack, counter-attack and
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defence, in dance language—the ‘yuddha charis,’ ‘ nyayas
’

and ‘ pravicharas ’ of Bharata—to the accompaniment of

fierce challenges, disdainful admonitions—the powerful ‘ vachi-

kabhinaya’ in which the modulations of voice enrich and

galvanise words, intertwined with the thrilling cadences of the

drum—every little detail helps to recapture the beauty of

heroism and courage. The lure of the battle exercises an

unique fascination over these artists and they revert to it again

and again, even creating situations for it where the original

stories do not warrant them. Next to these dance pictures

of war, a feature shared by the ‘ Terukoothu ’ which has

a specific terminology for these, ‘ vachikabhinaya ’ is the

most noteworthy feature of this school, tv’s., ‘abhinaya’ that

resides not only in the speech but in the nuances of voice that

render it—the crescendo of the challenge, the thunderous

cr>’ that announces the Rakshasa’s ferocious wakefulness and

the many other significant modulations and silences. No
wonder that this powerful ‘vachikabhinaya’ has relegated

‘angikabhinaya’ to the background and confined it to certain

characters and situations. ITie most beautiful feature of this

art is its use of pure dance,—a feature characteristic of

‘'rerukoothu ’ as well— as a prelude to speech and an

accompaniment to song, very much like a motif of flower and

foliage twining in and out of human and divine figures, a kind

of dance analogue of the decorative architectural designs that

eiica.se and set off sculpture. The feminine dances of this

school belong to a far lower plane of pxpre.ssion and are

comparatively feeble and unconvincing. .V reference to the

Ivarnataka dancers would be incomplete if homage is not

paid to Ganapati I’rabhu of Sri I’erudur, an artist of high rank

whose movements in general and neck-movement (‘ griva

rechaka
')

in particular arc marked by natural grace and

restraint.

(2)

If the feminine dances of the Yaksha Gana fail to

convince by their feebleness, those of the Kuchipudi school
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are exceptionally vigorous and energetic, though perhaps

they are hardly what one would call feminine. It would

be rash for the present writer to formulate judgement ' on
the Kuchipudi artists from a single much-abridged per-

formance of ‘ Usha Parinaya ’ rendered in incongruously

modern attire, but that they triumphed over all handicaps

is due to the dance whose essential beauty nothing could

suppress. ‘ Vachikabinaya’ of a very distinct kind there

is in this art, along with an elaborate and sometimes

over-elaborate ‘ angikabhinaya,’ but one missed the delicacy

and daintiness of the nautcli, especially the co-ordination

of the intricacies of facial expression, the play of mood
and countermood and the ‘hastabhinaya’; one missed too

the continuous syllabification by the feet that accompanies

signihcaift gestures in certain compositions of the nautch

—

a sacrifice perhaps rendered necessary by the dramatic end

in view. But of strength and power there was an

abundance, in place of (he refinements of the nautch, which

inhere partly in the dance itself and partly in the femi-

nine medium that expounds it. It is not known whether

the Andhra repertoire includes evolutionary compositions

similar to those of the nautch, with parts organically

related, though the materials for building up these are present

as well as repetitive sequences called ‘ niuddayis ’ similar to

the Tamil ‘ tirmanas.’ The chief merit of the Kuchifiudi

school is that it pre.serves a balance among the several mode.s

of ‘abhinaya’ of which ‘natya’ is the coincidence, more than

the Karnataka or South Canara school where ‘ vachikabhinaya’

has overshadowed ‘ angabhinaya ’ and the Kathakali wherein

‘ angabhinaya ’ has clminated the ‘ abhinaya ’ of .speech. As

in the other systems, pure dance constitutes the glory of (he

Kuchipudi school,—especially its scries of specific ‘nritta

hastas,’ floor contacts and attitudes, some of which are to be

found in the nautch, but which other traditions appear to have

forgotten. In this re.spect the Kuchipudi system has closer

affinity to the nautch than to any other school : the ‘ nritta

hastas’ (patterned movements of the hands), as in the nautch,
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have maintained a precision and clarity, in comparison with

which those of Kathakali appear uncertain and indefinite.

The repertoire of the Kuchipudi artists includes a number of

rare cadences absent from most of the parallel traditions, for

instance, the cadence ‘ thorn dhimi ’ in which the torso along

with the arms executes a very graceful forward and backward

flexion. To the dance of the future, the Kuchipudi system

has undoubtedly many precious gifts to offer. Vedantam

Raghaviah claims the honours as the best exponent of this

school by his amazing record in speedy execution ; but the

homage that is due to knowledge belongs really to his Guru,

Chinta Venkataramiah, who trained him. This ancient is a

master of the art,—the last among a line of ‘ Natyacharyas
’

and one of the few living authorities on the subject.

(3)

The following notes on the Kathakali are based chiefly on

the recitals of Gopinath, the talented partner of Ragini Devi,

and to a small e.\tent on the rehearsals of Vallathol’s troupe

at Madras on its way home. To the courtesy of Ragini

Devi are due the accompanying illustrations of herself and

of Gopinath : the prints from sculpture are the writer's own,

gathered many years ago' for the purpose of study more than

that of reproduction,—a circumstance that explains their

indifferent (juality as photos.

The first noteworthy feature of the Kathakali is its rejec-

tion of ‘ vachikabhinaya' for the purpose of intensifying ‘angi-

kabhinaya ’
;
that by such sacrifice * angabhinaya ’ has gained

volume as well as power, needs no proof, rhe technique of

' hastabhinaya ’ is similar to that of the nautch, but while the

‘ abhinaya ' of the nautch is passionate and lyrical and, in its

higher manifestations, interpretative and creative, that of the

Kathakali is, in accord with the text of the play, often descrip-

tive and sometimes tran.seriptive, but dynamic, always and

dramatic. More than* the play, the skill and imagination of

^ 1, 2 and 4 from tho precincts of the temple of the Itoddess at Chidambaram,
and 3 from Belur.
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the artists who interpret it determine the character of

‘ abhinaya ’ in the Kathakali ; how profound and moving the

‘ abhinaya ’ could be and to what heights of persuasive elo-

quence it could soar was witnessed in the duet between

Krishna and Arjuna, especially the iterations of Krishna in the

transcendental symbology of gesture. Here was a language

which, more than Sanskrit, was the speech of the gods; and

who would distract its ceremonious beauty and infinite

suggestiveness with a painted curtain or other mechanical aid

when it needed none? At its highest, the Kathakali is an

all-comprehensive art.

At ordinarj' levels, however, the Kathakali reveals a dis-

tinct realistic bias and prefers to serve the actual in place of

the imaginative visions of the actual,— an instance of the con-

cession that Art had to make to Life in the interests of

intelligibility. How could uncultivated audiences follow the

‘ abhinaya’ narrative, by itself sufficiently unintelligible, made
doubly obscure by the omission of speech ? Realism provided

an ettsy way out of the difficulty. That the Kathakali made use

of it is no wonder, because other traditions have reacted like

wise under .similar circumstances,—the serious 'rerukoollni,

for instance, that e.xhausted itself in a debauch of low comedy.

Lovers of the art who call the Kathakali ‘ primitive ’ and on

the strength of that adjective claim a pre-Ar)'an anticjuiiy ba-

it, have no more basis for their theory than the abrupt rtMli.sm

of the Kathakali which, from Bharaia’s point of view, was a

shortcoming inevitable in the ages when his ideals were for-

gotten. And those among us who bestow a distant and formal

patronage on the Kathakali on account of its origin in a period

of general decadence arc apt to e.xaggenite its lapses and

overlook its es.sential bcsiuty and its very genuine claims to

represent the ‘ .Matya ’ of Bharala. 'I'he Kathakali is no

isolated curiosity from Kerala, but one of the many parallel

traditions that Bharata’s teachings have inspired.

The gesture materials employed by the Kathakali ui lad

are as old as Bharata
; whether its immediate source was the

aristocratic Cakkiar Koothu or the Krishnan Attam, its «h<
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mate source was the very system on which the Cakkiar Koothu

and the Krishnan Attam had based themselves, viz., the classi-

cal Dance Art of ancient India of which Bharata was the theo-

retical exponent. What matters it if, like Ekalavya, the

Kathakali obtained its gift of knowledge indirectly ? On the

basis of the dance vocabulary of i!he Kathakali which is far

anterior to the 17lh century, the legend that assigns the

Kathakali to this age, instead of being understood literally,

should be interpreted to signify some phase in the verna-

cularization of the Sanskrit Drama, when the Kathakali broke

away from the parent system, either because of its aggressive

realism or because it discarded some essentials of that system.

Legends do not constitute history, though sometimes they

embody valuable historical truths.

‘ Cakha ’ was the name of a system of ‘ abhimiya ’ that

employed beautiful and variegated movements of the entire

arm, called ‘vartanas.’ Each of the ‘abhinaya hastas’ had a

corresponding propelling movement, and the form of ‘angi-

kabhinaya ’ accompanied by these whole-arm movements was

known as ‘ Cakhabhinaya.’ Our knowledge of the ‘ vartanas
’

is derived from a passage from Kohala abstracted by Kalli-

natha in his commentary on the ‘Sangita Ratnakara.' To
what extent the dance of the Cakkiars i.s based on • Cakhabhi-

naya' and whether the classical ‘vartanas' have found their

way into the Kathaktili through that source, tire questions that

await detailed investigation at the hands of scholars. The
reference in ‘ Cilappadikaram ' is unmistakably to the expert

in Cakha.

The linear decorations of the face, especially the exten-

sions of the line of the eyebrow and eye for the purpose of

accentuating the ‘ abhinaya ’ of the face (‘ upanga abhinaya '),

the painted approximations of the mask which render the

diameter impersonal and simultaneously limit the ‘ abhinaya ’

to one dominant emotion, the costume and make-up generally,

are features that the Kathakali shares with the I'amil, Telugu
and Karnataka traditions of the open-air drama, and the

advantage of artistic merit in some respects is in favour of the
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latter. So also the technique of 'angikabhinaya,’ is one that is

familiar to the nautch and the Kuchipudi Bhagavatars. But

the Kathakali’s right to recognition as a classical art is based

on its memory, at least in outline, of some of the ancient

dance cadences,—the ‘ karanas ’—and its use of these

supremely expressive forint in ‘abhinaya.’ Some of the more

graceful and seductive of these ciidenccs occur in the nautch

and to some extent in the Kuchipudi .system as well, as pure

dance, but neither the nautch nor the Kuchipudi school em-

ploys them as media of ‘abhinaya’ as the Kathakali unmis-

takably does.

What is a ‘ karana ’

‘ Karana ’ is the cadence of the

body in dance that resolves itself into a patterned movement

of the hands (‘nritta hasta’) and a corresponding beautiful

movement of the feet (‘ chari ’), preceded and followed by

a rhythmic and harmonious attitude of the body (‘sthana’).

The ‘vaishnava sthana’ for instance—that attitude in which

the Buddha is represented at .Ajanta—-was one in which the

chest was thrown slightly forward, body flexed graciously and

relaxed, and the feet a little parted, with hands to correspond

;

when such an attitude was co-ordinated in a continuous and

exquisite movement, the cadence was known as a ‘ karana.’

A sequence of these ‘ karanas ' in a predetermined order and

within the limits of ‘ tala,' formed the classical ‘ angaharas ’

—

the theme of Siva’s dance. It is worth remembering that

this is an imaginative dance that rejects the burden of the

human spirit and interprets neither ‘pada’ nor ‘vakya’ and

accepts no theme or programme other than itself,—a thing oi

beauty like the ‘ raga ' in which the end is not distinct from

the means, the form from the matter, the subject from the

expression. Later, when the cla.ssicnl playwright sought to

make his poem visible on the stage, he readily .seized these cad-

ences of dance and music (‘ktirana’ and ‘raga’) as his media

of visible and audible expres.sion. Thus the karana* ‘ leenum

•For Bonlptiiros tif ’kiiraniiH' from the Nutaruja tumple, ChiflambunuUi •h‘’

reader is referred to the Madras Kpij'rophical report, 1914 ;
Mr. M. Kaiuakrishim

Kavi, M.A., has reprodaceii t)i>!SO in the edition of the ‘ Natya Sastra’ Vol. I, P»**'

lished by the Boroda JDurbar.
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was employed in situations where the heroine was beseeching

her lord ;
‘ apaviddham ’ in anger

;
‘ valitorukam ’ in the coy

love of the ‘ mugdha ’
;

‘ swastika rechitam ’ in joy ;
‘ niku-

ttanam ’ in self-importance; ‘ katichhinnam ’ in wonder;

' vakshaswastikam ’ in sympathy ;
‘ unmattakam ’ in pride born

of beauty-consiousness ;
‘ mattall! ’ in love etc. A less

exalted office was sometimes a.ssigned to some of the ‘ kara-

nas,’ for instance, ‘ samanakham ’ announced the commence-

ment of the dance ;
‘ dikswastikam ’ indicated the change of

music ;
and ‘ akshiptam ’ denoted the clown. According as

these cadences were intended for men or women, they

divided themselves into two classes,—the ‘ uddhata ’ or

forceful, energetic kind which embraced such ‘ karanas
’

as ‘ garudaplutakam,’ ‘ dandakarechitam,’ etc., and the ‘ suku-

mara,’ the graceful and dainty, some of which have already

been mentioned as having found employment in crucial

situations of the play. The great Abhinavagupta has, in

his invaluable commentary on the ‘ Natya Sastra,’ given us

a good number of passages from ancient Prakrit dramas

for the appropriate introduction of the ‘ karanas,’ a study of

which is indispensable for the student of Indian dance. If

some of the daintier cadences have been appropriated by the

nautch, the Kathakali has retained in outline some of the

‘ uddhata ' movements.

It is not claimed that the Kathakali artists render these

movements by employing the very ‘ nritta hastas ’ and
‘ rharis ’ enjoined by llharata. In fact, the dances have

undergone a twofold change : in many in.stances. what were

originally cadences have congealed into attitudes that neither

begin nor end the movement, but occur in the middle of it

;

in other instance:;, what were originally immobile .attitudes

hiive developed a swaying movement in dance and ‘abhi-

naya.’ However confused the memory and displaced the

attitude, the memory is unquestionably there ; and the Katha-
kali remjiins one of our principal sources for reconstructing
the classical dance.

Every movement of dance begins with a basic attitude

—
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‘ sthana ’—and the classic attitudes are many, and of these the

nautch prefers some, while Kathakali prefers others. Sculp-

ture print (1) illustrates the beautiful disposition of the body

at the commencement of the dance in ‘ mandala sthana ’—the

' lata hast^ reaching down to the knee creeper-wise, hip

lowered, thighs and legs bent and'turned gracefully, the feet

looking towards either side with an interval of’ one ‘ tala

between them. This ‘mandala sthana,’ but with the hivnds

arranged differently, is a very common attitude in nautch and

the ‘ karanas ’ carved at Chidambaram from a girl model,

with very few exceptions, have all been rendered from this

basic attitude. A predominantly masculine art that KathaLali

is, the ' vaicakha sthana ’ with an interval of three and a half

‘talas’ between the feet, is the naturaf and most common
Kathakali attitude. Gopinath’s poses (Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5)

illustrate the disposition of the legs in this. posture.

Sculpture (2) is the end of a cadence called ‘ ardha-

mattalli ’ expressive of the intoxication of youth, rendered

from the ‘ mandala sthana.’ This ‘ ardha mattalli ’ is an

eternal favourite with the South Indian sculptor who has given

endless reproductions of it at Chidambaram, Kumbakonam.

Darasuram, Tanjore and Madura. This occurs in the Kathakali

on a basic ‘ vaisakha sthana ' instead of the ‘ mandala ’ (fig. 4

of Gopinath) as an attitude of e:ise from which the hero

surveys his beloved and takes in every detail of her form

before describing her perfections. In the cla.ssica] dance, this

is a movement, whereas in Kathakali it is just an immobile

but rhythmic attitude.

The ‘ karana ’ was the co-ordination of the beautiful

movements of hands and feet. The ‘ nritta hastas ’ were the

patterns of beautiful movements of hands ; the ‘ charis ' were

the corresponding beautiful movements of feet. These

‘ charis ’ were of two kinds,—the ‘ bhoumya ’ and the ‘ akasa
’

charis; in the former the feet never lost contact with the

ground; in the hitter the foot was lifted away from the

^ ‘ Tala ' was a unit of linoar moasaromont and denoted the length between the

ontstretohod thomb and forefinger.
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ground, The movement which lifted the left foot .of 'the

Natarajn atid sent it athwart' the right leg is an example of an

‘ n irggft chari.’ Though the nautch arid Kathakali are familiar

with both these classes of movements, the nautch. finds more

frequent employment for' the ‘ bhouma charis,’ while Katha-

kali prefers the ‘ akasa charis ' more often.' Sculpture. (4)

gives a vivid idea of the ‘ oordhvajanu ’ foot movement in

co-ordination with the hand movement ' karihasta.’ Figpire 8

of Gopinath gives the Kathakali equivalent of the ‘ oordhva-

janu chari ’ along with an upward movement of the. hands.

This attitude occurs in the middle of a forward movement

in the ‘ kalasam ’ of 8 ‘ matras ’ beginning ‘ takruk'ruta ’—

a

vigorous movement employed in heroic situations. Sculpture

(3) from Bclur, the 12th century capital of the Hoysalas, is a

sculptor’s version of a similar movement from an entirely

(lilTerent part of India, the northern extremity of Mysore.

Another print in the writer’s possession tallying more closely

with that of Gopinath could not be included because the

hands were out of focus. The reason for matching this 12th

century carving with Gopinath’s dance is to indicate the

common source of both, viz.^ the classical dance of India.

A preliminary movement called ‘ chuvadu ’ employs the same

foot movement. (Fig. 9.)

I'he ‘swastika’ movement in which the feet cross each

f ihcr occurs in a ‘ misra gati kalasam ’ of the formula ‘ tai

—

(Ihi tai—dhi ti tai—dhi ti ti tai ’ in which the dancer moves
•sideways to the right and left in accord with the syllables.

This furnishes another contact with ancient dance. Figure 7

is the end of the first movement, and the entire movement may
be any one of those cadences in which the feet keep crossing

each other,—possibly the ‘ uromandalam.’ With a touch or
two Gopinath’s semi-seated posture at the beginning of his

‘ garuda’ dance may well approximate to the cliissical ‘gridhra-

valinakam.’ Figure 5 which looks like the end of the karana
‘ vartitani ’ in ‘ vaisakha sthana ’ is frequently employed in
ihe Kathakali to denote grief.' The Kathakali has a dance
portrait of the elephant, and at the end of it occurs the
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Kathakali equivalent of the arm-movement ‘ karihasta
’

together with an upraised knee (hg 6). Figure 1 is the usual

attitude of rest in the Kathakali and has been included for be-

ing compared with a similar posture in the naulch. Figure (2)

represents something simjlar to the karana ‘ talapushpaputam ’

on a basic ‘ vaisakha sthana,’ but the movements of which

bear no resemblance to those of the classical cadence. Figure

11 is a combination pose,—the pose of hands of one

‘ kalasam ’ having been fitted on to the semi-seated posture

of another; in effect the picture appears as if the karana

‘unmattaka’ had been rendered in an ‘ upavishta sthana.’ And

that terrible attitude (fig. 10) in which anger has taken bodily

shape,—one leg thrust forward in a pointed stride and the

head and torso tilted backward to produce a vibrant line, may

well represent the Kathakali recollection of the Bharata

cadence ‘soochi’; an Aswalthama may very appropriately enter

the stage in such a manner in quest of his father’s murderer.

Fig. 3 is from a ‘ kalasam ’ called ‘ rettivattam ’ in which

the body is fle.Ked now to one side and now to the other with

a semi-circular movement, the hands forming alterntitely a

‘ sandamsa ' and ‘ alapallava.’ This ‘ .sandamsa-alapallava
’

alternation, corresponding to the ‘ hamsasya-alapallava ’ combi-

nation of the nautch, is the most fre(|uent hand accompani

ment to floor contacts in the Kathakali. These very ‘ hastas,’

but with an upward direction, occur in the fine picture of

Ragini Devi (fig. 12) which illustrates not only the beauiifi!i

flexions of a typically feminine altitude, but also the artiste s

easy familiarity with the Kathakali technique.

No description of the Kathakali could ignore the .signiti

cance of the drum in this wonderful pantomime. Tho.se who

have seen Gopinath’s little masterpiece—the hunter's dance -

would recollect what an integral part of the movement the

drum cadences were. Indeed the drum furnishes an intimate

and uni(|ue kind of commentary on every turn of the head and

hand, every glance of the eye, every movement of the eyebrow

in ‘ abhinaya ’ and dance, —refinements that by themselves

deserve a whole chapter.
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What is a ‘ kalasam ’ ? According to Sarangadeva,

‘ kalasam ’ was an instrumental finale in which the drums and

cymbals took part
; when the ‘ kalasam ’ was played, the

danseuse was directed to remiiin still and motionless as in a

painted picture. But the ‘kalasams' of the Kathakali are

dance sequences corresponding to the ‘ tirmanas ’ of nautch.

It is a common phenomenon in the history of dance for a

drum sequence to get converted into a dance sequence ; for

instance, the 'malapanga’ and ‘malupa’ drum sec^uences sur-

vive as the dances ‘ chinna malappu ’ and ‘ periya malappu
'

in the nautch,— sequences of pure dance (nritta) performed in

front of the processional deity at the four cardinal points. It

is the ‘kalasams’ that embody the greater part of the

‘ tandava ’ attitudes and are therefore a vital part of the Katha-

kali. ‘ Kalasams ’ are many and varied and known ‘by such

names as ‘ eduthu kalasam,’ ‘ vattamittu kalasam ' etc ; some-

times these names denote more than one ‘ kalasam.' Gopinath

mentions an ‘ ashta kalasam ' corresponding to the ‘ tiilana
’

of the nautch. In our (juest after the forgotten dances of

ancient India, the Kathakali techni(|ue in general and the

‘ kalasams ’ in particular hold the key to an important part of

the materials that elude us elsewhere.

Why these beautiful ‘ kalasams ’ were omitted from the

programme of Yallathol's troupe, and why the inevitable stool

’eplaced the wonderful ‘ upavishta sthanas ’ of dance, are ques-

tions I have never been able to answer. .Among the first to

di.s( ern the beauty of the Kathakali and the first also to spread

its message in other provinces, Ragini Devi, it must be

owned, has made liberal and excellent use of the pure dances

of the Kathakali in her recitals.

( To dc cont /udai)



The Case for Rejection

(A SUPPLEMENTARY NOTEf

By B. Pattahhi Sitaramavya

(Memberf Working Committee of (he Congrens)

Turn to Budgets for a moment. A most unusual and

altogether novel procedure is introduced in the j. P. C. Report

in relation to Budgets. The J. P. C. i.s nut satisfied with the

recommendation of the White Paper tliat the I''ederal Upper

House should, at the instance of Government, be able to

demand that any grant which has been reduced or rcjectttd

by the .Lower Ilousfe should be brought up before a Joint

Session. ‘We think,’ says the j. P. C. Report, ‘that all

demands should be considered first by the Lower House and

subsequently by the Upper, and that the powers of each 1 lousir

in relation to any demand should be identical, any differeiu’e

being resolved by a joint session to be held forthwith.’

Much the most astounding provision in the whole Report

is contained in the Second .Schedule, which enumerates the

provisions of the Bill the amendment whereof is not to alTerl

the validity of the Instrument of .Accession of a .State. 'rhu>.

any amendment relating to the following points will invalidate

the Instrument of Acce.ssion, and this means that these itoweir

which are really the reserved powers under the Aci cannot

be tran-sfcrred even by Parliament without entitling a .Stale to

walk out of the I'cderation. Yet, the Hill speaks of the

inability of the .States -once they gain acce.is to the I'cde

ration—to .secede. Let us briefly review the provi.sions

whose amendment is \ irfually intcnJicted, rather we extract

nearly the whole .Schedule for the intere.st it abounds in.

Part 11, Cii.mtkr II

The exerei.se by the (lOvernor-Geiieral, on behalf of

Hia Majesty, of the executive authority of the Pederaiion,

» The miiifi article waB piililialied in Trivnti for Nov.-.IJoc. 1SK14.
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and the definition of the functions of the Governor-
General ; the executive authority of the Federation

; the
functions of the council of ministers, and the choosing
and summoning of ministers and their tenure of office

;

the functions of the (iovernor-General with respect to

external affairs and defence
; the special responsibilities

of the Governor-General relating to the peace or tran-

quillity of India or any part thereof, the financial stability

and credit of the I^'ederal Government, the rights of Indian

States, and the discharge of his functions by or under the

Act in his discretion or in the exercise of his individual

judgment; the provisions relating to His Majesty’s Ins-

trument of Instructions to the Governor-Cjeneral ; the

superintendence of the Secretary of State ; and the

making of rules by the (iovernor-Cicneral for the transac-

tion of, and the securing of transmission to him of

information with respect to, the ffiisiness of tlvp Federal
Government.

Part II, Chai-ikr 111

The number of the representatives of British India

.'ind of the Indian States in the Council of State and the

Federal As.scmbly and the manner in which they are to be
chosen ; the disciualifications for membership of the

Council of State and of the Federal Assembly in relation

to the representatives of the State ; the procedure for

the introduction and passing of Bills: joint sittings of

the two Chambers ; the assent to Bills, or the withhold-

ing assent from Bills by the Governor-General ; the

reservation of Bills for the significance of His Majesty’s

pleasure: the annual financial .statement: the charging

on the revenues of tiie Federation of the salaries, allow-

ances and pensions payable to or in respect of the

Judges of the Federal Court, of expenditure for the

purpose of the discharge by the Governor-General of

his functions with respect to external affairs, defence,
and the tidministration of anv territorv in the direction
and control of which he is re<piircd to act in his discre-

tion, and of the sums payable to His Majesty in respect of
the expenses incurred in discharging the functions of the
Crown in its relations with Indian States; the procedure
with respect to estimates and demands for grants;
supplementary financial statements ; the making of rules
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by the Governor-General for prohibiting the discussion

or the asking of questions on any matter connected with
any Indian State

;
the making of rules by the Governor-

General as to the procedure with respect to joint sittings

of, and communications between, the two Chambers.

Part II( Cuaiter IV

The power of the Governor-General to promulgate
ordinances in his discretion or in the exercise of his indi-

vidual judgment, or to enact Governor-General’s Acts.

Part III, Chaitkr II

The specie'll responsibility of the Governor relating

to the rights of Indian States and the superintendence of

the Governor-General in relation thereto.

Part III, Ciiai*ter III

The milking of rules by the Governor for prohibiting

the discussion of, or the asking of, questions on any
matter connected with any Indian State.

Part V, CiiAt-TER I

The power of the Federal Legislature to make laws

extending to a State or the subjects thereof, the power of

the Governor-General to empower either the Federal

Legislature or Provincial Legislature to enact a hiw with

respect to any matter not enumerated in any of the Lists

in the Seventh Schedule to this Act

;

the provisions of

the chapter relating to inconsistency between ii I'cderal

law and a State law.

Part V’, Ciiaiteu 11

I'he previous sanction of the (iovcrnor-Cieneral to

the introduction or moving of any Hill or amendment
affecting matters reserved to the discretion of the

Governor-General in rehilion to defence or external

affairs : the power of Parliament to legislate for British

India or any part thereof, or the restrictions on the power

of the Federal Legislature and of Provincial Legislatures

to make laws on certain matters.

Part VI

In so far as the provi.sions of that Part relate to

Indian States.
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Part VII, Chapter I

In so far as it relates to Burma.

Part VII, Chapter II

Loans and guarantees to Federal States.

Part VIII

The constitution and functions of the Federal

Railway Authority ;
the conduct of business between the

Authority and the Federal Government
; and the deter-

mination of (lucstions arising between the Authority and

the Ruler of a Federated State.

Part IX, Chapter I

In so far as it relates to appeals to the Federal

Court from High Courts in British India; the power of

the Governor-General to refer questions of few to the

Federal Court
;
the power of the Federal Legislature to

confer further powers upon the Federal Court for the

purpose of enabling it more effectively to exercise the

powers conferred upon it by this Act.

Part Xll

Resolutions of the Federal Legislature or any
Provincial Legislature recommending amendments of

this Act or Orders in Council made thereunder.

FofRTIl ScHKDlT.K

The oath of aflirmation to be taken or made by the

Ruler or subject of an Indian State.

.Seventh Schkdi i.e

Any entry in the Legislative Lists which has not

been accepted by the State as a Federal subject.
4: 4: ife 4:

The addition of Schedule 2 to the Bill virtually brings

about this condition of things

:

1. A State has to make a declaration that it is willing to

abide by this Act.

2. This, when accepted by the King, forms the founda-

tion of the Federation.
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3. The Act so formulated has two sets of sections, (a)

some enumerated as Chapters in Sec. 2, (b) those ‘ saved

Virtually these are (a) Structural, and (b) Functional.

4. No amendment relating to matters enumerated (not

saved, i.e., matters structural) shall affect the validity of the

Declaration. ‘

5. But in any case such an amendment is not binding on

or does not extend to any Federated State—unless the Prince

individually concurs in it. The implications of such an

arrangement are with regard to m.'itters ‘ saved ' in Schedule 2.

functional matters), that any amendment of the Act in

respect of * saved ’ matters affects the validity of the declara-

tions of the Federating States, and thus produces one of two

results. Hither the Federation is dissolved, or amendments

are made impossible at the inception or in the implementing.

In effect then, while structural amendments are capable of

being passed with the consent of the Federating Slate and in

any case in respect of British India, while structural

amendments are capable of being made to apply to British India

and such of the States as consent to them, functional timend-

ments destroy the Federation itself or destroy themselves.

Ex.VMI’I.KS

Structural.—.Appointment of the Commaiuler-in-Chief,

Financial adviser, Advocate-Oeneral.

Composition of Legislatures in respect of British India

Provincial Governments.

Functional.—Reserved Powers. Railwtiy Board, h'unclions

of the Reserve Bank Services.

Really the object is to prevent the change of the Act in

response to further agitation or by, say, a Labour (iovern-

ment, and to use the States in the [‘'ederation as an additional

and effectual bar to further progress.

We now understand why the decennial statutory en(|uiry

of the Montford scheme is abandoned, for this Act will be not

for a decade, nor for a generation, but for eternity.
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Poor Saraswati

By K. SwAMINATHAN, M.A.

There has been in recent years much mischievous talk

against our present system of education. People as widely

apart as Mahatma Gandhi and Sir K. V. Reddi, as Sir Tcj

Bahadur Sapru and Mr. K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, have been

busy and loud, preaching against this system. What value

are we, teachers and students, to attach to these outbursts?

There is an instinct in every human being to criticise

something or other, and the more reckle.ss and the more

extreme your criticism of a thing, the more courageous you

are taken to be. Any criticism, whether mild or violent, of

the army, the navy, the police force, the revenue system, or

the judicial system, is fraught with danger. If Sir Tej Bahadur

Sapru or Sir K. V. Reddi or .Mr. Ramaswami Sastri talked

of the waste of money or the misdirection of energy in any of

the.se other ways, they would be silenced with prompt and

condign punishment. But education, alas, every one can criti-

cise with impunity, and almost every one wanders up and

down the land, heaping abuse on all schools, colleges and

Universities.

Not only is there no legal restraint on irresponsible

criticism of education, but there is not even a social or

academic demand for some knoa'lcdi^c on the part of the

critic.s of education. While a teacher is wisely silent on the

antics of our judges, the absurdities of our legal system, and

the selfish jealousy and median-al obscurantism of the

medical profession, while our Civil Hngineers know nothing,

and say nothing, of any waste or inefficiency in our military

organization, every Judge and Councillor and Advocate and
Doctor and Journalist thrusts his interfering and unwanted
finger into the pie of education and makes the sorriest of

trades also the most ignoble of professions.
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Leaving Gandhi on one side (for his is ‘ the holy mad-

ness of the pure in heart crusading through a comfortable

world’), one is tempted to wonder at the ingratitude and

inconsistency of the other crusaders against modern Indian

education.

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapiu, shouting obstreperous abuse at

our schools and colleges, still sends his own children to these

very schools and colleges. Even Sir K. V. Keddi does not

keep his sons at home and safe from the contamination of

modern education. In fact, the sons of Sapru and Sir K. V.

Reddi have all of them had brilliant academic careers aiul

are all the better for them. We who know the facts cannot

take very seriously the Sapriis, the Reddis and the Raina-

swami Sastris, who loudly condemn education but send their

own children to schools and colleges. We shall do what

they do, not what they tell us to do.

But not everybody knows the facts or stops to w(‘igh

them. The damage that is done to the boys and girls at

school by these highly-spiced and widely-advertised tirades

against education, is incalculable. That the standards of

attainment of school and college students have gone terrihly

down during the last 20 years, no one can deny; and oik^ of

the chief causes, if not tlie chief cause, of this deuM’ioralion is

the undeserved contempt into which the system of cducatinii

has been brought by the unbridled talk of intemperaio

politicians.

When we were boys, people like Chandavarkar, Maui

Aiyar, Krishna.svvami Aiyar, (iokhale and .Sivaswamy y\iy( r,

men who were not only politicians but scholars, encouraged

us to work hard, to pursue knowledge and to approach (jur

schools with the reverence due to a temple or a church.

Saraswati was then considered a goddess worthy of worship.

To us, teachers like A. Panchapagesa Aiyar and A. S. Kasturi-

ranga Aiyar were indeed prophets and priests, not mere

underpaid hirelings. Now all that has changed. In convoca-

tion address after convocation address, graduates arc told

that they have wasted their time, that knowledge is it**
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unnecessary evil, and that their teachers are selfish fools who

dole out their folly in exchange for fodder and stabling. The

students at school and college naturally take these estimates

of the ‘ Brahmacharya Ashrama’ at their face value, and

without hope or enthusiasm on the part of pupil or teacher

the process of education drags nfiserably on to its barren

conclusion.

What exactly do these critics expect from any system of

education, no matter how perfect } And what exactly are

the benefits that our system has failed to yield } Even on the

meanest utilitarian basis, the education which has thrown up,

willy-nilly, (landhi, Kehru, Sapru himself, Srinivasa Sastri,

C. V. Raman and Riidhakrishnan, this system has not failed.

Education is a wasteful process. There is no proportion bet-

ween the labour and the result. In this it is like Nature

herself, ‘ who has no law, but wastes the myriad spawn to

hatch a single fish.’ And from the point of view of the

country it is worth while that a million .students should each

fail thrice in the Intermediate Examination, if out of these

failures a Gokhalc, a Raman, a Radhakrishnan or a Nehru

could spring. In addition to the production of outstanding

men, our education has certainly given us all a sense of our

rights and duties as citizens, and brought us from a mediaeval

to a modern outlook on life. If courage and self-respect are

slowly replacing fear and superstition, if freedom and equality

are driving away the hideous nightmare of caste, have we not

reason to be thankful
.'

But this testing by general results is unfair in its applica*

tion to education. Education is to be judged, not by the

faulty and mischievous standards of its social or political

utility, but by its results on the individual educand. Is or is

not any given young man the better, clearly and by much, in

intellect, in emotion and in physique, for taking full advantage

of the facilities offered by his school If you are going to

judge the system by its effect on a young man who refu-sed to

take advantage of the facilities it offered, who pursued it half-

heartedly and against his will, you are not being fair to the
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system. To be fair to it, you must judge it by its effect on

one who followed it whole-heartedly, enthusiastically and with

full-blooded vigour, enlarging and strengthening his intellect,

refining and enriching his emotions, and making his body taut

and supple like a sword of tempered steel. To the man who
shuts himself up throughbut the day inside his windowless

hovel, there is no brightness and no kindly healing in the sun.

The benefit to the individual cducand is many-sided and

important. A modern scientific training gives one a critical

spirit, inductive reasoning, reliance on one’s own observation,

experience and judgment, freedom from blind faith and a

desire for justice and equality. These things are the gifts of

modern education. I say modern education, and not western

education, because, till the time of Uacon and Hobbes and

Montesquieu the ideas of Europe were not very different in

their absurdity from the ideas of Manu himself. It was not

the fault of our ancient philosophers, as it was not the fault of

Aristotle and Plato, of Aquinas and Duns Scotus, that they

had not read Rousseau, Karl Marx and Bertrand Russel. If

to the temper and spirit of the ancient Rishis we bring the

knowledge and e.\actitudc of modern science, we shall be

evolving the .synthetic civilisation for which the world has

been waiting. And no other means is available for bringing

about this grand consummation than the dull, dry, day-to-day

drudgery of our schools and colleges.

Socially, politically and culturally, our education /.v pro

ducing benefits but n<jt in the re([uired degree or with tin-

rerjuired rapidity. The remedy is in intensifying and widening

the system, not in scrapping it. The filtration of modern

knowledge to the mas.ses is painfully slow. I'he li(|uidation

of illiteracy is still an ideal. If with vernaciilarization we

combine a passionate faith in the virtue of modern scientific

education and rej)lace the Pandit and Moulana tradition by

a genuine love and reverence for chihlren and a relentless

pursuit of truth, free from authoritiirianism, this system will

yield better l esults than any other that the world has conceived.

One does not tear a whole tree by its roots because some of
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its leaves or some of its fruits are rotten. This system of

education has yielded much good and is capable of yielding

more; it desen'es mending here and there by people who

love children and who know their subjects, but not at all the

rough handling it now gets from all and sundry.

The complaint that there is unemployment in the land is

no argument at all against education. In this country at any

rate education has always been considered not as a means to

an end but as an end itself. To give food and training to the

minds and hearts of our children is as much a duty and a

necessity as to give food and training to their bodies. No

doubt there are people who feed their children only because

this will fit them for employment, people who would stance

their children to death if there were no chance of employ-

ment; such people will refuse education to their’children.

But others, who feed the body irrespective of chances of

employment, must feed the mind also. True Brahminism

consists in giving to the mind and spirit of man at least as

important a place as to his body, and the lack of faith in

education is a better proof of the failure of Brahminism in

our land than any other event or circumstance of recent times.

Kducation should provide, not a means of livelihood, but a

way of living. It i.s not the business of education, it is the

business of other forces. Industry, for example, and Population-

control, to make livelihood possible for all.

People who talk of the waste involved in education do

not stop to calculate what proportion of the nation's human
and material resources are spent on education and what pro-

portion on other things ; for example, on drink, or tobacco,

or motor-cars, or preparations for war. We count carefully

the pence spent on our children, while we squander pounds

on evil and unnecessary things.

The complaint is sometimes made that modern Indian

education has not resulted in any important discovery or

invention. This is not wholly true. But even so, there is a
time and place for the increase of knowledge and a time and
place for the dissemination of it. In the affairs of this world,
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our people are more or less in the stage of the people of

England about the year 1530, and if we can make all the

knowledge gathered by Europe in the last 400 years available

to our own people within the next generation or two, that

will be work enough for a hundred times the number of

schools and colleges in this country.

But apart from this duty of disseminating modern know-

ledge to the masses, the great problem of education here as

elsewhere is the problem of how to make good our losses.

These losses are enormous and unceasing. We should

bequeath to the young generation the House of Knowledge in

good repair, not tumbled down and ruined. Learned men
die off as rapidly as the unlearned, and the race for know-

ledge, for the maintenance not the progre.ss of knowledge, is

a race against ‘ the steady and on- coming tide of destruction

and oblivion.’ Every school has to fill a little of the empti-

ness caused by that unwearied worker, Death. Every thirty

years or less, we have to replace all the knowledge and all

the skill in the world. ‘ We have to provide that the infants

and the children of today shall know all the secrets and wield

all the powers of the best and wisest men now living.’ If we

slacken, the fiUe which overtook the great civili.sations of the

past will overtake the slowly growing, rich and complex civili-

sation of modern India. We must work hard if we wish to

stay where we are.

Education is a struggle against the deep and treacherous

river of time. Whether in the process of the years we are to

become an A, nation or a C, nation, de|)cnds almost

entirely on the way we treat the body, mind and spirit of the

young generation, in other words, on the way we value, and

establish, and provide for their education. To pursue know-

ledge, sincerely and disinterestedly for its own .sake and for

the sake of our children, should not be ti difficult ideal for

this, till recently. Brahmin-ridden land.

Short-sighted greed and immediate utility will paralyse

and kill any system of education that accepts the.se standards.

Germany and America may perhaps encourage such know-
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ledgfe only as is useful, but we in this land have learnt during

some three thousand years to look upon knowledge as the

tree of life. We cannot ‘ cultivate its branches for profit

and neglect the root ; we cannot apply the test of utility to

knowledge that is living and growing.’ The cry for vocational

training and applied science is the^iry of specialised and over-

practical men and has little relevance to the broad basis of

national culture. The knowledge that can be used is know-

ledge that has ceased to live ; it is the timber, not the grow-

ing tree, out of which you make doors and windows and

furniture.

To the individual the spirit rather than the use of educa-

tion is everything ; it is ‘ the opening of fresh eyes on the

world, the exhilarating trial of new powers against the forces

of the world.’ It is the making of men and womon, not of

bread-winners or cannon-fodder or industrial units. Let us

make men and women of our children and the State can well

take care of itself.

Let it not be concluded that we resent all criticism ; far

from it. Raman and Kadhakrishnan, V'. S. Sastri and Ratna-

swanii, have in their addresses on education, shown a wholly

admirable spirit and temper and tendered advice which is

welcome and helpful. What we deplore is the thoughtless

and misihievous invective heaped on education by those who,

in education alone, clamour for an impossible perfection. To
them we may say, adapting a Persian proverb :

—

He who would have only a faultless friend

Must, friendless, live his life, and, friendless, end

;

He who would be from every error free

Must seek in death his sole security

:

He who would go but to a perfect school

Was born, and must remain perforce, a fool

!
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Acme
(A Short Story)

«

By Bal S. Mardhekak

(
1 )

Shall I describe the cottage first? Rather not. I would

leave it to emerge as I proceed. I was sitting on the little,

spotlessly clean but crumpled up bed just near the window

looking out of it. It was early morning and the cool breeze

that caressed and rustled the tree-tops out of sleep wafted in

an exhilarrating freshness, and as it touched the bare skin of

my body all over, it sent a sweet sensation, a mild thrill

through it, which was reflected in the blitheness of my
countenance. The varying shades of green leaves were

absorbing a new liveliness from the glimmering orange yellow

of the twilight. The inarticulate twitter of the birds had

already begun, and the morning felt their rapturous awakening

and understood the meaning of their choral hymn without

knowing its language. From a long distance came the f:iint

sound of cowbells tinkling, and :\s it approached nearer ami

nearer you could hear the minglingstrains from the milkman's

day-dream-world while he led his cows for milking. 1 s;it

watching this morning life for 1 know not how long. 1 was

not attending to any one particular object ; rather, the whok?

spectacle had that indefinable charm that holds one spellbouml

without knowing why. And in contemplating it gleefully ami

in smiling silence, I had so completely forgotten myself that—

‘ I say, Ravi,’ 1 exclaimed, ‘ look at that girl. How

exactly like your picture !

’

Ravindra who was arranging the flowers in the vase came

to the window .and I looked out of it. The resemblance

between the picture he was then working on and that girl

there was simply startling and he was as astonished as myself,
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if not more. She was wearing a sari of pale orange and rose

and a white silk blouse. Her face was oval rather than

round, and from underneath her pencilled eyebrows and

dark eyelashes quivered her bright and beautiful, wander-

ing eyes as if, although they would no longer linger over the

fast vanishing fields of childhood 4nd innocence, they were

timid, almost afraid, to roam freely over the blossoms in

the Garden of Youth that was stretching before them. There

was a pink rose with two green leaves on its stalk in her

stamen-like hair. Swinging playfully the net in her left hand

which held her books, she appeared to be going tip-toe to the

morning school and one could have fancied Dawn herself

had stepped down from the horizon.

‘Ah,—^yes, Subha,—how like,’ came the words slowly.

There was a note of bitterness and slight dejection in his

voice. But I wJis in no mood to recognise it. That close

likeness was convincing me that Ravindra must have seen

that girl before and managed to procure her photograph.

And that he should never have told me! Of course there

could be no other e.xplanation. Every detail agreed so per-

fectly. That charm which Ravindra was imparting to the

figure on the canvas was there tint for tint in that other figure

that was moving towards us. Having achieved in a divine

moment of supreme creative inspiration one perfect human
form and sent it down to this earth, and then despairing of his

power to recreate that vision of loveliness but once .more, yet

in love with it, had the great Creator .appeared as Ravindra

to copy his own creation At another time, 1 might have

amused Ravi and myself with that and similar conceits. But

now I was feeling hurt a bit.

‘You could have told me who she w.'is. But you don't

know, I suppose.’

‘No.’

‘ I see. All right.’

We were, at least I was, all this time watching that girl

from the window. Suddenly she turned the corner and dis-

appeared.—Slowly I was turning round

—
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‘ Gracious ! Man ! How could you !’ I simply blurted out

in utter despair. The picture, that was, had come down from

the board and lying on the floor, a bundle of coloured rags

!

He was not listening to me. Almost mechanically, he

washed his palette and his brushes and put them away. He
put the towel on the rack *and with heavy steps came near me
and sat down on the bed. In his dark gazelle eyes there

shone a heart-rending light of complete frustration

—

The jasmine creeper that hung in uncertain festoons at

the three sides of the window which were gently shaken by

the light breeze, had winded its leafy way in the cottage.

One little white Jasmine flower was peeping down from the

green leaves. For a long time Ravindra sat there, his eyes

fi.\ed on that suspended flower and his long fingers slowly

pushingHback through his silken hair as if to keep time to his

thoughts.

Then he closed his eyes.—Yet his whole face expressed

a silent but deep yearning for something un.secn, unattainable,

only felt—ever so faintly

!

And how fascinating he looked in that trance of moveless

meditation—

!

Something stirred deeply within me—. I forgot my
early resentment, forgot the girl, forgot the picture and only

thought of him. 1 would not disturb him— . ;\nd 1 murmured

lovingly—‘ Goodljye.’

‘ Goodbye.’

I closed the door of the cottage behind me, quietly,

noiselesslj’.—Yet the cuckoo on the mango tree flew away up

in the sky and rose higher and higher—

.

(2)

‘ Did you see that cottage Isn't it a dream ? I wonder

who lives there.’

‘ Where
‘ Just there, beyond that causeway on the left, under that

mango tree. See it.?’

‘ Oh, that one—yes—don’t know whose it is, though,’
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‘Isn’t it lovely! Charu, look—that deer—^and the jas-

tnine’s in flower too I Really, but who could be living there 1’

‘ Would you like to go and see ? I can take you there,

if you care to come. I am in fact going there myself and

whoever is in the cottage would be only too pleased to have

such guests. Besides, that cottage isn’t merely a picture

from outside. It’s got lovely pictures inside.’

I ventured to make this offer as I remarked the particular

curiosity of one of the two persons in the above dialogue.

It was after nearly a year that I was going to see Ravindra

again. All the year I was in North India And now, at the

sight of that old, familiar dwelling, what a host of thoughts

filled my mind, what a medley of feelings. It had not ehang-

cd a great deal in appearance, perhaps. But I could see new

beauty in that warm red roof ; it almost' seemed ready, even

impatient, to hold me in an affectionate embrace. The

golden rays of the evening sun lingered upon the slanting

roof reluctant to withdraw. Under that roof must be Ravi.

What could he be doing, I mused. He couldn’t be e.vpecting

me. How jolly to surprise him like this !

From this reverie I was roused by the talk of two

persons, strangers evidently, for they did not seem to know

much about the place. They were three in all—an elderly

gentleman accompanied by a lady who appeared to be his

daughter, and her son. The young lady was of middle height

inclining rather towards tall. The sportive smile on her face

and her diverting conversation betrayed a genuine culture

and an innocence that was not afraid of spontaneous expres-

sion. She almost Invited you to be frank without fear, and

gay without constraint.

‘ Can't we go, Dada We could see those pictures

inside,’ she .said to her father and turning to me intiuired,

‘ Who’s living there ? An artist ? Friend, I believe ?
’

‘ Yes. Would you come with me ?

'

They agreed, of course, and crossing the causeway we
proceeded towards the cottage. Even b>’ the time we neared

it we had become friends. Her outward formal charm blend-
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ed with an exquisite inward grace to impart a merry tone to

the conversation. When Beauty knows how to talk

—

Here was the cottage and stepping before them I opened

the wicket gate of the garden. The flowers which had smiled

the day out on their stalks were closing in their places one

by one. But the tiny jasrtiines were frail and drooped, soon

to lie faded on the green leaves. The westering sun tried to

lift their faces but succeeded only in spreading a thin veil of

golden hope over them. At the end of the gravel walk was

the door. 'I'he deer that was grazing raised its neck and

stared at us with its full, dark eyes. I entered first—

.

‘Dear me!’—Suddenly but very softly exclaimed the

young lady and quickly bending her head down, tried to

protect her beautiful hair with her right hand from getting

entangled in the jasmine creeper that hung from the trellis-

arch before the door. Two tiny flowers were caught in her

hair and remained there unknown to the wearer.

I pushed the door slowly and peeped in. Ravindra was

washing his palette and brushes and relieving that work with

furtive gkinces in a direction where apparently hung a newly

finished picture. It was amusing to watch him do it, lingering

over the brushes with the fondness of a mother, us if he would

prolong his association with the creative effort by protracting

this last link with it. We could not see the picture but we

could see him. He was, however, so lost in the joy of

achievement that he did not notice my intrusion.

‘Ravi—.’

He started—then saw me, an<l leaving his brushes where

they were, came shouting almost hilariousi)',

‘Hallo, .Subha! You didn't fall out of he.-iven, you

—

I

Well, here’s something
—

’

I'hen suddenly he became aware that 1 was accompanied

by strangers, and as he .saw that young lady smiling at him

with mingled amusement and tenderne.s.s, he blushed—was

tcikcn aback—and for the briefest instant felt his warm blood

freeze. But only for the briefest instant in the twinkling of

an eye and before anyone could perceive, he recovered his
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self-possession and serenity and welcomed his guests with

courteous cordiality.

‘I am so sorry I didn’t see you.—Wont’ you come in ? ’,

he said apologetically and moved three chairs near the table.

‘ Oh, it’s all right, don’t worry. After all we are really

intruders,’ replied the elderly gentleman rather reassuringly.

‘ Take a scat, please.’ Ravindra addressed these words

to the young lady. She obeyed him and smiling one of her

bewitching smiles, remarked,

‘ Aren’t we lucky to catch an artist in a rapture like this.’

Ravindra did not meet her eyes again.

‘Excuse me,’ he said, ‘I won’t be a minute.—Would you

have some tea?’

‘ No, thank you.’

Then he quietly removed his newly finished picture to

the next apartment and joined us in conversation.

We sat like that talking about all sorts of things, but

mostly about art. There were many of Ravindra’s paintings

on the walls and some he fetched from the other room. The

guests were (juite obviously delighted. Such a lover of art

as the young lady, come to such a shrine of the Beautiful,

where, in the stillness of an embowered cottage, worshipped

a young artist with the spirit of a missionary to capture the

abiding loveliness of the universe and transfer it, if he could,

to the canvas. . . . .And she knew the art of provoking

him to wax eloquent. Innocently flippant and wisely gay, she

subtly broke the barriers of reserve and diffused an atmos-

phere of charm and fun. If she made a witty observation,

Ravi would perhaps be thinking of the gentle wind that

played wantonly with the .lan in his picture. If she spoke

of the subdued revelation of beauty in works of art, he

would probably be remembering how he had made the

soft fluffy hair in his picture half conceal the delicate cur\’es

of the ear. If she happened to dwell on the loveliness

that resides in all things in this universe and on love that

alone can reveal it, love that transcends individuality and

embraces all creation, he would be reminded of the high
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forehead in his picture. And when at last she expressed, a
little shyly but most charmingly, how happy they had been

that evening to meet him and how thankful to him for show

ing them his pictures, he could almost have felt that he was

‘retouching’ the soft dimple in the rosy cheeks of his picture.

It was dark. The elde’My gentleman reminded,

‘ But we haven’t seen your new picture
—

’

‘No, but it’s—I mean there’s no light now. It’s better

seen in daylight.’

‘Well, I think that would give us an excuse to call

again,—that is, if Mr. Artist wouldn’t mind.’

‘ Not at all. On the contrary, it would be a joy. And
surely you wouldn’t need an excuse to come.’

They rose to go. Ravindra offered them each a bunch of

Queens of the Night. We followed them to the wicket gate.

‘ Come along, Charu, leave that deer alone,’ culled the

lady.

‘ Goodbye,’ said the father.

‘ Goodbye,’ repeated the daughter. ‘ Charu, say Goodbye.’

A little voice whispered, ‘Goodbye.’

‘ Goodbye,’ we replied.

—I was helping myself to a glass of water and airily

asked where the new picture was. Ravindra who had preced-

ed me in the cottage dryly replied, ‘There.’

What was there ? Coloured rags scattered about

!

I looked at Ravi. What was there ? The poignant des-

pair of futile inspiration .' The piercing forlornness of a soul

that felt it saw and knew it was blind. It would be filled but

remained empty. It cried and called and felt it heard—it

was an echo, not an answer. . . .

‘ Good night, Ravi, it’s dark—I’m
—

’

' Will be morning
—

’

(3)

I was disgusted, but never spoke a word.

Ravindra was filling in the colours with a sure and a light

hand. Eveiy new tint added unforeseen beauty, so it seemed
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to him ! He would stop for a minute or two and graze at the

picture,—then, suddenly, his eyes would light up with a

strange lustre and with inspiration welling up, brimming over

his heart, he would give it a brush or two. Didn’t it work a

miracle ! He seemed to be under the spell of some compel-

ling magfic power and obeyed the mysterious impulse which

illuminated for him a new vision of beauty and moved his hand

to transfix it on the canvas. As if he was at last capturing the

vision that had so far eluded him
;
as if the whole world was

yielding up its secret of colours, lines and masses ; as if he

was swimming in the harmony that throbbed through the

universe and was touching his whole being into song !

—

And it was, or appeared to be, the portrait of an old

emaciated woman, low browed, wrinkled, her breasts hanging

down, her ribs and all the bones showing, cross-eyed, with

more than one nose, and cars that were as big as the palm of

a hand,—dead as a corpse !

Gradually, it was nearing completion. Thank God, I said,

he would finish it today. But Ravindra had stopped. He

had only to put one little red mark on the forehead. He

could have done it that day, but apparently he didn’t want to.

We came out in the garden and sat on a bench. There

was a white moon in the western sky and the pale, white

jasmine flowers were nestling in the green leaves round us.

In front of me was Ravi in his thin white muslin shirt and the

moonlight lay on the ground as white as snow new fallen.

‘ Since how long have you taken to ugly old women,

Ravi,’ I remarked, more to tease him than to express my
opinion which, however, would not have been different.

‘ 1 am bl d if 1 can see what there is to get so excited

about in a dirty old hag of a creature that
’

He stared at me bewildered and. surprised. I became
silent. Then he smiled a tender smile of quiet contentment

in a sort of perfumed ecstacy. As I started to go, I heard,

‘ Come early in the morning. I’ll have finished it before

you come, though.’

‘ Still, you can leave the brushes and the colours—.’
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(4)

The early morning came rather late next day. I was

neither curious nor very eager. I took my time over the

morning tea. Then starting leisurely I walked a few paces.

There came upon me a cuijous feeling. ... I felt heavy

in my feet. Once near the door of the familiar cottage, I felt

better and I knocked—so late and still in bed—I called

aloud* • 'there was no answer, so I pushed the door . It

was open !

Ravindra was sitting on a chair in front of that portrait,

staring at it, the brush that had put the last red mark still in

his hand.

‘ Couldn’t you answer a fellow, man ?
’

Still he did not stir. I was wild, and going to him placed

my hands on his shoulders—‘ God !

’—it was cold as ice !

(5)

At an international exhibition held in P
,
there hung

in one corner of the Indian section a portrait of an old

woman entitled, ‘ Meaningless Beauty.'

Some were attracted by it, others were repelled ; all

were arrested and challenged ; every one went away either

richer or poorer for the experience : none would ever forget it

!

‘Ah, well, what a beauty !
’ whispered some one in h'rench.

* Rather interesting.’ ‘ What I— I can’t see what it is.’

‘The arti.st was struggling —but he failed,’ sounded a

profound remark in feeble German accents.

And, so on.

A perfect Babel, for they all knew .

Only in the opposite corner sat an old man with long

hair and a flowing beard. Day after day he would come and

sit there gazing at thc.portrait while the crowd would pass by.

And sometimes his eyes would be dim and perhaps a tear

would glide down his furrowed cheek. And if anyone asked

him the reason of his grief, he would murmur inaudibly, in

Italian :
‘ There was an artist . . . And they tell me he

was very young . . . and he died of . .
.’
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Kalidasa and Nature

By K. Baiasubramania Aiyar
I

It has been said that the poet holds the mirror up to

Nature. Literary criticism, both Indian and Western, esti-

mates the true worth of a poet and the real essence of his

poetry by the poet’s attitude to Nature as revealed in his

works. The great literary critic, Dandin, when mentioning

the various ‘ alankaras ’ of genuine poetry, gives an honoured

place to ‘svabhavagyana’ and says; ‘Truth about Nature is

the culmination of all sciences and is the ideal of all poetry.
’

Judged from this standpoint, we may state, without fear of

exaggeration, that Kalidasa, of all, is Nature’s poet. His

devotion to Nature rose to the height of a spiritual reverence

and attained the sublimity of a religious conviction. The

great English poet, Wordsworth, once expressed the regret

that he was not born a Pagan, so that he may worship the

beautiful aspects of Nature in the true spirit of heathen

devotion :

—

Cireat God, I had rather be

A Pa^an suckled in some creed outworn ;

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea.

Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn.

Kalidasa, much more than evev Wordsworth, is pro-

foundly convinced of the divinity of Nature. Instead of

the conventional beginning of pocm.s, adopted by Sanskrit

writers, of an invocation to one’s own ‘Ishta Devata,’ he

begins the ‘ Kumarasambhava' by the solemn aftirmation of the

divinity of the Himalayas. It will be wrong to think that this

ascription of divinity is merely poetic, in the sense of being

unscientific or untrue. The evolution from percept to con-

cept is a familiar method in Science. Physicists describe

certain gases as obeying or disobeying Boyle’s Law as if it

were an enactment for their guidance, and as if Science set
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forth an ideal, the perfect gas, for their imitation. The
language seems to imply that gases are wanting in perfection!

in that they fail to observe the exact letter of the law.

Speaking in the same strain, one will have to say that

Hydrogen is nearest to perfection, that Oxygen and Nitrogen

are good enough in the affairs of everyday life and that

Carbon-di-Oxide and Chlorine are poor sinners which yield to

temptation. Sometimes, moral qualities are attributed to

inanimate matter when we judge them according to the ^

fulfilment of the purpose for which we use them. For example,
*

we refer in scientific parlance to good and bad radiators, or

«

good and bad insulators, as if it were a duty on their part to

radiate well or insulate well ; as if there were failures on the

part of Nature to come up to the proper standard. In using

language like this and in ascribing moral qualities to Nature,

Science is dealing with the perfect concepts as evolved from

the percepts of Nature. In other words, it describes the good

action or bad action of a certain object as viewed from the

standpoint of the perfect concept of that body. Again, it i.s

this perfect concept of a particular object in its relation to the

inner truth of the universe which is affirmed by the doctrine

of ‘Abhimani Devata’ known to Hindu religious literature,

which is as scientific as it is poetic. So, let us not run away

with the feeling that when the poet is indulging in thi.s

divination of Nature, he is either roaming in the realms of

pure fanta.sy or falling into the mire of illogicality.

When moral or .spiritual <|ualities are ascribed to the

inanimate objects of Nature, rhetoricians say that the poet

who docs so is using the figure of speech called ‘ Pathetic

fallacy,’ but it is neither pathetic nor is there any fallacy

underlying it. Discussing this figure of speech, John Riiskin

says in his Modern PaUilers, Volume III ;
‘ The state of mind

which attributes to it (Nature) these characters of a living

creature is one in which the reason is unhinged by grief. All

violent feelings have the .same effect. They produce in us a

falseness in all our impressions of external things, which I

would generally characterize as the “ Pathetic fallacy." ’ But
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he adds, ‘ if we look well into the matter we shall find the

greatest poets do not often admit this kind of falseness.’

Hence we find Kalidasa saying :
‘ The soul under the grip of

highstrung emotion naturally flows out in compassion and

inundates Nature, animate and intimate alike.’ There is no

falseness about it. {Kamarthahi prakriti kripana chetana

chetaneshu^

There are many aspects of the truth or reality of an

object. Science and sense-perception may reveal only one

aspect of the whole truth. P'or example, while mathematics

confines itself when counting oranges to their aspect as 'units,

and physical science may view them only as composed of

atoms or electrical charges, art reveals their colour and.

beauty of outlines, and religion enunciates the truth of their

relation to the sum-total of ail objects—the universe. Kali-

dasa’s noblest creation, Sakuntala, is the child reared in the

lap of Nature. She is the intimate friend of the forest-creeper

and the boon companion of the Ashrama deer. She is the

foster-daughter not only of the sage Kanva but also of the

divinities of the wood, and just as the sage feels intense

sorrow on the occasion of his parting with Sakuntala, the

Sylvan deities are said to feel poignant grief at her departure.

The sage addresses them in the same manner as he would

addre.ss Sakuntala’s mother. To the poet’s fancy a beautiful

damsel and a creeper are objects alike of beauty. They are

one in the aesthetic sense. One touch of magic will trans-

form, as in the Vikramorvasiya, the damsel into a creeper.

The creeper entwines itself round a tree, as the beloved

would cling to her lover.

Man’s relation to Nature in Kalidasa is an aesthetic and

spiritual oneness experienced by the realisation of the

essential unity of the beauty, truth and joy of man's inner

being with the beauty, truth and joy of Nature. One feels

alike the play of the Unseen Hand in the joyful and beautiful

aspects of Nature as in the workings of. the feelings and
emotions of the human personality. This ^ «viction permeates
the whole attitude of the poet\o Nature Looking at the
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vastness and grandeur of the sea, the poet exclaims: ‘The
boundless sea is as much beyond cognition as the form of

Vishnu, the Lord of the Universe.’ The Yaksha in the

Meghasandesa appeals, in the fulness of his emotion, to

the cloud for conveying ^his doleful message of love to

his beloved in the distant city of Alaka. For, according

to the poet, true emotion which holds a person in its

grip and transforms his whole nature, knows no difference

between animate objects imbued with feelings and inanimate

Nature. Every human feeling or emotion, when it reaches

the glory of its fulne.ss and the acme of its perfection, becomes

universalised and forms part of the nature of the Universal

Spirit which pervades the whole of creation. The truth of

this is well expressed by the Sriniad lihagavata when speak-

ing of the universalised soul of Suka. The sage Vyasa called

aloud for his son in grief, and the sound reverberated through-

out the forest and found its echo in the trees of the forest.

The poet, there, views man as the noblest work of God and as

part of the same beautiful fabric of Nature, and feels convinc-

ed that man’s heart beats always in unison with the heart of

Nature. Speaking of Sakuntala, the poet says that, though

fond of adorning herself with the flowers of creepers, she

would desist from doing so on account of her affection for

the creepers, lest she should deprive them of their ornamen-

tation. It is this solicitude for her creeper-friends that is

responsible for her self-abnegation. A similar feeling impels

the saint under the vow of Ahimsa to refrain from plucking

with his finger-nails the flowers and tender sprouts of trees

and plants. It is the reali.sation of the essential unity of man

with Nature that makes the poet transfer all the feelings,

emotions and tastes of man to the objects around and nvikc

them animate with life and joy. It is the projection of man’s

personality, which is one with the personality behind the

universe, upon the aspects of Nature. In the Meghasandesa,

the Yaksha holds out the joy of wsthetic appreciation to the

cloud to induce it to make its long pilgrimage to the distant

city of Alaka. He, therefore, says that the supreme aesthetic
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joy of appreciating the beauty of the play of moonlight on the

balcony of a fine palace, which is denied to the cloud in every

other part of the country, is fully available to the cloud if it

happens to go to the city of Alaka. The moonlight there

can never be hidden by the darkness of the clouds, for it pro-

ceeds from the moon on the head of Siva living in the

suburbs of the city and not from the moon high up in

Heaven. This is the significance in the selection of the city

of Alaka as the destination for the cloud in the Poem.

To Nature, ‘ red in tooth and claw,’ however, he was

indifferent. For, he saw in her only the beauty, joy and

emotions of man. According to him, the truth of the

Universe does not lie in the grim aberrations of Nature.
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Some Old Indian Art- Crafts

By C. SiVARAMAMURTHY, B.A. (Hons.)

Restricted meanings create tremendous mischief in the

sphere of understanding; false associations creep in where

no such really exist. And with the advent of these, the entire

outlook changes, and confusion and disorder arise. The
word ‘art’ suffers from exactly a similar disease and is

generally taken to mean any one of the fine arts as they are

commonly understood ; and distinctions are drawn first bet-

ween arts and crafts and then between the so-called ‘fine’ and

‘useful’ aits. The absurdity in this division and classification

is clearly revealed to us when we consider the real meaning

of these words. The words ‘ art ’ as well as ‘ craft ’ mean
‘ skill ’; the words ‘artful ’ and ‘crafty’ mean the same thing and

connote the idea of cunning which can never be the attribute

of a person devoid of skill. Thus we have the skill of a

workman in any particular handicraft, meaning art. Again

the division between arts into useful and fine is false and

mistaken. There can be no art, however fine and attractive

it might be, and however much mind and imagination might

play in it, that is absolutely useless. Utility cannot and

should not be dissociated from the so called fine arts ; they

are not luxuries as some hold them to be : nor should the

so-called useful arts be taken as mere mechanical utilities

lacking any element of beauty and artistry. It is this wrong

classification that Morris so very much deplores and his

lectures, especially that on ‘ Art and its Producers,’ would

convince one of the futility of this division.

The Sanskrit word ‘ silpa ’ that corresponds to the word

‘ art ’ is quite all-embracing and is meant to connote ail the

arts that involve human skill. There are sixty-four such arts

recognised in India and we have an enumeration of all these

in the ‘ Sukranitisara ’ as also in various other books. 1 he
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word ' etch ’ being derived from the old High German ‘ esjan,'

‘to cause to eat’ as with an acid. This process was first

developed by the armourers and jewellers of the 15th century

who filled in the incised lines of the elaborate patterns on

weapons and ornaments with black paint to make them stand

in bold relief, and pieces of pap^r pressed on them to take

prints of these for a better view of the work of ornamentation

gave rise to this process of printing of etchings and dry-point

plates.! Though no prints were ever taken, (even if taken

they would be prints the wrong way), the palm-leaf manus-

cripts of old India with letters incised on the leaves with the

pointed iron style (Lat-^/?7/M) were smeared over with black

colour (soot) for a better view of the letters, while reading

them. We have also pictures drawn on palm leaf attached to

the manuscripts and these correspond to dry-point tfu fibre of

today.

The Sanskrit term ‘ salakalekhya ’ is used for that art of

ancient India that corresponds to modern dry-point, and it was

a very popular one too, being given an honoured place in the

list of subjects of general study. Trivikrama talks of ‘ salaka-

lekhana ’ as practised by even maidens.^ The ‘ salaka,’ as

the very name suggests, is a metal pin or fine rod with a

pointed needle used to scratch lines over various surfaces

including the surface of smooth walls.- But unfortunately, like

the ‘ patrakartari ’ even the ‘ salaka ’ is merely known by

name, the instrument itself having been lost by long disuse.

Apart from bold free-hand drawing practised as a matter of

course by all housewives and maidens of India, called by

various names in various parts of the country as the ‘RangoH’

in and around Bombay, as the ‘ Alpana ’ in Bengal and the

‘ Kolam ’ in South India, there has been in practice what can

be called an art corresponding to modern stencilling. Plates

of metal, especially of tin, with patterns of various designs

‘Kasola salakalekhyesha.

Xalaehampuj Page S7.

*Yai8B«rvatra salakayevalikhitairdigbhittayaschitTitah.

Nalaehampu, Page ST, si 35.
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marked by pin-holes through which white or coloured

powders were allowed to pass through and settle on the

ground, served as the household stencil plates of Indian

homes. This is done even today with one or more colours

in almost every part of our land.

Under the ‘ sutra ’ of Panini, ‘ Nityam kridajivikayoh,’ we
have the word ‘ dantalekhana ’ given as an example. The

compound of ‘ danta ’ and ‘ lekhaka ’ is possible because the

word denotes a profession. The ‘ dantalekhana’ herein stated

is taken to mean, as some hold it, a practice in old India of

painting the teeth to beautify them. That meaning cannot be

impossible since I have myself known cases of Oriyas blacken-

ing their teeth and screwing up gold flowers through holes

bored through them for the purpose. Rajasekhara talks of

the teeth of Bahlika women as red—probably, they were

painted, since redness due to ‘ tambula ’ is common every-

where and no special country need be named for it.

Apart from this, * dantalekhana ’ may be taken to mean

painting on ivory, which art has been in existence in India from

a very long time. Work in ivory has been going on in India

for ages and the earliest date cannot be fixed. Dr. Vincent

Smith has this passage in his ‘ History of P'ine Art in India

and Ceylon ’ in which he gives what he considers the earliest

reference to ivory work in India :
‘ There can be no doubt

that the art of carving ivory has been practised in India, the

house of the elephant, for uncounted ages. For instance, the

ancient drama “ The Little Clay Cart,” composed in the fifth

century of the Christian era describes the entrance to

Vasantasena’s mansion as shining “ with its high ivory portal
”

(Act Four). But I am not in a position to mention a single

extant ancient object in ivory of any importance. In modern

times many localities are famous for their ivory carving.’ ’

It is most unfortunate that dates should be so cheap us

to be adjusted according to our own pleasure. The date of

Sudraka is generally accepted as prior to Kalidasa, and when

^Hiitory of Fine Art tn India and Ceylon^ page 372.
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• Amarakosa ’ gives this definition of ‘ silpa,’
—

‘ Silpam karma

kaladikam,’ and under the ‘ Unadisutra,’ ‘ Khashpasilpasa-

shpabashparupaparpatalpah,’ we have it gpven ‘ Silpam

kausalam ’
; and this gives us exactly the sense of skill

involved in both the words art and craft. Dancing, music,

sculpture, painting, cookery, garland-making and a host of

other practical sciences are included under this head.

Of these various arts the art of paper-cuts, so very popular

today and so very often seen in art exhibitions, appears to

have been most popular in old India. One of the many arts

learnt by the grandees of our land happens to be this. Thus

we have ‘ patracchedana ’ as one of the arts learnt by Avanti-

sundari and her companions as part of their general education,

and it happens to be a ‘ Vinodiisthana.’^ A knowledge of

‘patracchedana,’ ‘alekhya karma’ and ‘ pustald'iya ’ t.e.,

paper-cuts, painting, and sculpture or modelling, coupled

with an acquaintance with the arts of music and dance, was

considered a great asset in those days, and the humorous

^ICanyiiparijanastrinam daclaraa vihriiikriyah

KandukonatribhisRharai ratnairapi cha shadvidhaih

Ghitraduahkaramargosu kridantiraparastriyah

Panchalikadikankolipatracchedyani chaparah

Diirvachakani kurvantirashtadasavidhunyapi

Lipibhodamscha sindhvadin kasnhinmlccchaksharani cha

Prahclikudika vachah parascha parichinvatili

Sangitagitavaditranyabhyasayantiranokasah

Tasininnavantisundarya dadarsa paricharikah

Avanfisundarikatha

Of. Bharatavisakhiladantilavrikshayarvodachitrasutreshu

Patracchodavidhano bhramakarmani pnstasudasastreahu

Atodyavadanavidhau nritte gito cha kausalam tasyah

KtiUanimaia

Malati is described as proficient in all those arts.

Cf. Also, Janan patracchodanamalekhyam sikthapustakarmani

Nrittam gitopachitain tantrimuraiadivadyabhedamscha

Xfi/Zatiima^a

Sundarasona knows all these arts.

Cf. Also, Anucharaniva naralakshanadini adheyavikrayani patracohed-

yadini.

UpamHibhavaprapanehaJsaiha p. 206

Bvon an allegorical prince like Nandivardhana is proficient in all arts includ-

ing patracchedana.
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description of Bhattaputra found in the ‘ Kuttanimata’ as trying

to display a knowledge of all these which he did not actually

possess, shows us all the more clearly how much such know-

ledge was valued, even to the extent of a fool dabbling in

them.

Bhattaputra, the proud 'and foolish lazy drone of a son of

a nobleman, is pictured as holding up in his hand the ‘patra-

kartari ’ for a mere make-believe, to deceive people into a

belief of his knowledge of the art.* Of the ‘ patrakartari
’

we know very little. It appears to have been the instrument

used for cutting ‘ patra ’ and, as the name suggests, should have

had the form of a pair of scissors. The * patra ’ used might

have been both leaf and paper, since both were freely used at

that time. But the ancient ‘ patrakartari ’ has now become as

extinct as the old surgical instruments of India whose des-

criptions and use arc given at great length in the medical

works like ‘ Susruta Samhita ’ and ‘ Ashtangahridaya ’ but re-

main quite unknown even to the medical world by reason of

long disuse.

The intaglio process of engraving designs on gems and

metals, which has now taken a new shape in the popular dry-

point of today, is an interesting .study by itself. Though prints

were never taken it can never be denied that all designs cut

on all pots, plates, platters, pitchers, jugs, mugs and hosts of

other vessels, on seals, inscription-plates and so on, are any-

thing but different from, being analogous to, modern dry-

point. In fact, the process of dry-point takes us back to

the primitive man who scratched his pictures on pieces of

bone and stone.

The importance of dry-point cannot be overrated.

Etching is in fact an outcome of dry-point, tind the art of

biting metal plates with <icid wtus first practised at the begin-

ning of the 16th century in both Germany and Holland, the

^Patracchedamajanan janan va kaasalam kalavishaye

Prakatayati janasamajo bibhranah patrakartarim satatara. Kuttanimaia

The commentary says Patracchedanam nama kalavisoshab, yona bharja-

patradinam swabhiprayadyotanaya tattadakritya kartonam kriyate.
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some of the jealous late-date fixers persist in clinging to the

fifth-century A. D. in spite of Bhau Daji and Mr. Kshettresh-

chandra Chattopadhyaya proving the date of the author of

the ‘Raghuvamsa’ as the century before Christ, surely it

cannot be conceived how Sudral^a could be reckoned as

having lived in the fifth century. Further, Dr. Smith foists

the ‘ Ramayana ’ which is, by far, older than the ancient book

that he cites. The ' Sundarakanda ’ of the ‘ Ramayana ’ opens

with a magnificent picture of Lanka with its mansions and

palaces. Glowing descriptions of profuse ivory work are not

wanting.^

He however quotes as an earlier evidence the inscrip-

tion of the Sanchi tope. ‘ Much earlier is the record at

Sanchi of Circa 200 to 150 B. C. which informs us that one of

the piers of the southern gate was not only dedicated but

e.xecuted by the ivory carvers of Bhilsa. “ The workers in

ivory of Vidisa have done the carving.” (Vedikehi danta-

karehi rupakarumam katam). This implies that even at a

date so early the carvers of ivory were organised as a guild

{Sreni) Ep. Ind 2, pp 92, 378 ; Tope I, Inscr No. 200 C. 189.’®

How sad it is that the c.xistence or non-existence of ivory

carving in ancient India should hang by a thread as it were, on

a solitary inscription and its accessibility to Dr. Smith !

Apart from carving in ivory there has been in vogue

painting on ivory and this was developed to a high degree in

the Mughal period, 'i'he medium being a verj- soft and

delicate one, paintings executed on that surface were

exquisitely nice and attractive. ' Dantalekhana ' might

therefore mean even this art of painting in colours on ivory

plates.

Under the very ‘sutra’ of Panini quoted before, the

‘ Kasika,’ an early commentary on the aphorisms, gives another

example of a compound of two words meaning a profession.

^Manisopanavikritam hemajalavirajitam

Bphatikairavritatalam dantantaritarupikam
Sundarakanda Can. 9 SI, 23

*HMiory of Fine Art in India add Veylon, page 379.
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' Nakhalekhaka.’ ‘Nakhalekhana’ means drawing with the

nail. That the nail was used as a ‘ sringaranga ’ for painting

and drawing ‘makara’ and other patterns on the body

according to the ‘ patralekhana ’ process, is a very well known
fact, but there is also another t)rpe of nail work done on paper

today known only to a very limited number of people. This

work is done in the cameo method, and the figure is brought

into relief by a dexterous working with the nails on the paper

and appears like some embossed print. A fine example of

this was executed by an artist friend of mine from Hyderabad,

Mr. Pathak, a Maharashtra gentleman well versed in this art,

when he tried to do my figure by nail work. ‘ Nakhalekhana’

might have most probably meant this sort of work, since the

drawing of ' makara ’ and other designs with ‘ gorochana ’ and

‘kasturi’ on the body was usiuilly known by a special name
‘ patrabhangalekhana.’

The arts of India are not so few as to be exhausted in a

short note like this ; and it would indeed be preposterous if

one were to attempt a detailed and exhaustive enumeration

of all these. It has been however attempted to give a few of

the most popular arts in old India that go to make up the

‘ Vinodasthana ’ of the gentlemen of the land, and practised

as a rule by one and all as a part of a liberal general

education.



Sonnet

Live thou each day a$ though it were the last,

Since every single day that comes and goes

Is but a beautiful ascetic rose

Born bravely twixt the future and the past,

Dim desert stretches, solitary, vast.

Unknown, forgotten, huge with dark repose ;

For thee today has blossomed, and who knows?

Thou mayst tomorrow in deep earth be cast.

Each moment is a burning-point between

Two long eternities, two mournful greys.

Two terrible solitudes of the Unseen

That broods amidst the passing of our days.

Between the still to be and what has been,

Blind travellers, we go our separate ways.

Vikarabad, 17th Sept. '31. H. Ch.mtopadhyaya
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Optimism

I will have better days again

:

The dawn between the trembling boughs

Will end this lonesome night of pain

And grow familiar in my house.

I will have better days erelong

When I will break to sudden bloom,

And I will break to sudden song

Out of the silence and the gloom.

I know that I will soon arise

Out of this long unhappy night

When in my hands and mouth and eyes

There will be power and love and light.

But if out of this world of men
I slip and pass on death's lone ways

Robed in the flowerless dust,—why then,

—

I surely will have better days

!

Vikarabad, 17th Sept. '31. H. Ciiattopadiivaya



To an Irish Poet

Thy quiet wisdom, like the antler-moss,

Forms a green triad in my memory.

Imbas forosna,—knowledge that illumes

All it adventures ; things half-said, and so

The dearer
;
poems that lead the spirit forth

From the bonds of understanding. Three rich thoughts

Close to my fingers clambering up the rocks

Of the new mountain-life that wakes the joy

Of my most ancient spirit,—antlered moss

Beneath grave cedars, taller than the miists

Of long-forgotten argosies, the beams

That sway against earth-tremors down the depth

Of grim pagodas built in every region

Of long-brooding Japan. Wisdom and sorrow

Moving to their slow fulness, in their train

Bring noble compen.sation, little things

That glow with infinite wistfulncss, that are

Rare tidings to the soul.

E. E. Speight
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The Andhra Ploughman

A wooden plough, a brown rug, and a net,

Covering a shining body dark as jet.

Mere bone and sinew, trudging home to sleep

On cowdung floor, a weary, bundled heap.

Yet go his dreams, per chance, to old Lr^ash,

Left when his venturous forbears took the seas ;

And some dull feeling starts again the lash

On those proud towers and lordly terraces.

Of such a race was Adam, doctors say.

And his great sons, Sumeria’s ancient Kings ;

And watching him I wonder at the way

Mankind has wandered since those far-olf things.

E. E. Si'Kirai r
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Shrimati Hutheesing:

A Daughter of the Dawn
t

By G. Venkatachalam

I first heard of her, while alighting from my train at

Bolepur on my way to Santiniketan. ‘ Have you ever met

Shrimati?' asked an artist pupil of Tagore who came to

receive me at the station. During my brief stay of two days

I had glimpses of her. Nandalal Bose, her art-master, was

full of her praises. She was, I found, the pet of the Poet and

a favourite of all. She was from Gyjerat, the first girl to

visit Santiniketan as an artist-pupil from that province,

(though today half the students of Kalabhavan are boys and

girls from Gujerat and Kathiawar), and she enjoyed certain

privileges. Shrimati was the best dressed young lady in the

compound and easily the most beautiful looking. She moved

about the place like a Kangra miniature come to life. Hers

is not a common type of beauty but rather a classic one

:

face like that of the Madonna, eyes large and dreamy as

those of Ajanta. Shrimati was studying painting under

Nanda Babu, music under Dina Babu, and dancing under

Nabhakumar, and she was showing great progress and much

promise in all these arts.

This was nearly a decade ago. Since then she has

blossomed into one of India’s foremost dancers and is

making a name for herself as an artist of rare genius. She

has travelled widely both in India and in Europe, studying,

sketching, dancing, enriching her mind and arts. She

went ‘ afoot ’ through the Himalayas for a while, and

later visited the salons in Paris and Berlin, eager to see,

learn and understand. ' Who is this Miss Hutheesing, a

dancer from India ?’ wrote a friend from Europe. Returning
to India she started giving dance-recitals on her own.

Rabindranath Tagore felt proud of his pupil and encouraged
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her to interpret some of his poems in her own way, and she

delighted him with her dances. Thus was born ‘ The Spirit

of Rhythm,’ one of Shrimati’s favourite dance compositions.

To Rabindranath she is the best exponent of Indian dancing

and he is never tired of singing her praises. Calcutta

welcomed her heartily when she gave her first public show in

that city
;
Colombo applauded her art to the skies

; Madras

and Bangalore opened their eyes to a new vision of dance-art.

Dancing is not a mere matter of miistcring the technique

or blindly conforming to traditional forms
; it is the joyous

expression of life’s moods, passions, aspirations and anguishes.

It is not a vocation or a hobby but the life-throb of sensitive

souls, the creative expression of the surging life within.

Rhythm is the basis of life, ns it is of the universe, and this

law of rhythm is behind all manifestation, behind all Nature’s

phenomena, behind all creative arts. Indian dancing, as a

science and an art, is based and built upon this inner rhythmic

significance of forms. Its motifs are highly conventionalised,

and their mastery is a matter of years of devoted learning and

practice. In its present decadent state it is all science

and no art; all form and no life; all tradition and no

creation. But fortunately there is a tendency today for more

freedom of expres.sion and for more creative composi

tions, and it is here dancers like Shrimati, Menaka, Uday

Shankar, Rukmini, Jamuna, Namlita, (ihosh and others can

give the nece.ssary lead and save Indian art from a tradition

that has lost its soul. Of course, there is a danger in this as

well, but every born artist, like .Shrimati, is .so attuned to

rhythm that she could not feel, think or expre.ss herself other-

wise than rhythmically, and that is what distinguishes a burn

dancer from a spurious one.

Shrimati may not have, in fact has not, any profound

knowledge of the theory of Indian dancing, but she is, being

an artist, no stranger to the liasas and Jihavas inherent in the

art itself. She lives these moods while Pundits only talk

about them. To her the birth-pangs of love, the pain of

separation, the joy of freedom, the agony of captivity, the
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A DAUGHTER OF THE DAWN

frustrated hopes and unfulfilled desires are not so many

mental imageries, like the flight of the birds or babbling

brooks, but part of emotional experiences which ever feed and

nourish her artistic expressions. Shrimati is one of the most

representative of modern Indian klancers, and her art is a

treat of the rarest kind. An artist to her finger-tips, a dancer

to the very core of her being, she creates magical moods with

her genius. You see them not only in the rhythm of her

dances but also in the atmosphere of her productions.

Nothing tinsel or tawdry about her art. Everything is

genuinely beautiful. Her costumes, ornaments, background

and accompaniments are not just stage accoutrements to

deceive the eye but objects of art that ought to and should

surround one’s daily life. The settings, with their simple

coloured cloths and embroidered Sind and Cutch works, can-

not be improved upon or more beautified by costly mechanical

contrivances or gaudily painted screens and curtains. The

costumes and draperies are creations of a cultured artist,

and she has shown how to create chaste, simple, beautiful

backgrounds for stage performances. It is in these little

details that you discover her true genius.

Her dances are visions of rhythm, grace, beauty, poise

and movement. Her body, supple like a tender willow, sways

and moves from a centre deep within her and the musical

accompaniments merely give the time-beat and the melody-

setting. She does not dance to music ; music keeps time to the

rhythmic beat of her soul. .And this is the secret of all great

dancers. It is not enough to possess a supple and sensitive

body and a mastery over techni*juc, but the soul of the artist

must be aflame with the fire of life. A Pavlova cannot be

produced in a studio; she is born. Shrimati shares this

great soul-quality with that incomparable dancer who had the

world at her feet.

Shrimiiti’s dances include simple folk-dances like the

Garba Pot Dance and cln.s.sical dances like the Kathak.
‘ Devotee ’ is a beautiful rendering of a type of Manipuri

dance which the Tagore Players have made popular through-
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out India. In ‘ Bondage’ and ‘Freedom* we see other moods
of Shrimati and her versatility. Some of these dances are

strictly conventional and follow traditional forms, and others

are original compositions inspired by the mood and the

theme. Her latest creation is an interpretation of Nataraja’s

dance inspired by that famous bronze.

Shrimati is strangely modern and ancient
;
sensuous and

spiritual. Intensely practical and business-like, she is yet

dreamy and other-worldly. In her attitude, outlook, behavi-

our, culture, she is a modern among the moderns, but has

withal all the gracious charm and tender gentleness of the

old world, and reminds one of those bewitching women
created and immortalised on the walls of Ajanta by the un-

known masters of ancient India.
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The Poetry of Kamini Roy
By Kalipada MuKigiRjEE, M.A.

One of the Bengali poetesses whose work is likely to

survive is Mrs. Kamini Royi who died at the age of

sixty-nine, on September 27, 1933. She was born in 1864 at

Basanda in the district of Backergunj ; and was a daughter of

Chandicharan Sen who was a writer of some reputation

himself, being the author of a Bengali rendering of ‘ Uncle

Tom’s Cabin,’ and of a novel ‘Ajodhyar Begum’ or

‘The Begum of Oudh.’ She was one of the earliest of

Bengali ladies to become a graduate of the Calcutta Univer-

sity: she graduated with Honours in Sanskrit in 1886. She

received her early training from her father, a man of character

who had become a Brahmo in 1870. Even as a girl she had

begun to write poetry. Her early poems had remained

unpublished for long, until these attracted the notice of Hem
Chandra Banerjee, one of the greatest of Bengali poets.

These poems, collectively called ‘AIo O Chhaya’ (Light and

Shade), Hem Chandra extolled to the skies, and advised

their author to have them published. The young poetess

requested Hem Chandra for an introduction, and the

^ Mrs. Roy was well-known in Bengal not only for her work as a poetess, but

also for her social service, and her great love for her country and womankind.

All these varied aspects of her life are expressed in her poetry. After her

marriage she practically ceased to write poetry, and when asked the reason, pointed

to her children and said, 'These are my living poems.' After graduating she

worked for some time as a mistress in the Bethune Collegiate School and later was

appointed a Lecturer in the Bethune College, Calcutta. She was a champion of

women’s rights and in 1923 she headed the Deputation that waited on Lord Lytton,

then Viceroy, for the removal of sex-^iisqualification for the purposes of election to

the (then) Calcutta Municipality. And, in 1930, when the Labour Commission came
out to India to enquire into the conditions of the labouring classes, the Govern-

ment of Bengal secured her services as an assessor to make the Commissioners

acquainted with the grievances of the women workers of Bengal. One of her

brother^ Mr. Nbith Sen, b a well-known Advocate of the Calcutta High Court ; and
Mr. S. N. Roy, C. 1 . E., 1 . C. S , Additional Secretary to the Government of Bengal
in the Political and Appointment Departments, is one of her step-sons.
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famous poet wrote: 'These poems have impressed me
very greatly; in places they are so very sweet and so full of

deep thoughts that one’s heart is charmed directly one reads

them I have praised their authoress at heart when reading

them myself. And, to be candid, I have even envied her at

times. ’ This was in 1889, when the poetess was twenty-five

years of age, and when Rabindranath Tagore had not yet

become famous as a writer in Bengal. She had already

passed her Entrance Examination at the age of sixteen, and

her B.A. at twenty. Most of the poems, however, were

written many years before the one of publication. And this,

her first publication, with the above-mentioned introduction

from the pen of flem Chandra, made her famous in a day.

Most of the poems of ‘ Alo O Chhaya ’ which are

sixty-one' in number,—including a quintette on Love and two

longer but exquisite poems in blank verse ‘ Mahasweta ’

and ‘ Pundarika ’ both based on the ‘ Kadambari ’ of Bana-

batta,—were conceived in an autobiographical vein.

Sweetness of lyric measures, a beautiful mode of expressing

poetical thought, an elusive gracefulness, the first hopes of

early youth and its doubts, desires that were great and lovely

at the same time, love of country and of God, sympathy for

fallen humanity, love of Nature, and the early experience

of growing womanhood, combined to make it a unique

contribution to Bengali poetry. These are the things

which had made the poems of the collection in.stantaneoii.sly

popular and captivated readers, some of the most famuus

of whom gave expression to their feelings of the time when

they first had read them, at the time of the death of the

poetess. Even Sir P. C. Ray the eminent scientist is

reported to have said :
‘ I do not like to say more than this,

that ev'en at this old age of mine the poems of ‘ Alo O Chhaya
’

remain imprinted on my heart.’ Another Bengali poet, the

late Devendranath Sen, eulogised the book as unique in the

field of Bengali literature. And Dr. Brajendranath Seal

wrote in this ‘ New Essays in Criticism’ (1903) :
‘ It is a work

of great talent and greater promise, and is of unique interest
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as carrying one of the three elements of the neo-Romantic

poesy further than any other Bengali poem. In point of

natural magic, a transfiguration of the subjective egoism, the

lyrics are nowhere beside Babu Rabindranath Tagore’s

‘ Songs of Sunset,’ and as regards the creative imagination,

unfolding deathless visions of sublimity or beauty, the finely

imaginative pieces of this volume, ‘ Mahasweta,’ ' Pundarika ’

and ‘ Chandrapida’s Awakening’ are eclipsed in the blaze of

‘ Valmikir Jaya ’ (M. M. Haraprasad Shastri) and the * Sarada

Mangala’ (Beharilal Chakravarty). But in the other element,

the objective criticism of life, the previous poems are^ meagre

beside Miss Sen’s poetry.

The late Mr. Roby Datta remarked in a note in his

‘Echoes from East and West’ that Mrs. Roy’s ‘L’Allegro’

comes after her ‘ II Penseroso.’ ‘ The very first poem in

Mrs. Roy’s ‘ Light and Shade ’ is ‘ In the (iloom but the

very next one shows her ‘ In the Light.’ This duality of

mood is peculiar to her temperament.’ This is why the book

begins with the poem ‘ In the Gloom ’ which is as follows :

—

Creatures we are of ^loom 1

In gloom awhile we play,

In gloom doth melt away

'fhe marl of life and bloom.

'There, thro’ the ghiomy wood,

A <lim, dark ray is seen

;

Who knows whence it hath been ?

Its beauty who hath view’d ?

As Umg as life may stay.

Since certain is the doom
I'hat we must move thro* gloom,

() seek und chase the ray.

.Amid this solemn gloom,

Seek wo and follow we

The little light we see

;

Therein we’ll play, O come.*

* The maiden name of Mrs. Roy was Miss Kamini Sen.
• ‘Echoes from East & West'-Roby Datta.
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It is followed by one on ‘ Light ’ in which we find the

poetess singing,

Children we are of light

;

O y/hai a concourse bright

!

In light we sAaep and wake,

And life’s carousal take.

Amid this splendid light

No more we lose our sight.

No mcjre we wander blind

Where we the path can find.^

We should like to give here the renderings of some of

the headings of the poems, so that the reader can form an

estimate of the contents of this first book by Mrs. Roy. The.se

are, The Quest after Happiness, Sorrow, Renunciation, Lest

Some should say Something or Moral Cowardice,''* New Year’s

Eve, Destiny, The Pole-Star, The Dream of Youth, Hope’s

Enchantment, Farewell, Asunder, In Abraham’s Bosom, The
Mother’s Call, The Uninvited, A three Years’ Child, Where.?,

The Question, The Inner Soul of Beauty, The Days Fly,

The Awakening, In Silence, Nirvan, The Dream of Hope,

The Story of a Widow, The Girl and the .Star, The Marriage

of Krishnakumari, Desire, Pain in Love, The History of Love,

The Awakening of Chandrapid, The Voice of Woman, and

The Disappointed.*

Some of the poems are tinctured with the youthful pessi-

mism of the poet,—she felt lonely and she expressed her

sense of loneliness in more poems than one, like Mrs. Brown

ing who wrote,

(>h my Gi>d,

Thou hast knowledge, only Thou.

How drotny ’tis for women to sit still

On winter nights by solitary fires

And hear the nations praising them fur off.

* 'Echoes from East and West ’—Roby Dalta.

* A popular poem included in Secondary School toaUbooks.

' It reminds one of Moore’s ‘Light of other days.’
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But, in some other poems also, we find the authoress

struggling out of pessimism into optimism, as in her poem
‘ The Broken Soul.’ But her self-revelation is in ‘ Sukh ’ or

‘ Happiness,’ which has been rendered by Roby Datta as

‘From Gopa to the Buddha’ in ‘Echoes from East and West,’

in a footnote to which he says, ‘ Here we get an insight into

the mind of the poetess.’ The names Gopa and Goutam are

the insertions of the translator, so also are the five opening

couplets of the last stanza.

Yet, the most significant thing about these exquisite

poems of Mr.s. Roy is their revealed femininity. In this res-

pect she stands side by side with a more modern poetess,

Laurence Hope, who wrote.

Your l>eauly ]>uts a liarb into my soul, '

Strive as I will it never lets me go

;

My I«)ve has passed ihe frontiers uf control,

You are so fair and 1 desire you so.

Others may come and they are to me

But changing mirage, transient, untrue,

My faithlessness is but fidelity

Since 1 am never faithful but t«» you.

Yet is your beauty .so divine a thing.

So irreplaceable, so haunting sweet

Against all reason, L am fain to fling

My life, my youth, myself, beneath your feet.

In a poem called ‘ Joubana 'I'apasya ’ (The Penance for

Youth) the poetess calls upon Time not to take away her

youth, the prime of her life, as she cannot bear the idea of a

life without the freshness of youth. She said therefore that

she would undertake a long penance for the preservation of

life-long youth—^youth that would not be possible for even

Time to deprive her of. It was indeed this life-long craving

for youthfulness that gives her poems a peculiar sadness and
also a unique sweetness.
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Man says that the mind of woman remains inscrutable to

him, but woman fears that man looks down on the mind of

woman. There is for ever a difference in the angle of vision

of the sexes. This she has revealed with a force and frank-

ness which can again b^ compared with that of Laurence

Hope who has written,

Rarely men undentand our way of love.

How that to women in their wedding hours

Lover and priest and king are blent in one,

Hence the awed worship of these hearts of ours.

At times love for a little lifts the veil,

And men and women see each other’s heart.

But swiftly passion comes, obscuring all.

And thus the noaring souls are swept apart.

To us love Ls a sacred rite ; to man

Custom, perhaps affection, or desire.

Before we hold our lovers in our arms

They are too fiercely amorous to inquire.

The sacred ideal of love in the heart of a woman she

reveals in a poem of extreme beauty, in ‘ What is Thtit :
’

The trend of thought which delights in giving expression to

ideas about love is to be found in some poems of her second

book of poems ‘ Malya O Nirmalya ’ (The Garland and The

Remains of Offerings to the Deity), a collection of as many

as one hundred and ten poems, and by some regarded as a

greater achievement than her first book. It is interesting to

see that the poetess gives in dettiil the story of a man in love

in orthodox Bengali society, his final disappointment in life,

and of the consequent sorrow, in ‘ Nothing in Particular.’

This may be read with ‘ A Loving Conversation of a newly

wedded Bengali Couple ’ in ‘ Manasi,’ in which Tagore has

very humorously denounced child-marriage.

‘Alo 0 Chhaya’ contains, as I have already said, two

bigger poems, ‘Mahasweta’ and ‘Pundarika.’ Both these,

like ‘ Vaisampayana ’ and ' The Awakening of Chandrapid,

are based on the ‘ Kadambari ’ of Banabhatta. But these
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adaptations of Mrs. Roy have a peculiar charm of their own.

These are as graceful in descriptions of natural scenery as in

the delineation of the budding soul in love. And their blank

verse is admirable, full of an elusive grace and such as can

come only from the pen of a female poet of fine sensibility.

‘ Alo O Chhaya ’ is important in other respects too. It

contains three poems, 'The Dream of Hope,’ ‘Mother Mine,’

and ‘ The Voice of Woman ’ which all reveal the poetess’s

great love of country, and of ancient India with her greatness

and high ideals of life. In ‘ Mother Mine ’ her song rises

like the following hymn about New Jerusalem :

—

For thee, O dear, dear country,

Mine eyes their vigils keep

;

For very love, beholding

Thy happy name, they weep. *

The mention of thy glory

Is unction to the breast

And medicine in sickness.

And love, and life and rest.^

It may be compared with Rabindranath’s,

'Tis for thee, O mother mine.

My limbs 1 throw away

;

'Tis for thee, O mother mine.

My life adown 1 lay.

‘ Malya O Nirmalya,’ Mrs. Roy's second book, publi-

shed in 1320 B. S. (1913), is full of the pathos of life and

testifies to the truth of,

Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought.

In it the ideas of the poetess are fuller, and more

mature in expression than in her first book. This book has

been dedicated to God, a fact testifying to the godliness of the

poetess. In a poem ‘ Ashirbad ’ (Blessing), which was com-

posed in October, 1891, she has sung of her own ideals in

* By Beinstd of Itorloix, 1140', Tr. by J. M. Mealc, 1801.
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life. This forms the theme of another poem ‘ The Poet’s

Desire.’ She is wide awake to the ideal of service and

believes with Robert Browning that

All service ranks the same with God,

fhei^e is no last, nor first.

In a poem ‘ In a Half-Sleep ’ the poetess has given us a

spiritual poem of a very high order, which is entirely personal

too. This book contains many love-poems among which

‘Pariksha’ or ‘Trial’ reminds one of Mrs. Browning’s ‘Rhyme
of the Duchess May’ and Lord Tennyson’s ‘The Lord of

Burleigh.’ ‘Love to Genius’ is on love which is particularly

unselfish ; while ‘ Hisab ’ or ‘ Reckoning’ puts us in mind of

Mrs. Browning’s ‘Courtship of Lady Geraldine.’ These

poems are, however, original in their own way, and cannot be

said to be imitations of the poems named with them.

In 1899, Mrs. Roy published her ‘ Pouraniki ’ or ‘ Poems

on Legendary Subjects.’ Amongst the poems in this book

are, ‘ Drona to Dhrisladyumna,' * Ahalya to Rama,’ and other

pathetic poems that will ever plea.se. This book of poems

may be said to have closed a part of the poetess’s poetical

career.

From 1900, storms of grief began to blow and blast the

soul of the poetess. One of her children died in the same

year. In 1908, died her husband K. N. Roy, I.C.S., who,

being charmed with her poetical accomplishments, had married

her after the death of his first wife. Her elde.st son .-Vshoka

died in 1913; and her grown-up daughter Leela died of

consumption the .same year. 'Fhese griefs well-nigh benumbed

the poetess. 'I'he .sad sen.se of bereavement for her eldest

son she latterly expressed in ‘ Ashoka-Sangita ’ (Songs to

Ashoka.) And ‘ Jibaiier Pathe ’ (On the Path of Life) is her

' In Memoriam ’ enshrining her grief at the death of her

husband.

In 1915, Mrs. Roy publi.shcd her poetic drama ‘ Ainba
’

which she had written as early as 1891. 'Phis is an episode

from the Mahabhanita, but differently treated. It has been
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staged successfully by school and college students. The

heroic visage of Amba inspired the poetess to write a drama

on her.

‘ Deep O Dhup ’ (The Lamp and Incense) consists of

poems written during many years, and reveal the inward

religious nature of the poetess. These reveal a sadness bom

of past experience ;
but it is religious faith that bears her up

under deep depression. The poetess here gives vent to her

patriotism in many poems. In ‘ On the Path of Immortality
’

she expresses her kinship with the lowliest in Indian society.

She expres.ses her resolve to make herself free from the

trammels of a life of ease, only to make it worthy of action

for the alleviation of the sufferings of humanity, and for

unbinding the fetters which bind her country. In some

poems she deals with contemporary pdlitical events.in India.

‘ The Song of Awakening,’ ‘ The New Awakening,’ ‘ The

Cry of the Weak,’ ‘ Let Him be Victorious,’ ‘ The Liberated

Prisoner,’ ‘The Satyagrahi,’ ‘Regarding Tarakeswar,’ and

such other poems are full of patriotic fervour. In ‘ If they

Awake ’ she sounds the same note which is being sounded

by Mahatma Gandhi as a champion of the cause of the un-

touchables. She gives expression to her naive sense ofhumour

in ‘The Letter of the Grandmother,’ ‘The Reply of the

Granddaughter’ and ‘The Reply of the Grand-daughter-

in-law.’ And she becomes exquisitely pathetic in ‘ In the

Mud of the Pond,’ and in ‘ The River it is that makes me
say.’

But more beautiful and more exquisite self-revelation

comes in ‘ On the Path of Life ’ which can be rightly styled

her domestic and spiritual autobiography. This is a book
of poems of the same kind and of the same rank as ‘ La V’ita

Nuova ' of Dante, ‘ The House of Life ' by D. G. Rossetti, ‘ The
Sonnets from the Portuguese ’ of Mrs. Browning and
‘ Monna Innomianata ’ of Christina Rossetti. This is a

sonnet-sequence, and is divided into three sections,

—

‘Companionship,’ ‘Alone,’ and the ‘Fallen Flower.’ The
first section contains poems dealing with the maiden-
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hood of the poetess, her life with its hopes and fears,

as it was before her marriage. In such sonnets as

the following she gives expression to the recollection of her

life as a maiden :

—

Afar 1 dwelt, and you bring me near,

Dared even death. What was the wizardry

That made you see a goddess’ aureole here

About the brow of a woman such as 1 ?

And all unasked you lavished at my feet

The treasure that was yours. High on the height

I lived, my heart like ice.—^To the valley sweet

You brought me down, and chill and hard and white

I am no more. Your love has thawed my soul.

Melting it drop by drop. O love, slake

Your thirst, with this my cup be satisfied.

let me hide

Within the sanctuary of thy heart.

But if the spell dissolve and your love fly,

What resting place in all the world have 1

I do not mean that the above lines were inspired by

Tennyson, but the reader when reading them will be strongly

reminded of the following lines from Tennyson’s ‘ Princess '

:

Come down, O maid, from yonder mountain height

:

What pleasure lives in height (the Shepherd sang),

In height and cold, the splendour of the hills ?

And come, for love is of the valley, come,

For love is of the valley, come thou down

And find him

The poetess, as in the above poem, still doubted the

constancy of her lover and remained unmoved
;
but he still

came,

—

You said
—

‘Yes, I have come again for you.

The more repelled, the closer am 1 drawn.

Hope, like the daily dark-dispelling dawn,

^ This and all tho following renderings of Mrs. Roy’s poems are from ‘Sonnets

from the Bengali’ by Mrs. Jessie Duncan Westbrook. The Modem Review,

November, 19SI9.
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After each disappointment wakes anew.

Look round and see what light, what sound, the play

Of the waves of life,—^how beautiful it seems.

Who would remain stricken by sorrowful dreams

With wilful eyes close shut when all is day ?

Come, let us walk together in thiJ light,

Our perfect life’s fulfilment to attain.’

Yet she would not listen, for,

Both day and night, I walk in dreams, 1 said,

A twilight world, nor dark nor bright is mine.

With longings undefined my heart is fed,

Dimly a hundred hopes within it shine.

As gleam the small stars in the evening sky.

Seeking an everlasting refuge there.

Such love you ask for—is it mine to give.

Your thirst to quench, your fever to allay ?

Could we pursue together while we live.

Doubting and fearing not, the self-same way ?

And if your heart’s desire be thus fulfilled,

Would not new longings rise again unstilled ?

But her lover would put a .stop to all her questionings by

asking her to trust in his love, because he said,

—

Your love is the only goal of my desires.

Rejected 1 still urge mv bitter need.

This at last set at rest all her doubts, and she could not

but give herself up to his love : and she said,

—

Let this your love lovely and fruitful be.

She added.

Burdened with ill

And heavy load of pain, a wciman halts

Weary through life ; but heaviest she bears

The burden of herself, O lift this load

And help me.
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Her lover wants to question her again
; but she refuses

to be disturbed with questions, as she wants all thoughts of

the past and the future to be banished from her mind and also

because she believed,

Safe in the heaven of your arms is peace.

This all-suftlcing and all-conhding love was to suffer a

rude shock at some future time in the life of the poetess, and

she sings,

—

Hand still clasps hand, but soon unheeding drops,

The Ma/atf garlands lose their fmgrant nir,

The song 1 sang sudden unfinished stops.

Look in my eyes, the clouds are gathering there,

My heart feels it will break. Is this the end

(>f all my dreams, or but an evil one

That yet may pass ?

She, in utter bewilderment, asks,

—

Is my spring-time dtjne ?

What place is this, what time, and whi > are we

Who sit side tiy side ? By what strange ways

Have we been faring ? Did fatality

Lead you astray? Where searches miw your gaze?

She feels greatly perturbed at the fickleness of love,

—

Alone, my dark self-questionings never cease.

Is this love’s way—to swell and overllow

And then to mttve indiflereni aud slow ?

And she asks,

Is it imp(;ssible that love and peace

And joy in w»)rk together ever dwell ?

Yet, she will go hand in hand, for she says,

—

Let pity be the band

I'hat holds us each to each

Let us two frightened hearts, clasped as in love,

Fight with our fears
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She becomes great with the greatness of self-effacement

and self-abnegation,—

Lttt love go and let joy forsake our lives,

Let hope be shattered and in fragments hurled,

But memory knows no death lit still survives.

Let us not drift afar in this cold world.

Then death comes and intervenes and takes her com-

panion in life away to the other world
;
and she remains all

alone behind. But she does not feel the pain of separation,

for she knows that her marriage is endless matrimony and she

believes that her beloved is always with her, though now

removed from the field of human experience and the pheno-

menal world.

‘ On the Path of Life ’ is in its own way a great book,

and is one of the greatest of sonnet-sequences written on

love. Its diction is faultless and its metre, following the

Peirarchian model, may rank with the noblest efforts of that

great but dangerous form. It reveals also that

Man’s love is of m.in’s life a thing apart,

Tis womitn’s whole existence.^

In her life-time Mrs. Roy was regarded as the greatest

of Bengali poetesses, though some might maintain Mrs.

Mankumari Bose’s claim to the highest rank among them, as

Mrs. Roy falls short of Mrs. Bose, the writer of an epic poem,
‘ Beerkumar-badh ’ or the ‘ Slaughter of /Xbhimanyu,’ in the

power of conceiving and giving shape to a poem of great

bulk. But whatever may be the opinion of some, mo.st will

certainly admit that Mrs. Roy has no superior among Bengali

poetesses.

The death of Mrs. Roy, though at the age of sixty-nine,

is a distinct loss to Bengali poetrj’ ; for had she lived longer

she could have presented it with more works that would

endure. At her age her powers remained undiminished

;

and she identified herself, with the ardour of youth, with many

^ Byron, Doimm JnIm.
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social and humanitarian activities. Her poetical work is of

rare value. This will give her a rank in Bengali literature

with the best of our poets; and, though herself free from all

blemishes of form and metre, with Mrs. Browning in English,

for, like her, she was pjire in sentiment -and generous at

heart. Her sincerity too was unquestionable; and she had .

‘ the ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which is, in the

sight of God, of great price.’^ Like that of Mrs. Browning,

her yearning heart said to her lover,

—

If thou must love me, let it he for nought

Except for love’s sake only

A creature might forget to weep who hore

Thy comfort long, and lose thy love thereby I

But love me for love’s sake, that evermore

Thou mayest love on, through love’s eternity.

^ 1. Pet iii, 4.
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Browning and His Fugitive Vision

By Krishna Krjpalani

It is possible to appreciate Browning without either

dubbing him ‘a metaphysician’ or likening him to a Vedic

Rishi, although it may be true that his intellect often indul-

ged in the gymnastics of the former and his vision captured

the experience of the latter. And yet Browning was too

much of a poet to rationalise before he believed and, perhaps,

too much of a poet too to realize, that is, live through it as an

enduring experience, what he felt as a fleeting ecstasy.

Being too much in love with life, he could not lose himself

in Eternity but would be content to accept the experience of

‘instants’ as its evidence. It is these ‘ instants ' that give us

a clue to his Vision of Being which is felt as a poet and not

realized as a Yogi. Many of us—common folk—may have

felt the same at rare moments, though, perhaps, not so

intensely.

For there are moods in human experience when all

thinking is submerged in a deep surge of elevated conscious-

ness. There is felt an expansion of the heart that finds no

limit, as though the entire universe is contained in its infinite

embrace; or rather, the individuality is so strangely rarefied

that it seems to be absorbed into all that is within and without

us, and yet be itself.

The state is not one of mental blankness ; much less of

mental torpor. It is as though an intense but unknown

yearning, that cannot define its object, suddenly felt the

rapture of fulfilment in its own immensity, and expanded and

spread ‘ till flesh must fade for heaven was here.’ It is a flood

of consciousness as elusive as it is overwhelming,—a conscious-

ness that in swaying seems to sublimate one's being. It is as

though while wondering at the vastness of an ocean you
suddenly became one of its silvery waves, and, rising and
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falling with its heaving breast, you felt you were the ocean

itself. Or, losing yourself in the ecstacy of a song, you became
the song itself and, floating on the waves of the atmosphere,

you struck against the rhythm of every being’s being. Would
we not cherish the ‘instant made eternity’?

Though all conscious thinking has ceased, there is

present, nevertheless, an undercurrent of mental realization

slowly rising to the surface. One suspects that it was while

floating in such a beatific blue that the mystic vision of life

swam into Browning’s ken. For in that vision reality and

fantasy, hope and fear, joy and sorrow, shed off their mutual

repugnance and, dancing in an harmonious whole, appear

like the soft hues of a rainbow,—refractions of a light that is

without colour or form. The broken arcs have gathered into

a perfect, round. God and Satan seem the same self. For

Satan is only God in a fancy dress, given a separate entity by

man to stimulate and appease his own ethical prejudice. It

acts like the magic mask of the .primitive man and serves its

purpose by frightening people into settled grooves of accepted

ethics.

But, alas for the rarity of life’s charity ! The conscious-

ness flows away as irresistibly as it flowed in, leaving behind

only a vibration. The faint memory lingers, if only to give a

new direction to Browning's thinking. But the idea without

realization is like doing the steps of a Tango, after the music

has ceased. Intellectual conception may remain, but the

heart, for a while, seems to discern nothing but ‘the infinite

passion and the pain of finite hearts that yearn.’ The echo

keeps vibnating but the song of Pippa is heard only on New

Year’s Day.*

'All apologies to Sigmond Kread who, whilo admitting that the ‘oceanic

feeling exists in many people, is disposed to relate it to an early stage in ego-feel-

ing, and which later on seeks * to reinstate limitless narcissism.’ Civilualhu and Hi

Tmiblet, by Sigmund Freud.
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Travancore, the Beautiful

By N. K. Venkat^swaran

Nobody that came to Travancore ever went without

leaving some praise behind. It is the praise of beauty quietly

tendered. There is grandeur in the Himalayas, vastness in

the Gangetic Plain, blended variety in Central India, inter-

mittent effects in Hyderabad, some gorgeous pomp of Nature

in Mysore, but the tranquil beauties of Travancore are

nowhere else to be seen. I am assailed by a swarm of images

when I think what to call Travancore, but some who have

been before me have called it the garden of India and I have

no quarrel except to say that first of all it is Nature’s own

pleasure-garden.

It is a new world the traveller finds when he passes from

Tamilnad into Kerala ; and of the three divisions of Kerala,

Travancore, Cochin and British Malabar, Travancore is not

only the largest but also the loveliest. There is a certrnn pallor

in the contexture of features in British Malabar, and while

Cochin is undoubtedly pretty Travancore is both fresh and fair.

Those who live all their lives in Travancore can never

know how beautiful is their country, and those who have never

been to it can scarce think. It was only after I had gone out

‘ to see the world ' and returned that I realised. Then it was

that the State seemed to me, for the first time, mantled in a

modest glory that I had never seen anywhere else. Then it

was the freshness, the softness, the pure loveliness, of things

and prospects that everywhere encircle one in this country

began to breathe a spell upon my mind and fill my eyes with

their own coy felicity. In fact, it was as if I had awaked one
morning to find Travancore famous and I was the more re-

joiced because in some half real, half imaginative way 1 myself

seemed to share in this fame that had lain hidden so long and
come to light so suddenly.
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You may go where you like in Travancore, you will not

come upon one small patch of land that you could call drab

or commonplace. And if you think of the couiftry as a whole,

the picture that rises in your mind is that of a fairyland bathed

by silvery showers and fertilised by sparkling streams, per-

petually clothed in emerafd green and studded with innumer-

able kinds of plants and trees crowned with masses of leaves

and blessed with clustering bouquets and garlands of fruits.

From the hazy ramparts of the Western Ghats, from which

here and there the blue dome of the sky is pierced by

pinnacles and spires, in the east, to the sapphire sea clamber-

ing up the shores, sprinkling its milk-white foam on the sands,

in the west; from Cochin State in the north, where the

cocoanut-palms obliterate the political frontier, to Cape

Comorin, in the south,' where the oceans gather and India ends

in a classic conjunction of land and water, which is Travan-

core, there is a coolness and greenness everywhere, even in

the hottest months, wooing you to linger and refresh yourself.

If you like you may think Travancore a mild season of spring

beautifully nestled between the sea and hills, but if you don't,

you can yet have no doubt that it is one of the most com-

forting countries in the world.

I have almost said that there is no break in the beauty

of Travancore, that it is a single picture, that, in short, it acts

chiefly on one’s mind by the sum of its charms. Yet, in

spite of its singular harmoniousne.ss of beauty, you arc not

sure as you flit from place to place in this unique gardcn-

State, like a bird among the aeries of a tree in full life, that ii

has not many beauties in its flowing oneness of beauty to be

felt and enjoyed one after another. Among these, first and

foremost, are the backwaters of Travancore.

These backwaters, sprung from the struggle between

land and sea, unfold themselves like liquid music from the

northern borders of Lower Travancore to within a few miles

of Trivandrum, covering a length of about 150 miles. I he

Arabian Sea heaves alongside, while they slumber and dream

under mellow moons and silent starry skies. Forests of
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cocoanut-palms arise from their banks and roll away inland in

tumbling waves of green as far as the eye can see. The

total extent occupied by these ‘ inland seas ’ is 160 square

miles and the largest of them is the ‘ Vembanad Kayal,’

52 miles long and nearly 10 miles abroad. The ‘ Ashtamudi

Kayal,’ the eight-pronged lake in the Quilon District, which

has been called the Loch Lomond of Travancore, is a sparkling

gem set in green tresses of vegetation. It must not be

imagined, however, that the backwaters are merely geogra-

phical ornaments, for without them the cocoanut-palms

cannot flourish and without the cocoanut-palms Travancore

should never have possessed the distinctive flavour of pros-

perity so generally associated with the State. They provide,

too, a network of very useful and very_ beautiful water-roads,

open and unfettered as the sea and yet immune from its perils.

The backwaters are an ‘ intrusion ’ in the original physi-

cal features of Malabar. Once they were all a part of the sea.

Malabar is one of the heaviest rain-belts of India and its

rivers, surcharged with the loose soil of the land, have been

pushing back the waves of the sea by invisible degrees. It is

almost a scientific certainty that there are even rivers running

underground to the sea between Cochin and Quilon, the

principal region of the backwaters. The sea, however, has

receded only in part although the rivers have thrown up new

shores to mark the extent of their advance into it. It is the

shallow and quiet patches of sea lying behind these outposts

of land that are called the backwaters of Travancore.

In few other bodies of water, running or still, is there

more soothing beauty than in these backwaters. They look

like the limpid floor of the sky and allay the troubled spirit

like a wandering cloud. They shine gently by day and

shimmer under the stars, and if the weather is fair they

become an azure half-hidden glow. Only when the monsoon
loses its temper or a seawind howls through the land, there

occurs a disturbance in their habitual tranquillity.

A ‘ cruise ' on the backwaters in a country-barge is about
the most enjoyable thing there is to be had in all India. The
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craft is an object lesson to the vanities of haste and speed.

It moves without any of the familiar accompaniments of

movement. It sleeps and moves and puts you by and by to

sleep by the charm of its quiet example. In it you are in a

floating nest and, if waging, you keep looking out at the

glorious panorama of green cocoanut-palms which every,

where surround you as if in an affectionate gesture of embrace.

Time has no use for the sailor in these waters. It stands still

and meaningless. And he enjoys the happiest of all illusions,

that he comes from nowhere and goes to nowhere and that

he is at last out of the reach of the fever and fret of life. The
backwaters are a dream in the sleeping beauties of land and

water.

It would take me long were I to describe the array of

single beautiful places and scenes like Varkaln by the sea

between Trivandrum and Quilon, where the land ends in a

cliff reminding you of that which is conjured up by an excel-

lent son for his unfortunate father in King Lear, where the

sea seems lying enchanted under the shadow of that towering

cliff and where all over the wide and rolling highland Nature

like a beauty-sprite spreads her handsomest gifts ; or lovely

hill-stations like Peermade, where meadow-lands and mount-

ains mix delightfully and breathe the pleasantest breezes ; or

even the celebrated ‘ Sankiimukham,' the seashore of Trivan-

drum, which yields to no strand in the world in its combined

effect of sea and sand, space, scene and setting, of curly

surges, of flowing breezes breaking into continual song in ^he

foliage of casuarina-trees. Nor would I speak now of tlu^

peculiar graces of the people of Travancore, not of thr).s'c*

that stand in the public eye or figure in the politics of the

day, but of the common people who live in happy secluded

villages and are hardly yet touched by the infectious tenden-

cies in modern civilisation and who consequently add to the

natural charms of the land. But of one thing I must speak,

which is Travancore’s first and foremost glory and in which,

moreover, all India rejoices, and which is, if you have not

already guessed, the Land’s End of India.
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It is Cape Comorin where all India becomes a thin pro-

montory of land pushing into the oceans. As you come to

the Cape, the nearer you come the further it seems to go till,

all on a sudden, when you least expect it, you find yourself

right amid the oceans. Sea to the right, sea to the left and

all before and beyond, you ask yourself, ‘ Is it a dream

’

You wonder where you stand, in land or water. The blue

dome of the sky flattens over you and you nearly say to your-

self that you have only to jump and put up your hand to touch

it. The horizons appear to move towards you. The sun

rises a few paces to the east of you in the waters and sets a

few paces to the west of you in the waters. In the night-time

the stars cluster over your head like coronals and the mellow

moon seems to weave a halo about you. Here is infinity

where everything appears immediate and infinitesimal’. Here

is all the manifoldncss of India melted into a single unity.

Cape Comorin is a call, a prayer, a cry, for oneness.

In the vast plains and plateaus of India, where everything

is large, the small things assume an importance they have not

and the large ones are easily overlooked. But when you

stand at the very end of India, which is no bigger than the

palm of your hand and where yet the earth and oceans mingle

and even the heavens bend down to mingle with them, the

larger ihings become small enough for you to see and the

smaller ones melt into thin air. You should come to Cape

Comorin to see the vision of things in their just perspective,

to feel the loftier patriotism that comes from the knowledge

that the many are not many but that all is one.

This is chiefly the reason why our ancestors declared Cape

Comorin one of the most sacred places of India and erected

a temple on it for a virgin goddess, Kanya Kumari, the pure,

looking out into the waters smilingly. And in her presence,

so it seems, the seas lose their accustomed fury and the land

of men its annoyances. You may worship her or not, but

cannot help appreciating the beautiful thought that placed a
virgin goddess to preside over the termination of India and
the conjunction of the oceans.
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If you come to Travancore by railway from the Tinne-

velly District you will pass through the Ghats, bathing your

eyes in showers of hills and dales teeming with the richest and

freshest vegetation. The train zigzags and circles, emitting

clouds of smoke, (which take on a strange beauty in the clear

air and tangled green), and going two miles to one. As you

look at the rolling pomp and jubilee of the woods, you come
to see for yourself that you are entering a really beautiful

land.
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Oriental Knowledge and

Occidental Research

By ‘A French Scholar

’

The question of the true meaning of Oriental traditional

thought and that of the respective present situation of the

Orient and the Occident are the object of a series of studies

which have been published these last twelve years under the

signature of Rene Guenon and which, from the very fact of

their touching a great number of topics, have drawn the

attention of an extremely varied public spread all ,over the

world. The author of these studies offers to us the very rare

cjise of a writer using a European language—French—and

whose knowledge of Eastern ideas has been obtained at first

hand, that is essentially from Oriental masters. It is in fact

to the oral teachings of Orientals that Monsieur Rene Guenon

owes his knowledge of Hindu doctrines, of Islamic esotericism

and of Taoism, as well as his knowledge of the Sanskrit and

Arabic languages. This characteristic feature sufficiently

distinguishes him from European or American ‘ Orientalists
’

who have indeed sometimes worked in close touch with

Oriental people, but who did not ask them for anything else

than an help destined to facilit.ate a work mainly based on

books and texts and totally inspired by the methods of Occi-

dental erudition. On the other hand, the earnestness, the

depth and the preciseness of Monsieur Rene Guenon’s works
are such as to forbid any rapprochement with another group
which is much less well defined, the group of those people
which may be called the ‘ spiritualist ’ interpreters of the

Orient and whose various theories are fitted less to the
‘ positivist ’ than to the sentimental and moralist trend of the

Occident, with the result that one often meets in them the
most heterogeneous things ranging from mysticism to hygiene
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and including occultism and the philosophical theories of

the West.

Monsieur Rene Guenon’s work is rather complex and it

would be difficult to summarize it. It consists of studies in

which the fundamental id^as of Oriental thought are stated

and explained, in books on the present situation of the

Occident and in others which somehow touch these two

subjects.* We think we shall sufficiently show the spirit of

this work by presenting here some remarks on the respective

values of Oriental and of Occidental thought,—remarks which

have been inspired by indications given by Monsieur Guenon
in some of his books.

Whatever may be said of the respective merits of the

Ancients and of the Moderns, of the inhabitants of this or of

that continent, there is a superiority which the modern
Occidentals claim for themselves and which seems to them

to be beyond all doubt: that is, intellectual superiority.

All that man has thought of and taught during the many
thousand years that have preceded ‘ modern ’ times, and all

that men of other civilisations may still think of and teach,

is, as is generally believed in the. West, nothing but a heap

of puerile and often quaint beliefs, an expression of a

naive mind, incapable of distinguishing what is real from

what is imaginary ; and one even speaks rather often in the

Western world of a ' pre-causal ’ or ‘ prc-logical ’ thought,

that is, of a thought which, it is believed, hius been that

of an extraordinarily long epoch in the course o( which

the most elementary laws of logic were unknown. Siid

denly, by a sort of miraculous illumination, due, to be sure,

to the touch of some fairy’s magic wand, ‘Science,’ it issaid^

appeared in Europe about the sixteenth century A.I).: an

experimental science supposed to be ‘ based ’ on the observa

^ We confine ourselves to quote Introduction generate a Vcbule des iMrines

hindoued (‘(rcncrui introduction to the study of Hindu tloctriiies ’ (Paris, 1021
),

Orient et Occident (‘ Orient and Occident *) (Paris, 1924), and L'Homme et son dnenis

scion It Vedanta (Paris, 1925). An English translation of this last volnine has been

published by Rider & Co., London, under the title ilfan and his becoming according

to the Vedanta.
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tion of perceptible facts and which was soon to be considered

as the only serious and possible science. Thus, according

to the modern Westerner, mankind knew a period of false

science, of fancies more or less poetical and without any

relation to reality, in short a ' mythological ’ period ; and it

is only in recent times that, its intelligence being at last

awakened, it was able to discern the rules of really ‘ objective
’

and ‘ scientific ’ thought. Of course Christians do not admit

that the Bible’s contents are ‘ false science ’
; but the reserva-

tions they make on this subject rarely ever affect their

satisfaction in living in a time of ‘ progress ’ and of

‘enlightenment.’ In any case, all representatives of ‘positive’

science, which, by the way, has become the ofilicial one, and

specially all ethnologists, all ‘ sociologists ’ and the big

majority of Orientalists—European and American—giccept as

an indisputable truth this bipartite conception of the history

of human thought ; an hypothetical, very simple, and partial

conception, and such as to stupefy the learned men of other

civilisations.

With regard to this theory, which the general public of

the Occident indulge in the more easily as they have never

thought of all its consequences, and do not perceive its

difficulties, Monsieur Rene Guenon affirms with an equal

decisiveness the intellectual superiority of Oriental knowledge,

or in a general way of all truly traditional knowledge, over

modern Occidental thought. If we consider the respective

sources of the one and of the other thought, the difference is

such as to exclude any sort of rapprochemenl

:

for no com-

parison is possible between knowledge obtained by a full

intuition of the intelligible Light, such as the Hindu doctrine

affirms,—not only its theoretical possibility, but even its

effective realisation in the case of the jivan-nmkta (and

specially in the case of the rishis, authors of the Veda),—and a

purely rational and human research, which can in no way re.

lease man from the igpiorance and illusion belonging to his

state as a manifested being. But as modern thought does not
recognise the possibility of that basic knowledge and even
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implicitly denies it in describing as ‘ myths ’ the symbolical

expressions of it which have been preserved in the traditional

books of different peoples, one has to examine the contents

and the characteristics of the two kinds of knowledge; this

examination, not to speak of other considerations, ought to

be sufficient to allow at least a provisional judgment on the

authority which attaches to the one and the other thought. It

is this we should like to do very rapidly, keeping ourselves to

some particularly important and characteristic features and

without entering, of course, into any detailed discussion.

One of the most apparent features of modern science is

its absence of unity, and its analytical character. Far from

constituting a coherent whole, that is a universal synthesis, it

is divided into an ever-increasing number of ‘ specialities,’ in

the interior of which scientists accumulate their knowledge of

details, of ‘facts,’ without however being able to bring about a

synthesis more easily in this smaller held. Now, this shows

clearly enough that, if modern research suffers from any

defect, it is that it does not possess the ideas which would

enable it to co-ordinate and to synthesise all these details
; this

consideration alone would suffice to e.xplain why Monsieur

Rene Guenon has described modern science as a ‘ science

without principles’ and as ‘an ignorant knowing.’ But the

absence of principles does not only make impossible any

larger views of things and any truly deep conception : it even

deprives science of any solid intellectual basis. ‘ .Science,’

the same author writes, ‘ in constituting itself according to

modern views, has not only lost in depth, but also, one might

say, in solidity, for its attachment to principles made it partici-

pate in their immutability as far as its own object allowed it,

whereas, being completely shut up in the world of changing

things, it does not find anything stable therein, no fixed point

on which to rest ; not starting from any absolute certitude, it

is reduced to probabilities and approximations, or to purely

hypothetical constructions which are nothing but a work of

the individual fancy.' {The Crisis of the modern World, Paris,

1927, pages 99-100). Intelligence, to put it in another way,
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cannot judge of anything if it does not occupy a fixed place,

higher than the object which it judges
;
and the error of

modern science has been its search for immutable principles,

necessary to all science, inside an essentially changing ex-

perience. As it could not find them there, it had to satisfy

itself by using the limited ideas which are accessible to every-

body and sufficient for the everyday material life
;
but in keep-

ing to these ideas it limited its intellectual horizon and, in the

same way, its scope and depth. This is what appears in a

particularly striking manner if one compares it with traditional

thought whose horizon and .scope are not exactly limited by

anything, and which possesses ideas, that is, principles of

synthesis and of explanation, of a quite different level, as may

be easily seen from some instances.

Modern scientific re.search, firstly, gives no place to the

idea of the ‘ .Supreme Principle ’ though that idea is spread

among all the peoples of the world and even the most

degenerate. Now, it is the ‘ Supreme Principle ’ which, at

least under its determination as Is/mara or Brahma saguna,

gives the fundament to the essential unity of the universe, a

unity without which the universe could not be coherent nor,

therefore, intelligible. If one does not feel the necessity of

having recourse to that idea, then we must conclude that the

preten.sions of speculation are extremely diminished. And if

that idea, on the other hand, has disappeared from modern

‘scientific’ thought, then we must find, as it seems, the reason

for it in the impos.sibility of relating it to the phenomenal

multiplicity :
‘ cosmological ’ ideas are necessary for this

linking up, and oral traditional teaching which furnished them

before has entirely di.sappeared from Europe at a time which,

according to a series of indications, seems to lie about three

hundred years back. The idea of ‘ cause ’ (haraf/a), for

instance, is no longer understood in Europe in its profound

significance, which no modern philosopher has ever perceived,

of an ‘ irreversible relation of identity ’ implying, on the one
hand, the identity of effect and cause, and on the other
hand, the superiority, nay the ‘ transcendence ’ of the cause
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with regard to the effect : two faces, so to say, of the idea of

causality, these appear in Hindu thought quite clearly in the

relation which unites the Shaktt to the ShakUman, If the disap-

pearance of the idea of Brahma or of the ‘Supreme Principle'

meant a beheading of Science, so to say, by depriving it of the

very principle which maintains the cohesion of all things

among themselves and makes possible intelligible general or

universal conceptions, the disappearance of the veritable idea

of ‘causality’ {karauatvd) had no less serious consequences.

As the effect could no longer be entirely identified with its

cause, it could no longer be entirely explained and there

remains between the one and the other an irreducible differ

ence, an essential obscurity due to something else than our

ignorance : the habit has thus been formed of considering that

there is in things a sort of obscure principle of existence,

irreducible to intellectual Light and which therefore could

not have issued from it nor be brought back to it; and it is

easy to see the links which unite this belief to the western

‘ materialism ’ and ‘ anti-intellectualism.’ On the other hand,

where there is no longer ‘ transcendence ’ there is either no

longer a hierarchy, as there is nothing n>ore to justify the

‘ distances ’ separating the different ‘ orders ’ of the universe

from one another: now, thought only escapes confusion by

ordered conceptions rigoiiroiisly maintaining the distinction

of principle and application of superior and inferior; there is

no intelligible conception without a certain ‘ order ’ of the

things thought of, and in the intellectual still more than in the

social domain, there is no order without hierarchy and no

hierarchy without irreversible relations. Lastly, the loss ol

the true, intellectual notion of causality had another, not loss

important, consequence, which is the impossibility of Deliver-

ance {Moksha) and therefore of total knowledge : Deliverance

evidently presupposing the essential identity ofjivatma with

Paramatma and the transcendence of the latter with regard to

the whole development of his ShakH^ from Sadashiva to

kshitt.

We shall keep ourselves to these three ideas of the
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, 5upreine Principle,’ of identity, and of transcendence, whose

importance, moreover, is obvious
;
they form, so to say, the

triple basis of the teaching of the Upanishads : ideas which,

it may be noted, arc not specifically Hindu, but rather purely

and simply traditional, as they are to be found, identi-

cally the same at bottom, in the Taoist works, in those of

Islamic esotericism and in old books of the Occident. One

could naturally quote many other ideas which have become

foreign to Occidental scientific research : as, for instance, the

idea of the different ‘ states ’ of being and that of the corres-

pondences existing between higher and lower orders
;
to

find a great number of them it would suffice to study any

tnandala or any symbolical representation of the universe,

but this would take us too fur away from our subject.

Against all these ideas the highest principle that* modern

science offers to us, that which entirely inspires it, is the idea

of ‘ natural law ’ which it considers as its own discovery,

and to which it has given an exclu.sive importance. Now,

that idea has only a very relative and purely apparent

intellectual value, as it tends to establish between determined

events of the corporeal world relations which are supposed

to be ‘ not-conditioned ’ and which would constitute so many
‘ closcd-up systems.’ Now, there is no other ‘ not-conditioned’

thing than the .Absolute, and an entirely closed-up system is

not reconcilable with the profound unit)' and harmony of the

universe. However disputable an<l relative this idea may be,

it meets certain possibilities of application in the lowest

orders of reality, where the primordial Light is so much

divided that it admits at least of certain appearances of

‘ closed-up systems ’ and thus it possesses an unquestionable

and unquestioned value from the point of view of practical

action, and above all of action utilising material means. But

where it is no longer applicable, and where also its appli-

cation would require other ideas than those concerning
‘ weight and measure,’ Occidental Science finds itself without

intellectual means and it cannot construe any satisfactory

theory. This impotence is particularly visible in those
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branches which have been called ‘ philosophy ’ and ‘ psycho-

logy ’ and in the study of the thought of other civilisations

;

here we find western science getting embarrassed, heaping

up ‘facts ’ and documents without being able to explain and

interpret them, or losingd itself in a labyrinth of contestable

theories and of ephemeral hypotheses. These three domain.s,

we believe, are doubtle.ss the ones where modern thought

could best become aware of its own relativity.

In short. Occidental research clearly suffers from a lack

of principles, which thus deprives it of a solid basis and of

sufficient intellectual means. Falsely believing itself to be

based on experience, it does not know either what it is or to

what it may claim. Deprived of any fixed guiding mark, it is

at the mercy of the slightest mirage, intellectual or senti-

mental, and it floats about, so to say, in the lowest orders of

reality, the only ones where its limited and systematic con-

ceptions can find some application. Having lost any notion

of the universal hierarchy, it puts all things on the same

plane and explains anything by anything: the soul by the

body, the intelligence by social forms, metaphysical symbols

by natural phenomena. The .systematic tipplication of ;i

certain experimental method has led modern technics !(< the

realisations which are well-known tind. which, astonishing the

man in the street, bind him more an<l more to the well being

and to the amusements they procure for him. But this is a

result of an extra-intellectual order whose value is, bcsidt•^,

dispumble ; from the point of vi«*w of knowlcdgi^, ;is iVIonsiciir

Reme Guenon has remarked, no hesitation is [tossiblc Ix-t

ween a mere accumulation of knowledge of details, however

useful they may be /rom some points of v iew, and the irre

placeable whole of the traditional ideas, which open up to

man quite different prospects, not only in the order of

theoretical speculation, but also in that of the ‘ realisatiors
’

at which he can aim.
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Our Forum
UDAY SHANKAR

1 o The Editor,

Trivent, Madras

Sir,

In 1933, after Uday Shankar’s visit to Madras, Triveni

published a criticism of his art from the point of view of

Bharata and the traditional dance by (he present writer, under

the pseudonym ‘ (lanadasa.’ This criticism was, regrettably

enough, made use of to discredit Uday Shankar by interested

persons who sometimes exceeded the limits of that criticism

in their propaganda against him,—a development which if it

had been foreseen, might have induced the writer to keep his

opinion to himself instead of publishing it.

That criticism related exclusively to Shankar's perform-

ance of 1933,— a period when the artist did not command the

materials that he commands now. It was then contended

that his art was exotic, that it had some conmets with classi-

cal sculpture, but few with classical dance as outlined

by Bharata and the living dance traditions derived from

the classical system. On behalf of Shankar it was urged that

he was free to abandon the traditions and Sastra and evolve
nil art of his own, which would not be the less classical and
less Indian on that account. Indeed, some claimed that his

glory coiRsisted in his rejection of the traditions.

Uday Shankar however has repudiated these defences by
a course of discipline in Kathakali under an eminent master
from Kerala,—an act of courage that reveals the true artist

that he is. Critics of tradition, let us hope, would disown
Uday Shankar now, because he has succumbed to its blandish-
ments instead of creating an art of his own. Let us hope
aLso that these good people would delight the world and
themselves by reviving that unfortunate art which they wanted
Uday Shankar to create.

Xlday Shankar has been learning and practising.
His 1935 dance compositions have little in common with his
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attempts of 1933. Not only has he outgrown the greater pan
of his imperfections, but intimacy with tradition has taught
him to express himself with beauty and force. Tliat Kathakali
is responsible for the magnificent tableau at the beginning of

his Siva-Parvati duet with its many felicities of attitude and
raiment, is no demerit, because Kathakali no less than other

traditions requires imaginative artists dowered with the gift of

physical beauty, as rich as Uday Shankar’s, to expound
it. Mr. Pothan Joseph of the Hindustan Times, in

the course of a lengthy attack on the classicism of Uday
Shankar, queried whether it was possible to render a dance
exactly as it was rendered in Sri Harsha’s time, intending to

bring home the utter impossibility of it. In the tableau

referred to above, Uday Shankar has in a great measure done
it,—a truly marvellous feat of artistic synthesis !

To invoke Bharata and tradition, one imagined, was the

trait of a Pundit ;
obviously Uday Shankar is not iishamcd of

a trait that throws him into the company of a much hated

class of people. Like Shankar, the writer also is a student

and a votary of the very Bharata and traditions that he has

invoked ; he would be therefore denying himself if he denied

Uday Shankar now.

More beautiful than his dance was his ge.sture to such of

those as were not fully pleased with his expositions, past and

present, not to Judge him by the.se, but to judge him by what

he intends to do. The writer who has been pleased by his

present performance makes bold to assert that, at this rate, his

future is certain to prove far greater than his past : indeed,

he may turn out to be the medium through whom N'alya-Kala

might fulfil itself,— the man born to be king, of Dance ! I ike

Shankar the writer also is continuously learning : among

other things he has learnt recently is the occasional utility of

such people who, with Shankar, invoke tradition and Bharata.

Mylapore, Madras 'I’ruly yours,

31st March, 1935 K. V. R.^machanura.n
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Reviews

[
JJ^e shall be glad to review books in all Indian languages

and in English^ French, and Crerman. Books for review

should reach the ojfice at least SIX WEEKS in advance of

the day ofpublication of the fournal.]

SANSKRIT

Raghunathabhyudaya of Ramabhadramba.—(Bulletins of

the Sanskrit Department—No. 2. -Edited by T. R. Chinta-

mani, M.A., Ph.D., University of Madras.—1934. Price Re. 1.

Foreign 2sh.)

This Sanskrit poem deals with the life of the Nayak king

Raghunatha who lived in the earlier half of the seventeenth

century ; the author was a beloved mistress of that king. The
character of the king is likely therefore to be somewhat

idealised and his achievements given exaggerated values.

But a careful historian can easily (parry from this poem con-

siderable historical material. His conclusions can be corro-

borated by the Sahityaratnakara, another extant historical

poem about the same king, and verified by the numerous
inscriptions and other historical records of the period. A
mention of this poem was made by Dr. S. Krishnaswami

Aiyaiigar in his ‘ Sources of Vijayanagar History ’ and by
Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao in the ‘ Madras Christian College

Magazine ’ but the poem itself has not been published till now.
Dr. Chintamani has done considerable service to the students

of South Indian history by obtaining a transcript of this poem
from the manuscript in the Saraswati Mahal Library at Tanjore
and editing it with an introductory note on the author and a
summary in English, canto by canto, of the contents of the
Kavya.

Apart from its obvious value to the student of history, the
poem is a notable and welcome addition to Kavya literature.
The poetess is apparently endowed with a rich imagination
and commands an easy flowing style. The use of alankaras
reveals considerable poetic talent. There are many delight-
nn echoes from the Ramayana and the works of Kalidasa.
1 he quaint conceits of the authoress add a rare charm to the
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descriptive portions of the poem. Special mention may be
made of the descriptions of the Cauvery river and the Chola
country. The poetess has, besides, the rare gift of turning
maxims into epigrams which have the ring of proverbs.

How the ‘ charming descriptions, the edifying diaIogue.s

and the luminous excursuseS’ of the Ramayana have permeated
the mind of the poete.ss as well as the daily life of her hero is

rendered apparent at every turn of this poem, in the poetic
descriptions as well as in the delineations of the characters,

llierc is a delightful summary of the Ramayana story in the
fourth canto which brings out prominently how the hero
Raghunatha modelled his life on the life of Sri Rama.

Concluding cantos, eleven and twelve, contain an
intimate description of the Nayak’s harem. Sanskritic and
Sastraic studies had permeated the lives even of the women of

the period; and the several accomplishments of the ladies of

the royal court of Raghunatha Nayak in the triple streams of

culture—poetry, music and drama—ought to enthuse modern
Indian women in their attempts to regain their pa.st eminence
and glory.

Another feature of the poem, for which lovers of Carnal ic

music and South Indian dance as well as research workers in

those topics feel thankful to Dr. Chintamani, is that the la.st

canto contains references to the ragas and dances in vogue in

the earlier part of the seventeenth century.

The Unadisutras in Various Recensions.—(Madras Tni

versity Sanskrit Series, No. 7, Part 6. Kdited bj’ '1'. R.

Chintamani, M.A., Ph.D., University of Madras.—1934. Price

Rs. 3. Foreign 6 sh.).

This part contains the Unadi Sutras of Bhoja an<l those

of the Katantra school with the commentaries or ‘ vrittis ’ cl

Dandanatha Nsirayanti and of Durga-simha respectively.

Both these sets of sutras are different from the sutras ol ihc

Paniniyan school. The sutras of the Katantra school have

been published in the Bibliotheca Indica Scries ; bin that

edition does not contain the portion relating to Unadi. I'cr

the first time, both the sutras and the commentary of Durga-

simha have been published, as part of the Series of Unadi

Sutras, by Dr. Chintamani. The commentary is bound to be

of considerable help not only in the study of the sutras of the
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Katantra but also in arriving at the correct readings of several

of them. The Editor has been put to considerable difficulties

in reconstructing the text from the only palm-leaf manuscript

available to him, which in several places was moth-eaten,

rendering the deciphering of the letters almost impossible in

very many places. The tentative readings given by Dr.

Chintamani will, it is hoped, stand the test of corroboration

by other scholars who may have access to other manuscripts,

containing the text and commentary of these sutras
;
in any

case, in the absence of other copies these tentative readings

will be welcome to students of Sanskrit grammar as supple-

menting Professor Eggeling’s edition and helping in the

reconstruction of the sutras of the Katantra school.

The other .set of sutr;is forms a part of the Sanskrit

Grammar Saraswati Kanthabharana of Khoja, the full text of

which work the learned Editor will be publishing shortly.

The Unadi portion of the sutras are now issued along with a

commentary by one Dandanatha, valuable suggestions about

whose identity are contained in the introduction. Neither

these sutras nor the commentary have been published before.

Dr. Chintamani has, however, in his edition of Paniniyan

Unadisutras (published tis part 2 of this number) given the

correlations made by Narayana Bhatta between the sutras of

the Paniniyan school and the Khoja sutras and also published

the list, given by that commentator, of the sutras of Bhoja

which could not be brought under any of the Paniniyan

suim-s. The publication of the authentic text of the Bhoja
.sutras will enal^le the student of Vyakarana to appreciate

tlie efforts of Narayana Bhatta to make a comparative study

of the sutras of the two schools.

We are told that the textual reatlings relating to these
bnadi Sutras are noted under the corresponding section of
the Saraswalikanthabharana. It would have been more con-
venient to the .student of the Unadisutras to have them
incorporated in this part itself.

V. N.\r.\y.\xax
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ENGLISH

Social and Political Life in the Vijayanagara Empire,

—

By Dr. B. A. Saletore, with a Foreword by Dr. S. Krishna-
swami Aiyangar, (B. G. Paul & Co., Madras 1934, Volumes 1

and II, Pages LV+470+52!), Rs. 10.)

« ^These two volumes form a very creditable addition to

the respectable number of valuable publications on South
Indian history which Me.ssrs. Paul & Co., have issued in recent

years. The reputation which this firm has established in the

held of historical publications on South India is perhaps
unrivalled in Madras: and the present attempt is quite in

keeping with the past record of the firm. The author of

these two volumes is a scholar of the Germanic type with

training and e.xperieuce in Berlin, and he h:is had the benefit

of guidance under that punctilious .scholar who has made for

himself a unique name in Indian history, namely, the Rev.

Fr. Heras. The volumes have been published with the aid of

a grant from the Publication Fund of the University of

London and a generous donation by a gentleman who has

preferred to remain anonymous. They are dedicated to

Dr. L. D. Barnett, the author's teacher and guide. A short

introduction from the pen of Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar

adds to the value of the work which was originally approved

as thesis for the Doctorate of Philosophy in the University of

London in 1931.

Volume I begins with the detailed classification of the

copious bibliographical sources upon which the author has

relied. An idea of the thoroughness of the list can be seen

from the fact that it covers 42 pages. The volume coniains

9 chapters besides an introduction. In the first of these tlie

author describes the country in general and in the succeeding

chapters he deals successively with the capitals of the empire,

the revenue administration, central government, local gevern-

ment, ‘justice and oppression,’ foreign relations (with some

reference to Hindu-Muhammadan amity), and the army.

Volume II has got 9 chapters devoted to the description

of the Varnasrama-dharmas, the social institutions in general,

the Brahmins, women, social legislation
;

public service,

honours and patriotism
;
habitation, food and dress, corporate

life in social matters, and lastly, festivals, games and amuse-

ments. In every chapter there is a general introduction deal-
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ing with pre-Vijayanagara times, followed by the details

connected with Vijayanagara. Every fact is supported by

ample quotations from all the original authorities, indigenous

and foreigfn. There are occasionally expressions of views

which may not be unanimously approved. But the author

always tries to demonstrate his vie vs with copious document-

ation. This volume is illustrated with a picture of the

Virupaksha temple and three other pictures to illustrate

dancing and hunting scenes taken from temple walls. There

is a glossary of technical terms covering over 40 pages,

followed by an index of 56 pages. The author, it will be thus

observed, has rendered a substantial service to the cause of

South Indian history. Though it is regrettable that, in a

scheme planned so largely and carried out so successfully,

there are no special chapters allotted to the numerous schools

of literature and philosophy
; though the reader misses the

large achievements of the people in the field of, Sanskrit,

Ttimil, Telugu and Kanarese literatures, as well as the large

number of spiritual and philosophical treatises which appeared

copiously in all shades of religious thought from the numerous
village colonies which were established on a large scale by the

emperors throughout the vast expanse of the empire; there

can be no doubt that the e.xhaustive study of all the other

aspects of the history of this glorious period of South India is

a thing of which the author may be proud and for which

students of Indian history cannot be sulliciently grateful.

V. R.\Nt:Acn.\RYA

The Metaphysics of Berkeley.—By (i. W. Kaveeshwar,
M.A. (Published by Mrs. Ashavati Kaveeshwar, C/0 Mr.
M. K. Bakshi, B.A., Headmaster, Government High School,

Khandwa, C. P. Price Rs. 2-8 net.)

Lucid as the critical exposition of the Metaphysics of

Berkeley i.s, the value of the book is enhanced by the paral-

lelism that is drawn between the Berkeleian system and
Vijnanavada. The author agrees with Fraser in characteris-

ing Berkeley’s position as ‘ Spiritual Realism,' a theory which
holds that ‘ what-so-ever is real is ultimately spiritual in

essence.’ Superficial students of Berkeley are apt to regard
his metaphysical system as subjective idealism ; and this mode
of understanding his philosophy is not without support from
his own writings. When he says that the esse of every object
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is its percipi^ he appears exactly to re-echo the dictum of the

Vijnanavadins that, because blue and the cognition thereof

are never seen apart, they must be identical.

But what is essential in Berkeley’s system is not its

subjectivistic tendency. l)(Ir. Kiiveeshwar distinguishes sub-

jective idealism, which holds that each particular thing lasts

only so long as the particular perception of it by some one
individual percipient lasts, from objective idealism according

to which a thing continues to exist so long as any spirit is

perceiving it, and he gives it as his opinion that what is essen-

tial in Berkeley’s philosophy is its vein of objective idealism.

Thoughtful students of Berkeley will agree with him in

his view that the Irish Ri.shop destroyed matter in order to

make room for God. Berkeley confuses metaphysics with

theology; and Berkeley’s philosophy is essentially a theology

—a doctrjne about God. Many of the criticisms which the

author of this book levels ;igainst the inconsistencies of

Berkeley’s metaphysics are acute and just ; and the book,

while being a valuable addition to the literature in the held,

is likely to be particularly useful to Indian students of Western
Philosophy.

S. S. S.

Fram Wrong Angles.—By Gagan V'ihari Mehta (Publish-

ed by the Author, 70 A, Chakarabare Road, Calcutta. Price

Re. 1-8-0, pp. 181).

Mr. Mehta has been known to the Indian reading public

as a contributor to some of our leading journals and periodi-

cals. By family tradition and present vocation he belong.s to

‘ big business.' In this volume he steps aside from the high

seriousness of commerce and in a mood of sportive banter

makes fun of our problems and politicians. To a people like

us not particularly endowed with the sense of humour, works

like Mr. Mehta's are of great value. 'I'hey afford not only

intellectual delectation but help understanding, for a good

smile makes the world kin. In the preface the author has

quoted from a French journal, ‘ I hasten to make fun of

everything lest it make me weep,’ which forms as it were the

moral justification of the present work. The opening paper,

‘ The Viceroy of Tomorrow,’ is in the author’s best vein. It

is less an effort at parody than an essay in psychology. It **
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SOI iin»»g»"^tive reconstruction of the reactions of some of our

leading politicians to the startling thought of their becoming

the Viceroy of India. Other notable papers are ‘ Geometry

of the First Round Table Conference,’ ‘ How to repair the

Round Table,’ ‘ Third Round,’ ‘ Impressions and Depres-

sions’ and ' A singular outburst «f Plurals.’ Mr. Mehta is

gifted with a style that is suited to the purpose. It is light

without being trivial, and his epigrams and paradoxes have

all the naturalness and spontaneity that can only be found

with humourists of a class. This is a book which ought to

be read and enjoyed.

M. S. C.

TELUGU

A^a^'a Kala.—(7, Thambu Chetty St., Madras, Annual subs-

cription Rs. 2, Single copy As. 8).

This quarterly journal, devoted to drama and the fine

arts, is the official organ of the ‘ Andhra Nataka Kala

Parishat.’ Recognising the need for a co-ordination of all

artistic activities in Andhra, the Parishat brings together,

every year, actors and playwrights, musicians and dancers.

The Telugu stage must be so transformed as to make it the

brightest expression of the artistic talents of the people. While

wc have gifted actors amongst us, the plays produced are

pitiful. The advent of the ‘contract play’ has lowered the

tone of our performances. The Pari.shat is seeking to

reform the stage, to encourage playwrights, to build up a

National Theatre. The Natya Kala is a worthy exponent of

the ideals of the Parishat. It is exceedingly well-produced

and contains representative articles on every aspect of the art

of the theatre. 'I'here is some amount of overlapping of

themes in the first number, and far too many photographs of

actors off the stage. Mr. N. V. Seshayya is a great enthusiast,

and under his editorship the jValya Kala is bound to occupy
a high rank among Andhra journals.

A Hisloty of India .— Part I, The Hindu Period. By M.
Somasekhara Sarma (The Indian Publishing House Ltd.,

Madras. Price Re. 1.)

It is not often that a school-book on history rises to the
dignity' of literature. Mr. Sarma, however, is a writer of
beautiful Telugu prose, in addition to being a research scholar
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of high attainments. In his books and papers, he maintains
the standards set by his Gum, the late lamented K. V.
Lakshmana Rao. The present work, ostensibly prepared ‘ in

accordance with the Syllabus for Group A of the S.S.L.C.,’

deserves a much loftier place than the oiie it seeks to fill. It

incorporates the results of the latest research, and even
students of the B.A. classes may turn to it with profit. Within
the short compass of less than 300 pages, it narrates the story

of our strivings and failures, and the vicissitudes of our
religious and cultural life. To the general reader, happily

free from the incubus of examinations, Mr. Sarma’s book is

an ideal introduction to the study of Indian history.

Udayini.—(Published six times a year. Annual subscrip-

tion Rs. 4. Single copy As. 12. 15, Audiappa Mudali Street,

Vepery, Madras.)

Sincq the ill-starred Jayanti ceased publication, we have

not come across any Telugu journal fit to take its pl.-ice

as the interpreter of the progressive tendencies in Telugu
literature. A host of cheap periodicals have come up, which

have vulgarised the public taste and dragged journalistn

into the mire. Udayini, edited by Mr. Kompella janardana

Rao, seems almost like the Jayanti reborn under happier

auspices. As a reviewer in the Kistna Patrika puts it, the

Udayini inherits the ‘ unfulfilled renown ’ of Sahili, Sak/ti,

and Jayanti. It has already enlisted the co-operation of

nearly all the leading writers in prose and verse. Beautiful

in form, and rich in its contents, Udayini is an ornament to

Telugu journalism. Besides poems and .stories, the first two

numbers give us some valuable literary criticism. We are

unable, however, to reconcile ourselves to the prose style of

the Editor.

K. R.
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. , . that lahoufth right for toa% offi%

^Shall finally attain / Sat, if in this

Thy faint heart fails. Bring Ms thy failure !

^Ths Song Celestial

‘The Triple Stream’^

« the veena player ’

In connection with the visit of Rabindranath Tagore to

Madras in October 1934, a Santiniketan Arts and Crafts

Exhibition was held at Congress House. Among the pictures

that won the admiration of several art-lovers was a line-

drawing by Sjt. Nandalal Bose entitled ‘The Veena Player.’

On a background of light yellow silk, the artist displayed his

well-known mastery over line and curve, and created a form

of entrancing loveliness. It is usual to speak of the* promin-

ence of line in Indian painting, but here was something

that revealed the endless possibilities of artistic creation in

mere outline, without light and shade or the play of colours.

As the gifted creator of this thing of beauty was present in

person at the Exhibition, the Editor approached him with a

request to permit him to reproduce the picture in Triveni.

This provided an occasion to renew the acquaintance formed

years ago at Santiniketan. The permission was readily given,

and we are privileged to include the picture in the present

number. It is infinitely more uplifting to adorn a room with

one or two pictures like ‘ The Veena Player ’ than to crowd
it with cheap and tawdry prints, including the calendars that

seem to be the last word in ugliness. We offer our grateful

thanks to Sjt. Nandalal Bose on behalf of Triveni. A word of

praise is rightly due to the Indian Photo-Engraving Company,
Calcutta, for the excellent manner in which they have repro-

duced the picture.

THE'TRIVENr TRUST
‘ Once again, the begging bowl ’—such, inevitably, will

be the feeling of most readers of Triveni after a perusal of
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(he Appeal issued by Sir S. Radhakrishnan and other dis-

tinguished friends of the journal. A word of explanation is

therefore necessary.

The position of Triveni is not so bad now as it was

two or three years ago. There are enough subscribers and

advertisers to enable it to pay its way. But some subscribers

fail into arrears, and every year there is a deficit of about a

thousand rupees. If we could, within a single year, enlist

three hundred fresh subscribers, there would be no deficit.

Subscribers, however, do not come in hundreds
; they come

in two’s and three’s. Further, it is our experience that as new

subscribers are added, some old subscribers drop out. And
so, from year to year, the utmost we have been able to do

is to maintain our list at a steady level. With greater

resource's, the journal could be improved considerably on its

literary side, and published with regularity. It would then

attract wider .attention and support. It might even become

a Monthly. The fintincing of the journal has all along

remained a grave problem, for, while Triveni is not exactly

starved, it is certainly underfed.

All this formed the subject-matter of a conversation

between two valued friends of the Editor as they travelled

from Waltair to M.adras. Between them they evolved (he

idea of a Trust Fund, and communicated the news to the

Editor the moment they reached Madras. It was good

news,—almost too good to be true. Sir .S. Radha-

krishnan, who is on the Advisory Board, approved of ihc

scheme; he only wondered if there were enough honorary

workers to go about the country and collect funds, but

there is a great deal of sympathy, and even intense al’f'ction

for Triveni
;
there are scvenal subscribers who cannot alford

to pay a life-subscription of Rs. 100, but would yet like to

render some help in addition to the payment of the annual

subscription
;
there are life-subscribers who m.ay be willing to

pay what will host for five or .six lives ! Then .again, there are

groups of friends everywhere, with plenty of energy and

influence, who would be only too glad to work for a cultural
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‘THE TRIPLE STREAM’

enterprise like Triveni. It is true that the work has to be

spread out in many provinces and over many months. But

the begging bowl must be burnished and kept ready for the

inflow of the streams of silver and gold and che(]ues that the

signatories to the Appeal ask for? Till the Trust is legally

constituted, Mr. K. Chandrasekharan will be in charge of the

bowl. This is an opportunity not merely to relieve the

Editor from financial worries but to give permanence to the

journal and make of it a great national institution. As years

go by, the Trust may be the means of lighting up with hope

the hearts of poets, artists and scholars, struggling for re-

cognition and reward. So then, we have done our duty by

offering this explanation. It now remains for you to do yours.

gokak on BENDRE
The uniqueness of Triveni^ we must confess with regret,

is that it not only does not pay its contributors for their

articles but actually collects .subscriptions, including life-subs-

criptions, from many of them. From his undergraduate days

young Gokak has belonged to this generous band. After

taking the M. A. with distinction, he blossomed into a Professor

of the College which counted Tilak and Gokhale among its

illustrious roll of teachers. His position £i.s a poet and writer

in Kannada mtiy be judged from the fact that, last year, he

was invited to preside over the Poets’ Conference at Raichur.

It is rare to find among the younger litterateurs of India a first-

rate English scholar like Prof. Gokak who is prepared to

devote his talents to an interpretation and critical apprecia-

tion of the litcrsir)' treasures in his mother-tongue. In our

view, this work is vastly more important than original literary

production in English. In every linguistic unit of India, great

literature is being produced. The only way to bring this to

the notice of people in other provinces, and in other countries,

is to write about it in English and, whenever practicable, to

give good renderings which preserve the spirit and atmos-
phere of the originals. With this conviction, we have always
set great store by articles interpreting the vernacular litera-
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tures of India and translations of stories and poems. It some-

how happens that gifted persons with a turn for English writ-

ing fail to see eye to eye with us and insist on sending to us

their own original productions. Though we have occasional-

ly given them publicatiod, our heart has ever been in the

other kind of writing,—^the evaluation of modern Indian

literature.

Gokak pays an affectionate tribute to Bendre, as man and

as poet. If anything, he has erred on the side of understate-

ment. For, though we are innocent of Kannada, we have it

on the authority of one of the foremost literary men of

Karnataka that Bendre’s poetry is much more than ‘ a great

promise,’ that the fulfilment is also great, that his work is

worthy to rank with the best in any modern language, Indian

or foreign. A careful reading of Gokak’s article confirms

this verdict.
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The Shakta'

Remove the thorns of life by Thy Elysian gift of prayer,

My heart with Thy sword of dawn from its thousand bonds

make bare.

Pour from Thy temple’s rainbow gleam

Melody in a sacred stream,

Initiate in Thy lotus-vow with the voice of Spring’s delight

:

Cleave in my heart with Thy sword of dawn its thousand

bonds of Night.

Churn Thy moon-song of joyful morrow .

From the ocean of my lonely sorrow,

Let each drop of my blood dance bugling to Thy march of

might

:

Cleave in my heart with Thy sword of dawn its thousand

bonds of Night.

My worship be Thy frankincense,

My love—^Thy rhythm-opulence :

Silence niy dread of fall—strengthen my soul to heavenward

flight

:

Cleave in my heart with Thy sword of dawn its thousand

bonds of Night.

Let the lightning of Thy beauty shine

Chasing earth’s false dreams. Mother mine

!

Conquer my rebel self-love with surrender’s peace and light

:

Cleave in my heart with Thy sword of dawn its thousand

bonds of Night.

Dii-ip Kumar Roy
(Translated from his oirni BENQAU poem,

and eorreeUd by Sri Aurobindo)

^Shakta ia a worshipper of Shakti—the Diviae in its dynamic Mother-aspect
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Throughout the silver reaches of the dawn

Gentle and happy with a flush of rose,

All the high loyalties their hearts had sworn

And armoured Time could never quell nor any grave

might close,

Rose up and broke in foam-fresh of morning sky :

Thus Brightness spoke and heard dim earth reply

—

‘ lliere is a clearness more silver than the dew.

Within the questing thought it builds a fane
;

The clear-lit hope untrammelled hearts pursue

Cries in its living colours from behind the faint-washed

bow of rain.

Stained with this light from beyond the world I strive

For the hate-unburdened race fearless and alive.’

Swift flows the endless river pearled with singing

In the far unshadowed land where wisdom starts
;

Through the undefeated sky two white swans winging

Linked with the golden chain no envious corrosion parts.

Heart-held mirror shows the silver dream :

Singing, the tranquil river flows white pinions gleam.

‘ Akj.vva
’

(.Suggested in part by two lines from W. B. Yeats’ poem

The Withering of the Boughs—
‘ I know of the sleepy country, where swans fly round

Coupled with golden chains, and sing as they fly.*)
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The Art of Nicholas Roerich

By Prok. SiiANTi Prasao Varma, M.A.

Art is the expression of life. Those dreamy moments

which we devote to the realisation of this eternal life are the

only moments in which we truly ‘ live.’ They alone are the

symbol of utmost wakefulness. We do not live by merely

keeping our eyelids widely apart. The mind which does

not resound to the sweet twitter of a bird, the heart which

does not leap with joy at the smile of a flower, the soul which

dues not .see its reflection in the twinkle of the stars, and

does not move with the mad waves of the ocean, cannot be a

proper vehicle of life. Those who really live have in their

eyes the glamour of the eternity of life, in their emotions a

.sen.sitivene.ss to the sorrow of the whole creation, in their

soul a great rapture, in their love an infinite expanse. They

are the persons who can find companions in the snow-clad

mountain-peaks and who can share their feelings with the

withering leaves of autumn. They alone can create art.

'Fhe small storms and tempests of our world do not

reach the Himalayan heights of art. Our petty prejudices,

the ties between man and man, .selfishness and ptission—all

.scatter themselves in the lower ranges and die down. On
the heights the pink rays of the .setting sun play hide and seek

with the whiteness of snow. In this ocean of beauty the

artist alone keeps himself above the thousand coils of irre-

pressible creative urge. The rest remains merged in beauty.

Whatever is created out of this turmoil is the eternal po.sses-

sion of mankind.

The name of Nicholas Roerich is highly reputed as one
of those few personalities who have been able to pitch their

tents at the Everest heights of art. This great artist, poet,

thinker, and researcher is spending his si.xties in the final

iodhana of life in the Kulu district of the Himalayan valleys.
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The duality of the world he has left long behind him.

Time and space lose their dividing lines at those heights of

art which he has attained, and thus make it difficult for us to

place him in the conventional grades of painters. He has so

completely harmonized ffimself with the unity of life in its

diversity that it has become impossible to trace behind his

colours the influence of country or creed. Born in a Russian

village and learning the rudiments of his art in St. Petersburg

and Paris, he has today imprinted his name on the rocks of

the whole world. More than three thousand of his paintings

are adorning the various art galleries in all the continents, an

honour never attained by any other painter. A sky-scraper of

forty-nine storeys has been specially raised in New York for

the exhibition of his works. The ‘ Kalabhavan ’ of Rai

Krishnadas at Benares is also fortunate in possessing a dozen

of his best creations.

The art of Nicholas Roerich is universal. It bears upon

it neither the imprint of East nor of West. Roerich has been

a ceaseless traveller and has drawn his paintings in various

countries, in different surroundings ; and at all places he ha.s

dipped his brush deep into the soul of the atmosphere. This

has been the key to his success. The expre.ssive colours and

the surprising originality which he has exhibited in his works

on the Himalayas are incomparable. He has completely

merged his personality in the snowy expanse of the Himalayas.

He is famous as a wizard in colours. The touch of his

brush, the depth of his colours and the clear vagueness of his

outlines bring with them a tempest of emotions, but what

appeals to me most in the paintings of Nicholas Roerich is his

symbolism. There is a school in the West which confuses

painting with photography. It places Sa/yaw above both

Sivam and Sundaram. But true art does not lie in merely

dipping your brush in the colour-box and sketching what is

seen by the physical eye alone. A Japanese writer of the

18th century considered it a great fault of the Western

pictures that they dived too deeply into the realities, and call-

ed these pictures mere groups of words.
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THE ART OF NICHOLAS ROERICH

To create art is to enter into the inmost depths of life and

to express its soul in beautiful colours. Nicholas Roerich

does not think much of painting ‘matter’ as it appears to the

naked eye, but he has entered deep into feelings and has been

able to catch by his artistic eye a fall glimpse of the eternal

truth of life <ind has expressed that great truth in his art.

The paintings represent the deepest poetic emotions

at their highest. It appears that the painter has tilled his

outlines with songs which have lost their voice into the faint-

ness of the lines, and thus his creation is all poetry in colours.

Einstein once wrote that he was never impressed by anything

so much as by a painting of Roerich. To see one of his pain-

tings is an education in the highest poetic culture.

It is one of Roerich’s special virtues to give fitting names

to his paintings. The artist finds it difficult to name*his latest

offspring. What he paints in the tempest of his feelings is

sometimes incompreheasible to himself in ‘.saner’ moments.

But Nicholas Roerich is an artist who never slumbers, who

has made the art the expression not of his madness but of his

sanity. Whatever he creates with the strength of his genius

out of the Weaves of the emotions belongs as much

to him as the child to its mother. He may play with it and

fondle it. He may kiss and cajole it. He gives a simple,

easy name to his creation at the mere mention of which the

whole picture stands at your beck and call, naked in all its

beauty.

‘Remembrance’ is one of the.sc small colour poems. In

the distance, the blue peaks of the Himalayas, with all the

rapture of Nature in their limbs, stand smiling. .X man with

an air of self-confidence in his expre.ssion. is riding a white

steed. In the corner, two women stand looking wistfully at him.

Their hearts seem to spring into the gleam of their eyes and
ask, ‘Will you remember.^' 'I'he artist has so arranged things

that the (|ueslion reverberates through the whole atmosphere.

The traveller looks back, but the horse will not stop. And
then, who can remember this small hut in the wide range of

ntountains? It will fade from the traveller's vision in a
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moment. Then gradually, these high cliffs too will fall back,

because the traveller has to move on. Then, in another

world, will the traveller who has not stopped and is still

moving, be able to remember all this ? Who can tell ?

The work of Nicholak belongs to that range of art where

there is no division and classification, but where there is only

an effort to realise the ultimate harmony. This has carried

the artist so near to Nature. In his paintings. Nature does

not serve the slavish purpose of decorating man’s activities or

giving fuller expression to his feelings, but spreads with the

fullest freedom of its own expanse. Men with all their

pettiness do not even dare look up at the high cliff, but pass

on, with awe and reverence in their eyes. 1'here is a painting

named the ‘ Dowry of the Princess.’ The mountain peaks rise

higher and higher. But the dowry of the princess, hiding all

its grandeur in its small bosom, moves slowly on, and

occupies hardly a tenth part of the whole picture. In the

‘ Audience ’ a man sits down in a corner and listens to the

vast message of Nature. In ‘Lord Buddha' tind the ‘Leader’

Nature appears so much akin to man that the sc.ittenai

mountain ranges give us an impression of human children at

play-

Nicholas Roerich, in spite of his birth in the West, is

nearer to the soul of the East. 'I’ho unity behind all life w.is

perhaps never before under.st«)od so well by any body in

the West. But let us acknowledge ont; thing. In the whule

history of Indian painting, though the painters .sat in tin- lap

of Nature herself, they could never give such a predoniinaiKtc

to her as we find in the works of Roerich. The Indian

painter always tneasun.-il the value of Nature in human coins.

The Chinese and Japane.se, who owe their inspir.-ilion in

colours to India, seem to have been more moved by ihc vast

infinity of Nature. Our painters could never paint Nature in

her great seclusion.

Roerich has drawn his motifs largely from Nature but

he does not so much enter into the form as into the .spirit.

His landscapes are not mere reflections of Nature. I hey are
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poems in colour. Emerson rightly expressed the true func-

tion of this type of art. ‘ In landscape,’ he writes, ‘ the

painter should give the suggestion of a fairer creation than

we know. The details, the prose of Nature, he should omit,

and give us the spirit of splendo*ur. He should know that

the landscape has beauty to the eye because it expresses the

thought which is to him good, and this because the same

power which sees through his eyes is seen in that spectacle ;

and he will come to value the expression of Nature, and not

Nature itself, and so exalts in his copy the features which

please him. He will give the gloom of gloom and the

sunshine of sunshine.’ These words can be literally applied

to the paintings of Roerich.

Nicholas Roerich is a creative artist. His creations

have enriched the richness of the world. He is not one of

tho.se millions of painters, who spend their life-time in

imitating higher artists. Roerich's technique of painting,

his emotions and the method of their expression, are all his

own. What he has attained in his successful life of thought

and action, he has expressed with great fondness in his

pictures. His pictures are not merely full of deep emotions,

but also reflect the intensity of his thoughts. Behind each

painting of Roerich there is a philosphy of life and an effort

to solve problems which have been confusing us for ages.

The path of Nicholas Roerich is one of peace and

love. His subjects of creation are not the restless hours of

tumultuous night when the bedewed lamp-posts look wistfully

at the sottiiih crowd, but the snow-peaked cliffs of the

Himalayas and the vastness of the sky. In the eternal solitude

of life the art of Nichohis Roerich has reached its climax.

He hits portrayed women much better than men, because they

are more akin to beauty and art, but his mountain ranges

cjinnot be rivalled even by the portraiture of Kwan-thin, the

Chinese goddess of grace.

The life of Nicholas Roerich itself is the expression of a
great truth. His name has resounded from one corner of

the world to another, but he has found the progressive reali-
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sation of life, not in the ball-rooms of Europe nor in the

sky-scrapers of New York, but in the ‘ Uruswati Institute’

which he has established in the lap of the Himalayas.

Humanity itself will one day get tired of this tumult of death

and will seek its true life fn the vast expanse of Nature.

But Roerich does not believe that to seek eternal peace

we have to flee physically from the madding crowd. He has

himself dreamt the best visions of art in the busiest streets of

the world, and given them form and colour. Roerich thinks

that, by drawing the horizons of beauty round us, we can

attain those heights where there is no place for the smaller

things of life. At one place he writes :
‘ In beauty we unite.

Let us repeat these words not on snowy heights but in the

tumult of the towns. And taking this to be the sole truth,

with a joyful .smile, we welcome the future.’

The pictures of Roerich are even more optimistic than

his life. In Rai Krishna's collection, there is a painting

named ‘ Kalki.’ ‘ Kalki ’ stands as a symbol of optimism, but

the feelings which have been given voice by Roerich in that

painting, where this incarnation of hope appears in the clouds

above the Himalayas, are too deep for our expression. ‘The

Sign of Maitreya ’ also paints the future Messiah of the world

in the same vivid colours. But the artist in Roerich ha.s not

lost sight of the hard facts of life in the golden dreams of hi.s

optimism. ‘The Unspilt Cup’ is another of his immortal

works. A man is descending from the Himalayan peaks full

of snow and glaciers. He holds in his hand the ciij) of eternal

life. The path is steep. There is danger of its conHMif.s

being spilt. There is always that danger. Who is there

among us who has carried his cup through the steep path

without .spilling a drop.'

Nicholas Roerich's ideas regarding art are also worth

studying. He does not believe in art being for art’s sake

alone. This principle casts a bitter reflection of keeping our-

selves aloof from the humdrum of everyday life. It give®

flowing tresses and S(|iiint eyes and frock-coats to the artists.

Roerich considers that art alone to be true which unites. His
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beliefs are that ‘ art alone will establish unity among man-

kind,’ and that ‘ it is for the enjoyment of each of us.’ ‘ Each

man,’ he writes, ‘ can feel the joy of true art. The doors of

its sacred expression should be open for all. The light of art

will fill all hearts with a new love.’
•

In this period of Indian Renaissance, when art is under-

going the travail of a new birth, the existence of this universal

poet of colour in our midst should be a matter of congratu-

lation for us. The renascent painting of modern India has a

surprising record of progress. The names of Abanindranath

Tagore, Nandalal Bose and Kshitindra Nath Majumdar must

cause pride to any country. VVe have been able to revive

the memory of Ajanta, but as the famous art-critic O. C.

Gangoly thinks, our modern art ‘ is hardly yet pulsating

with the throb of modern aspirations.’ A study of Roerich’s

art will lead our painters nearer to the soul of the world.
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A Summer Night

The night is cool ; the oppressive glare of day

Has left no trace on earth ; a landward breeze

Freshening and blowing through the spring-decked trees

Echoes the ceaseless roar of a troubled bay.

The young Moon with the monsoon clouds at play

Sends forth a dreamy gaze ; a distant flute

Is marred by the barking of a haunted brute

;

Forces of darkness hold the world in sway.

A thousand thought-forms racing through the mind,

Feelings of hope and fear, of joy and woe

That rise and fall like waves tos.sed by the wind -

Where are they shaped.^ Towards what goal their flow.'

Nothing affects the Soul’s eternal sky

That watches in silence all this passing by.

AMI.It.\K.\N RoV
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The Third Assembly

By M. Chalapatiii Rau, M.A., B.L.

India’s Parliament, as constituted, is like a Shavian

burlesque on all the Parliaments of the world. The Legis-

lative Assembly is tired of its verbose and superfluous exist-

ence ;
and the Council of State is not even a good caricature

of the average Upper House. But the Assembly which was

presided over by Patel, and which was the third of its series,

will for a long time bear the palm for wit and oratory, for fun

and fireworks. It marked the apex of the parliamentary

epoch which had been inaugurated by the Duke of C6nnaught,

with appropriate vagueness.

The Third Assembly contained galaxies and constella-

tions and scintillated with the most brilliant stars. There

were old men in their seventies and young men in their

twenties. There were Swarajists in fanciful frock-coats rattling

off in an Oxford accent and Executive Members smiling

gently like genial Babus. 'I'here were Pandits who t^uoted

from moth-eaten text-books written in the most luxuriant of

dead languages and modern wits who recited the late.st lime-

ricks. They were intrepid and alert, gay and gregarious,

these epicure legislators who rose Hk«; hardened statesmen to

brace up to a ptiper crisis and moved and talked out adjourn-

ment motions with patriotic unconcern. They had their

shadow Cabinets and imitation Cabals. They ate good
lunches and posed kindly to photographers as often as

possible. 'ITiey remembered the most ancient history and
knew by heart the most recent anecdotes ; and if. as Sheridan
said of Dundas, they sometimes resorted to their memory for

their jokes and to their imagination for their facts, they could
show off, as occasion demanded, Bctlfourian elegance, Ascpii-

thian terseness, or Curzonian pomposity. They platitudinized

and pot-boiled, they punned and parodied. They celebrated
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the premature death of Diarchy in a funeral of words. The
debates of those days would not at all disgrace the House of

Commons
;
while Patel presided like a Greek god over the

garrulous constitution-mongers who in an year or two

developed a passion for token cuts. The eloquent speakers

sat to each bill as to a banquet, and if there were the inevit-

able bores who stammered their speeches or droned out

their composed music, the members could doze or walk out

at will.

There were the Laurel-and-Hardy comics of Kabiruddin

Ahmed. There was Muddiman, Home Member and genial

ring-master, who pleasantly pooh-poohed those adjournment

motions and parodied those token cuts. Blackett could coni

mand words as well as he could command figures, innes

could speak crashing rhetoric. Motilal Nehru him.self was

formidable with his learned ponderosities and long-taili‘il

perorations. Lajpat Rai was lava and brimstone when he

was roused. Malaviya could coo for hours and hours going

back to the time when Adam delved and Eve span, and

Jayakar had a silver tongue which could be sweet or .sonorous.

Kelkar jewelled his phra.ses, while (Sidney extemporized and

hummed and hawed, and Thakurdas could boom awa)' like .i

bill of lading. Jinn.ah spoke with glittering polish ; Cluiman

Lall thundered with the proper accent ; Goswami crnpied

with grace and temper; and Shaninukham Chetti talked like

the tote. The wise men of the East conversed accusing and

applauding one another; the Con.stitution rocked like a

cradle ; and Patel pre.sidcd over his infant Pandemonium with

frowns and nods and profound silences.

‘ The heads of the parties arc like the head.s of .snakc.s

carried on by their tails,’ said William Pulteney. audit

Motilal Nehru, with all his princely hauteur, did not ignore

the importance of the tail. He fostered his followers with

loving pride and care. He took a god-fatherly interest in the

brilliant triumvinite of debaters, Cliaman Lall, (io.swami and

Chetti, whose interest in politics, however, has been more

Platonic than practical. The Deputy Leader of the Part>»
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Srinivasa Iyengar, had astounded his countrymen by his

hurricane career. He went to the Assembly with a reputation

for strategy, for he had out-generalled the powerful communal

party in Madras and given it a ghastly defeat. At his worst,

he revealed the ‘ very ambiguity of ambiguity,’ but he added his

quota to the gaiety of the proceedings by his breezy manner

and scintillating wit. He had a love for forcing events and

making history ; but history grew out of his control
;

it went

with a headlong crash from incident to incident. While

some of the Swarajists distinguished themselves during

question hour, there were others who remained ornamental

for the most part, for, just as some gentlemen prefer blondes

some Swarajists prefer jails. It is not that they cannot

talk or think. They have courage but no convictions. It

was not so, however, with jamnadas Mehta, of whom it is

impossible to say whether he is a comrade becoming a

millionaire or a millionaire becoming a comrade. He had a

massive personality, added to a matchless wit ; the one

organized strikes, the other laughed at them. He spoke like

an oracle on high finance, and counteracted the clear-headed

but morose leadership of N. M. Joshi, whose is a model

bourgeois career. Ranga Iyer was the champion gossiper

;

he denounced the Government from his seat in the Chamber

and made up for it by his sweetness in the lobbies.

Lala Lajpat Rai was the most manful and lion-hearted of

our leaders. He had led the Nationalist Party successfully

against the Swarajists in Northern India, and left bitterness

behind him. It is unfortunate that our leaders cannot expand

within the bounds of foreign domination ; but, if we are

permitted to compare without being charged as parallel-

hunters, we may say that Lajpat Rai had the braver}- and

brusque picturesqueness of Ciaribaldi. He always spoke as

man to man, without seeking parenthesis or pot-boiled

epigrams. Pandit Malaviya had battled restlessly for his

country, with copious eIoi|uence, with all the weight of his

moderation and culture, without betraying either bitterness

or humour. He flung his precise metallic sentences in pro-
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fusion. If ‘ Gladstone's eloquence was calorific and Balfour’s

circumforaneous,’ Malaviya’s eloquence was both calorihc

and circumforaneous. He was, according to Montagu, ‘ the

most active politician in any council,’ ‘ a man of beautiful

appearance, a Brahmin clad in white, with a beautiful voice,

perfect manners, and an insatiable ambition.’ If Lajpat Rai

was passion, and Malaviya was rhetoric, Jayakar was all

argument. He, like Sapru, has .since won fame as a part of

our political Gemini. He has the gritty appearance of a

dictator; but he has monumental suavity and manners, and a

scholar's love for books; he is a kind of Baldwin, without

pipe or pigs. He is our grand collaborator. He collaborated

with Kelkar for responsive co-operation. He collaborated

with Moonjee for regenerating Hinduism. He collaborated

with Gandhi for social reform and .Sapru for political reform.

But his career is woefully incongruou.s because, while he has

admitted the attractiveness of the palm, he has never liked to

be soiled with the dust. He is the embodiment of the musty

old maxim that speech is silver and silence golden. If a man

like Austen Chamberlain has suffered from the greater fame

of his father, a similar thing may be said of Kelkar, whose

own contribution has been overshadowed by the gorgeous

fame of Tilak. He wrote and spoke with persuasive wit. He

coined metaphors that smack of literature and humour that i.s

caustic. He is best remembered as the most enduring relic

of Tilak : it i.s as though a temple were built over the tooth of

the Buddha.

'Jinnah is a clever man,’ noted Montagu in his Diary

‘ and it i.s an outrage that such a man should have no eli.ince

of running the affairs of his country.' Jinnah's life has heen

a commentary on this .sentence : and it is, like .similar live.s in

India, a life of futility. Me had .started his career in a blaze of

idealism. He held out the promise of developing into a kind

of Younger Pitt
; and .Sarojini Devi, in an ctstacy of vision,

had prophesied that he had all the makings of a Mtuzini for

India. But he would not follow the con.sequences of his

own ruthless logic; and except for a beauty of pose and
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an unfailing dignity of manner, he did not keep the promise

of his early years. The Younger Pitt has behaved like

the elder Tadpole
;

Sarojini Devi no longer practises the

dangerous game of prophesying; he has become, as what

Sapru called, a spoilt child; and * disastrously enough for

everybody, his brilliant qualities of analysis and dramatic im-

personation made him a superb advocate of lost causes. He
suffers from too high a sense of self-respect. He cannot woo

like Siistri or kotow like Patro. His heart is neither with a

country which has changed beyond the most daring of his

dreams, nor with a Government which has no seat to offer

him. He is too lordly to be anybody’s minor colleague.

Jinnah’s greatness is that, in a nation of orators, he is not an

orator. He is too self-conscious for that. But he is a born

debater of extraordinary power. His speeches are iffodels of

expostulation. 1 hey arc full of gestures and other minor

graces. He is not witty or rasping in riposte ; but he is

grave, dignified, and studiedly sincere. The President must

only give him time to perambulate from point to point, from

irony to invective, from invective to prophecy, and he can

score at ever>’ turn with crushing retorts and clinching perora-

tions. We can even now read his speech on Steel Protection

with thrills, and admire the stubbornness with which he

defended himself and the Government against a pack of how-

ling patriots. His interventions always enlivened the proceed-

ings with drama. He expostulated to the Government, he
turned towards the Swarajists, he bandied words with the

back-benchers, he warned, he threatened, he prophesied. It

w;is done with glitter and poli.sh: his victory was pyrrhic but
it soothed his self-respect : he .igain and again proved his im-

portance in the scheme of things by attacking the Govern,
ment and voting for them ; and, after all. he celebrated the
superiority of Mahomed Ali Jinnah. It was, however, not
easy for him to keep pace with Thakurdas, who spoke with
punch. Thakurdas had audacious duels with Blackett: his
speeches were remarkable for their matter-of-fact openings,
their reasoned argument, their relay of impressive facts, and
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their inevitable conclusions. Jinnah’s centre party was effec-

tive, not only because it was a centre party but also because

it was led by a superb politician, who took to politics as

ducks take to water.

‘ How imperfectly did mountains exist before Words-

worth,’ writes Aldous Huxley ; and we may say with equal

truth that Parliamentary life in India since Patel has been

imperfect, if not extinct. Patel gave the Assembly a character

which it had lacked and an advertisement which it ardently

aspired for. There was nothing very remarkable about his

pre-Presidential work. He was a Congress member who

wanted provincial autonomy, a Mayor of the Bombay Corpo-

ration who showed a list of mail, and a member of the local

Council and then of the Assembly who often contradicted

himself.' But he was made of the stuff of which good ginger

is made, and Montagu had to commend him in hi.s Diary as

‘ obviously the most talkative member of the Council,’ Patel,

like the age in which he lived, despised rhetoric and applaud-

ed invective. Force of assertion, says Bernaud Shaw, is the

alpha and omega of style, and Patel did nothing but assert.

He resembled one of those Greek figures, with a face that

contained all the elegies in the world, a patriarchal beard, and

eyes that were unutterably sad : and when he was re-elected

as President a second time unanimously, he took the Chair

like bearded Jove amidst thunders and lightnings and fore-

bodings of constitutional catticlysms.

The Third A.ssembly started with a .sensation. Motilal

Nehru moved an adjournment motion about the dctcii

tion of S. C. Mitra and raised the <|ucstion of the privileges

of the members of the House. But Muddiman came out

with his ‘ thrice-told tales ’ about the dangerous virtues

of detenus and mythical terrorist societies for which India

is gaining an undeserved reputation. Then they plunged

into the bloodless battle of the ratio.s, and member after

member tirelessly discussed the behaviour of the rupee.

vote on the ‘ Executive ' Demand provided the best fun of the

session. Patel declared amidst laughter that ‘Mr, jayakar
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jilted to reduce it to one rupee, Mr. Srinivasa Iyengar

granted to reduce the demand to six pies, Mr. Kelkar to

three pies, and Mr. Acharya to one pie.’ Jayakar was bitter

that ‘ even the carpet expense was non-votable,’ and warned

the Government to ‘ beware of the* anger of a weak man.’

Kelkar expressed the paradox of the situation pithily when he

said; ‘Yesterday we were asked to vote for Is. 6d. because it

was a de facto ratio. Today we are asked to vote for the

Government because it is a de facto Government!’ The

Government itself was loth to change its vision because, as

one member said, it was afraid of becoming squint-eyed in the

effort. The autumn session was comparatively quiet, and the

House was busy about the status and privileges of its

members, postal employees, and seamen’s problems; the

Government had some hair-breadth escapes : and bills like

the Indian Divorce Bill were passed even without discussion.

Lord Birkenhead had brought in the rollicking spirit of

Bolingbroke into twentieth century politics. He would not

brook inferior intellect. His arrogance was invincible, and his

apathy was such that he would refer to terrible cornnHinal

riots as mere ‘ collisions.’ He had made much of the fact that

the country was tired of ‘ the .sterile and reactionary character

of the creed of the rigid Swarajist,’ and that a number of the

new members had come in ‘.ns followers of their own individual

consciences.’ He declined to be ‘ the slave of a date,’ and

left to his successors a frightful heritage in the Simon Com-
mi.s.sion. The times were di.stinctly inauspicious. The coun-

try w.ns showing unparalleled petulance. Katherine Mayo had

become the must famous Mi.ss in Christendom, and mud was

exchanged between Asia and America. Lord Irwin went on

delivering his Methodist speeches. But almost all the Indian

leaders were sulky. The Assembly rose to the occasion in a
historic debate on the Commission. There was brilliant

parrying, and retort and counter-retort. The Opposition

delivered themselves of their philippics. There was a jolt

when M. C. Rajah seemed to make an ideal of his inferiority

complex, or Gour became apocalyptic about the sanctity of
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Statutory Commissions. Sir Zulfikar - Ali- Khan tried to

enlighten the House by concluding that ‘ no country remained

under subjection unless there were defects in national charac-

ter,’ and Crerar declared pompously that ‘ the issues are too

clear, the facts too apparent, the omens too unambiguous.’

There was no gap in the relentless Opposition. Blackett

twitted that ‘ Mr. Jinnah has been assimilated by the Congress

Party,’ but there was not the slightest flutter. Suhrawardy

complained bitterly of ‘ the All India Muslim League session

at Calcutta where Pandits harangued.’ But the Opposition

was overwhelmingly victorious. The credit was due lo

Jinnah’s steadfastne.ss, which was unexpected and unequalled.

He had been even steadier on the Army question. ‘ I do not

want the garrison of His Majesty’s force to insure me,’ he .said,

‘ I want a national army ’
;
and at one time he burst into a

passion iind announced that ‘these yarns won’t do.’ There

were exciting interludes. The co-operation between Jinnah

and Motilal Nehru was not always harmonious. When in a

subsequent session the National Demand was moved, jinnah

was found saying, ‘ let us not raise a controversy among our-

selves.’ ‘ Who is doing it,’ .said Motilal; ‘you’ said jinnah;

‘ you ’ said Motilal ; and the House laughed. But towards

the close of its hectic life, it was the President who mono

polised all the limelight of the House.

Hitherto history had .seemed lo be the tnonopoly of

Premiers ; but Patel showed that it was also the [jrivilege of

courageous Presidents. When .Sir James Crerar became

the Home Member he brought the manners of a light-laml

martinet. Hailey htid been elo<|uent, and Mmldiman genial,

but Crerar was curt, tidy, and cryptic. He easily disturbed

even the hsirmony of speech-making, and aired his aflcciion

for Public Safety Bills. Blackett was witty, though over-

bearing; Schu.stcr sang the sweetest melodies though they

told of saddest budgets ; Rainey had a style of mtiking Rail-

ways interesting; the Mitnus and Mitters were elficient and

friendly
;
but they were all made ineffectual by Crerar s cold

blood-curdling recitations. He once more repeated Muddi
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man’s ‘ thrice told tales.’ The relations between the front

benches were bitter. The President had to hold the scales

between a Government which was too sullen and an Opposi-

tion which was too talkative, 'fhere were many pitched

battles. The President himself whs shadowed. Members

smelt gun-powder plots; and once Lancelot Graham was

the innocent Guy Fawkes. The Assembly re.sounded with

recriminations, and shades of future generations saw the

thrilling spectacle of the first elected President making history

by his histrionic talenfs. Patel stood up like Prospero to

summon constitutional storms. He summoned them with

trumpets and deliberate gusto. He distilled his anger into

the most vitriolic damnation of the Government, with a

picturesque variation of ambiguous epithets.

r'ltel behaved like a perpetual crisis. He wielded his

sceptre like a birch. Once he chid the Commander-in-chief

for not being present to answer a debate. Another time

Blackett w«is heard to mutter something, and he was pulled

up and asked to make himself heard. Patel’s decisions them-

selves burst like bomb-shells. He bombed the Reserve Bank

Bill. At the time of the Meerut Trial he bombed the Public

Safety Bill. The .situation was made too thrilling when

bombs were thrown into the Assembly and Bhagat Singh

became a hero to men of words who admire men of action.

The Government were rude. ‘ In view of the fact that the

Government are not prepared to show the Chair the courtesy

of disclosing what their plans are, I refrain from giving a

ruling,’ the President declared. Over the question of their

control ol the Assembly gallery, he again bombed and won.

He, with his usual pluck, refused to follow the Congress

resolution asking its members to boycott the legislatures. He
explained the position of a President, ‘ who doffs his vivid

party colours, be they buff or blue, crimson or yellow, and
wears instead the white flower of a neutral political life.’ At
the time of the bitter Bardoli crisis, he declared his sym-
pathies a little too openly and bravely. Unkindly critics

whispered with bated breath that Patel was seen going home
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in the company of Motilal Nehru, and that the syntax and

even the phrases of the President’s statements bore the oil

and learning of the Pandit. Arthur Moore committed his

most blazing indiscretion when he tried to move a vote

of no-confidence in the* Chair, but the Government pre-

ferred to butter its parsnips with elaborate euphemism, and

Patel added insult to injury. When he left with a proud

shrug the scene of all his political glory, muffled up in all his

dignity, it was to the blare of guns and trumpets. He gave

himself a hearty send-off, but an embittered Viceroy spoilt

the show by ungraceful references and veiled suggestions.

It was tragic to .see Patel pass from continent to continent

in search of health, and the tragedy was complete when,

robbed of his health and thunder, a cynic to the core, a

fighter to the last, he died in Vienna amidst the du.st of

empires.

The Third Assembly lingered on, under the Presidentship

of Mahomed Yakub. ‘The weak man’ had shown his anger.

The Swarajists had become once more ‘ rigid,’ ‘ reactionary,’

and ‘sterile.’ Malaviya too was tired of this pantomime and

resigned after a time. Jayakar was left to lead the Opposi

tion. As he rose to speak, he declared he was ‘ the remnant

of the old Nationalist Opposition, for the last time to sing the

.swan song.’ The atmosphere was (juiet and ghostly. The

Simon Commission Rejjort was dragged into discussion ; and

there were some signs of life. Other minor problems \v«‘re

attended to listlessly; seamen and postal employees were

disposed of quickly. The last sitting was devoted to the

purchase of the Assam-Iiengal Railway. A slight amendm(*nt

was moved; it wtis accepted on behalf of the Government;

and the sitting was over. The President was tremulous: ‘We

are at the end of our career !
’ He desired the time-old honour

of shaking hands with the members. He ominously .said that

he did not ‘ know how many will come back.’ The Assembly

was dying. It had tried to make history, which it wti.s beyond

its scope and power to make. It struggled for a while, then

died, slowly, imperceptibly, unhonoured and unsung.
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By Dr. Jayanta Klmar DAS-Gcn^, M.A., Ph.D, (London)

For nearly twelve years after the publication of ‘ The

Home and the World ’ Rabindranath did not write any novel.

Many people thought that the veteran author had given up

writing long works of fiction. In 1930 was published Tagore’s

‘ Sesher Kabita ’ (The Last Poem) which created tremendous

enthusiasm in Bengal. It was a good retort of Tagore to the

pseudo-realists and sentimentalists. Rabindranath proved

that a really good work could be written without sex-craze

being made the pivot of the stor>'.

The hero of this novel, Amit Ray, an Oxford man and a

Bar-at-Law, was stylish in everything—dress, taste and talk.

He had what is called a distinguished air. He . showed an

interest in women but he was never keen about them. His

relatives regarded him as a will-o’-the-wisp. Culture to Amit

was not the same thing as it meant to his sisters. On the

contrary, he used to speak against everj thing that was accept-

ed in so-called decent society. Amit always praised new

writers, while he would .speak in disparagement of older ones.

He was perfectly correct when he said :
‘ Those poets who

have no shame to live till sixty or .seventy inflict punishment

upon themselves by making themselves cheap. Imitators

begin to jeer at them from all sides. The quality of their

works deteriorates; they have to pilfer from their older

works.’ People gave up all hopes of .Amit and opined that he

would pass his life with shadowy things.

At Shillong in Assam, following a motor accident,

he met a young lady who chtinged the course of his life.

Amit thought that Labanya (such was the name of this

lady) was his ideal woman. Her voice reminded him of

the thin smoke of the best Indian tobacco, without the

fume of nicotine and with the scent of rose water. Then
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began real life for him. In Labanya’s mind there was

also a new consciousness. These two seemed to have

been made for each other. Amit's love-making was carried

on through poetry. They gave each other pet names. But

Labanya felt that he wo'uld never settle down. To Amit

marriage was something vulgar. Literature was more to his

taste. So Labanya did not beguile herself with false hopes.

She knew that Amit would not be able to retain anything

after winning it. She was against her marriage with him,

because in marriage nearness might tire him and he would

find her totally different from what he had thought her to be.

She would better remain in his life as a dream though short-

lived. She was in a h.x. The stir had come into her heart

and she wanted to say that she loved, that her life, her world,

had become perfect with the touch of love. Eventually it was

settled that she should marry Amit.

Destiny, however, worked in another way. To Shillong

came Amit’s sister Sissy with her friend Ketty, an erstwhile

sweetheart of Amit at Oxford. Labanya persuaded Amit that

it was proper for him to accept Ketty. Thus they separated

and all that remained of their association was happy memory.

She passed out of his life as suddenly as she had entered it.

The remembrance of that which had vanished out of her life,

ere it could become a reality, did not pain her. On the

contrary, the memory of the past was to her a priceless

treasure. Labanya is the .symbol of the eternal feminine who

kindles a fire in the heart of man and makes his existence a

poetic thing.

‘ Sesher Kabita ’ is p.'irtly a picture of ultra-modern

society. .Amit’s sisters smoked cigarettes. In everything, they

are apart from the women that Rabindranath has depicted in

his previous novels. They dance, drive cars, mix freely with

men, sit on the arms of their chairs, and call men ‘ naughty.’

They belong to a society which regards gossip as table-talk,

smartness as fashion, Bohemianism as life, and their gay and

light-hearted life is evident from the rustle of their silk sar/s

and the brilliance of their meaningless chatter. Here Tagore
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is in one of his best satirical veins. Yet Labanya, Jogamaya,

Sobhanlal and Jati Sankar belong to an altogether different

society, the more conservative branch of Bengali life.

‘ Sesher Kabita ’ is not to be judged as an ordinary novel.

It is poetry and fiction mixed together, it could have been

made shorter, because there are occasions when it becomes

slightly monotonous in spite of its graceful style and poetic

idealism. ‘Sesher Kabita’ does not possess the larger back-

ground of ‘Gora’ with its complex problems. It is a love-

story pure and simple. The psychological complexities of

‘The Home and the World’ are absent from it. It might

have been the swan-song of a distinguished literary career,

yet it is not the last contribution of Tagore to modern fiction.

Strictly speaking ‘ Dui Bon ’ (The Two Sisters) which

came in 1933 is more like a short story. The charalfcters are

few in number. The complication in the plot arises from

Sasanka’s infatuation for his sister-in-law Urmimala. The

real interest of the book is to be found in Tagore’s depiction

of two different types of woman—the ‘ mother type ’ and the

‘ lover type.’ Sasanka’s wife Sarmila, who was older of the two

sisters, belonged to the former type, while Urmimala belonged

to the latter class. The ‘ lover type ' of woman charms and

fascinates man but the motherly woman sustains him till the

end, and she is strong in will and character. The former is

impulsive, while the latter is firm, and she thus saves Sasanka’s

life from wreck in every sense of the word. Of the two men,

Sasanka, who is an engineer by profession, is more manly, but

the physician Nirod is a sham. In fact, he is utterly despicable.

He talked big but his selfish nature could not long be hidden.

‘Malancha’ (The Flower Garden) which was published

early in 1934 contains three main characters—Aditya, Niraja

and Sarala. Here also is the same complexity in Aditya's

wedded life as we find in that of Sasanka. Once he had

loved Niraja very much and for ten years their love was the

envy of friends. But with her illness everything was changed.

Sarala had been his beloved years ago and the old love

returned after many years. To save the situation Sarala went
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to prison as a picketer. But she was let off. Niraja wanted

to see her married to Aditya, but just before her death she

became unusually excited and hastened her end. Both these

stories are weak. Their themes are curiously similar. The
end in both is a patched-up affair. There is nothing remarka-

ble in them excepting the style ; but in a novel, surely, the

style is not everything.

With the publication of ‘Char Adhyaya’ (The Four

Chapters) towards the end of 1934, a furore was created in

certain circles in Bengal which regard it unfortunate on the

part of Rabindranath to have referred to a person who is

no longer able to defend himself. It is certainly unfair

to expose to the public ear something which was confided to

Rabindranath in private by a man who is dead. ‘To speak

or write' lightly of departed genius is offensive,’ remarks a

great thinker, and this act of indiscretion many people are

not inclined to overlook its an instance of poetic license.

The novel would have suffered in no way had the great writer

discreetly left out the reference to the dead soul.

Politics forms an important ingredient of this novel.

This is not the first time that Tagore has touched polities in

his novels. Both ‘Gora’ and ‘The Home and the World’

contain references to political events. In fact, in this work he

shows once more the futility of what he regards as subversive

methods, as he had done previously in 'The Home .ind

the World.’ But while in that novel he was to some ex

tent timorous, here he is far more frank and outspoken. In

the intervening yetirs he has grown more pronounced in hi.s

views. The background of ‘'I'he Four Chapters' i.s the

Terrorist Movement—that subterraneous and in.sidious current

of life which hits cast a slur on the ftiir name of Bengal, both

in and outside India. The Movement receives the treatment

that it rightly deserves and is e.vposed in all its horridness atid

luridity. We are, of course, more concerned with it tis a work

of art than anything else.

In the introductory chapter, or more accurately speaking,

in the prelude to the story, we come across Ela who is the
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heroine of the novel. In the writer’s own words, she is the

herald of the new age. Other characters gradually come in

—

Indranath, Atin, the hero, camp-followers like Kanai, etc.

Indranath was a scientist, but somehow or other he formed an

antipathy for the ruling class. Yet he regarded the English

as the best of the Western nations. He wjis of opinion that

the Englishman was spoiling himself by bearing other people’s

burden. Indranath fretted against the stunted manhood of

his country oppre.s.sed with servility. To be able to die like a

hero was more to his tjistc. Yet he revelled in secret activi-

ties. Was this not an anomaly.? He was the high-priest of

the order of death and destruction. It is against that order

that Rabindranath raises his voice of condemnation and he

mercilessly lashes it.

Atin is a tragic figure. He is a failure in life. * He was

never a wholehearted anarchist. He wavered between a

settled family life and a nomadic, uncertain existence. Atin

regarded love as something barbarous and uncivilised but Ela

would not marry him. She hesitated to drag him into the

confusion of everj’day life. She would rather have him as

her ideal man than see him as an insignificant person in her

daily life. In this hesitation of Ela there lay the tragedy of

their lives. Atin revolted against what he regarded as the

‘ Car of the juggernat of patriotic duty.’ In this remark some

critics have scented a gibe at some well-known political figure

and a great national organisation. The poet or the thinker

might not care for cheap popular applause, but when some

thing or some one that stands high in the public estimation is

concerned, it is wise to avoid any kind of misunderstanding.

But probably Tagore was actuated by the idea that no great

institution or no great man is above criticism.

The confederacy organised by Indranath disintegrated.

Internal causes contributed to its decay and disruption. Atin

w.'is at the end of his tether. To the wretched hiding place

where he was living as a rat in its trap came Ela, and the mess
that they had made of their lives became apparent to them.

Atin felt that his life had been in vain and that what was
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regarded as nationalism and patriotism in his country was
an utter negation of truth. The last meeting of these two
who had always wanted each other, and whom nature had
meant for one another, is extremely poignant. Atin confessed

that he had committed th6 worst crime by stifling his own
nature. ‘ Life is a forgerer, it wants to copy the handwriting

of eternal time,’ said he. The conclusion of the novel is

tragic, no doubt, but the heroine, contrary to her usual

self-confldence, is hysterical, thus revealing her weak woman’s
nature.

Considered from the artistic point of view, ‘The Four

Chapters ’ stands far above its two immediate predecessors—

‘Dui Bon’ (The Two Sisters) and ‘Malancha’ (The Flower

Garden). In ‘The Four Chapters’ there is practically

no story element, the characters few in number,—a device

that it shares in common with the two novels just mentioned,

—

the language is rhythmical, and there is a sense of compact-

ness, a brevity in descriptions and an avoidance of all un-

necessary details. Not being large in structure it is always

constant in the reader’s mind, and it satisfies the standard

required of a complete and rounded work of art.
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Mr. Bendre and His Poetry

By Prof. V. K. Gokak, M.A.

{Tht Fergunaon College, Poona)

(4)

In the preceding sections,' I dealt with the poetical

aspects of the modern Kannada Renaissance and presented

the poetry of Mr. Bendre against a very picturesque back-

ground. I will now confine myself to an examination of the

intrinsic qualities of his poetry.

In ‘ The song of the Unemployed ’ Bendre speaks of the

relations of art to society :

Now that the world is chained in gold

Shall we not be (}uick and bold

To set it free } We will likewise

Bring away from paradise

The tree of plenty, bread and food.

And plant it here, siye, for good.

Till then all song's a cry. a drCtad

:

‘ Bread ! Ciive us our daily bread !

’

There can be no real art till society is a fraternity, a

brotherhood of emancipated and self-sufficing men. But there

is also the relation of art to itself and to the self of man. He
says elsewhere

:

The river shall fountain forth

Born of the gestures of joy,

—

The Milky Stream of radiant love

And faith none can destroy.

And in those holy waters
The soul a plunge will take,

And with conch-throated ease
Transcendent music make.

* Th» earliM Motions wom pnUishecI in Triveni for Jnly-Aug. 1934
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It will build the world anew
With Om and with Amen
And with new oracles

Bless us indeed, poor men.

Ripeness in inward life and harmony and peace in the

outward,—these are essential if great art is to flourish. It is

fortunate for Kannada poetry that these ideals should be held

high at the present time.

Bendre confesses, in ‘ The Song of Every Day,’ that con-

ception and expression change with the ages, adjusting

themselves to new spiritual needs. But in his ‘ Four-fold

Beauty ’ he tells us, after the manner of Kanakadasa of

Karnataka and Sri Aurobindo, that Beauty, the ideal of all

poets, can always be approached in one or the other of its

four forms,—sensuous, imaginative, intellectual and spiritual.

This vision of Beauty in its four manifestations leads the

poet very often to the altar of high aspiration. He yearns to

attain the very peaks of Olympus, but is satisfied with his own

place in the scheme of things, because all fractions lose their

meaning when the integral factor is an Infinite Whole.

Ambition knows no end. It is the Child dancing on the

shoulders of Age in ceaseless progression.

Bendre starts with a clear sense of the necessity of

objectivity in art. ‘ Leave my sufferings and my delights to

me. But I will give you the poetry of my pain, the melody

of my mirth. And if your heart melts at the strains like

sugar-crystals, will you not permit me to taste its .sweetne.ss

’

He tries to learn the lesson of comradeship in weal and wo<;

and to realise the truth of the remark that the poet Is the

least poetical of all human beings. But he does not forget

the fact that it is only out of the labours of the spirit tliat

song can be fashioned. Poetry were but gossamer in air

unless it is strengthened by seership. And in his quest after

a newer life he falls back on Inspiration. He feels it in his

heart that remembrance of PrakrtUi is his inspiration, and her

image the theme of his song. In such inspired moments he

finds the joy of it ail descend on him in a flood. And he feels
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that words can only profane his meaning. He is overwhelmed

with the sight of sublimity in Nature. Standing on the banks

of the Ganges he exclaims :
‘ How can ever one compose a

song comprehending the river which even Siva’s head could

VLOt cowposeV
*

Coupled with this inexpressible joy of aesthetic ex-

perience is the delight he feels in the age-old traditions of

Kannada poetry and in the innovations with which he and

others are enriching them. It is self-expression in his

mother-tongue alone that can quench the thirst of the poet.

The poetic tradition of his Motherland must flow in his

veins. And he reminds the Karnataka goddess of the fact that

it was only yesterday that the Tungabhadra made the rocks

blossom into domes and cupolas. Can she not once more

minister the milk of paradise to the tongue that is lifeless ?

All these strands of thought are gathered into one

complex whole in the lyrical ode called ‘Oh 1 Song.’ It begins

as a meditation on art and rises into the domain of supra-

mental life. It is also a fulfilment of the very desire it voices

forth. Here are the opening and the concluding stanzas :

Into the bright sky of my mind
A cloud its way doth gently find.

Enthroned on it is a maiden fair

And in tresses falls her hair.

With meaning looks of glad surmise,

Like twinkling stars, she beams surprise.

And like a tender lotus-bud

Half-opened in the morning's flood

Of light, her mouth she opens slow.

What songs, what chants from it would flow

To captivate the weary world }

1 have come in sorrows hurled.

For your beni.son I long

:

Give it me, oh Song ! oh Song

!

* * * *

As when a mother lulls to sleep

Her child when it doth wake and weep,
So did you ease my troubled mind
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With ministrations gentle, kind.

And it was you who sang the strain

That echoed in my soul’s domain
And lingers even now. All verse

Doth spring froi^ you and I rehearse.

My tongue were but a nurse whose worth
Lies in waiting on your birth.

Could it be otherwise, oh Song

!

Song ! Oh ! Song

!

(5)

This is the poetry that Bendre has produced while track-

ing Inspiration on its way. I will now take to his other

poems. A consideration of his plays, critiques and the fore-

words with which he has introduced most of the young poets

of North Karnataka to the Kannada public, would overburden

this article. I will now summarise the technical aspects of his

poetry and then pass on to its substance and significance.

His style is rich and diverse. There is the imaginative

wealth of his love-poems, the traditional idiom of his spiritual

lyrics, the grandeur of classical style in the sonnets, the

rhetorical fire of poems like ‘ The Stomach,’ and the

colloquial idiom of the pastoral lyrics. In a lyric like ‘ The

Dance Eternal,’ all these diverse currents meet in one great

confluence. He uses certain age-old words with an appro-

priateness that brings them back to life. And in his use of

nal, tay, ta etc., he has traced Kannada roots to their mystif

essences as ‘ A. E.’ has done with Sanskrit words in
‘
'I'he

Candle of Vision.’

His method of presentation results in intricate harmony.

Almost every poem turns on some elaborate pattern of mean-

ing as well as of language. And he has introduced many

innovations. One is Nalvari or the four-fold lyric illustrated

by ‘ Four-fold Beauty ’ and ‘ Young Ambition.’ It consists of

four stanzas in Shatpadi metre, each of them illustrating

successively one of the four aspects of Beauty manifest in the

theme. There are also lyric-sequences like ‘ Kama Kasturi ;

and two long poems, ‘ Krishnakumari ’ and ‘ Moorti.’ The
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first has almost a labyrinthine design. And both illustrate

the contention of Herbert Read that a long poem is essen-

tially a complex harmony of many moods.

Perhaps the most interesting technical development in

his recent poetry is the humorous variation he has played on

‘ Futurism ’ and ‘ Imagism.’ Here is given the rendering of

what can be called a ‘ featuristic ’ lyric. The lines in ordi-

nary type are the real poem. In the italicised lines the poet

himself has given us the interpretation of the movements

:

Imaoe

Cheek resting on hand

{J'he lover is out and away to a distant land!)

The palm bent on the brow
{Is he coining now by the palm-row 1)

Finger on chin

{Shefinds at last the heart that hers did win !)

Arms outspread

( The severed halves do meet as one and wed !)

Smiles and sobs

{The warp and woof of love that ceaseless throbs!)

It is not necessary to enumerate his metrical and stanzaic

innovations in this connection. Most of the traditional metres

are employed, but always with fine adjustments. And in his

Miltonic sonnet on the Sonnet, he makes a point as remark-

able as those found in Wordsworth and Rossetti (‘A gay

myrtle-leaf,’ ‘ A moment's monument ’) ;
‘ The eyes are indeed

two ; but the vision is always one.’ There are certain radical

changes introduced into the structure of the sonnet itself.

Folk-tunes and balladic tunes find a place as well as the

ragas employed in devotional lyrics. There is the fierce and

unredeemed flight of poemit like ‘ Behind a Corpse,’ the

powerful free verse of ‘ Narabali ’ and the poetic prose of
‘ Karulina Vachanagalu ’ and other prose-poems.

This music of his is the very delicate mansion of his love-

ly imagery. His muse is decked up in rainbow splendour.

The im^ery is cosmic, grotesque or delicate, as suits the

content. Here is an instance of delicate imagerj'

;
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I have a longing all the while

To reach the haven of deep-blue skies

And lie down on the gossamer pile

Of pillowy clouds and quite despise

The very remembrance of pain

And be the being of bliss again

!

Against the moon’s I would lean my cheek
Though it be grown so wan, and seek

A similar paleness in his cheek.

This mastery over im^ery is very often displayed over

the extent of whole poems in creating the atmosphere suited

to the dominant mood. And the mood, again, gets distilled

into a symbol. As S. Krishna Sharma of Hyderabad has

remarked, and as Prof. V. Seetharamia also pointed out

independently, ‘The realm of symbolism in Kannada poetry

belongs peculiarly to Mr. Bendre.’ His poetry is a storehouse

of symbols. Literally every poem traces its theme to the

root where it takes on a symbolic character. Allegory

supports the symbolism in ‘ Moorti ’ and stands by itself in

‘Mysore,’ where Mr. D. V. (^undapppa. Prof. B. M. Srikanthia

and ‘ Srinivasa ’ are referred to as Space, Wind and the

Pole-star. But this is purely occasional. Whether inward or

outward, life is always, in his eyes, a big procession of

symbols.

I may just refer to some of the types of symbolism per-

sistent in his poetry. Nature .and love come in for a large

share. ‘ The Butterfly ’ puts on the colour of temptation.

‘ Morning ’ becomes symbolic of peace. The reflection of one

mirror in another and of each other’s image in each other's

eyes are images which symbolise infinity for the poet, lie

sometimes draws his .symbols from the world of visions, as

when his body itself becomes a tongue symbolising upward

aspiration. In ' S.achidan.'inda ' and some other lyrics, he

has contented himself with traditional symbolism.

Sometimes the process becomes cosmic as in ‘ The Bird

of Time,’ ‘ The Stomach,’ ‘ The Dance Eternal,’ ‘ Narabali,^

‘ The Sword of Life,’ ‘ Blind Gold Is A-dancing,’ ‘ AnnavtiUira
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and ‘ Earth the Girlish Wife.’ It were better to refer to ‘ Moorti
’

or ' Icon,’ symbolic of the soul. The first part deals with the

endless vistas opened by the Infinite Being and emphasises

the lesson for the scientist that ‘None ever beheld Truth;

Truth is incomprehensible.’" The Second part describes the

rock formation on earth and of that ({uarry out of which the

Icon (named the Beautiful), the hero of the poem, is to be

hewn. The third part reveals a monarch dreaming of a big

temple with a lovely image enshrined in it. In the fourth,

the artist sets forth in search of fine rock with instructions

from the king and comes across the destined piece of stone.

He chisels it into shape and the stone takes on the lineaments

of his vi.sion. He dies as his work is completed. In the

fifth part, the Image is seen to be a many-faceted work of art,

comprising all the nine rasas and more. It is set up in the

temple. And in the sixth is described the far-famed glory of

the Icon, how devotees gathered at its shrine from far and

near and realised their dreams with the inspiration of their

own aspirations. But in the seventh part the end draws near.

Decadence has set in. The temple has become a market-

place. The Image itself is buried in gold. And the priests

are tyrannising in its name. The nautch-girls are there to

lure the worshippers from the Image. And the inevitable

end of it all sweeps over it in the eighth part. An iconoclast

be.sieges the temple, drawn by the lure of gold, and shatters

the Image to pieces. The dream of the monarch, the form

shaped forth by the artist and the love lavished by worshippers,

lire all done into dust. And the poem closes with the famous

utterance :
‘ Rasa is janana or birth ; virasa or the absence

of it is marana or death ; and samarasa or perfect harmony
alone is life.’

It is apparent how ver>' essential this symbolism is.

1 he stone that becomes an image for a time and then relapses

into its original shape, becomes a symbol of the soul and its

passing pilgrimage through the world. It may also stand

for a theory of art or a movement in art, commenting on its

origin and growth, its relations to society and its inevitable
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decay. Or it may signify the building and unbuilding of

empires. One remembers the saying of Yeats that the mean-

ing of a symbol can never be exhausted

!

It is their capacity for silent and intense suffering that

distinguishes his heroines. And in this capacity Mother

Earth beats them all. There is Bharati, the mother of 33

crores of human beings and more, trying to learn her lesson at

the feet of Earth. And there is Karnataka Devi, the Queen
Cathleen of Bendre, needing sacrifice on the part of her

children but asking for it only on demand. Then there are

the women ‘Sitting like Patience on a monument’ in their

domestic sphere: the mother who lost her suffering child

while she slept and the unfortunate wife distracted with the

indifference of her husband. Above all, there is the Rajput

maiden, Krishnakumari, made to drink poison like Socrates,

though it be for beauty, not truth. She revolts against her

fate in the beginning. She passes through a bitter mood of

cynicism and disillusionment. And she consents to her fate

after having transcended the trigunas. She overcomes death

by accepting it.

Bendre’s heroes, on the other hand, are great aspirants

who typify effort, the adamant hardne.ss of the human will.

Viswamitra who sits down to penance again after his affair

with Menaka, the parrot that beats its wings ceaselessly in the

void to secure a footing, the young volunteer of Ahimsa Vralii

who, torn betwixt doubt and despair in prison, persi.sts in his

principle and is liberated the very next moment he is

reconciled within himself,—all the.se have made up their mind,

like Ulysses, ‘To strive and not to yield.’

These are the pilgrims and seekers. But there are the

victors of life belonging to either sex. If Chhita, Winter

and Shravana, please or displease the human mind and play

with it like Puck and Titania, there are the goddesses

who deserve our worship—Shakti in her triple manifestation,

Bhuvaneshwari who blessed Vidyaranya the empire-builder,

and Ganga greater than any of the ten Incarnations, for she

still favours humanity with her sacred presence. And there
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are also heroes in different spheres of life : sages like Allama

and Gandhi, militant seers like Agitstya, Vidyaranya and

Shradhananda, and poets like Ratnakara and Pampa the

soldier-poet.

Perhaps the loveliest of all the symbols in Bendre’s

poetry is the smile of Buddha. We know little of the

sculptor who conceived and presented Buddha with that faint

flicker of a smile on his lip.s. But the poet knows what the

sculptor meant and describes the smile thus :

’Tis but a likeness of the Dream Divine

Envisaged by the Peace of Buddha when
It sat in penance on the Everest

Of Buddha’s Grief and glimpsed it in the cave

Of contemplation deep ; the only blossom .

That ev’r the tree of joy bore on its bosom.

Very rarely has the poet made himself the explicit theme

of his song except in poems which were written to represent

the crises in his life :
‘ Will,’ ‘ Invocation to Intoxication,’

‘ Destiny’ and ‘ Augur Well, Oh ! Bird of Omen,’ But friend-

ship is one of his important themes. There are poems inter-

preting the inw.ard life of friends and others in which he

defines the spirit of friendship. .A friend is a Icclavatari. He
would be mother and beloved to his soul mate, praise him or

scold him and make him flow in .abundance :

Blesi were this life indeed if once

A soul did blossom by its side.

What other immortality

For us can ever be descried ?

This was the conviction which, later on, developed into

the Geleyara Gumpu. But he also knows that inward ripeness

was quite essential if one was to magnetise a group. And,
above all, there is that isolation of spirit which makes man
essentially a lonely pilgrim. He tells the parrot of his own
soul

:
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Higher still and higher

As on thy way thou springest,

No friend nor fellow-traveller

With thee thou ever bringest.

And in ' The Lyric of Life ’ he tells us how the Idea

comes riding in all its grace on Imagination, the bumble-bee,

and forms and dissolves groups in wonderful succession, just

to steal the spirit of man for further endeavour. And yet, to

friends who complain of parting, he would say that no

barriers can ever rise between souls which even lives could

not lead astray.

But love is naturally a wider theme and affords laigo

scope for dramatic study. In two lyric-sequences of pastoral

love, he gives us the generalised e.Kpression of a complete

experiehce of love in its normality. 'I'here is the first flush

of love when the magnetic lady on the river-bank watches

the needle-like stripling swimming in the river; or as when

the youth is enamoured of the peacock of a royal smile ridings

high on the face of his beloved. The youth brings for his

beloved an ear of sweet basil (‘ Kamakasturi ’) and would be

satisfied even if .she were to wear it in her hair and if he

could catch the tale of its fragrance carried by a gentle gust

of wind. 1 le follows her, at a distance, when she goes to

(ill her pitcher in the lake. There is mutual love, agitation

of heart, long waiting, vain remembrance, parting and regret.

Then there is reunion, marriage, samsara. The young hus-

band finds Rati in his beloved; there is perennial spring in

her arms
; her very touch is a fountain of joy ; she is a veritable

mine of precious children, the lady of his Dream. And so he

sets sail in the pleasure-boat of marriage on the quixotic

quest of domestic felicity. And what do the stars say? They

assemble in the sky, as usual ; and the night has a twinkle in

its eye

!

Then, as is inevitable, sets in disillusionment. He re-

members in vain the smile that lit the proud face of his

beloved when he met her by the river-side. Was it a dream

that he saw the smile riding on a mirage ? Was it a myA
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that her smile flashed like the lightning glance of monsoons ?

Where could have vanished the lustre from her eyes, the

radiance from her face, and the chcrry-red ripeness from her

lips ? Her beauty has been baked in the oven of life, crucified

on the altar of poverty. ’

Desperate and woebegone, the husband beseeches his

beloved to forget her sorrow and smile for once, that he may

do the same. Both wealth and poverty are evanescent. But

the joy of heart endures for ever. Let her not lose this only

oar in the sea of life. The beloved understands him and

smiles indeed, but what a smile ! She endeavours to bury her

infinite sorrow in a smile. But the lover is too clever to be

pleased. Is he fool enough not to see through this game

Can real sorrow be screened away by building the Taj over

the tomb of the beloved ? And thus drags on the tale of

endless misery, so much so that love takes on the ghastly

colour of the anarchic dance of Siva and Parvati in Kailasa

and the soul sinks into a swoon, unnerved at the sight.

But then the poet suddenly gives up playing fiddler to

sorrow and takes his cue from the Dance Eternal. Even the

crow dances out of joy, though it owns not a single peacock-

feather. Our dearest may die and our nearest may weep in

misery. But what does it matter ? The Dance is the thing.

This life is a mere illusion, an inexplicable riddle, a going by

the same door from which we came. Let us be at rest for

once and turn our eyes within. Let us dance in reckless

measure and outbid the winds in freedom. Let us entwine

our arms, unite in embrace and whirl about in a dance royal

like Spring’s. Let us sway our heads as the serpent sways its

hood, and move with the agility of lightning and the ecstacy

of the potter’s wheel.

And is this Dance all for man } No, says the poet. The
hills will keep time with mad approval and the valleys resound

with delight. Earth and ocean will take up the burden and
throw themselves into the magnificent Dance. I'liere is not

a spot in creation where the Dance is not going on ! Grassy

lawns, standing lakes and star-sown skies,—all are a party to
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it. The Dance knows no end save itself. And it is limitless

It is the only course left open to man. Why not dance, then,

to the tune of days and nights ? The orchestra of lives past

will strike the chorus and Time will be the spectator. Life and

death are annihilated. Ekrth has embraced the sky. Let us,

then, dance like the waves of the immortal sea of joy ! Let

our bliss fountain forth to all the worlds living and yet to be.

In another poem the poet sees marriage as a period of

spiritual probation for human souls. And the fact that two

persons of different sexes should be made to cling to each

other through life is in itself an object of intense wonder.

The conflict between love and lust is, perhaps, one of the

most momentous in life. The poet grapples with it in a

series of poems entitled ‘ To ’ and lays bare his concep-

tion of beauty in Woman.
But love is not only the sympathy which has its basis in

sex. Man and Woman meet in manifold relations and the.se,

in turn, open up the infinity of the spirit

:

Unceasing fount of love ! oh mother mine !

Oh sister ! Home of peace and rest and love !

Ministering angel ! thjit will starlike shine,

Gleaming with happy graces from above !

Belov’d ! Incarnate Love ! My star ! my wife !

Daughter ! Oh nursling of my heart and life

!

When bare existence did my .spirit wither

And life was all a .starle.s.s, moonless gloom,
With healing hands of love you travelled hither

And made my wintry heart to burst in bloom.

When with my wandering mind, in this dull world

I roamed bewildered, stricken with dumb ptiin,

You came as In.spiration and unfurled

Your noblest visions, crooned your loving strain

Into my ears. I'riend of the smiting moon !

To one in darkness, to the soul in swoon.

You came as Peace and Quiet ; spreading free.

Oh ! bright companion of my eager eyes !

The only ministration that could be

A coverlet of sleep ev’n as the skies

!
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In bounty of the spirit you became
The myriad waves of ocean : Kindliness,

Remembrance, Beauty, Hope and Love and Fame,
Patience, Affluence and Friendliness,

And rocked with them my h^rt that is a-tremble

!

Woman ! Immortal youth that doth resemble
Eternity! You free us from the thrall

That men call death and ev’n as Mother Earth

You spread your healing arms and bless us all

:

I bring to you my song of little worth

!

As in the image of a mirror found

Reflected in a mirror, as in eyes

That gjize on one another spirit-bound

And find in each their selves reflected rise,

—

So doth Infinity attend our ways
And knit us two together all our days!

*

Yes ! On the moonlight-loom of our own mind
Great Weaver, Love, eternally doth bend !

She twists our hearts as yarn and has designed

A cloth still woven and without an end

!

Before 1 pass on to the next topic, I must just introduce

the reader to the poet’s skit on ‘ Modern Indescribable Beauty
’

in which he very cleverly plays off modern fashions against

the ancient traditions of poetry

;

Squint or blind, how can I stint

Myself to glorify the tint

Of your eyes when fast you wear
Of darkened spectacles a pair ?

* *

I may describe your pearly tooth

But are these teeth your own, forsooth ?

I might well your cheeks have painted

Were they not with paint anointed!
As for your feet, they have undone
Either the poet or the sun
For when the shoes conceal your feet,

—

Both of them must own defeat

!

* « *
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We poets cannot lend a shade
Of colour to your form, Oh maid

!

When you have done yourself the paint,

All colour we devise is faint

!

If love is all a mystery and a wild desire to the poet, the

child is always an object of delight and wonder. There is a

remarkable sequence of prose-poems expressing the love of a

young mother for her child. She wonders at his closed fist

and dreams that it may hold untold treasures in its grasp. She

compares him to the ten Incarnations. He swims on the

ground like Fish and tries to lift the skies with his face like

the Boar! He is an Ardhaaariswara. For, the kindness

beaming in his eyes is reminiscent of herself
;
while his bold

glance reminds her of her husbiind.

And what of Karnataka, the soil in which these children

are to grow ? 'Fhe poet remembers the greatness of her past.

Every stone in the land has a story to tell. And the ruins of

Vijayanagara, the empire of this ‘Land of goddesses,’ stir

him to his depths :

I stood before that land of great renown
Made one with dust by that wild dancer. Time,
In ghastly masquerade, who trampled down
The glory of its name and peerless prime

:

Grey, ruined streets and ruined palaces

And ruined glory scattered in the dust,

I saw that home of long-forgotten graces,

—

Some food to satisfy Time’s heinous lust.

Is this a dream ? Is this the broken heart

Of some high-hearted emperor exiled ?

Of pageantries of clouds the fleeting art ?

Or flower-offerings of charm beguiled }

Or is it some prostrating, sinful being

Bathed in repentant tears, weeping ov’r wrongs,

Low-lying at the feet of Heaven’s King
When some new consciousness his grief prolongs
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This is no ruined realm but one to rise

And Hampiy dreaming ov’r it, is a sage

That seeks for inspiration to devise

A kingdom new ; and when it comes of age,

Stainless and radiant it will bndure

:

Thus spoke my mind : but ov’r it rose my soul

And said : ‘ There hangs as yet a mist of lure

And doubt. A mystic riddle is this whole!'

Ev’n as a Master taking by the hand
A novice in the path of karma ;

‘ See

!

How karma degenerate doth often stand

!

To righteousness eternal victory !

’

To heights of glory this empire risen

By dharma and by karma so decayed, ,

Teacheth the lesson of a truth arisen

Out of its dreadful and time-haunted shade

!

He speaks of her great poets and would believe that the

time is ripe for a similar race of giants to be born in

Karnataka. Her literary tradition is waiting in all its neglected

grandeur for their coming. Even Nature is consecrated and

conserves its beauties for the poets that are to come. This

home of mango and jasmine is chosen, indeed, for some
divine revelation ! Make it once more, he says, the home of

seers and prophets. And he sings the cradle-song of the

Karnataka child, confident that it is dawn. He dedicates his

own life to her service ; his body is the pillar on which her

mandates can be inscribed. And he calls upon the youths of

the land to do the same. The Hero will appear when the

people are ready to receive him.

The poet’s vision of a Greater Karnataka transcends all

barriers. In a sonnet he tells us that the Unification is deemed,
at present, to be an impossible project. The Kannada mirror

seems to have been shattered to pieces and scattered in all

directions. Weeds have strangled the growth of this fair

garden. The grandeur that was Karnataka seems now to be
a romance turned to stone. And the Hand that can set
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things right is invisible. But the innermost voice of the poet

—

contained in the sestet of the sonnet—revolts against such

pessimism. The dust of the Kannada land may yef be raised

on the Milky Way. The Universal Dance may yet be

celebrated fittingly in Kumnada and set on it the seal of

universal renown

!

‘The Young Volunteer of Ahimsa Vrata,’ ‘Three And
Thirty Crores,’ ‘ Shradhananda ’ and ‘ Agastya ’ are some of

the poems which express the, stirring of depths that India has

felt during recent years. The second poem is a great choric

utterance and is .the most thrilling of all. In the midst of a

shoreless sea, Mother Earth is sitting meditating. Reclining

on her lap is Bharati, leaning her face on her right palm.

She sings the song of her own distress, gesticulating with her

left hand. And countless creatures of various shapes are

lying about her in numberless attitudes

:

Are these my sons, oh ! mother ; these three and thirty

crores }

Three and thirty crores ! And three and thirty crores

!

Are all these my sons, mother, of my blood and bones ?

Say, some are but worm and some blind and infirm.

And others are but sheep and sucklings yet asleep !

Yet manliness is a cipher if I try to decipher

This long account

Of no count

:

Three and thirty crores !

Some of them are shattered and most of them are scattered !

Friends they are and brothers but they have their tethers

Of hatred and contempt which make them feel exempt from

speech

Each to each

:

Three and thirty crores !

I have but reproduced two of the stanzas in the poem

with the refrain. And yet the reader will easily see into its

drift and choric design.

Brooding over the destiny of India, the poet is over-

whelmed with a sense of her misery and turns his eyes to the
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fabric of Society as a whole on earth. ‘ Beyond the Margin ’

presents a complete vision of social and domestic felicity.

But it is no fool’s paradise, within easy reach. The very

foundations of society are laid on a .strange universal law,

—

life feeding on life. Is there no ‘other creative and self-

protective process? The sons of Manu are being chased

about on earth. Man has made a fool of himself by taking

to war and its ways. War is nothing but a barbarous worship

of ‘ Kali.’ And yet this blood-thirsty goddess tramples Liberty

under foot. She demands the price of death for Liberty, the

birthright of humanity. Labour, again, knows no rest. ‘The

Song of the Unemployed’ rises in tremendous chorus. The

cry for daily bread almost becomes an invitation to chaos.

‘ Blind Gold is A-dancing ’ and trampling life under its heels.

The Sea and Earth—man and wife as they are—are mourning

over their dying son, the human soul, standing on each side.

The ten Incarnations could not solve even the basic problem

of food. And Anna-deva—the God of Food—has yet to put

in his appearance! ‘Annabrahma’ or ‘The stomach* is

empty. ' Nadabrahma ’ or the heart is silent with anguish.

The dome of ‘ Shabdabrahma ’ or the brain resounds with

endless controversy. The human soul is tired with its suspen-

sion in the spider’s web of good and evil. The rich are

relentless though their barns are full. The gods are nectar-

drunk. But the hungry man alone knows the pinch of

hunger ! Food has become more precious than life. Empty,

dead-empty is the stomach of the poor

:

And the inmost voice of the poor

Who are half-.starved, ill -fed.

Is surging, threatening and thundering

As they are chunouring for bread

:

‘ We’ll bury God under the ground

And watch His tomb on our nightly round

!

Set fire to creeds of men that rave.

To burn as incense on His grave.

We’ll swing the soul into death-knells

And follow them with shrieks and yells.
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Stung into madness by death-dearth,

We’ll make a morsel of this earth I

’

This meditation on the world-situation draws the poet

into a mood of holy drea(^ in a poem called ‘Rudra Veena’

:

I know not why
As days go by
Loud wails the Rudra lute

As the soul communes
With its own runes

It sounds and nev’r is mute.

The chords flash,—tremble in splendour

;

And creaks and crashes in thunder

The voice. And sweeping, oh ! wonder

!

• The fingers vanish in the sky !

Hairy planets arise.

The planets swim in the skies.

And sun and moon devise

Strange light as Time goes by.

Earth's volcanic again,

The mountains split amain.

And the dykes dam streams in vain

As they slake the red soil.

The seat of ju.stice upturn.s

And the thrones of kings are urns

And caste and creed returns

Behind the mind’s turmoil.

Men and women groan
Labouring and bemoan
The fate that’ll be their own
In coming days.

Loth are they to change
But a New Life doth range

Abroad and will estrange

Them from their ways.

If the poet finds thus in Society a state of chaos which is

but an intermittent stage in the evolution of humanity. Nature

is for him a dome of many-coloured glass, a pageantry of
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splendour. There are charming and familiar descriptions of

the parijata flower, the bee-hive and the millet-leaf. He sees

a dam and exclaims that, like a man of the world, it is levying

the toll on the goods (waters) coming from the wild ! Nature,

is also a background for difierenf themes as in ‘Rodana’

and ‘ Ragarati.’ But the general process is that of symbolism

illustrated already in the preceding section. There is some-

times the motive of contrast, as in ‘ New Year’s Day.’ The

new year makes everything new but ourselves ! Could we but

die and resurrect ourselves every day even as we sleep and

awaken ! Further on, as already referred to, the poet detects

lovely mythical existences in Nature: Winter and Sravana,

the truant boy who laughs and weeps. Above all. Nature

takes on a cosmic beauty in poems like ‘The Bird of Time,’

‘The Dance Eternal’ and ‘Earth the Girlish Wife.’ In the

bust he expresses his belief that earth herself will give birth to

divinity.

(6)

The intellect may be able to detect problems. But it will

not always be able to solve them. It is only in an emotional

apprehension of life that all its glories are revealed to man.

Many a time hfis the poet harped on this cult of Beauty in his

poems. For joy is the mystery behind creation. Grasp the

secret of joy and you will understand God Himself I

And yet the world, sprung from Light, is full of dark-

ness ! That is the greatest riddle of all. How could ever joy

give birth to Evil ? I'his is the (piestion writ large on the

Vedas and on the brows of suffering humanity. The poet

tells us in a sonnet how, as a child, he used to play day-long

in the streets. His elders would fish him out and take him
home to meals at night fall. He would sit in the darkened

kitchen, glance up at the chimney that let in A faint streak of

light and ask his mother : ‘Light wsis here and everywhere.

Whence, then, this darkness that fills the world ?’ I'he utter-

ance gains a stabbing irony in retrospective narration.

That is how life becomes a spiritual art. Time and
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Destiny, Sorrow and Bereavement, make of life a mystery-play

which God alone can understand. And he would be the Hero

who wields ‘The Sword of Life’ like a true swordsman.

And here enters the poet’s faith in Sri Aurobindo’s philosophy.

Man is the master and not*the servant of life. The soul is the

radiant daughter of earth blessed with the love of her mother.

And death is only a portal unto brighter birth. The earth is

destined to be heaven itself and humanity is only a step

towards divinity. The .seers like Aurobindo help the Cosmic

Evolution by awakening its consciousness in many minds.

But what is to be done in the meanwhile ? To receive

both good and evil at God’s hands with grace

:

Never before nor ever after,

Not in the breathing present

Can 1 admit injustice in Thy scheme.

What comes to my lot

Is just what Thou hast wrought
And the one that I have sought,

—

Thy justice supreme.

Well it is if I can know it.

Nor is it worse if I know it not.

I will peer to glimpse it with all my might.

’Tis well for me if I e.xist

And ’tis well for me if I come to nought
For it is Thou who brought'st me to birth.

Oh ! Master of Light I

I watch Thy doings and wait

To see that which may come to pas-s.

Thy witness to be.

Oh ! Knowledge in Essence

!

That I may comprehend the same
I submit my very instruments

Of knowledge to Thee.

1 do not insist on Thy doing it.

Do or undo as Thou wiliest.

I leave it to Thee.
I am silent in my faith
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That, whatev’r Thy deed, Thou art my friend indeed

!

Thou art the doer and Thine the deed

!

Give me the power to bear and be.

To please God with the life we lead; to live a life of

perfect harmony ; to forget our own sorrow and lessen that

of others ;
to find compensation in the beauty of the Living

Present, of Life and Nature and the dreams of youth; to

accost pain which disciplines us into joy ; to enter into the

lives of others and expand our personality ; to adventure into

new worlds and never own defeat ; to explore life in all its

phases; and to dance the Dance Eternal,—that is the

burden of the poet’s song, the drift of his utterance that is

gathering volume and grandeur. God is the great Ploughman

and we are the plough and the hoe in His hands. Let us

pray to Him from the depths of our own hearts. We can

even take up life as Play (‘ Leela ’)

:

Straying clouds in shower fling

Dew-drops shaken from their wing

And now the sun is shining free

And smiling clouds reflect his glee.

Beneath the roof of golden rays

The little children have their plays.

Their magic touch turns into gold

Every heap of earth they fold.

They build their sparrows’ nests with mirth

While those they built fall to the earth :

—

Not vain their fall I Their ruins yield

Fresh earth with which new nests to build.

Oh ! I will yoke Mind’s lightning-car

To summer-steeds that glowing are

Like visions fleeting ; make them fleet

To some far quarterless retreat

!

With burnished arrows I will fill,

—

Arrows of new thought that will

Be glittering star-like in the skies,

—

My scabbard, store of new surprise !
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And numberless do cities grow
In every quarter. I’ll throw
My shafts in showers without aim,

—

A hit or miss, ’tis all the same !

For what they hk or where they go,

Oh ! never can 1 care to know !

No arrow from its goal can stray

;

Nothing is wasted in a play

!

I must now take leave of the reader. For, though

nothing is wasted in play, space may as well be spared in the

Triveni for better or similar purposes. I have liked these

poems and their author. Nay, I have undoubtedly loved

them. And I am sure that the reader will like them too. f

have kept myself sedulously away from these later pages in

order to“ enable him to see things for himself. The only

other question which 1 may be asked, now that I am pilloried,

is :
‘ What about the defects of your poet Is he so faultless

that you hold your tongue and are silent ? ’ It would be too

presumptuous on my part to answer saying, ‘Judge for your-

self !
’ Every poet has his pets.. And his pets are most likely

to be his defects',—for he does' iioi, turn them inside out.

The unceremonious style of some of his early poems, the

infernal love of rhymes which besets, them now and then

and strangles them with too many sweets
,
(This is to be

taken with caution ; for, as Humbert Wolfe says, rhyme

is hardly a le.ss glorious invention than that of fire !), the

fondness for puns, (A very wicked habit, for once you get

into it, you will never get out of it), and the like are all ih;it

I can find. And the later poems are free even from diesc.

The only indictment to which some of these have been sub-

jected is their obscurity,—a charge which the undiscerning

level against all good poetry.

‘ Srinii'asa ’ (Masti Venkatesa Iyengar) came out with a

fine collection of sonnets some time back ; its two most

notable features being, in my opinion, an oracular confidence

of thought and a miraculous ease of expression. This radiant

personality stands out in the sequence as a whole, not so
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oiuch in the individual pieces themselves. He distributed

rewards and punishments and confessed his likes and dislikes

in the most majestic manner ; and we all felt that it was the

most natural thing in the world for him to do. And Bendre

also came in for his turn. ‘ Sriniv^a ’ praised the rain-bow

vesture of his verse
;
referred to him as a wizard ; and called

him a snake-charmer who would expose the liarm of Evil to

the people. Bendre could as well have pocketed these

compliments and quietly slept over them. But he returned

the compliment in a sonnet, saying

:

‘Mine is an imperfect vision; yours has the perfection

suggestive of infinity.’

His imperfect vision may contain many perfections. But

the fact that it is imperfect is the crux of the matter.
^

Here is

a great promise. Its fulfilment lies in the lap of the gods.
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To the Washerman’s Donkey

0 tragic comrade, dusky grey

!

Of whom so few have truly sung,

Believe me, I respect your bray.

Your heaven-cleaving mother-tongue.

1 long to know the thoughts you think.

For you can think if mortals can,

—

Sad contrast to the gaudy pink

Turban of your grim washerman

!

.1 know your wretchedness, your grief.

And knowing it mine own hath ceased.

But how shall 1 impart relief

To you, O poor e.xploited beast ?

When I behold your masster’s whip

And hear it on your body crack

I seem to feel the warm blood drip

And trickle right across my back.

1 seem to have become a part

Of all exploited things like you ;

My heart goes beating to your heart

And every beat rings clear and true.

With you I toil and trudge and keep

Incessant pace, being e(]ual-hired.

But, brother ! soon we both shall sleep

For God knows, we are very tired !

Vikarabad, 30th Sept. ’31. H. Chattopjvdiiyaya
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The Idyll of Ecard*

By ClIAXDRAPAI,

This legend I have heard told so often by the village

folk living in the outskirts of Tiruvallur; and yet 1 have

had great dilhculty in piecing this together into a

continuous, consistent and credible narrative
; for, while

in all the different accounts I have received there was
not any considerable discrepancy as to the ending of the

idyll, they were all slipshod and vague as to the events,

not to say the details, of the lives of the protagonists,

individually and together. So indifferent were those

who told me this tale us to all such details, and in such a

flustered and impatient manner did they hurry and gloss

over them, that it gave me the impression that they

looked upon them not merely as irrelevant and in-

significant but also as decidedly the kind of things one
did not talk about. Consequently the different accounts

were rather varied, and the differences they presented to

me so very irreconcilable.

I have tried to give the tale a form and a sequence,

and to embellish it to the best of my ability with a

description of the place, from what it is now, as it

must have been in the days when this tale is said to have

happened. But 1 am only too aware of how far it falls

short of the power and impre.ssivcne.ss that it had when
it was told to a gaping audience with all the intense

solemnity and authority of a religious recital.

On one of the little rocks which seemed to be stranded

in the midst of the scraggy, scanty pasturage a cowherd of

about seventeen years of age was sitting, statuesque in

immobility, with his back to the sun. It was high time for

him to call the cattle home. But he did not move. He was
crouching on his crook, pressing it to the ground with his left

hand and resting his right elbow on it. His right cheek was
thrust upward by his right palm and consequently his mouth

* Prononneed ‘ Beeerd*
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TRIVENI

•also was drawn upward to that side. The sun was descending

slowly, very slowly, as if gathering momentum for its final

plunge down, beyond the distant cluster of cocoanut palms.

It was, as it were, grinning with malicious pleasure behind his

back ; and every moment its grin was growing broader and

broader. Presently, unable to contain its mirth, and afraid uf

giving offence, it would hide its face behind those distant

palms. But he heeded it not. ...
He was looking with listless eyes at the panorama that

spread before him. His eyes strayed homeward to the village

of Tiruvallur with its low thatch-roofed houses and the newly

built temple which seemed to him to be brooding in the midst

of the village like a woebegone shepherd in the midst of his

reclining flock ; to tlve yellow terraces of the local potentate’s

abode at the other side of the village; to the highway which, in

spite of its huge trees at regular intervals and narrow ditch(‘s

black with sewage on either side of it, looked more like a

beaten track than a road, because two deep and ugly ruts,

along which myriads of bullock carts had plied up and. down,

ran through it. He contemplated the highway leading up

from the village through the fields, its sweeping bend leading

straight up to some distance from where he was sitting, and

its winding, undulating way through Ecard, the rugged and

uneven tract of land with its scrapjiy v«*getation and its strag-

gling trees. A far-away look came into his eyes as though he

were striving to follow the winding [irocess of the road

beyond. . . .

His thoughts were far away—back in the halcyon days in

the pleasant pasture-lands high up on the Kaveri. With

tantalising vividness his eyes beheld a girl with sheeny hlack

hair flowing down to her hips, with wide and sparkling dark

eyes, with lips ever ptirted in a dazzling smile. She was short

and slim. Her complexion was a lustrous dark brown and her

features were fine and well cut, though not regular, and in

perfect proportion. She was standing with her hands on her

hips, her head thrown back and her nose tilted up

provokingly. . . .
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THE idyll of ECARD

' Amaravathi !' He had breathed her name involuntarily,

and he was startled by his own voice.

Amaravathi!—Free as the air in her movements; as

frolicsome as any of the lambs, and as tender of heart as any

of the ewes, which she tended. Amaravathi with whom he

had played in childhood in front of their huts, played at

tending sheep and at bull-hghting; with whom he had

({uarrelled too, occasionally. Amaravathi who was always

glad to meet him in the meadows when they were tending

their sheep; and, when ‘they grew up, the only individual

to whom he confided all his failings and pretensions, his

hopes and fears. Amaravathi to whom he went for sympathy

in affliction ;
and with whom he was always glad to share his

joys. Amaravathi whom he was always glad to help out of

any trouble. Amaravathi who sometimes looked up to him

;is to a father, and sometimes comforted and cheered him as a

mother would a child. Amaravathi who . . .

And the tears stood in his eyes. The whole panorama

became blurred to his vision, and faded out altogether.

Instead, he saw the fresh green meadows by the Kaveri, with

here and there a copse, and here and there a wide carpet of

flowers, and the cool vistas of golden paddy fields spreading

out far and wide on all sides. '1 he smell of fre.sh verdure,

of the flowers and of the sheep, made his nostrils tingle. He
heard the bleating of the sheep; and, in between, the almost

imperceptibly gentle lapping of the wavelets of the river

against the bank and the faint but incisive soughing of the

wind in the grove of mango trees on the other side of the

river. But above all, a shriller and sweeter cr)' from the

distance drummed against his ears and sent a thrill through

his whole being—the piercing, almost primeval, ‘ Hoy ’ of his

beloved playmate from across the meadows . . .

The lowing of the cows he tended brought him back to

sad reality. They were moving about restlessly, wanting to

be taken home so that they may feed their young and be
tnflked, and lie down and ruminate and sleep. In the inten-
sity of their yearnings and their despair they stood hushed
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and immobile for a spell. The sun had set a while before,

and the stars were peeping out one by one. There was an

unearthly silence around him. It was as if Silence were there

as a living presence—a presence that could be felt.

He looked intently at a star just above the horizon in the

south-east which was twinkling away with all its might . .

It was winking at him. It was ! What right had it to gloat

over his misery to his face? . . .

Amaravathi was running towards him, like a blackbird

skimming over the field, for succour from a chasing bull.

How proud he was to support her terrified, clinging form

trembling and sweating against his—to brandish his crook

heroically above his head. He felt as if he was Krishna

himself. He would not give that fleeting moment to be

king of atll the world. He would gladly die if the bull tore

him to pieces then and there. But the bull beat an undigni

fled retreat, though it tried to cover its loss of dignity by

walking away slowly and nonchalantly. She looked all her

thanks in her sparkling eyes and in her parted lips . . .

He thought, with a wistfulness which .swelled into an

oppressive and painful contemplation, of the calm, plcn.sant

tenor of their lives in the little secluded village on thr

Kaveri ; of their homes, low huts huddled together like .sheep

in a spread-out grove of cocoanut palms. He remembered

the moonlight nights when he and .she had played among the

feathery shadows of the palms which seemed to dance on the

sands bathed in moonlight ; or had wandered by thcm.selve.s

when the shadows were still, with a faint suggestion of

trembling, as if they were the reflection of the trees in some

strange liejuid surface of pale yellow.

He would lie awake of nights, outside his home, on a mat

woven of cocoanut leaves with a low flat stool of wood for

pillow, staring at the palms standing motionless in the still

night in the mellow light of the moon, or on moonless nights

silhouetted darkly against the inky, star-studded sky; and

would wallow in a very vague and hazy reflection in which he

would look upon them as souls stranded in the midst of life,
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brooding vax:antly over the purpose of their existence.

Suddenly there would be a fleeting rustle
; as if they were

disturbed in their reverie, they would shake their heads

petulantly, but ever so slightly and lazily, and then they would

drop into their still brooding agrain.*

The cocoanut palm, being of all trees nearest to the

human in shape by virtue of its distinct shaggy head, has

always tempted man to project on to it his own vacant and

futile speculations about life ; and as ages and ages ago man

pondered over the mystery of life, he does now, and will do

till eternity. Even sis a child he had been incited, by the

strange insistence of the sight of the still and brooding palms,

to wonder about the meaning and aim of life. But he had

speculated with a child’s mind, a mind bright and flitting and

gay like a butterfly, with the eager wonder which a child feels

when it first sets eyes on a pleasant sight : and not with the

sense of emptiness and futility which neurotic elders try fever-

ishly to camouflage to themselves and to others by creating

and fondly believing in the most outrageously fantastic myths.

Those palms had played a distinct part in the thoughts

of the two of them. They were conversant with all their

ways and whims. And when they had left the little village

for good and had come to Ecard, they had recollected them

as often and as vividly and with as much pleasure as the good

people they had left behind.

The soothing rustling of the palms, their intermittent

and rhythmic .swaying, along with the soft cool breeze they

wafted about and their occasional outbursts as of laughter,

when of a night the two of them were resting after the

labours of the day, was such a contribution to the pleasant

and cheerful ruminating and desultory chat they had indulged

in by themselves in imitation of their elders. The palms

were pleasant companions on moonlight nights, and fearful

ominous ghosts on dark nights at which even the dogs would
bark incessantly! On stormy nights they would sway and
dance in the dark like possessed women, with their hair flow-
ing wild

; and curled up snugly in their beds inside their
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different huts, each would fearfully listen to them moaning

and whining like women in travail.

The tears trickled silently down his cheeks as he thought

of how all that had suddenly ended. Foraging hordes from

the neighbouring enemy* kingdom had swooped down upon

them, like a kite swooping down on a blithe and innocent

little chicken,—unexpectedly and as if from nowhere. They

had had to fly overnight for their lives. And they had come
and settled in this Ecard—so bleak and eerie—but at first

so grand tind wonderful.

It was here they had first become painfully conscious of

the cruelty of man to man, of creature to its kind, of one

species to another ; of the sinister, secret strife that, in this

world, goes hand in hand with the sheer zest in life. And
they wotfld sorrow and fear for the world and for themselves.

It was Ecard which first intoxicated them, when they were

alone of an evening in its midst, with the glorious illusion

that only the two of them did exist in all that dark and vast

universe. And the next moment it would crush them with

the humiliating revelation that they were puny mites of no

account in all the immensity of this world and the other

worlds which peered at it from beyond through holes in the

dark blue sky . . .

He worked tis cowherd to all the cow-owners in the

village; and she watered the young mango plants in the large

grove near the village and collected cotton in the cotton

fields in the evenings for her living. I'hey could not meet

very often . . .

But how dear were those meetings because so few ; Iiow

sweet it wtis to wait for and dream of a meeting before it

came about ; and how sweet it was to sleep on the memory

of it after it was over. His eyes would close, but her face,

with parted lips and dancing eyes, would stand before him,

and her sweet voice would keep singing in his heart . •

Wave after wave of tender recollection of those ghrious

days when first they came to Ecard surged through his brain.

They would sometimes meet after sunset, when their labours
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were over, and walk side by side along the lonely highway or

stray into the groves or the fields or to the ponds in an eag^r

search for the wonders and vagaries of Ecard.

He remembered vividly their first walk together along

the very road he had been listlcSsly looking at sometime

before. Ah ! he could remember ... It was a beautiful

moonlit night. Even the dusty uneven road with the two

ugly gashes running along its length was beautiful to behold

and pleasant to walk along. For a stretch, the road ran

through a little wood,—trees of various kinds growing wild

together, wood-apple, margosa and guava, and on the sides of

the road itself, the stately king trees with an occasional banyan

or ‘asoka.’ The moonlight breaking through the foliage was

.so bright and the shadows so intensely dark and clearly

outlined that the road looked like a clumsily spread ’carpet of

curious, varied and weird designs in silver on a dark ground.

The moon itself could only be seen through chance openings

among the leaves and branches. But the play of moonlight

among the gently swaying branches and the rustling leaves

wiis most wonderful and pleasant to watch. From all around

came the smell of fresh blossoms, of strange flowers they had

not known before. And the ponds which were visible in

chinks and patches gleamed like sparkling diamonds and

shining sheets of gold. Their surroundings, in their entirety

and in every detail, were so fantastically beautiful, that they

just could not accept the fact that they were in this world,

that they were walking along an ugly old track in the midst

of a dreary and bizarre expanse. 'Fhe illusion that they were

wandering in another world, a strangely beautiful world, was

so very incisive and enticing in its sweetness. And to

heighten the illusion, to their infinite Joy, when they came up
to where the road ran through open country, the whole
scraggy rugged tract of land, with its straggling trees and its

few marshy ponds scattered far and near, was so transformed
by the shadows and highlights cast by the moon that it seemed
to have been metamorphosed by some magic spell into a cool
and entrancingly beautiful landscape.
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They had walked on in a trance, enraptured by an emo-

tion which was an inextricable tangle of their emotional

response to the beauty, mystery and grandeur of their

surroundings and of their pleasure in relishing it together.

And suddenly they had been startled by the consciousness of

something queer. They had looked up impulsively to the

left of the road to see the moon, and, not finding it there,

they had looked about with a start and had found it shining

at them from the right. (He seemed to be actually standing

there on that moonlit road with Amaravathi beside him, look-

ing wonderingly at the moon). At first they could not believe

their eyes. They decided they had been dreaming, and had

absent-mindedly thought it was to the left while it was actual-

ly to the right. Or was the moon playing hide-and-seek with

them, ahd laughing at their perplexity.^ It looked like it!

The moon was beaming at them with a mischievously broad

grin. They had suddenly looked back of one accord, sus if the

clue lay with somebody behind their backs who was in the

confidence of the moon, and to whom the moon seemed to

have given a sly and knowing wink. And they had found that

the road they had come along had made a grand sweeping

bend, and that the moon .seeming to have jumped of a sudden

to their right was no mystery at all. This di.scovery gave

them a delicious thrill. . . . They had always cherished

the memory of that incident. And ever after, when they

looked at the moon their hearts would fill with ghulnes.s.

They would remember that incident, and look upon the moon

as a playfellow, almost expecting it the next moment to efface

itself and to laugh mockingly at them, appearing behind their

backs. . . .

A bat, vividly dark even in the enveloping darkness, flew

past him so near his head and so .silently, that it startled him

out of his reverie. To his feverish imagination it seemed a

stray spirit from the nether world, a harbinger of death. . • •

SAe had been with him then
;
and every new experience

brought him gladness and joy and nothing else. • • •

And the snakes ! Ah, the snakes 1 They had often been
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warned solemnly by the inhabitants of the place to be wary of

snakes,—^to talk loudly and walk noisily in the dark so that

the snakes may be warned of their approach and take them-

selves off. They would remind themselves of these well-

meant injunctions, only to forget 'them the next instant in

their pleasant preoccupations. How glad he was when a

snake crossed their path,—and snakes were plentiful. Her

startled shriek was music in his ears
; her frightened clutch-

ing of his arm, an experience the relish of which would not

die for days. But even more dear was Amaravathi’s shame-

faced laughing at her involuntary jumping up and screaming.

And she would try to justify her action, smiling all the while,

on the score that she'd only been startled, and was not at all

afraid. ‘Of course. You’d only been startled,’ he would say

laughing. ... He was startled to find himself ’speaking

the same words out aloud. . . .

A sudden, long-drawn-out wail pierced the stillness. It

went deep into his heart and seemed to become a solid lump

inside. It turned into the gasping, half-strangled groan of

someone being strangled to death. Then it changed to the

hideous, heartless laugh of the murderer at his victim’s last

hoarse and frantic cry for help. It was a hyena. . . .

It put him in mind that the whole of Ecard was swarming

with the spirits of people who had died premature deaths

;

people who had been murdered in these lonesome parts ;

people who had been drowned or had drowned themselves in

the marshy ponds
;
people who had died of epidemics (or,

according to the villagers, people who had perished under the

wrath of the goddess of small-pox or of cholera). . . .

He remembered the day both of them had walked along

the road branching out near an old margosa tree, and leading

to the cremation ground and to another village beyond.
They had walked along the dark deserted track, and had been
struck with wonderwhen, turning a sharp bend, they saw before
them, instead of a huge banyan tree which they had often seen
from afar in daylight, a spreading firmament of brilliant

twinkling stars. It was so marvellous and beautiful to look
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at, that they had stood transfixed to the spot, gazing with

glad, wondering eyes at the sight. Then they had drawn near

and had found that it was only an enormous swarm of fireflies

disporting themselves amidst the foliage of the banyan tree.

And, absolutely oblivioits of the lateness of the hour and

the curious rustlings and swishings which they had heard

intermittently, they had gazed up spell-bound at the glorious

sight, their hearts swelling with pleasure. And all the way

back home they had turned round from time to time to look at

the tree scintillating with myriads and myriads of tiny, twink-

ling lights, indulging the while in the self-satisfying thought

that they alone among human beings had been privileged tu

enjoy that most bewitchingly beautiful and gladdening of sighLs.

The next day, they were told in the village that the big

banyan ttee was always at night swarming over with myriads

of fireflies ;
and also (in hushed and awe-inspiring voice.s) that

it was a terribly ghost-haunted place. There were, they

said, almost as many ghosts haunting that tree as there were

fireflies. And Amaravathi had shuddered. And when they

remembered the curious rustlings and swishings, she had

shuddered the more. And she would never again be

persuaded to go to that place in the evenings. He had tried

every manner of persuasion. He had told her it was all

nonsense. That there were no such things as ghosts. 'I'hat

he was not afraid of them at all, if they did exist. And what

had she to fear when he was by her side, to protect her from

the slightest harm } But she would just shudder and shudder

at the thought of the ghosts and refuse flatly. After a time

he had persuaded her to go over to see, at least from a

distance, the little firmament of sparkling fireflies. She had

yielded solely for the plea.sure of seeing the beautiful sight,

though she would stand there trembling by his side, and

would drag him away soon . . .

Amaravathi believed in ghosts and spirits and such

things. He could not. It was all silly. Though everybody

else believed in them too. It was absurd. How could there

be spirits . . .
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A pack of jackals began to howl in the distance. The

howling approached nearer and nearer, and swelled up in

volume. A shudder ran through his frame. He had heard

them howling at greater proximity before, and he was not

afraid of jackals at all. But now it^ade his blood run cold.

He did not believe in spirits at all
;
but a fancy struck him

that they were spirits from the nether world, and were coming

with war-cry and wail to fetch him. The fancy possessed him

and became a menacing reality to his fevered imagination.

They were coming, coming,—tho.se spirits. At one time

their cry was a sad mournful wail, and at another a blood-

thirsty, fierce and triumphant war-cry. He perspired all over

and shook with spasms of shivering. But the cry receded

farther and farther and died in the distance, suddenly landing

him with its cessation in the rainy season in EcaCrd when

Amaravathi was with him.

Ah ! those were memorable dtiys. . . .

The sun’s rays, as if they were white hot .swords, would

sear the land from east to west. Day after day, day after day,

they would sear the land. Till the land wilted and groaned,

gasped for breath, and finally gave up its ghost in despair.

The ponds would dry up, exposing their beds, which would

seem much like the human skin corroded and broken up by

virulent skin-disease, to dry and fester under the scorching

sun. Most of the shrubs and plants and a few of the trees

would become like dried up .specimens of themselves. The
ripening corn would droop and lay itself down to dry up and

forget that ever the sap had coursed through its veins. And
all live conscious beings would think and dream of nothing

but rain, rain, rain. They would find themselves forced to

face the terrible possibility that the monsoon had forgotten

its yearly duty by them. Men and women would begin to

joke and to fear that the monsoon had either forgotten its

duty, or had mysteriously passed by them, or was no more.
And at last ! At l^st the monsoon would come upon them
accompanied by thunder and lightning. Lightning in blinding
flashes

; and thunder which gave them the awesome impres-
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sion of huge rocks rolling down rugged slopes or clashing

down precipices amongst the mountainous clouds right over

their heads. And the rains would pour down in torrents, and

the winds. . . .

The dry ponds would hll over and break their banks and

overflow
;
every shallow would become a puddle and every

ditch a gurgling muddy stream. How many times they had

stepped into the mire which spread far around every pond

and had extricated themselves with difficulty, the filthy mud
clinging slimily half-way up to their knees. How many times,

walking dreamily about, they had inadvertently walked into a

puddle.

Then there wiis the eternal croaking of the frogs. All

the frogs in all the ponds would join in conclave and croak

and croak and croak,—croaking their throats out as if they

were sending up a plaint to heaven pleading for rain and

more rain.

He woke up from the trance with startling suddenness,

and was still more startled to hear the deep croak of one of

those old bull frogs. It was the deep, long-drawn-out ‘ moo-

a-a ’ of one of his cows from afar crying for its calf.

An owl screeched from somewhere. But in his dazed

mind he could not decide whether it was the screeching

of an owl or the screeching of Amaravathi, for it appeared so

much like her startled screech when, as they were playing on

the banks of the Kaveri, she stepped on some harmless

crawler.

But how soon it had all ended ! She had run up to the

next village one evening on an errand for her mother. She

was to have returned at dusk. It was long since dusk had set

in, and her mother’s anxiety had turned to a consternation

which gripped her heart. And, trembling with fearful fore-

boding, the poor mother had walked up to the next village,

and there she had been told that her daughter had left a good

while ago. The mother had walked back home, her heart

limp and heavy in her, despairingly crying Amaravathi s

name every now and then. She had hurried home buoyed
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up by the fond hope which swelled up in her, that Amaravathi

might have returned home when she had been away. But

Amaravathi was not at home. And all the vills^rs had set out

in the darkness to search for her. They had searched and

searched ;
but she was nowhere tcf be found. He had been

among the van of the searching party, and he had run about

madly here and there. How he had run about ! He had been

like a wounded animal running it knows not whither. He

could not think. He was speechless and wild eyed. He did

not then or after know what exactly his feelings were at that

time. But now he lived the whole experience over again in

all its intensity. The same incomprehensible, frantic

dazedness came over him. He just could not think anything.

He could not comprehend it at all. His Amaravathi, his

beloved companion ! Where could she be ? Where !

’

They had never found her. Ecard—gloomy, weird and

mysterious—had gobbled her up and looked as glum and

bleak as ever.

His parents had noticed his distraction, and on the

insistent advice of the other folk who had also noticed it,

had considerately sent him away to the far south to serve

under a flourishing cattle broker.

Now, after a year, he had returned ; and his family was

prosperous. Wherein lay the prosperity } S/ie was no more.

How bleak and gloomy looked Ecard ! What malice wsis on

its face ! Why, it looked like the face of the Devil itself. It

was a habitation of malignant spirits ; not a fit dwelling place

for man. Why, why had they come to this Ecard :

A faint sigh rose up from afar and drew near, a long-

drawn-out sigh of pent-up agony that swelled in emotion as it

drew nearer and nearer. It was the wind stirring among the

distant palms. A vague chillness clutched at his heart.

There was a spell of stillness. And the sigh rose up

greater and more intense than before. And approached
gathering in force. It sounded like a faint moan, turned to a
soft wail.

They are coming, he thought, the spirits,—in battalions,
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in hordes of thousands and tens of thousands. The wail rose

and fell ; and ended in a deafening, prolongred shriek. Dis-

cordant noises rent the air,—thundering and booming noises;

cries of rage and fury and of excruciating pain
; dying groans,

cries for mercy, shrieks di women, wail of children,—all sorts

of noises impinged on his ears from all around him. The
trees knocked against each other like giants lashing each

other with their gigantic arms. Their cries of pain and of

triumph and their heartrending roars when giving up their

ghosts filled the air. As in a thick and furious battle, the

demons were fighting in the darkness, each against the others

around, without distinguishing friend from foe. The battle

was devilish in fury.

Clearly, above all this pandemonium, he heard a distinct

cry, ‘ Come to me ! Come to me !’

‘ What’s this I hear ? Who’s calling.^ Amaravathi! My
Amaravathi ! Is that you ?’

‘ Yes. It is your Amaravathi, your own Amaravathi.’

‘ Amaravathi
!’

She was in his arms and sobbing as if her heart would

break.

‘ Don’t cry, Amaravathi. It’s all right. We shall never

part again. Don’t cry. I can’t bear to see you cry. We
shall never part .' Shall we

And she cheered up and .smiled. That old open .smile

of hers,—in which the lips would part, showing the pearly white

teeth and would never meet again—and her eyes shone briglit

even in the darkness. She took his hand in hers, pre.'f.sed it

and said softly, ‘ Come with me !’

And the next moment he was walking with his hand in

hers, never stopping, nor stumbling, nor tripping. 1 he dark

ness, as if it were a living personality, hovered about them

and oppres.sed them on every side. But he did not at all

mind the darkness, for Amaravathi was with him. '1 he wind

blew their clothes furiously about. The trees and shrubs

extended hungry ravenous arms in the dark to clutch him,

moaning and raving all the while. His feet were caught y
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the spirits fallen in the fray, spirits which crept like snakes

and twined round his legs and pulled him. His feet bled.

But what did he care ! His clothes were caught and torn by

those devilish arms in the dark, and his skin was scratched by

sharp claws. But he did not heed 'anything. Amaravathi’s

hand was in his. He was not afraid of the furious demons.

He was with Amaravathi. That was what he wanted. Noth-

ing else mattered.

He was going . . . Going he knew not whither.

. But what did he care so long as Amaravathi was with

him! He smelt the filthy stench of the mire around the

ponds, but the fragrance of the fresh flowers in Amaravathi’s

hair was more insistent. His feet brushed against the sharp

edged weeds . . • But what did he care ! Amaravathi’s

hands were soft and cool. ...
The wind stopped with mysterious suddenness. A faint

lurid glow was in the sky. He was bewildered by the consci-

ousness of being on the slushy bank of a pond with Amara-

vathi by his side. Sweet, dear old Amaravathi, she was with

him again. She pressed close to him and put her arm round

his waist. He put his arm around her and held her as if he

would never let her go.

Come,’ she said softly, and gently pulled him forward.

. . . They both fell into the water. . . . Water all

around. . . . They were going down, down. Water all

above. . . . They were .still going down, down. He did

not shriek or struggle. Amaravathi was with him. That was
all he cared for. His feet struck the bed of the pond, and
was caught in a tangled root or something. What if.? . . .

He was lying flat on the bed. . . . Amaravathi had
placed his head on her lap. ‘ Amaravathi, my own Amara-
vathi. ... I feel so sleepy, so sleepy. ... let me
sleep on your lap for a while. ... if only I could sleep
on your lap for ever.’

‘Sleep, my beloved, sleep. You shall sleep in my lap
for ever. And I shall sing you to sleep.’

* * *
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The ending of this tale may well strike one as a

poignant account of the malignant power of the spirit of

those who have died before their time, and have thus

been thwarted in the middle of their self-fulfilment, to

kill their beloved who has been left alone by Fate to live

and to enjoy life. iSut this, I must assert, was not the

purpose, the profound significance, put into it by those

who told me this tale. They did not intend it to be a

morbid tale, to overwhelm one with a sense of fear and
gloom. They ended the tale on an unmistakable note

of elation, not the fatalistic elation of acceptance, but the

bright and glorious elation of an unshakable belief in the

immortality of the soul and the eternal inseparability of

those mated by God.
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In Defence of Mr. J. B. Priestley

By C. L. R. Sasdri, B.Sc.

‘ He nothing common did nor mean
Upon this memorable scene.’ Andrew Marvell.

(1)

Of course, 1 may, in a manner of speaking, be only

{pegging the question. Mr. Priestley, for aught I know, may

really be in no need of any defence : least of all from such a

puny mortal as myself. I may, in fact, be even guilty of

presumption in attempting to come to his rescue—real or

imjiginary. Mr. Priestley, indeed, is (if the comparison be

allowed) like Falstaff : he stands four-square to all the winds

that blow. And that, be it understood, not only in the matter

of bulk: though, to do him but bare justice, it must be

conceded that he has a generous share of it. Like it, or not,

he has embonpoint : and, what is more, it is even possible that

he may, any one of the.se days, be in the enviable position of

running a neck-to-neck race with Mr. Chesterton as far as

that is concerned. Mr. Chesterton, we know, is not ashamed

of his proportions : on the contrary, he preens himself upon

them. Has he not (to take only one example) himself taken

the public into his confidence and told it. or them, how once,

in a tram, he vacated his scat in favour of three ladies—thus

revealing, to an astonished world, his innate, and exejuisite,

chivalry.? Well, I can only hope that Mr. Priestley takes

equally kindly to his girth. Coleridge, if 1 am not mistaken,

has, among others, the following two beautiful lines in his

Ancient Mariner

:

Long and lean and lank
As is the soft, ribbed sea-sand.

In these days of ‘ long and lean and lank ’ men and
women—men and women who, in FalstafTs immortal phrase,
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look like ‘ cheeseparings made after supper,*—I do not think

it right to ridicule, to pour scorn upon, portly people. On
the other hand, we ought to wish them well, to wish more

room to their elbows. All honour to them, I say! Let them,

like the seed that fell up&n good ground, multiply themselves

a thousand-fold

!

(2)

Mr. Priestley, let me point out, resembles Falstaff in

another matter also. He has, tike his predecessor, abundance

of humour. Of course, nobody can e(|ual Falstalf in that

line. At any rate, nobody has equalled him up to now. All

that I can lay down at the moment, with as much authority as

possible, is that he (Mr. Priestley) has (lualified himself in it

as much as, if not more than, the next man : which, fur the

present, is, I fancy, good enough praise. No wonder that it

has fallen to him to write perhaps the best book extant on

English humour.

(:J)

Talking about writing the ‘ best book ’ upon this and

that, it is, surely, no mere coincidence, I think, lhal Mr.

Priestley shotild htive written the ‘best book’ upon the

English novel (the best short book, 1 mean), the ‘ be.st book,’

after Hazlitt (whom, indeed, he resembles in some ways),

upon the English comic characters, the ‘ best book ’ upon

Thomas Love Peacock, the ‘best novel’ as well as (he ‘best

best-.seller ’ (if I may .say .so) of moAc.n\ Angel Piii'cnunl

and The Good CompaHions\ somfi of the ‘ best ’ f.s.sa)s -

critical and other —and three of the ' best ’ modern plays

(Dangerous Corner and Laburnum Grove anti Eden End)’.

not to speak of the ‘ be.st book ’ upon English humour, of

which mention has already been made, and the ‘ best ’ book

upon England. The two greatest living essayists are himself

and Mr. Robert Lynd (‘ Y.Y.’ of the New Statesman) : though

it is true—regrettably true—that, after his (deservedly) dazzl-

ing success in the novel form, he has (let us hope, only

temporarily) abandoned essay-writing. AH the same, a fev
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books of essays stand to his credit: of which by far the

brightest is Open House : a book that called forth the most

glorious eulogy from a writer of the distinction of Mr. H. M.

Tomlinson : a writer, too, who never, if he can help it, praises

any modern author. Why, some eriiinent persons have com-

pared Mr. Priestley (as an essayist) to Hazlitt. Of course,

one does not, in these days, write such long essays as the

latter : there is simply not the time for them, even if there is

the inclination, and, anyway, no journal would care to publish

them : so that Mr. Priestley—or any other essayist, for that

—is not in a position to display all, or even most, of

his learning, wisdom, and mental gymnastics as the hermit of

Winterslow was able to do. Moreover, it requires (does it

not ?) another Hazlitt to beat our well-known William

:

which, it only stands to reason, one dare not expect in these

‘ thin and ghastly times of ours.’ Barring that, however, we

can say with certainty that Mr. Priestley has come as near to

Hazlitt as anybody hits done : having the same range of

subject, the same loftiness of thought, and the same polish of

c.xpression as his predecessor. Well, what more need be

.said concerning that

W
From 1924 or 1925 to 1929 Mr. Priestley had been contri-

buting essays regularly every week to the Sa/imiay Review

:

then under the incomparable regime of Mr. Gerald Barr>’.

Well, to digress fora moment, the Salurday of those days was
simply coruscating with brilliant writing : with such stuff as
‘ dreams are made on.’ Every issue of that celebrated week-
ly was a regular literary feast : a battle of wits, almost.

Wordsworth has written of the French Revolution :

France standing on the top of golden hours.

And human nature seeming born again.

With some (pardonable) exaggeration, one can say the
same thing of that period when the Saturday was the un-
crowned king of English Weeklies. English literature looked
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as if it were being re-born : anyway, to be young at that time

was (to quote the Lake Poet again) ‘ very heaven.’ Almost

all the writers in that journal were distinguished persons

;

‘ Stet ’—^Welby, and Ivor Brown, and Gerald Gould, and

Edward Shanks, and L. F. Hartley, and a host of others : but

none more so than Mr. Priestley himself, who was, indeed, the

noblest Roman of them all, who, ‘ flamed in the forehead of

the morning sky.’ Well, it is a pity that those days are gone:

and more so that Mr. Priestley has taken to ‘ fresh woods and

pastures new.’

(5)

Mr. Priestley, the while he was entertaining us with his

essays—each a gem in itself—was also writing criticism -

literary criticism—of the best type. Indeed, he first became

famous, not through his essays, which only served to enhance

his already-won distinction, but through his book, English

Comic Characters (John Lane), which produced a veritable

ripple on the otherwise serene surface of the lake of English

letters. He was then a very young man : in his early

twenties, in fact. He is a young man, even now : being still

on the right side of forty. .Among his critical writings his

earliest book is still his best. It contains, in my opinion, not

only his best criticism, but al.so his best writing. This was

followed by his collection of critical e.ssays, called Figures in

Modern Literature (al.so published by Lane), which won the

applause of the late .Sir Edmund tiosse and Mr. Arthur

Waugh and others of the same calibre. 'I'hen came, in .swift

succession, his George Meredith and Thomas Love Feoeoek in

the (new) English Men of Letters series, edited by Mr. (now)

Sir J. C. Sejuire. About the former 1 shall not write much

:

disagreeing as 1 do with much of what he ssiys of Meredith. 1

am, let me confess, not only a Priestley—but a Meredith—

fan as well ;
and when these two literati clash I have no

hesitation in plumping for the older gentleman. In that

book Mr. Priestley, it will be remembered, propounded the

curious thesis that Meredith was a great writer, but not a
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great man. I am perfectly aware that the author of the Egoist

is in disfavour now, Thomas Hardy—and even some lesser

being exalted much above him. It has become quite

a fashion for any and everybody to confess blatantly that he

cannot understand Meredith. I faiUo see that it is a matter

for self-congratulation : on the contrary, the misfortune, in

my opinion, is theirs, not Meredith’s. Meredith, no doubt,

wrote freakishly in his later novels ; and I am prepared to

grant that the early part of One of Our Conquerors is a sheer

insult to the English language. All this—and even more

—

may be admitted. But, surely, there remains—^after every

possible deduction has been made—something of Meredith

that is unsurpassed in the literature of his country. Meredith

is incomparably greater than Hardy, both as a man and as a

writer. However, I shall not pursue the point ’further

:

except to deplore that such a discerning critic as Mr. Priestley

should not have pressed his foot down on such literary flap-

doodle. All the same, Mr. Priestley's criticism in this book

is ns profound as in his other books : the late Lord Oxford

called it ‘ penetrating,’ and regarded it as the most intelligent

estimate of Meredith that he had ever come across. Anyhow,

his Peacock deserved the full-throated praise of Sir Edmund

Gos^e as the best book (so far) about that curious writer

:

Mr. Priestley, strangely enough, preferring the father-in-law

to the son-in-law.

(6)

1 should like my readers to understand that Mr. Priestley

was famous even before he ‘ launched on the Brahmaputra ’

—

as he wittily said in another connection—of novel-writing:

famous as a critic, and famous, also, tis an essayist. Let this

be remembered by those of his detractors who, now that Mr.

Priestley is a ‘ best-selling ’ novelist, conveniently forget that

fact and label him a ‘ low-brow ' and, perhaps, the lowest

brow that is alive. 1 know that Messrs. Desmond Mac-
Carthy and R. Ellis Roberts and Hugh Ross Williamson
(Unitor of the Bookman—a magazine that is now incorporated
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with the London Mercury—and worshipper at the shrine of

Mr. T. S. Eliot) are the deadliest detractors of Mr. Priestley.

Mr. MacCarthy’s opinion is, certainly, valuable. But it is a

fact that that gentleman has fallen upon evil days, allowing

his critical perception to descend so low as to hail Mr. David

Garnett as the master-novelist of the present day, and to

applaud his every successive book as the finest that he has

seen for a whole generation, and so forth. When I have said

this I have, I think, said all that need be said about Mr. Muc-

Carthy’s present level of literary appreciation.

(7)

I have no space to write about Mr. Priestley’s T}u Good

Companions and Angel Pavement and Faraway and Wonder

Hero, nbr of his earlier novels, Adam in Moonshine and

Benighted and The Town Major of Miraucourt. They speak

for themselves. If, as the poet says, painting the lily and

gilding refined gold and .adding perfume to the violet are

matters of supererogation, then I cannot help thinking that

singing the praises of these books is equally so. The con-

struction, as well as the style, of Angel Pavement have touch-

ed the high-water mark of English novel-writing ; and, Jis for

his characters, Mr. Jess Oakroyd is perhaps the only figure in

recent English fiction who will live for ever—taking his place

among such immortals its Falsiaff, and my Uncle Toby, and

Mr. Micawber, and the two Wellers. This is the opinion of

Mr. Robert Lynd also, which he set forth succinctly in a recent

issue ofJohn O’Loudon's Weekly.

(«)

Mr. Priestley needs no defence. But they have told it in

Gath that he is a nobody in English letters. Well, it is a

critical dictum to make the angels weep. ‘ Where O’Flaherty

sits is the head of the table,’ and where Mr. Priestley is is

modern English literature.
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The Re-creation of Indian Dance
By A. Venkataswamy, M.A.

(The Andhra Univeraity, Waliair)

It is a well-known fact that artistic India was in self-

forgetful slumbers for a long time, till the magic touch of the

Poet brought it back to life again. The service done by the

Poet in this cause will earn the gfratitude of generations.

To grasp the secret of the dance as portrayed by the

Poet, we must clearly realise the spirit of Indian civilisation.

Life is seen as a subtle rhythm, a mystic offering of love to the

Divine. The significance of life to the ancient Indian lies in

its partaking of the Divine. The half poetic and half philo-

sophic musings of the Upanishadic Rishis point to this. It

was this spirit that set aflame the imagination of the Ajanta

artists. One who sees the frescoes cannot fail to understand

the mystic lines of the figures as the last points of corporea-

lity, the soft mellow hues and the subjection of groups to

rhythm. The drawings were not copies from life, but an

idealistic interpretation of it. The dance inaugurated by the

Poet can be fully understood only by bearing all these facts

in mind.

Coming to the dance itself, as portrayed by the Poet’s

pupils in Shop Mochan, it is nothing but a brilliant interpre-

tation of all the ancient ideals mentioned above. We feel

as if the Ajanta figures have come to life again in this drab

age. The skill exhibited by the young girls and boys trained

by the Poet is remarkable for their age. The dancers move
about like lilies swayed by a gentle wind, or like the blue

smoke of the altar incense rising in adoration. The rhythm
of the hands and the feet captures ‘ un-heard melodies.' The
movement of the fingers is exquisitely delicate. There is not
the faintest idea of the spectacular, stormy, or cataclysmic.
A forgotten world is re-created softly, almost imperceptibly.
It is the gopUt dancing, in unison with their Lord, the dance
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of love,—not a representation of the world of clash, conflict,

and turmoil. The spirit of the dance is entirely Indian, the

like of which might not be seen elsewhere. Witnessing it

we become mystics, dreamers, in a remote realm of light and

love.
*

The costuming and make-up of the dancers has also been

done magnificently and carefully to the last detail, in harmony

with the spirit of the dance. They emphasise the postures and

movements of the dancers. Though gold and silver have

been freely used, the dresses do not appear gaudy. They arc

thoroughly ancient. As examples may be mentioned the

ornament attached to the plaid of hair, and the bracelets on

the arms, used by women-folk in villages even today. By all

such careful details, time is miraculously switched back by

hundreds of years.

It is very desirable that our cultured and educated young

men and women (not in the sense of knowing a few bits of

English and having meaningless degrees) take to the re-creation

of Indian Dance. Our social life will be immensely enriched.

Such efforts promise immense possibilities. They are of no

less importance than our political and economic strivings.
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Who Won in the Assembly?

By N. S. Varadachari* M.A., B.L.

Who won in the Assembly ? Is it the Government which

prides on its one achievement or rather lack of achievement,

—

its pusillanimous exercise of veto powers which no doubt

nullified for the time being the wishes of the people,—or is it

the Congress Party which, on account of its magnificent

solidarity and unimpared discipline, could score such victories

as did actually isolate Government from even its European

and nominated supporters ? The people of India stand vindi-

cated in the eyes of the world by the straight conduct of their

representatives, and the Government which is miscalled that

' of India ’ is shown up as a tiny bauble in the hands of the

wirepullers of Whitehall, to whose solemn dictates the civilian

autocrats here render obeisance and homage. Haughty offi-

cials like Sir James Grigg may assert that the Congress has

done nothing, and can do nothing till it throws off its recalci-

trance and wears the badge of recantation, but he who runs

may read that, despite certification and repeated exercise of

extraordinary powers, the Government has collapsed in its

sinister attempt to isolate the Congress and thus crush it. In

fact, if anything, repression has only added strength to the

Congress. The Congress does not suffer thereby ; its prestige

is actually enhanced with every' fresh exercise of Government’s

extraordinary powers. The claim that India has settled down
to peace and order is disproved by every act of certification,

which, in other words, is really a recognition of the fact that

India is still far from the normal, or is on the war-path.

Every safeguard which disfigures the India Bill is an eloquent

testimony to the lack of moral fibre in British rule over
our country. That coercion is the only ultimate safeguard
IS the bitterest conclusion to which Government has been
driven, and this is nothing but a confession of abject defeat.
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But what of the positive side of Congfress achievement ?

The first success of the Congress, and the fullest success, was

among the electors who repudiated repression and refused to

be parties to it. The armoury of repression, however, is still

full and the Government, not content with the retention of

obsolete laws like the regulations of 1818 and 1819, are con-

templating to replenish the statute book by flooding it with

permanent amendments to the Criminal Law which will put

the most arbitrary powers into the hands of the bureaucracy.

As to what the Assembly would do with such a law, one

hardly need doubt. It will consign it back to the Govern-

ment which sponsors such measures. No weak betrayal, we

may be sure, will any longer allow the Government to wear

the mask of popular acquiescence. The electors’ wishes will

be fully carried out, for the pledge of a Congressman is as

good in deed as in word.

This apart, the Congress has served to press the popular

claim that the country is overtaxed and must be relieved of

iniquitous tax burdens. The salt-tax must go and the Postal

and Railway rates must be reduced to bearable levels
; that

was the claim of the Congress in the Assembly and it had the

support of all the elected representatives in that House. I he

military burden, demanded our representatives, must he

reduced very considerably both by retrenchment and Indiani-

sation, while in the matter of military policy, the Congress

desires to substitute real peace at the frunlit'rs for thi‘ present

bluff and bluster which ari.ses out of a contempt of the tribes

men. To a subject country like ours groaning under lax-

burden.s, the most positive contribution which an Assembly

can make will be a reduction in those burdens. If the Con-

gress achieves this and nothing cl.se, it will be entitled to the

lasting gratitude of our people. Every rup<;e of tox taken olf

enables the pea.sant to lift his head and find a little comfort in

additional doles of food, flis aching back finds relief as the

burden falls off, and it is only then that he will look upon

education or public health tis subjects in which to intere-xt

himself. It is this backing of the peasant that gives the
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Congress its real strength. No more selfless service can be

rendered to the people of India than to fight for the reduc-

tion of heavy taxation and replace a costly system of adminis-

tration which spends a fourth of its own gross revenues in

salaries and allowances, a percentage which no country

meaning business can countenance. The Congress Party in

the Assembly fought for such reduction and has justly earned

the confidence of the nation.

Next to this in importance is the inauguration of a new

work code which will find employment for the millions and

at the same time keep out foreign exploitation. Thereby the

Government undertakes huge publicity works on its own

responsibility and keeps the wage level at a reasonable figure,

making it impossible for industrialists to effect unjust cuts in

an already dwindling wage. This the Congress Parfy pressed

for through its members on the floor of the Assembly, and

though the Government merely ridiculed the plan of raising

large loans for any such .scheme, it cannot resist popular

pre.ssure for long. Work for the languishing ma.s.ses has been

our slogan, and legislators of other parties lacking imagination

and frightened at the idea of new commitments for the nation

must be told that this will be the main plank in the coming

years. Not one crore for village work and rural uplift, but

several crores which will rebuild all our villages, rescue them

from filth and change the face of their living, is the present

plan : not an ideal at which we aim, but the live issue of our

present fight with Government. There may be no peace in

India till the face of the countryside is changed and the dry

bones of the peasant find fresh blood flowing in them, and he

finds additional food, a decent dwelling place, healthy sur-

roundings, and an industrious family. The Congress Party

based its programme on the service of the peasant which is

not, as in the case of other parties copying the Congress pro-

gramme and calling it by different names, a mere shibboleth

or an election stunt, but a creed every word of which has

been made good by the self-sacrifice of its workers.

The Congress Party has stood for freedom of speech and
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association for all, including the Communists. Having been

assailed by repression by Government in previous years, it

could not have done otherwise. Its very presence is a solid

bulwark of defence against new fetters being forged, though

the Government has alreddy wide powers and may not pay

heed to its clamour for the repeal of existing laws.

The Congress has defeated Government eighteen times.

But Government still clings to power, unyielding to the

popular will. The Congress represents today the hope of a

free India and it certainly forebodes ill for any Government

which attempts to suppress what may be termed a righteous

revolt. Who wins? Is it Authority parading in the robes

of repression, or is it the oppressed who, in spite of repeated

lashes, gather renewed strength and adorn the fray ? Let

the people of India and the Congress answer. The voice of

freedom says unmistakably : ‘ Join the Congress, for it is the

power that wins.’
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The Moon is Dead!

Stop for a moment and let (he hear

The wail of the night-wind across the desolate town,

And shivers of the trees on the lawn.

A pigeon plaintively croons from her cote in the tower

Or is it the night mourning the dead moon }

Yes, the moon is dead!

The sky has drawn a shroud across her face

—

A dark cloud-fabric

—

The huddled town-shape stands bleak in sorrow

;

The night-wind wails

:

Touch me not now,

There’s a wound in my heart no caress can heal

;

No, do not speak; only hear.

The shriek that rises from the depths of despair

No kiss can smother.

How can I tell you what I and the earth know ?

Ihat fle.sh our fle.sh the moon is dead!

PRE.\IEXnRA MiTRA
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I let you go by

Ah ! Could I kiss you now, and lose myself

In the flood of your dark singing mystery

—

Primeval, death-deep tide

!

Could I kiss you on the mouth, and my thrilled soul

Peer into the immensity of your immeasurable being

Could I, in the sea-soft touch of your lips. And

The meaning of things—beyond, beyond the senses

!

But I cannot reach you ; for the sap of life

That would have sipped the ecstacy of the sun.

Is trapped in the seed.

I have waited too long and toyed with empty words

;

They have .starved my .soul, and now like dead crusts

They lie round me, choking the apertures of life

:

I try to reach you through swathes of age-old drivel.

Vainly, idly I talk to you—you, who will not hear -.

—The water-soaked faggot meets the flint in vain

:

I let you go by.

Pkkmendra Mi'rR.\
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Reviews

[({‘'it shall be glad to review booiSs in all Indian languages

and in English^ French, and German. Books for review

should reach the office at least SIX WEEKS in advance of

the day ofpublication of the fournal.]

ENGLISH

The University of Nalanda.—By H. D. Sankalia, M.A.,

L.L.B. With a preface by the Rev. H. Heras, S.
J., St.

Xavier’s College, Bombay. (Published by B. G. Paul & Co.,

12, Francis Joseph St., Madras, 1934. Pages 245, pis. 17 &
maps 4. Price Rs. 5.)

The book under review deals with a subject of absorbing

interest,—the evolution of a system of education that was

avciilable at Nalanda, the famous monastery in Bihar which

was the centre of the Mahayanist world in the centuries

preceding the downfall of Buddhism in India proper. This

system of education, though simple, compared very well with

similar systems that characterised Occidental institutions

known as ‘city schools,’ ‘.studium generale’ and ‘university.’

The seat of such a simple system was the asrama, the matha
and vihara-, and Nalanda was one such vihara that stood

first ‘ as a place which imparts knowledge in all the arts and
sciences, and secondly, for a place which holds out invitation

to students of every kind from all over the world.'

Tradition a.ssociated the name of Nalanda with an episode
in the life of the Buddha and with some of his disciples.

Probably a monastery, to which the author is inclined to

assign the lofty position of ‘an international unversity,’

existed there from a very early date—how early we are not
in a position to determine,—but it was only in the days of the
Chinese pilgrims, Hiiien Tsiang and l-Tsing that it appears
to have become the centre of Buddhism, a veritable ‘ mine of
learning’ to which scholars from the entire Buddhist world
flocked, a position which it enjoyed till the twelfth century
A.D. We hear of pilgrim-students from China, Tibet and
•^orea, of Magadhan princes and princes from the country
around Gazni, sons of nobles from ^nchipuram, Purushapura
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(Peshawar) and Samatata wending their way to Nalanda in

search of knowledge. It was again at Nalanda that the
famous Harsha and Balaputradeva, the king of Java and
Sumatra, built viharas for students to prosecute their studies.

Hiuen Tsiang records that the total number of monks, either

belongfing to the monastery or strangers residing therein

always reached 10,000 and that ‘widiin the temple they
arrange every day about 100 pulpits, and the students attend

these courses without any fail, even for a minute.' The
outside courts that afforded shelter to the students were of
four storeys and included the priests’ chambers. Luckily the

remains of those buildings have lately been excavated by the

Archaeological Survey of India and the site is now called

Bargaon or Bargiiv after a little village of that name not far

from Rajagriha, the ancient capital of Magadha. According

to Mr. Page ‘ its characteristic features are a long range of

monastiiries on the east side, a similar range of stupas on the

west, and a short range of monasteries tu bound the area on

the south. Down the centre of the site runs an approach

avenue, entered, it would seem, from the north.’ The site

shows several levels, a succession of structures erected one

over the other, but to none of the levels are archaeologists

inclined to ascribe a date prior to the 6th century A.l).

After Hiuen Tsiang had left Nalanda, having learnt the

Yogasastra and carrying an excellent impression (jf the

university which, according to the author, is ‘ one that would

make any institution proud,’ there came about 57 pilgrims

from China, Japan and Korea, most of whom went to N'alanda

for study. Some came by .sea and others by land. 'I'licse

preceded I-Tsing who speaks about them. I-'I sing i-amc l)y

sea or by what is called the ‘southern route ’ and stayed at

Nahindti for ten years. Though nothing is .said about his

studies there, we are indebted to him for recording ininiiiely

the customs and mtinners of the priests and tlu! lilc ol the

students. And it is these observations that enable u.s to

follow the author’s arguments for choosing to call Ntilanda

‘ an international university,’ which position it appears to

have enjoyed even in the 9lh century. The work ol iht

University was not confined to the teaching of students who

were within its precincts. Scholars were sent on deputation

to distant places like Korea, Japan, China and Ceylon to

light the lamp of knowledge in these foreign lands ’ and w

have the names of luminaries like Kumaravijaya, Gunavarma ,
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Paramartha, Subhakara Sitnha, Dharmadeva, and Pou-to-ki-

to on record which go to show the international character of

the University of Nalanda.

The author has successfully demonstrated in chapter ix

that Nalanda was ‘ far grefiter than Monte Cassino, and

held a more important position in India than Cluny and
Clairvaux in France,’ that ‘what Buddhism did for religion,

Nalanda did for learning, and that it was much more than an

international university. It was a centre where bhikshus

assembled from the four quarters of the world, was an abode

of Bodhisattvas well-versed in Tantras and of the eight great

holy personages, wiis a library, and finally it was an emporium
supplying the four requisites, medicine to the sick, alms

to the beggars, garments to the naked, and shelter to

the homeless. If will be easy to agree with the author that

‘ it was at once a monastery for the monks to reside, a

University, and a library, a hospital and finally a free

institution, catering to all the needs of the poor.’ The
golden age of Nalanda formed part of the Pala period, the

Pala kings of Bengal having been great patrons of the

monastery. The later art of Nalanda belongs to the art of

the Pala empire. 'Pantrism that found a congenial home at

Nalanda opened up a new field, t'/s., art and iconography.

Innumerable images found at Nalanda answering the descrip-

tions detailed in the Tantras gave rise to a new school of art,

the Nalanda Art or the Pala .Art. A comparative study of

the.se images and those found in Java has led scholars to

believe that Nalanda exerci.sed a great influence on the religi-

ous life in the Malay Archipelago.

The fall of Nalanda is due to many intrinsic causes that

precipitated the downhill of Buddhism. Kumarila and
Sankara were two of the greatest opponents of the age.
Buddhism was hemmed in from all sides, political, moral and
philosophical, and ‘ only one thing remained to exterminate
it, viz.^ the annihilation of its visible existence, its abodes, the
Buddhist momisteries,’ and this was accomplished by the
Mohammedan invader, Bakhtiyar Khilji, at the beginning of

13th century. Many a monastery fell, chief of them being
Nalanda, Vikramasila and Odantapura.

The author has done his task well and deserves the
thanks of all for his valuable contribution. A word of praise
>s due to the publishers, B. G. Paul and Co. for the excellent
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get-up, faultless letter-press and clear blocks of photographs
that the publication under review reveals.

T. N. Ramachandran

Bulletin of League of Nations Teaching No. /.—(Publish-

ed by the Secretariat, Leagfue of Nations, Geneva.)

This Bulletin affords very interesting and instructive

reading. Prof. Gilbert Murray leads off with a characteristi-

cally clear and cogent paper on ‘ International education

Today.’ M. Jean Piaget follows with a weighty utterance on
‘Is Education for Peace Possible?’ Jose Castillejo of the

Madrid University writes on ‘ Education for Peace.’ This is

by no means a chance grouping. In the first of these papers

Prof. Murray draws iittention to how much education is bcin^'

made the means of propaganda. Swords are rattling every-

where in Europe and life is being stampeded by battle

cries, if not precisely for active war yet for an internal

organisation which, in its technique and atmosphere, is so

near to open hostilities. The old political values—liberty

and equality—have never been so much in disgrace as

now. They are looked upon sis things fit only for dodderinjj

grannies to talk about. Power, centralization, are the motives

of fashionable political craft. In favour of these ideas opinion

is being canvassed and the children .'ire being taught accord

ingly. Naturally the Le.'igue and its ardent promoters are

alarmed. They affirm the importance of education aiul how

education can shape the mind of the young into a sober view

of things. Of course to a hasty mind this may very well look

like Nero fiddling when Rome w.'is burning. But an altered

motive and method of education can produce results only

slowly. The results may not be instantaneous but they will

be lasting.

The Bulletin contains an excellent resume of the work of

the League, and its interest is greatly enhanced by the three

wireless talks given by Prof. Anesaki of the Tokio University

on ‘East and West,’ Prof. Shotwell of the Columbia Univer-

sity on ‘ International Outlook in the Social Sciences,’ and

Prof. Radhakrishnan on ‘ The World Challenges the League

of Nations,’ respectively. Indian readers will doubtless fed

greatly and specially interested in one of the best talks ever

given by their great countrymen. The Bulletin ends with a
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few official documents which are just what official documents

are, very dull but very useiul. We do not know if the League
could afford to broadcast these bulletins amongst all schools,

colleges, public reading rooms and libraries. But every

attempt should be made to reach as large a circle as possible,

for the League may not in itself be a positive good but it

seems to be the only rational alternative to chaos and
carnage.

Enchantments.—By V. N. Bhushan, M.A. (The Ananda
Academy, Masulipatam.)

In the collection of these poems under the present name
‘Enchantments,’ Mr. Bhushan sustains his reputation for

ardent feeling and fluent and sometimes even eloquent

expression. To preserve a distinctly Indian atmosphere in

imagery and sentiment—and express oneself in English

verse—is not an easy thing ;
and even so Mr. Bhushan has

achieved success. There is no point in comparing* a poet’s

work with that of another and giving him a rank. Mr.

Bhushan may not belong to the order of the masters. But

he feels .sincerely and .sings sweetly, and that is enough for

most of us.

M. S. C.

Kabir and the BhakH Movement.—By Mohan Singh, M.A.,

Ph.I)., D.Litt. (Published by Atmaram & Sons, Lahore.

Pages 100. Price Rs. 2).

Kabir's life and his religious tenets have been a fruitful

field of research for scholars both Eastern and Western.
'I'he author of the present monograph with his knowledge of

Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu, Ciujarati and Persian is well ciualifled

to shed new light on a subject, old but eternally new. In his

preface he promises the public two more volumes on Kabir,

one dealing with his religion, the other dealing with his

poetry. The volume under review deals with the biographical
details of Kabir, and it has been the author’s endeavour to

reconstruct the historical image of the medieval saint rescued
from the outgrowths of superstitious myths. Some of his

findings run counter to the current notions on the subject, and
he joins i.ssue with such scholars as Pandit Shyam Sundar Das
and Prof. Keay. 'I'he author places the fullest reliance on
the Sikh sources and his knowledge of the Adi Grant

h

en-
ables him to supply the corrective in several contexts. His
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conclusions can by no means be said to be final
; but such as

they are, they may be mentioned here. Kabir was bom any-

where between 1360 and 1398 and he died between 1420 and
1449. He was therefore posterior to Ramananda and anterior

to Nanak. Kabir was nol^a direct disciple of Ramananda, nor
was Nanak Kabir’s disciple. The Goshtis that are on record

between such notables as Nanak, Kabir, Goraknath and
Dharm Das arc all later manufactures by the respective

followers to glorify their own Gurus in particular. Kabir
Panth was organised in the latter half of the sixteenth century

after the model of the Sikh Panth.

This is the picture the author gives of the historical

Kabir: ‘A Mahommedan of character, independence and
conviction ; simple in habits, merciful to all, extremely hospi-

table ;
rather pugnacious, frank to a fault, assimilative

;

genuinely fond of a retired, contemplative life, without any

ambitions of guruship, picked up and idolized by the hero-

worshipping, superstitious and tolerant Hindu and dropped
by the intolerant Moslem ; we bow to him for all these

human virtues ; but we refuse to accept him as what the

Hindu worshippers have made him out to be, a fallen

Brahmin disciple of a Brahmin Vaishnava, who through the

grace of his Guru rose to be the greatest mystic of medieval

India.’

The form of this monograph is rather to be regretted. It

is far from being a connected aco«»unt of Kabir’s life as

understood by the author. Several sections are more or less

critical notes on published and unpublished records. Sonv;

of them could have been conveniently reduced to footnotes.

But there is no doubt that, on the whole, the book is an

important contribution to Kabir literature and the public may

await the other volumes with interest.

Fltnoer Offerings .—By Prabhaksir R. Kaikini, with a tore-

word by Prof. Armando Menezes. (Ptiges 40. Price Re. 1.)

Ever since Rabindranath Tagore won his world wide

renown, the number of young Indians who seek to realise

their literary being in the English Itinguagc has been on the

increase. But prose-poetry, which was a profound symbol o

Tagore’s triumph, has been in almost all other cases a

measure of despair. They have, as Prof. Menezes points ou

,

been forced to ‘ grapple with the terrors of a foreign tongue,
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swellinpf the tears of a poet with the tears of a scholar.’

Kaikini’s ‘Flower Offerings’ is a collection of early efforts.

Tagore is his spiritual master. The very ground and the

seedlings of his poetry are derived therefrom. There are far

too many echoes of Rabindranath and the very name ‘ Flower

Offerings’ (Pushpanjali) is an echo of ‘ Gitanjali.’ Here is a

good instance (page 19):

‘ What are you doing here in this fearful lonely corner,

girl ?
’ I asked. ‘ When the busy throng of buyers subsides,

when the merry ducks call no more and vanish into the cool

shelter of that yonder grove, when the angry maiden of the

noon lies a.sleep after her passion is gone, when the boatman

leaves his ferry to take his food, I come out of my hiding

place and cast about this net to catch my long lost glorious

dreams of love and life.’

But both language and thought seem to fall off in lines

such as these: ‘The free souls enjoy free flights of joy in

the wideness of infinity reigned over by Thy mercy, O my
Lord.’ In general, the poems are marked by a sincere and

e.Kpectant spirit, though the author may not have cultivated in

full that universalization of being which can address the

Divine in terms at once familiar and intimate. The book is

adorned with a frontispiece by I’ulin Behari Dutt and is

dedicated to Srimathi Sarojini Devi.

G. V. S.

S.XNSKRIT

Vahuiki Rtxmayana—Condensed in the Poet's own words.

Text in Devanagari and I'mglish translation by Vidyasagara
V'idyavachasp;iti Prof. P. P. S. Sastri, B..\. (Oxon) M.A.

—

(Published by G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras. Price Re. 1-4-0.)

It is well-nigh impos.sible to condense such an intensely

mellifluous poem like the Ramayana whose every w’ord is

soaked in honey, so to say. and allows no scope for choice.
But in these days of hurry and light reading, condensed
editions of the classics have become a necessity. And Messrs.
C. A. Nate.san & Co., deserve to be congratulated on this
score for giving the public a beautiful condensed edition of
the epic.

. ^
Ihe task of abridging texts is in itself an onerous one and

It ts even more so in the case of the Ramayana. There are
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passages in the work of Valmiki that are the special favourites

of scholars, but no abridgment can include all of them. If a
great number of the favourite passages of every scholar find a
place in the abridgment, it can be counted as a success.

Judged by these standards and the difficulty of condensing,

the present edition must be rated a real success. The value

of the edition would however have been enhanced if the

errata of the Sanskrit matter had been more thorough, and a
few at least of the exquisite descriptions of Valmiki, like the

Pampavarnana, Jaladagamavarnana, Saradvamana, Lankavar-
nana and Pushpakavarnana, had been included in the text. As
it is, it appears as if narrative interest has alone been retained

at the expense of real poetic beauty. Many incidents from
Rama’s life that ought to find a place in the narrative are left

out. It is impossible to think of Rama’s story without the

incident of Ahalya’s release from her curse. The Dhanus
(bow) is .not mentioned as Siva’s. The description of jubilant

Ayodhya on the eve of Rama’s coronation and Kaikeyi’s offer

of bark garments to Rama and .Sita in the presence of

Dasaratha, his whole harem, Vasishta etc., could have been

included. Viradha’s incident should have found a place in

the book. Similarly Rama's jest with Surpanakha. There is

no mention of Sarabhanga or Sabari. 'I'he tests to which

Rama was put by Sugriva find no place in the te.\t. Mow
Lakshmana brought Sugriva to his senses in the Saral

.season is not mentioned. Though stories like that of

Svayamprabha or Sampati admit of omission, others like the

story of Visvamitra or the descent of the Ganges. Hamtman’s

encounter with Simhika, Lanka and Akshapiilra, de.scrvc

narration. Though some such incidents have been left out,

the omi.ssion has been more than balanced by a judicial choice

of happy pa.s.sages full of moral teaching and worldly wi.sdoni.

It is hoped th.at a future edition will include th»?se incidents as

well. Pandit A. M. Srinivasacharya h;i.s achieved tt really

difficult task.

The translation of the verses in English is another feature

of this book and makes it all the more welcome. There are

those who, though genuinely interested in a .study of the epic,

are handicapped for want of good translations. The render-

ing in English is .simple and lucid and helps an understanding

of the text. Prof. P. P. S. Sastri has done a real service Iv

mving this translation with the text. The Rt. Hon. V. -

Srinivasa Sastri contributes a charming preface. It is a boo
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that should find a place in every Indian’s pocket, to be read

and enjoyed at all times. If it were only priced cheaper it

would surely reach a wider public and make its mark like the

edition of the Bhagavadgita as a popular book. The purpose

of this book would be more than |Hchieved if it serves as an

introduction to a study of the original text of Valmiki and

‘inspires in its readers,’ as Professor P. P. S. Sastri desires, ‘a

yearning to live up to the ideals set forth, and creates a desire

for a fuller acquaintance with the rich treasures of Sanskrit

poetry.’

The Ramayana (Published by the Sanskrit

Academy, Madras. Printed at the M. L. j. Press. Price As. 8.)

‘He who with devotion hears (recited) a quarter of a ver.se

or even a word of the Ramayana attains the place of Brahma

and is perpetually honoured by Him.’

That is the promise held out to the readers and the hearers

of the sacred epic. The Ramayana Diary, which contains a

beautiful collection of didactic and epigrammatic verses, more
than supplies an excellent popular means for attaining the

fruit held out in the lines given above.

The book opens with a .significant ‘Good Morning’ appro-

priately styled ‘ Ramayana-suprabhata ’ inspiring us to do our

daily godly work. The Diary is a splendid means of reiilising

the ideal given in the preface, ‘ he wakes well, who wakes
upon good and inspiring ideas.’ The contents reveal to us

a variety of subjects most judiciously cho.sen and arranged.

The pages of the Diary can be ransacked, and nowhere can it

be said that a verse or a line other than a worthy gem of

Valmiki fit to be retained and carefully guarded in the
treasury of every human heart, has found its way into the
book. Every possessor of the Diary would do well to get by
heart the two or three lines that are given on every page that
denotes one day of a month. It is not a Diary for any parti-

cular year but is a common one for all time. The excellent
printing and get up make the Diary most inviting and the
Sanskrit Academy has done a real service to the public by
issuing such a beautiful brochure. The value of such a

hook as this would certainly be enhanced by the
edition (which is hoped would be made in a future edition)
of a lucid English translation of the Sanskrit matter. It is
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boped that there would be no dearth of Indian pockets with

the lovely Ramayana Diary nestling in them.

Copies can be had of the Hon. Secretary, The Sanskrit

Academy, ‘The Ashrama,’ Luz Church Road, Mylapore,

Madras. ' ’

^ .

C. SiVARAMAMURTHY .

TELUGU

Sahitya-TaUva-Vimarsanamu .—By Jonnalagadda Satya-

narayanamurty, M.A., B.L. (2, Luz Church Road, Mylapore,

Madras, Pages 206. Price Re. 1-4-0.)

This collection of literary essays by Mr.'Murty is a sign

of the awakening of interest in literature and art among the

Andhra public. Criticism has advanced considerably since

the days of Viresalingam and Venkataraya Sastry. The
journals have thrown open their columns to a discussion of

literary topics, and talented scholars like Mr. Murty have

eagerly availed themselves ot this opportunity to educate

their countrymen on the right lines. Mr. Murty is a linguist

of high attainments ; he has made a special study of Hindi,

Bengali tuid Sanskrit literatures. He is nc(juaihted with the

methods of literary criticism in the West. In addition to all

this, he is gifted with imagination and sympathy. There is a

slight tendency towards verbosity and, in certain places, he is

obscure. But the.se do not touch the substance of his achieve-

ment as a critic. We commend this book with the utmost

pletisure. Sir S. Radhakrishnaii contributes an appreciative

Foreword.
K. K.
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A CHORUS OF FELICiTATIONS

I greatly appreciate your Belf-Baorifioiog labours for oonduotiug your
periodical, Triveni. It is, what you call it, really a journal of Indian
Renaissance. It is a fine specimen of our cultural enterprise.

Sjt. BAMANAND4 Chattekjee, Editor, The Modem Beoiew, Calcutta.

Justly claims to bo the organ of the Indian Renaissance movement.
Excellent periodical which ricMy merits generous response as the exponent
of all that is best and noblest alike in ancient and modern Indian culture.

Sjt. Sachchidakanda Siniia, Editor, The Hindustan Beview, Patna.

Triveni, an admirable quarterly" run by men whose fervent nationalism
is beyond question. Anyone who wishes to know' what Indian Litcraturu
is doing today, will do w'oll to subscribe to Triveni,

The Spectator, London.

. . . the fine quarterly" Triveni, a publication devoted to Indian
Letters, and in general a model of catholic editing.

The Times Literary Supplement.

m
* Triveni is not a quarterly. It is published six time.s a year.
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The ‘ Triveni ’ Trust

Dear Sir/Maoam,

We are issuing this Appeal on behalf of Triveni, the

bi-monthly Journal of Indian Renaissance, published from

Madras.

Since its inception in December 1927, the Founder-

Kditor, Mr. K. Ramakotiswara Rau, has been carrying on the

work with single-minded devotion. He has won for Triveni

a position of eminence in the world of Journalism. On the

financial side, however, Triveni has not been a success. The

Editor is even now struggling against heavy odds. .At pre-

sent, the annual income from subscriptions and advertise-

ments is only Rs. 5,000, while it costs Rs. 6,000 to bring out

the journal and maintain a modest establishment. From time

to time, valuable help has been forthcoming in the shape of

life-subscriptions of Rs. 100 and special donations. ‘All this

went to cover but a portion of the huge deficit during the

early years, and very often the Editor has had to borrow

afresh to meet his obligations. .After seven years of intense

labour and hardship, he is not able to place the venture on a

financially sound footing. We therefore feel strongly that

lovers of Indian culture and thought ought to bestir themselves

and lighten his burden.

vV^e propose to collect a sum of Rs. 30,000 in the shape

of donations from the public. Out of this a sum of Rs. 5,000

will be paid to Mr. Ramakotiswara Rau so that he may dis-

charge the debts incurred in his effort to keep the Journal

alive. The balance of Rs. 25.(XK) will be kept as a Trust
I’rxi). the annual interest of about Rs. 1,000 being utilised to

cover the recurring deficit. When, in later years, the Journal

becomes self-supporting, the interest will be spent in paying

writers, and for the improvement of the Journal in every

respect. We expect that with a strong Fund, the Triveni
will be published with regularity, and that it will become
easier to enlist fresh sub.scribers in large numbers. Freed
from the stress of continuous financial worry, the Editor will

be able to raise its standard of excellence.

We desire to make it clear that the sum of Rs. 5,000 will
be paid to Mr. Ramakotiswara Rau, only after a Fund of at



least Rs. 20,000 is actually collected. This precaution we ate

taking, to ensure that the Triveni Trust shall start with a

minimum of Rs. 15,000.

Mr. Ramakotiswara Rau’s idealism and the heavy

sacrifices he has made are already well-known. The country

owes a duty to him, and we are soliciting the co-operation of

generous persons like yourself. We re(|uest you to contri

bute liberally to the Triveni Fund and stabilise a venture that

has brought credit to Indian Journalism.

Thanking you,

We remain. Truly yours,

(Sir) S. Radiiakrisiinan

{Vice-Chattceilor, The Andhra Utiivei'•"’6')

(The Hox.) B. Ramaciiaxdra Reddi

{President, The Madras Legislative Council)

K. Srixivasan

{Managing Editor, ‘ The Hindu ')

B. (ioi’AEA Reddi

{Member, The AU-lndia Congress Conmitke)

V. (iiRi, Bar-at-Law

{Member, The Indian Legislative ylssembly)

Please Note

:

—

1. DiJiiatlons of A’s. Ten and ti|)ward.s will be thankfully

accepted.

2. i'\ll remittances are Kj be ;uldresse<l lo Mr. K.

Chandrjxsekharan. M.A.. B.L., Treasurer, 'fRivExi I'lNi-.

‘Ashrama’, Luz, iMylapore, Madra.s.

3. All cheques should be made out in favour of ‘ Mr. K.

CliANDRASEKiiAKAX ' Sind cros.scd. Ill llic ca.se of chetjuei!

drawn on banks oul.side the City of Madras, plea.se add :i sum

of As. 4 to cover commission charges.

4. Printed receipts of the uniform value of Ps. Ten,

bearing the facsimile of the 'I’reasurer’s signature, will hi-

issued. It is therefore convenient to pay in multiples of ten.
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‘The Triple stream’'

rHE'TRIVENP TRUST

The appeal for a Fund to stabilise Triveni was sent out

in June, and we are now approaching the end of September.

Part of the preliminary organisation was finished in June and

July ;
we were expecting to begin the actual work of collec-

tion early in August. But the months of August and Septem-

ber were wasted in attempts to bring out in rapid succession

the May-June and July-August issues of the journal and thus

satisfy the subscribers to some extent. For lack 'of a few

hundred rupees to pay in full the printer’s bills, all printing

was held up for six weeks. With considerable difficulty we

are publishing the May-June Triveni by the fag end of

September, and are planning to print the three subsequent

issues at intervals of five weeks. This again means that we

should have ample funds on hand
;
these delays, however,

make it impossible for us to demand or expect subscriptions.

We are repeatedly caught up in a vicious circle. Now', more

than ever, we are convinced of the imperative need of a

Trust Fund. Between October and April next we propose,

with the co-operation of friends everywhere, to realise the

greater part of the sum of Rs. 30,000 for this purpose.

That there is plenty of goodwill and appreciation is beyond

doubt. Only, it needs to be translated into active financial

support.

The case for Triveni was put eloquently by The Free

Press Journal of Bombay (4th June, 1935)

:

‘ We invite public attention to an appeal on behalf

of Triveniy led by Sir S. Radhakrishnan. Much suffer-

ing has gone into the making of Triveni. The Editor is

^SBtdSeptMnbw.lOBS
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TRIVENI

a man incapable of making compromises with the ideal

of perfection as conceived by him. The result is, that

he literally beggared himself in order to maintain a stand-

ard of excellence in the journal so high and lavish that it

could never be pai^ for out of the sales. Triveui has

ever been a delight to the eye, and a purveyor of magni-
ficent cultural fare ; but it has not been a commercial
success. Imbued with a sense of appreciation for the

traditions it has created, and moved to admiration by
the work of the Editor, a few choice helpers have begun
to collect funds for a Trust to ensure the permanence of

the journal. It is a labour of love which all lovers of

the true and beautiful should feel it a privilege to parti-

cipatc in.’

The warm-hearted Editor of The Free Press Journal

mentions certain facts which the Editor of Triveni has always

felt great delicacy in mentioning. At some stage, he ought

to be free to devote his entire energy to the editorial work,

and not be deflected from it by the maddening agony of

unpaid bills. Eight years is a long enough period (or an

individual to struggle through unaided !

DANCE TRADITIONS

In the present number Mr. K. V. Ramachandran conti-

nues his illuminating study of the dance traditions of South

India. After dealing with the ‘ Yaksliagana ’ of Karnataka,

the ‘ Kathakali ’ of Kerala, and the ‘ Kuchipudi ’ dance of

Andhra, he pa.s.ses on to the Nautch which has fallen into un

merited disrepute because of its accidental association with

the professional Devadusis. Mr. Ramachandran is at once a

scholar and an artist and is specially qualified to give an

interpretation of the Nautch as it exists today and to correlate

it with the technique and practice of the classical dance of

ancient India. The illustrations enhance the value of the

article
;
and in this connection we wish to say how grateful

we are to Mr. and Mrs. Ramachandran for posing to the

photographer in the varied, graceful attitudes of the dance.

Mr. Ramachandran’s love of Nafya is reflected in the
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‘ THE triple stream ’

disciplined expression of the art by his partner in life. Now

that the need has arisen for rescuing the art and winning

for it the appreciation which is its due, he has shown rare

courage and generosity, and secured her co-operation in this

noble task. With the cultivation of a more intelligent

atutude towards this ancient art, the dance is bound to come

into its own as an essential accomplishment of Indian girls,

quite as much as music or literature. Then shall we witness

once again the glory of the times when Malavika danced

before Agnimitra and the princesses of Ind made their

offering of dance at the shrine of Somanath.

SCHOLAR AND STATESMAN

In perusing the speeches and writings of Mr. Sachchida-

nanda Sinha> we come into contact with a refined and gracious

personality. When a publicist of the standing of Mr. C. Y.

Chintamani feels some hesitation in bestowing praise on a

senior, lest he should ‘appear to be sitting in judgment,’

how much greater must be the hesitation of the present writer

who had not even learnt the Telugu alphabet by the time The

Hindustan Review was started in 1900? As the movement

for an Andhra Province took shape in 1911, our leaders

naturally referred to a similar movement in Behar, and

mentioned the names of Mahesh Narayan and Sachchidananda

Sinha,—Behari patriots whose love of their home province

was not only consistent with, but actually deepened, their love

of all-India. As lawyer and publicist, as statesman and

scholar, Mr. Sinha stands in the front rank of Indians of an
earlier generation. But we specially love to think of him as

a journalist who felt an inner urge to launch a high-class

journal at a time when daily newspapers monopolised the

attention of the Indian Intelligentsia. In fact, he was one of
the pioneers of this type of journalism, which seeks to inter-

pret the best in our culture and lays the requisite emphasis on
the things of the mind.

*** SmuOie* and WrUmgt ofby Ktta M.z.m Vp. SO^Pn.
Mr, Saekehidananda Sinha

Price Re. 6.)

(Pnb-
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TRIVENI

The volume covers a wide range and is illustrative of

Mr. Sinha’s versatility. Here are speeches in the provincial

and all-India legislatures, memoranda submitted to Parliment-

ary Committees, addresses to music and caste conferences,

after-dinner speeches, an'd intimate personal notes on Pandit

Malaviya and Babu Rajendra Prasad. It is dedicated to the

Rt. Hon. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru in choice language, breathing

the spirit of loyal friendship and affectionate regard.

A COMMONWEALTH OF LITERATURES

We welcome the efforts that are being made by Mr. K. M,

Munshi to give an all-India status to our provincial literatures.

Hansa^ the Hindi magazine till now conducted by Sri

Premchandji, will hereafter be edited conjointly by Sjts.

Munshi and Premchandji. It will publish articles about the

different literatures, with personal sketches of writers and

poets, and translations into Hindi of the more valuable

literary pieces. Triveni has similar aims, and since 1928, it

has bestowed a great deal of attention on the literary and

cultural movements in Andhra, Maharashtra, Karnataka, and

other linguistic units of India. In fact, this has been a promi-

nent feature of Triveni^ and it is not quite accurate today

to say that ‘ we know the latest literary and cultural activity

in England, but not that of our neighbouring province.’

While we readily recognise that it is useful to conduct a

magazine in Hindi for the benefit of all Indian provinces, \vc

believe that it is not less important that Indian literature .shuulti

keep in touch with the literature of the world by the publi-

cation of articles on the Indian literatures, and translations

of poems, plays and stories, in an international language like

English. There are many ways in which Triveni and Hansa

can co-operate with advantage. There is, however, a wide-

spread feeling in South India that, in their zeal for the propaga-

tion of Hindi, the pracharaks are making exaggerated claims

on its behalf, and referring to the literatures in Kannada, Tamil

or Telugu with condescension. It is one thing to say Aat,

as Hindi is spoken by the largest number of Indians, it migl**
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‘THE TRIPLE STREAM’

eventually serve as a medium of communication between

rovince and province. It is altogether different to exalt it

to the position of a national language and impose it on all

rovinces, to the detriment of the local language. We draw

a distinction between a common language and a national

language. There are several sub-nationalities in India, and

to them their mother-tongue is the national language and also

the prime vehicle of creative self-expression. Hindi is not

inherently superior to Telugu or Bengali
;
nor is its literature

as rich and varied as theirs. We respectfully warn Mr.

Munshi against the subtle danger that lurks behind the Hindi

movement. The Hansa must steer clear of it.
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Sonnet

How like a ship upon a shoreless main

I voyage with dread blank on every side.

A grey monotony of chilly rain

Unchangingly along the changing tide

,
Heaves hugrely . . . yet, within myself I hide

Eternal voyagers who seek again

The light, more beautiful than any bride.

Starring stupendous heavens without a stain.

Billow on clashing billow, see me climb

Each time with greater sureness than before.

While the wide challenging waters round me chime

Enormous rhythms of the Evermore.

And since the ship takes no account of time,

Mileage exists not, nor a sense of shore.

Written 4—7—34)
Pondicherry ) H. Cmattopaohyava



The Challenge of Nationalism

By Hirendra Nath Mukerjek, M.A. ^•Cal.) B.A., B.Litt. (Oxon.)

Bak-at-Law

(Tieelurer, Andhra Vniversity)

I

The Austrian poet, Grillparzer, once remarked that

‘humanity, ihroujjh nationality, returns to bestiality.’ To
prophets of nationality like Mazzini, nationalism was the very

breath of life stirring in a people ; while to Acton, it seemed

to be something sinister, whose course, he predicted, ‘ will be

marked by material and moral ruin, in order that a new

invention may prevail over the interests of mankind.’ Acton

w!is not far wrong if we take into account the post-war world,

which exhibits the menace of opposing nationalisms to the

unity or even the maintenance of civilisation. Despite

Geneva and Locarno, and talks of European Customs Unions

and armament protocols, and despite the contempt with which

the idea of nationality is regarded by men like Tagore, it

would be folly to forget that the problem of nationality and

of national jealousies is still far from a solution. ‘To refuse,’

said Lenin, referring to nationalism, ‘the thing that is, cannot

be permitted; recognition forces itselt.’ It would be blind-

ness to ignore, for instance, that economic nationalism is a

dominant feature of the world today, that import ‘ tjuotas,’

export bounties, subsidised railway rates to and penal

railway rates from the frontiers, and a whole labyrinth of

measures for the restriction of international exchanges, have

been and are being elaborated by the civil services of different

countries. A certain British economist, we hear, keeps a

‘tariff map’ of the world. He puts up along the many
frontiers little paper walls varying in height to indicate the

scale of the tariffs of each State. Europe, on his map,

resembles, says John Strachey, nothing so much as the cross
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section of a prison with each nation cowering immured in its

own little economic cell. Great Britain has become a pro-

tectionist country. Ottawa intended the isolation of the

British Empire from the current of world trade—an intention

that has been partly thwarted, not so much by the forces of

economic internationalism, as by acute national rivalries

within the Empire. International lending has come almoist to

a standstill. The United States Congress is in a frenzied

nationalist mood. France and Germany are not exactly

friendly. Starvation stalks in Eastern and Central Europe

against a background of bitter internecine hostility.

Nationalism has, indeed, become something like a new

religion. The hooked cro.ss of Germany, the statue of Italia,

the eternal flame burning before the grave of the Unknown
Soldier Vinder the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, are the symbols

of worship. 'I'he ‘ Buy British ’ mood of Britain expresses,

with less theatricality, the same spirit ; the recent mas.s

hysteria over the King’s Jubilee is another Anglo-Saxon vari-

ation on the same theme. One needs only a conversation

with a young, ingenuous Italian fascist ; one needs only to

have been present at students’ meetings, even in pre-Iliiler

Germany, where the proctfcdings opened with the spirited

singing of ‘ Deutschland, iiber alles,’ or to have read Mollc

van den Bruck’s ‘ Germany’s Third Empire ’ or Friedrich

Sieburg’s ‘ (iermany, my country ’
; one needs only to have

tramped the streets of Paris all day on July 14, the anniver-

sary of the fall of the Bastille, to be persuaded of the strength

and genuinene.ss of nationalist fervour. It is not so «lillicult

to understand the causes of Hitler’s amazing asccndaiicy,

after one reads the report of a speech by Professor Naumaiin

at a teachers’ conference at Cologne :
‘ It may sound

barbaric, but neverthele.ss it is true : Germany has an abund-

ance of beautiful poems, splendid grammars and philo-

sophical systems. Even if nothing new were added to it,

we would have a treasure on which we could live fot

hundreds of years to come. But of Danzig or Vienna, or

of the Saar district of Eupon, there is a great lack at present
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in Germany. For all that, Danzig and Vienna are at the

moment more beautiful to us than a beautiful poem and more

valuable than a clever book,— especially if the beautiful poem

or the clever book were such that they could have been made

as well in Paris or Poland.’* The Saar, which was a kind of

barometer of German national prestige, is now part of the

Fatherland, as a result of a memorable plebiscite which

has been the high-water mark of recent German nationa-

lism. But, as every newspaper reader knows, there is no

lack in Europe today of ‘irredentas’ which are like so

many powder magazines liable to be .suddenly on fire. The

Polish corridor, the di.strict of Vilna, Upper Silesia and

Macedonia, zones in dispute between Italy and Austria,

between Italy and Jugo-Slavia, between Hungary and

Roumania, between Hungary and Jugo-Slavia, between Italy

and Greece—are all danger-spots where the light of peace

finds it hard to penetrate. On top of all this, there are the

claims of puis.sant nations to what are euphemistically called

‘places in the sun’ —most notably, today, of Italy in Africa

and of Japan in the Far East. It is no wonder, then, that the

recurrent theme in contemporary politics is the problem of

peace, which largely resolves itself into the problem of

natioiiali.sin and its sini.ster corollary, imperiali.sm.

The historical evolution of modern nationalism takes us

little further back than some 150 years. The peculiar condi-

tions of England were responsible for its appearance there

earlier than anywhere else. Henry Vlll. hungering for matri-

monial bliss, invoked it in the name of religion ; Elizabeth,

with her eye on overseas trade and the spoil of Spanish

galleons, invoked it with incantations on ‘ this precious stone,

set in a silver sea.’ France before 1789 was little more than
a congeries of Gascons, Provencals, Bretons, Normans,
Alsatians and others ; the defence of the Revolution against

* Berliner Borsenzeitung ’ Dev. 2ll. ItVW; iinuted in ‘Internationnl Literatute,’
H«.4,1984.
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the alliance of crowned heads began French nationalism,

German nationalism was created by Napoleon
; Fichte’s

‘ Addresses to the German Nation,’ which became the Bible

of German patriotism, followed the battle of Jena and

preceded the War of Liberation in 1813. Italians, oppressed

and divided by priests, Bourbons and Hapsburgs, found a

release in the hope, magistrally expressed by Mazzini, to lead

the world again ns they had done from the time of St.

Francis to that of Michelangelo. Slav nationalism, pug-

naciously prominent since 1848, claimed from the rest of the

world a reverent acknowledgment of its primacy in my.stici.sm

and the not easily discernible wisdom which is .supposed to

be its concomitant.

Dostoevsky once .said that every people must look upon

itself as’ the ‘God-bearing people’ in order to have any faith

in its future. Danger lurks in this advice, for there is no

knowing when a nation comes to believe in its monopoly of

God’s wisdom, and if it does, its evangelical zeal may not be

palatable to other peoples. To Mazzini, nationality was

sacred, because ‘ God has written one line of his thought on

the cradle of each nation.’ England, he decided, wa.s to

specialise in business and colonisation, Russia to civilise

Asia, Poland to be the champion of the slavs ; Germany was

to think, France to act, and Italy to unite thought and action.

A non-Italian, presumably, was expected to ac(jiiicsce, without

demur, in the pre-eminent role assigned to Italy. Mazzini

refused to Ireland a national mission of its own and therefore

its claim to national independence : of i\.sia, he did not

deign to think more than to consign her to the tender mercie.*!

of ‘civilisers’ from imperialist Britain and Czarist Russia.

With all his desire to be fair as between different European

nations, his predilection for his own continually broke out in

rapturous panegyrics on the Italy that was to be.

In a recent Ntizi book, ‘ The Fundamentals of Anthro-

pology’ by Professor Hermann Gauch, there occurs this

astounding sUitement: ‘ Ihc non-Nordic is not a

human being; he is, in fact, not a human being at all) *
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compared with the animal, but merely an intermediary, a

jink . • • [he] comes next to the man-apes.’ Nothing

very different, probably, was meant by Fichte when he said

that ‘ to have character and to be German undoubtedly mean

the same.’ His ‘ Addresse.s’ of 1807 begin by expUiining the

superiority of the German to all others, because he alone had

a pure language. He forgot, Bertrand Russell points out

with his inimitable irony, that the Russians, Turks and

Chinese, not to mention the Eskimos and Hottentots, had

also pure languages. Hitler’s henchmen today look upon

race, not language, as the proof of German superiority; they

are not without their forbears. Irish professors have written

books to prove that Homer was an Irishman. French

anthropologists have given archaeological evidence that the

Celts, not the Teutons, were the pioneers of civilisation in

northern Europe. Houston Chamberlain, the mysterious

Englishman who did not live to sec himself canonised by the

Nazi movement, argued at length that Dante wjls a German

and Christ was not a Jew. Anglo-Indians have always

emphasised race and, through Kipling, imperialist England

has caught the infection.'

A nation, as any text-book on politics will tell us,

connotes a geographical group and a sentiment of solidarity.

This sentiment has considerable aflinities with the crowd

spirit. In times of crisis, partioularlj’, a nation behaves as a

crowd does ; the emotional lone of both is more or less

similar ; there is the same unreasoning love and hate, the same

inflated egoism, the same dc-individualising sense of absorp-

tion into a larger whole, the same thrill of a vaguely appre-

hended common i)urpo.se. The cheering crowds before

Buckingham Palace on the day of the declaration of war on

Lerniany, genuinely represented, for the time being, the

entire British nation.

The sentiment of national solidarity may be due to a
common language, a sufiposcd common descent, a common

^*8oe Bertrand Kuasell'a ‘Freedom and Organisation' (1934), and hie article
on The Uovolt against Reason ’ in roKtieal iiuarteriy Jan—March 1983.
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culture and traditions, or common interests and common
dangers. In the majority of cases, all these play a part in

producing national sentiment, but however the sentiment is

produced, it is the only essential to the existence of a nation.

As Renan discovered, it* is impossible to define nationality

except in terms of the sense of nationality, which, obviously,

is a reality. We think ourselves a nation, and we are a

nation ;

‘
’tis thinking makes it so.’ But, of course, we do not

think that way till the stage is set for it,—^which accounts for

the late emergence of nationalism in history. We must not

forget that nationalism, as such, is not a bit more ‘ natural
’

than tribalism, clannishness or imperialism ; we can shake it

off when the material environment so demands. The authors

and propagandists of modern nationalism have been the men

of brains—and, this is important, of some means—belonging

most often to the middle classes. The time had come for

them to assert themselves and they did, through the

medium, very largely, of nationalism that, fortunately, li.id

in it elements which could powerfully attract the masses.

Palacky, the great historian and nationalist of Bohemia, tells

us‘ that if the ceiling of the room in which he and some of

his friends were dining one night had collapsed, the Czech

nationalist movement would have been destroyed ; it was still

of a small group and had not yet captured the m.isses.

Equally illuminating tales—though Palacky’s conclusion is .i

little too sweeping—might be told of the beginnings of

nationalism in many countries.

Nationalism, thus, is not instinctive with the ma-vse.^’; any

more than with the classes. Most of us are nationalists, be-

cause our fathers have, consciously or unconsciou.sly, drilled

us into it. It never occurs to us to question the adoration of

the flag or other national symbols. This is because our mind

is a social product ; we repeat, without knowing it, the

formulas and fantasies and frauds that arc ‘of good repute.

Nationalism, besides, is strong because it touches a genuine

* 0. J. H. UayeR, ‘JJistorical fivolution of Modern Nationaliam ’ (W. 1!®!

P.294.
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chord in our hearts ; it strives, however clumsily, to satisfy

our hunger for community. But its form and character have

been determined by history, which clearly disproves its

immutability ; at critical junctures, for example, class interests

have been found more powerful thantonsiderations of national

policy. The French emigres, we all know, helped Germany

against France in 1792 ; the Russian middle classes allied

themselves alternately with Germany and the Entente Powers

against the Revolution ; the ruling classes in the East who,

for a time, welcomed Russian revolutionary propaganda as

an aid in the struggle against European imperialism, later got

alarmed at the danger to their own interests and opposed it

bitterly. Nationality, of course, admits, in theory, no grades,

no hierarchy of membership ; but, as a matter of fact, the

susceptibility of the helpless masses to propaganda which

money controls, means in the last resort the dominance of a

class. The smoke-screen of nationalism is so often put up,

that the people may not notice the deception. It is a relief,

therefore, to be able to know that nationalism is not an

unchangeable element of our nature, that it is permissible to

hope for a time, in the distant future maybe, when the

inconvenient idiosyncrasies of locality will not hamper our

coinrnon hum.anity.

But this should not blind us to the phenomenal power

for good and for evil that nationalism commands today. For

the present, at any rate, both tribalism and the antipodal

position of cosmopolitanism are delinitely unsatisfactory. We
cannot afford to forget the lesson of the debacle of inter-

national socialism during the Great War. The Basle

manifesto of 1912 became a dead letter two years later and

erstwhile socialists flocked to fight under their national

banners. A mere scratch discovered that they were still

more in love with their nation than with the common cause

of the workers of the world. We must not forget, on the

other hand, the part played by love of country in the first

great victory of socialism. The spectacle of Russian courtiers,

generals, landowners, capitalists and merchants, the very men
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who claimed a monopoly of patriotism, invading their own
country in a desperate effort to recover their profits, with the

ubiquitous aid of the invading expeditions of half the world,

did not a little to rally the miisses of the people to fight for a

socialism which meant also their national liberation. We
must, in short, if we learn from history, discover an inter-

niitionalism which does better justice by the notion of the

local community.

Ill

Over a sixth of the earth’s surface, in the Union of

Socialist Soviet Republics, the national (}uestion is being

tackled in a manner which alone promises to solve the

problems of nationalism. The immoral gospel of the nation

is one of the most lethal dangers of our age and it is,

unhappily, on the forefront of the programmes of men like

Mussolini and Hiker. In the U. S. S. R. nationalism is

assigned a relative character; there is no (|uestion of a

fulfilment of nationhood for its own sake, for (he sake of its

sublimity and its historic mission. With the achievement of

socialism, nationalism as we know it will disappear; it is

being taken into account at present only in order that the

final goal may be more expeditiously reached.*

Even the bitterest enemies of the .Soviet Lbiion do not

deny that its ‘national policies,’ the treatment, in other

words, of former subject peoples of the Czarist empire, are

one of its most notable succcsse.s. In one great gesture

after the Revolution, the Union renounced all priorities ami

capitulations and concessions and privileges wliich the

Czarist government had enjoyed in Asiatic countries along

with the other (ireat Powers. Lenin expanded the slogan,

‘Proletarians of the world, unite,’ into ‘Proletarians of all

countries, and oppressed peoples of all the world, unite! t

and the Declaration of the Rights of the Peoples of Russia

was followed almost immediately by a proclamation to the

* In this section, I have borronrcil heavily from Hons Kohn’s very vslosl)!#

book on ‘Nationalism in the Soviet Union ’ (Ed. 1933).
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Mohammedan workers of Russia and the East, calling on

them to organise their national life in complete freedom and

with the aid, whenever necessary, of the Russian proletariat.

The banner of the Union dispensed with all national

emblems—the lions, eagles and bears, the beasts of prey of

the State—and showed, as symbols of the new evangel of

labour, a sickle and hammer on a sun-lit globe framed in

ears of corn, with interwoven ribbons bearing in different

languages the motto :
‘ Proletarians of all countries, unite!’

Within the territory of the U. S. S. R. there tire

extremes, not only of climate but also of culture. But where

the Czar’s Government had violently to repress scores of

subject peoples, the Soviet Union has been able to encourage

every ethnic group within its borders. The culturally

advanced Ukrainian and the nomadic, illiterate Uzt)ek, the

Great Russian and the g>’psy. are ecjually free to develop

their national personalities. Huge amounts have been spent

for providing the basis for local industries in the national

republics. Scores of races and millions of people were

condemned under the pre-revolutionary system to what h.is

been called ‘ planned backwardness.' Bolsheviks, on the other

hand, have begun to buihl a textile industry in Turke.stan,

where cotton can !)« grown, ami under their fostering care,

distant Caucasus is becoming an industrial centre. There

has, then, been no remissness in recognising that it would be

sheer hyp<icrisy to suggest that the Uzbek was ‘ free ’ to

develop his ctiliure if, in the ab.sence of industrial equipment,

he had to toil sixteen hours a day ; he must have freedom of

a very different sort from the freedom we all have ' to own a

Rolls and dine at the Ritz.’

Before the revolution, the language of the administration,

the Courts and the government schools for the whole Empire,

was Ru.ssian, though Riussians formed no more than 43“
.1 of

the population. There was, of course, one official religion,

that of the Orthodox Church, and all non-Russians, in .Asia

and along the Volga, had no civil rights. Until 1905, it was
dlegal to print books in Ukrainian, White Russian and
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Lithuanian. Today in the U. S. S. R., with its 185 peoples

and 147 languages, there is no imposed privilege for a people

or for a language. Elabonate minority legislation assures to

the minorities, among other things, their schools and the

official employment of their own languages. For a number

of languages, even alphabets had to be improvised. Local

officials and members of economic bodies, if they happen to

be outsiders, have got to learn the local language. There

are now academies for i.ssuing dictionaries, publishing

institutions, libraries, theatres, museums, historical and

scientific societies, in formerly barbarous tracts
; the film

and the wireless are steadily being requisitioned for the pur-

pose of developing the languages. Since 1929, the Latin

script has replaced, throughout the Union, the complicated

Arabic, calculated, as it were, to prolong the cultural sleep of

the Asiatic peoples
;
the way was led by Azerbaijan, the first

Mohammedan state to renounce the Arabic script, oven

before Kemalist Turkey, and to adopt legislation for women’s

emancipation. Moscow gyfisies have issued the first wall-

newspaper and staged the first play in their gypsy language.

‘ Red Yurts ’ and ‘ Red kitabikas ’ have been instituted in

areas inhabited by nomads and semi-nomads.—transportable

tents with which teacher and doctor ;ind midwife and library

go from camp to camp. ‘The muunt.'iin women's huts' work

in a similar way in the Caucasian mountains and their remote

and sequestered valleys.

The propaganda for women’s emancipation has been in

full force since 1927 ; it was not possible earlier to make a

frontal attack on age-long superslilions in some of the mo.st

backward tracts of the world. Hefore (he Soviet could

intervem^, ‘ unfaithful ' women were done to death by stoning.

Many women, whose names we do not know, paid with their

lives for laying aside the veil or for other modernising

tendencies. It was not till the Communist Party was strong

enough among the indigenous populations that it became

possible to combat energetically the influence of the feudal

landowner and the Mohammedan priesthoods with their
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ecclesiastical courts. Wife-purchase and rapine are now
punishable offences ; but, unlike in modern Turkey, there has

been no direct legislation against the veil. Today in such

advanced Mohammedan territories as the Crimea, one never

sees the veil, though it still lurks ih remote nooks of Central

Asia. In recent years, more than 1500 women have been

elected chairmen of village soviets in the eastern Soviet

states. The Supreme Court of Justice in Kazakistan had

in 1932 a woman president
;
iinother was a member of the

Council of People’s Commissars. The youth of the Moham-

medan peoples, young men and women alike, are firmly

treading the path of progress, and this has all been due to the

remarkable success of the Union’s ‘Nationality policy.’ I'he

freedom for national minorities has produced a high flower of

culture; a new intellectual life is astir on sites whert^supersti-

tion and dark ecclesiastical reaction once reigned supreme.

IV

The welfare of different peoples, thus, is mutually

compatible, but (heir ptnuer, with its cruel concomitant,

competition, is not. .Socialism, essentially international,

provides, as the Russian example shows, an objective basis

for co-openuion instead of conflict between the peoples of

the world. Capitalist states, on the other hand, as .Mr.

Hawtrey, himself a highly intelligent defender of capitalism,

pointed out in his ‘ Economic .Aspects of Sovereignty,' arc

always conscious that the gain of one country is necessarily

loss to others, and its lo.ss gain to them. Conflict, thus, is of

the essence of the pursuit of power: the bellicosity of I'ascism,

whose idol is the nation-state, illustrates this to a fault. In

the context of capit;dism, it is impossible for nationalism to

shake off its jacobin heritage, and the insane forces of destruc-

tion will gmnbol freely with our fates. .-Ml the experience
we can garner from history-, past and present, tells us that

Capitalism cannot lead us, as men like H. G. Wells seem
fondly to hope, to world monopoly and so to peace, through
gentle mergings of trusts and scientific federations of nations.
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It seems more probable that capitalist peace can only be

established after a light to the death among the great

monopolist groups
;

it would be a desert peace, the dread

sequel to the last supreme war of the world.

Nationalism has, indeed, still a work to accomplish

among the colonial peoples. A worm is in the stalT of the

imperial powers, and it shall not be long before immen.se

populations in Asia and Africa, that are today more or less

their property, will find release from their bondage. But it is

essential that there should be a conjunction of the forces uf

socialism and of nationali.sni, that there should be a relentless

attack on that hydra-headed monster, imperialism, that the

appeal of our liberation movement should be based, not alone

on tribal community but on the wider community of social

justice. It is doubtful if, in the absence of such conjunction,

colonial peoples will be able to win: but even if they do,- we

shall see a crude repetition of the senseless di.sastcrs of pre-

sent day nationalism—disputed irredentas, economic rivalries

and their sinister concomitants. The Fascist tendency of

idolising the nation-state as a mystical instrument that at once

completes and transcends the individual, will be in the

ascendant. No one dares dismiss lightly the significance of

nationalism, so immense in its inilucncc, so instinct witl>

tradition. But nationalism is, after all, the modern counter-

part of tribalism, and it would be suicidal to enihrone it in our

world on the adamantine basis which I’ascism intends to

provide for it.

We have, thus, to avoid the Scylla of tribali.-an that

ignores the demands of civili.sation and the Charybdis of a

cosmopolitanism that does not yet .strike a sufficiently respon-

sive chord in men’s hearts. We can only do this, if nationa-

lism and internationalism arc both placed on a definitely

socialist basis. It is no good being vaguely humanifcirian,

being naively rhapsodic about the brotherhood of all men. A

mere pacifism is bound to be scoffed at and overwhelmed in

limes of crisis. It would be .salutary, therefore, to remember

that the brotherhood of man is an ideal which can only be
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realised under a different social system, and that the urgent

task of today is to do our best to hasten the advent of that

system. It is imperative to think more of the brotherhood

—

the tangible unity of interests—of the workers of the world,

of every nationality. Within the boitiers of a nation, besides,

the national spirit can only be real, when we have put an end

to the exploitation which divides fellow nationals into con-

flicting classes. It is for socialists to make men feel that

socialism alone can reconcile the claims of nationalism with

the claims of cosmopolitan loyalty.

The aim of all government must be welfare, not power,

before we can hope for a progressive unification of the world.

Capitalism with its gospel of power, its competitive national

loyalties, blocks the path to a saner and happier order. It

has had its hour, when it performed a great historic filhetion

:

but now it is an encumbrance, its recurrent crises are longer

and more acute, its periods of revival shorter and rarer.

With nationalism, it has formed an alliance whose effect is

disorder and disaster ; it is an unholy alliance, for, who can

deny that capitalist imperialism is trampling upon the

patriotism of a dozen peoples ' It seems to excite for its own

purposes a brutal parody of patriotism, a banal jingoism in

the more powerful countries. We must, therefore, remember

that capitalism, of which imperialism is the highest stage,

reprc.ssc.s on purpose the fullest development of nations which

can conveniently be exploited, and keeps them, as the empire

of the Tsars was kept, in a sort of planned backwardness.

Nationalism, if it deserves to claim our loyalty, must, then, be

put on a socialist btisis. We hope, indeed, for a time when
nationalism, tis we know it, shall be relegated to the museum
of antiquities, when the cultural heritage of the race will be

pooled in a human synthesis. I'hat, however, is a distant ideal

none of us, perhaps, will live to see it in practice. For the

moment, nationalism seems, from one angle, a colossal power
fur evil

; from another, a tremendous power for good, if only
't ts allied with the struggle for a society where the conflict
uf classes will have ceased, where opportunity will be
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organised on the basts of the principle of equality. The hope

of the world lies in this alliance between socialism and

nationalism ; the sole example of such an alliance is found to

have released the creative energfy of scores of neglected

peoples in the U. S. S. R. Without it, the prospect for the

future is uninviting, for, in that case, as Bertrand Russell aptly

quotes from Milton to introduce his ‘ Freedom and Organi-

sation

‘Chaos umpire sit.s. And by decision more embroils the fray

By which he reigns : next him high arbiter

Chance governs all.’
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Dance Traditions of South India'

By K. V. RamaciiandIian, B.A.

(Hxclutive to ‘TSirmi'J

m
The unit of the classical dance was the cadence known as

‘karana’; a sequence of the ‘karanas,’ was the ‘angahara,’ and

a tableaux based on these, in which one or more than one

danscuse took part, was the ' pindibandha.’ These cadences

divided themselves into two types—the energetic masculine

and the dainty feminine, named ‘tandava’ and Mas^a' and

ascribed to Siva and Parv'ati respectively—cadences of pure

dance that embellished and variegated the ‘purvaranga’ (pre-

lude) of the ancient drama which, prior to their introduction,

was plain and bare. The ‘karanas’ constituted an invocation

and offering to the Gods, as well as a pictorial treat to the

audience. Though originally requisitioned to enrich and

beautify the preliminaries of the play, as the play grew and

developed, these ‘ karanas ' worked themselves into the body

of the play, not only as decorative units but also as the basis

and resource of the complex expression called ‘abhinaya.’

The assimilation, by the text of the play, of these cadences as

pure dance and as media of ‘ abhinaya ’ perhaps led to the

eventual elimination of the ‘purvaranga.’ The advent of the

‘karanas’ and their reactions on the drama and dramatists at

a vital period of their evolution, is a chapter that deserves the

closest study. The love situation.s of the drama, when inter-

preted by these dainty ‘ lasya’ cadences, led to the extension
of the meaning of the term ‘lasya’ to include not only the

dance cadences and ‘abhinaya’ through them, but also the
love situations so interpreted, the songs that embodied these,

the music that was specially appropriate for them, as

Abhinavagupta says, and, we may add, even the delicate

Tho ptevious article appeared in ZVii'nii lor Jan.—Fob., 1936.
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cadences of the drum. Thus, what was originally the feminine

analogue of the 'tandava,’ at a later stage denoted a whole

.
group of arts that had gathered round it when it interpreted

the love themes and programmes of poets. Ten such essential

love-themes were the ‘ lifsyangas ' of the later chapters of the

Natya Sastra, designed to be rendered by a single danseuse.

It is not easy to surmise whether the compositions comprised

. under the term ‘lasyangas’ represented ‘nritya-prabandhjis’

that developed independently of the drama, but later got

incorporated into it in some form, or whether it was the drama

that gave them birth; nor is it possible to visualise each of

these ‘angas’ in perfect detail. In one of them it is a dream

that is the starting point of a delicious reverie
;
in another it

is the jmage of the beloved that inspires a train of tender

recollections ; every note of Love is represented in these

‘ lasyangas,’ petulance, reproof, reluctance and graciousness,

and every phase of distress that separation provokes. Kight

similar themes are enumerated by the Silappadikaram under

the general name ‘ vari.’ ‘ Lasyu ’ compositions formed an

important section of dance-poems in Tamil, illustmtions of

which are to be found, among others, in the anthologies

Kalithokai and the Divyaprabandham. .\nd in the art of the

Arayars, the temple dancers of Tamil India, the ‘abhinaya’

exposition of the sacred ‘ pasurams ’ lives even today at

Srirangam and Alwar-Tirunagari. And the learned commen-

tators of the Divyaprabandham have left us nulhentio records

of the occasions when the great Ramanuja, a master of

'abhinaya' himself, corrected the renderings of the .Arayars

when they went astray.

The term ‘ lasyanga ’ had still another meaning when it

referred to those essential delicacies of poise and turn, of

curve and glance that were present in and accompanied

certain ‘ desi ’ (provincial) applications of the ‘ lasya ’ cad-

ences. The essentials were not * desi,’ but their noiren-

clature was,—the reason why Sarangadeva calls them ‘dest

lasyangas.' .

The nautch as practised by the Devadasis in South n ‘
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today embodies all these varieties of ‘ lasya.’ The ' alarippu
’

is a dance invocation made up of some of those dainty

cadences with which the ancient artists adored the deities at

the commencement of the drama. The ‘ varna,’ ‘ pada,’

< javali
’ and other compositions bi6ed upon various phases

and situations of Love—the entire dance-anthology that

makes up the current ' abhinaya ’ performance—bears more

than a family resemblance to the ‘ lasyangas ’ of Natya Sastra

and is in all probability descended from them. The ‘tillana’

of the Nautch, the * modi ’ of the ‘ Therukkoothu ’ and the

kinjin
’ of the Oothukkadu-Soolamangalam Bhagavatas,

among others, make purposive use of some of those 'desi

lasyangas’ that Sarangadeva has recorded. The Tamil

equivalent for ‘ lasya,’ according to a quotation abstracted by

Adiyarkunallar, is ‘ mey ’
; and it is curious that a'form of

feminine dance called ‘ mey ’ is in vogue at Soolamangalam

and is rendered ably by my friend Mr. Swaminatha Iyer,

playing the role of a woman.

The foregoing would explain the bias of the Devadasi

art for predominantly erotic themes and its essentially

feminine character. Indeed Love is the supreme preoccupa-

tion of the Nautch
;

its programmes are lit with Love. It is

not suggested that vigorous and forceful elements are absent

from this art,—in fact the * nritta ’ passages abound in power-

ful attitudes and movements, for instance, figure (4) which

illustrates the middle of a Nautch cadence which could very

appropriately introduce a Bhima, also those ‘ abhinaya ’ situa-

tions where Man is portrayed. But on the whole the charac-

ter of the Nautch is feminine, such femininity revealing itself

not only in the 'abhinaya’ themes like the ‘javali’ and the

'pada,' but also in the impersonal dances, especially those

patterned sequences that make up the ‘ tillana ’
: this ‘tillana’

may be defined as the portrait of Woman, the incarnation of
all earthly Beauty and eternal theme of Art, by a lovely young
'woman, through the dainty feminine dance ‘ lasya.’ What a
profound knowledge of the character and significance of the
Nautch do modem reformers reveal when they want to
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expunge it of ‘ sringara ’ or replace it with * raudra ’ and
‘ bhibhatsa ’ rasas! They would have the Nautch, like music,

as a handmaid of loyalty, health and sanitation ! It is forlunutc

that notwithstanding these reformers and decades of anti-

nautch activities, the art' continues to live and has produced

several great artists—Ammalu of Pudukkottah tind Gnanam
of Tiruvalur, to mention only two,—in the past. Srimati

Gouri of Mylapore is by far the ablest exponent of ‘abliinaya’

among the seniors of today ; it would be invidious to single

out individual arti.sts from the younger generation, but an

exception must be made in the case of Varalakshmi of

Kumbakonam whose dances are marvels of precise and

beautiful co-ordination.

The pedigree of this art could be traced as far back as

the Si/apfiadikaram to the ‘ariyakkoothu ' and ‘akamargain’

which in a later age came under the loving care and protcc

tion of the great-souled Chola emperors, and was presumably

taught by Brahmins— ‘ Bhagavata melas ’ as their guiUls were

known (the ‘ natya-kutapa ’ of Bharata's t(;rminology) whose

descendants are practising a dramatic, variety of it in certain

villages of Tamil Xad and Andhrailes.i. I-Vom inienial

evidence, one is led to suspect that Gopalakrishna Bharaii

who chose the ‘ nrittamurli ' himself as the theme of his im

mortal music-drama, the .Namlan Charitram, was a Bhagarata -

that is a dancer himself : his i.s therefon; the tribute of a pro-

fessional to the Master of Dance. .V \ilal part of Krishna

Bhagavatar’s art was his dance and the dance tradition per-

.si.stcd till very recently' in our ‘kalha kalakshepams.’ I he

‘ harikatha bhagavatars ’ of the pre.sent d.iy have a conlus’Cil

art-linetige and some of them none at ail.

A considerable section of Nautch music is traceable to

these early ‘ bhagavatas.’ At some stage in its history, the

art passed on to the ‘ natuva melas ’—the guilds of non-

brahmin teachers of dance— and the .secrets of the art are

jealously guarded by these people today. This community o

dance masters has tilso produced several great men in the

past, especially the brothers .Sivanandam, Ponnayya an
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Vadivelu at whose hands, about a hundred years ago the
performances appear to have undergone some editing and
assumed their present form condensed into the ‘ single day’s
programme ’ made up of select items of dance and ‘abhinaya’ in
the choice of which the taste of the last kings of Tanjore was
perhaps in some measure reflected. Redactions pre.suppose the
omis.sion of forms due to exigencies of various kinds and it is

probable that the preparation of this dance anthology involved
many omissions ; it would therefore be wrong to look upon
the present day survival as representing the entire art, be-
cause contemporary literature gives us a richer picture of
forms, in comparison wiih which the Nautch repertoire looks
impoverished somewhat. Out of this limited repertoire the
‘ fflcy ’ is rendered by a single Brahmin artist today at Soola-
inangalam ; the ‘ modi ’ has almost vanished, and the ‘darii

’

survives in the dramatic traditions only ; while the ^swarajati ’

and ‘ ragamalika ' arc remembered, they are not in evidence
at performances ; and as the first sign of the progressive
administration of temples, dance service is discarded, the
beautiful cadences of ' malappu ’ are being fast unlearned.

.Nautch music (to distinguish it from the musician’s
music) untouclied by modern influences, remains a purer
more beautifuUand refined form of the art. The music forms
are common to both, but the music is different and distinc-

people are slow to recognise on account of
the inelliciency of the Nautch musicians of the present jrener-
nt'on I he teumful -varna ' in Bhairavi' by Adiyappajya
and the e,|u,Illy beaullful „„u,, „f (invin.lastvtimy are dance

h^Tt •
‘Wrajn had written playa, he mi^ht

hate Ituthtoned stich music as awaits „s in the drtunas of
hoolamangalam tind Oothnkkadu. Were one riven the

fch'etm
“""""K'V npvvify the -padas' of

from Te nT?'!
‘ P"*'”*' 'onntitme a rich heritage

‘padas’ ire'so f'

' ""‘‘'”''"“'0 that specialists in these

m f f ' "“'"'’“t in font dwindling.
Whtle the art remained faithful to the precepts which
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ensured its preservation, its terminology has to some extent

been vernacularised in Tamil India,—a phenomenon common
to all localised forms of art. Thus the name ‘ adavu ’ desig-

nates, in the Tamil districts, a cadence—of the hands, of the

feet, of the neck and of *the hip individually, also a co-ordi-

nation of these and identified by a syllabic label that furnish-

ed at the same time a rhythmic basis for the movements

concerned. A sequence made up of a specific floor-contact

and a patterned movement of the hands is an ‘ adavu ’ and

recognised by a syllabic label ; but this label comprises

several similar and dissimilar sequences—whole groups of

them in fact—and these are among the first things that the

beginner has to learn to execute with fidelity, and consequ-

ently with grace. However gifted a person, a thorough

discipline in these is an inescapable part of dance educniion

just as alphabets and words are predetermined and inc.xoruble

essentials of a literary, and ‘ swara ’ and ‘ tala ' of a musical,

education. No sensible person would ever want to discard

these basic essentials or furnish his own equivalents for them

or reform them before he has understood them. The ‘ihatta-

davu ’ which comprises a homogeneous group of floor-contacts

was familiar to the grammarians as the * samapadakuttiinum.'

In the same way the ‘ nattithattadavu ’ in its three varieties

was termed ‘ purakshepakuttanam ’ (fig. 3) ‘ paschatkshepa-

kuttanam ’ tind ‘ parsvak-shepakuttanam ’ (fig. 4) according as

the foot wtis planted in front, behind, or :it side. This

‘adavu’ label comprises a cadence involving a jump ana

semi-circular steps to the accompaniment of opening and

closing ‘alapailava’ and ‘sandamsa’ has/as

;

this was the

‘ utpluti-uttanam.’ The ‘dhi li tai’ which is the invariable

finale of most dance secjuences, really a variety of the

‘nattadavu’ in quick time accompanied by various kinds of

patterned movements of the hands, was the ‘ padaparsvakutt-

anam.’ An even movement of the feet with a .simultaneous

circular movement of the hands had the syllabic label ‘digi

digi.’ The ‘ thattimettadavu,’ a floor-contact involving tbe

balls of the feet (fig. 16), was the * santadyaparshnikuttanam.
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The ‘anukkuradavu’ was the ‘ mridusparsanatn.’ A few of

the ancient ‘ bhramaris ’ too one meets with in the disguise of

(
adavus.’ This list of ‘ adavus ’ is capable of endless multi-

plication. My purpose in referring to them here is to show

that the intricacies of the Nautch haVe been minutely studied,

labelled and classified by artist-scholars in the past and it is

no fault of theirs if some today, who are neither scholars nor

artists, misjudge the art and its resources.

The ‘karana’ was the rythmic co-ordination of the

patterned movement of hands and feet from a basic attitude.

The cadence illustrated in figure (1) begins with the ‘ mandala-

sthana’ and a pair of ‘ sikhara-hastas ’ held opposite the

breast are gracefully spread out as ‘ patakas ’ as the foot is

established in front; the second movement involving a tap

and a jump restores the original attitude with which the

cadence started. This is an ‘ adavu ’ familiar to the artists of

the Nautch as ‘ ta tai tarn.’ In the ‘ nattithattadavu ’ (fig. 3)

the first movement takes the foot forward, the next carries

that foot behind the other swastika-wise, with an appropriate

movement of the hands ; the third movement plants the foot

forward once again and the fourth restores it to the original

position. The Nautch cadence ‘tai tai tatha’ (fig. 4)

involves a lateral tilt of the body with hands to corres-

pond on either side, completed by an energetic forward

movement. All these three cadences could well be term-

ed ‘ karanas,’ because they fulfil all the essentials of a

‘karana.' But the Nautch has forgotten quite as much
as it remembers and it is in recovering the forgotten

essentials that the extensive Natya literature, the intimate

Natya sculpture and the authentic traditions of the art, render

signal aid ; even with all these aids our problem is not easy
of solution because what is sought to be recovered is not the

shape of this ‘hasta’ or that flexion, but the career of the

movements in their entirety and the specific cur\-es and
contours of which they are composed.

Retaining the very floor-con^cts described in the last

para but substituting another movement of the hands, we
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derive two entirely different cadences, glimpses of which have

been seized in figures (2 & 5). Not only do they bear no

resemblance to the previous ‘adavus’ in spite of identical

floor-contacts, the two differ from each other employing

identical hand movements in different directions. Likewise

could we derive more cadences by varying the hand-move-

ments and by combining them with other movements of the

feet. Provisionally naming these two ‘ kiiranas ’ (figs. 2 & 5)

‘atikranta’ and ‘parsvakranta,’ let us endeavour to build up a

section of an imaginary ‘nritta’ composition and begin it

with the ‘tribhangi-sthana’ (fig. 6) and render some beautiful

‘rechakas’ of the neck (‘ addiyams ’ as 'ramil India knows them)

and pass on to the ‘ parsvakranta karana ’ (fig, 5) rendered by

either hands and feet, (hen to the ‘ ardhamattalli
'
(see sculp

ture 2 of last section on ‘Dance Traditions)* with a few steps

to the right tind left, then to the ‘ atikranta karana ’ (fig. 2) on

to the ‘ karana-unmatiaka’ (re.semhling fig. 11 of Ciopinath in

the last article but in a standing posture) with both the hands

spread out instead of oiu^ and take some ptioes forward in

terms of a stand.ird floor-contact : at this point the dancer if

capcible could attempt the • mayuravalitam ' (peacock cadence)

with its difficult involution of the leg behind in imitation of

the curl of the scorpion's tail and graceful turns to the left

and right: a single • natt.'idvu ' and ;i gyiaiing • blirain.in"

leading the dancer back to the • iribhangi st liana ' would

conclude ibis imaginary <lance-fugiie in which an Idcniic.ii

cadence of the hands is iterated through a series of e\i;r

changing Hofir contacts and supported by a lieauiilul attitude

at either end. .\ ‘nritta’ pa.s.sage such a.s this would

repre.sent an .attempt ;it reconstructing the cla.ssical d.ince,

especially the 'karanas.' If after we have vi.sualiscd the

‘karanas’ in precise ami perfect detail, we .attempt those

sequences called ‘ angaiianis ’ ami the siinjile and compo-site

‘ pindibandh.a.s ’ and the group d.ances, the ‘ ra.sak.a .and

‘ hallisakti,' all btised on the • karan.as,’ this would repre.sent .*

somewhat ambitious attempt at reeon.structing the classic.il

^Triv^nif .laniiHry-KebruHry, 1996.
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dance of India. But all these belong to the realm of research

and are tardy and difhcult of realisation even with the best

aids and efforts. But the authentic traditions derived from

the classical system offer no such problems and are the

ultimate refuge of the artist. If,» as demonstrated, a few

changes could convert a Nautch cadence into a classical

cadence and vice versa, it is not unre;isonable to infer that

tradition, far from retarding creative effort, actually helps it.

By laying the foundation and imparting a knowledge of the

fundamentals of the art, tradition e<|uips the artist to tackle

the mysteries of higher dance. It therefore remains the

primary means of reconstructing the classical art.

To return to the Nautch. The most beautiful and

captivating of the Nautch compositions is the ‘al:irippu’—the

first item on the programme which, as stated earlier, is a

dance invocation. Other than the ‘trisra’ and ‘misra’

varieties of this, two versions of the ‘alarippu' have survived

one in the Devadasi tradition and the other at Soola-

manofalam with some differences between them. Whether

or not this was the ‘ mukam ' mentioned by Silappadi-

karam which embodied the three ‘ rechakas ’ of the neck,

hip and feet, it certainly resembles the karana ‘ vaisakha

rechitam ’ in the incorporation of these ‘ rechakas,’ only they

arc rendered from a basic ‘ samapada-sthana' instead of the

‘vaisakha.’ Beginning with the • samapada ’ attitude, the

torso thrown slightly forward, shoulders relaxed and palms

meeting each other overhead as though the karana • leenum ’

was employed in divine adoration (fig. 11) to the accompani-

ment of bewitching glances and smiles and movements of the

brow—a ‘naivedya’ of feminine gr.aces—followed by some
elegant ‘addiyams’ of the neck in double ijuick time, the

hands are brought gracefully down as outspread ‘patakas,’

.shoulder, elbow and wrist on level : follows a duet between
the neck and the hands, a crisp expressive movement of the

bands responding to a caressing movement of the neck,

emphasised by an appropriate turn of the hip; follows a
movement of the neck and hands in unison, each hand
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reaching the neighbourhood of its shoulder, describing

undulating patterns of petal-like symmetry and diverted back

to their original position as outspread ' patakas,’ whence they

return to the neighbourhood of the chest in pretty alternation,

with a faint suggestion o^the karana ‘ vaksha-swastika ’
; the

overhead ' anjali ’ is rendered once over and the hands are

brought down as outspread ‘patakas’ and in a semi-seated

posture called ‘motitam’ (hg. 12) all the previous cadences

are iterated once again seriatim ; follows what resembles the

karana ‘ swastika-rechitam ’ in the course of two lateral

movements (fig. 13); varieties of the ‘dhi ti tai’ cadence

are now rendered along with a forward movement, accom-

panied by the beautiful action of both the hands in unison

and alternation ; then the ‘ digi digi ’ cadence to a backward

movement along with a circular ‘ vartana ’ of both the hands;

the ‘ alarippu ’ ends with a third overhead ‘ anjali ’ and the

outspread ‘ patakas ’ elegantly brought down, shoulder, elbow

and wrist on level. A prosaic description like the .'ibovc

cannot convey even a fraction of the charm of this entrancing

sequence, which must be seen over and over again to be

enjoyed. Among the renderings of ‘ alarippu ’ during the last

three or four years at Madras, that of Varalakshnii stands out

in the writer’s memory as the most extjuisite. No wonder

that the ‘ alarippu,’ like the lotus and other choice gifts of

the earth, wtis set apart as an offering to the Ileity—a gift so

irresistibly beautiful and so precious that only the gods wero

worthy of it

!

The ‘jatiswara’ is a composition danced to a ‘swara-

sahitya’ in several sections: this ‘.sahitya’ is just an inciden

tal accompaniment and confined to the briefest compas.s, the

real theme and essence being the dance. Beginning with a

semi-seated posture, it passes on to the ‘ samapada-sthana

from which a semi-circular movement of the ‘ pataka ’ hand

is executed with the right foot planted forward (fig-

and is repeated by the left hand and foot with a dainty

'addiyam ’ in between ; follow inward evolutions of either han

leading to the ‘ nattithattadavu ’ (fig. 3) with a rhythmic
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subtlety worked in
; then the sculpturesque attitude of figure

(15) with a neck movement and slight forward progress

;

follow two lateral movements similar to that denoted by

fig. 13 of the ‘ alarippu ’
; then the cadence ‘ tai tai thatha

’

embodying a lateral tilt and foot planted on side (hg. 4) in

either direction ; a few ‘ dhi ti tai ’ cadences conclude the first

section of the ‘ jatiswara.’ The other sections enshrine other

beautiful movements of the hands and floor-contacts like the

I tattimettadavu ’ (fig. 16). The ‘ jatiswara ’ is the one

composition of the Nautch which a mere male could render

without loss of beauty.

The ‘ adavus ’ are the basis of the dance of the Nautch ;

and a unit of dance called ‘ tirmana ’ is made up of a series

of these strung together in the ‘ tala avartas.’ ‘ Tirmana ’

corresponds to a decorative device in architecture and like a

refrain or a musical ‘ sangathi ’ is an ever-recurring unit of

dance as a prelude, tin interlude and finale. Thus the

‘ tirmana ’ preludes the ‘ sabda,’ the next item on the pro-

gramme which is really a duet of ‘ nritta ' and ‘ abhinaya ’ or

rather a piece of ‘ abhinaya ’ with a fringe of ‘ nritta ’ running

.all around it and in between. As many of the present day

misconceptions of the art are founded upon a confusion of

the relationship between ‘ nritta ’ and ‘ abhinaya,’ we may
take this opportunity of defining them. ‘Nritta’ is the

origin
—

‘prakriti’; ‘abhin.aya’ is‘vikriti’ something derived

from ‘ nritta.’ The one like the ‘ raga ’

is the basic

resource; the other like the ‘ kirtana’ is a concrete applica-

tion of it. The ‘ kirtana ' therefore demands the preamble

of the ‘ raga ’ and plenty of it in the form of improvisations,

in between and at every pause, as a kind of frame-work and

setting. As ‘ abhinaya ’ is the application of dunce forms, it

requires pure dance to sustain it not only from within, but also

from without and all around and at evert' interstice. Yet
there are some among us who adore ‘ abhinaya ’ but hate
dance

!

Its sustenance of rhythm toq, ‘ abhinaya ’ derives from
dance,—from the feet which keep up a continuous syllabifica-
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tion with which the significant gestures of the hand, move-

ments of the eye and eyebrow have to coincide
;
to disown

dance therefore is to disown rhythm. This very rhythm per-

vades those static attitudes,—^the ‘ mandala ’ and ‘ samapada ’

of the Nautch and'the ‘vaisakha-sthana’ of Kathakali

which initiate and sustain dance and ‘ nbhinaya.’ These

harmonies of line and balance, as we might term the ‘ sthanas,’

and harmonies of line and movement, as we might call the

‘karanas’, supreme dance forms both, constitute also the

supreme resources of ‘abhinaya’; to deny dance therefore is to

deny ‘ abhinaya.’ The Nautch docs embody some of these

as media of ‘ abhinaya ’—for instance fig. 27 which represents

Krishna in the act of drinking milk which occurs in the

‘ sabda ’ and figure 17 which portrays the dignity and profnn

dity of the hero and is frequently employed. Other examples

of such protraits are to be found in the ‘abhinayti’ of the gods.

There are also the seated and recumbent ‘ sthanas ’ of dance

for which the ‘ abhinaya’ of the Nautch offers little scope but

which the dramatic traditions have seized and utilised. If the

Nautch had remembered all the classic attitudes and caden-

ces and our dance masters and artists had been conversant

with them all, tlur ‘ sthanas ’ and * karanas ’ might have

found more frequent employment in ‘ abinaya ’
; bin as

it is, we meet with just a few of them and far heiween.

Conversely, perfect ‘ abhinaya ' is impossible without a know

ledge and mastery of these essentials, (dimpses of a low

of these forgotten essentials wc have attempted to recover

in figures 6, 7, 8, 9 <ind 10. The ‘ vaishnavasthana ’ oeeuring

as a phase of the karana ‘ katisama
'
(fig. 7) and the ‘ tribhangi-

sthana ’ (fig. 6) could well denote the gods—especially

Krishna, and by varying the ‘mudras’ we could depict liLs

various ‘ lilas.’ The karana ‘ vyamsita ’ (fig. 9) could find

employment in the portraiture of Hanuman. The ‘ karihasta

cadence attempted in figure 8 could be a dance portrait of

Dance. The ‘alapallava-soochi ’ (fig. 10) could be effcctiiely

employed in the ‘ abhinaya ’ of wonder. These very

cadences, with others suitably strung together, would form
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a sequence of pure dance of the classical type. Let it not

be forgotten however that to enrich dance in the manner

indicated, is one thing, and to reform it, quite another.

The next item ‘ varna ’ is the most elaborate composition

of the Nautch. In structure it doestnot differ very much from

the ‘ varna ' of music, though the music, in common with

other ‘ sahityas ’ of the Nautch, is superior. Here again is a

preliminary ‘ tirmana ’ and ‘ tirmanas ’ between one section

and another. 'I'he ‘ tirmansis ’ of the ‘ varna ’ are ampler and

possess considerable elements of beauty, embodying as they

do some of the most beautiful cadences of hands and feet

(figs. 1, 16 & 10) The ‘abhinaya’ also is more minute and

detailed, and the balance between ‘ nritta ’ and ‘ nritya ’ is

perfectly maintained except in the ‘ charana ' section where

there is a release into ‘ nritta ’ phanta.sies embodying a great

variety of foot-movements and rhythmic variations—a sudden

flood of ‘ nritta ’ overwhelming the tide of ‘ abhinaya ’

—

rather Dance which had been enchained to sense and given

the lowly office of interpretation, breaking free of the bondage

and selling the pace for Music, while Music is content to

meekly follow from a distance. This ‘ nritta ' crescendo for

which the ‘ sahitya ’ pas.sage is just an afterthought is the most

beautiful part of the ‘ varna.’ If the modern reformer would

un-sex ‘ la.sya ’ and make it accommodate themes he considers

appropriate, here also he finds the • nritta ' superfluous and

best lopped off. Did not the late Dr. X’incent Smith think

the beautiful forearm—the • karihasta
'—of the Nataraja

superfluous and recommend its amputation.^

“ Tillana ’ brings us to the end of the dance programme
of the Nautch. Barring the ‘alarippu.’ this is the most capti-

vating item of pure dance, not sensuous by any ineans, but

infinitely aesthetic and one that .should be awaited in pleasant

anticipation. The early sections of it re.scmble the • jatiswara’

very much in the ‘griva’ and 'kati'
—‘rechakas’ and the

sculpturesque forward movements (fig. 15); suddenly the

structure changes and a few simple cadences epitomise all the

queenly majesty of woman, all her airs and graces, glances
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and turns of head in a most vivid and intriguing manner; one

moment she is gracious and smiling; suddenly she turns

away in exquisite caprice vouchsafing the vision of her barest

profile to reappear under guise of an entirely different mood
(fig. 22); and like a musical artist who alternately conceals

and reveals the ‘raga’ in rendering the ‘tana,’ she places the

forefinger of a ‘ soochi ’ hand on cheek roguishly in terms of

the ‘ gandasoochi-karana ’ (fig. 25) and beats a slow retreat

concealing and revealing her face as she moves along
;
in an

access of playfulness she returns again and permits a vision

of her half-averted face in a framework of uplifted and inter-

locked ‘ nritta-hastas ’ (fig. 23) ; in sheer delight she lifts one

foot and darts a hand across in hasty recollection of the

karana ‘ valitam ’ (fig. 26) ; now she plays a whimsical male

role in executing the karana ‘ parsvajanu.’ If the visible arts

of painting and sculpture based themselves on Natya and

drew their sustenance of true rhythm from its ‘ sthanas,’ the

‘ tillana ’ provides an instance of Dance borrowing the

‘ sthanas ’ of Painting—the full, half and three-quarter views

for its own ends. ‘ Kinjin ’ corresponds to the ‘ tillana ’ in

the Southern dramatic tradition ; and it is said of Sitarama

Bhagavatar of Soofamangalam, an expert in feminine dance

and a consummate master of the art of revelation in conceal-

ment, that hundreds of professional dancing girls would

hasten to witness his renderings to learn therefrom. And

the story teller adds that this super-artist had the highest

admiration for the art of Ammalu of Pudukkottah. What a

marvel of marvel's this Ammalu must have been !

The ‘ modi ’ introduces the woman character in Theruk-

koothu. Beginning with a courtesy to the audience in term.s

of the karana ‘leenum’ rendered in several directions, pninis

meeting each other opposite the breast, it passes on to the

semi-seated posture ‘ motitam ’ from which it derives its

name ; a semi-acrobatic movement imposing considerable

strain on the hip is now rendered with the hands interlocked

overhead (fig. 18) passing on to two kinds of lateral movements

with hands on hip (fig. 21 & 24) ; these movements occur in
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the
‘
tillana ’ from a standing posture and in the ‘ jatiswara

’

with a hand accompaniment (fig. 14). Then follow move-

ments curiously reminiscent of the karanas ‘ kunchitam ’

and ‘ chakramandalam.’ The dancer gets up now and

iterates some of these movements h'om a standing posture

;

the ‘modi’ concludes with a variety of the parivritta

karana ’ (fig. 23) and the ‘ gandasoochi ’ (fig. 25) and a

‘tirmana’ finale.

In ‘ abhinaya,’ ‘ motitam ’ denoted the sweet reluctance

of woman—one of the meanings of the Tamil word ‘ modi.’

From the acrobatic bend the Tamil word ‘ modi ’ derived

another sense. Tamil is indebted to dance for the word
‘ oyyarum ’ from the ‘ oyarakam ’ that denoted the oblique

lowering of the head (fig. 20)—one of the ‘ desi-lasyangas
’

of Sarangadeva. These ‘ lasyangas ’ occur in other composi-

tions of the Nautch, but principally in the ‘ tillana ’

; also in

the ‘ kinjin ’ and ‘ modi ’ of the dramatic traditions. The
karanas ‘ parivrittam ’ luid ‘ gandasoochi ’ are shared by

most South Indian systems.

The ‘ Therukkoothu ’ is responsible for the division of

‘ adavus ’ into masculine and feminine in realistaion of the

truth that if Art could transform a simple rustic into a hero,

it could likewise change him into a woman. The aim of art

was not simple Truth, but complex Beauty ; not imitative

realism—‘ lokadharmi ’—but imaginitive transfiguration

—

‘ natyadharmi.’ Similarly there is an art motive in the Nautch

dress which is common to both the sexes—a feature shared

by most South Indian traditions. By completely draping the

female figure it excludes the remotest suggestion of the lewd;

at the same time it impersonalises woman in some measure,

so that a male artist could compete with her on terms of

equality and even excel her as Sitarama Bhagavatar did in

spite of his obvious natural disadvantages.

‘ All the more tragic it is, the very tragedy of iron)', that

this dance, the one really Indian art that remains, has been,
hy some, curious perversion of reasoning, made the special

object of attack.’ So wrote an European admirer of the
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Nautch years ago when there was only the social reformer to

reckon with. The variety of reformers we have to reckon

with today is legion : reformers of the dance, reformers of

'abinaya,’ reformers of music, reformers ol dress and

jewellery, reformers of -the chorus, reformers of the stage

and reformers who want to play colored light on the

danseuse—every conceivable type of these has endeavoured

to teach the art its needs. The writer ventures to express that,

first and foremost, the art of the Nautch needs to be under-

stood ; it certainly needs no defence or apology ; the supreme

need at present is to leave the art free to seek its fulfilment

in Bharata undeterred by the importunities of Reform. And

to those who feel that the Nautch consists of dead forms,

the only answer is, in the words of a famous wit, that where

lovers of Beauty catch an effect, there are others who catch

a cold

!
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Indian Writers of English Verse

By Burra V. SubraiimanvAi, B.A. (Hons.)

To those interested in the cultural renaissance of India,

there are few subjects more fascinating than the study of

Indian poets who have sought to express themselves in the

English language. Ever since we had the privilege of

belonging undoubtedly to the British Empire, mastery of the

English language and craftsmanship therein have been the

alluring aim of all education. Shakespeare defeated Kalidasa.

And the lesser lights of Vernacular literatures became

altogether dimmed. It was in the natural sequence of events

that some of the people who learnt English should dabble in

English versification and that some of those who so dabbled

should achieve a certain distinction in that field. But, even

so, the insignificant ratio of those Indians who could write

tolerable English verse to the vast bulk of their educated

countrymen is a significant fact. And more significant is the

fact that even those who achieved some success did not

achieve it in such a measure as to take by storm the entire

world of English letters. Miss Torn Dutt in the last century

and Mrs. Naidu in this have compelled some critics of the

West to take notice of them. And Edmund Gosse and

Arthur Symons were not men who could be too easily

provoked to welcome and encourage writers without promise.

Yet he were a bold man indeed who would maintain that any
Indian ever wrote a poem in English which could stand

comparison with what is first-rate in English poetry—say,

with Wordsworth’s ‘ Ode on Immortality ’ or Shelley’s
‘ Skylark

' or even Tennyson’s ‘ Lotos-eaters.’

R. C. Dutt,. one of the earliest among Indians to master
English prosody, writes in his preface to ‘ Lays of .Ancient
’idia,’ a translation of Indian legends into English verse : ‘I

cannot lelp feeling my own unfitness for undertaking
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such a task In a language which Is not my mother tongue.*

And this diffidence, we must remember, for almost a mere
translation ! The foreign-ness of the medium of expression

should naturally be felt to a greater extent by those attempt-

ing original English verso. This is evident not merely from

the style and metre of versifiers who failed to make a name,

but also from the poetry of comparatively better artists in

English verse like Manmohan Ghose, Toru Dutt and Mrs.

Naidu. It is not the purpose of this article to prove or

indicate that, had these artists adopted their own mother

tongues, they would have written finer poetry. The reverse

may actually be true in some cases. VVe merely concern

ourselves here with illustrating the dangers and difficulties of

adopting a foreign language as the literary medium.

Pro.soi)v

The initial difficulty is the mastery of Engli.sh prosody.

But prosody is not a synonym for poetry. As against but one

Toru Dutt there are many of her countrj'men who could

write verse that rhymes and scans perfectly and who are

yet deservedly unknown ; whereas she, who could per-

petrate many a technical blunder in versification, wrote

some very remarkable poems. Mr. E. J. Thompson carrie.^

this point even into a comparison of the relative merirs

of Toru Dutt and Mr.s..\aidu. ‘ It i.s n.atural,' he .says, * to
* i>

think of .Sarojini Naidu when Torn Dutt comes to mind. It

is undeniable that Mrs. Naidu has a metrical accomplishment^

and a skill in words, far beyond anything which her prede-

cessor’s hasty effort attained. But in strength and greatness

of intellect the comparison is all to Toru’s advantiige.’

Command ok L.axcuaoe Etc.

The second difficulty is with regard to the vocabulary of

verse or what we might call ‘ poetic diction,’ borrowing the

expression from the famous controversy of the Romantic

Revival. An Indian learns the English language by iieading it

and not by speaking it. Although every one of v» rapi Y
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acquires the subtleties ofEnglish slang, an Indian is rarely able
to mke his own the simplicity of the pure English language
which, more than anything else, is necessary for the purpose
of writing pod English verse. It is, of course, a little
different if the artist has lived in England for a considerable
time and spoken the language for many years with the
natives of England. But it appears as if that difficulty re-
appears even to such an artist, once he has left England and
crossed the Channel. Manmohan Ghose, brother of Sri
Aurobindo, went to England before he was ten and returned
to India as a young man many years later. Careful students
of his verse published as ‘Songs of Love and Death’ can
find a certain difference in style between the verses he
wrote in England and those he wrote later in India. Some
of his verses about Myvanwy (obviously an English girl
who meant England to him) written in the earlier period
appeal to us not merely by their tenderness of sentiment but
also by their simple charm of diction. In ‘ Home Thoughts ’

he writes, addressing his own country

:

‘ My soul may travel to you, but the sea
Sternly puts back the pilgrim feet of life

With the harsh warning of nece.s.sity
’

Again, in a verse called * Myvanwy’ occurs this passage
recollecting his native land :

‘ Lost is that country and all but forgotten
Mid these chill breezes, yet still, oh.'believe me
All her meridian suns and ardent summers
Burn in my bosom.'

Compare the simplicity and the perfect rhythm of those
hnes with what is perhaps an e.\tremc e.\ample of his later
s^le. In a vpse called ‘ The Rider on the White Horse’

hnes**

°*^*^'^*^* Mysteries ’ we find the following

‘ His hat was mystery
His cloak was history

;

Pluto’s consistory
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Or Charon’s shallop

Could not the dusky hue
Of his robe match.’

This almost sounds like the later Browning without

Browning’s ‘ thoughts hardly to be pack’d into a narrow act’

Tom Dutt and Mrs. Naidu do not suffer in such a

pleasure from this disability of diction. Edmund Gosse may
write of the former that ‘ the English verse is sometimes

exquisite; at other times the rules of our prosody are

absolutely ignored, and it is obvious that the Hindu poetess

was chanting to herself a music that is discord to an English

ear.’ Even he cannot find fault with her language. Her
‘ Ballads of Hindustan,’ in spite of the enthusiasm of Gosse,

are comparatively pedestrian in their style and progress.

They are almost ‘ round unvarnished tales.’ But, as

Mr. Thompson carefully points out, ‘ the half-dozen intensely

personal poems which follow the Ballads’ are of higher

poetic value and contain some memorable lines. The sonnet

‘ Baugmaree ’ might have been written by Keats. Some of

the lines are actually reminiscent of Keats. The ending,

* One might swoon
Drunken with beauty then or gaze and gaze

On a primeval Eden in amaze.’

reads like a happy blending of the ‘ Sonnet on Chapman’s

Homer ’ (with stout Cortez staring) and the sonnet of ‘ Bright

Star, would 1 were steadfast as thou art’ that ends in a wish

to ‘swoon to death.’ But this suggestion apart, the sonnet as

a whole is remarkably alive with poetic reality. Wordsworth

might have written the following lines, or Keats, or Tennyson

—but the fact remains that Torn Dutt wrote them :

‘ The light-green graceful tamarinds abound
Amid the mangoe-clumps of green profound

And palms arise like pillars gray, between.

And o’er the quiet pools the seemuls lean

Red,—red, and startling like a trumpet’s sound.
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Her sonnet on the ‘ Lotus ’ is a beautiful idea executed

in beautiful language. And her poem ‘ The Casuarina Tree,’

which, in spite of all its inequalities, Mr. Thompson justly

considers ‘ the most remarkable poem ever written in English

by a foreigner,’ has some lines (apart from the short quota-

tion in it) which only an inspired Wordsworth could have

written, and other lines recording personal sentiment eternally

stamped with the sweet personality of Toru Dutt

:

‘ But not because of its magnificence

Dear is the Casuarina to my soul.

Beneath it we have played ; though years may roll,

O sweet companions, loved with love intense.

For your sakes shall the tree be ever dear

!

Blent with your images, it shall arise

In memory, till the hot tears blind mine eyes !

'

But even Toru Dutt’s poetic command of the English

language was actually limited. This is obvious when we

remember that only when her personal emotion was intense

could she write memorable verse—verse, even so, more

memorable for genuineness of emotion than for beauty of

expression. The greatest difficulty is always, of course, to

feel intensely and not conventionally in a foreign language.

Intense personal emotion when sincere and not senti-

mental is, however, sometimes capable in a great artist of

over-riding natural difficulties of language, and of presenting

itself in the simplest and most appealing garb even in a

foreign tongue. One knows that the reminiscent mood in

‘Our Casuarina Tree’ and in ‘Near Hastings' gives a

solemn dignity to the poems. But the straightforward lyric

describing one’s own emotions is not the entire field of

poetry. If no other forms of poetry existed, we could not

have had Browning and Tennyson and iVHlton and Shakes-

peare in their most characteristic forms. Poetry is more
than one’s own reminiscences. Milton’s ‘ Paradise Lost ' and

Shakespeare's ‘ Lear ’ are poetry without being personal

lyricsj Browning’s * Abt Vogler ’ and Tennyson’s ‘ Ulysses
'
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are not the reminiscences of the poets themselves. Toru

Dutt’s poetic domain did not extend so far. Hers was not

such a complete command of the English language that she

could write verse remarkable in bulk for sheer beauty of

expression or sheer forcefulness of exposition. And even

within her own domain of personal feelings, she left behind

only a few poems. These facts may be attributed by some to

temperamental incapacity or premature death
;

but it is

almost certain that, if Toru Outt with all her poetic sensibility

had been born an English woman, she would naturally have

had enough command of language to leave behind a greater

variety of poems and a greater number of them.

Mrs. Naidu’s command of the English language is how

ever of a different order. She is always perfect in her

command of it because she never attempted anything beyond

the limited range of her poetic ability. Speaking of verses

which Sarojini Chattopadhyay (as she then was) gave him,

Edmund Gosse writes :
‘ The verses which Sarojini had

entrusted to me were skilful in form, correct in grammar, and

blameless in sentiment, but they had the disadvantage of

being totally without individuality. They were Western in

feeling and imagery; they were founded on the reminisc-

ences of Tennyson and .Shelley; 1 am not sure that

they did not even breathe an atmosphere of Christian resigna-

tion. I laid them down in despair.’ He proceeds :
‘

1 advised

the consignment of all that she had written in this falsely

English vein to the wastepaper basket. ... I entreated

her to write no more about robins and skylarks in a land.scape

of our Midland counties, with the vill.'ige bells somewhere in

the distance calling the parishioners to church, but to describe

the flowers, the fruits, the trees, to set her poems firmly

among the mountains, the gardens, the temples, to introduce

to us the vivid populations of her own voluptuous and

unfamiliar province ; in other words, to be a genuine Indian

poet of the Deccan, not a clever machine-made imitator of

English classics.’ Very truly are even the published poem*

of Mrs. Naidu ‘ skilful in form, correct in grammar anqblamc-
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less in sentiment.’ But it appears to us, with all due respect

to her, that her poems are still devoid of individuality. They
are no longer about ‘ robins and skylarks in a landscape of

our Midland counties.’ Instead we have the whole parapher-

nalia of Indian flowers and Indian Urds and Indian scenes in

poems which are either descriptive songs or conventional

lyrics. When she writes the ‘ Song of the Palanquin-bearers,’

‘ Lightly, oh lightly we bear her along,’

or when she describes Devadasis,

‘ Eyes ravished with rapture celestially panting,

what passionate bosoms aflaming with Are,'

•

it is an Indian subject with perfect metre and clear good

sense,—but one fails to understand what compelling inner

urge made her write these verses. Sometimes she gives the

impression of deliberately sitting down to write a poem,

whether it be about her four children, or about a cry she

heard in the streets, or of a theme equally un-spontaneous.

Take the verse, ‘ Alabaster,’ in her Golden Threshold ;

‘ Like this alabaster box whose art

Is frail as a cassia-flower, is my heart,

Carven with delicate dreams and wrought

With many a subtle and exquisite thought.

‘ Therein I treasure the spice and scent

Of rich and passionate memories blent

Like odours of cinnamon sandal and clove.

Of song and sorrow and life and love.’

Only some one very keen at the moment on writing

something or other in verse could have found inspiration in

that alabaster box.

Her descriptions are usually superficial and her senti-

ments afe almost always commonplace. When for instance

we readfthe lines in ‘ Solitude ' (The Bird of Timi)y
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‘ To the glens, to the glades, where the magical darkness is

flowing '

In rivers of gold from the breast of a radiant cloud,’

or,
C

'Through the luminous hours ere the lotus of dawn shall

reblossom

In petals of splendour to worship the lord of the world/

we have the exuberance of words like ‘glen’ and ‘glade’

and ‘ darkness ’ and ‘ river ’ and ‘ cloud ’ and ‘ dawn ’ and
‘ lotus ’ and ‘ petals ’ without the lines conveying any steady

picture to our imaginations. It is the same tale again in her

‘Song of a Dream ’ (TAe Bird of Time),

f

‘ Lone in the light of that magical grove
I felt the stars of the spirits of Love
Gather and gleam round my delicate youth
And I heard the song of the spirits of Truth ;

To quench my longing I bent me low
By the streams of the spirits of Peace that flow

In that magical wood in the land of sleep.’

There are Love and Truth and Peace with capital letters,

but the whole picture of it is more vague and more superficial

than even a dream need be.

And a great many of her poems have for their theme the

conventional sadnes.s of adolescence and immaturity. Joseph

Auslander in an American edition of her poems talks of ‘ a

certain strange feverishness of texture in her poetry,’ and

says, ‘ Her poems flush. We touch heat.’ What we actually

touch is this conventional sadness. She sometimes succeeds

in gfiving to such vague and pointless grief a beautiful form m

words and music. Lilavati’s lament in ‘ Vasant-Panchaini
’ is

thus

:

‘ For my .sad life is doomed to be, alas.

Ruined and sere like sorrow-trodden grass.

My heart hath grown, plucked by the wind o\gri&,

Akin to fallen flower and faded leaf,
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Akin to every .lone and withered thing

That hath forejgone the kisses of the spring.’

These lines are as beautiful as any in Pope’s ‘ Heloise to

Abelard,’ but not as full of feeling as Lear’s lament over

Cordelia’s corpse. Sometimes her*sadness is just a pretty

idea and goes no deeper than that,—as in ‘ Caprice.’

‘ You held a wild flower in your finger-tips

Idly you pressed it to indifferent lips

Idly you tore its crimson leaves apart

Alas it was my heart.

‘ You held a wine cup in your finger- tips

Lightly you raised it to indifferent lips

Lightly you drank and flung away the bowl
Alas it was my soul.’

The difficulty is always to find evidence in her verses

that a sentiment has been felt by her and not been just

thought out. When she sings in a verse called * In the

Forest,’

‘ We are weary, my heart, we are weary, so long we have

borne

The heavy loved burden of dreams that are dead, let us rest,

Let us scatter their ashes away, for a while let us mourn
;

We will rest, O my heart, till the shadows are gray in the

West,’

or when she throws ‘ A Challenge to Fate ’ in the lines,

‘ Though you deny the hope of all my being,

Betray my love, my sweetest dream destroy.

Yet will I slake my individual sorrow
At the deep source of Universal joy

—

O Fate, in vain you hanker to control

My frail serene indomitable soul,’

one feels that ninety-nine out of every hundred who had

att^pted versification in any language must (in their

years of| apprenticeship) have put in words the self-same
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sentiment, and that Mrs. Naidu has not risen above them.

The ‘weary heart’ and ‘the frail serene indomitable soul’

are a common trick of trade in the early career of every poet.

But Mrs. Naidu unfortunately never seems to have progressed

beyond that stage. r

There is also in Mrs. Naidu’s poetry an architectural

quality, an excess of balance not merely in form but in

thought. She decides to write a poem on ‘ Bells ’ and she

arranges beforehand that there will be three stanzas, one on

anklet-bells, another on cattle-bells, and a third on temple-

bells. She wants ‘ Suttee ’ to be the subject of another poem
and having in mind, to start with (as one might conjecture),

the last lines of three contemplated stanzas :

‘‘Love, must I dwell in the living dark ?’

‘ Shall the blossom live when the tree is dead ?’

‘ Shall the flesh survive when the soul is gone ?’

she spins out the rest of each stanza. The same quality is

prominent in most of her other poems such as ‘ The Illusion

of Love,’ ‘ Street Cries,’ ‘ Harvest Hymn,’ ‘ Caprice,’ and

‘ Indian Weavers.’ The truest form of poetry grows like a

tree and cannot be built like a house. Such thoroughly

premeditated balance robs Mrs. Naidu’s verse of the

impression of spontaneity. The balance is too obvious. The

architecture is too apparent. Michael Angelo could never

paint a picture without importing into it the quality of his

own especial art, the immobility of the sculptor’s work. The

figures of his paintings lack a potential sense of movement

and life. He painted, so to speak, out of sculpture. And

therefore Raphael is infinitely the better artist on canvas. I he

rigidity of sculpture and architecture is as foreign to poetry

as to painting. And it is in this manner that Mrs. Naidu,

like many immature poets, has sinned most.

Mrs. Naidu’s command of English prosody and poetic

diction (which is in itself a great achievement) need not

therefore be mistaken for more than what it is.
indivi-

duality as a poet is not great. She never attemptef themes
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that baffle bigger paets. On a frail raft she was content to

remain very near the coast of conventional sentiment. She

never ventured far into the sea. And therefore her raft never

failed her. Her perfection of form is admirable, for she alone

achieved it so well when Toru Dt)tt failed. But her large

output of verse compared to Toru Dutt’s is not so creditable

as the finer quality of Toru Dutt’s half dozen personal poems.

And this proves that there is something radically incomplete

or imperfect about Mrs. Naidu’s otherwise admirable com-

mand of the English language. We said before that, had

English been her mother tongue, Toru Dutt would have

written a greater variety of poems and a greater number of

them. Had English been Mrs. Naidu’s real mother-tongue

the quality of her poetry would have gained in genuineness

of thought and sentiment.

Choice ok a Theme

Thirdly, command of language was not however the

greatest difficulty that confronted these Indian writers of

English verse. The choice of a theme seems to have baffled

the best among them. There is a certain natural incongruity

about the treatment of an Indian theme in English verse. It

is hard to rise to the full stature of the theme in a language

unu.sed to the sentiments of such a theme. Each language of

the world has a genius of its own and rests firmly on tradi-

tions that may not easily be defied. No translation of

Goethe’s Faust reads like genuine Goethe because the spirit

of Faust is in some manner wedded to the German language.

We are told th.!! Tagore’s poems are even more beautiful in

their native garb than in translation. Shakespeare can never

be translated into any Indian language and yet remain

Shakespeare. It is at least as difficult to put an Indian theme

into English verse as to translate Shakespeare .and Goethe
into an Indian language. And yet Indian writers of English

verse at one stage or other feel the necessity oi attempting

an Indi^ theme. Something perhaps warns them that at

least thfe theme must be Indian ! Toru Dutt, immediately on
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her return to India, ‘ began to study Sraskrit with the same

intense application which she gave to ^ all her work—^and

plunged into its mysterious literature.’ And she was eager to

weave the legends of her own people into English verse.

Mrs. Naidu, after divorcing * robins and skylarks in a land-

scape of the Midland counties ’ fell back on themes like

‘ Humayun to Zobeida (From the Urdu)’, ‘ The song of

Princess Zeb-Un Nissa in praise of her Beauty (From the

Persian)’, ‘ To Buddha seated on a lotus,’ ‘ Damayanti to

Nala,’ ‘ A Rajput Love-song ’ and ‘ Vasant-Panchami.’ And

even Manmohan Ghose ‘ began a drama on the story of Nala

and Damayanti which was never finished.’ In Lawrence

Binyon’s Introductory Memoir to Manmohan Ghose’s ‘ Songs

of Love and Death ’ we find the conflict most clearly stated

‘ Mentally he was torn in two. 1 often urged him to take a

theme from Indian legend and he attempted a poem on Savitri

among other subjects. But it would not shape itself. He

felt the need to Europeanise the atmosphere in some sort and

then the essence evaporated. Thus he hovered between

two hemispheres, not wholly belonging to either.’

Manmohan Ghose failed so thoroughly because he was

completely out of sympathy with the spirit of his own language

and the cultural heritage of his country. To the end of his

life he would write poems with titles like ‘ Poplar, Beech and

Weeping Willow ’ or ‘ Oak, Pine and .Silver Birch ’ or ‘ .Song

of Britannia,’ and was incapable of reflecting his native

surroundings in verse. Toru Dutt and Mrs. Naidu were

otherwise. Edmund Gosse says of Toru Dutt: ‘She was

pure Hindu, full of the typical (qualities of her race and blood

and preserving to the last her appreciation of the poetic side

of her ancient religion, though faith itself in Vishnu and Siva

had been cast aside with childish things and been replaced

by a purer faith.’ The same critic says of Mrs. Naidu :
‘ She

springs from the very soil of India
;
her spirit, although it

employs the English language as its vehicle, has no other tie

with the West. It addresses itself to the expo^tion of

emotions which are tropical and primitive If th|p poems
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of Sarojini Naidu be carefully and delicately studied, they will

oe found as luminwus in lighting up the dark places of the

East as any contribution of savant or historian.’ Of ‘ tropical

and primitive ’ emotions we do not find much evidence

in Mrs. Naidu’s poetry, but it is Vue to say that both Toru

Dutt and Mrs. Naidu had a sincere appreciation of their

national culture. Mrs. Naidu is at her best in some of her

rendering's into English of songs from the Persian or Urdu or

Hindustani. One readily remembers the song of Zeb-Un-

Nissa

:

‘ When from my cheek I lift my veil

The roses turn with envy pale.

And from their pierced hearts rich with pain

Send forth their fragrance like a wail.’

Most of her Indian love-songs are not however equally

happy. Some of them may appeal to Englishmen as typically

Indian merely because they are somewhat typically un-

English, but the truth is that they are not masterpieces of

Indian sentiment. She sings in ‘ A Pilgrimage of Love,’

‘ If you call me I will come
Swifter, O my love.

Than a trembling forest deer

Or a panting dove.

Swifter than a snake that flies

To the charmer’s thrall

If you call me I will come
Fearless what befall.’

Elsewhere in the poem ‘ Devotion,' .she sings,

‘Strangle my soul and fling it into the fire

Why should my true love falter or fear or rebel

Love, I am yours to lie in your breast like a flower,

Or burn like a weed for your sake in the flame of Hell.*

As far as we could sift out these were some of the

®ost ‘ tropical and primitive ’ emotions to be found in

Mrs. Niidu’s poems. But they are surely not enough to

justify die remark that ‘ she springs from the very soil of
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India.’ This utter womanly self-abandonment to the impulse

and the object of her love is not purely a typical Indian senti-

ment. One would think that Sappho never lived and wrote,

and that Mrs. Browning with all her ‘ Sonnets from the

Portuguese ’ was but a myth ! There is a certain exuberance

of imagery if not extravagance of imagination in some of Mrs.

Naidu’s love songs which unwary foreigners might easily

mistake for the essence of tropical Indian poetic thought.

Take this example

:

She

;

Like a serpent to the calling voice of flutes

Glides my heart into thy fingers, O my love.

Where the night-wind, like a lover, leans above
.His jasmine gardens and sirisha-bowers

;

And on ripe boughs of many-coloured fruits

Bright parrots cluster like vermilion flowers.

He:

Like the perfume in the petals of a rose

Hides my heart within thy bosom, O my love I

Like a garland, like a jewel, like a dove
That hangs its nest in the Asoku tree.

Lie still, O, love, until the morning sows
Her tents of gold on fields of ivory.

Actually the whole poem is too pointless and confusing

to be a complete expression of love in .any climate. And

love poetry in the languages of the Orient has (]ualitie.s of

directness and preci.sion which are wanting in the poein.s of

Mrs. Naidu. She has not been succcs-sful in making

articulate anything typically Indian in so convincing a manner

as to feel justified for having used a foreign medium.

When we return to Toru Dutt we find that in a charac-

teristic manner Edmund Gosse prefers her ‘ Ballads of

Hindustan,' and pronounces them her ‘ chief legacy to

posterity.’ Commenting on some of her stories (in verse)

from the Vishnu Purana he says :
* In these we see S oru no

longer attempting vainly though heroically to compete with
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European literaturn on its own ground but turning to the

legends of her own race and country for inspiration. No
modern Oriental has given us so strange an insight into the

conscience of the Asiatic as is presented in the stories of

‘ Prehlad ’ and ‘ Savitri ’ or so quaint a piece of religious

fancy as the ballad of ‘ Jogadhya Uma.’ It is obvious at a

glance that Gosse is in raptures not over Toru Dutt’s poetry

but over the stories of ‘ Prehlad ’ and ‘ Savitri ’ and ‘ Uma ’

and over the sentiments as old as India which these stories

reveal. His appreciation of the poet is almost merely his

gratitude to her for her having presented those sentiments in

his own language in a simple and direct manner. He has no

special praise for her style or treatment beyond mentioning a

certain ‘ Vedic simplicity.’ And this is natural in a Western

critic who till then is mostly unfamiliar with Eastern mytho-

logy. He frankly maintains (to begin with) that any competi-

tion with ‘ European literature on its own ground ’ is absolute-

ly futile. And he considers that the greatest good a Toru

Dutt can do is to enlighten him and his countrymen about

the ancient legends of India. He is pleased with her

because she is doing something so extremely useful. His

advice to Mrs. Naidu which she acknowledged as guiding

her to her ‘ Golden Threshold ’ was given in the same

spirit. He was anxious to avail himself of an opportunity

to know more about India. ‘ From a young Indian of

extreme sensibility who had mastered not merely the language

but the prosody of the West, what wc wished (italics ours)

was, not a rechauffe of Anglo-Sa.\on sentiment in an Anglo-

S:ixon setting, but some revelation of the heart of India,

some sincere penetrating analysis of native passion, of princi-

ples of antique religion and of such mysterious intimations as

stirred the soul of the East long before the West had begun

to dream that it had a soul.' The ‘ what we wished ' of the

quotation sounds very much like ordering a special dish in a

restaurant. For it is nothing short of ordering a poet as to

what slfe is to give to her public, and this militates against

our fundamental conception of how great poetrj' comes to be
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written. The incongruity of the situation in this case is to be

traced not, however,, to the artistic insensibility of the critic

but to the unfortunate combination of an Eastern poet and a

Western medium.

Mr. E. J. Thompson, having been in India for a great

many years and not having had to read Toru Dutt in order

to understand the legends of the Hindus, disagrees with Gosse

about the merits of the ‘Ballads of Hindustan.’ ‘The facts

remain,’ he maintains, ‘ of carelessness, and what is more

serious, lack of sympathy in the author. She stands outside

her themes and does not enter deeply into them. Nor can I

consider those themes as of anything like first-class value.

Some have a rustic charm which strikes the mind pleasantly

enough, but not deeply.’ And this is also how her ‘Ballad.s’

strike her readers who are Indians and who have known

Frehlad and Savitri and Uma ever since their inarticulate

childhood. The literary merits of her ‘Ballads’ are little

more than the merits of Romesh Chunder Dutt’s ‘ Lays

of Ancient India.’ They have nothing specially commendable

about them. They are certainly inferior in poetic value to

the few intensely personal poems that she wrote. And the

Indian-ness of her themes did not save her ‘Ballads’ from

being just ordinary.

To sum up a rather discursive article ;—There is danger

at every turn in the use of a foreign medium for poetry.

It is difficult to master prosody. But, when mastered, prosody

by itself is not a great achievement. It is difficult to muster

the language for the special purpose of versification. And

even if one succeeds in mastering it, the essential strangeness

of the language restricts either the bulk of verse, or the

quality of verse, or, more commonly, both. This was why

Toru Dutt could not write more than five or six really

representative poems which in themselves lack variety.

This was also why Mrs. Naidu could not achieve anything

beyond exquisite verse, rather superficial description and

very conventional sentiment. It appears as if ond has to

concentrate so much on the correct manipulation of the
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foreign ffledium th|t the subject matter of the verse suffers

thereby. The medium being European there is always the

temptation even with an Indian theme ‘ to Europeanise the

atmosphere’ because of the inherent relationship between

any language and the life of those who speak it. And

accordingly any attempted interpretation of one’s self or of

one’s country in a foreign medium fails of its purpose. Such

poetry lacks a soil to sustain itself. It is deeply rooted

neither in the traditions of the East nor in the habitual

thought of the West. A few unknowing Western critics may

be pleased with the superficial knowledge of this country

which verses in the foreign medium reveal, but it is an ele-

mentary fact that a country’s heart cannot be laid bare in a

language that is not the country’s.

If there is to be a cultural renaissance in India from the

Himalayas to Cape Comorin and from the Indus to the

Irrawady, the part to be played by Indians writing English

verse must be forejudged as almost insignificant. Mrs. Naidu

calls one of her volumes of poetry ‘ The Broken Wing,’ and

she sings,

‘ Behold ! I rise to meet the destined spring

And scale the stars upon my broken wing.’

Verily, it is a broken wing, for the wing is a foreign

literary medium. And scaling the stars seems to require a

stronger means of flight.



Economic Reconstruction

By V. V! Giri, Bar-at-Law

(Memberf The LegielaHve Aesembly)

India is pre-eminently an agricultural country. The

latest census indicates that the population of India at present

is about 350 millions. It has been found that 90% of the

inhabitants live in villages and that 73% of the people depend

for their sustenance on agriculture alone. Even the 10*/ii that

reside in the towns depend on what they secure from income

from villages to make up for the deficits resulting from

modern conditions, costly environments and necessities of

urban life.
*

It is therefore conceded on all hands that unless every

village and hamlet is organised on scientific lines and its

resources are exploited for the benefit of the nation tis a

whole, there is no permanent .salvation for this country.

While therefore it is recogni.sed by all sections of the people

that political Swaraj is the birthright of the nation and that

nothing—repression by way of ordinances, martial law or

otherwise—can prevent the onward march of a nation to its

legitimate goal, it is etiually admitted that mere political

Swaraj can mean little or nothing to the vast masses of

humanity in India, unless it is followed by economic Swaraj,

wherein the Government can guarantee every citizen the right

to live by conceding the right to work. It was Deslibandhu

Das that first clearly and in unequivocal terms stated what

Swaraj meant in his famous Faridpur speech of 1923. He

conceived Swaraj not merely in terms of classes but chiefly

masses as well.

It is therefore right and just that with the growing

consciousness of the people and the sacrifices they htive made

during the next ten years that followed, the foundations for
,

real Swaraj were laid on the basis of the resolution passed at
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the Indian Nationa]| Congress at Karachi. The most import-

ant of the Fundamental Rights may be mentioned here, being

relevant to our purpose :

—

'This Congress is of opinion that to enable the

masses to appreciate what “Swaraj,” as conceived by
the Congress, will mean to them, it is desirable to state

the position of the Congress in a manner easily under-

stood by them. In order to end the exploitation of the

masses, political freedom must include real economic
freedom of the starving millions. The Congress, there-

fore, declares that any constitution which may be agreed

to on its behalf should provide, or enable the Swaraj

Government to provide, for the following :

—

‘Fundamental Rights according to the Congjress

include,

(1) freedom of association and combination
;

(2) freedom of speech and of press ;

(3) equal rights and obligations to all citizens without

any bar on account of sex
;

(4) no disability to attach to any citizen by reason

of his or her religion, caste or creed, in

regard to public employment or in exercise of

any trade or calling

;

(5) equal rights to all citizens in regard to public

roads, wells, schools and other places of public

resort, adult suffrage, free education ;

(6) living wage for industrial workers, limited hours

of labour, healthy conditions of work, protec-

tion against economic consequences of old

age, sickness and unemployment

;

(7) abolition of contract labour

:

(8) provision for maternity benefits

;

(9) right of Labour to form Unions to protect their

interests and with suitable machinery for the

^
settlement of disputes through arbitration

;

(10)

substantial reduction in agricultural rents or

revenue paid by the peasantry

;
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(11) control over exchange and currency policy to

help Indian industries anq bring relief to the

masses

;

(12) control by the State of key industries and
ownership^ of mineral resources

;

(13) control of usury.’

It is clear from the preamble of the resolution that

Congress places before it broad outlines of socialistic order

of things to guide the future of the country. It now will be

the turn of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the most trusted leader

of the Congress as well as the new thought, to shape things

in the proper perspective and lead the country to its legiti-

mate goal.

He jnade his viewpoint quite clear in his contributions

entitled ‘ Whither India?’ His ideas on this subject are as

follows :

—

‘ But whether Socialism or Communism is the right

answer or some other one, one thing is certain—that the

answer must be in terms of economics and not merely

politics. For, India and the world are oppressed by

economic problems and there is no escaping them. So
long as the fullest’ economic freedom does not come,

there can be no freedom ; whatever the political .siruc

ture may be, economic freedom must of course include

political freedom ; that is the reality today ; all else is

myth and delusion.’

While there are differences of view regarding the extent

the resolution on Fundamental Rights could have gone, there

is no gainsaying the fact that it has laid the foundations for

the ‘ Government of the people, for the people, by the

people.’ It now depends upon Congre.ssmen, Socialists,

Trade Unionists and reformers to work out the future of the

country to secure for it a rightful place in the comity of

nations.

In order to achieve this great purpose, mere academic

discussions or mere speeches on platforms will not produce

results. It can only be achieved by a persistent, consistent
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and continuous organisation of the whole rural life of the

country from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin in all its aspects.

It does require a five or even a ten year plan of action to

secure the results desired.

The work of organisation ttf every village must be

taken up, and that immediately. For this purpose, we must

find at least one good worker for every ten villages in India,

the centre of a group of ten villages being made the head-

quarters of the person. It must be distinctly understood

that the workers must go there with the object of not being

temporary residents for a few days in a month or the year,

but they should proceed there with the idea of permanently

settling themselves and be one with the villager in thought,

word and deed.

As to the functions of such persons, they should be in

a position to assure the people under their charge that

they will render all possible and necessary help in educating

the children of the village by starting night or day schools

on the pials of the village; they should read journals and

periodicals to the villagers and explain to them the political

and other conditions prevailing in the country and elsewhere

;

they should further look to their grievances regarding water

supply and other necessaries essential for the purposes of

good yield from their lands. They should render every help

to the villagers by not allowing them to get into the grip of

money-lenders, through Co-operative Societies, Land Mort-

gage Banks, etc. They should further teach the villagers

the essentials of sanitation, etc. They should settle disputes

between villagers in terse and landlords and tenants.

In these days of great unemployment, it may not be

difficult to find seventy thousand young men. sufficiently

educated, to take up this great task if the country or the

Congress can assure the workers of food and raiment. Their

chief aim should be the organisation of peasants with these

construttive ideas behind it. It is essential that the country’s

efforts must be in the direction of pooling up resources by
bringing yo\^ng men together in every District in India and
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immediately drafting them to the villages by dividing all the

villages in the District into small areas. The leaders of the

Congress must go about to the group centres and tell the

villagers that these workers will render every possible help in

the reconstruction of the village according to the programme

laid down. If the villagers are convinced about the bona fides

of the workers, they will not find it difficult to feed and clothe

and house one or two young men and their families in

every group of villages.

The above programme, if adopted, will accomplish the

ordinary propaganda in the village. But these young men
should be guided by economists, practical socialists and

sympathetic industrialists, who should place before the coun-

try a planned economy. There should be Economic Coun-

cils set up by the Congre.ss in every District who should be in

charge of each District and there must also be Provincial and

Central Economic Councils.

The main object of these Economic Councils should be

not only to place before the country a definite planned

economy, but get it worked in a methodical manner. 'I'he

planning otherwise becomes a meaningless effort if it is not

related to some definite and pre- determined end.

The duty of these Councils should be,

1. collection of .statistics of unemployed and under-

employed in the country

;

2. to introduce improved methods of agriculture

and extension of irrigation ;

3. to increase production of viirious manufactured

articles and agricultural commodities

;

4. to increase the purchasing power of the people

and consequently the standard of living

;

5. improving rural housing and sanitation

;

6. stimulating agricultural marketting and^ encou-

raging co-operation

;

to make India self-contained
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Vt-* that Mahatma Gandhi
Started his Village industries Association with the idea of
solving the question of subsidiary income to agriculturists
and peasants who have occupation only for six or eieht
months in the year. ,

®

His organisation resulted in the Government granting
a crore of rupees for rural uplift, though half-heartedly and
without a plan. It is only a greater agitation, propaganda
and force of public opinion that can compel an unwilling
Government to take up actually and sincerely this rural
reconstruction by spending not merely one crore of rupees
but at least 100 crores every year for the next five years. It

should entrust the whole of this programme to the Central
Economic Council fully representative of the people, by
giving every help from the Government Departments con-
cerned.

One way of solving the unemployment problem in the
country is by exploiting all uncultivated but culturable land
that is available. The exact statistics relating to such land are
given below for the proper understanding of the question
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It is Government alone that must ta&e direct possession

of these lands and establish State Fai;ms throughout the

country and attach subsidiary industries to them. They must

not only be made permanent, but remunerative, so that the

State will be profited in the long run.

If, with 155,121,997 acres or nearly 2,29,000 square

miles being available for the purpose as shown by statistics,

and with such resources in the hands of the State, the un-

employment problem could not be solved by Government, it

could only be attributed to the fact that the interests of the

Government are not identical with the interests of this

country.

Russia by its five and ten year plans. President Roosevelt

through N.R.A., Lloyd George by his New Deal, Mussolini

and Hitler by their drive against unemployment, have been

tackling the question of economic regeneration of their

countries with sincerity and honesty of purpose that is bound

to produce substantial results. An instance of what is dune

in America under the N. R. A. may be cited as being on all

fours with the suggestions made here. The subsistence

homestead movement of N. R. A. is attempting to solve the

unemployment problem by a series of demonstrative projects.

One phase of the programme is to assist in the re-distribution

of surplus population, groups left stranded by the shut-down

or permanent closing of the industries in which they earned

their livelihood, and population dependent on part-time work.

A second phase includes the transfer of farmers marooned in

eroded and worn-out land to good land. To do this, this

agency is forming new communities of garden houses which

will afford a source of food supply as well as shelter.

In setting up these demonstration projects ‘ problem

areas ’ are selected on the basis of local needs, suitability and

value for demonstration purposes, and presence of various

factors essential for the success of the plan.

Usually these home.steads will be established and

administered in the groups accommodating 25 to 100 families.

The individual homestead will ordinarily consist of fro®
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1 to 5 acres, depenl^tng upon soil, size of family, character

of agricultural oper!)tions contemplated, and opportunity for

employment. In rural reconstruction projects, the

size of the individual homestead will naturally be larger and

agricultural operations somewhat more extensive in scope.

All the products of the homestead farms will be for use

only and none will be sold. There will thus be no increase

in commercial farm products and no competition with local

farmers producing for the market. For instance, the Un-

employment Assistant Board which began its career on a

national authority in Great Britain will have under its care

750,000 unemployed and their dependents numbering 4 million

persons and will administer 55 millions a year. It will have

on its staff 6,000 officials.

‘ Where there is a will, there is a way,’ is a trite* maxim.

It is hoped that there will be an all-India agitation and

propaganda for the purpose of accompli.shing, with a five or

ten year plan, the economic regeneration of this country as is

done in other countries. Political and economic Swaraj will

give real purchasing power to the masses of our country.
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The Message of Sankara Vedanta

to Our Times'

By P. T. Raju, M. A., Sastri

{Lecturer tn PhUoiophy, Andhra UnivertUy)

Indian philosophers, in spite of their great systems, have

said little on social and political issues. But the present is an

age of confusion in society and politics. New ideas and

ideals have invaded every society and nation. Tlie blessed

isolation and ignorance in which the peoples lived for long,

thinking themselves to be the most advanced and favoured

nations of God on earth, are no more possible. And in some

spheres of life the changes are astonishingly many and

frequent. EveryTvhere around us there arc uncertainty and

apprehension. Yet the Indian has no direct help from his

philosophers. Their attitude towards society and politics has

only been negative, as social and political work has only

instrumental, not intrinsic, value.

But still they have a metaphysical theory, a world -concep-

tion of their own. They have a standpoint from which they

can view and interpret things. Many philosophers in the

\Ve.st, like Hegel and Plato, htive applied their metaphysical

theories to their conceptions of .state and society. No Indian

philosopher until now htus made any such attempt. But at a

time when we are dissatisfied with all available conceptions

of society and morals, and anxiously ask for new ones, it is

hoped that any formulation based on the highly developed

metaphysics of India would be welcome and worth considera-

tion. From various countries philosophers are suggesting

new ways of thought and new modes of action. What follows

is a suggestion that might have been offered by Sankara, had

» Submitted to the International Oongreee of Philosophy, Prague, 1984, *“8

accepted by it.
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he lived now. We Aave to be satisfied, for want of time, with

the explication of a^rinciple without its elaboration, and the

presentation of a standpoint without any detailed description

of the perspective.

I.- The METArnYsiCAL Principle

Sankara is an Absolutist. But his Absolute is not an

organic whole, an identity in difference. It is harmonious,

not in the sense of the co-ordination of interrelated parts, but

in the sense of the absence of disharmony. It is not relational,

but transcends every relation. Sankara does not believe that

the finite individuals, so long as they remain finite, can live in

the Absolute without any clash. Writes Hegel ;
‘ In the

notion the elements distinguished are without more ado at

the same time declared to be identical with one another and

with the whole, and the specific character of each is a free

being of the whole notion.’* But Sankara would say that if

the elements in the notion are identical with one another and

with the whole, there could be no principle of differentiation

between them. Without differentiation, the category’ of

plurality would be inapplicable to the Absolute. Hence the

Absolute should be regarded as non-dualistic, not as a system

of finite individuals.

From the absence of the principle of differentiation it

follows that negativity or the principle of negation does not

persist in Sankara’s Absolute. Yet Sankara goes beyond the

Hegelian Absolutists and says not merely that negation

implies affirmation, but also that it can be affirmation. His

Ajnana, which is translated by the words Ignorance and

Nescience, which only inadequately express its significance,

is not at all a negative concept, but a positive one.- It is

bhavantpa not abhavarupa. Similarly, the negation of finitude

in which lies the salvation of every finite being, is not utter

void, but the Absolute itself.

*WaU*oe: The Loak of Hegtl P.SiSn.

* Btrvadurtanatanfralui, P. 164.
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One important point which marks oA* Sankara from many
Hegelian Absolutists is his emphasis

,
on intution. The

Absolute is not an object of thought, but of akkandajnana or

integral experience. In it the difference between subject and

object, and subject and prediccate, disappears. Yet it is not of

the nature of sensuous feeling, to which the word intuition is

generally applied, because the Absolute is fully conscious of

itself, wholly transparent to itself. It is intuition in the sense

of akhandajaana, that is, experience which is integral and

undifferentiated. Conceptual thought is always discursive.

It tries to understand the whole as a synthesis of parts. But,

as Bergson points out, the nature of an individual can nut be

exhausted by any amount of conceptual determinations. Even

Prof. Whitehead, in explaining his infinite abstrtictive hierarchy,

admits ‘that it is impossible to complete the description of an

actual occasion by means of concepts.'* The failure of thought,

therefore, to understand the whole is inevitable. A living unity

can only be intuited. We know what life is, we intuit it. But

thought understands it a.s a peculiar synthesis of physical

parts, and thus interprets the higher in terms of the lower.

The Hegelian idealists claim to have always shunned this

method of explanation. But it is quite plain that when, fur

instance, Bosanquet interprets mind as a focus of externality,*

he is violating this idealLstic principle. Similarly, Prof.

Whitehead’s conception of the whole as a concretion of

elements involves the same difficulty. Hence Bergson’s view,

that the individuality of anything can be grasped only through

intuition, cannot be gtiinsaid. But while Bergson’s intuition

is a kind of irrational will-force, Sankara asserts that the

intuition of the Absolute contains no element of irrationality.

The Absolute is chidrupa, of the nature of consciousness.

Sankara holds with Bradley the view that thotight is

relational. Even Kant’s retison, which is speculative and

points to the three Ideas beyond the empirical world, is, for

^Science and the Modem World, P, 211. cp. AdvetUuret of Ideal. P.<fi2l'"

basis of ezporienco is emotional.' Also seo P. 326.

* Principle of Individuality and Value, P. 193,
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that reason, relational. Though it points to them, it can not

have a comprehensive grasp of them. Sankara holds that

the function of reason is negative with regard to truth. But

he would add that reason not only censors but, as a consequ-

ence, drives the mind towards sqmething less false. The
view obviously follows from the Vedantic theory that cogfni-

tion is svatah pramanya and paratak apramanya, that is, that

the truth of a cognition is known and constituted by itself,

whereas its falsehood by another. Thought cannot determine

positively what truth is, but only negatively what truth is not.

Its function lies in checking the aberrations of human
intuitions, which are generally impure, due to their being

mixed up with desires, volitions, and other states of an un-

balanced mind. It is a mistake of most of the upholders of

the coherence theory of truth to think that reason* is cons-

titutive of truth. But Bradley, who belongs to their own

camp, has pointed out that thought, if it remains relational,

cannot constitute truth, and, if, on the other hand, it becomes

non- relational, it ceases to be thought.* That is why he

points to feeling, though unfortunately the sensuous,® as the

clue to the understanding of the nature of the Absolute.

The same is the case with every individuality, because thought

works with conceptual determinations which can never exhaust

the nature of an individual. And truth, whether the Absolute

or the finite, is individuality. Yet the falsity of an intuitive

grasp is determined by thought. If an intuition is the wrong

one, it would be contradicted by another. The work of

relating and examining whether there is any contradiction

belongs to thought. Thus though the relational consciousness

cannot positively determine the right intuition by exhibiting

non-contradiction between the various aspects of a whole, as

® Appearanee and Beality, PP. 168-172

® SoDkara’s intuition of the Absolute is not undeveloped thought but its

completion. Psychologically, in the history of an individual's consciousness, it is

true, feeling* precedes thought. But logically, the integrality of the Absolute is the

presupposftion as well as the ideal of objective thought. This integrality, Sankara
userts, is grasped through a higher intuition which is not feeling. Feeling

contains the element of irrationality which is not found in the higher intuition.
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well as between one whole and other wholes,—because they

are all infinite in number—^yet it is by it that an intuition can

be falsified.

For Sankara, as it is for the other Absolutists, the

salvation of the partici^lar lies in the realisation of the

universal. This is accomplished by the negation of

particularity by the particular. But this negation does not

mean for Sankara, as it does for the Hegelians, leading a

harmonious existence with other particulars. He does not

believe that clash can be avoided, if the particular retains its

particularity. He remarks : Bhede bhayam, in duality there is

fear, but this absolute negation of particularity does not end in

utter blank or void, because, for Sankara, negation of the

particular, as above stated, is the Absolute. He does not

believe that there could be mere nothing—a fundamental point

of difference between him and the Madhyamika Buddhists.

II. Application ok the Principle

Modern civilisation has brought distant peoples into

contact, but the motive of contact has been aggrandizement

and dominance, not justice and friendship. Hence, though

we have reason to rejoice at the widening of our outlook and

the increase of our knowledge, we have erjual reason to

regret the jealousies and rivalries between peoples, for both

are the result of the .same contact. A nation or community is

a particular. As such it has no right to dominate over other

particulars. It is only the whole which includes and trans-

cends every particular that has the right to so dominate.

This phenomenon, the attempt by the particular to play the

part of the whole, is the root cause of the world’s unre.st. It

appears in the political conquest of one nation by another, in

the conflict between capital and labour, between caste and

caste, and creed and creed. But the particular by forgetting

its proper place loses its very foothold. It owes its being to

the whole. By trying to usurp the place of the whole^ it sets

itself over against the whole and thus alienates itself from its

very being. Hence the disaster.
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The above is the aggressive particularity which is the

predominant charac^teristic of most of the Great Powers. In

social life it is found in communities and classes, which, for

some reason or other, are placed in a vantage ground. But

there is another kind of particularity which is seclusive. It is

a trait generally found in the peoples of the East. It aims at

isolation, is afraid of change and innovation, and persistently

tries to be self-centred and self-sufficient. But the preroga-

tive of self-sufficiency belongs only to the whole. This

second kind of particularity is another way of playing the

part of the whole, and is equally fraught with disastrous con-

sequences. Either particular fails to realize the whole, for

the whole, like Aristotle’s God, is attractive and also all-

comprehensive.

Hegel, according to those interpretators, like Royce,

who believe that for him the state is not the Absolute,

pointed out that man in his social relations begins to realise

his oneness with the Absolute. And the nature of his

relations with the other members of his society is deter-

mined by his conception of the Absolute. If the Absolute is

conceived as an organic whole in which every part tries to

retain its particularity by living in harmony with others, then

society also should be regarded as a whole in which every

member maintains and protects himself by living in concord

with the others. Hegel, of course, does not support the

theory of social contract. For him, it is only an early phase

of social consciousness. The Absolute is the true individual,

and every part of it has its being only so far as it is a part of

the ^Absolute. Similarly, its representative on earth, the

state or society, is more concrete than the members. The
harmony of the suite is, therefore, of the chief concern. Yet

Hegel insists that the individual member should retain his

particularity. It is this insistence that has occasioned the

school of left wing Hegelians, like McTaggart, who conceived
the Absolute as a mere society of selves. Here Sankara
would say that, so long as it is the aim of every part to retain
Its particularity, it can never realise its identity with the
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Absolute. We have already shown the difficulty in Hegel’s

conception of the Notion in which every p^rt is equal to every

other part and to the whole. The two aims, that of retaining

one’s particularity and of realising one’s unity with the

whole, are conflicting and.contradictory. At best they may
give rise to a state of affairs like that in the social contract,

in which the members live by mutual compromises.

The spirit of mutual compromise, of organisation by

division of labour and allotment of functions, which cannot be

anything better than following a mutual give and take policy,

is not adequate to remove discontent from the present-day

world. Allotment of functions works well in the organic

world. But man is not a mere organism ; he belongs to the

sphere of mind. In the organic world, a leg, for instance, is a

leg for ever, it cannot perform the function of an eye. But in

the sphere of mind, that is, at the human level, servants hare

been masters, and slaves generals. Organisation, therefore,

tries to place man one step lower than his proper level. But

such an attempt conflicts with the real nature of things.

Hence the discontent and chaos that are the features of our

times. What belongs to a lower level than his is shown to

man as his ideal. But, on the contrary, an ideal should be

higher than what we want to achieve. The conflict in the

organic world is avoided by every part performing the func-

tion proper to its place and contributing to the nourishment

of others. But the point is that that part has no mind, where-

as the nature of man is otherwise.

The over-intellectualisation of the West is chiefly res

ponsible for the idea that unity afi.vong the nations of the

world can be attained by organisation and mutual compro

mises. It began with the theory of social contract in the

formation of states, then di.scovered that man is a social being

by his very nature, and formulated the theory that society is

an organism of its members. But it could not understand the

full significance of the fact that man is the Universal ^eing in

essence, the realisation of which is man’s ideal. The life of

this Universal Being is an integrality and individuality that
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cannot be understood as a synthesis of parts or aspects,

because they are infinite in number. Moreover, in attending

to the parts we lose the whole. That man is a social being is

an axiom of all social sciences, and not a proposition to be

understood in terms of man’s transactions in society. Similarly,

no counting, however long, of his transactions would exhaust

the nature of his sociability. A society formed on a systemati-

sation of a particular number of transactions would always

end in discord. New situations with new complexities would

appear with the advance of time, and the harmony of the

society will be affected. The whole history of civilisation

itself is an example.

So Sankara would urge that all the unities—society,

state, international unity, the cosmos, the Absolute—are

intuitions eternally present, demanding to be accepted as

jixioms of the corresponding sciences. They are neither the

products of human intelligence, nor do they allow themselves

to be resolved into an integration of elements. In this

hierarchy of intuitions, we are driven by the shortcomings of

the lower to the higher. The driving force in this process

belongs to di.scursive thought. As already pointed out, its

function is negative : it can only show how an intuition is false.

To every finite intuition thought finds an other which effects

the former's stability, and the mind is driven upwards for a

more .stable, and therefore, a more comprehensive one. Hence

what seems organi.sation, which is the product of relational

consciousness, is only the working of this negative function. It

is of use only when the intuitive process goes astray. When it

does not, what appears to be systematisation follows so long as

finitude exists, but never to adequately represent the whole.

Hence Sankara would urge that our society should have

an intuitive, and not intellectual, basis. Organisation can

never exhaust the unity of our social nature. With the

progress of thought and time, the latter would manifest new

phases for which the existing organisation can find no place,

and consequently collapses. And when the social unity is

wrongly identified with the organisation, it also is de.stroyed.
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Then arises the chaos and conflict of which our times furnish

an instance. But if the identification is not made, the organi-

sation which is the product of intellect may break down, but

the intuitive grasp of the unity will save the situation. It is

no objection to say that th^ disaster is due to an identifica-

tion of a wrong organsisation with the unity. For, reasons

have already been given to show how it is impossible for any

organisation to express a unity. A unity manifests itself in

the past, present, and future, in differing ways. Old phases

vanish, and new phases make their appearance. And at no

point of time can an organisation which includes all phases be

possible.

But to have such an intuitive grasp of the wider whole so

long as one retains one’s particularity would be like jumping

out of one’s skin. Hence Sankara preaches negation of

particularity. The problem formulated by every nation,

community, or individual, should be not how it should be

able to maintain itself in the conflict with others, but how it

can treat others as part of its own being. What cements one

nation or party with another should be not diplomatic

relations, the authors of which, in utter selfishness, aim at

advantages over others, but mutual friendship and sympathy,

where love that knows no bounds of particularity plays the

important part. Organisation should not be given the first

place, not only because of the above reasons, but also because

every individual would view it from his standpoint, and as

existing for himself. But the negation of particularity would

result in an intuitive grasp of the wider whole, h does

not end in mere nothing, for the negation of the particular,

as has been already shown, is the whole. And the

relational consciousness in all the finite levels would do

its own work, that of relating the existing manifestations

of the unity. But this work is of secondary importance and

necessarily follows the intuitive grasp of the unity. It is

somewhat similar considerations that have led thinl^rs like

Edward Carpenter* to say that the future society should

^Cinliiation: Its cause and Cure.
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be based on feeling, but not on intellect. But Sankara

would object to sensuous feeling. He would never preach

a return to nature similar to that of animal life. At this

stage the particularity of the individual is not conscious

of itself, and therefore a life of mpre sensibility and feeling

is possible. But at the human level the particularity is

conscious of itself, and therefore a higher intuition which is

conscious and not irrational is needed. But it is impossible

for human beings to have such an intuition where their parti-

cularity is sacrificed, because for their finitude that very

particularity is needed. Hence Sankara advises us to begin

with the denial of particularity. No less a man than John

Stuart Mill wrote :
‘ Those only are happy who have their

minds fixed on some object other than their own happiness ;

on the happine.ss of others, on the improvement of ‘mankind,

followed not as a means but as itself an ideal end. Aiming

thus at something else, they find their happiness by the

way.’* Sankara would comment on Mill's assertion, saying

;

‘Because the particularity is sacrificed. It is not an adjustment

between two to preserve the pjirticularily of each.’

; P.77.
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Painting and Natya

By C. SiVARMUMURTIIY, B.A. (HoNS.)

A picture is a moment of natya. And natya is a series

of pictures. Whether it is the depiction of human emotions

and actions, or a representation of the frisking of animals, or

a portrayal of the leaves of trees rustling in the wind, or the

play of the ripples in a silvery lake, the picture is all the same

a mirror of one moment of some aspect of Nature’s natya.

The Vishmidharmottara^ one of the oldest works on painting

in India, voices this opinion in the slokas :

Yatha nrittc tatha chitre trailokyanukritis smritiij

Drishtayascha tatha bhava angopangani sarvasah

;

Karascha ye maha (maya?) nritte purvokta nripasattumaj

Ta eva chitre vijneya nrittam chitram param matam
j

This connection between painting and natya has been

specially reiterated by poets in Sanskrit literature. A splendid

body possessing a beautiful form and graceful gait being the

essential requisite in the case of a dancer, Kalidasa gives it in

the verse

:

Dirghaksham saradindukanti vadanam balm natavamsayoli

Samkshiptam nibidunnatastanamurah parsve pramrishte ivaj

Madhyah panimito nitambi jaghanam padavaralanguli

Cchando nurtayituryathaiva manasas slishtam tatha.sya va|)uh
|

—Malavikagnimitra Act 11.

3

The various ‘ sthanas ’ and ‘ karanas ’ so important in

natya are as essential in ‘ chitra,’ wherein beauty of pose is

as important as beauty of form. Ratnakara, the author of the

gigantic work Haravijaya, speaks of this connection between

‘ chitra’ and natya in the verse:

Vichitrasthanakopetah sukumarangavartanah
|

Nritte chitre cha dadhatimakshiptahridayas striyah |!

—^XXXIII. 3
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This interrelation between ‘ chitra ’ and natya is best
brought home to pur mind by a look at practical examples
like the ancient frescoes at Ajanta, Bagh and other places. A
beautiful example of fresco dealing with nafya is to be found
in the picture of the danseuse on the walls of Sri Brihadisvara
temple at Tanjore, given below

:
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Sri Krishna in the Mahabharata

By M. Kalidasu, B.A., B.L.

Sri Krishna has been portrayed in our Ptirauas in many

aspects of life. His pranks and exploits as a boy have always

commanded the love of the Hindus. His life as a cowherd

has had a special appeal to the peasantry and the common
people. The divine music of his flute has captivated artistes

for many centuries. He is the ideal lover, the beloved of men

and women. The Lord's Song has been at once the delight,

the solace and the guide of the metaphysician, the devotee

and the man of action. Affectionate towards friends, sage in

counsel, shrewd in his judgment of men and events, and

unconquerable in battle, his is indeed a unique character.

One feels, however, that in his conception of Sri

Krishna’s part in the Mahabharata, Veda Vyasa has achieved

a profound purpose which is not often noticed. When the

clash of arms became imminent, and the combatants appro-

ached Sri Krishna for his assistance, he placed a choice

before them which is arrestingly significant. ‘ One of yon

will have my armies, and the other will have me, unarmed

and as a non-combatant.’ Duryodhana foolishly chose the

armies and Arjuna was delighted to have the guiding protec-

tion of Sri Krishna. From this incident onwards emerges

clearly—what has indeed been true all along—the fact that

Sri Krishna takes no direct or visible part in the events of

the Mahabharata war. Even when his beloved nephew,

Abhimanyu, is cruelly murdered, he does not exhibit any

emotion of grief or sorrow ; nor is he stirred to any action.

Superficially, it looks as if the whole of the war would have

gone on in the same manner, even if Sri Krishna was not

present in the battle-field as Atjuna’s charioteer. Byt if one

looks a little deeper, one is struck by the fact that, unobtru-

sively, it is really Krishna’s hand that guides not only the
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progress of the war, but also eveiy one of its incidents. It is

He that gives forejvarnings of events to come. He puts

coura^ into the faint-hearted. He counsels the plan of

campaign. He resolves nice points of morality that arise on
the battlefield. He decides the particular weapons to be

used on critical occasions.

One can discern that it is indeed His plan that led to

and culminated in the war between the Pandavas and Kaura-

vas, though, here again, the workings of His design are

hidden behind the apparently free choice of the persons con-

cerned. If it is remembered that Sri Krishna was regarded

by the author of the Mahabharata Jis an Incarnation of God,

the inference that, in Sri Krishna's conduct throughout the

Mahabharata events, Veda Vyasa was attempting to parallel

God’s plan in human affairs appears to be more than a mere

fancy. A little thinking is enough to convince us that while

apparently we, human beings, consciously determine the

course of our conduct, it is really the Divine hand that guides

the events that shape our lives. The circumstances of our

birth, our position in society, the propitious environment that

is necessary for the successful termination of any of our

adventures, our instinctive likes and dislikes towards our

fellows—the outpourings of genius—these and all other really

determining factors in human lives, are things beyond the

limited scope of human option and can only be attributed to

the Divine Architect. And it looks as if the author of the

Mahabharata was exhibiting in Sri Krishna's life God's ways

to man.
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Communion'

By Prof. M. Sri Ramamurti, M.A., LL.B.

{The Mahara^ah'e College^ Vuianagaram)

A deafening storm of praise and censure,

the birth-throes of mighty ventures,

travail,

and the terrible temptations

of a noisy following,

multitudinous as ocean-waves,

an utter wreckage of energy

in vain attempts to conquer the unconquerable,

the world’s Pacific

of Vanity, and its Atlantic

of Ignorance,

pride,

and continued self-absorption,

and the blinding glory

of Success out-distancing Hope

—

Such is the lot

of prophets and founders of faiths !

Oft do I rejoice and wonder

at Thy especial fondness for me
in keeping me Thy servant ever,

assigning me delightful duties

along ways perfectly smooth,

in letting me be

near Thee,

always

!

Who says

that Thine is perilous employ,

that the way to Thee

is infest with demons dread i
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I know,

not merely believe,

I

that Thou art ttie easiest approached,
* dwelling,

not on impossible mountain-tops

not in close fastnesses of steel,

turreted and deep-moated,

but in the heart of all things !

Straighter than the sun-beam,

simpler than the child-heart.

Thy walks

are luminous with the light of a trillion stars

Not for me the rigmarole of the learned,

nor the secret rites of the chosen

:

everyone that cares is Thy chosen.

Thou first and truest Democrat

!

Art Thou

beringed with busy priests

dispensing pardons

to the profane crowd beneath

holding forth lucre

in eager outstretched palms ?

Straight and sure and swift

as an arrow to its mark,

flies to Thee
the eagle of my accustomed heart.

Thou indwelling Majesty

!

Thoughts of Thee erase from my mind

the legendary Past

and the wild phantasmagoria

of the living Present

;

and^it swings

to the great Was
before land and sea were made,
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and the green hills and valleys

and the ancient skies

and the sun and the stars,

and to the great Will Be
when all these will not be !

And we two dwell

alone, together,

sweetly discoursing

of what I cannot tell,

in a wordless tongue !
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Mussolini at the Helm : A Viewi

{JVritten on seeing a picture of Mussolini
‘ Necesse navigare non vivere’)

By Krishna R. Guruswamy Reudiar, M.A. (Cambridge)

The Superman has arrived—or something like it has

happened ! Mussolini deliberately, explicitly, places him-

self above the hierarchy in the State. That in the State there

should be above one dominating personality or mind is

Mussolinism. Carlyle, approvingly, might have put him in

the category of heroes—‘ Hero in Politics.’ Nietszche might

possibly have recognised the greatness of the Chief of the

Fascists.

Fascism is the life force of the Italy of today and the

present Fascism is identifiable with the life and personality of

Benito Mussolini. Fascism is now at once the atmosphere

and breath of the political life of Italy. Fascism, literally

meiming union as the strength of a band of faggots, stands

for the strength of a united people through recognition of the

supermacy of the idea of the State.

Paradoxically, it would seem, the Hegelian idea of the

State seems to have materialised in Italy in the defeat of

the Prussianised, Hohcnzollern Germany, in that the Mussolini

idea of the unquestioned, primal supremacy of the State seems

not unlike that of the Hegelian idea so much attempted in

practice in Prussia, and the Hohcnzollern German Empire

adroitly developed by that great astute statesman Bismarck with

unerring statesmanship but to end with disastrous results.

And now Prussia completes the circle in Hitler, the Mussolini
of Germany and Hitlerism.

The picture that one finds of Mussolini in the ship is

mysticalfy, significantly, symbolic of the commander's posi-

* The Aathot’e intention ie preeentetion, not neceeBoiily edvocaey.
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tion in the ship of State. Everywhere Fascism is the key-

word for the strength of the New Italy.

Born of humble, suffering parentage, having tasted amply

the bitternesses of early struggles and persecutions, been an

exile in Switzerland, worked as stone-mason, having sworn

by the Buddha as teacher, felt himself destitute and desolate

in the world, been a political prisoner—the cruelty of the

world having gnawed at his heart—Mussolini has largely

realised himself in politics and through journalism, powerful

writing and direct forceful speaking.

His participation in various grades of socialistic activities

ended after a long period, with his break with the orthodox

Socialists and Socialist Party at the question of the declara-

tion of Italy’s war-policy, when he definitely threw the weight

of his pefsonality and influence on the side of the ‘Allies’—the

German-Austro-Hungarian Entente having been known

not to be ‘ real ’—
‘ Italia Irredenta ’ in mind and neutrality not

being accepted as the most expedient for Italy.

The intuitive perception of the implied consequences, in

anticipation, of a momentous world situation is characteristic

of the Master Mind.

Discipline, the subordination of the will and interests of

the individual or groups of individuals, voluntarily preferably,

but necessarily at any cost, to the interests of the State,

appears as the supreme practical idea of this conception of

the mode and means of development of the people by the

State. The idea is not uncommon. What is characteristic

of the man is the explicit, forcefully deliberate, enunciation of

it in political psychological fitness in a crucial world situation

and the realisation of it as practical political ethic at a critical

time of the people’s, the nation’s determiniition of develop-

ment and progress.

Italy has been, perhaps by an implied sugge.stIon of the

possibility of destiny, before now the leader in ideas of

National developments. •

The Romans, long before, gave to the world the idea o

corporate legal life. ‘Civis Romanus’—‘Civitas’ is among the
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chief RomaA legjacies to the v^orld. The XII Tables and
related ideas of so’cial, legal and State life—the laws of ‘ P^?-

sotfa,’ of ‘ Res ’—aVe among the permanent Roman gifts.

Later, by the adoption of the Christian Religion by

Constantine, Rome and Italy became the radiating centre oi

a new kind of life—* Vita Nuova ’—permeating throughout

Europe, ^ving a new civilisation partly replacing and

partly coalescing, with transforming phases, with the Pagan

cultures.

Again after the Middle Ages, Medievalism,—Dante is sc

great a figure in European thought and feeling at the parting

of the ways—by the Renaissance—affording also a relief fronr

the exclusivismofMonasticism and Feudalism—placing Europe

psychically in contact, with reawakened interest, with the

great classics of the far long forgotten and directly maccessi

ble Greek and Roman civilisations and cultures, artistic, philc

sophic, literary, humanistic Italy gave to Europe a new life

the dynamic impetus of which has continued through man

changes in the development of the European peoples—the

French Revolution itself with its after effects possibly a

sequential effect of it.

After long lapses of time, once again, possibly Italy

through Mussolini, by what appears a new practical idea of the

relationship between the Individual and the State, and its

ethic, through Fascism, gives a new leading idea of State life.

That Duty is above Right is fundamental in this con-

ception. That the individual has no rights except such

as the individual may get dependent on, in virtue of, and even

only because of and in return for, duties—^and this absolutely

—this is the crux of Fascism which has showed itself, para-

doxically, revolutionarily, in developing as a movement apart

from the State and overtaking the existing State, by * volun-

tary compulsion ’ of State surrender, which because of the

practical working out of the idea may be described as more
revolutionary even than the common revolutions against which
It IS recognised or taken to be a formidable, great force.

This Hegelian ?
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It is said to be against t£ie idea of the ipipoftance of the

vote in politics and the State, the vote so dear a possession

as conceived by many. The pragmatic value of the American

idea of independence, and franchise and of Parliamentarianism

in other countries is, for it, weak and false to ‘ Real-Politics.’

It looks like Absolutism in Government, but an Absolutism

which aims at the co-operative, conjoint welfare through

discipline of those over whom it places itself as Absolutism.

It has been described as a sort of modern Socratesism relative-

ly to the existent dynamics of politics. Its value in the

consolidation and strengthening of a people, a nation, in an

emergent crisis has been recognised as newly great. It has

justified itself pragmatically, by its success, by its Ciimpaigns

even against the State e.vistiiig when it made itself and its force

felt, especially ever since the now famous ‘ March to Rome’

—

or better ‘ March on Rome ’—of the Black Shirt Fascists

for which Benito Mussolini sis Leader,—// Duce—changing

from leader-writing to private soldiering, had prepared him.self

previously in initiation and apprenticeship, as it were, through

the baptism of fire, in the war trenches. It—Fascism—-has

made itself prospectively a vital force. The ‘ Balilla '—the

Fascist organisation for better life for the children and youth,

even little children, boys and girls of Italy, so named from a

youth who had played a characteristically heroic part for Italy-

on a previous occasion—is the movement which attempts at

ensuring the future living security of h'ascism.

Appearing corporative, while recognising and embracing

alike Capitalism, private capitalism in industry and com-

merce, and Labourism of whatever form, professing large

sympathies, no doubt born of Mussolini's life and experiences,

Fascism is itself neither of the nature of Capittdism nor of

Labourism. It is Statism—of the nature of Statism. It appro-

ves or condones neither strikes nor ‘ lock outs.’ hascism

looks above and from both Capital and Labour and produc-

tion to the State, for which, and by which, it beljpves all

these are. It is on the side of Capital if Capital is for the

welfare of the State, and it is against it, if against ;
it is on
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the side of'La^ur if Labour Ms for the State and agaijjjiti*

it, if against. Similarly, it attempts at being both cbnservative

and progressive, toth traditionalistic and reforming. It is

progressively for conserving forces and influences,—for

religion, for reforms in education, industry, enterprises.

The psychological evolution and changes of Benito

Mussolini’s ideas should be of enormous interest. For long,

by circumstances, birth, upbringing, education, associations,

grown in Revolutionism, engaging himself in journalistic

activities, editorially, leader-writingly, and in political circles,

realistically, with adjusting ideas, the Mind had been amply

prepared for a settled view of the importance and value in

world situation of strength, strong control, regularised,

regulated group activity, and feeling of discipline,—perhaps

an echo in application to ‘Real-Politics’ of the rigour of

formalism or Ciceronianism of a variety. And now practical

disciplinism, Statism, Fascism to make Italy utter truly and

strongly ‘Viva 1’ Italia’ among the changed peoples and

States of Europe and a world with new forces comes from

the Mind so prepared, as an idea for the governance of

human institutions, human groups, peoples and governments.

Machiavelli, before, gave ‘the Prince’ with its lasting

influence of definite idea of politics. The recurrent problem

in the phenomena of this world in cosmic placing has given

occasion for consideration and reconsideration of human

nature and for enunciation of principles and ideas of politics

for organised, integrated—while differentiated—purposeful,

human life.

Again and again, from the time of the Homeric story of

Ulysses, of Romus, and the origin of Rome which so

many generations of humans have in turn learned with

enkindled imagination—Nordic origin?—then from the XII

Tables and* legal sequences which are yet seen in legal

systems,—^the Republic, the Empire, the Roman Empire

Christianised, and long after the Middle Ages, the Renaissance

—Arts, Letters and Life and Humanities—through changing
vicissitudes of historic scenes and circumstances, it has been*
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.);he occasion and privilegie of Italy. Pantli Aligherri,

St. Francis of Assissi, the Medici, Le(>nardo Da Vinci,

Galileo—^what great names among Humans to give leading

ideas

!

The future of Fascism will possibly depend on its

‘ spiritual ’ world-vitality,—Bergson’s ‘ elan vital ’ in politics.

What has Bernard Shaw, Prophet (?) of the Man and

Superman fame. Arch-intellect of Socialism, to say of the

future of Fascism ?
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Evolution ofHindu Moral Ideals—By Sir P. S. Sivaswamy

Aiyer (The Kamala Lectures, Published by the Calcutta

University— 1935, Pp. 230.)

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyer is well known in Southern

India for his high character, his great scholarship -and the

remarkable sanity of his views on all political and social

questions. In the Kamala Lectures which he delivered first

in Calcutta and then in Madras, he has brought to bear his

usual thoroughness and dispassionateness on the important

question of the evolution of Hindu moral ideals. He has in

his mind throughout—in fact he says so in his Preface

—

two groups of men from whom he differs. There are the

so called Sanatanists who contend that the principles of the

Hindu Dharnta Sastras are eternal and immutable, and there

are the Christian missionaries (of the type of Mr. John
McKenzie, the author of ‘ Hindu Ethics’) who contend that

the Hindu religion has retarded the ethical and social

progress of India. Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer proves that the

contentions of both these groups are baseless and are the

outcome only of ignorance or prejudice. The missionary

attack is almost a spent force now and we need not worry
ourselves about it. We cannot expect the professional

missionary in India to do justice to Hinduism, justice and
toleration find very little space in Christian ethics. ‘ Amid
all the wonderful descriptions of charity, of love, of self-

surrender,’ ^ays Hobhouse, who is quoted on P. 173 of this

book, ‘ we hear very little of justice.’ All the same Sir P. S.

SivMwamy Aiyer devotes a whole chapter to the charges

sg^nstiiindu ethics levelled by Christian missionaries and
patiently examines them all and comes to the following
conclusion :

—
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^None of the ethical systems, < especially those
Founded on scriptural authority and trfldition, can claim
to be perfect. Every system has get its own crudiUcs,

defects and illogicalities. It would be unfair to institute

a comparison between the ethical notions which find a
place in the ancient literature of any nation with those
prevalent at the present time and under modern
conditions. Many of the defects of Hindu ethics which
have been noticed in the previous chapters have their

parallels in other systems of ethics also. If we find a

spirit of discrimination between class and class or
between the sexes in the system of law and justice

recorded in the old Hindu law books, we find the same
spirit permeating European jurisprudence down to very

recent times and still characterising the laws relating to

the treatment of the coloured races by the Whites. The
inferiority of women in legal status and rights was as

much a feature of the Law in Christian Europe as it was
of the Hindu law. I'he immunities and privileges enjoy-

ed by the Brahmins in regard to taxation and other

matters had their counterpart in the various immunities

and privileges enjoyed by the nobles and the clergy down
to the end of the eighteenth century

’

Unlike the Christian missionary Sir P. .S. Siv.aswamy

Aiyer impartially points out both the merits and the di:fei'.ts of

the Hindu ethical system and remarks that ‘the claim may with

justice be made on behalf of Hinduism that it has made a

valuable contribution to the ethical culture of the world in

several important directions.’

Even if this reply to the enemies of Hinduism had been

the main object of the book, it would have been worth while

to write it. But the main object of the book is to point out

the evolutionary character of the Hindu moral ideals in the

past and to exhort the present day Hindus to maintain that

character and work for orderly progress in the light of modern

knowledge and according to the needs of the community.

The Sanatanists all over the country will do wpll to ponder

over the muss of evidence which Sir P. S. Siva.swamy Aiyer

has culled from our Dharnia Sastras and judge for themselves

whether Hinduism has not adjusted its institutions, tews an

customs to the needs of the time from age to age, an

whether it is not our imperative duty to do the same in our
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own day if We are to remain faithful to our ancient *seers and_
law^givers. ^

* The greatest cJifficulty that lies in the path of the historian

of Hindu moral ideals is the notorious disregard of chronology
on the part of the commentators on the Dharma Sastras and
their absurd attempt to ascribe equal validity to all Smritis^

irrespective of the age in which they were written. Nor are

these writers consistent in their advocacy. When it suits

their purpose they quietly set aside some of the ancient

ordinances and pin their faith to the illiberal regulations

of a later day which are in accord with their own pre-

judices. Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyer gives us some telling

instances. ‘ If the Vedas contemplate only post-puberty

marriage and the later Smriti writers prescribe the marriage

of girls who have not attained puberty, the authority

of the Vedas is f|uietly ignored and it is said that the

earlier rules were intended to be applied to a previous Ytiga,

If the later writers prohibit the performance of Vedic sacrifices

in the present age, the rule is set aside in favour of the

earlier rule which enjoins the performance of sacrifices as a

duty of the householder.’ Where the rule of an older Smriti

is in favour of freedom and a later rule resists such freedom,

as for example in the case of intermarriage or interdining

between castes, the commentator has recourse to the theory

that the earlier rule is inapplicable on account of the degene-

racy of the human race, the real reason, of course, being

that the rule goes against current custom. In this way there

has been a progressive restriction of individual freedom as

the country gradually lost its independence and the mind of

the community became stagnant. 'I'he past was exalted at

the expense of the present, so much so that even fifth- rate

medieval commentators on Dharma Sasiras came to be
looked upon as authorities, while even the wise statesmen
and conservative reformers of modern times were looked
upon as rebels and the strange notion gained ground that

the Hindu ethical ideals remained unchanged from time
immemorial. Sir. P. S. Sivaswamy Ai) er gives the lie direct
to the latter statement. He says :

‘ The history of the
^hical ideas of the Hindus presents two striking features.
They have not remained stationary, but have changed in

^rious*directions from time to time. Secondly, there is no
breach of continuity in the main web of Indian Culture.'
this may be said to be the burden of his Kamala Lecturesi
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< Jn the various chapters of the <book he examiaes such si

as slavery; caste regulations, law and justice, the stavu<i

women, etc., and points out that in each 'of them there has
been change in the past though not always for the better.

But nowhere are the author’s sagacity, wisdom and insight

better shown than in the last chapter where he discusses the

drift of modern tendencies and the future. Sir. P. S. Sivaswamy
Aiyer has not only made a very valuable contribution to the

growing literature on Hindu religion and ethics, but also, like

the true liberal that he is, he has pointed out the lines of

progress which, while remaining faithful to our past, take into

account the imperative needs of the present and the future.

D. S. Sarma

Daughters of the Dawn—By G. Venkatachalam, (6 St.

John’s Road, Bangalore, Pp. 70. Price Re 1).

When a writer like Mr. Venkatachalam, whose apprecia-

tion of art and of things artistic in life is so well known to

the Indian public, selects for his subjects some of the flowers

of the womanhood of modern India, we cannot easily suppress

our eager expectations of an enjoyable hour in knowing his

impressions of them, necessarily tinged with a frankness and
familiarity all his own. Indeed, as we gaze at the daintiness

of the little volume and the charming names filling the

‘contents,’ a feeling of envy overtakes us that Mr. Venkata-

chalam should have been almost the first to write of these

women and choose his printers from Japan, the home of

fascinating art traditions.

The admirable taste in the selection of the representative

types of women is exclusively Mr. Venkatachalam 's, and as he

mentions in the Foreword, his book is ‘ in some small sense,

a pioneering attempt.’ Truly, one could not have wished for

anything more to recommend the author to the good opinion

of the reading public than his present venture of introducing

to a larger world some of the noblest women, who ‘ have

played or are playing a prominent part in the political and

cultural life of India.’ .

Srimati Kamala Devi, the justly famous social worker and

fighter in the cause of India, takes naturally a leading place

in this galaxy. Then steps in the representative of tlTat illus-

trious family of the 'I'agores, Pratima Devi, a symbol <m all

•that signifies the culture and rare endowments cherished by
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that family. ' Kanaka Nehru, the stricken wife of Pandit^
Jawaharlal comes^l in for her share of our sympathy dha
appreciation *, ,for, nothing could be more genuine and noble
than the import of her own words, ‘ It’s all right to be great j

but it is nerve-wrecking.’ Leila Sokhey or ‘ Menaka,’ the

Indian dancer, then appears before us claiming our attention

as she should, having equipped herself with the technique of

European dancing and taking to the revival of our own art

with all the zeal of a convert. Sunayani Devi, quite appro-

priate to her sweet-sounding name, has an eye for the beautiful

in nature and hence her consuming passion for painting.

Then we get a glimpse of another reputed dancer, Srimati

Hutheesing, holding her own sway over the enticing domain

of ‘ Abhinaya.’ Nalini Turkhad, the enthusiast in film acting,

Rukmini Arundale of graceful form and enviable accomplish-

ments, and Sofia Somji of indomitable courage in the grae-

some national struggle, successively trip in before us. Then
follow Padmavati, the promising warbler who was nipped

quite in the bud, Daulat Sethna, the youthful Yogini with her

enduring attractions for psychic and occult matters, Leela

Row, now almost an international figure in the world of

tennis, and lastly the personal friend of the author, Subba-

lakshmi, ‘ a silent, unknown daughter of India ’ made known
by the author with a pen dipped in affection.

Mr. Venkatachalam in presenting us these women has

given us no more than a mere narrative introduction to their

lives and achievements. Though his language is easy and
limpid, there is not in him the attempt at art, so very neces-

sary to produce upon the readers a distinctness of impression
of every one in this group, both of her mental and physical

endowments. The result is that our eager interest is not
altogether gratified by our perusal of the book. But in

closing this review, we cannot refrain from expressing our
partiality for the most winsome of these delicately chosen
flowers, Padmavati, the Poetess whose untimely death deprived
Indian literature of one its young hopefuls.

K. ClIANDRASEKHARAN

Siia’s Choice and other Plays.—By A. S. Panchapakesa
Ayyar, AI.A., I.C.S., F.R.S.L. {Published by the New India
Trading Company, Madras. Price Re. 1-8-0.]

The purpose of his venture, Mr. A. S. P. Ayyar points
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^ut, is deliberately to ‘ portray modern Indian lifb in this time
drtransition.’ The dramatic form is hamdssed to a polemical
disquisition on Indian thought in crisis. ^

The two plays in this collection are ‘ Sita’s Choice ’ and
the ‘ Slave of Ideas ’ which is more of a sequel to ‘ Brahma’s
Way’ (the Dialogue) than a play by itself. If the contents
were ripped of their dramatic guise we should have little

quarrel, but being plays (professedly) they must be judged by
aesthetic and literary standards. The drama is in no wise a

peg whereon to hang one’s ideas haphazard and the stt^e is

not a pulpit.

* Sita’s Choice ’ is another of those plots in which a

child-bride is wedded to a middle-aged (and here also tuber-

cular) man of forty who is knocked out of the stage of life to

facilitate a remarriage of the innocent unfortunate. In itself

the theme is not arresting but frankly commonplace, and
against the possible plea that the drama is a mirror of life 1

answer that it must be a concave mirror to compel interest, as

we hardly sit through the boredom of over two hours in our

stuffed theatres to witness life’s commonplaces. The style of

the play is lacking in crispness, point and brilliance.

The ‘ Slave of Ideas ’ is a maturer production, has more
of the play-stuff in it, but as I have said it is by itself a torso

of a play, being a sequel. The best way would have been to

have written out ‘ Brahma's Way ’ as a deliberate, straight

forward Shavian preface. As it is, the Dialogue forms the

indispensable foundation on which the play rests. The play

reads well, the longer speeches and the undramatic solilocjuics

excepted.

It falls without the province of the literary critic to sit in

judgment on ‘ Brahma’s Way,' for the Dialogue belongs

rather to the sphere of theology and ethics. Anandaswanii is

Mr. A. S. P. Ayyar speaking and the Dialogue (monologue,

is it ?) furnishes a brilliant body of religious theories, the

validity or finality of which we will not attempt to discuss.

But we would rather say that to explain dogma by dogma is,

as it were, begging the question, and elaborating theories for

Puranic anecdotes, however ingenious, just academic.

The positive test of a play is its enactability. But if

G. B. S. can make of his iconoclastic paradoxes and audacious

epigrams excellent drama, why not Mr. A. S. P. Ayyar ?

P. R. Ramachandra Rao
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•
• Shti Ran^acharita—Balakanda—By Sali Ramachandra*

rao. (Publishers; Sahitya Seva Samiti, Dharwar. Price, As. 12).

The book under review is by one of the elderly and
eminent poets of modern Karnatak. The author, Mr. Sali

Ramachandrarao, has already made a name for himself by

his lyrical collections like Kusumanjali and Tilanjali. It was
perhaps in his Abhisara, a rendering of Dr. Tagore’s poem,

that he first discovered himself as an engaging story teller in

verse and charmed the young and old of his province.

The present work is a continuation of the same narrative

strain in the same metre of what is nearly his creation. The

theme is an age-old one, the story of Rama as in Valmiki’s

great epic. But the poet’s main purpose is to concentrate

vigorously on the essential legend of Rama and Sita and

give to the Kannada public in a handy and elegant form the

most favourite song of Indian tradition. About ten volumes

are planned, of which the present one is the first, containing

all the story-part of the Balakanda from the curse on Dasaratha

to the marriage of Rama and Sita.

The success achieved herein is beyond doubt. There is

an artistic restraint and skill in the choice of situations, an

emotional oneness with the great characters of the epic,

and a style which approaches the classical without being less

popular. The popularity of the book is already a fact, con-

sidering the newspaper notices and the ready response of the

common audience given to the author's own public readings.

It is being felt everywhere that good Kannada poetry even of

the polished type can no more be a sealed book and a closed

fountain.

There are certain abiding traits in Mr. Sali’.s poetic self-

expression. There is a uniipie sincerity and high feeling-

tone in whatever he writes. A series of bitter experiences in

personal life have in particular made the element of pathos a
homely heritage for him. .He can thus handle a pathetic
situation with greater success than any other. In the perfect
ardour of feeling, his language attains a natural sweetness
and ease. But it also appears thjit the very warmth of
emotion that^ typifies his poetry is so overwhelming as at
times to deprive him of the white heat of imagination. Con-
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sequeritl)^ one often misse^ in his works, that balance of

'^iiulities jrhich marks all great poetry. |The freshness of
creative imagery is not always to be found sidq by side with

the purity and fervour of emodon. There aire, therefore,

repetitions of ideas and phrases that do ring with sincerity but

clip the very wings of poetic fancy. At the same time, credit

must be given to a few original images of the present

volume, like the one in which Rama sees Sita for the

first time caressing a fond fawn in her garden. It is a
splendid idea, in view of the later longing of Sita for the

golden deer, that gives a decided turn to the epic tale.

It is indeed premature to judge in strict terms the poetic

value of this work when we have only the first volume
before us. Nor is it very wise to call it a very great poem at

this stage. But who can deny its singular narrative chann
and ease of diction even as it is ? We, therefore, hear£y
welcomd the poet for the new undertaking and congratulate

the publishers for the enviable get-up of the volume.

R. S. Mugali
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